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Act No. 8, 2000 COMBATING OF RAPE ACT, 2000

EXPLANATORY NOTE:

––––––––––––– Words underlined with a solid line indicate insertions
in existing provisions.

[     ] Words in bold type in square brackets indicate
omissions from existing provisions.

ACT

To provide for the combating of rape; to prescribe minimum sentences for
rape; to provide for the abolition of the rule that a boy under the age of
fourteen years is presumed incapable of sexual intercourse; to provide for
the modification of certain rules of evidence applicable to offences of a sexual
or indecent nature; to impose special  duties on prosecutors in criminal
proceedings relating to sexual offences; to impose special duties on members
of the police in respect of certain bail applications; to amend the Criminal
Procedure Act, 1977, so as to insert a certain definition; to make provision
for the rights of a complainant of rape in bail proceedings; to further regulate
the granting of bail to persons charged with rape; to further regulate the
circumstances in which certain criminal proceedings shall not take place in
open court; to extend the prohibition of the publication of certain information
relating to certain offences; to further regulate the admissibility of evidence
relating to similar offences by an accused; and to further regulate the
admissibility of evidence relating to the character of a complainant of rape
or an offence of an indecent nature; and to provide for matters incidental
thereto.

(Signed by the President on 19 April 2000)

BE IT ENACTED by the Parliament of the Republic of Namibia, as follows:-

Definitions

1. (1) In this Act, unless the context otherwise indicates –

“complainant”, in relation to an offence of a sexual or indecent nature, means a person
towards or in connection with whom any such offence is alleged to have been committed,
irrespective of whether or not that person has actually laid a complaint or gives evidence
in the criminal proceedings in question;

“perpetrator” means a perpetrator as referred to in section 2(1);

“sexual act” means –

(a) the insertion (to even the slightest degree) of the penis of a person into the
vagina or anus or mouth of another person;  or

(b) the insertion of any other part of the body of a person or of any part of the body
of an animal or of any object into the vagina or anus of another person, except
where such insertion of any part of the body (other than the penis) of a person or
of any object into the vagina or anus of another person is, consistent with sound
medical practices, carried out for proper medical purposes;  or

(c) cunnilingus or any other form of genital stimulation;

“vagina” includes any part of the female genital organ.
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(2) Any reference in any other law to rape shall, subject to the provisions of
this Act, be construed as including a reference to rape under this Act.

Rape

2. (1) Any person (in this Act referred to as a perpetrator) who intentionally
under coercive circumstances –

(a) commits or continues to commit a sexual act with another person;  or

(b) causes another person to commit a sexual act with the perpetrator or with a
third person,

shall be guilty of the offence of rape.

(2) For the purposes of subsection (1) “coercive circumstances” includes, but
is not limited to-

(a) the application of physical force to the complainant or to a person other
than the complainant;

(b) threats (whether verbally or through conduct) of the application of physical
force to the complainant or to a person other than the complainant;

(c) threats (whether verbally or through conduct) to cause harm (other than
bodily harm) to the complainant or to a person other than the complainant
under circumstances where it is not reasonable for the complainant to
disregard the threats;

(d) circumstances where the complainant is under the age of fourteen years
and the perpetrator is more than three years older than the complainant;

(e) circumstances where the complainant is unlawfully detained;

(f) circumstances where the complainant is affected by -

(i) physical disability or helplessness, mental incapacity or other inability
(whether permanent or temporary);  or

(ii) intoxicating liquor or any drug or other substance which mentally
incapacitates the complainant;  or

(iii) sleep,

to such an extent that the complainant is rendered incapable of understanding
the nature of the sexual act or is deprived of the opportunity to communicate
unwillingness to submit to or to commit the sexual act;

(g) circumstances where the complainant submits to or commits the sexual act
by reason of having been induced (whether verbally or through conduct) by
the perpetrator, or by some other person to the knowledge of the perpetrator,
to believe that the perpetrator or the person with whom the sexual act is
being committed, is some other person;

(h) circumstances where as a result of the fraudulent misrepresentation of some
fact by, or any fraudulent conduct on the part of, the perpetrator, or by or on
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the part of some other person to the knowledge of the perpetrator, the
complainant is unaware that a sexual act is being committed with him or
her;

(i) circumstances where the presence of more than one person is used to
intimidate the complainant.

(3) No marriage or other relationship shall constitute a defence to a charge of
rape under this Act.

Penalties

3. (1) Any person who is convicted of rape under this Act shall, subject to
the provisions of subsections (2), (3) and (4), be liable-

(a) in the case of a first conviction -

(i) where the rape is committed under circumstances other than the
circumstances contemplated in subparagraphs (ii) and (iii), to
imprisonment for a period of not less than five years;

(ii) where the rape is committed under any of the coercive circumstances
referred to in paragraph (a), (b) or (e) of subsection (2) of section 2,
to imprisonment for a period of not less than ten years;

(iii) where –

(aa) the complainant has suffered grievous bodily or mental harm
as a result of the rape;

(bb) the complainant –

(A) is under the age of thirteen years;  or

(B) is by reason of age exceptionally vulnerable;

(cc) the complainant is under the age of eighteen years and the
perpetrator is the complainant's parent, guardian or caretaker
or is otherwise in a position of trust or authority over the
complainant;

(dd) the convicted person is infected with any serious sexually-
transmitted disease and at the time of the commission of the
rape knows that he or she is so infected;

(ee) the convicted person is one of a group of two or more persons
participating in the commission of the rape; or

(ff) the convicted person uses a firearm or any other weapon for
the purpose of or in connection with the commission of the
rape,

to imprisonment for a period of not less than fifteen years;

(b) in the case of a second or subsequent conviction (whether previously
convicted of rape under the common law or under this Act) –

(i) where the rape is committed under circumstances other than the
circumstances contemplated in subparagraphs (ii) and (iii), to
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imprisonment for a period of not less than ten years;

(ii) where the rape in question or any other rape of which such person
has previously been convicted was committed under any of the
coercive circumstances referred to in paragraph (a), (b) or (e) of
subsection (2) of section 2, to imprisonment for a period of not less
than twenty years;

(iii) where the rape in question or any other rape of which such person
has previously been convicted was committed under any of the
circumstances referred to in subparagraph (iii) of paragraph (a), to
imprisonment for  a period of not less than forty-five years.

(2) If a court is satisfied that substantial and compelling circumstances exist
which justify the imposition of a lesser sentence than the applicable sentence prescribed
in subsection (1), it shall enter those circumstances on the record of the proceedings and
may thereupon impose such lesser sentence.

(3) The minimum sentences prescribed in subsection (1) shall not be applicable
in respect of a convicted person who was under the age of eighteen years at the time of
the commission of the rape and the court may in such circumstances impose any
appropriate sentence.

(4) If a minimum sentence prescribed in subsection (1) is applicable in respect
of a convicted person, the convicted person shall, notwithstanding anything to the contrary
in any other law contained, not be dealt with under section 297(4) of the Criminal
Procedure Act, 1977 (Act No. 51 of 1977): Provided that, if the sentence imposed upon
the convicted person exceeds such minimum sentence, the convicted person may be so
dealt with in regard to that part of the sentence that is in excess of such minimum sentence.

No rule as to incapacity of boy under fourteen years to have sexual intercourse
shall operate

4. (1) If, in any legal proceedings, the question is in issue whether a male
person has had sexual intercourse or has performed an act of a sexual nature with another
person or is the father of any child, such question shall be determined as a question of
fact, and no presumption or rule of law to the effect that a boy under the age of fourteen
years is incapable of sexual intercourse, shall operate.

(2) The criminal capacity of an accused under the age of fourteen years who is
charged with an  offence of a sexual nature shall be determined in the same manner as
the criminal capacity of an accused under the age of fourteen years who is charged with
any other offence.

Abolition of cautionary rule relating to offences of a sexual or indecent nature

5. No court shall treat the evidence of any complainant in criminal proceedings
at which an accused is charged with an offence of a sexual or indecent nature with
special caution because the accused is charged with any such offence.

Evidence of previous consistent statements

6. Evidence relating to all previous consistent statements by a complainant
shall be admissible in criminal proceedings at which an accused is charged with an
offence of a sexual or indecent nature:  Provided that no inference may be drawn only
from the fact that no such previous statements have been made.
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Evidence of period of delay between commission of sexual or indecent act and laying
of complaint

7. In criminal proceedings at which an accused is charged with an offence of
a sexual or indecent nature, the court shall not draw any inference only from the length
of the delay between the commission of the sexual or indecent act and the laying of a
complaint.

Evidence of psychological effects of rape

8. (1) Evidence of the psychological effects of rape shall be admissible in
criminal proceedings at which an accused is charged with rape (whether under the common
law or under this Act) in order -

(a) to show that the sexual act to which the charge relates is likely –

(i) to have been committed towards or in connection with the complainant
concerned;

(ii) to have been committed under coercive circumstances;

(b) to prove, for the purpose of imposing an appropriate sentence, the extent of
the mental harm suffered by that complainant.

(2) In estimating the weight to be attached to evidence admitted in terms of
subsection (1), the court shall have due regard to -

(a) the qualifications and experience of the person who has given such evidence;
and

(b) all the other evidence given at the trial.

Special duties of prosecutor where accused is charged with sexual offence

9. In criminal proceedings at which an accused is charged with an offence of
a sexual nature, it shall be the duty of the prosecutor to consult with the complainant in
such proceedings in order -

(a) to ensure that all information relevant to the trial has been obtained from
the complainant, including information relevant to the question whether
the accused should be released on bail and, if the accused were so released,
whether any conditions of  bail should be imposed;  and

(b) to provide all such information to the complainant  as will be necessary to
lessen the impact of the trial on the complainant.

Special duties of member of police in respect of bail applications where accused is
charged with sexual offence

10. In criminal proceedings at which an accused is charged with an offence of
a sexual nature, it shall be the duty of the member of the Namibian Police Force in
charge of the investigation -

(a) to forthwith inform the prosecutor in such proceedings of any reason to
believe that the complainant would be at risk if the accused is released on
bail and of any other investigations involving the accused (if any); and

(b) if bail has been granted to the accused, to forthwith, after becoming aware
thereof, inform that prosecutor of any failure by the accused to comply with
his or her conditions of bail.
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Amendment of section 1 of Act 51 of 1977

11. Section 1 of the Criminal Procedure Act, 1977 (hereinafter referred to as
the principal Act), is hereby amended by the insertion in subsection (1) after the definition
of “charge” of the following definition:

“‘complainant’, in relation to an offence of a sexual or  indecent nature, means a
person towards or in connection with whom any such offence is alleged to have
been committed, irrespective of whether or not that person has actually laid a
complaint or gives evidence in the criminal proceedings in question;”.

Insertion of section 60A in Act 51 of 1977

12. The following section is hereby inserted in the principal Act after section 60:

“Rights of complainant in bail application where accused is charged with rape

60A. (1) A complainant of rape shall have the right -

(a) to attend any proceedings where the question is considered whether
an accused who is in custody on a charge of rape should be released
on bail or, if bail has been granted to the accused, whether any further
conditions of bail should be imposed under section 62 or whether
any such conditions of bail should be amended or supplemented under
section 63;  and

(b) to request the prosecutor in proceedings referred to in paragraph (a)
to present any  information or evidence to the court that might be
relevant  to any question under consideration by the court in such
proceedings.

(2) If an accused is in custody on a charge of rape, the person in charge
of the police station or any other place where the accused is detained in terms of section
50 (1), or any other person designated by such first-mentioned person, shall as soon as
possible inform the complainant concerned of -

(a) the place, date and time of the first appearance of the accused in
court;  and

(b) the rights of the complainant under subsection (1).

(3) If an accused who is in custody on a charge of rape intends to apply
to the court for bail on a date or at a time of which the complainant has not been otherwise
informed in terms of this section, the accused or his or her legal representative shall
request the person referred to in subsection (2) to inform the complainant accordingly,
whereupon such person shall so inform the complainant.

(4) The person who informs, or who is required to inform, the complainant
in terms of subsection (2) or (3), as the case may be, shallprepare an affidavit stating -

(a) whether the provisions of subsection (2) or (3), as the case may be,
have been duly complied with and, if they have not been so complied
with, the reasons for not complying with any such provision;

(b) the manner in which the complainant has been so informed; and
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(c) the date and time when the complainant has been so informed.

(5) An affidavit prepared in terms of subsection (4) shall be handed to
the judge or judicial officer presiding at the proceedings at which bail is considered,
and such affidavit shall form part of the record of such proceedings.

(6) If a complainant is present at proceedings at which bail is considered
in respect of an accused who is in custody on a charge of rape, and such proceedings
are postponed, the court shall inform the complainant of the date and time to
which such proceedings have been postponed and of the complainant’s rights under
subsection (1).

(7) If a complainant is not present at proceedings referred to in subsection
(6), the court shall enquire into the question whether the complainant has had
knowledge of such proceedings, and -

(a) shall, if it is satisfied that it is likely that the complainant has had
knowledge of such proceedings, direct that the matter be dealt with
in the absence of the complainant;  or

(b) shall, if it is not so satisfied, postpone such proceedings in order to
obtain the presence of the complainant:  Provided that, if it is in the
interests of justice (with due regard to the interests of the complainant)
that the matter be dealt with forthwith, the matter may be dealt with
in the absence of the complainant.

(8) If a complainant is not present, as contemplated in subsection (7),
the prosecutor in such proceedings shall inform the complainant -

(a) where bail has been granted to the accused, of the granting of bail
and the conditions of bail imposed;

(b) where such proceedings have been postponed, of the date and time to
which such proceedings have been postponed and of the complainant’s
rights under subsection (1).

(9) The provisions of subsections (4) and (5) shall, with the necessary
changes, apply in respect of a notification given in terms of subsection (8)(b).”.

Amendment of section 62 of Act 51 of 1977

13. Section 62 of the principal Act is hereby amended by the addition of the
following subsection, the existing section becoming subsection (1):

“(2) If an accused who is in custody on a charge of rape is released on
bail, the court shall, notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (1), add such
further conditions of bail as will, in the opinion of the court, ensure that the accused
does not make contact with the complainant concerned.”.

Amendment of section 153 of Act 51 of 1977

14. Section 153 of the principal Act is hereby amended -

(a) by the deletion of paragraphs (a) and (b) of subsection (3);

(b) by the insertion after subsection (3) of the following subsections:

“(3A) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsections (1), (2), (5) and
(6) but subject to the provisions of subsection (3B), in criminal proceedings
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relating to a charge that the accused committed or attempted to commit-

(a) any sexual or indecent act towards or in connection with any
complainant; or

(b) any act for the purpose of procuring or furthering the
commission of a sexual or indecent act towards or in
connection with any complainant,

the court before which such proceedings are pending shall, to the extent
authorized thereto by the provisos to Article 12(1)(a) and (c) of the
Namibian Constitution, direct that any person whose presence is not
necessary at such proceedings, shall not be present at such proceedings,
unless the complainant in such proceedings, or, if he or she is a minor, his
or her parent or guardian or a person in loco parentis, otherwise requests.

(3B) Any person whose presence is not necessary at criminal
proceedings referred to in paragraphs (a) and (b) of subsection (3A), shall
not be present at such proceedings while the complainant in such
proceedings is giving evidence, unless such complainant, or, if he or she
is a minor, his or her parent or guardian or a person in loco parentis,
otherwise requests.”;  and

(c) by the addition of the following subsection:

“(7) To the extent that the provisions of this section provide for a
limitation of the fundamental right to a public hearing and to the giving of
judgment in criminal proceedings in public contemplated in paragraphs
(a) and (c), respectively, of Sub-Article (1) of Article 12 of the Namibian
Constitution, in that they authorize the exclusion of the public from criminal
proceedings or any part thereof, such limitation is enacted on authority of
the said paragraphs (a) and (c).”.

Amendment of section 154 of Act 51 of 1977

15. Section 154 of the principal Act is hereby amended-

(a) by the substitution for subsection (2) of the following subsection:

“(2) (a) Where a court under section 153(3) directs that any person
or class of persons shall not be present at criminal proceedings, no
person shall publish in any manner whatever any information which
might reveal the identity of any complainant in the proceedings:
Provided that the presiding judge or judicial officer may authorize
the publication of such information if he or she is of the opinion that
such publication would be just and equitable: Provided further that
such information may be published with regard to any complainant in
the proceedings if that complainant is eighteen years of age or older
and has authorized the publication of such information.

(b) Where a court in terms of section 153(3A) directs that any person
shall not be present at criminal proceedings or where any person is
in terms of section 153(3B) not permitted to be present at criminal
proceedings, no person shall publish in any manner whatever any
information which might reveal the identity of any complainant in
the proceedings: Provided that the presiding judge or judicial officer
may authorize the publication of such information if he or she is of
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the opinion that such publication would be just and equitable: Provided
further that such information may be published with regard to any
complainant in the proceedings if that complainant is eighteen years of
age or older and has authorized the publication of such information.

(c) No person shall at any stage from the time of the commission of the
relevant offence to the appearance of an accused in a court upon any
charge referred to in section 153(3) or 153(3A) or at any stage after
such appearance but before the accused has pleaded to the charge,
publish in any manner whatever any information which might reveal
the identity of the complainant towards or in connection with whom
such offence is alleged to have been committed.”;

(b) by the substitution for subsection (5) of the following subsection:

“(5) Any person who publishes any information in contravention
of this section or contrary to any direction or authority under this section or
who in any manner whatever reveals the identity of a witness in contravention
of a direction under section 153(2), shall be guilty of an offence and liable
on conviction to a fine not exceeding [five hundred rand] N$10 000  or to
imprisonment for a period not exceeding one year or to both such fine and
such imprisonment.”;   and

(c) by the addition of the following subsection:

“(6) To the extent that the provisions of this section provide for a
limitation of the fundamental rights contemplated in paragraph (a) of Sub-
Article (1) of Article 21 of the Namibian Constitution, in that they authorize
interference with a person’s freedom to publish information relating to
criminal proceedings, such limitation is enacted on authority of Sub-Article
(2) of the said Article.”.

Insertion of section 211A in Act 51 of 1977

16. The following section is hereby inserted in the principal Act after section
211:

“Evidence during criminal proceedings of similar offences by accused

211A. (1) Subject to the provisions of subsection (2), in criminal
proceedings at which an accused is charged with rape or an offence of an indecent
nature, evidence of the commission of other similar offences by the accused shall,
on application made to it, be admitted by the court at such proceedings and may
be considered on any matter to which it is relevant: Provided that such evidence
shall only be so admitted if it has significant probative value that is not substantially
outweighed by its potential for unfair prejudice to the accused.

(2) Evidence of previous similar offences by an accused shall not be
admissible solely to prove the character of the accused.

(3) The court's reasons for its decision to admit or refuse to admit evidence
of previous similar offences shall be recorded, and shall form part of the record of
the proceedings.”.
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Amendment of section 227 of Act 51 of 1977

17. Section 227  of the principal Act is hereby amended by the deletion of the
words “or as to the character of any woman upon or with regard to whom any offence of
an indecent nature has been committed,”.

Insertion of section 227A in Act 51 of 1977

18. The following section is hereby inserted in the principal Act after section
227:

“Evidence of sexual conduct or experience of complainant of rape or offence of
an indecent nature

227A. (1) No evidence as to any previous sexual conduct or experience
of a complainant in criminal proceedings at which an accused is charged with rape or an
offence of an indecent nature, shall be adduced, and no question regarding such sexual
conduct or experience shall be put to the complainant or any other witness in such
proceedings, unless the court has, on application made to it, granted leave to adduce
such evidence or to put such question, which leave shall only be granted if the court is
satisfied that such evidence or questioning -

(a) tends to rebut evidence that was previously adduced by the
prosecution; or

(b) tends to explain the presence of semen or the source of pregnancy or
disease or any injury to the complainant, where it is relevant to a fact
in issue; or

(c) is so fundamental to the accused's defence that to exclude it would
violate the constitutional rights of the accused:

Provided that such evidence or questioning has significant probative  value that is
not substantially outweighed by its potential prejudice to the complainant's personal
dignity and right of privacy.

(2) No evidence as to the sexual reputation of a complainant in criminal
proceedings at which an accused is charged with rape or an offence of an indecent
nature, shall be admissible in such proceedings.

(3) Before an application for leave contemplated in subsection (1) is
heard, the court may direct that the complainant in respect of whom such evidence
is to be adduced or to whom any such question is to be put, shall not be present at
such application proceedings.

(4) The court's reasons for its decision to grant or refuse leave under
subsection (1) to adduce such evidence or to put such question shall be recorded,
and shall form part of the record of the proceedings.” .

Short title and commencement

19. This Act shall be called the Combating of Rape Act, 2000, and shall come
into operation on a date to be fixed by the Minister of Justice by notice in the Gazette.

_______________
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Chapter 

19

561

this chapter summarises all of the 
recommendations made in this 

report, grouped under the institutions 
which would be responsible for 
adopting or implementing the various 
proposals. Where more than one 
institution would be involved, the 
recommendation is repeated in each 
category. this should help to make 
it easier for relevant stakeholders 
to consider their responses to the 
research findings on rape in namibia.

Summary of 
reCommendationS
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Part a
Government
1. Cabinet 

Encourage closer cooperation between the different service providers who work 
with rape complainants by establishing a small forum where key officials meet 
regularly at national level to discuss issues and problems pertaining to rape 
cases across ministerial lines. This could be replicated at regional and/or local 
levels. Of all the recommendations for improved action on rape cases, this one is 
probably the most fundamental. 

If sufficient transport is not available to allow the police to respond adequately 
to rape cases, inter-ministerial arrangements should be made to allow police 
to utilise the vehicles of other government agencies to respond to emergencies. 
It is recognised, however, that such arrangements would be feasible only if strict 
and workable controls could be implemented to ensure that such facilities were not 
abused. 

If there is a continued overall budgetary shortage for forensic tests, the 
National Forensic Science Institute should be authorised to give priority to 
rape cases (and perhaps certain other specified crimes, such as murder), at 
least for a specified time period as part of an overall campaign to combat 
rape. There should be a sufficient budget for rape kits for every rape case in which 
such evidence can be collected. 

The government could support a special focus on rape cases by providing funding for 
a special Scene of Crime Unit within the National Forensic Science Institute 
dedicated to respond only to rape cases, at least for a limited time period. 

The government should commission a study of case withdrawals initiated by 
complainants in order to ascertain what forms of assistance and support might 
dissuade complainants from seeking to withdraw rape cases. 
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2. Parliament

In respect of all agencies dealing with rape, Parliament should allocate sufficient 
budgetary resources for responding to rape cases. Expenditures on rape cases should 
be tracked and reported on to Parliament. 

Parliament should allocate a specific budget to the Woman and Child Protection 
Units which is sufficient to allow them to fulfil their tasks of investigating rape cases 
adequately and efficiently. This would give concrete meaning to the government’s 
stated commitment to combating gender-based violence. 

The provision and control of adequate police transport should be a budgetary 
and administrative priority. 

Parliament should ensure that the National Forensic Science Institute has 
a realistic and sufficient budget to perform the necessary forensic tests 
to secure convictions of guilty parties in rape cases. This should include an 
adequate budget for DNA tests. Skimping on this budget may result in a waste 
of other state resources spent in investigating and prosecuting cases which are 
ultimately lost because of the lack of sufficient forensic evidence. 

The government could support a special focus on rape cases by providing funding for 
a special Scene of Crime Unit within the National Forensic Science Institute 
dedicated to respond only to rape cases, at least for a limited time period. 

Focus attention on strategies to increase reporting and to reduce case withdrawals 
by complainants instead of on more severe punishment for rapists. 
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3. miniStry of Safety and SeCurity 

a.  Police and Woman and Child Protection units 
(WCPus)

Statistics and record-keeping

SUggeStIoNS For ImProved NAmPoL reCord-keePINg

The Namibian Police are to be congratulated for compiling regional breakdowns of 
rape and attempted rape cases, and for keeping gender-disaggregated data as well 
as data on adult versus juvenile victims. 

One difficulty with the current statistics in the discrepancy between police regions 
and political regions. It is useful to compare rape and other crime statistics with a 
range of demographic and socio-economic data. Yet most regional statistics about 
Namibia are based on the political regions. Despite the fact that NAMPOL uses police 
regions which are more administratively convenient for their purposes published 
crime statistics with regional breakdowns should be based on Namibia’s 13 
political regions and not the 13 police regions. If not, all statistics based on the 
police regions (which confusingly have identical names to the political regions) should 
clearly indicate that these are not the same in all cases as the political regions. 

It would be useful to have more information about the ages of rape victims. 
We would suggest the following age breakdowns: 

Under age 7
Age 7 is considered in law to be the age at which children are considered to 
acquire the potential for knowledge of the difference between right and wrong. 
No child under age 7 can be convicted of a crime. 

Age 7 up to age 13
Age 14 is an important dividing line because 14 is the “age of consent” for 
purposes of the Combating of Rape Act. 

Age 14 up to age 15
Consensual sexual contact between a child under age 16 and another person 
who is at least three years older is an offence under the Combating of Immoral 
Practices Act, sometimes referred to as “statutory rape”. 

Age 16 up to age 18
Persons under age 18 are treated as children for many legal purposes, and this 
is the age used to define a child in the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child. 
Furthermore, perpetrators under age 18 are treated as juvenile offenders. 

We would also suggest that the police routinely couple reports of rape and 
attempted rape with statistics on how many of these cases were unfounded 
(considered to be baseless) or undetected (unsolved). 

If possible, the statistics on crimes reported should be coupled with information 
on:
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(a) arrests made
(b) withdrawals (and the basis for any withdrawal)
(c) prosecutions 
(d) convictions or acquittals.

This might be more difficult, as it would involve information from the Office of the 
Prosecutor-General as well as the police, but all of this information should be recorded 
on the case docket in any event. Coupling crimes reported with the outcome 
of the cases is crucial for measuring the effectiveness of implementation of 
the Combating of rape Act. 

SUggeStIoNS For ImProved WCPU reCord-keePINg

The various Woman and Child Protection Units already prepare quarterly reports which 
include some statistics, but these are not collected in a uniform or optimal way. Because 
all rape dockets are handed over to Woman and Child Protection Units for investigation, 
these units are particularly well-placed to collect and record information on rape cases. 

We suggest that all WCPU statistics should be broken down by the crime 
reported. The overall Namibian Police statistics already do this, but the reports from 
the various WCPUs do not. If crimes are combined, then the information is not useful 
in providing a profile of any of the various offences. rape statistics should include 
a record of the following crimes: 

rape
attempted rape
indecent assault
incest
‘statutory rape’ under section 14 of the Combating of Immoral Practices 
Act.

Sexual violence within domestic relationships (which constitutes a domestic violence 
offence) should be recorded separately from other sexual violence (which is not a 
domestic violence offence).

We suggest that the following information be recorded for each crime by all 
WCPUs, and by all police stations if possible: 

a)  breakdown of the above by the location or at least by region
b)  sex of victim
c)  sex of perpetrator
d)  age of victim
e)  age of perpetrator
 f)  relationship, if any, between victim and perpetrator
g)  number of cases unfounded
h)  number of cases undetected 
i)  number of cases withdrawn
j)  number of cases prosecuted
k)  number of cases resulting in convictions. 

In rape cases, records should be kept of follow-up with the complainant: 
a)  was post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP) given to the complainant?
b)  pregnancy prevention? 
c)  treatment for sexually transmitted infections?
d)  HIV test? 
e)  HIV counselling? 
f)  follow-up counselling and testing? 
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The follow-up intervals recommended by the MOHSS for heath purposes are 3 days, 
6 weeks, 3 months and 6 months.

It should be noted that statistics which record only information about cases initially 
reported to the WCPUs are not very useful for measuring anything other than the work of 
the WCPUs themselves, since they cannot be measured against any particular segment 
of the population, nor are they a random sample of cases. Only national statistics from 
all police stations can provide a profile of reported sexual violence and domestic violence 
offences, because they can be measured against the entire population of Namibia. 

The quarterly reports should be compiled into annual reports which provide information 
about the crimes reported at each WCPU, as well as totals for all the WCPUs combined. 
This information will be useful for understanding the work of the WCPUs. 

Information on specific types of crime, such as rape and domestic violence offences, 
should be recorded nationally. For such crimes, the WCPUs should record information 
on all cases investigated by each WCPU, regardless of where the case was initially 
reported. 

rape cases involving persons with disabilities should be recorded and tracked 
as part of the standard record-keeping system of police and Woman and Child 
Protection Units, with information on this category of cases incorporated into 
regular reporting of crime statistics. Failure to include information on this category 
of cases might be interpreted as indifference towards persons with disabilities, and 
could also serve to create the false impression that rape and other crimes are rarely 
experienced among this category of people. In a larger body of cases, information about 
rapes of complainants with disabilities could give insights into how to decrease the 
vulnerability of such persons, and information about perpetrators in such cases might 
show who is most likely to abuse – caregivers, institutional workers, neighbours or 
others who stand in a special relationship to the complainant. This information would 
be useful in identifying preventative strategies. 

Police dockets and J-88 forms should have a particular space for indicating whether 
or not a complainant is disabled, and the particular form of disability should be 
specified. 

Prepare a standard form to be placed inside the police docket, or a space 
on the police docket cover, for recording the health services provided to 
complainants in rape cases. This will make it possible to carry out more systematic 
monitoring of the provision of indicated health interventions. (This information, of 
course, should not include any indication of the complainant’s HIV status, in order 
to preserve confidentiality.) 

For purposes of research and monitoring, it would be useful if there were a standard 
system for indicating whether the charge is common-law rape or rape in 
terms of the Combating of rape Act. This distinction is particularly important 
for the purposes of assessing the operation of the minimum sentences which apply 
to rape in terms of the Combating of Rape Act. 
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Introduce an official form for recording notice to the complainant of the bail 
hearing, the outcome of the bail hearing and the bail conditions. The Combating 
of Rape Act could be amended to allow the issue of accompanying regulations, so 
that such a form could be officially promulgated. 

We recommend that Namibia should periodically conduct nationally-representative 
surveys about crime which give particular attention to rape and other forms of 
gender-based violence, as a method of determining the incidence of such crimes 
more accurately. 

Woman and Child Protection unit services

the Woman and Child Protection Units should have a clear set of goals and 
strategies for achieving those goals, to make regular assessments more effective. 
An official Mission Statement and goals would also be helpful in giving the public 
a clear idea of what to expect from the WCPUs. 

Police must be equipped with sufficient transport to respond to such calls 
for help, which in some regions means 4x4 vehicles. The provision and control 
of adequate police transport should be a budgetary and administrative priority. 

All WCPU staff should be required to wear official nametags when on duty, so 
that they can be clearly identified by members of the public. Compliance with 
this rule should be monitored and enforced. 

members of the public must be encouraged to report problems experienced at 
WCPUs with details so that they can be addressed by the WCPU management. 

All charge officers and persons who answer emergency calls should be 
regularly informed of the correct contact information for WCPU staff members 
on call after-hours. 

The contact numbers for officers on call should be displayed on notice boards 
outside the Woman and Child Protection Units for the information of members 
of the public. 
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WCPU staff should be provided with regular counselling, as it is very emotionally 
stressful to deal regularly with cases of rape and domestic violence. 

WCPU personnel should be routinely equipped with firearms to protect themselves 
and other service providers, as well as the rape complainant, and to increase public 
confidence that WCPU staff have the power to protect the public and to apprehend 
offenders.

the police should introduce a system for tape-recording statements as a method 
for obtaining accurate statements and overcoming the problem of poor literacy and 
writing skills on the part of police officers. 

the police should introduce a new procedure whereby all police statements are 
initially written down in the complainant’s home language. These statements 
would need subsequent translation into English by a sworn translator, but the 
increased accuracy and reliability of the statements would appear to outweigh the 
extra effort and expense entailed. The system of tape-recording statements proposed 
above could work in conjunction with the use of mother-tongue statements.

Additional training in techniques for interviewing children would be helpful. 
Alternatively, each WCPU should have access to 1-2 people with specialised 
training in interviewing children – a specially-trained police officer, a social 
worker, or some other local person with appropriate expertise – and these personnel 
should be “on call” for taking statements from minors or for assisting police who 
are doing this. 

Provide one-way glass at as many WCPUs as possible to reduce the trauma of Id 
parades for the complainant. In areas where special victim-friendly court facilities 
are already in place, police could make arrangements with the Ministry of Justice 
to utilise these for ID parades before or after court hours. 

The Office of the Prosecutor-General should work with police to develop guidelines 
on acceptable interim or alternative procedures for Id parades which could be 
utilised to minimise trauma to the complainant: 

The complainant could identify the perpetrators without touching, by means of 
numbers worn by the different persons, or by use of an inexpensive mechanism 
such as a focused laser pointer of the type used in lectures or even an ordinary 
torch with a clearly focused beam. 
The technique described by an interviewee where the suspects passed by an 
office one by one to be viewed by the complainant, instead of being viewed 
all at once in a formal line-up, could be used more widely if approved by 
prosecutors on legal grounds. 
Photographs could be used in place of actual persons. 
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The new design for rape kits being introduced by the National Forensic Science Institute 
should prevent pilfering from rape kits, but will not on its own stop theft of the entire 
kit. The Namibian Police should issue an official directive requiring that all rape kits 
must be stored in a locked cupboard with limited access until needed, with 
compliance monitored by appropriate police officials. 

Police should receive annual training in the proper collection of forensic evidence, 
and each police station should have an investigator who has received specialised 
training in the collection of forensic evidence in rape cases. As an alternative, 
the government could support a special focus on rape cases by providing funding for a 
special Scene of Crime Unit within the National Forensic Science Institute dedicated to 
respond only to rape cases, at least for a limited time period. 

Police should take more responsibility for supervising the completion of the 
J-88 form and ensuring that it is complete and accurate. The police officer who 
is present should have clear authority to complain to the appropriate official if the 
doctor does not complete the form fully and correctly. 

All police stations, or at least Woman and Child Protection Units, should be 
equipped with cameras which self-develop photographs immediately, which 
could be used in conjunction with the medical examination to document 
visible injuries. The Office of the Prosecutor-General and the Namibian Police 
could issue instructions on how best to authenticate the photos to ensure that they 
will be admissible as evidence in court. 

members of the public and prosecutors should be encouraged to report longs 
delays in police investigation to the NAmPoL complaints department so that 
monitoring and supervision of this problem can be intensified. 

The Ministry of Justice or the Office of the Prosecutor–General should work together 
with the police to formulate clear rules on who is responsible for ensuring that 
witnesses attend criminal cases, to ensure that there is budgetary provision for 
carrying out this duty. 

Improve the operation of the Woman and Child Protection Units by implementing 
the recommendations put forward in the 2006 UNICeF assessment as a matter 
of urgency. The provision of specialised training for WCPU staff should be a particular 
priority. 

The recommendations put forward in the UNICEF study for dealing with delays in 
police investigations should also be implemented: 
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monitoring and control by Unit Commanders of time spent in investigations 
and reasons for requesting court postponements for further investigation 
regular staff meetings to discuss case progress 
more aggressive supervision by the National Coordinator for WCPUs. 

Anyone who has knowledge of a crime can lay a charge with the police, regardless 
of the attitude of the complainant. It is not necessary for a child’s parent or guardian 
to consent to the laying of a charge involving the child as the complainant. People 
who act in good faith in reporting an alleged crime to the police, and police who 
investigate such charges in good faith, have no reason to fear lawsuits for defamation. 
Circulars on these points should also be sent to all police stations so that 
police will be sure to give correct information to the public on these concerns. 

It seems that police and prosecutors may need to be alerted to the permissibility 
and appropriateness of multiple charges of rape in a gang rape situation or 
in situations where multiple sexual acts by a single perpetrator took place in 
circumstances which warrant treating them as separate events. This could 
be done in training courses or by means of official circulars. 

training needs 

Additional training for WCPU staff in techniques for interviewing children would 
be helpful. 

Police should receive annual training in the proper collection of forensic evidence. 

Police should be informed accurately on who can lay a charge, and on the fact that 
subsequent lawsuits for defamation are not possible where charges are laid 
in good faith.

the Police training College should include more practical training on statement 
taking, using mock crime situations as a basis for practice statement-taking which is 
assessed by the trainers. 

Police training courses should include information on the permissibility and 
appropriateness of multiple charges of rape in a gang rape situation or in 
situations where multiple sexual acts by a single perpetrator took place in 
circumstances which warrant treating them as separate events. 
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Public awareness and community outreach

The Namibian Police and the Woman and Child Protection Units in particular are to be 
congratulated on their community outreach efforts, and encouraged to continue 
with such programmes. traditional leaders should be encouraged to become more 
involved in these programmes. It would also be useful to engage an independent 
expert to evaluate these programmes periodically to see if there is any way in 
which the outreach efforts can be made even more effective. The existing community 
outreach and radio information programmes should be continued and expanded. 

Public awareness campaigns should: 

seek to motivate persons to report rapes to the police by including information on 
the danger of repeat rapes by such persons. 
emphasise that receiving compensation for a rape with the assistance of 
traditional authorities and laying a charge with the police are not mutually 
exclusive options. 
explain bail provisions so that complainants will know that rapists who have 
threatened them are likely to be denied bail, and will be forbidden to have any 
contact with them even if bail is granted. 
include information on the repercussions of false charges
include accurate information on who can lay a charge, and on the fact that 
subsequent lawsuits for defamation are not possible where charges are 
laid in good faith. 

Use radio and school programmes to encourage children to speak to a trusted 
adult promptly if they experience any kind of abuse. 

b.  Prisons

The problem of rape in prisons and police cells needs to be officially acknowledged 
so that appropriate steps can be taken to increase security and prevent such incidents. 

Implement a supervised rehabilitation programme for categories of sexual 
offenders who show the potential to respond to rehabilitation, beginning 
during imprisonment and continuing as a transition between imprisonment 
and release, along the lines of the programme recently enacted in kenya. Make 
participation in an appropriate rehabilitation programme a condition of release from 
prison, and supervise participation in a specified programme in the same fashion 
that juvenile offenders are supervised in the course of diversion programmes. Failure 
to complete the programme as required could entail a fine, a return to prison and/or 
an increased level of supervision. 
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4. miniStry of HealtH and  
SoCial ServiCeS 

We suggest that future National demographic and Health Surveys should include 
broader questions on violence against women, the circumstances of such violence, 
and whether the violence was reported to the police. This could provide useful data 
on both rape and domestic violence. 

Community members and institutions should be provided with information on 
how to identify signs of abuse in persons with mental disabilities in particular, 
and how to equip disabled persons to protect themselves. Moreover, community 
members must be encouraged to report rape and other abuse of persons with 
disabilities to the appropriate authorities. There is also a need for educational material 
on the sexual needs and rights of persons with various disabilities, particularly mental 
disabilities.

government should produce more educational materials on rape and other 
legal rights aimed at persons with particular disabilities which make general 
public information inaccessible to them. While the efforts of government and non-
governmental organisations to disseminate information on legal rights are commendable, 
there is a gap when it comes to persons with disabilities. 

Strategies for addressing the myth that sex with a virgin or a young child can 
cure AIdS should be discussed with the traditional Healers Board. 

We recommend that Namibia adopt a victim Support Programme staffed by 
volunteers who are supervised and trained by an administrative official based 
in the ministry of Health and Social Services or the office of the Prosecutor-
general, with the following aims:

to inform complainants and witnesses of case status and progress
to communicate the complainant’s needs and concerns to social workers or 
appropriate persons in the criminal justice system
to orient complainants to court procedures (with the aid of simple-language 
educational material approved by the Office of the Prosecutor-General)
to accompany complainants to court proceedings 
to involve complainants, when possible, in decision-making processes (such 
as explaining special arrangements for vulnerable witnesses so that they can 
consider which might make them more comfortable)
to assist complainants with logistics related to court appearances
to encourage the reporting of crime and discourage case withdrawals.

Approved volunteers should have a nametag and a photo Id. they should also be 
given clear guidelines on their role and the boundaries of their involvement. 
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this victim Support Programme could train volunteers to assist with explaining 
the court process to the complainant, with the assistance of materials developed 
especially for this purpose (such as comic books and colouring books on the court 
procedure for children, similar to those in use in South Africa, and appropriate indigenous 
language materials for adults). Volunteers could take complainants to the empty courtroom 
in advance of the trial and be available to answer any questions the complainant might have 
about practical issues such as transport and accommodation. This would free prosecutors 
to focus more fully on the legal issues which are their area of expertise. 

victim Support Programme volunteers could explain the possible special 
arrangements for vulnerable witnesses and help to determine the complain-
ant’s preferences. 

This programme could be piloted in cases of rape (and perhaps domestic violence 
as well) and extended to other crime victims if successful. 

doctors should receive annual training in the proper collection of forensic 
evidence. We also endorse the idea under discussion that only specific doctors 
should be trained and authorised to collect medical evidence, along with selected 
nurses with appropriate experience. 

doctors should receive more regular and intense training on the J-88 forms 
and their legal impact. This training should involve both the National Forensic 
Science Institute and prosecutors from the specialised unit on sexual offences. 

Foreign doctors working in Namibia should receive a more comprehensive orientation 
to the local legal, social and cultural environment. 

A small supply of rape kits should be stored at public and private hospitals, 
and the National Forensic Science Institute should issue clear instructions to doctors 
on what procedures to follow in cases where a rape complainant is examined before 
reporting the rape to the police. 

the ministry of Health and Social Services should issue an official circular 
setting forth the correct policy on the examination of minor rape victims. 
This circular should discuss in particular (a) when the consent of a parent or 
guardian is necessary (b) what to do if a parent or guardian is not present and 
cannot be located within a reasonable time and (c) what to do if a minor rape victim 
does not want his or her parents to be informed about the rape, or if the parent or 
guardian is the rape suspect. 
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the ministry of Health and Social Services should develop new standard consent 
forms for the examination of all rape victims, including a provision on consent to the 
collection of medical evidence. 

the doctor who conducted the examination should keep a carbon copy of the 
J-88 for monitoring purposes, and to assist the doctor in preparing to testify 
in court. Copies of J-88 forms retained by the doctors who perform the examinations 
could be the basis of such monitoring.

the performance of doctors who examine rape victims and complete J-88 forms 
should be regularly assessed by a medical management team from the ministry 
of Health and Social Services, as a means of monitoring doctors’ performance 
and identifying training needs. 

the ministry of Health and Social Services and the office of the Prosecutor-
general should consider appropriate disciplinary or even criminal sanctions 
against doctors who wilfully fail to follow proper procedures in collecting 
medical evidence and completing any required forms (such as J-88 forms). 

the booklet developed by the National Science Forensic Institute to accompany 
rape kits should be assessed to see if it could replace the J-88 form in future. 

Work with the police to develop a standard form to be placed inside the police 
docket, or a space on the police docket cover, for recording the health services 
provided to complainants in rape cases. This will make it possible to carry out 
more systematic monitoring of the provision of indicated health interventions. (This 
information, of course, should not include any indication of the complainant’s HIV 
status, in order to preserve confidentiality.) 

Health issues pertaining to rape should be the focus of public awareness 
campaigns. 

Continue roll-out of PeP and associated services to clinics. As an interim 
measure, pair all clinics with district hospitals and encourage clinic staff to 
refer rape complainants to the nearest district hospital for PeP. Police could 
be asked to assist with transport for this purpose if necessary. 

All rape complainants who receive PeP should be given a pamphlet to take 
home which contains clear and simple information such as instructions on 
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how to take the medication, information about side-effects, the recommended 
dates for follow-up tests and the importance of completing the course of 
medication as prescribed. This would be useful for the future reference of the rape 
survivor, who may be too traumatised at the time of the rape to take in information 
clearly at the time. 

the rape complainant should also be given an appointment in writing for a 
follow-up visit to the nearest Art clinic, and directed to contact the nearest 
Art clinic if there are problems with side effects from the PeP or any other 
post-rape medication. Because of the trauma involved in a rape, we suggest that 
a community counsellor should be asked to initiate contact with the rape 
complainant if she or he does not appear at the follow-up appointment. 

The Ministry of Health and Social Services should issue guidelines on appropriate 
follow-up procedures when PeP is administered to suspected perpetrators. 

the proposed victim Support Programme could train volunteers to assist 
with explaining the court process to the complainant, with the assistance of 
materials developed especially for this purpose. Alternatively, or as an interim 
measure, social workers could be drafted to assist with this task. This would be 
particularly appropriate for social workers who are already working with Woman and 
Child Protection Units. However, as a general matter, the shortage of social workers 
mitigates against providing them with any extra duties. 

Provide prosecutors with more training on the relevant medical issues, to 
facilitate their use of medical evidence. 

5. national forenSiC SCienCe 
  inStitute 

the new rape kits and the improved distribution and tracking systems seem 
likely to resolve many of the problems encountered in the past. These new 
systems will hopefully ensure that rape kits are available at all police stations, 
and resolve past problems concerning the unbroken chain of evidence. These new 
systems should be put into place as soon as possible. We suggest that the National 
Forensic Science Institute assess the effectiveness of this new approach 
to distribution after its first year of operation, and make the results of the 
assessment public so that a wide range of all stakeholders can respond with 
suggestions if necessary. Alternatively, it might be useful to arrange independent 
monitoring of the new systems by an outside consultant in due course to see if they 
are effective in practice. 
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Police and doctors should receive annual training in the proper collection of 
forensic evidence, and each police station should have an investigator who 
has received specialised training in the collection of forensic evidence in rape 
cases. As an alternative, the government could support a special focus on rape cases by 
providing funding for a special Scene of Crime Unit within the National Forensic Science 
Institute dedicated to respond only to rape cases, at least for a limited time period. 

A small supply of rape kits should be stored at public and private hospitals, 
and the National Forensic Science Institute should issue clear instructions 
to doctors on what procedures to follow in cases where a rape complainant 
is examined before reporting the rape to the police. 

the National Forensic Science Institute should discuss the forensic value 
of pubic hair combings and fingernail scrapings with doctors and police to 
combat misunderstandings on this point. 

doctors should receive more regular and intense training on the J-88 forms 
and their legal impact. this training should involve both the National Forensic 
Science Institute and prosecutors from the specialised unit on sexual offences. 

the form developed by the National Science Forensic Institute to accompany 
rape kits should be assessed by the office of the Prosecutor-general to see if 
it could replace the J-88 form in future. 

Prosecutors should be advised to cross-check with the National Forensic 
Science Institute directly when the docket indicates that samples were sent 
to the lab but contains no lab report. Surprisingly, this is not common procedure 
in practice. A simple telephone call could thus bring the lab results together with 
the case docket. 

the National Forensic Science Institute should prepare a short and simple 
briefing document on its procedures for distributing rape kits and processing 
medical evidence, including the normal time frames for lab results, which 
could be used for reference by police, prosecutors, defence counsel, presiding 
officers and the media. 

Provide prosecutors with more training on the relevant medical issues, to 
facilitate their use of medical evidence. 
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6. miniStry of JuStiCe 

a.  Proposed amendments to the  
Combating of rape act 8 of 2000

make rape of persons with physical or mental disabilities a basis for imposing the 
highest category of minimum sentence. (Compare Zimbabwe’s 2001 legislation.)

For the sake of clarity, amend the Act to state that attempts to commit a rape in 
terms of the statute will attract the same minimum penalties as a completed 
crime – even though this is already the legal position. 

Using the Stock Theft Act 15 of 1990 as a model, amend the Act to empower regional 
magistrate’s Court to impose any minimum penalty specified in the Act, even 
if such penalty exceeds the ordinary jurisdiction of the court, and to place 
restrictions on concurrent sentences for rape – but without completely removing 
judicial discretion in this regard. For example, the Act might require that sentences 
for multiple count of ape be served consecutively unless the court finds substantial 
and compelling circumstances which warrant concurrent sentences. This would 
effectively create a presumption in favour of consecutive sentences for rape.

Amend the Act to place limits on what portion of a minimum sentence must 
be served before an offender is eligible for parole. 

Amend section 9 of the Act (on the special duties of the prosecutor) to specifically require 
that the prosecutor shall ensure that the complainant receives orientation to the 
court and court procedures prior to the trial. (Compare Lesotho’s legislation.)

Amend the Act to provide that the court may not draw any adverse inference 
solely from the fact that no semen or vaginal fluid was found on any part of 
the body of the complainant. (Compare Lesotho’s legislation.)

Amend the definition of “coercive circumstances” in section 2 of the Act to include 
“abuse of power or authority to the extent that the person in respect of whom 
an act is committed is inhibited from indicating his or her resistance to such an 
act or his or her unwillingness to participate in such an act”. (Compare Kenya’s 
legislation.)
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Introduce an official form for recording notice to the complainant of the bail 
hearing, the outcome of the bail hearing and the bail conditions. Amend the 
Act to allow the issue of accompanying regulations, so that such a form could 
be officially promulgated. 

b. Proposed amendments to  
Criminal Procedure act 24 of 2004

Amend section 64 of the Act to place the duty of informing the complainant of 
the outcome of the bail hearing on the investigating officer rather than on the 
prosecutor so that the law conforms to usual practice and the responsibility is clear. 
The prosecutor should have a duty to inform the investigating officer of the outcome 
of the bail hearing, and the investigating officer should have a duty to cause the 
complainant to be informed of the outcome as soon as reasonably possible. 

Amend section 64 of the Act to remove subsection (3), which gives the accused 
responsibility for asking the station commander to inform the complainant 
of the time and place of the bail application in certain circumstances. It is 
probably not to the accused’s advantage to ensure that the complainant is timeously 
aware of the bail application, so this requirement works against logic and interest. 
the process should be initiated by the prosecutor instead of the accused in 
these circumstances. 

Amend the Act to allow the court in unusual instances to impose conditions 
other than a no-contact provision which could protect the complainant, 
if this is in accordance with the complainant’s wishes. For example, where 
the complainant and the accused are family members or have children together, a 
complete prohibition on contact may be impractical or simply unenforceable. 

Several of the special provisions enacted for vulnerable witnesses in 2003 (by the 
Criminal Procedure Amendment Act 24 of 2003) have been removed or weakened 
in the 2004 Criminal Procedure Act. We recommend that these provisions should 
be essentially restored. 

a) Amend section 187(4) to require that the presiding officer must re-state 
or re-phrase questions put to witnesses under age 14. 

 (4)  Notwithstanding subsection (1) or (2) or anything to the contrary in any 
other law contained but subject to section 193, the presiding judge or magistrate 
must may, during the cross-examination of any witness under the age of 14 years , 
either restate the questions put to that witness, and may or, in his or her discretion, 
simplify or rephrase such questions. 
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This would restore the position under section 166(4)-(5) of the Criminal Procedure 
Act 51 of 1977, as amended by Criminal Procedure Amendment Act 24 of 2003 on 
vulnerable witnesses. 

b) restore the provision which states that the evidence of a child shall not 
be regarded as being unreliable, or treated with special caution, just 
because the witness is a child, so that the reliability of a child’s evidence and 
the weight which should be given to it must be assessed in the same way as the 
evidence of any other witness. This following should be added as subsection (5) 
of section 185, or as an new section of the Act: 

  (5) A court shall not regard the evidence of a child as inherently unreliable 
and shall therefore not treat such evidence with special caution only because 
that witness is a child. 

This proposed provision mirrors section 164(4) of the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 
1977, which was omitted in the 2004 law. 

c)  Amend section 245 on the provision on the admissibility of previous 
statements by child witnesses to restore the previous criteria from section 
216A of the 1977 Criminal Procedure Act, with the addition of the test of 
the “interests of justice” in order to ensure protection of the accused’s 
rights. 

  245.  (1) Evidence of any statement made by a child under the age of 14 years 
is admissible at criminal proceedings as proof of any fact alleged in that statement 
if the court –

(a)  is satisfied that – 

(i)  the child concerned is unable to give evidence incapable of giving 
evidence relating to any matter contained in the statement concerned; 
and

(ii)  such statement considered in the light of all the surrounding circum-
stances contains indications of reliability; and

(b)  having regard to any prejudice to a party to the proceedings that the admission 
of such evidence might entail, is of the opinion that such evidence should 
be admitted in the interests of justice. 

  (2)  If a child under the age of 14 years gives evidence in criminal proceedings, 
evidence of a statement made by that child is admissible as proof of any fact 
alleged in that statement if that child gives evidence to the effect that he or she 
made that statement.

  (3) Evidence of a statement contemplated in subsection (1) or (2) may in 
criminal proceedings be given in the form of –

(a)  the playing in court of a videotape or audiotape of the making of that 
statement, if the person to whom the statement was made gives evidence 
in such proceedings;

(b)  a written record of that statement if the person to whom the statement 
has been made gives evidence in such proceedings; 
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(c)  oral evidence of that statement given by the person to whom the statement 
was made, but only if it is not possible to give evidence in the form contem-
plated in paragraph (a) or (b).

  (4)  This section does not render –

(a)  admissible any evidence that is otherwise inadmissible; 

(b)  inadmissible any evidence that is otherwise admissible under section 
244 as hearsay evidence. 

Amend the wording of section 185(2) in the 2004 Act as follows to clarify the 
procedure for testing whether a child witness is capable of giving intelligible 
testimony. 

… unless it appears to the presiding judge or magistrate, on the basis of such 
informal preliminary questioning by such presiding judge or magistrate as is 
necessary to assess the child’s maturity, that the witness is incapable of giving 
intelligible testimony. 

the common-law crime of rape should not invoke heavier minimum sentences 
than rape under the Combating of rape Act. Increased deterrence of potential 
rapists would be better achieved by a focus on increasing conviction rates rather then 
by increasing punishment for offenders. We recommend that section 309(3)(c) be 
deleted, thus retaining the minimum sentences in the Combating of rape Act 
for rape under a statute or at common law. Alternatively, we recommend deleting 
the term “rape under a statute” from section 309(3)(c) and from Part 1 of Schedule 5 
so that the same minimum sentences will apply to the common-law crime of rape as 
to rape under a statute, to avoid a return to use of the common-law crime in a manner 
that would undermine the purposes of the Combating of Rape Act. 

C. office of the Prosecutor-General 

the office of the Prosecutor-general should work with the police to institute 
a system of prosecutor-guided investigations. Specialised prosecutors should 
be assigned to rape cases immediately when the docket is opened, so that 
they can work closely together with police to guide the investigation from 
the beginning, to reduce delays and increase conviction rates. This can be 
done by means of regular telephone contact even if the prosecutor cannot physically 
work with the police in question. 

There should be clear guidelines from the Office of the Prosecutor-General on when 
and how to use anatomically correct dolls to assist in taking statements from 
children without creating problems in court later on.
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requests for the withdrawal of cases involving complainants with mental 
disabilities should be treated with strict caution. While mental disabilities 
vary, many persons with such disabilities may lack the coherency to ask for a 
withdrawal or to understand the implications of such an action. 

the office of the Prosecutor-general should work with police to develop 
guidelines on acceptable interim or alternative procedures for Id parades 
which could be utilised to minimise trauma to the complainant: 

The complainant could identify the perpetrators without touching, by means of 
numbers worn by the different persons, or by use of an inexpensive mechanism 
such as a focused laser pointer of the type used in lectures or even an ordinary 
torch with a clearly focused beam. 
The technique described by the interviewee where the suspects passed by an 
office one by one to be viewed by the complainant, instead of being viewed all 
at once in a formal line-up could be used more widely if approved by prosecutors 
on legal grounds. 
Photographs could be used in place of actual persons. 

doctors should receive more regular and intense training on the J-88 forms 
and their legal impact. This training should involve both the National Forensic 
Science Institute and prosecutors from the specialised unit on sexual offences. 

the ministry of Health and Social Services and the office of the Prosecutor-
general should consider appropriate disciplinary or even criminal sanctions 
against doctors who wilfully fail to follow proper procedures in collecting 
medical evidence and completing any required forms (such as J-88 forms). 

the form developed by the National Science Forensic Institute to accompany 
rape kits should be assessed by the office of the Prosecutor-general to see if 
it could replace the J-88 form in future. 

All police stations, or at least Woman and Child Protection Units, should be 
equipped with cameras which self-develop photographs immediately, which 
could be used in conjunction with the medical examination to document 
visible injuries. The Office of the Prosecutor-General and the Namibian Police 
could issue instructions on how best to authenticate the photos to ensure that they 
will be admissible as evidence in court. 
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Prosecutors should be advised to cross-check with the National Forensic 
Science Institute directly when the docket indicates that samples were sent 
to the lab but contains no lab report. Surprisingly, this is not common procedure 
in practice. A simple telephone call could thus bring the lab results together with 
the case docket. 

It seems that prosecutors may need to be alerted to the permissibility and appro-
priateness of multiple charges of rape in a gang rape situation or in situations 
where multiple sexual acts by a single perpetrator took place in circumstances 
which warrant treating them as separate events. This could be done in training 
courses or by means of official circulars. 

Introduce an official form for recording notice to the complainant of the bail 
hearing, the outcome of the bail hearing and the bail conditions. The Combating 
of Rape Act could be amended to allow the issue of accompanying regulations, so 
that such a form could be officially promulgated. 

Although many professionals involved in implementing the law were clearly 
well-informed about the provisions relating to bail, some seem to be confused 
about certain details. this indicates that this aspect of the law should be a 
focus in training sessions for prosecutors. It is particularly important to ensure 
that presiding officers understand that the complainant’s opinion on whether bail 
should be granted is relevant, but not decisive. 

the mandatory “no-contact” provision should be a focus of training and 
discussion for prosecutors. 

the government should commission a study of case withdrawals initiated 
by complainants in order to ascertain what forms of assistance and support 
might dissuade complainants from seeking to withdraw rape cases. 

We recommend that Namibia adopt a victim Support Programme staffed by 
volunteers who are supervised and trained by an administrative official 
based in the ministry of Health and Social Services or the office of the 
Prosecutor-general, with the following aims:

to inform complainants and witnesses of case status and progress
to communicate the complainant’s needs and concerns to social workers or 
appropriate persons in the criminal justice system
to orient complainants to court procedures (with the aid of simple-language 
educational material approved by the Office of the Prosecutor-General)
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to accompany complainants to court proceedings 
to involve complainants, when possible, in decision-making processes (such 
as explaining special arrangements for vulnerable witnesses so that they can 
consider which might make them more comfortable)
to assist complainants with logistics related to court appearances
to encourage the reporting of crime and discourage case withdrawals.

Approved volunteers should have a nametag and a photo Id. they should also be 
given clear guidelines on their role and the boundaries of their involvement. 

this victim Support Programme could train volunteers to assist with explaining 
the court process to the complainant, with the assistance of materials developed 
especially for this purpose (such as comic books and colouring books on the court 
procedure for children, similar to those in use in South Africa, and appropriate 
indigenous language materials for adults). Volunteers could take complainants to 
the empty courtroom in advance of the trial and be available to answer any questions the 
complainant might have about practical issues such as transport and accommodation. 
This would free prosecutors to focus more fully on the legal issues which are their area 
of expertise. 

victim Support Programme volunteers could explain the possible special 
arrangements for vulnerable witnesses and help to determine the complain-
ant’s preferences. 

This programme could be piloted in cases of rape (and perhaps domestic violence 
as well) and extended to other crime victims if successful. 

Arrange for volunteers or social workers to spend time with complainants 
explaining the general court procedure and addressing practical needs, 
though a Victim Support Programme or more informally.

Make sure that children are given an appropriate orientation to court procedures 
so that they will understand what is happening and feel comfortable in the court 
setting. 

In the absence of a victim Support Programme, the office of the Prosecutor-
general should re-organise the workload of prosecutors involved in rape 
cases with their legal duty to the complainant in mind, so that they are able 
to dedicate more time and energy to the task of orienting rape complainants 
to the court process. 

Prosecutors should take primary responsibility for suggesting special arrange-
ments for vulnerable witnesses. 
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The provision requiring closed courts during rape trials is not universally well 
known by prosecutors, legal aid lawyers and magistrates. the ministry of Justice 
should issue a circular informing existing officials of the correct legal position, 
and training for new officials should incorporate this issue.  

Prosecutors should be encouraged to report longs delays in police investiga-
tion to the NAmPoL complaints department so that monitoring and supervision 
of this problem can be intensified. 

The Ministry of Justice or the Office of the Prosecutor–General should work together 
with the police to formulate clear rules on who is responsible for ensuring that 
witnesses attend criminal cases, to ensure that there is budgetary provision for 
carrying out this duty. 

Provide prosecutors with more training on the relevant medical issues, to 
facilitate their use of medical evidence. 

reduce the administrative burden on prosecutors by providing more support from 
court clerks, court orderlies or other administrative personnel for non-legal tasks. 

A few of the professionals who are involved in the implementation of the Combating of 
Rape Act are not completely clear on some of the finer points of the new evidentiary 
rules. This should be a focus of information and training. 

The new rules on admissibility and credibility of evidence from children are 
not uniformly understood and applied. This should be a focus of information and 
training. 

More detailed information and training on the legal position regarding minimum 
sentences, and case law developments in this area, would assist prosecutors. 
All prosecutors should be reminded that the statutory minimums do not apply to 
offenders under age 18. 

encourage all local media to give prominent coverage to acquittals on charges of 
rape, and to legal actions against complainants who lay false charges of rape.
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The provisions on privacy in the Combating of Rape Act are not being enforced in 
practice. We suggest that media who violate the law on this score should be 
prosecuted. 

The Office of the Prosecutor-General should alert all prosecutors and presiding 
officers to the existing law on attempted rape since the legal authority 
for this point is contained in a rather obscure statute. This could be done in 
training courses or by means of official circulars.

revision of J-88 forms 

J-88 forms should have a particular space for indicating whether or not a 
complainant is disabled, and the particular form of disability should be 
specified. Currently, the J-88 only contains a question on mental state, which refers 
to the general emotional state of the complainant and not to the presence of a mental 
disability. 

The booklet developed by the National Science Forensic Institute to accompany 
rape kits should be assessed by the Office of the Prosecutor-General to see if it 
could replace the J-88 form in future. 

A Spanish translation of the J-88 form should be prepared for use by Cuban 
doctors working in Namibia. Arrangements could be made in Windhoek or other 
urban centres for a sworn translation to be added to the docket as soon as possible.

d. Courts 

information and training for presiding officers 

Where postponements of rape cases are requested in court on the grounds that 
the lab results are not available, courts should request confirmation from the 
National Forensic Science Institute before granting a postponement on these 
grounds. This simple expedient would prevent anyone from using “no lab results” as 
an excuse to cover up other shortcomings in respect of the case. Anyone who says in 
court that lab results are not yet available while knowing that this is untrue should be 
dealt with severely. Cross-checking procedures such as these would help to identify 
with certainty where communications have broken down, and which institution is at 
fault. 
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Although many professionals involved in implementing the law were clearly 
well-informed about the provisions relating to bail, some seem to be confused 
about certain details. this indicates that this aspect of the law should be a 
focus in training sessions for magistrates. It is particularly important to ensure 
that presiding officers understand that it is not the complainant’s opinion on whether 
bail should be granted is relevant, but not decisive. 

The mandatory “no-contact” provision should be a focus of training and discussion 
for magistrates. If the complainant and accused share the same residence, the court 
should always specify who is to leave the residence while the case is pending, with 
priority being given to the complainant’s wishes unless special circumstances dictate 
otherwise. 

A particular official at each court should be given responsibility for processing legal 
aid applications and forwarding them to the appropriate legal aid office, to allow 
for monitoring and follow-up. 

encourage presiding officers to take a harder line against any legal practition-
ers who cause unwarranted delays in criminal cases. 

The provision requiring closed courts during rape trials is not universally well known 
by prosecutors, legal aid lawyers and magistrates. the ministry of Justice should issue 
a circular informing existing officials of the correct legal position, and training for 
new officials should incorporate this issue. 

reduce the administrative burden on prosecutors by providing more support 
from court clerks, court orderlies or other administrative personnel for non-
legal tasks. 

give rape cases involving minors, or at least children under age 16, priority 
on the court roll so that they can be heard promptly, before the child’s memory of 
the incident fades. 

A few of the professionals who are involved in the implementation of the Combating of 
Rape Act are not completely clear on some of the finer points of the new evidentiary 
rules. This should be a focus of information and training. 
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The new rules on admissibility and credibility of evidence from children are 
not uniformly understood and applied. This should be a focus of information and 
training. 

More generally, presiding officers would benefit from information and sensitisation 
on the testimony of child witnesses by experts in this field. Given the prevalence 
of child rape in Namibia, it would be appropriate for the judiciary to arrange workshops 
on this topic. 

Prosecutors should take primary responsibility for suggesting special arrangements 
for vulnerable witnesses, but presiding officers should also be sensitised to play 
a more active role just as they are expected to give special attention to the rights 
of an unrepresented accused. 

Court rules should require that the record of any case of sexual abuse involving 
a child under age 18 should indicate what vulnerable witness provisions were 
utilised, and the reasons for applying or not applying the potential special 
arrangements. This would ensure that the vulnerable witness options are give 
appropriate consideration. 

More detailed information and training on the legal position regarding minimum 
sentences, and case law developments in this area, would assist presiding officers. 
All presiding officers should be reminded that the statutory minimums do not apply to 
offenders under age 18. 

Court interpreters

the ministry of Justice should provide specific training on rape cases to court 
interpreters, to increase their understanding of how to make sensitive and accurate 
translations on sexual issues. 

Where possible, the ministry of Justice should provide interpreters of the same 
sex as the rape complainant, or of whatever sex the complainant prefers. 
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e. legal aid

The decentralisation of legal aid services which is already underway should help to 
prevent backlogs in decisions on legal aid applications. However, it appears that there 
are sometimes administrative break-downs between processing the application 
and forwarding the application to the appropriate legal aid office. A particular 
official at each court should be given responsibility for this task, to allow for monitoring 
and follow-up. 

The provision requiring closed courts during rape trials is not universally well 
known by prosecutors, legal aid lawyers and magistrates. the ministry of Justice 
should issue a circular informing existing officials of the correct legal position, 
and training for legal aid lawyers should incorporate this issue. 

A few of the professionals who are involved in the implementation of the Combating of 
Rape Act are not completely clear on some of the finer points of the new evidentiary 
rules. This should be a focus of information and training. 

7. miniStry of Gender equality  
and CHild Welfare

The Children’s Act 33 of 1960 is expected to be replaced by a new Child Care and 
Protection Act. The Ministry of Gender Equality and Child Welfare should ensure 
that this new law contains a provision explicitly addressing consent to medical 
examination of minors and the provision of appropriate post-rape medication 
to minors in instances where parental consent cannot be obtained, where the minor 
rape victim does not want his or her parents to be informed about the rape, or where 
the parent or guardian is the rape suspect. 

Reported rapes of both children and adults are particularly high in the Hardap region 
by every measure. Thus, it would make sense to target this region for particularly 
intense interventions on the prevention of gender-based violence, with particular 
emphasis on preventing and combating child rape. Even if the distinction reflects a 
greater willingness to report rape rather than a higher incidence of rape, targeted 
intervention would still be warranted as this would still mean that the issue of rape is 
being dealt with more openly in this region than in others. 
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government should produce more educational materials on rape and other 
legal rights aimed at persons with particular disabilities which make general 
public information inaccessible to them. While the efforts of government and non-
governmental organisations to disseminate information on legal rights are commendable, 
there is a gap when it comes to persons with disabilities. 

Public awareness campaigns should:

seek to motivate persons to report rapes to the police by including information 
on the danger of repeat rapes by such persons. 
emphasise that receiving compensation for a rape with the assistance of 
traditional authorities and laying a charge with the police are not mutually 
exclusive options. 
explain bail provisions so that complainants will know that rapists who have 
threatened them are likely to be denied bail, and will be forbidden to have any 
contact with them even if bail is granted. 
include information on the repercussions of false charges
include accurate information on who can lay a charge, and on the fact that 
subsequent lawsuits for defamation are not possible where charges are 
laid in good faith. 

Use radio and school programmes to encourage children to speak to a trusted 
adult promptly if they experience any kind of abuse. 

8. traditional leaderS 

traditional leaders should be encouraged to become more involved in community 
outreach efforts relating to rape, in cooperation with the Namibian Police and the 
Woman and Child Protection Units.

traditional leaders should inform their constituencies that receiving compensation 
for a rape with the assistance of traditional authorities and laying a charge with the 
police are not mutually exclusive options. Community members should be informed of 
the danger of repeat rapes and encouraged to lay charges with the police for the protection 
of the community. 
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1. nGo Community 

Reported rapes of both children and adults are particularly high in the Hardap region 
by every measure. Thus, it would make sense to target this region for particularly 
intense interventions on the prevention of gender-based violence, with particular 
emphasis on preventing and combating child rape. Even if the distinction reflects a greater 
willingness to report rape rather than a higher incidence of rape, targeted intervention 
would still be warranted as this would still mean that the issue of rape is being dealt 
with more openly in this region than in others. 

Non-governmental organisations should produce more educational materials 
on rape and other legal rights aimed at persons with particular disabilities 
which make general public information inaccessible to them. While the efforts of 
government and non-governmental organisations to disseminate information on legal 
rights are commendable, there is a gap when it comes to persons with disabilities. The 
Legal Assistance Centre has made a small start in this direction by producing material 
on rape and domestic violence in Braille, but there is still a need for more materials 
aimed at persons with disabilities. 

Public awareness campaigns should:

seek to motivate persons to report rapes to the police by including information 
on the danger of repeat rapes by such persons. 
emphasise that receiving compensation for a rape with the assistance 
of traditional authorities and laying a charge with the police are not 
mutually exclusive options. 
explain bail provisions so that complainants will know that rapists who have 
threatened them are likely to be denied bail, and will be forbidden to have any 
contact with them even if bail is granted. 
include information on the repercussions of false charges
include accurate information on who can lay a charge, and on the fact that 
subsequent lawsuits for defamation are not possible where charges 
are laid in good faith. 
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Health issues pertaining to rape should also be the focus of public awareness 
campaigns. 

All service providers and counsellors should be given clear training and information 
on PeP and other post-rape medications, the time frames for their use, and 
their importance to the rape complainant. 

The Legal Assistance Centre and other human rights organisations should take steps 
to help the general public understand the concept of bail more clearly, as part of 
their general education on human rights. 

Use radio and school programmes to encourage children to speak to a trusted 
adult promptly if they experience any kind of abuse. 

Non-governmental organisations working with gender-based violence should 
share plans for workshops with the National Coordinator of the WCPUs, to 
facilitate better coordination and more effective coverage of different parts of the 
country. 

members of the public must be encouraged to report problems experienced at 
WCPUs with details so that they can be addressed by the WCPU management. 

Members of the public should be encouraged to report longs delays in police 
investigation to the NAmPoL complaints department so that monitoring and 
supervision of this problem can be intensified. 

2. teleCom

telecom should work together with rural communities to provide a network 
of public phones and cell phones in rural areas, including “hotline” phones 
which allow free calls to police. In areas without telecom coverage, perhaps 
local churches or traditional leaders could be equipped with satellite phones 
similarly programmed to make emergency calls only. 
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3. donor Community 

Telecom should work together with rural communities to provide a network of public 
phones and cell phones in rural areas, including “hotline” phones which allow free 
calls to police. In areas without telecom coverage, perhaps local churches or 
traditional leaders could be equipped with satellite phones similarly programmed 
to make emergency calls only. donors might be asked to consider funding such 
phones in selected communities on a trial basis. 

Police must be equipped with sufficient transport to respond to such calls 
for help, which in some regions means 4x4 vehicles. It is recognised, however, 
that such improvements in transport would be feasible only if strict and workable 
controls could be implemented to ensure that vehicles were not abused. 

4. media

Encourage all local media to give prominent coverage to acquittals on charges 
of rape, and to legal actions against complainants who lay false charges of 
rape.

The provisions on privacy in the Combating of Rape Act are not being enforced in 
practice. We suggest that media who violate the law on this score should be 
prosecuted. 

5. leGal ProfeSSion

Following on the examples of South Africa and Canada as well as recent Namibian 
jurisprudence, legal practitioners should explore possibilities for further 
development of the law of delict and the duty of care on the part of police and 
other service providers in appropriate cases involving gender-based violence. 
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Chapter 
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it may be useful to compare the current namibian approach 
to rape in the Combating of Rape act with other recent 

statutes on rape enacted in africa where social conditions 
have some parallels to those in namibia. this chapter looks 
at new laws or bills on sexual offences in tanzania, Botswana, 
Zimbabwe, Lesotho, Kenya, swaziland and south africa (in 
chronological order of the date of law reform). 

in addition to the law reforms discussed in this chapter, 
changes to the law on rape have also reportedly been 
recently introduced in Liberia and ethiopia. these law 
reforms are not discussed here, but apparently share some 
common ground with the trends observed in other african 
countries, such as increased sentences and a broadening of 
the concept of rape. 

this chapter does not discuss criminal provisions addressing 
deliberate transmission of hiV by means of consensual sexual 
acts, as this is a separate topic covered in other literature.

Rape  
statutes 
in otheR 

CountRies 
in afRiCa
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1. tanZania
Tanzania’s 1998 legislation takes a fairly conventional approach to rape. It is narrow 
and gender-specific, and it defines absence of consent in traditional terms. The age 
of consent is one of the highest, at 18. 

The United Republic of Tanzania amended its legislation dealing with sexual offences in 1998, 
with the Sexual Offences Special Provisions Act, No 4 of 1998 – a law enacted prior to 
Namibia’s Combating of Rape Act. According to the Act’s preamble, the purpose of making such 
amendments, was to “further safeguard the personal integrity, dignity, liberty and security of 
women and children.”1

This Act states that a male commits the offence of rape if he has sexual intercourse with a 
girl or woman under the following circumstances:

(a)  without consent, where the person is not his wife or is his wife but is separated from 
him;

(b)  with consent, but under coercive circumstances, namely with the use of force, threats, 
intimidation, or placing a female in fear of death or injury while she is being unlawfully 
detained;

(c)  with consent where such consent was obtained when the person was of unsound mind 
due to alcohol or drugs, unless it can proved that there was prior consent between the 
two; 

(d)  with consent, given because the man in question caused her to believe falsely that he 
was her husband; 

(e)  with or without consent, when the girl is under the age of 18, unless she is over the 
age of 15 and married to the man without being separated. 

It is also an offence for a male to rape a girl under the age of 18, which appears to refer to 
“statutory rape”. This effectively places the age of consent at 18, which is higher than in other 
countries in southern Africa. 

The Act seems somewhat outdated in that it only allows for females to be raped by males, 
fails to criminalise marital rape (except where there is a separation) and limits rape to acts 
of sexual intercourse. (The definition of sexual intercourse refers to “natural and unnatural” 
intercourse, which is not clear, but may indicate something broader than penetration of the 
vagina by the penis. It also states that “penetration, however, slight” is required to qualify 
as sexual intercourse.) 

On the other hand, the Act does qualify the concept of consent with references to some of the 
coercive circumstances mentioned in other jurisdictions.

The minimum sentences for rape are extremely heavy in Tanzania. With some exceptions, the 
minimum sentence for rape is 30 years with corporal punishment. The maximum sentence 
is life imprisonment. The offender must pay compensation to the victim in respect of any 
injuries resulting from the offence, as well as a fine.� “Injury” is defined to include physical, 

1 Sexual Offences Special Provisions Act, No 4 of 1998, taken from www.parliament.go.tz/polis/PAMS/Doc/4-
1998.pdf. 

� Section 131 of the Penal Code, as amended by the Sexual Offences Special Provisions Act 4 of 1998. 
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mental and psychological suffering.3 This appears to be one of the first pieces of legislation in 
the region which provides for such compensation for the rape victim. 

There is some confusion on the minimum sentences, as a separate section of the law seems 
to indicate that a heavier sentence will be applied to: 

men in positions of authority who take advantage of their official positions to commit 
a rape 
managers or staff members of women’s or children’s institutions, or any place of custody 
where the woman or girl is an inmate
managers or staff members of hospitals who take advantage of their position to commit 
rape and 
a traditional healer or a religious leader who takes advantage of his position to commit 
rape.4

But the section on penalties which is referred to in respect of these particular categories says 
that the heavier minimum penalty in question already applies to “any person who commits 
rape”.5 

The general minimum penalty does not apply to boys under age 18. For such juvenile offenders, 
first offenders must be given an unspecified term of imprisonment without corporal punishment, 
second offenders must be given 1 year in prison with corporal, and third and “recidivist 
“offenders must be sentenced to life imprisonment. 

The rape of a girl under the age of 10 by an offender of any age will lead to a sentence of life 
imprisonment.� This would appear to be an extremely harsh outcome in the case of juvenile 
offenders. 

Most instances of attempted rape lead to the same minimum sentence of 30 years as for rape.�

Any person involved in a gang rape will receive a minimum sentence of life imprisonment, 
“regardless of the actual role he played in the rape”.8 

The offence of rape is supplemented by an offence of “grave sexual abuse”, which is the use 
of a person’s genitals or any other body part or any instrument, on any orifice or part of the 
body of any person for sexual gratification, where this does not amount to rape. This offence 
is committed if it takes place –

(a)  without the consent of the person9

(b)  with the consent of the other person where the consent has been obtained by use of 
force, threat or intimidation, or by putting that person in fear of death or injury while 
in unlawful detention

(c)  with the consent of the other person where the consent has been obtained at time the 
other person was unsound mind or was in a state of intoxication from alcohol or drugs. 

Unlike the definition of rape, this offence is gender-neutral. 

3 Section 3, Sexual Offences Special Provisions Act 4 of 1998.
4 Section 130(3) of the Penal Code, as amended by the Sexual Offences Special Provisions Act 4 of 1998.
5 Section 131 of the Penal Code, as amended by the Sexual Offences Special Provisions Act 4 of 1998. The 

copy of the law obtained from the government website is somewhat disjointed, with some amendments 
seemingly not properly integrated with earlier sections of the Code. 

� Section 131(3) of the Penal Code, as amended by the Sexual Offences Special Provisions Act 4 of 1998. 
� Section 13� of the Penal Code, as amended by the Sexual Offences Special Provisions Act 4 of 1998. a minimum 

sentence of 10 years applies in cases where the attempt did not involve threats of abuse of authority, but 
making false presentations to attempt to obtain a person’s consent to sexual intercourse, or pretending to 
be the person’s husband. 

8 Section 131A of the Penal Code, as amended by the Sexual Offences Special Provisions Act 4 of 1998.
9 The provision actually reads “with the consent of the person” instead of “without”, but the context indicates 

that this must be a typographical error. 
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The basic penalty for grave sexual abuse is 15-30 years, with corporal punishment, and 
compensation to the victim. Where the victim is under 15 years of age, the sentence of 
imprisonment must be �0-30 years.10 Thus, “grave sexual abuse” functions like a lesser 
degree of rape for a broader range of sexual acts. 

Tanzanian law also penalises sexual assault against any person (male and female). Sexual 
assault is where “any person who, with intent to cause sexual annoyance to any person utters 
any word or sound, makes any gesture or exhibits any word or object intending that such 
word or sound shall be heard, or the gesture or object shall be seen, by that other person”. 
The penalty is imprisonment for up to 5 years, or a fine, or both.11 

The Act also criminalises sexual exploitation of children, sexual harassment, prostitution, 
trafficking, sodomy, bestiality, incest and “having carnal knowledge of any person against 
the order of nature”. 

Botswana adopted a broader, gender-neutral approach to rape in 1998. It retains 
the concept of absence of consent, but provides that consent is vitiated under 
certain circumstances. Although Botswana’s statute on rape was enacted prior 
to Namibia’s Combating of Rape Act, it may have been influenced by early drafts 
of the Namibian law which were published in 1997. 

In Botswana, rape and other sexual offences fall under the Penal Code, which is a comprehen-
sive piece of legislation covering all criminal matters, as amended in 1998. The Penal Code 
defines rape as follows:

Any person who has unlawful carnal knowledge of another person, or who causes the 
penetration of a sexual organ or instrument, of whatever nature, into the person of another 
for the purposes of sexual gratification, or who causes the penetration of another person’s 
sexual organ into his or her person, without the consent of such person, or with such 
person’s consent if the consent is obtained by force or means of threats or intimidation 
of any kind, by fear of bodily harm, or by means of false pretences as to the nature of the 
act, or, in the case of a married person, by impersonating that person’s spouse, is guilty 
of the offence termed rape.1�

The important elements of the crime are that it is unlawful, it can be committed by a man or 
woman, it covers penetration with either a sexual organ or an instrument and it applies to 
both situations without consent or with consent but under certain coercive circumstances. 
The definition does not address the question of rape within marriage, which probably falls 
outside the concept of “unlawful carnal knowledge”. 

The Code provides that a person charged with rape will not be granted bail. This seems harsh 
in light of a person’s right to be considered innocent until proven guilty, but may have stemmed 
from a perception that accused sexual offenders can be a danger to the community. 

10 Section 138 of the Penal Code, as amended by the Sexual Offences Special Provisions Act 4 of 1998.
11 Section 135 of the Penal Code, as amended by the Sexual Offences Special Provisions Act 4 of 1998. 
1� Botswana Penal Code, Chapter 0801, section 141, as amended by the Penal Code (Amendment) Act 5 of 1998. 

2. Botswana
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The Code provides sentences ranging from 10 years to life imprisonment for rape. Where the 
rape is accompanied by violence which results in injury to the victim, a minimum sentence of 
15 years applies. It is mandatory to test convicted rapists for HIV before sentencing. Rapists 
who test positive will be subject to a minimum sentence of 15 years imprisonment if they 
were unaware of their HIV status beforehand, and to a minimum sentence of �0 years if they 
were previously aware of their HIV status.13 Attempted rape carries a minimum sentence of 
5 years and a maximum sentence of life imprisonment.14 

Unlawful carnal knowledge of a person under age 1� results in a minimum sentence of 10 
years, up to a maximum of life. As in the case of rape, an HIV positive status will increase the 
minimum penalties for this crime. An attempt to commit this offence carries no minimum, 
but can be punished by imprisonment for up to 14 years.15 

Indecent assault is punishable by a sentence of up to � years, with no minimum, and it is no 
defence to a charge of indecent assault to assert that consent was given by a child under age 
1�.1� 

The Code also makes special provision for completed or attempted unlawful carnal knowledge 
of “idiots and imbeciles”, with of which can lead to a sentence of up to 14 years.1� 

There is also a rather vague crime prohibiting the use of words, sounds, gestures or objects 
with the intention of “insulting the modesty of a woman”. Such an act carries with it a 
sentence of up to 1 year.18 

Zimbabwe passed statutes on sexual offences in 2001 and again in 2004 – with 
the more recent legislation constituting a step backwards in some respects 
(such as gender-neutrality and the treatment of marital rape) in comparison 
with the general direction of law reform in the region. However, the 2004 
reforms did move in a progressive direction on one issue, by deeming consent 
to be absent in certain coercive situations. 

In 2001, the Zimbabwean legislature promulgated a new Sexual Offences Act which amended 
the criminal law relating to sexual offences. (It also contained provisions on brothels, and 
prostitution, and the intentional transmission of HIV.)19 

13 Section 14�. Proof that the offender was HIV positive at the time of the rape is required. See Qam Nqubi 
v The State, Court of Appeal Criminal Appeal No. 49/�000; Dijaje Makuto v The State, Court of Appeal 
Criminal Appeal No. 31 of 1999; Lefang Gare v The State, Court of Appeal Criminal Appeal No. 48/�000; 
Shima Matlapeng v The State, Court of Appeal Criminal Appeal No. 45 of �000, as discussed in Centre for 
Human Rights, HIV/AIDS and Human Rights in Botswana, University of Pretoria, �004 at �1. 

14 Section 143. 
15 Section 14�.
1� Section 14�. 
1� Sections 14� and 148. 
18 Section 14�(3).
19 Sexual Offences Act, Acts 8 of �001 and �� of �001. 

3. ZimBaBwe
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Like Namibia, Zimbabwe included a wide range of sexual acts under the definition of rape 
and recognised that rape occurs within marriage. Rape and “certain non-consensual acts” 
were defined as follows:

 (1) Any person who, whether or not married to the other person, without the consent 
of that other person – 

(a) with the male organ, penetrates any part of the other person’s body; or 
(b) with any object other than the male organ, penetrates the other person’s genitalia 

or anus; or 
(c) engages in fellatio or cunnilingus with the other person;

shall be guilty of an offence and liable…to the penalties provided by law for rape. 

 (�) Penetration to any degree shall be sufficient for the purpose of paragraphs (a) and 
(b) of subsection (1).�0

Persons under age 1� did not have capacity to consent to sexual intercourse or a sexual act, 
which is defined as anal intercourse, fellatio or cunnilingus. Persons under age 1� did have 
not have the power to consent to sexual intercourse or a sexual act with a parent, a step-
parent or an adoptive parent.�1

In addition to the crime of rape, it was a separate criminal offence to coerce or induce a person 
to have extra-marital sexual intercourse with anyone by means of threats or intimidation, or 
through the use of liquor, drugs or any other intoxicating thing. This crime was punishable 
by a sentence of 10 years and/or a fine.�� 

The �001 Act similarly made extra-marital sexual intercourse or immoral or indecent acts 
with young persons a separate criminal offence. A “young person” was defined as any person 
(boy or girl) under the age of 1� years, and “extra-marital sexual intercourse” was defined to 
mean sexual intercourse other than between husband and wife. This offence could lead to a 
fine and/or imprisonment for up to 10 years.�3 

The Act gave special attention to such sexual offences committed against “mentally 
disordered” or “intellectually handicapped” persons, which could attract sentences of up 
to 10 years.�4 (This study has already proposed in Chapter � that Namibia should similarly 
specify a heavier sentence for the rape of persons with disabilities.) 

The Act allowed for prosecution of a Zimbabwean citizen or resident who committed a sexual 
offence with a young person or an intellectually handicapped person outside Zimbabwe as 
if the crime has been committed in Zimbabwe. The Act also covered conspiracy to commit 
such sexual offences outside Zimbabwe.�5

As of �001, it appears that there was no minimum sentence for rape in general.�� If a rape was 
committed by a perpetrator who was HIV positive, whether or not he or she was aware of this 
HIV status, the punishment was a sentence of imprisonment for up to �0 years.�� As discussed 

�0 Section 8. 
�1 Section �3.
�� Section 1�. This crime falls under the section of the Act dealing with brothels and pimping, so perhaps it was 

the intention of the legislature to restrict it to acts related to prostitution. 
�3 Sections 3 and 1. The Act also makes it a crime for a person to induce or allow a young person to enter or be 

in a place for the purposes of committing extra-marital sexual intercourse. The sentence for this crime can 
be up to � years in respect of a child under the age of 1�, and up to 5 years for an older child. Section �. 

�4 Section 4.
�5 Section 5-�. 
�� A regional magistrate had jurisdiction to impose maximum sentences of only �0 years for sexual offences. 

Section �5. 
�� Sections 15-1�. 
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in Chapter 8 at page �8�, the Zimbabwean statute provided that a court may order HIV testing 
of both accused and convicted offenders.�8

In 2004, Zimbabwe passed the Criminal Law (Codification and Reform) Act, No �3 of �004 
which repealed the �001 act.�9 Section �5 of the �004 law returns to a narrow, gender-specific 
definition of rape defined by the absence of consent: 

65 Rape

 (1)  If a male person knowingly has sexual intercourse or anal sexual intercourse 
with a female person and, at the time of the intercourse.

(a)  the female person has not consented to it; and
(b)  he knows that she has not consented to it or realises that there is a real risk or 

possibility that she may not have consented to it;

he shall be guilty of rape and liable to imprisonment for life or any shorter period.

“Sexual intercourse” is defined as “vaginal sexual intercourse between a male person and a 
female person involving the total penetration or penetration to the slightest degree of the vagina 
by the penis”. “Anal sexual intercourse” is defined as penetration of the anus by the penis”.30

The crime of rape is supplemented by two forms of indecent assault: “aggravated indecent 
assault and “indecent assault”. Both of these crimes can be committed by males or females. 
“Aggravated indecent assault” covers sexual intercourse and anal sexual intercourse instigated 
by a female, as well as other penetrative sexual acts instigated by men or women against 
person of either sex. “Indecent assault” covers sexual contact other than penetrative acts. Like 
rape, both of these additional offences are defined as taking place in the absence of consent or 
where “there is a real risk or possibility that the other person may not have consented”.31

Marriage is not a defence to any of these crimes, but the law requires that no prosecution 
may be instituted against any husband for raping or indecently assaulting his wife without 
the authorisation of the Attorney-General. There is no corresponding condition for a charge 
of indecent assault by a wife against her husband.3� 

The statute provides a list of situations where a person shall be “deemed not to have consented” 
to any sexual act. This list is similar to the coercive circumstances in Namibia’s Combating of 
Rape Act, with the addition of hypnotism and the omission of age alone as being a basis for 
lack of consent (because this is dealt with as a separate offence in Zimbabwe).33 

This law sets a maximum sentence of life imprisonment for rape and aggravated indecent 
assault, which contrast sharply with the maximum sentence of � years for indecent assault 
involving non-penetrative sex acts. For rape and aggravated indecent assault, the court must 
consider the following factors in determining the appropriate sentence: 

(a)  the age of the victim
(b)  the degree of forced used
(c)  the extent of physical and psychological injury inflicted

�8 Section 1�. 
�9 [Chapter 9:�3], http://www.ilo.org/dyn/natlex/natlex_browse.details?p_lang=en&p_country=ZWE&p_classifica-

tion=01.04&p_origin=SUBJECT. This Act was not yet in force as of �� June �005, but secondary sources indicate 
that it has come into force since then. For example, it was reported that a man was charged under section 1�� of 
this Act on 1� August �00�. http://www.protectionline.org/spip.php?article991. See also “Chikurubi Prisoners 
Speak Out On Rape”, The Herald (Harare), 1� November �00�, http://allafrica.com/stories/�00�11�00345.html.

30 Section �1. 
31 Sections ��-��. 
3� Section �8. 
33 Section �9. 
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(d)  the number of perpetrators 
(e)  the age of the perpetrator
(f)  any use of weapons
(g)  whether the persons are related to the degree provided for the crime of incest
(h)  whether the perpetrator was the parent of guardian of the victim, or in a position 

of authority over the victim
(i)  whether the perpetrator was infected with a sexually transmitted disease at the 

time of the offence.34

If an HIV positive person is convicted of rape, aggravated indecent assault or sexual intercourse 
or performing an indecent act with a young person in respect of a penetrative sex act which 
carries a risk of HIV transmission, then a minimum sentence of 10 years imprisonment 
applies, regardless of whether or not the convicted person was aware of his or her HIV status 
at the time of the offence.35

The �004 statute includes a new provision on HIV testing of both accused and convicted 
sexual offenders. The test results may be revealed only at the conclusion of the trial, provided 
that the accused person is convicted.3�

Sexual acts with young people (defined as boys or girls under age 1�) can be charged as a 
separate offence, which includes soliciting or enticing a young person to commit sexual acts. 
Sexual intercourse or indecent acts with young persons attracts a fine or imprisonment of up 
to 10 years. However, if the sexual act in questions would fall under the more serious offences 
of rape, aggravated indecent assault or indecent assault, the person in question must be 
charged with these more serious offences. However, if the absence of consent is based on age 
alone, then it appears that the lesser offence applies.3�

As in the case of the �001 law, the �004 provides for prosecution of a Zimbabwean citizen or 
resident who commits a sexual offence with a young person or an intellectually handicapped 
person outside Zimbabwe as if the crime has been committed in Zimbabwe. The Act also 
covered conspiracy to commit such sexual offences outside Zimbabwe.38

The new statute also provides criminal offences in respect of sodomy (consensual or not), 
bestiality and incest.39

Lesotho’s 2003 law seems to be modelled on Namibia’s statute in terms of both 
structure and content, with some broadening of the definitions of “sexual act” 
and “coercive circumstances” which arguably expand the concept of rape too 
much. 

34 Section �5(�) and ��(�). 
35 Section 80. 
3� Section 30�A added to the Criminal Procedure and Evidence Act by Part VII of the Criminal Law (Codification 

and Reform) Act, No �3 of �004, section 8. 
3� Section �0. 
38 Sections �1-��. 
39 Sections �3-�5.

4. Lesotho
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A Sexual Offences Act was passed in Lesotho in 2003.40 In terms of this Act, a sexual offence 
is committed if a sexual act takes place in coercive circumstances.41

“Sexual act” means –

(a)  direct or indirect contact with the anus, breasts, penis, buttocks, thighs or vagina 
of one person and any other part of the body of another person;

(b)  exposure or display of the genital organs of one person to another person;

(c)  the insertion of any part of the body of a person or of any part of the body of an 
animal or any object into the vagina or penis or anus of another person; or 

(d)  cunnilingus, fellatio or any other form of genital stimulation

but does not include contact, exposure, insertion or genital stimulation done by a hand 
or any unharmful object –

(a)  for sound health practices or proper medical purposes; 

(b)  for reasonably necessary body search by law enforcement agencies

(i)  done for lawful purposes without putting in jeopardy the health and safety of 
the arrestee, suspect or person being searched and 

(ii)  not carried out abusively or for humiliating or punishing an arrestee, suspect or 
any person who is being searched.4�

This is the broadest definition in the countries examined, as it includes touching of the breasts, 
buttocks or thighs, as well as display of the genitals without any touching – although where this 
latter form of contact is the basis of the offence there is no minimum penalty for a first offence.43

 “Coercive circumstances” are defined along the same lines as in Namibia, with two broad 
additions. In Lesotho, it is a coercive circumstance where there are threats “to use extortion 
against, or public humiliation or disgrace or mental harassment of the complainant or any person 
other than the complainant”. It is also a coercive circumstance where “a perpetrator knowing 
or having reasonable grounds to believe that he/she is infected with a sexually transmissible 
disease, the human immuno-deficiency virus or other life threatening disease does not, before 
committing the sexual act, disclose to the complainant that he/she is so infected”.44

Marriage is no defence to a sexual offence.45 There are several different levels of sexual 
offences: unlawful sexual acts which take place in coercive circumstances, compelled sexual 
acts (where a person “compels” another person to engage in a sexual act) and inducement to 
a sexual act by false pretence or fraudulent means.4�

It is “child molestation” to commit a sexual act with a child (defined as someone under age 
1�), but where the perpetrator is under age 18 it is a defence if the child consented. However, 
if the victim is under age 1�, any perpetrator over age 13 is guilty of a crime.4� It is also an 

40 This Act was published in Lesotho Government Gazette Extraordinary (No. �9 of �003) on �� April �003 and 
came into operation on that date.

41 Section 3. 
4� Section �. 
43 Section 3�(a)(i). 
44 Ibid. 
45 Section 3(3). 
4� Sections 3-5. 
4� Section 8(1), (3)-(5). 
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offence to invite or persuade a child to engage in a sexual act.48 There is a separate offence of 
“persistent sexual abuse of a child”, defined as engaging in a sexual act with a child on two 
or more occasions. 

There are separate offences for committing sexual acts “in relation to” or “in the presence of” 
disabled persons, defined as persons “affected by any disability of a physical, intellectual, 
sensory, medical or mental nature or other disability irrespective of its cause, whether 
temporary or permanent, to the extent that a person is unable to appreciate the nature of a 
sexual act, or is unable to resist the commission of such an act, or is unable to communicate 
his unwillingness to participate in such an act”.49

The procedural provisions are generally very similar to those in Namibia, including provisions 
concerning the rights of the complainant in respect of bail applications. The Lesotho legislation 
is more specific on one point, by requiring that the prosecutor shall “orient the complainant 
with the court structure and procedure”.50 One unique provision in the Lesotho legislation 
provides that the court may not draw any adverse inference solely from the fact that no semen 
or vaginal fluid was found on any part of the body of the complainant.51

This Act imposes stiff minimum penalties. An offender who is HIV positive, and who knows 
or has reasonable suspicion of this status at the time of the offence, will be sentenced to the 
death penalty.5� Other minimum sentences are as follows (for first offences): 

general minimum penalty – 8 years
certain coercive circumstances – 10 years 
offender is HIV positive but had no knowledge or suspicion of the infection at the time 
of the offence – 10 years
persistent sexual abuse of child – 15 years
sexual offence involving a child by a perpetrator over age 18 – 15 years
complainant suffers grievous bodily or mental harm, is under age 1� or is by reason of 
disability exceptionally vulnerable – 15 years
perpetrator has a sexually transmitted infection (other than HIV) and was aware of 
this – 15 years
gang rape – 15 years
use of firearm or other weapon or “harmful instrument” – 15 years. 

Second offences attract harsher minimum penalties, ranging from 5 years for indecent 
exposure up to life imprisonment for more serious offences.53

The court may depart from the prescribed minimums where there are “extenuating circum-
stances” or where “the proper consideration of the individual circumstances of the accused or 
lawful intimate relations between the perpetrator and victim dictate otherwise”.54 The minimums 
do not apply to first offences by persons under age 18, but they do apply in the case of second or 
subsequent offences by persons under age 18 (with the exception of the death penalty).55

Mandatory HIV testing of a charged offender at state expense is authorised in cases involv-
ing penetrative sex. The results of the test are disclosed to both perpetrator and complain-
ant. This information is used in the trial only for the purposes of sentencing.5�

48 Section 8(�). 
49 Section 15 read together with section �. 
50 Section �9(b). 
51 Section �1. 
5� Section 3�(a)(vii). 
53 Section 3�. 
54 Section 31(1). If the appropriate penalty is beyond the ceiling of the powers of the trial court, the case may 

be sent to the High Court for sentencing. Section 3�(�). 
55 Section 33. 
5� Section 30. 
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There is a provision for extra-territorial jurisdiction in the case of sexual offences committed 
outside Lesotho.5�

The new law also protects children from sexual exploitation and deals with offences relating 
to child prostitution.58

Kenya combines consent with coercive circumstances in a new gender-neutral 
law with stiff minimum sentences. It imposes a high age of consent, at 18, and 
contains a particularly elaborate array of offences aimed at various persons 
in positions of trust or authority. It also includes a noteworthy approach to 
rehabilitation for certain categories of offenders. 

In 2006, Kenya passed the Sexual Offences Act 2006 after much debate. It was a Private 
Members Bill. 

This act defines rape in gender-neutral fashion, as follows: 

(1)  A person commits the offence termed rape if –

(a)  he or she intentionally and unlawfully commits an act which causes penetration 
with his or her genital organs; 

(b)  the other person does not consent to the penetration; or 
(c)  the consent is obtained by force or by means of threats or intimidation of any kind. 

The definition of “genital organs” includes the whole or any part of the male or female genital 
organs” as well as the anus.59 For purposes of the Act, “a person consents if he or she agrees 
by choice and has the freedom and capacity to make that choice”.�0 Furthermore, an act is 
by definition “intentional and unlawful” if it is committed in “coercive circumstances”. The 
definition of these circumstances is similar to that in Namibia’s Combating of Rape Act, with 
the addition of threats of harm to property, abuse of power or authority to the extent that 
the person in respect of whom an act is committed is inhibited from indicating his or her 
resistance to such an act or his or her unwillingness to participate in such an act”, and false 
pretences in the sense that a person intentionally fails to disclose the fact that he or she is 
infected with HIV or another life-threatening sexually transmitted disease.�1

The applicable sentence for a conviction of rape ranges from a minimum of 10 years to a 
maximum of life imprisonment.�� Attempted rape carries a minimum sentence of 5 years and 
a maximum of life imprisonment.�3

5� Section 35. 
58 Part IV. 
59 Section 1. 
�0 Section 4�. 
�1 Section 43. See also section 44, about presumptions concerning consent. 
�� Section 3. 
�3 Section 4. 

5. Kenya
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Penetration of the genital organs with any other part of the body or with an object is “sexual 
assault”, which leads to the same sentence range as rape.�4

A person who “compels, induces or causes” another person to engage in an indecent act is 
guilty of the crime of compelled or induced indecent acts, which carries a minimum sentence 
of 5 years.�5

An indecent act with an adult leads to a maximum sentence of 5 years, or a fine. The act does 
not define “indecent act”.��

There is a separate and unusual crime which applies to a person who intentionally commits 
rape or an indecent act with another within the view of a family member, a child or a person 
with mental disabilities. This offence leads to a minimum sentence of 10 years.��

Any penetrative sex act with a child, defined as a person under age 18, is the offence of 
“defilement”. This effectively sets the age of consent at 18, as consent is irrelevant to the 
crime of defilement. The applicable minimum sentence depends on the age of the child: 

with a child aged 11 years or less – life imprisonment
with a child between the ages of 1� and 15 – �0 years
with a child between the ages of 1� and 18 – 15 years.�8

Attempted defilement carries a minimum sentence of 10 years, regardless of the child’s age.�9 
Commission of an indecent act with a child leads to a minimum sentence of 10 years.�0

Gang rape is defined as being the offence of rape or defilement committed in association with 
others, and leads to a minimum sentence of 15 years up to a maximum of life imprisonment.�1

There is another unusual offence which applies to a person, including a juristic person (such 
as a company), who manufactures or distributes any article which promotes sexual offences 
with a children, or who supplies or displays any article intended to be used in the performance 
of a sexual act with a child.��

In general, the minimum sentences prescribed by the Act do not apply to perpetrators under 
age 18.�3

Where a person who has committed a sexual offence is HIV positive at the time of the offence, 
this is grounds for a heavier minimum sentence of 15 years up to a maximum of life, regardless 
of whether or not he or she was aware of this status. Unusually, this provision also applies to 
“any other life threatening sexual transmitted disease”.�4 The act also authorises the testing 
of charged perpetrators for this purpose.�5

The Act also covers child trafficking, child sex tourism, child prostitution and child pornography, 
as well as various offences relating to adult prostitution.�� It also deals with incest and sexual 

�4 Section 5.
�5 Section �. 
�� Section 11(�). 
�� Section �. 
�8 Section 8. 
�9 Section 9. 
�0 Section 11. 
�1 Section 10. 
�� Section 1�. 
�3 Sections 8(�) and 11(4). 
�4 Section ��(9). 
�5 Section ��(�)-(3).
�� Section 13-19. 
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harassment by persons in positions of authority or in public office, with particular provisions 
aimed at teachers, head-teachers and other employees of educational institutions.�� There are 
also particular offences which apply to the superintendents or manager of jails, remand homes, 
children’s homes or other places of custody.�8 It is a further offence to administer any substance 
with intent to overpower or stupefy a person for the purposes of sexual activity, or to distribute 
such substances.�9 

The Act is rounded out with special provisions for vulnerable witnesses, provisions pertaining 
to long-term supervision and mandatory rehabilitation programmes for repeat offenders, and 
provisions providing for extra-territorial jurisdiction for sexual offences. It also requires the 
establishment of a “national policy framework to guide the implementation and administration” 
of the Act, to be reviewed every five years.80 
 

The Sexual Offences and Domestic Violence Bill currently under consideration 
in Swaziland also clearly draws on Namibia’s approach to rape, but with some 
provisions which are much harsher. 

A Sexual Offences and Domestic Violence Bill is currently under consideration in Swaziland. 
This Bill defines rape as an “intentional unlawful sexual act with a person or without consent 
of that person, accomplished through force, threat of violence or intimidation”. The proposed 
definition of “sexual act” is very similar to that in Namibia. It covers: 

(a)  the insertion, even to the slightest degree, of the genital organs of a person into the 
genital organs or anus of another person; 

(b) the insertion of any other part of the body of a person or any object into the genital 
organs or anus of another person, except where such insertion of any part of the 
body other than the genital organs of a person or any object into the genital organs 
or anus of another person is consistent with sound medical practices carried out for 
sound medical practices; or 

(c)  any other form of genital stimulation. 

The term “unlawful” is defined to mean committed “in any coercive circumstance” or “under 
false pretences or by fraudulent means” or “in respect of a person who is incapable of appreciating 
the nature of the sexual act”. “False pretences” includes the failure to disclose infection by 
a “life-threatening sexually transmissible infection” – a position that was explicitly rejected 
in the Namibian legislation. The relationship between absence of consent, “force, threat of 
violence, or intimidation” and these additional circumstances is not clear. Marriage will be no 
defence to a charge of rape. 

�� Sections �0-�3. 
�8 Section �4. 
�9 Sections ��-�8. 
80 Section 4�. 

6. swaZiLand
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There are minimum sentences for rape ranging from 15 years to life imprisonment, depending 
on the age of the victim and the presence of “aggravating factors”. According to Amnesty 
International, there are 14 separate offences in the Bill which would lead to a mandatory death 
penalty. For example, the death penalty is proposed for persons who rape children under age 
14 or children over whom they have parental power, but this is more likely to discourage 
reporting than to deter the crime. The death penalty was also proposed “where HIV/AIDS 
is an aggravating factor”, but this was later reduced to life imprisonment after human rights 
groups objected to the initial proposal. There is a provision providing for mandatory testing 
of convicted perpetrators prior to sentencing. 

The Bill would require the promulgation of a protocol for the care, treatment and forensic 
medical examination of medical victims of sexual offences. 

The proposed bill would also criminalise trafficking for the purpose of sexual exploitation.81

South Africa has been slower than many other countries in the region to reform its 
laws on sexual offences. The Bill on sexual offences currently under consideration 
has a complex graduated set of crimes covering different sexual acts. It retains 
the concept of “absence of consent”, combined with defined forms of coercion. 
Its most innovative feature is the incorporation of matters traditionally dealt 
with as policy issues into the statute. 

The crime of rape in South Africa is still governed by the common-law definition of rape which 
applied in Namibia prior to the Combating of Rape Act. 

The South African Law Commission was initially mandated to make recommendations on law 
reforms concerning sexual offences against children. The mandate for this project was ultimately 
expanded to include sexual offences committed against adults. The recommendations of the 
Commission were published in �00�, along with a draft Sexual Offences Bill.8� A Criminal 
Law (Sexual Offences) Amendment Bill was introduced into Parliament in 2003, where it 
became the subject of much debate. It was revised and re-introduced on 19 June 2006.83

The objects of the Bill are stated as being –

to afford complainants of sexual offences the maximum and least traumatising protection 
that the law can provide, to introduce measures which seek to enable the relevant 
organs of state to give full effect to the provisions of this Act and to commit the State to 
combating and, ultimately, eradicating the relatively high incidence of sexual offences 
committed in the Republic or elsewhere by its citizens.84

81 Information from Amnesty International, “Memorandum to the Government of Swaziland on the Sexual Offences 
and Domestic Violence Bill”, February �00�, obtained from http://web.amnesty.org/library/Index/; “Aids activists 
say sexual offences bill criminalises victims”, IRIN News, 5 August �00�, www.iolhivaids.co.za/ and www.
plusnuws.org,na/; “SWAZILAND: New law says death to child rapists in fight against AIDS”, UN Integrated 
Regional Information Networks, 9 November �005, www.aegis.com/news/irin/�005/IR0511�8.html.

8� South African Law Commission, “Project 10�: Sexual Offences Report”, (December �00�. 
83 See Helene Combrinck, “Well Worth the Wait? The Sexual Offences Bill in �00�”, 1� SA Crime Quarterly �00�. 
84 Section �. 
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The Bill replaces the common-law crime of rape with a new set of gender-neutral offences. 
Rape will be committed where –

any person (A), who unlawfully and intentionally commits an act of sexual penetration 
with a complainant (B) without the consent of B. 

“Sexual penetration” is broadly defined as any act which causes any extent of penetration of –

one person’s “genital organs” into another person’s genital organs, anus or mouth 
any body part or object (including any animal body part) into another person’s genital 
organs or anus 
the genital organs of an animal into the mouth of another person.85

“Consent” is defined as “voluntary and uncoerced agreement”, which will by definition be 
lacking if the perpetrator uses physical force or intimidation against a person or property, 
makes a threat to harm a person or property, abuses a position of trust or authority to inhibit 
the complainant from expressing his or her unwillingness or obtains consent by fraudulent 
means. It will also be lacking if the complainant is incapable of giving consent due to sleep, 
unconsciousness, alcohol or drugs or mental disability. A child under the age of 1� will be 
unable to give consent. 

Even though consent is defined to exclude certain coercive circumstances, some have argued 
that it would be better to remove the concept of consent from the law altogether.8�

The crime of rape will be supplemented by a long list of other sexual offences: 

compelled rape (compelling another person to commit an act of rape)
sexual assault (an act of sexual violation without consent; sexual violation covers a broad 
range of sexual acts aside from penetration, and consent is defined in the same as for rape)
compelled sexual assault (compelling another person to commit an act of sexual 
assault)
compelled self-sexual assault (compelling a person to engage in a sexual act with 
himself or herself, or to perform a sexual penetration of himself or herself)

85 A South African court has already questioned the limitation of the common-law crime of rape to vaginal 
intercourse, finding that “for purposes of this case, the common law definition of rape as it currently stands 
is unconstitutional in that it illogically and irrationally discriminates between male and female on the one 
hand, and on the other hand that it unfairly discriminates against a victim’s right to decide where and by 
whom she or he wants to be sexually penetrated. There exists no logical or rational reason to distinguish 
between the more serious crime of rape and the less serious crime of indecent assault on the basis of which 
bodily orifice is penetrated against the victim’s will. It is therefore ordered that the common law definition 
of rape be and is extended to include acts of non-consensual sexual penetration of the male sexual organ 
into the vagina or the anus of another person, in this case a female child of 9 years old.” Part of the court’s 
reasoning was as follows: 

Why must the unconsensual sexual penetration of a girl (or a boy) per anum be regarded as less injurious, 
less humiliating and less serious than the unconsensual sexual penetration of a girl per vaginam? The 
distinction appears on face value to be irrational and totally senseless, because the anal orifice is no less 
private, no less subject to injury and abuse, and its sexual penetration no less humiliating than the vaginal 
orifice. It therefore appears that the common law definition of rape is not only archaic, but irrational and 
amounts to arbitrary discrimination with reference to which kind of sexual penetration is to be regarded as 
the most serious, and then only in respect of women.

In its judgement, the court chastises the South African Parliament and South African Law Commission 
for “dragging its feet”, noting that the Sexual Offences Bill “has only been introduced almost a decade after 
the new constitutional dispensation saw the light of day” and “has been gathering dust in Parliament since 
it has been introduced.” S v Masiya, Case no: SHG 94/04, 11 July �005, (Regional Court for the Regional 
Division of Mpumalanga). 

This decision was upheld by the High Court.: Case No: CC��8/�005, Transvaal Provincial Division, �5 
July �00�. As of November �00�, an appeal in this case is in the process of being decided by South Africa’s 
Constitutional Court. 

8� See, for example, National Working Group n the Sexual Offences Bill, Fact Sheet 4, accessed at www.agenda.
org.za/.
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exposure or display of sexual acts without consent
“flashing”
exposing or displaying pornography to another without consent 
incest
bestiality
sexual acts with a corpse. 

Rape and other sexual offences can occur within marriage. There are also separate offences 
pertaining to children, including acts of sexual penetration and sexual violation with children 
aged 1�-15, sexual exploitation of a child, child prostitution, exposure or display of sexual 
acts or pornography to a child, “flashing” a child and “grooming” a child to commit a sexual 
offence. It is a defence to a charge of sexual violation of a child (but not sexual penetration) 
if there is less than two years age difference between the two parties. Otherwise, if both 
parties are children, then if one child is charged with the crime, both must be prosecuted. 

In addition, there are separate offences pertaining to mentally disabled persons, including 
sexual exploitation, sexual “grooming”, exposure or display of sexual acts or pornography and 
“flashing”. The act also covers “trafficking in persons for sexual purposes”. The various offences 
are covered in �8 different provisions, alongside complex definitions of sexual penetration, sexual 
violation and sexual conduct. As one commentator observes, “the classification of the different 
offences set out in the Bill are complex, and one sincerely hopes that the central objective – the 
protection of the complainant’s sexual and physical integrity – will not be lost in the miasma of 
body parts tumbling through the definition clause”.8�

Unlike Namibia’s Combating of Rape Act, the South African law would completely repeal the 
common-law crime of rape, along with the common-law crimes of indecent assault, incest, 
bestiality and violation of a corpse (insofar as this crime covers the commission of a sexual 
act with a corpse). This makes the proposed law a comprehensive catalogue of all possible 
sexual offences. 

The South African Bill is unusual in that it also covers services for victims of sexual 
offences and other matters which are normally covered only in policy and internal 
guidelines. The chapter on victim services entitles victims of sexual offences involving a 
risk of HIV infection to receive PEP at state expense at designated health establishments, 
along with medical advice on the administration of PEP. No other post-rape medication is 
discussed. As discussed in more detail in Chapter 8 at page �8�, the victim may also request 
that the court order the accused perpetrator to undergo an HIV test so that the victim may be 
informed of the perpetrator’s status. 

There is also a chapter on the “national policy framework”. The law sets up an “Inter-sectoral 
Committee for the Management of Sexual Offence Matters, made up of high-level government 
representatives from all of the relevant agencies (but without any representatives of civil 
society). This Committee is tasked with developing a policy framework for the implementation 
of the new law which must be tabled in Parliament within one year of its enactment. 

The police service is expected to publish in the Government Gazette national directives on 
all matters involved in implementation of the new law, including the proper police response 
to reports of sexual offences, the manner in which such reports must be investigated and 
the circumstances under which an investigation can be discontinued. The National Director 
of Public Prosecutions must similarly publish directives on prosecutorial issues, including 
directives on the manner in which sexual offences will be dealt with, case withdrawals and 

8� Helene Combrinck, “Well Worth the Wait? The Sexual Offences Bill in �00�”, 1� SA Crime Quarterly �00�. 
See also “Submission to the Parliamentary Portfolio Committee on Justice and Constitutional Development, 
Parliament of South Africa, on the draft Criminal Law (Sexual Offences) Amendment Bill, �003, from 
Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch”, dated 13 July �005, http://web.amnesty.org/library/
print/ENGAFR5300��003 at �. 
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decisions not to prosecute, and guidelines on the application of provisions for vulnerable witnesses. 
The Health ministry must publish directives for medical practitioners on the administration of PEP. 
Each of these agencies will also be required by statute to develop relevant training courses. 

The publication of national instructions and directives is intended to inform the public of what 
responses to expect, thus advancing accountability and compliance with the law on the part of 
state officials. However, the current draft makes no provision for disciplinary measures for state 
officials who fail to comply with the prescribed guidelines. 

Sentencing for sexual offences is not addressed in the latest version of the proposed Bill. This 
has already been addressed by the Criminal Law Amendment Act 105 of 199�, which provides 
minimum sentences for certain serious crimes. The heaviest minimum sentence for the most 
serious forms of rape is life imprisonment, with other rapes being subject to 10 years for a 
first offender, 15 years for a second offender and �0 years for a third or subsequent offender. 
As in Namibia, the courts in South Africa have discretion to depart from the minimums where 
there are “substantial and compelling circumstances“ which warrant a lesser sentence. The 
minimum sentences do not apply to children under age 1�, and for children between ages 1� 
and 18 the court must give reasons to justify the imposition of the minimum sentences.88 See 
Chapter 13 at page 4�5 for more details. 

The Bill currently before Parliament would amend the existing sentencing provisions to make 
them gender neutral and to tie them to the broader range of offences covered by the new law, 
but would not affect the basic framework. 

One innovative aspect of the proposed South African Bill is its emphasis on rehabili-
tation for sex offenders. A proposed amendment to South Africa’s Criminal Procedure Act 
states that any person convicted of a sexual offence will, “if practicable and if the convicted 
person demonstrates the potential to benefit from treatment”, participate in a specific 
accredited treatment programme. The costs of the programme must be paid by the offender 
– a requirement which has been criticised on the grounds that it discriminates against 
perpetrators who are economically disadvantaged. 

The Bill provides extra protection for the public by the creation of a National Register for Sex 
Offenders listing persons convicted of sexual offences against a child, and prohibiting the 
employment of anyone convicted of a sexual offence against a child in any work involving 
children. 

The Bill also includes a provision on extra-territorial jurisdiction meaning that a citizen or 
resident of South Africa can be prosecuted in South Africa for sexual offences committed 
outside the country if the acts in question would be offences in South Africa – even if the acts 
in question are not offences in the country where they occurred. 

88 Criminal Law Amendment Act 105 of 199�, section 51 read together with Part 1, Schedule �. 
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In 1998, Heads of State and Government signed an addendum to the Southern African 
Development Community Declaration on Gender and Development pledging to end violence 
against women and children. A number of Southern African countries have since enacted 
sexual offence laws.… Key features of sexual offences legislation emerging from the region 
include: 

Redefining rape to include any form of penetration, and making this gender-neutral.
Abolishing marriage as a defence for sexual offences, ie recognising rape in marriage. 
Abolishing the cautionary rule that in many countries (eg Lesotho, South Africa) required 
the court to caution itself when handling rape cases, because of the assumption that 
women do not tell the truth about the circumstances that lead to rape. 
Recognition of the long-term physical and psychological effects of sexual violence 
and the fatal risk of contracting sexually transmitted diseases. 
Minimum sentences and stiff sentencing. 
Making it an offence to deliberately transmit HIV/AIDS. 

Barbara Lopi, “Taking stock of sexual offences legislation in Southern Africa”,  
Amalungelo/Rights, October-November 2003, www.genderlinks.co.za

The law on sexual offences in Africa has changed dramatically in recent years, especially 
in southern Africa. There is an increasing acknowledgement that men as well as women 
and children are vulnerable to sexual abuse. There is a trend towards broadening the range 
of sexual acts which constitute offences, and towards providing increased protection for 
children. 

The most contentious issues seem to be the following, which have produced marked 
differences in approach in different countries: 

the appropriate minimum and maximum sentences for different sexual offences
the role of HIV in the definition of offences and in sentencing, and the approach 
to HIV testing of perpetrators. 

Thus, more discussion and debate of these topics at an international level would be 
useful. 

Namibia’s Combating of Rape Act is one of the most progressive rape laws in southern 
Africa, and it seems that neighbouring countries such as Lesotho, South Africa and 
Swaziland have looked to it as a model in many respects. Therefore, the recommendations 
contained in this study may be useful beyond the borders of Namibia. 













8. ConCLusion
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ReCommendations: 
The statutes surveyed in other African countries, many of which appear to have 
borrowed from Namibia, suggest in turn some points on which Namibia’s legislation 
could be improved. 

As already proposed in this study in Chapter �, section 3 of Namibia’s Combating of 
Rape Act should be amended to make the heaviest category of minimum sentence 
applicable to the rape of any person with a mental or physical disability. (Compare 
Zimbabwe’s �001 legislation.)

Section 9 of Namibia’s Combating of Rape Act (on the special duties of the prosecutor) 
should be amended to specifically require that the prosecutor shall ensure that the 
complainant receives orientation to the court and court procedures prior to the trial. 
(Compare Lesotho’s legislation.)

Namibia’s Combating of Rape Act should be amended to provide that the court 
may not draw any adverse inference solely from the fact that no semen or vaginal 
fluid was found on any part of the body of the complainant. (Compare Lesotho’s 
legislation.)

The definition of “coercive circumstances” in section 2 of Namibia’s Combating 
of Rape Act should be amended to include “abuse of power or authority to the 
extent that the person in respect of whom an act is committed is inhibited 
from indicating his or her resistance to such an act or his or her unwillingness 
to participate in such an act”. (Compare Kenya’s legislation.)

Many of the statutes examined contain provisions on extra-territorial jurisdiction. However, 
this is because many of the other statutes cover a broad range of sexual offences, including 
trafficking, sexual exploitation of children and offences pertaining to prostitution. There 
would appear to be no need to include extraterritorial jurisdiction in Namibia’s Combating 
of Rape Act, but this issue should be kept in mind in respect of future law reforms pertaining 
to trafficking, child prostitution, and sex tourism. 

Many of the statutes and bills examined incorporate issues of policy. This approach is 
not recommended for Namibia at this stage, as policy implementation within or outside a 
statute will depend primarily on political will and adequate budgets, and not on judicial 
enforcement. 
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Chapter 

17

521

the Criminal procedure act 25 of 2004 was 
signed by the president on 9 december 2004 

and gazetted on 24 december 2004. however, 
as of late 2006, it had not yet come into force. 
this new law contains several provisions which 
will be relevant to the treatment of rape cases 
in the criminal justice system, some of which 
could be improved before the law comes into 
force. one of these provisions provides for new 
minimum sentences for certain acts of rape, 
but only rape other than “rape under a statute” 
– which appears to exclude rapes in terms of the 
Combating of Rape act. the discussion in this 
chapter is somewhat technical in nature and will 
be mainly of interest to legal practitioners. 

Rape  
and the 

new 
CRiminal 

pRoCeduRe 
aCt  

25 of 2004
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1. bail
The new Criminal Procedure Act will make it harder for an accused to be released on 
bail, particularly when charged with the crime of rape.� 

In �998, the Ministry of Justice recommended certain reforms to the procedures for granting 
bail, based on the work of the O’Linn Commission: 

The legislation should recognise the right of the court to postpone bail proceedings if 
there is insufficient evidence before the court to enable it to make a proper decision on 
bail, or if the state requires additional time to procure evidence that might be lost if the 
accused is released on bail, or if a postponement would otherwise be in the interests 
of justice. 
In the case of serious offences, including rape, the onus should rest on the accused to 
satisfy the court that the interests of justice do not require their detention while awaiting 
trial. 
The state should have the right to appeal against a decision to grant bail in the case 
of serous offences.�

The Criminal Procedure Act �5 of �004 makes significant amendments to the provisions on 
bail, implementing all of these recommendations and providing much additional detail to 
guide the discretion of the courts on bail. 

The offence of indecent assault of a person under the age of �6 has been added to the list of 
offences for which the police may not give bail. Police bail is still forbidden in cases of rape 
and attempted rape, meaning that the decision on whether or not to grant bail must be made 
by a court. (Police are allowed to grant bail in respect of more minor crimes, without the 
necessity for a court decision.)� 

The key provision in the new law is section 6�, which incorporates a lengthy set of guidelines 
for the courts. The starting point is the general principle that an accused who is in custody 
in respect of an offence is entitled to be released on bail “but only if the court is satisfied that 
the interests of justice so permit”.4 

The court has discretion to postpone the bail proceedings –

if the court is of the opinion that it does not have sufficient evidence before it to reach 
a decision on bail
if the state needs additional time to procure evidence that might be lost if the accused 
is released or addition time to obtain physical evidence from the accused (such as finger
prints, palmprints, footprints, photographs, samples of blood or other bodily fluids, hair, 
skin, handwriting, a voice sample or fingernail clippings or scrapings)
if it appears to the court that a postponement is “necessary in the interests of justice”.5

� Minister of Presidential Affairs Dr Albert Kawana (former Minister of Justice) reportedly stated in Parliament 
that the new Criminal Procedure Act could not be implemented until the forthcoming Magistrate’s Court Bill 
has been passed, saying that “the two must go in tandem as they complement each other”. Brigitte Weidlich, 
“Crime rise holds NA captive”, The Namibian, 5 July �006. 

� Ministry of Justice, Administration of Justice �990�998, April �998 at �7�8. 
� Section 6�, read together with Schedule �. 
4 Section 6�(�). 
5 Section 6�(�)(a), read together with section 5�(5)(b). 
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The court can also order that additional information or evidence be placed before it before 
making a decision on bail.6

If the state does not oppose bail, the prosecutor must place the reasons for this position on 
record.7 And even if the prosecutor does not oppose bail, the court must still “weigh up the 
personal interests of the accused against the interests of justice”.8

There are 5 main factors which mitigate against bail under the new system:

public safety: the likelihood that the accused would “endanger the safety of the public 
or any particular person” or commit any of a list of offences (including rape, indecent 
assault, sodomy and bestiality) while out on bail

abscondment: the likelihood that the accused will attempt to evade trial

interference with state evidence: the likelihood that the accused will attempt to 
influence or intimidate witnesses or interfere with evidence

undermining criminal justice system: the likelihood that the accused “will under
mine or jeopardise the objectives of the proper functioning of the criminal justice system” 
if released on bail

public order: the likelihood, in exceptional circumstances, that the accused “will disturb 
the public order or undermine the public peace or security” if released on bail. 

For each of these grounds, the law provides a detailed list of factors which the court should 
consider. 

The factors pertaining to the protection of public safety are particularly relevant to a charge 
of rape: 

the degree of violence towards others implicit in the charge against the accused
any threat of violence that the accused may have made to any person
any resentment the accused is alleged to harbour against any person
any disposition to violence on the part of the accused, as is evident from the 
accused’s past conduct
any disposition of the accused to commit offences referred to in Schedule � [which 
includes sexual offences], as is evident from the accused’s past conduct
the prevalence of a particular type of offence
any evidence that the accused previously committed an offence referred to in 
Schedule � while released on bail
whether the victim of the offence in question objects to bail being granted to 
the accused; 
any other factor that in the opinion of the court should be taken into account.9

The factors pertinent to interference with state evidence include “how effective and enforceable 
the conditions of bail prohibiting communication between the accused and witnesses are likely to 
be”.�0

The factors pertinent to interference with the criminal justice system include false 
information supplied by the accused at the time of arrest or during bail proceedings, previous 
convictions, previous failure to comply with bail conditions, or any current indications that 
the accused would not comply with bail conditions.��

6 Section 6�(�). 
7 Section 6�(�)(d). 
8 Section 6�(��). 
9 Section 6�(5)(a)(i). 
�0 Section 6�(7)(e).
�� Section 6� (8). 
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The factors pertinent to undermining public peace include: 

whether the nature of the offence or the circumstances under which the offence was 
committed is likely to induce a sense of shock or outrage in the community where the 
offence was committed; 
whether the outrage of the community might lead to public disorder if the accused 
is so released
whether the safety of the accused might be jeopardised by his or her release
whether the sense of peace and security among members of the public will be 
undermined or jeopardised by the release of the accused
whether the release of the accuse will undermine or jeopardise the public confidence 
in the criminal justice system
any other factor that in the opinion of the court should be take into account.��

In rape cases, the strong public objections to bail might therefore play a role in the denial of bail. 

Within this stricter overall scheme, accused persons charged with serious offences, including 
rape, must bear the onus of proving that the “interests of justice” favour release on bail.�� And 
in more serious crimes – including the most serious forms of rape – the accused must go even 
farther by demonstrating to the court that “exceptional circumstances exist which in the 
interests of justice permit his or her release”.�4 These more serious rape cases include: 

murder committed in conjunction with rape
multiple rapes of the same victim by one person
gang rapes
repeat offences of rape
rape by a person who knows that he or she is HIV positive
rapes of children or very old persons
rapes of physically or mentally disabled persons
rapes involving weapons and 
rapes which involve grievous bodily or mental harm.�5

The Combating of Rape Act 8 of 2000 made amendments to the Criminal Procedure 
Act 51 of 1977 giving the complainant the right to be notified of the bail proceedings 
and to request that the prosecutor place certain evidence before the court. These 
amendments are re-enacted in section 64 of the new Criminal Procedure Act, with 
the addition of a provision which states that where the complainant is a minor, the 
right in question vests in the complainant’s parent or guardian – unless that parent or 
guardian cannot be reached or traced without undue delay or is unable or unwilling 
to attend the bail proceedings.�6

The amendments to the Criminal Procedure Act 5� of �977 concerning automatic bail conditions 
pertaining to rape and domestic violence are also reenacted in section 65 of the new Criminal 
Procedure Act, without any substantive changes. 

�� Section 6�(9)(a)(f). 
�� Section 6�(��)(b) requires, in cases of persons accused of crimes listed in Schedule � but not in Schedule 

4, that “‘the court must order that the accused be detained in custody… unless the accused, having been 
given a reasonable opportunity to do so, adduces evidence that satisfies the court that the interests of justice 
permit his or her release”. 

�4 Section 6�(��)(a). 
�5 See Schedule 4 of the Act. 
�6 Section 64 of the Criminal Procedure Act �5 of �004, replacing section 60A of the Criminal Procedure Act 5� 

of �977. The other minor changes in wording between the two provisions do not affect their substance. 
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The Combating of Rape Act made amendments to the Criminal Procedure Act 5� of �977 to 
prohibit evidence about the sexual reputation of the complainant, and to place strict limits 

on evidence about the complainant’s sexual conduct or experience.�7 These amendments are 
repeated practically verbatim in the Criminal Procedure Act �5 of �004.�8

There is a corresponding provision on the admissibility of evidence of the commission of 
other similar offences by the accused, which is also reenacted virtually verbatim in the new 
Criminal Procedure Act.�9

The Combating of Rape Act made amendments to the Criminal Procedure Act 5� of �977 
providing for automatic closed court in cases involving sexual offences and making 

publication of any information that might reveal the identity of the complainant a crime. 
These amendments are incorporated in the provisions in the new Criminal Procedure Act 
�5 of �004 concerning “circumstances in which criminal proceedings are not to take place 
in open court” (section �75) and “prohibition of publication of certain information relating to 
criminal proceedings” (section �76) to the same effect as previously.

�7 Section ��7A of the Criminal Procedure Act 5� of �977. 
�8 Section �58 of the Criminal Procedure Act �5 of �004. 
�9 Compare section ���A of the Criminal Procedure Act 5� of �977 to section ��7 of the Criminal Procedure Act 

�5 of �004.
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The Criminal Procedure Amendment Act �4 of �00�, which made amendments to the �977 
Criminal Procedure Act to provide special procedures for vulnerable witnesses, is repealed 

by the new Criminal Procedure Act �5 of �004. However, most of the provisions contained in 
the amendments to the �977 law made by the �00� Act are reenacted in the new �004 law. 
There are a few changes which will be discussed below. 

However, it should be noted that the changeover from the �977 law to the �004 law will not 
take place until the new law is brought into force. Thus, the provisions contained in the �00� 
amendments to the �977 Criminal Procedure Act were still applicable at the time of this study. 

The definition of a vulnerable witness is fundamentally the same. However, a reference to 
“the possibility of intimidation by the accused or any other person” as a basis for declaring a 
person a vulnerable witness in the �977 Act has been removed from the �004 Act.�0

The procedure for deciding upon special arrangements for vulnerable witnesses, and 
the factors to be considered, are the same in both laws.��

There are some changes to the special arrangements which can be applied to vulnerable 
witnesses: 

Both laws allow the trial to be held in an alternative venue, which will be less formal 
and less intimidating than a courtroom, however the �004 Act appears to allow this 
only where the alternative venue satisfies three conditions: 

it is informally arranged to set the witness at ease; 
it is situated so that any persons whose presence may upset the witness are out of 
the witnesses’ sight; and 
it enables the court to see and hear the witness and any support person who is allowed 
to accompany the witness, whether directly or through closedcircuit television, a 
oneway mirror or some similar medium.��

The �004 law also provides a mechanism for the trial to be adjourned and reconvened 
in any alternative venue (“any place other than the one where the court is sitting”) to 
hear the evidence of the vulnerable witness.��

Both laws allow the furniture in the courtroom to be re-arranged or changed, and 
say that people can be directed to sit or stand in places different from what is usual. 
However, the �977 law authorised the court to direct that anyone (“certain persons”) 

�0 Compare section �58A(�) of the Criminal Procedure Act 5� of �977 to section �89(�) of the Criminal Procedure 
Act �5 of �004. 

�� Compare section �58A(�) and (7) of the Criminal Procedure Act 5� of �977 to section �89(�) and (6) of the 
Criminal Procedure Act �5 of �004. 

�� Compare section �58A(�)(a) of the Criminal Procedure Act 5� of �977 to section �89(�)(a) of the Criminal 
Procedure Act �5 of �004.

�� Section �89(�)(d) and �9� of the Criminal Procedure Act �5 of �004.
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must sit or stand in a certain place, whereas the �004 law limits this power only to 
“any person whose presence may upset that witness”.�4

Both laws allow the witness to testify behind a one-way screen or by means of closed
circuit television.�5

Both laws authorise the court to allow a support person to accompany vulnerable 
witnesses while they are testifying, with accompanying safeguards to make sure that 
the support person does not influence the evidence of the witness.�6

Both laws authorise the presiding officer to allow any other steps that he or she thinks 
“expedient and desirable” to facilitate the giving of evidence by a vulnerable witness.�7

There are other special measures which apply to all witnesses, or to specific categories of 
witnesses, rather than to “vulnerable witnesses”: 

Both laws say that any witness under age 14 is NOT required to give an oath or 
an affirmation before giving evidence. The presiding officer must simply warn the 
witness to tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth. The same is true 
for any person who “from ignorance arising from lack of education or other cause if 
found not to understand the nature and import of the oath or affirmation”.�8

Both laws say that evidence will be received from any witness who is excused 
from taking the oath, if that witness appears to be able to give intelligible 
testimony. The weight which should be given to the evidence will be determined by 
the presiding officer in light of the usual criteria for judging credibility.�9

However, several regional magistrates have pointed out to the Legal Assistance 
Centre that the law as it stand does not give clear guidance on how a presiding officer 
is supposed to determine if a witness is capable of giving intelligible testimony 
– especially given intention to remove complex abstract questioning by opposing 
counsel about truth and lies, which has been found to confuse witnesses without 
really being helpful. A possible alternative wording for section �85(�) in the new �004 
Act could clarify this question: 

… unless it appears to the presiding judge or magistrate, on the basis of such informal 
preliminary questioning by such presiding judge or magistrate as is necessary to assess 
the child’s maturity, that the witness is incapable of giving intelligible testimony. 

Both laws give the presiding officer strengthened powers to place strict limita-
tions on the use of irrelevant cross-examination to badger or to intimidate any 
witness. If crossexamination is taking an unreasonably long time, the presiding officer 
can ask the crossexaminer to show the relevance of the line of questioning before he or 
she is allowed to proceed. (This discussion can take place in the absence of the witness 
if necessary.) The presiding officer can also set reasonable limits on the length of cross
examination, or place reasonable restrictions on certain lines of questioning.�0

�4 Compare section �58A(�)(b) of the Criminal Procedure Act 5� of �977 to section �89(�)(b) of the Criminal 
Procedure Act �5 of �004.

�5 Compare section �58A(�)(d) and (6) of the Criminal Procedure Act 5� of �977 to section �89(�)(a) of the 
Criminal Procedure Act �5 of �004. 

�6 Compare section �58A(�)(c) and (4)(5) of the Criminal Procedure Act 5� of �977 to section �89(�)(c) and (4)
(5) of the Criminal Procedure Act �5 of �004. 

�7 Compare section �58A(�)(e) of the Criminal Procedure Act 5� of �977 to section �89(�)(e) of the Criminal 
Procedure Act �5 of �004.

�8 Compare amended section �64(�) of the Criminal Procedure Act 5� of �977 to section �85(�)(a) of the Criminal 
Procedure Act �5 of �004.

�9 Compare amended section �64(�) of the Criminal Procedure Act 5� of �977 to section �85(�) of the Criminal 
Procedure Act �5 of �004.

�0 Compare amended section �66(�) of the Criminal Procedure Act 5� of �977 to section �87(�) of the Criminal 
Procedure Act �5 of �004. 
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Both laws allow child witnesses to be cross-examined through the presiding 
officer or through an intermediary. However, the approach taken by the two 
laws is different. 

In terms of the �977 law, children under age �� must be questioned through the presiding 
officer or an intermediary. The presiding officer may restate or rephrase questions put to 
any witnesses under age �4, and an intermediary may be used for any child under age �8. 

In terms of the �004 law, the presiding officer may restate or rephrase questions put 
to witnesses under age �4. Intermediaries may still be used for witnesses under age �8, 
but only if “it appears to the court that it would expose a witness under the age of �8 
years to undue mental stress or suffering if that witness testifies at such proceedings”. 
The �004 law contains no mandatory requirement for the rephrasing of questions or the 
use of intermediaries for child witnesses of any age. 

The �004 law contains some additional procedural provisions on intermediaries which 
are useful (such as what to do if the court discovers after the fact that an intermediary 
appointed in good faith was not in fact competent to be appointed as an intermediary). 
However, the removal of the mandatory requirement for examination of young witnesses 
is a considerable weakening of the �977 law.��

One significant difference between the two laws is that the amended �977 law stated 
that the evidence of a child shall not be regarded as being unreliable, or treated 
with special caution, just because the witness is a child. This means that the 
reliability of a child’s evidence and the weight which should be given to it must be 
assessed in the same way as the evidence of any other witness. However, there is no 
corresponding provision in the �004 law.�� The subsection in the �977 Act which has 
been omitted in the �004 Act reads as follows:

A court shall not regard the evidence of a child as inherently unreliable and shall 
therefore not treat such evidence with special caution only because that witness is 
a child. 

The omission of this provision in the new law could make it harder to obtain 
convictions for child rapes in future. 

Both laws allow medical records prepared by a medical practitioner who treated 
a victim to be used in a criminal case as prima facie proof that the victim suffered 
the injuries recorded in the documents, even if the medical practitioner in question is 
not available to testify personally.�� 

Both laws provide added possibilities for admitting information given by children 
under age 14 prior to the trial, such as statements to social workers or police officers, 
to avoid the necessity of asking the child to repeatedly recount the details of a traumatic 
experience. 

This applies to (a) a statement made on an audiotape or a videotape, if the person who took 
the statement is in court to give evidence about the procedure (b) a written statement, 
if the person who took the statement is in court to give evidence about the procedure; 
or (c) oral evidence about the previous statement (if no audiotape, videotape or written 
statement is available). 

In terms of section ��6A(�)(�) of the �977 law, such previous statements can be used 
as evidence to prove a fact contained in the statement (a) if the child is for some reason 

�� Compare amended section �66(4)(5) of the Criminal Procedure Act 5� of �977 to section �87(4) and �9� of the 
Criminal Procedure Act �5 of �004.

�� Section �64(4) of the Criminal Procedure Act 5� of �977.
�� Compare section ���(7A) of the Criminal Procedure Act 5� of �977 to section ��8(9) of the Criminal Procedure 

Act �5 of �004.
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unable to give evidence and (b) if the statement “considered in the light of all the 
surrounding circumstances contains indications of reliability” OR (c) if the child is 
present to confirm that he or she made the previous statement: 

216A.  (�) Evidence of any statement made by a child younger than �4 years is 
admissible in order to prove any fact alleged in that statement if –

 (a) the child concerned is unable to give evidence relating to any matter 
contained in the statement concerned; and

 (b) such statement considered in the light of all the surrounding circum
stances contains indications of reliability.

(�)  If a child younger than �4 years gives evidence in criminal proceedings, 
evidence of any statement made by that child is admissible in order to prove any fact 
alleged in that statement if the child concerned gives evidence to the effect that he or 
she made that statement.

In terms of section �45 (�)(�) of the �004 law, such previous statements are admissible 
(a) if the child who made the statement is considered incapable of giving evidence 
on any matter contained in the statement; (b) the statement considered in light of all 
the surrounding circumstances “contains indications of reliability”; and (c) having 
regard to any potential prejudice to any party, it is in the interests of justice that the 
statement be admitted OR (d) the child is present to confirm that he or she made 
the previous statement. Thus, the requirements for admitting such evidence are 
considerably stricter in terms of the 2004 law.�4

   245.  (�)  Evidence of any statement made by a child under the age of �4 years is 
admissible at criminal proceedings as proof of any fact alleged in that statement if 
the court –

(a)  is satisfied that – 

(i)  the child concerned is incapable of giving evidence relating to any 
matter contained in the statement concerned; and

(ii) such statement considered in the light of all the surrounding 
circumstances contains indications of reliability; and

 (b) having regard to any prejudice to a party to the proceedings that the 
admission of such evidence might entail, is of the opinion that such evidence 
should be admitted in the interests of justice. 

(�)  If a child under the age of �4 years gives evidence in criminal proceedings, 
evidence of a statement made by that child is admissible as proof of any fact alleged 
in that statement if that child gives evidence to the effect that he or she made that 
statement.

The new requirement in section �45(�)(b) which uses the test of the “interests of justice” 
is a positive one which should help to ensure that the application of the provision is in 
line with the Constitution. 

However, changing the criteria from a child who is unable to give evidence to a child who 
is incapable of giving evidence is problematic. Capacity to give intelligible evidence is a 
question which can in many circumstances be determined by the presiding officer only 
after hearing the child speak in court, to see if the child can answer questions intelligibly. 

�4 Compare section ��6(A) of the Criminal Procedure Act 5� of �977 to section �45(�) of the Criminal Procedure Act 
�5 of �004. The word “incapable” in section �45 (�)(a) may be a typographical error, as “capable” would make 
more sense here. However, the new wording may also have been an intentional effort to narrow the provision. 
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Furthermore, if the child is in this sense incapable of giving intelligible testimony in 
court, then surely no previous statement by that child should be admissible. 
A more serious problem with the new provision in the �004 Criminal Procedure Act is 
contained in section �45(4): 

(4)  This section does not render – 

(a)  admissible any evidence that is otherwise inadmissible; 

(b)  inadmissible any evidence that is otherwise admissible under section �44 as 
hearsay evidence. 

This requirement would seem to negate the reform altogether, by falling back on other 
rules of admissibility of evidence outside the section on previous statements made by 
children. 

Thus, the 2004 law places severe limits on the admissibility of previous state-
ments by children under age 14, negating to a great extent the reforms made 
by the corresponding provisions in the previous law. 

Even before the Combating of Rape Bill was passed, the Minister of Justice (Hon Tjiriange 
at that stage) was calling for increased attention to victims’ rights: 

There is a need to take into account the interests of the victims of crime not only at 
the stage of investigation of a crime but throughout the trial process to the sentencing 
stage. All too often the victims of crime are hardly kept informed of the progress of 
investigations of a crime they have reported. Our law should recognize the central role 
of the victim not only in securing a conviction for the guilty but also take account of 
their views in arriving at a suitable sentence.�5

The 2004 Criminal Procedure Act incorporates some new provisions for victims. 
The key innovations pertain to legal representation for the victim, the use of victim 
impact statements and victim compensation. 

�5 Minister of Justice (Hon Tjiriange), Debate on incidence of rape in Namibia, National Assembly, 9 July �997. 
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legal representation of victim
Section �8 of the new Criminal Procedure Act �5 of �004 provides that a victim of any offence 
against person or property may appoint a private legal practitioner (at the victim’s own 
expense) to represent the victim’s interests at the criminal trial of the offence which caused 
the injury, damage or loss to the victim. 

In particular, the victim’s legal representative may –

(a)  hold a “watching brief” on behalf of the victim (meaning that the victim’s lawyer may 
attend all of the criminal proceedings without directly taking part in them)

(b)  consult with and advise the prosecutor and victim as necessary
(c)  apply for compensation for the victim for the injury, damage or loss caused as a result 

of the crime. 

The victim’s legal representative does not have the right to lead evidence, to crossexamine 
witnesses or to address the court (except in respect of victim compensation). 

This is an improvement on the earlier proposal from the Law Reform and Development 
Commission to give complainants a right to participate to some extent in the criminal trial,�6 
because it defines the complainant’s right to participate more clearly and because it applies 
to all criminal offences instead of singling out rape. 

victim impact statement
Section �9 of the new Criminal Procedure Act provides for a “victim impact statement”. This 
is a statement from the victim containing full particulars of the injury, damage or loss suffered 
by the victim as a result of the crime, and the amount of compensation the victim intends to 
seek in respect of these. This statement is to be taken by the police investigating officer and 
filed with the prosecutor in the case before the trial begins. 

If the victim is unable for any reason to provide the statement, it can be made by the victim’s 
legal practitioner or by the victim’s spouse, dependent or relative. If the victim is a minor, 
the statement may be made by the victim’s parent or guardian. If there is no one available 
to make the statement on behalf of the victim, then the statement must be prepared by 
the police with the assistance of the victim and if necessary, a designated person from the 
prosecutor’s office. 

The victim impact statement is admissible only for the purposes of sentencing and victim 
compensation. On these points, it is admissible as evidence to the same extent as oral evidence 
by the victim would be. If a copy of the statement is given to the accused (or the accused’s legal 
representative) a reasonable time before it is to be tendered as evidence, then any facts in the 
statement which are not disputed by the accused will be considered to be established. Oral 
evidence can be offered on any facts which the accused does dispute. However, regardless 
of whether or not any facts in the statement are disputed, the court or any party to the 
proceedings has the right to insist that the person who made the victim impact statement must 
be subpoenaed to give oral evidence. 

This innovation is likely to be useful in rape trials, where the injury to the victim from the rape 
itself is often underestimated. 

�6 See pages ��7ff in Chapter � above.
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victim compensation
As discussed in detail above in Chapter �,�7 victim compensation under section 300 of the 
Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977 is limited to compensation for “damage to or loss of 
property (including money)”.�8 Proposals for increased compensation for rape victims put 
forward by the Law Reform and Development Commission were ultimately rejected on the 
grounds that improved compensation arrangements for rape victims alone would probably 
increase suspicions that women are prone to lay false charges of rape. 

Section ��6 of the new Criminal Procedure Act �5 of �004 broadens the possibilities for 
compensation. The new provision covers “injury, damage or loss, whether patrimonial 
or otherwise” resulting from a criminal offence. Where there is a criminal conviction, 
victim compensation in respect of the crime can be requested by the victim, the victim’s legal 
practitioner or the prosecutor acting on the instructions of the victim.�9 The presiding officer 
must inform the victim of the right to apply for compensation. 

The amount of an award for injury, damage or loss must be proved on a balance of probabilities. 
If the amount of the award exceeds the civil jurisdiction of the court which handled the criminal 
case, then this portion of the award can be made only if the convicted person and the victim 
both consent to this in writing. (Both might be inspired to agree to this in order to avoid the 
extra legal costs of a separate civil action.) This limitation does not apply to orders for restitution 
of the property (such as an order for the return of property which was stolen in a theft). 

If compensation for an injury has already been paid to the victim by a community court in 
terms of customary law, then no further compensation for that injury can be made in the 
context of the criminal case.40

The expanded possibility of obtaining victim compensation in the criminal case is an aid 
to efficiency, as evidence which has already been heard at the trial may be relevant to the 
amount of damages which would be compensated. The court may also consider additional 
evidence on the question of compensation, by affidavit or orally. 

Victim compensation made in the course of a criminal trial is to have the same effect as a 
civil judgment of the same court, meaning that all the same procedures for enforcement of the 
order are available, including attachment of property. 

The victim has the option of renouncing the award of compensation made in the criminal 
case within �4 days. If the compensation is not renounced, then the victim no longer has the 
right to bring a separate civil case seeking damages in respect of the same injury or loss. 

If the victim is represented by a legal practitioner at the hearing of the application for victim 
compensation, the award of compensation may include the costs of the legal representation 
for that portion of the criminal trial. 

�7 See page ��5ff. 
�8 Emphasis added. 
�9 Where a child’s parent or guardian has conduced to the commission of an offence by a child in that person’s 

custody, the court can make an order for victim compensation even in the absence of an application by the 
victim. This seems strange, as the child in such an instance would be the criminal and not the crime victim. 
See section ��6(�)(a)(iii) of the Criminal Procedure Act �5 of �004 and section �5(�) of the Children’s Act �� 
of �960, which reads: “ If any parent or guardian of a child or any person having the custody of a child has 
conduced to the commission of an offence by that child, he shall be guilty of an offence.”

40 See section ��6(�)(a) of the Criminal Procedure Act �5 of �004 and section �4(�) of the Community Court 
Act �0 of �00� which states: “Where compensation was in accordance with the customary law awarded by 
a community court under this Act to an injured person for any damage or loss suffered by him or her, the 
person against whom the award was made shall not be liable at the suit of the firstmentioned person in any 
other court (including a community court) for the payment of compensation in respect of the injury for which 
the award was made.”
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This universal approach to victim compensation will assist both rape victims and 
other crime victims, without singling out rape victims for special treatment. Thus, the 
approach addresses the concerns which would have been raised by a system of compensation 
which applied only in respect of crimes of rape. 

The fact that compensation is now available for bodily injury and emotional and psychological 
damage, as well as property damage, is to be welcomed. 

Section �6 of the new Criminal Procedure Act �5 of �004 covers time limits on the prosecution 
of crimes. In general, it provides that the right to institute a prosecution for an offence expires 

�0 years after the date of the offence. However, for certain serious crimes – including rape 
– there is no time limit. Prosecution can take place regardless of how much time has passed 
since the offence was committed.4� 

The new Criminal Procedure Act �5 of �004 contains a standard range of provisions which 
authorise conviction of an accused person on certain lesser offences if the offence with 

which the accused was charged is not proved. It is necessary to specify which offences can 
be utilised in this manner, as it would obviously be unfair to the accused if competent verdicts 
are allowed on offences which would have entailed different defences by the accused. 

Section �9� is entitled “Rape and indecent assault”. Subsection (�) states that competent 
verdicts on rape and attempted rape include assault with intent to do grievous bodily harm, 
indecent assault, common assault, incest, the statutory offence of committing a sexual act with 

4� The provision covers rape “whether under a statute or at common law”. 
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a child under a specified age, the statutory offence of committing an immoral or indecent act 
with such a child, and the statutory offence of soliciting or enticing a child to the commission 
of such acts.4�

Section �97 is entitled “Statutory offence of committing sexual act or of unlawful carnal 
intercourse”. The wording of this provision is somewhat confusing, but it seems to cover 
primarily charges under the Combating of Immoral Practices Act �� of �980. It states that 
competent verdicts on a charge of –

(a)  committing a sexual act or attempting to commit a sexual act “other than rape under a 
statute” in contravention of any statute or 

(b)  unlawful carnal intercourse or attempted unlawful carnal intercourse with another 
person in contravention of any statute

are indecent assault, common assault, the statutory offence of committing a sexual act with 
a child under a specified age, the statutory offence of committing an immoral or indecent act 
with such a child, and the statutory offence of soliciting or enticing a child to the commission 
of such acts.4�

Most rape cases now fall under a statute: the Combating of Rape Act. However, the common 
law offence of rape survives. Both rape in terms of the Combating of Rape Act and common
law rape are covered by the wording of section �9�. If section �97 is read, as its title indicates, 
to apply only to statutory offences, then it is correct to exclude only rape which falls under a 
statute. Commonlaw rape is already excluded because it is not a statutory offence. 

Section 309 provides for minimum sentences for certain serious offences: treason, 
murder, rape “other than rape under a statute” and robbery. 

In general, the court may depart from the provided minimum sentences if it is “satisfied 
that substantial and compelling circumstances exist that justify the imposition of a lesser 
sentence”. The circumstances which the court relies upon for departing from the minimum 
sentence must be entered into the record of the case.44

The minimum sentences do not apply to young offenders who were under age 16 at 
the time when the crime was committed.45 For offenders between the ages of 16 and 
18 at the time the crime was committed, the court must enter reasons into the record 
if it decides to apply the minimum sentences.46

4� Section �9�(�) gives competent verdicts on a charge of indecent assault. 
4� Section �98. The wording is ambiguous, as it could also be read to provide for competent verdicts on a 

charge of –
 (a) committing a sexual act or attempting to commit a sexual act “other than rape under a statute” or 
 (b) unlawful carnal intercourse or attempted unlawful carnal intercourse with another person in contra

vention of any statute. 
However, the title of the section indicates that the subordinate clause ”in contravention of any statute” 

should be understood to qualify both committing a sexual act and unlawful carnal intercourse. 
44 Section �09(5)(a). 
45 Section �09(7). 
46 Section �09(5)(b).

8. sentenCes
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Section �09(�)(c) on rape reads in relevant part as follows (emphasis added): 

Notwithstanding anything in the contrary in any other law contained... the High Court… 
must in respect of a person who has been convicted of – 

***

(c)  rape, other than rape under a statute –

(i)  when committed in any of the circumstances contemplated in Part I of Schedule 
5, sentence that person to life imprisonment without the prospect of parole or 
probation or remission of sentence; or 

(ii)  when committed in circumstances other than those contemplated in Part I of 
Schedule 5, sentence that person to life imprisonment with the prospect of parole 
or probation or remission of sentence after having served a period of imprisonment 
of not less than �5 years. 

Part � of Schedule 5 lists the following relevant circumstances (emphasis added):

Rape, other than rape under a statute –

(a)  when committed – 

(i)   in circumstances where the victim was raped more than once, whether by the 
accused or by any coperpetrators or accomplice; 

(ii)   be more than one person, where those persons acted in the execution or 
furtherance of a common purpose or conspiracy; 

(iii)   by a person who has been convicted of two or more offences of rape, whether 
under a statute or at common law, but has not yet been sentenced in respect of 
those convictions; or 

(iv)  by a person, knowing that he or she has the acquired immune deficiency 
syndrome or the human immunodeficiency virus; 

(b) where the victim –

(i)  is a child – 

(aa) under the age of �6 years; or

(bb) of or over the age of �6 years, but under the age of �8 years and the accused 
is the victim’s parent, guardian or caretaker or is otherwise in a position of 
trust or authority over the victim; 

(ii)  is, in circumstances other than those contemplated in subparagraph (i) due to 
age rendered particularly vulnerable; 

(iii)  is a physically disabled person who, due to physical disability, is rendered 
particularly vulnerable; or 

(iv)  is a mentally ill person as contemplated in section � of the Mental Health Act, 
�97� (Act No. �8 of �97�); or 

(c) involving – 

(i)  the use or wielding of a firearm or any other weapon; or 

(ii)  the infliction of grievous bodily or mental harm. 
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Rape “other than rape under a statute” must refer to the common-law crime of rape, 
which survives alongside the Combating of Rape Act. There are at present no minimum 
sentences for the commonlaw crime of rape. The new minimum sentence of life imprisonment 
for commonlaw rape in the circumstances listed is substantially heavier than the minimum 
sentences which would apply in terms of the Combating of Rape Act. 

An examination of the Parliamentary debates on the Criminal procedure Bill provides no insight 
into this provision. For example, the Minister of Justice (Hon Kawana) referred simply to heavier 
minimum sentences for “rape” (National Assembly, �� September �004). Similarly, a recent 
High Court case notes in passing that rape will carry a minimum sentence of life imprisonment 
in terms of the new Criminal Procedure Act once it comes into force, without referring to the 
exclusion of “rape other than rape under a statute”.47 These observations suggest that the 
differential treatment of “rape under a statue” has not been sufficiently canvassed. 

There would appear to be no reason to apply heavier minimum sentences to the common-
law crime of rape than to comparable rapes charged under the Combating of Rape Act. 
In fact, such an approach might inspire a return to charges of rape under the common law (which 
requires proof of absence of consent) instead of under the Combating of Rape Act (which changes 
the focus to the presence of coercion). Yet, if the heaviest minimum sentences for rape are available 
only in respect of the commonlaw crime, prosecutors may be under public and political pressure 
to revert to this approach. 

There is a substantial overlap between the commonlaw crime of rape and the statutory crime 
of rape as defined by the Combating of Rape Act. The possibility of repealing the common
law crime of rape was considered during the drafting of the Combating of Rape Act. Acting 
on the advice of prosecutors consulted, the Ministry of Justice decided that the commonlaw 
crime should remain in force as a residual measure, to cover cases of rape which might not fit 
under any of the coercive circumstances in the new law.48 But if the commonlaw crime and 
the statutory crime are used as alternatives in cases which could fit under either of them, then 
the potential punishment of the accused will differ radically, with the decisive factor being the 
prosecutor’s discretionary choice of whether to prosecute under common law or statute. This 
would seem to undermine the purpose of the Combating of Rape Act, which was to create a new 
and comprehensive definition of rape that would generally replace the commonlaw definition. 
 
We would therefore recommend that the term “rape under a statute” be deleted from section 
�09(�)(c) and from Part � of Schedule 5, and that the same minimum sentences be applied to 
the commonlaw crime of rape as to rape under a statute. 

In any event, it is our contention that heavier minimum sentences are not likely to have an 
increased deterrent effect on potential rapists. We believe that the minimum sentences 
prescribed by the Combating of Rape Act are sufficient, and would suggest that the 
focus at this stage ought to be on steps to ensure speedy trials (particularly in the 
case of child rape) and certainty of conviction. We would therefore recommend that the 
new minimum sentences for rape be deleted from section �09 altogether. 

47 S v Louw, High Court, Case No. CC 09/05, �4 November �006 (Mainga, J).
48 The complainant’s account of the highlypublicised alleged rape by former South African Vice President 

Zuma describes an example of such a rape, where on her version she did not give consent to the sexual act 
but froze so that no force or threats were necessary to overcome her. 
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ReCommendations:
Several of the special provisions enacted for vulnerable witnesses in 2003 (by the 
Criminal Procedure Amendment Act 24 of 2003) have been removed or weakened 
in the 2004 Criminal Procedure Act. We recommend that these provisions should 
be essentially restored. 

a) Amend section 187(4) to require that the presiding officer must re-state or re-
phrase questions put to witnesses under age 14. 

 (4)  Notwithstanding subsection (�) or (�) or anything to the contrary in 
any other law contained but subject to section �9�, the presiding judge or 
magistrate must may, during the crossexamination of any witness under 
the age of �4 years , either restate the questions put to that witness, and may 
or, in his or her discretion, simplify or rephrase such questions. 

This would restore the position under section �66(4)(5) of the Criminal Procedure 
Act 5� of �977, as amended by Criminal Procedure Amendment Act �4 of �00� on 
vulnerable witnesses. 

b) Restore the provision which states that the evidence of a child shall not be 
regarded as being unreliable, or treated with special caution, just because 
the witness is a child, so that the reliability of a child’s evidence and the weight 
which should be given to it must be assessed in the same way as the evidence of 
any other witness. This following should be added as subsection (5) of section �85, 
or as an new section of the Act: 

 (5) A court shall not regard the evidence of a child as inherently unreliable 
and shall therefore not treat such evidence with special caution only because 
that witness is a child. 

This proposed provision mirrors section �64(4) of the Criminal Procedure Act 5� of 
�977, which was omitted in the �004 law. 

c)  Amend section 245 on the provision on the admissibility of previous state-
ments by child witnesses to restore the previous criteria from section 216A 
of the 1977 Criminal Procedure Act, with the addition of the test of the 
“interests of justice” in order to ensure protection of the accused’s rights. 

245.  (�) Evidence of any statement made by a child under the age of �4 years 
is admissible at criminal proceedings as proof of any fact alleged in that 
statement if the court –

 (a)  is satisfied that – 

(i)  the child concerned is unable to give evidence incapable 
of giving evidence relating to any matter contained in the 
statement concerned; and

(ii)  such statement considered in the light of all the surrounding 
circumstances contains indications of reliability; and

 (b)  having regard to any prejudice to a party to the proceedings that 
the admission of such evidence might entail, is of the opinion that such 
evidence should be admitted in the interests of justice. 
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 (�)  If a child under the age of �4 years gives evidence in criminal proceedings, 
evidence of a statement made by that child is admissible as proof of any fact 
alleged in that statement if that child gives evidence to the effect that he or she 
made that statement.

 (�) Evidence of a statement contemplated in subsection (�) or (�) may in 
criminal proceedings be given in the form of –

 (a)  the playing in court of a videotape or audiotape of the making of that 
statement, if the person to whom the statement was made gives evidence in 
such proceedings;

 (b)  a written record of that statement if the person to whom the statement 
has been made gives evidence in such proceedings; 

 (c)  oral evidence of that statement given by the person to whom the 
statement was made, but only if it is not possible to give evidence in the 
form contemplated in paragraph (a) or (b).

  (4) This section does not render 

 (a)  admissible any evidence that is otherwise inadmissible; 

 (b)  inadmissible any evidence that is otherwise admissible under section 
�44 as hearsay evidence. 

Amend the wording of section 185(2) in the 2004 Act as follows to clarify the 
procedure for testing whether a child witness is capable of giving intelligible 
testimony. 

… unless it appears to the presiding judge or magistrate, on the basis of such 
informal preliminary questioning by such presiding judge or magistrate as is 
necessary to assess the child’s maturity, that the witness is incapable of giving 
intelligible testimony. 

We recommend that section 309(3)(c) be deleted, thus retaining the minimum 
sentences in the Combating of Rape Act for rape under a statute or at common 
law. Alternatively, we recommend deleting the term “rape under a statute” from 
section �09(�)(c) and from Part � of Schedule 5 so that the same minimum sentences 
will apply to the commonlaw crime of rape as to rape under a statute, to avoid a return 
to use of the commonlaw crime in a manner that would undermine the purposes of 
the Combating of Rape Act. 
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1. intRoDuCtion
International law imposes a legal duty on states to exercise due diligence to address 

violence against women. Violence against women includes any form of sexual violence 
such as rape. This state responsibility under international law has emerged as a result of a 
series of international instruments which impose a positive duty on state parties to address 
violence against women. 

The UN Committee which monitors the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of 
Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW) recommended in 1992: 

States may also be responsible for private acts if they fail to act with due diligence to 
prevent violations of rights or to investigate and punish acts of violence, and for providing 
compensation.1

In 1993, the UN General Assembly Declaration on the Elimination of Violence Against Women also 
advised states to “exercise due diligence to prevent, investigate and, in accordance with national 
legislation, punish acts of violence against women, whether those acts are perpetrated by the state 
or by private persons”.2 This exact wording was again used in Beijing in 1995 in the Declaration and 
Platform for Action agreed upon by the UN Fourth World Conference on Women.3 

There is no uniform definition for the standard of due diligence within the context of 
international law. However, due diligence appears to encompass action to prevent, 
investigate, punish and provide compensation for violence against women. Whether 
a state has breached its duty of due diligence will depend upon the context and individual 
facts of each situation. The failure of a state to fulfil this obligation will result in a violation 
of international law. Commentators have noted that inadequate resources will not relieve a 
state of their due diligence obligations:

The cry of inadequate resources is not a valid response to claims of a failure to exercise 
due diligence to address violence against women. What resources a state has must 
be allocated on a non-discriminatory basis. Violence against women is per se a 
manifestation of discrimination and a state that does not allocate resources to address 
the problem is perpetuating that discrimination. At a bare minimum, a state with few 
resources should have a plan for addressing such violence.� 

Namibia has signed the United Nations’ Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of 
Discrimination Against Women and it was approved by Parliament in 1992. Namibia is also a 
signatory of the Beijing Platform for Action. As a result of signing these international agreements, 
Namibia has a duty to exercise due diligence with regard to violence against women, including 
rape. Any failure to exercise such due diligence would be a breach of international law. 

Namibian jurisprudence has not yet explored the question of the extent to which 
specific service providers – such as police, prosecutors and doctors who wilfully fail 
to complete J-88 forms carefully – could be held liable to victims of violence for the 
damages which result from their failure to exercise their duties properly. However, 
developments in other jurisdictions give some guidance on the path which the law 
could take in Namibia. 

1 Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women, General Recommendation 19, 11th session 
(1992). 

2 UN General Assembly Resolution �8/10�, 20 December 1993.
3 UN Doc. A/CONF.177/20.
� Stephanie Farrior, “The Due Diligence Standard and Violence Against Women, (200�) 1� INTERIGHTS Bulletin 

150 at 151.
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In South Africa, a series of recent cases has allowed delictual actions (actions for 
damages) by victims of violence against individual state agents who failed to take 

action which could have prevented the violence. The leading South African case on this 
point is Carmichele v Minister of Safety and Security, which was decided by the Constitutional 
Court.5

In this case, the court was called upon to decide on whether the Minister of Safety and Security 
bears a legal duty to protect persons from dangerous criminals with a history of violence. The 
applicant, Alix Jean Carmichele had been viciously attacked and injured by Francois Coetzee 
while he was awaiting trial on a charge of rape and attempted murder of a 17-year-old, Eurona 
Terblanche.

Coetzee had brutally attacked Terblanche with such severity that she lost consciousness, 
punching her in the face, throttling her and biting her. Coetzee admitted to the police that he 
had attacked Terblanche and that he may have raped her as well.

At the time of this attack, Coetzee had a recent previous conviction for housebreaking and 
indecent assault against a woman named Beverly Claasen. The Terblanches informed the police 
that Coetzee had said that he had a previous conviction of this nature, and a note to this effect 
was placed in the investigation diary. Nevertheless, the investigating officer made a note to the 
prosecutor, stating that he felt there was no reason why Coetzee should not be released on bail. 
The prosecutor did not place any of the information related to the accused’s previous conviction 
before the court, nor did he oppose Coetzee’s release on a warning.

While awaiting trial, Coetzee came to the Terblanche home and attempted to speak to Eurona 
Terblanche’s mother, who ordered Coetzee off the premises and called the police. Coetzee’s own 
mother approached the police to express her concerns that Coetzee might try to commit suicide 
or “get up to something” while awaiting trial. He did indeed attempt suicide. The prosecutor 
interviewed Coetzee after this, and he once again admitted that he assaulted Eurona Terblanche, 
and that he had trouble controlling his sexual impulses. He was committed to a psychiatric 
hospital for observation, but released after being found mentally competent to stand trial.

Coetzee was seen loitering around the house of a neighbour, Gosling, after this, and seen 
peering in the window of the house by Carmichele, who was a friend of Gosling and a frequent 
visitor at her house. Gosling reported this incident to the police and twice asked the prosecutor 
to see that Coetzee was taken into custody, but the prosecutor reportedly said that she was 
powerless to do anything about Coetzee. The attack on Carmichele occurred a few days later, 
at Gosling’s house. 

Coetzee was eventually convicted of attempted rape of Eurona Terblanche, and of housebreaking 
and attempted murder of Carmichele. Carmichele then brought an action for damages against 
the Ministry of Safety and Security, claiming that the South African Police Services and the 
Office of Public Prosecution in Knysna, had “failed to comply with a legal duty they owed her to 
take steps to prevent Coetzee from causing her harm.”� One of the main considerations before 
the court was therefore the development of the common-law duty of care.

Carmichele’s application before the High Court and the Supreme Court of Appeal failed, but 
she was granted leave to appeal to the Constitutional Court. Carmichele’s argument was 

5 Carmichele v Minister of Safety and Security 2001 (�) SA 938 (CC) (Ackermann et Goldstone, JJ). 
� At 9�5F-G, paragraph 2. 

2. south aFRiCa
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that the relevant members of the South African Police and the prosecutor owed her a duty 
to “ensure that she enjoyed her constitutional rights of inter alia the right to life, the right 
to respect for and protection of her dignity, the right to freedom and security, the right to 
personal privacy and the right to freedom of movement.“7 Carmichele further relied on the 
constitutional obligation placed on courts to “develop the common law” with due regard to the 
“spirit, purport and objects of the Bill of Rights.8 Carmichele’s counsel also argued that in terms 
of South Africa’s Interim Constitution which was applicable at the time, there was a duty on the 
State “to protect women against violent crime in general and sexual abuse in particular”.9

The Constitutional Court relied on sections of South Africa’s interim and final Constitutions 
which direct the courts to develop the common law in a manner which gives effect to the 
“spirit, purport and objects” of the Bill of Rights.10 The court found that these provisions 
place a “general obligation” on the courts to develop the common law appropriately. 

The common law as it stood in South Africa without reference to the Constitution contained a 
well-settled approach to test whether there is a legal duty to act to avoid or prevent loss in the 
context of a delictual action. The position was summarised by the Supreme Court decision in 
the Carmichele case: 

The appropriate test for determining the wrongfulness of omissions in delictual actions 
for damages in our law has been settled in a number of decisions of this Court such as 
Minister van Polisie v Ewels 1975 (3) SA 590 (A) at 597A-C; Minister of Law and Order 
v Kadir 1995 (1) SA 303 (A) at 317C-318I; Knop v. Johannesburg City Council 1995 (2) SA 
1 (A) at 27 G-I and Government of the Republic of South Africa v Basdeo and Another 
199� (1) SA 355 (A) at 3�7E-H. The existence of the legal duty to avoid or prevent loss 
is a conclusion of law depending upon a consideration of all the circumstances of each 
particular case and on the interplay of many factors which have to be considered. The 
issue, in essence, is one of reasonableness, determined with reference to the legal 
perceptions of the community as assessed by the Court. 
 In Minister of Law and Order v Kadir (supra) Hefer JA stated the nature of the 
enquiry thus at 318E-H:

As the judgments in the cases referred to earlier demonstrate, conclusions as to 
the existence of a legal duty in cases for which there is no precedent entail policy 
decisions and value judgments which “shape and, at times, refashion the common 
law [and] must reflect the wishes, often unspoken and the perceptions, often 
dimly discerned, of the people” [reference omitted]. What is in effect required 
is that, not merely the interests of the parties inter se, but also the conflicting 
interests of the community, be carefully weighed and that a balance be struck in 
accordance with what the court conceives to be society’s notions of what justice 
demands. 

Hefer JA also stressed the difference between morally reprehensible and legally actionable 
omissions and warned that a legal duty is not determined by the mere recognition of social 

7 At 951D-F, paragraph 27. 
8 At 951F-G, paragraph 28. 
9 At 952F-G, paragraph 29. Section 215 of South Africa’s Interim Constitution stated that the powers and 

functions of the police service “shall be –
(a) the prevention of crime; 
(b) the investigation of any offence or alleged offence; 
(c) the maintenance of law and order; and 
(d) the preservation of the internal security of the Republic”.

 

10 Section 35(3) of the Interim Constitution of South Africa reads: 
In the interpretation of any law and the application or development of the common law or customary law, 
a court, shall have due regard to the spirit, purport and objects of this chapter. 

  Section 39(2) of the final South African Constitution reads: 
When interpreting any legislation, and when developing the common law or customary law, every court, 
tribunal or forum must promote the spirit, purport and objects of Bill of Rights.
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attitudes and public and legal policy (at 320A-B). The question must always be whether 
the defendant ought reasonably and practically to have prevented harm to the plaintiff: in 
other words, is it reasonable to expect of the defendant to have taken positive measures to 
prevent the harm [reference omitted].11

The Constitutional Court noted that the provisions of the South African Constitution might 
make it “easier to cast the net of unlawfulness wider because constitutional obligations 
are now placed on the state to respect, protect, promote and fulfil the rights in the Bill of 
Rights and, in particular, the right of women to have their safety and security protected.”12 
Significantly, the Court also noted that in determining the positive obligations on the police 
in relation to the Constitutional rights to dignity and the freedom and security of the person, 
“few things can be more important to women than freedom from the threat of sexual violence”. 
It quoted with approval the submission by amicus curiae that: 

“Sexual violence and the threat of sexual violence goes to the core of women’s 
subordination in society. It is the single greatest threat to the self-determination of 
South African women.”13

The court made reference to the following statement from a South African Supreme Court case:

The Courts are under a duty to send a clear message to the accused, to other potential 
rapists and to the community. We are determined to protect the equality, dignity and 
freedom of all women, and we shall show no mercy to those who seek to invade those 
rights.1� 

The Constitutional Court also made reference to South Africa’s duty under international law “to 
prohibit all gender-based discrimination that has the effect or purpose of impairing the enjoyment 
by women of fundamental rights and freedoms and to take reasonable and appropriate measures 
to prevent the violation of those rights”.15

The Constitutional Court gave some general guidance on the duties of police and prosecutors: 

Police
The police is one of the primary agencies of the State responsible for the protection of 
the public in general and women and children in particular against the invasion of their 
fundamental rights by perpetrators of violent crimes…
In the present case the complaint against Klein [the investigating officer in Eurona 
Terblanche’s case] is not that he was guilty of a mere omission. Coetzee was in custody 
and Klein had a clear duty to bring to the attention of the prosecutor any factors known 
to him relevant to the exercise by the magistrate of his discretion to admit Coetzee to 
bail…1�

Prosecutors
… [P]rosecutors have always owed a duty to carry out their public functions independently 
and in the interests of the public. Although the consideration of bail is pre-eminently a 
matter for the presiding judicial officer, the information available to the judicial officer 
can but come from the prosecutor. He or she has a duty to place before the court any 
information relevant to the exercise of that discretion with regard to the grant or refusal 
of bail and, if granted, any appropriate conditions attaching thereto. 
 In considering the legal duty owed by a prosecutor either to the public generally or to 
a particular member thereof, a court should take into account the pressures under which 

11 Carmichele v Minister of Safety and Security 2001 (1) SA �89 (SCA) (Vivier J) at �9�B-�9�F, paragraph 7.
12 At 9�2F, paragraph 57. 
13 At 9��C-D, paragraph �2. 
1� S v Chapman 1997 (3) SA 3�1 (A), as quoted at 9��E, paragraph �2. 
15 Carmichele v Minister of Safety and Security 2001 (1) SA �89 (SCA) at 9��E-9�5A, paragraph �2. 
1� At 9�5A-C, paragraphs �2-�3. 
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prosecutors work, especially in the magistrates’ courts. Care should be taken not to 
use hindsight as a basis for unfair criticism. To err in this regard might well have a 
chilling effect on the exercise by prosecutors of their judgment in favour of the liberty 
of the individual. There are far too many persons awaiting trial in our prisons either 
because bail has been refused or because bail has been set in an amount which cannot 
be paid., We can do not better in this regard than refer to the following passage which 
appears in the United Nations Guidelines on the Role of Prosecutors: 

‘In the performance of their duties, prosecutors shall: 

(a) …
(b)  Protect the public interest, act with objectivity, take proper account of the 

position of the suspect and the victim and pay attention to all relevant circum-
stances irrespective of whether they are to the advantage or disadvantage of 
the suspect…’

That said, each case must ultimately depend on its own facts. There seems to be no 
reason in principle why a prosecutor who has reliable information, for example, that an 
accused person is violent, has a grudge against the complainant and has threatened 
to do violence to her if released on bail should not be held liable for the consequences 
of a negligent failure to bring such information to the attention of the Court. If such 
negligence results in the release of the accused on bail who then proceeds to implement 
the threat made, a strong case could be made out for holding the prosecutor liable for 
the damages suffered to the complainant.17

The matter was referred back to the High Court for consideration in light of the court’s obligation 
to develop the common law in this area.18 The High Court first found that there was indeed a 
need to develop the common law on legal duties in respect of delict: 

Reasonableness, on which the legal convictions of the community are based, is now to be 
found in the Constitution and not in some vague notion of public sentiment or opinion… 
Consequently, in the enquiry whether the State owed the public in general, and women 
in particular, a duty at private law to exercise reasonable care in the prevention of violent 
crime, the proper application of the test requires one to attach primary significant to 
these constitutional imperatives.19

On the application of this test, the High Court found that the police and prosecutors in the case 
at hand had owed Carmichele a legal duty to protect her against the risk of sexual violence 
perpetrated by Coetzee. “The negligent failure to do so, was, therefore unlawful.” 

The standard that is required is that policemen/women and prosecutors act with the 
care and diligence that ordinary policemen/women and prosecutors do, and only if 
they fall short of that standard, will liability ensue.20 

The next step was to see if the plaintiff had discharged the onus of establishing a causal link 
between the failure to discharge the legal duty owed to her and the injury which she suffered. 
The hypothetical question is: if the police and the prosecutor had discharged their duties properly, 
would Coetzee have been kept in custody and thus prevented from assaulting Carmichele? 
Following the approach outlined by the Constitutional Court on this point, the High Court 
rejected a subjective approach (what would the particular judicial officer who considered the 
bail application have done had he had all the relevant information before him?) and adopted an 
objective approach (what would a reasonable court have done with all the relevant information 

17 At 9�7E-9�8F, paragraphs 72-7� [footnotes omitted]. 
18 The Constitutional Court recommended a two-step procedure: first, to consider whether the existing common 

law requires development in accordance with the Constitution, and if so, then how such development should 
take place. 

19 Carmichele v Minister of Safety and Security 2002 (10) BCLR 1100 (C) at 1112 I-1113C, paragraph 31 (Chetty, J).
20 At 1113C-F, paragraph 32. 
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before it?). The High Court determined that a reasonable court in possession of all the relevant 
information would have denied bail. 

The final question was whether the omissions of duty were sufficiently closely linked to the 
losses suffered by Carmichele. The High Court found a “sufficiently close nexus” between 
the omissions and the harm. The result was that the individual police officers and prosecutor 
were found to be jointly and severally liable to the plaintiff for the damages she suffered in 
the attack by Coetzee. 

The State appealed to the Supreme Court, which upheld the judgment of the High Court.21 The 
Supreme Court once again made reference to “the special constitutional duty of the state to 
protect women against violent crime in general and sexual abuse in particular”, while adding 
the caveat that liability was not necessarily determined by the sex of the victim or the nature 
or motive for the assault.22 The Supreme Court found that both the police and the prosecutor 
had a public duty to either oppose bail or to place all of the relevant facts before the court, and 
that they had both failed in this duty. The Supreme Court then inquired whether the public 
duty could be transposed into a private law breach of duty which could support an award of 
damages. The court held that “an action for damages would be the norm unless public policy 
considerations point in another direction.”23 The Supreme Court did not find any public policy 
considerations which would negate liability on the part of the police and the prosecutor in 
the case at hand. To determine negligence, the court had to inquire whether a reasonable 
police captain (with all of the relevant information) and a reasonable prosecutor (with all 
of the relevant information), would have recommended that Coetzee be released. The court 
determined that no reasonable person in the position of the police or prosecutor would have 
recommended Coetzee’s release. At the very least, they would have placed all of the relevant 
facts before the court. Further, such a person would have foreseen the reasonable possibility 
that their conduct could have led to the commission of a further crime of violence, and would 
have taken reasonable steps to oppose bail. The court thus found the necessary causal link 
between the negligence and the plaintiff’s damages. 

Since the Constitutional Court judgment in Carmichele, South African police have been held 
liable in delict for an increasing range of derelictions of duty: police were held liable for damages 
to a man shot and wounded by the holder of a licensed firearm, for failure to take reasonable 
steps to act on information about that individual’s unfitness to possess a firearm.2� Police were 
also held liable for damages to a plaintiff who was raped and robbed by a serial rapist who 
escaped from police custody through a security gate negligently left unlocked.25 In a third case, 
police were held liable for an omission. A plaintiff who was permanently paralysed after being 
shot with a licensed firearm brought an action for damages claiming that police had failed to 
fulfil their positive legal duty to properly investigate whether the assailant, who had a history 
of mental illness, was fit to possess a firearm. The appeal court held that police had a duty to 
make reasonable efforts to corroborate the information furnished by an applicant for a firearm 
license.2� Commentators have noted that the development of jurisprudence regarding state 
liability in such matters has probably not yet reached its final development.27

21 Carmichele v Minister of Safety and Security 200� (3) SA 305 (SCA) (Harms, JA). 
22 At paragraph �2. At least one commentator, Helène Combrinck, has criticised this caveat on the grounds 

that violence against women is a specific and widespread form of violence “with singular characteristic 
and sequelae” which raises “specific expectations of state intervention”. Combrinck is concerned that this 
statement should not have a limiting effect in future cases where courts have to consider the parameters of 
state obligations to address gender-based violence. H Combrinck, “The dark side of the rainbow: Violence 
against women in South Africa after ten years of democracy, in Christina Murray & Michelle O’Sullivan, eds, 
Advancing Women’s Rights, Cape Town: Juta & Co Ltd, 2005, 171-ff , at 183. 

23 At 322F, paragraph 38.
2� Minister of Safety and Security v Van Duivenboden 2002 (�) SA �31 (SCA). 
25 Van Eeden v Minister of Safety and Security 2003 (1) SA 389 (SCA). 
2� Minister of Safety and Security v Hamilton 200� (2) SA 21� (SCA). 
27 G Carpenter, “The Carmichele legacy – enhanced curial protection of the right to physical safety” (2003), 18 

SAPR/PL 252; H Combrinck, “The dark side of the rainbow: Violence against women in South Africa after 
ten years of democracy”, in Christina Murray & Michelle O’Sullivan, eds, Advancing Women’s Rights, Cape 
Town: Juta & Co Ltd, 2005, 171-ff , at 185. 
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A similar South African case decided prior to the Carmichele case was Moses v Minister of 
Safety and Security. An intoxicated and violent man was incarcerated in a police cell, where 
he was severely assaulted by two fellow inmates. He subsequently died from his injuries, and 
his wife sued the police for loss of support arising from their negligence in failing to protect 
her husband. The Cape Provincial Division court held that the police have a legal duty to take 
reasonable steps to protect a detained person against assaults by others detained in the 
same cell.28 Some commentators have suggested that this principle might be applied to hold 
prison authorities liable for failure to protect vulnerable prisoners against sexual assault, 
with its associated risk of HIV infection, inside prisons.29

The recent case of K v Minister of Safety and Security dealt with the question of vicarious 
liability for the wrongful actions of police.30 The applicant was gang-raped by three policemen, 
all on-duty and in uniform, who had offered her a lift home when she found herself stranded 
in the early hours of the morning. She brought a claim for damages against the Ministry, on 
the grounds that it was vicariously liable for the actions of the policemen. She lost her case in 
both the High Court and the Supreme Court, but the Constitutional Court came to a different 
conclusion in its application of the test for the vicarious liability of an employer for acts of an 
employee which deviate from that employee’s official duties. The first (subjective) question 
was whether the wrongful acts were committed solely for the employee’s own interests 
and purposes. Clearly, the answer to this question is yes in respect of the rape in question. 
The second (objective) question was whether, even though the acts were carried out for the 
employee’s own interests, there was a sufficiently close link between those acts and the 
purposes and business of the employer. The Court found that there was a sufficiently close 
link here to sustain the employer’s vicarious liability, based on three factors: (1) the policemen 
had a general statutory and constitutional duty to protect the public; (2) they had a special 
duty to protect the applicant because they had offered to assist her, and she put her trust in 
them because they were policemen in uniform; and (3) the rape was not only a commission 
of a wrongful act but a simultaneous omission of the policemen’s general and special duty 
to protect the applicant from harm. In determining whether the case raised by the appellant 
raised a constitutional issue, the court held that the applicant’s rights to “security of the person, 
dignity, privacy, and substantive equality are of profound constitutional importance”.31 The 
Constitutional Court concluded that the applicant was entitled to damages, together with the 
costs of litigation in the High Court, Supreme Court, and Constitutional Court. This decision 
has been hailed by women’s groups in South Africa. 

In Canada the civil liability of public authorities in the context of sexual assault has 
been unquestionably broadened. The leading case in this area is Jane Doe v. Metropolitan 

Toronto (Municipality) Commissioners of Police.32

“Jane Doe” was sexually assaulted at knife point by a serial rapist who gained access to her 
second floor apartment through the balcony door. She was the fifth victim of this serial rapist, 
who was subsequently identified as Paul Douglas Callow. All five victims shared similar 

28 Moses v Minister of Safety and Security 2000 (3) SA 10� (CPD). 
29 B Leinus and JR Midgley, “The Impact of the Constitution on the Law of Delict; Carmichele v Minister of Safety 

and Security, (2002) 119 SALJ 17. 
30 K v Minister of Safety and Security 2005 (9) BCLR 835 (CC). 
31 At 8�3G-H, paragraph 18.
32 Jane Doe v. Metropolitan Toronto (Municipality) Commissioners of Police (1998), 39 OR (3d) �87 (Ont Gen Div) 

(McFarland, J). 
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characteristics in that they were single, white women with dark hair that lived alone in second 
and third floor apartments with climbable balconies. The rapes took place within an eight 
month period and all of the victims’ apartments were located within a few city blocks of a 
narrow geographical area known as the Church/Wellesley neighbourhood of Toronto. 

By the time Jane Doe was sexually assaulted, the police knew that they were dealing with a 
serial rapist targeting a specific class of women. After Jane Doe’s attack, the police informed 
her that she was the fifth victim of a likely serial rapist. When she expressed her shock at 
the fact that the women in her neighbourhood had not been warned of the danger, the police 
falsely indicated that it was not their practice to warn in such cases because “women would 
become hysterical and panic,” causing the rapist to flee so that “the investigation would be 
compromised.”33 

The court found that the police had in fact prioritised the success of the investigation over 
the safety of the possible victims. The police who canvassed the Church/Wellesley area were 
given specific instructions not to mention anything about the sexual assaults. They were 
also instructed to get the names and addresses of all the single women and to note their 
hair colour. These women did not receive any notification regarding the impending danger to 
them. The court accepted that the police used the women who were at risk of being assaulted 
as “bait” in an attempt to catch the rapist. 

This particular police force had a documented history of problems dealing with the investi-
gations of sexual assault since 1975. These problems were brought to the attention of the 
police force on numerous occasions, but were never dealt with in a successful manner. 
 
Paul Douglas Callow eventually confessed to being the “balcony rapist” and was convicted on 
all charges. Jane Doe then brought an action for damages against the Metropolitan Toronto 
Police Force (MTPF) advancing two distinct, yet connected, claims. One claim for damages 
was based on the theory that the Metropolitan Toronto Police Force was liable in negligence 
for their failure to warn women whom they knew were potential targets for rape. The second 
claim was a constitutional one, arguing that the police were liable for breaching Jane Doe’s 
equality rights because their investigation was marked by systemic sex discrimination, and 
for breaching her rights to security of the person because she was negligently subjected to 
the risk of violence.

The court found that the police were negligent and liable for damages to Jane Doe. The law 
with regard to negligence is well settled in Canada. It was summarised as follows:

To establish a private law duty of care, foreseeability of risk must co-exist with a special 
relationship of proximity. In the leading case of Anns v. Merton (London Borough), [1978] 
A.C. 728, [1977] 2 All E.R. �92, 121 Sol. Jo. 377 (H.L.), Lord Wilberforce defined the 
requirements of this special relationship as follows at pp. 751-52 A.C.:

First one has to ask whether, as between the alleged wrongdoer and the person who 
has suffered damage there is a sufficient relationship of proximity or neighbourhood 
such that, in the reasonable contemplation of the former, carelessness on his part 
may be likely to cause damage to the latter – in which case a prima facie duty of 
care arises.3�

The court held that the police owed Jane Doe a duty of care and that they breached that duty 
by failing to warn her, and other affected women, of the danger that the police knew they 
might face as potential victims. The court found that she had succeeded in establishing both 
foreseeability and proximity: The injury was foreseeable as the evidence proved that the 
police were aware of the link between the four rapes which preceded Jane Doe’s attack and 
knew that the rapist “would continue to attack women until he was stopped.”35 Proximity was 

33 At paragraph 103.
3� At paragraph 1��.
35 At paragraph 1�5.
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also present because the police knew that the rapist was only attacking “single white women 
living alone in second and third floor apartments with balconies in the Church/Wellesley 
area of the city of Toronto.”3� The court found that the police decision not to warn the affected 
women was “irresponsible and grossly negligent.”37 

Jane Doe was also successful on her constitutional claims. Section 15(1) of the Canadian Charter 
of Rights and Freedoms guarantees every Canadian citizen equal protection and equal benefit 
of the law. The plaintiff argued that she was discriminated against based on her gender and 
that this constituted a breach of her section 15 equality rights. The court summarised her 
argument as follows: 

The plaintiff’s argument is not simply that she has been discriminated against, because 
she is a woman, by individual officers in the investigation of her specific complaint 
– but that systemic discrimination existed within the MTPF in 198� which impacted 
adversely on all women and, specifically, those who were survivors of sexual assault 
who came into contact with the MTPF – a class of persons of which the plaintiff was 
one. She says in effect, the sexist stereotypical views held by the MTPF informed 
the investigation of this serial rapist and caused that investigation to be conducted 
incompetently and in such a way that the plaintiff has been denied the equal protection 
and equal benefit of law guaranteed to her by s.15(1) of the Charter.38

The court found that the police had been aware of problems regarding the investigation of 
sexual assaults since at least 1975. Yet the problems persisted through to 1987 and beyond. 
Some of these problems were as follows:

Survivors of sexual assault were not being treated sensitivity;
There was a lack of training for officers engaged in the investigation of sexual assault 
including a lack of understanding of rape trauma syndrome and the needs of survivors;
There was a lack of co-ordination of sexual assault investigations;
Some officers were not suited by personality or attitude to the investigation of sexual 
assault;
Too many investigators were coming into contact with the victim;
There was a lack of experienced investigators investigating sexual assault;
There was a lack of supervision of those conducting sexual assault investigations. 

The court held that since women were the primary victims of sexual assault, the systemic 
discrimination within the police force disproportionately affected their rights:

In my view the conduct of this investigation and the failure to warn in particular was 
motivated and informed by the adherence to rape myths as well as sexist stereotypical 
reasoning about rape, about women and about women who are raped. The plaintiff 
therefore has been discriminated against by reason of her gender and as a result the 
plaintiff’s rights to equal protection and equal benefit of the law were compromised.39 

 
Jane Doe also succeeded in the second constitutional argument based on security of the 
person. The court concluded that that the police “deprived the plaintiff of her right to security 
of the person by subjecting her to the very real risk of attack by a serial rapist – a risk which 
they were aware of but quite deliberately failed to inform the plaintiff or any woman living 
in the Church/Wellesley area…where in the face of that knowledge and their belief that 
the rapist would certainly attack again, they additionally failed to take steps to protect the 
plaintiff or other women like her. Clearly the rape of the plaintiff constituted a deprivation of 
her security of the person.”�0 Jane Doe received damages totalling $220,3��.�1

3� At paragraph 1�5.
37 At paragraph 170.
38 At paragraph 1��.
39 At paragraph 15�.
�0 At paragraph 157.
�1 At the time of writing, a film on this case entitled “The Trials of Jane Doe” is available in Windhoek, for 

example at East End video shop. 
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Although Canadian and South African law have developed greater liability for police exercising 
their duty, Great Britain and Australia have not followed this legal trend. The leading case in 

Great Britain in this regard is Hill v Chief Constable of West Yorkshire (1989).�2 In this case, the 
mother of a murder victim brought a claim that the police had been negligent by failing properly 
to investigate the crimes committed by the Yorkshire Ripper before the murder of his last victim. 
In a unanimous decision, the court observed: 

There is no question that a police officer, like anyone else, may be liable in tort to a person 
who is injured as a direct result of his acts or omissions. So he may be liable in damages 
for assault, unlawful arrest, wrongful imprisonment and malicious prosecution, and also 
for negligence… Further, a police officer may be guilty of a criminal offence if he wilfully 
fails to perform a duty which he is bound to perform by common law or by statute. By 
common law police officers owe to the general public a duty to enforce the criminal law. 
That duty may be enforced by mandamus, at the instance of one having title to sue. But 
as that case shows, a chief officer of police has a wide discretion as to the manner in 
which the duty is discharged. It is for him to decide how available resources should be 
deployed, whether particular lines of inquiry should or should not be followed and even 
whether or not certain crimes should be prosecuted. It is only if his decision upon such 
matters is such as no reasonable chief officer of police would arrive at that someone 
with an interest to do so may be in a position to have recourse to judicial review. So 
the common law, while laying upon chief officers of police an obligation to enforce the 
law, makes no specific requirements as to the manner in which the obligation is to be 
discharged. That is not a situation where there can readily be inferred an intention of the 
common law to create a duty towards individual members of the public.” �3

In the recent Brooks v. Commissioner of Police for the Metropolis and Others �� the Lords of 
Appeal were asked to considered police liability. In this case, the plaintiff was present when 
his friend, Stephen Lawrence was abused and murdered in a notorious racist killing. The 
investigation was badly conducted and the plaintiff was also treated poorly by the police. The 
major issues on appeal before the court were whether the police owed the plaintiff a common 
law duty to “take reasonable steps to assess whether [the plaintiff] was a victim of crime 
and then accord him reasonably appropriate protection, support, assistance and treatment 
if he was so assessed” and “to take reasonable steps to afford [the plaintiff] the protection, 
assistance and support commonly afforded to a key eye-witness to a serious violent crime.”�5 
The plaintiff sought damages for a breach of this duty. 

�2 Hill v Chief Constable of West Yorkshire [1989] AC 53 (Lord Keith of Kinkel). 
�3 At 59B-59I (citations omitted).
�� Brooks v. Commissioner of Police for the Metropolis and Others [2005] UKHL 2�, House of Lords (Lord Bingham 

of Cornhill, Lord Nicholls of Birkenhead, Lord Steyn, Lord Roger of Earlsferry, and Lord Brown of Eaton-under-
Heywood). 

�5 At paragraph 2. 
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In a unanimous decision of the court, it was found that the police did not owe a legal duty of 
care as contended by the plaintiff. This decision followed the core principal of the Hill case, but 
did not endorse the full breadth of that decision. The court was clear that Hill was not being 
directly challenged in this case and ultimately the principle in Hill must be judged in light of 
the United Kingdom’s policy and bill of rights. Although there have been legal developments 
since Hill which would affect its reasoning, the court found that the core principle in Hill still 
remains unchallenged.�� The Brooks case found that there can be no liability for the specific 
duties put forward, as they are conclusively ruled out by the core principles in Hill.�7 The court 
further stated that there may be specific fact situations which would fall outside of the scope of 
Hill and thus could lead to police liability, but this can only be determined on a case by case 
basis.�8 

The line of reasoning advanced in Hill is also consistent with a 2002 decision of the Australian 
High Court in Sullivan v Moody.�9

Thus, some jurisdictions are taking a much more cautious approach to legal development 
of the concept of the duty of care on the part of police to potential victims of violence. 

Could Namibian law take a similar path as the jurisprudence in South Africa and 
Canada? 

The leading South African Carmichele case was informed by a provision of the South African 
Constitution calling for the development of the common law in light of Constitutional values. 
There is no parallel provision in the Namibian Constitution. However, a number of South African 
commentators have expressed the opinion that the same result could have been reached in South 
Africa on the basis of the common law alone, without relying upon Constitutional authority, 
through the logical development and reasonable application of the existing law of delict – and 
this common law background is shared by South Africa and Namibia.50

There have been few reported cases involving delicts since Namibia’s independence. 
However, these few reported cases point in the direction of a similar expansion of the 
law of delict. 

�� At paragraph 30.
�7 At paragraph 33.
�8 At paragraph 3�. 
�9 Sullivan v Moody [2002] LRC 251 at paragraph 57 and �0.
50 See, for example, Johan van der Walt, “Horizontal Application of Fundamental Rights and the Threshold of the 

Law in View of the Carmichele Saga” (2003) 19 SAJHR 517 (note in particular pages 52�, 529-30); B Leinus and 
JR Midgley, “The Impact of the Constitution on the Law of Delict: Carmichele v Minister of Safety and Security, 
(2002) 119 SALJ 17 at 21. 
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The 2002 case of Namibia Breweries Ltd v Seelbinder, Henning & Partners51 considered 
and approved an extension of the law to allow a plaintiff to be awarded damages arising 
from an engineering defect, even though the plaintiff was not the owner of the property 
in question at the time of the defect. In support of its extension of the law in this manner, the 
High Court said: 

… [T]he remedies afforded by the actio are not cast in stone. Its scope and sweep are 
intimately connected to the demands of fairness, reasonableness and justice of the 
community within which it is applied. 

To that end, it has evolved over the ages and has been judicially and judiciously 
extended in modern jurisprudence on a number of occasions. It is, by its nature, a flexible 
remedy. It is that characteristic that has ensured its continued relevance in our law. 

When it comes to the recovery of pure economic loss, our Courts have been mindful 
not to open the door to a plethora of actions for the recovery of pecuniary loss resulting 
from the imperfect performance of their everyday duties by others…. Instead, our 
courts have opted for an ‘incremental approach’…. Whether it should be extended in 
any particular case depends on whether it is the legal conviction of the community 
that the breach of duty ‘ought to be regarded as unlawful and that the damage ought 
to be made good by the defendant’… Which criteria to use when giving content to 
‘the legal conviction of the community’ are virtually impossible to capture in an all-
inclusive list: In the Namibia Machine Tools case this Court referred to consideration 
of ‘fairness, justice and reasonableness’. In Hawkins v Clayton Brennen J mentions 
‘the nature of the activity which causes the loss, the relationship between the parties 
and contemporary community standards (especially where liability for breach of the 
proposed duty would be disproportionate to the risk which a person might reasonably 
be expected to bear as an incident of engaging in the particular activity if not limiting 
factor were identified)’ and in Carparo Industries plc v Dickman Lord Olivier says a 
“relationship of proximity” between the plaintiff and defendant and by the imposition 
of a further requirement that the attachment of liability for harm which has occurred 
be ‘just and reasonable’. [citations omitted]52

This High Court judgment goes on to suggest that a judge must become “the living voice 
of the people” in assessing the wrongfulness of a breach of duty and whether or not the 
complainant should be afforded a remedy, looking to (among other things) the way in which 
the issue in question is handled in other comparable systems of jurisprudence and perceptions 
of the attitudes of the surrounding community.53

A recent delict case involving police liability was decided by the Supreme Court in 
Dresselhaus Transport CC v The Government of the Republic of Namibia.5� In that case, 
the plaintiff’s truck was loaded with 37�� cases of beer belonging to South African Breweries. 
Two of the tyres on the truck burst and the vehicle overturned on a public road outside of Tsumeb. 
After the accident, members of the police arrived and took charge of the scene. Personnel from 
a security firm also arrived on the scene at the request of the transport company. A large crowd 
of people had formed around the overturned vehicle and they eventually began looting the beer. 
The police did not take any identifiable steps to deter the mob during the looting. Further, the 
police did not make any attempt to intercept the looters, retrieve the stolen goods, or prosecute 
those involved in the criminal activity. The transport company incurred substantial financial 
loss as a result of the looting.

The company argued that the police had a legal duty to protect persons and property based 
on the Namibian Constitution and the Police Act 19 of 1990. The police rejected this assertion 
and argued that they were not responsible for the losses suffered by the plaintiff as they had 

51 Namibia Breweries Ltd V Seelbinder, Henning & Partners 2002 NR 155 (HC) (Maritz, J). 
52 At 1�3B-1��D, citing former South African Chief Justice Corbett in (1987) 10� SALJ 52 at �7-�8. 
53 At 1��D-G, quoting former South African Chief Justice Corbett. 
5� Dresselhaus Transport CC v The Government of the Republic of Namibia, to be reported in the 2005 Namibian 

Reports (unpublished at time of writing). 
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handed control of the situation over to the security firm. The police further alleged that they 
were powerless against the large crowd and could not have foreseen the resulting damage. 
The case was dismissed by the High Court.55

The trial court’s decision was overturned on appeal by the Supreme Court of Namibia. The 
Supreme Court found that “[t]he Namibian police had a legal duty provided for in the Namibian 
Constitution and Police Act towards the plaintiff, to protect the plaintiff and its property. The 
aforesaid legal duty also amounted to a “duty of care” as known in the law of delict.”5� The 
Supreme Court held further that the police failed to take reasonable steps to fulfil their duty, 
and that this negligent omission was the direct cause of the plaintiff’s loss. It was noted by 
the Court that the findings of liability “accord with the legal conviction of the law-abiding 
citizens of Namibia.”57

This decision is a move in the direction of holding police liable for their failure to act 
to protect citizens, and could be a stepping stone to a finding of liability for omissions 
of duty in respect of rape cases. 

It is clear, however, that no extension of the law of delict is likely in respect of the 
actions of a judicial officer. The case of Gurirab v Government of the Republic of Namibia 
& Others 58 involved a suit for damages by a plaintiff who was unlawfully incarcerated by 
a magistrate for 90 days, after having appeared in court as the accused in a criminal case 
in response to a summons. Because there were several criminal cases pending against the 
same accused, the magistrate concluded that he had a propensity to involve himself in crime 
and decided that he should be remanded in custody. However, the magistrate mistakenly 
relied on a provision of the Criminal Procedure Act which was in fact not relevant because 
the proceeding before the magistrate was not a bail application but a postponement. Then, 
in the subsequent bail application heard by the same magistrate, he refused bail on grounds 
of public interest. 

This case examines the common law and concludes that a judicial officer acting in a 
judicial capacity can be liable in delict only for fraudulent or malicious action, and not 
for mistakes or errors arising from lack of knowledge, skill or wisdom. In the case at 
hand, the court concluded that there was no evidence of malice. While the magistrate “might 
have been negligent, even unreasonable, in the execution of his judicial duties”, the court 
found that this would not suffice for delictual liability on the part of a judicial officer. “He 
may be criticized for affording too much weight to the pending cases, for overemphasising 
the public interest and for misdirecting himself in that regard. Those criticisms, valid as they 
may be, do not establish malicious conduct on the part of the [magistrate].”59

The Court came to the following conclusion:

All of this, however, does not add up to an enforceable claim for damages against the 
judicial officer concerned. Justice is dispensed by human beings. However carefully we 
select those entrusted by society with the duty they are by nature not infallible. No man 
or woman can be so knowledgeable and so wise and so just that he or she will never 
err. The attainment of perfect justice will therefore always remain an elusive ideal. It is 
nevertheless one well worth striving for. Those who have taken up the challenge, bona 
fide and with dedication to the cause of justice, should not be discouraged by fear for 
personal liability. Only those who in the name of justice perpetrate injustice by malice 
and fraud should pay the penalty.�0

55 Dresselhaus Transport CC v The Government of the Republic of Namibia 2003 NR 5� (HC).
5� No page reference available; case as yet unreported.
57 No page reference available; case as yet unreported. 
58 Gurirab v Government of the Republic of Namibia & Others 2002 NR 11� (HC) (Maritz, J). 
59 At 12�G. 
�0 At 12�J-125B. 
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The Legal Assistance Centre is at the time of writing in the process of litigating two 
cases involving the rape of persons with differing forms of incapacity who were being 
cared for in state institutions.�1 These cases may also help to develop Namibian law on the 
legal duty of care in relation to rape. 

On the basis of the existing Namibian case law, it appears likely that police and perhaps 
even other service providers in Namibia could in future be found liable to citizens for 
failure to take reasonable steps to prevent rape, or even to investigate and prosecute 
rape cases, where this results in continued violence by a rapist who goes free. However, 
it is unlikely that judicial officers would be held liable for failure to act in the absence 
of fraud or malice. 

ReCommenDation: 
Following on the examples of South Africa and Canada as well as recent Namibian 
jurisprudence, legal practitioners should explore possibilities for further 
development of the law of delict and the duty of care on the part of police and 
other service providers in appropriate cases involving gender-based violence. 

�1 These cases are discussed in Chapter �, under the heading “Rapes of persons with disabilities”, at page 1�8.
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1. baCkgRound
As discussed in detail in Chapters 3 and 12,1 the court is supposed to be automatically 

closed to the press and public during a trial for rape, unless the complainant (or 
the complainant’s parent or guardian in the case of a minor) requests that the court 
be open.2

It is a criminal offence to publish any information which might reveal the identity 
of the complainant, starting from the time of the commission of the offence.3 The 
only exceptions are when publication has been authorised by the court or by a complainant 
who is over the age of 18. The parent or guardian of a rape complainant under the age of 
18 does not have the power to consent to the publication of information about that child’s 
identity. The penalty for publishing information about the complainant’s identity without 
proper permission is a fine of N$10 000 or imprisonment for up to 1 year, or both. 

As one magistrate interviewed for this study pointed out, the restriction on publication of any 
details that might reveal the identity of the complainant also works to protect the identity of 
the accused in many cases – since the accused is often a relative of the complainant. 

There were differences of opinion among the media practitioners interviewed for 
this study on the requirement of a closed court and the restriction on revealing 

the complainant’s identity. One journalist said that closed courtroom and restrictions on 
reporting are unnecessary “because with any responsibility or sense of ethics the media 
would be reporting responsibly… [O]ne doesn’t publish the name, you don’t do that”. Another 
journalist similarly said: 

How will these rapists be exposed if the media is not attending? The media has a right 
to report. The media in Namibia goes to an extent where we know we have to draw the 
line, not to exploit the victim… [T]he media should not reveal the names. 

A newspaper editor voiced strong opposition to the provisions on closed courtrooms: 

It’s a scandal that the press is barred [from the courtroom] , particularly seasoned, 
experienced reporters, from the most sensitive trials… 

Now that we’re barred, there is no way to get detailed, interesting material to be 
reported in a readable way. Only an experienced reporter can convey the story, and it 
conveys a message to all, young and old…

We should publish it, and not withhold, especially what happens in a court of law... 
Publicity is a deterrent, because you also put in the sentences.

1 At pages 117 and 402.
2 Section 153 of the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977, as amended by the Combating of Rape Act.
3 Section 154 of the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977, as amended by the Combating of Rape Act. 
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Another journalist expressed a very even-handed view: 

The media is developing a code of ethics and getting an Ombudsman. Until you have the 
mechanisms to hold media accountable, and while rape cases are used for sensationalism, 
I’m very divided about media access. It’s good in some cases to have restrictions. 

It is understandable that some journalists feel that the media should be relied upon to 
apply journalistic ethics enforced by ethical bodies, as opposed to legal restrictions 
on the freedom of the press. However, current practice indicates that the Namibian 
media is not yet uniformly applying ethical standards or even observing the law. 

One journalist gave a concrete example of how details about a rape victim could reveal her 
identity even without the publication of names. Some news reports about a rape which took 
place in a Windhoek cemetery reported that the complainant was a woman who went there 
regularly to feed the cats which live there. The detail made the identity of the complainant 
obvious to people who are familiar with local animal welfare groups. (See page 503.)

One journalist said that The Namibian mentions the names of rape complainants because it is 
private and not state-owned. However, an extensive review of reports on rape in The Namibian 
did not substantiate this claim. On the contrary, the Legal Assistance Centre’s research 
indicates that The Namibian is particularly responsible about omitting details which 
could inadvertently reveal the complainant’s identity (as in the example in the box on the 
following page).

Several journalists cited the Windhoek Observer as regularly violating the prohibitions 
on publication. An examination of press clippings by the Legal Assistance Centre showed 
this allegation to be true, as the example in the box on page 501 illustrates. Ironically, the 
editor of the Windhoek Observer, in an interview for this study, spoke out strongly about 
the importance of respecting the complainants’ privacy, while at the same time admitting 
to violating the law with respect to photographs: 

A reporter is bound by law and by conscience not to report detail on the young victim. 
She is deserving of protection. You don’t say a thing!... 

Any woman should be protected. If you publish a photo of her little town, everyone reads 
the paper there and she will be known, she will be shunned. She should be protected! She 
feels ashamed already to be violated, the publicity will be damaging to her…

There is hardly a hearing where the officer of the court does not issue an order 
prohibiting the publication of identity or details to indicate identity. 

I think it’s a sound ruling. I shall never challenge such a ruling. I think it’s fair…

Now we aren’t even allowed to take photographs after trial. I’ve violated that regulation 
because it’s my right. The history of Namibia is being harmed by forbidding the press 
from taking pictures.

Another journalist objected to the practice sometimes employed by the Windhoek Observer 
of publishing photos of young rape victims and blacking out their eyes, on the grounds that 
this has the effect of “criminalising them”. (An example of this technique appears in the box 
on page 502.) 

This journalist suggested that the ultimate goal of the women’s movement should be 
to “de-stigmatise rape” so that women feel empowered to the point where they would 
not mind having their identity as a rape complainant revealed: 

We should be empowering women to say “it’s not my shame, it’s the rapist’s shame”.

One journalist criticised the media practice of using the term “sodomy” rather than “rape” to 
describe forcible anal intercourse, on the grounds that the term sodomy also covers consensual 
anal intercourse which is the focus of a decriminalisation campaign in some quarters. 
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Some journalists made constructive criticisms of their own publications. The editor of Sister 
magazine said: “Sister should be doing more, more analysis.” The editor of the Windhoek 
Observer said: “By and large, the public are ignorant of the new law. We are also guilty. We 
should have published the law in full. Our publicity of the Act is inadequate.” 

One journalist praised The Namibian for its regular front-page reports on rape while suggesting 
that there is scope for more in-depth analysis: 

I think they are doing a good job with visibility. There is some lack of critical research 
on the causes, motives of rape, and who the perpetrators are. We are grappling with 
why…. There is little investigative reporting.

It is noteworthy that features about gender-based violence regularly appear in all the 
nation’s major print media and on the state television station, the Namibian Broadcasting 
Corporation. This media attention to the topic has surely helped to raise public awareness 
of the new law on rape. 

eXaMPLes oF ResPonsibLe RePoRTing

In 2006, The Namibian reported on a case where a young mentally handicapped 
woman was allegedly raped by her father and her twin brother. Both were acquitted 
because of lack of evidence. The newspaper account omitted all names from the report 
and included this explanation: 

As is customary with reporting on rape cases, the name of the complainant is not 
being revealed. In the interest of protecting the woman’s identity, the names of the 
two charged men and that of the town where the incidents were claimed to have 
taken place are also withheld. 

The Namibian, 20 February 2006

Similar recent examples can also be cited: 

A 47-year-old man was arrested at a farm in the Okahandja area on Sunday, after it 
was discovered that he had impregnated his 13-year-old daughter. The Police reported 
yesterday that family members approached the girl about her obvious pregnancy, and she 
disclosed that she had been involved in “intimate relations” with her father on several 
occasions. The man, whose identity is not being published to protect the victim, has 
been charged with rape. The girl is reportedly seven months pregnant. 

The Namibian, 26 January 2006

A 41-year-old man in the North was arrested on charges of rape and incest last week when 
his family managed to figure out who the mysterious father of his daughter’s newborn child 
was. The man, whose identity cannot be revealed in order to protect the victim, was 
discovered to have been involved in an affair with his 17-year-old daughter for an 
unspecified period. The baby is believed to be the result of the incestuous relationship. The 
man was arrested at a village in the Omungwelume area, in the Ohangwena Region. 

The Namibian, 19 January 2006
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eXaMPLes oF iRResPonsibLe RePoRTing

In the 11 November 2006 edition of the Windhoek Observer, the front-page headline 
is “Erotic caressing of girl, 13: married man, 30, arrested”. There is a photo of the girl 
with her face disguised, but the photo clearly shows her clothes and appearance. On 
page 3 of the same newspaper, recent photographs of the girl’s mother and father are 
shown – which would clearly reveal her identity – and the article further identifies the 
residence where the alleged crime took place. According to the report, the accused in 
this rape case asserts that the 13-year-old “seduced” him. The article states: 

“The father of the victim, a girl of 13, agreed to meet with the newspaper and to provide 
the details”. 

However, the law clearly states that parents of a minor are not empowered to waive the 
prohibition on publication of identifying details on the minor’s behalf. 

box continues 
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In the 15 October 2005 edition of the Windhoek Observer, an account of a rape of a 
disabled child (“Mentally disabled girl raped and the known assailant not arrested”) 
cited her unusual first name, revealed her community of residence and gave a detailed 
account of her mental and physical disabilities. The article included photos of the girl 
and her father with black boxes across their eyes, and a photograph of the family’s 
home. The news report also summarises the contents of the medical report made after 
the incident and notes that the parents offered to supply the reporter with a copy of it. 

Similar photos of a child allegedly raped by her father, the father, the girl’s deceased 
mother and the house where the incidents occurred are published in the 20 August 
2005 edition of the Windhoek Observer (“Girl’s allegations of sex with father”), along 
with the name of the small town where the family lived and the father’s occupation.
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Cemetery rape suspect arrested 
A 23-year-old security guard who allegedly raped a Windhoek resident at the Pioneers Park 
cemetery on Tuesday evening was arrested yesterday.

ReCoMMendaTion: 
The provisions on privacy in the Combating of Rape Act are not being enforced in 
practice. We suggest that media who violate the law on this score should be 
prosecuted. 

It is alleged that the guard was on duty at the 
graveyard when he launched an attack on the 
woman, assaulting her, holding her at gunpoint, 
raping her and then, it is suspected, trying to 
shoot her dead.

She managed to save her life by slapping 
away the gun which he had pointed at her head 
moments before he fired off a shot, it is claimed. 
She was struck in the neck, and survived the 
attack. She was yesterday reported to be 
recovering at home.

Her attacker, who was employed at AH 
Security, which is contracted by the City of 
Windhoek to safeguard the cemetery premises, 
fled the scene in the woman’s vehicle. The car 
was found abandoned on a railway track about 
a kilometre from a Police roadblock to the 
south of Windhoek on the road to Rehoboth 
later on Tuesday afternoon. According to a 
Police spokesperson, Sergeant James Matengu, 
the guard was arrested at Okahandja Park 
– a residential area of predominantly informal 
housing towards the northwestern outskirts of 
the city – early yesterday morning, after he was 
involved in a potentially violent incident with a 
resident of the neighbourhood. Matengu told The 
Namibian yesterday that the suspect is said to 
have pointed a firearm at someone in Okahandja 
Park during a quarrel. The Police tracked him 
down when someone laid a complaint over the 
incident, Matengu said.

According to the Police, the revolver with 
which the guard was issued as part of his duties 
and which was used in Tuesday’s incident, as 
well as his security guard’s uniform, were 
found with him when he was arrested. The 
suspect is expected to appear in the Windhoek 
Magistrate’s Court on Monday. He is set to face 
charges of rape, attempted murder and armed 
robbery, Matengu indicated.

The incident at the cemetery on Tuesday 
afternoon has received prominent coverage in 
the local media, with several reports throwing 
basic media ethics to the wind and breaking the 
law by revealing the name of the survivor of the 
attack.

According to the Combating of Rape Act 
of 2000 the identity of a complainant in a rape 
case may not be revealed until a suspect has 
appeared in court and has pleaded to the charges 
against him. [This is not completely accurate. 
The identity of the rape complainant may not be 
revealed at any stage.]

With the Act emphasising rape survivors’ 
rights, it has further instituted tight controls over 
the publication of the identity of a complainant 
in a rape case.

The Act states that a rape survivor will have 
the right to decide whether the media or anyone 
not necessary at an alleged rapist’s trial would 
be allowed to be present at the trial.

If the media is barred, it may not in any 
manner reveal the identity of the complainant 
in the case, unless the presiding Judge or 
Magistrate authorises it and the complainant 
has given permission for it to be done.

Flouting the part of the law prohibiting the 
publication of a rape survivor’s identity, as has 
happened this week, can be punished with a 
fine of up to N$10 000, or a one-year term of 
imprisonment, or by imposing both the fine and 
jail term, the Combating of Rape Act states.

The Code of Ethics for the Namibian 
Media, which media organisation Misa Namibia 
launched last year, also expressly prohibits 
a journalist from identifying victims of sex 
crimes, except when an adult victim has given 
consent to be identified.

Werner Menges, 
The Namibian, 24 January 2003
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There are differing perceptions 
amongst service providers 

regarding false charges. It was 
not possible to compile statistical 
data on false charges from the 
sources which we utilised. This 
chapter therefore presents some 
opinions and discussion on false 
charges. 

False 
Charges
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1. InTroduCTIon
The first point to consider in a discussion of false charges is that a verdict of “not guilty” 

does not always mean that the complainant laid a false charge. As in most democracies, 
Namibia’s criminal law is biased to protect the innocent, even if this means that a guilty person 
sometimes goes free. It is the state’s responsibility to prove the guilt of the accused, and not 
the responsibility of the accused to prove that he or she is innocent. The burden of proof in all 
criminal cases is “beyond a reasonable doubt”, which is a very high standard. In proving the case, 
the evidence of a single witness must be treated with great caution if there is no corroborating 
evidence. This continues to be true in the case of rape, as well as for all other crimes. Thus, to 
obtain a conviction, the state must marshal very convincing evidence. If the accused’s version of 
events could even possibly be the true one, then he or she will probably go free. 

Acquittals are often the result of poor evidence presented by the state, which could be a result 
of many factors – poor police investigation, poor collection of medical evidence, unskilled 
prosecution, or simply because rapes often take place in private with no witnesses, no injuries 
and little corroborating evidence. There have been some instances where courts have said 
that complainants might possibly have made up false charges (as in the box below), but few 
instances where this can certainly be said to be the case. 

False evidence collapses rape case
A 46-year-old general worker at a Windhoek school reacted with undisguised relief yesterday when 
he heard he had been acquitted on a charge of raping a six-year-old girl. David Simon clapped his 
hands and exclaimed, “thank you, thank you” after hearing that the High Court’s Judge Annel 
Silungwe had found him not guilty. 

Simon was charged with raping the six-year-
old daughter of a long-time friend in Katutura on 
March 10 last year. Simon lived in a kambasho 
[shack] in the friend’s yard.

After acquitting and discharging Simon, 
Judge Silungwe sent him off with the remark: 
“When you go out, go and live in peace with 
(your friend’s) family. And you should not go 
and do anything silly. Try to go and behave 
yourself as a good citizen.”

Judge Silungwe remarked in his judgment 
that it was crystal clear the alleged rape victim 
had been “a most unsatisfactory witness” whose 
evidence was riddled with falsehoods and 
contradictions. Judge Silungwe cited as examples 
the fact that she at first said the rape took place 
in the morning but later changed that to late 
afternoon, as well as other contradictions in her 
evidence. Her testimony also differed from what 
she had told the Police on several points.

When the child was examined by a doctor 
on March 11 last year, one injury was found on 
her private parts but there was no sign she had 
been raped.

According to Simon and witnesses from the 
school where he is employed he was working 
on March 10 last year. He added that he did not 
return to his kambasho after work on that day 
but spent the evening at his girlfriend’s house. 
The next day it was he who remarked to the girl’s 
father that she was walking in an unusual way. 
This led to her being examined by her mother 
– with whom Simon claims he had a strained 
relationship – and to the child then telling her 
mother that he had raped her.

It seemed highly unlikely that the guilty person 
would have drawn attention to the girl’s condition 
like that, Judge Silungwe noted in his judgment.

Werner Menges, 
The Namibian, 23 June 2000
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Police instructor acquitted of rape
AN instructor at the Namibian Police’s Israel Patrick Iyambo Training College who admitted 
having a sexual relationship with a female student has been acquitted on two counts of rape by 
the High Court in Windhoek.

Kandjimi Paulinus Kandjimi, suspended from 
the Police after the allegations of rape were levelled 
against him, crossed himself in the dock before he 
sat down with his face in his hands after he heard 
Judge Sylvester Mainga pronounce him not guilty 
on Thursday.

Had he been found guilty Kandjimi could 
have faced up to 20 years in jail. 

He was charged under the Combating of 
Rape Act of 2000, which prescribes a minimum 
prison term of 10 years for a first conviction of 
rape committed under coercive circumstances, 
as had been alleged against Kandjimi.

It was alleged that Kandjimi raped a 19-year-
old student at the college on September 24 2000 
and also between September and November 2000.

The complainant testified that on the first 
date she went to Kandjimi’s room at the college 
after he had summoned her. 

He pulled her into the room, threw her onto 
the bed and had sex with her without her consent, 
she said.

On the second occasion about a week later 
she again went to his room - he had by then 
moved into a single room across the hall from 
the double room where the first incident had 
taken place - on his instructions. 

Again he pulled her into the room, pulled 
her down onto a mattress on the floor, and raped 
her, she claimed.

She reported the incidents only on November 
11 2000. 

Her explanation was that Kandjimi had told 
her not to report them, because it would cost 
him his job. 

She said she was also reluctant to make a 
report for fear of losing her job, because she was 
scared and felt she had to accept his unwanted 

sexual advances, and because she felt sorry for 
Kandjimi if he were to lose his job.

Kandjimi admitted he had sex with her 
twice, but claimed it was with her consent.

Judge Mainga noted that in his opinion rape 
is a crime where any court should approach the 
evidence “with extreme caution” - probably a 
controversial statement, considering that the 
rule that rape complainants’ claims have to be 
treated with caution has been doubly abolished, 
by the Supreme Court in December 1999 and 
also by the Combating of Rape Act in 2000.

In Kandjimi’s case, he said, he found the 
complainant’s story to be “extremely improb-
able”. 

Her testimony on why she kept quiet about 
the rape, he added, was also “totally ridiculous 
and unconvincing”.

Said Judge Mainga: “The complainant is of 
average intelligence, an aspiring Police officer 
at the time, had full knowledge on her version 
that what the accused did to her was a crime 
and I cannot accept that she concealed and kept 
quiet about a crime committed on her.”

As for evidence from a clinical psychologist, 
Shaun Whittaker, that the alleged victim showed 
symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder 
when she consulted him after the incidents, the 
Judge said this could be caused by a number of 
things, such as a fear of being pregnant, fear of 
being kicked out of the college, or the shame of 
being used as a sex tool.

Because of these uncertainties in the State’s 
case, and because Kandjimi’s version could 
possibly be true, he had to decide the doubt in 
Kandjimi’s favour, Judge Mainga said.

Werner Menges, 
The Namibian, 19 March 2002
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High Court overturns church camp  
child rape conviction 

A HIGH Court appeal judgement on Friday delivered a life-changing reversal of fortune to 
a Windhoek resident who had been convicted of raping an 11-year-old boy during a weekend 
church camp.

Guilty and condemned to 15 years’ imprison-
ment the one day, judged not guilty the next, 
was the situation that Laurentius Mpuka found 
himself in last week.

That is due to a High Court appeal judgement 
in which Judge Nic Hannah and Judge Kato 
van Niekerk allowed Mpuka’s appeal against a 
Windhoek Regional Court judgement in which 
he had been convicted on a charge of rape.

Mpuka was 27 years old when he was found 
guilty and sent to prison for 15 years on August 
12 2002.

At that stage he had already spent a year in 
custody awaiting trial, which means that he has 
now spent three and a half years behind bars for 
a crime which, in the two Judges’ opinion, had 
not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt to 
have been committed by him.

Mpuka was charged with raping an 11-year-
old boy on June 2 2001.

The boy was attending a weekend outing 
organised by a church in Windhoek when, accord-
ing to what he told the Windhoek Regional Court, 
he woke up during the night to find Mpuka having 
anal sex with him.

The usual sort of factors that often see rape 
convictions collapse on appeal were once again 
present in Mpuka’s case.

These include the judges’ opinion that 
there were contradictions in the complainant’s 
testimony, that there had been an unexplained 
delay - although only for a couple of hours in 
this case - before the child reported having been 
raped, and improbabilities such as that the child 
did not raise any alarm despite the fact that he 
claimed to have been painfully raped in a room 
where several other children were sleeping.

In addition, Judge Hannah, who wrote the 
court’s judgement, found fault with the way the 

Magistrate had approached the evidence in the 
case.

At the trial the Magistrate rejected Mpuka’s 
denial of guilt, stating that he found Mpuka’s 
presence at the boy’s bed that night “very 
strange” and adding that he had no reason to 
disbelieve the boy’s evidence.

“He appeared to me an intelligent child, who 
had no reason, absolutely, whatsoever to implicate 
the accused in the commission of this offence 
and I am satisfied that he can be believed…”, the 
Magistrate had stated, Judge Hannah recounted 
in the High Court’s judgement.

The Judge went on to comment:”What appears 
from the foregoing is that the magistrate seems to 
have thought that it was common cause that the 
appellant was at or on the complainant’s mattress 
that night. That is incorrect. That allegation made 
by the complainant was very much in dispute.”

Mpuka in fact claimed that he had slept on a 
mattress next to the boy’s that night.

Judge Hannah added: “It is not sufficient for a 
magistrate to say, ‘I am satisfied that [this witness] 
can be believed.’ He should state his reasons 
why that is his belief. And his reasons must be 
compelling and convincing. The fact that a witness 
appears to the magistrate to be intelligent, as seems 
to be the position in the present case, is neither a 
compelling nor convincing reason for finding that 
that witness is honest. Many intelligent persons are 
more convincing liars than the simple-minded.”

…
The Judge’s conclusion was that it should 

not have been found that the State had proven its 
case beyond a reasonable doubt. 

…

Werner Menges, 
The Namibian, 10 February 2005
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Rape conviction overturned 
THE difficulty of proving a charge of rape involving a child victim, as well as the scrutiny that 
the testimony of a child witness in such a case must be able to withstand, was emphasised once 
more in an appeal judgement in which the High Court set aside a rape conviction and sentence 
this week.

The judgement handed down on Wednesday 
means that one-time rape suspect Osmond Sandile 
Mwellie will leave prison as an innocent man - almost 
two years after he was sentenced to an effective eight 
years’ imprisonment on a charge of rape.

Mwellie was convicted in the Windhoek 
Regional Court on June 27 2003.

He had been accused of raping a ten-year-
old girl by inserting a finger into her private 
parts in Windhoek on November 25 2000.

According to the child’s testimony - but this 
is evidence that Judges Nic Hannah and Annel 
Silungwe have now found to be unsatisfactory 
- she was sleeping in a room in her mother’s 
house on the day of the incident.

She claimed that while sleeping she felt 
someone scratching her private parts.

When she opened her eyes, she saw Mwellie 
leaving the room.

A short while later, after she had got out of 
bed, Mwellie asked her if she had felt him kissing 
her while she was sleeping, and he touched her 
thigh and told her she was beautiful, she testified.

She told the Regional Court Magistrate that 
she told her cousin about the ‘scratching’ and 

what Mwellie had said to her. Thereafter she 
told her mother outside.

The cousin, who was also ten years old, 
however only told the court about the child 
having told her about Mwellie’s question whether 
she had felt him kissing her.

The mother, in turn, vacillated to some degree 
on what she was told, Judge Hannah remarked in 
the appeal judgement.

This included ambivalence about whether 
she was told of the ‘scratching’.

In Judge Hannah’s view, the Magistrate misun-
derstood important parts of the evidence, leading 
to her making incorrect findings such as that the 
child’s cousin and mother had confirmed that the 
child had reported the ‘scratching’.

It came down to a matter of consistency, the 
Judge indicated. 

…
Judge Hannah went on to state that he could 

only conclude that there was a reasonable possibility 
that the child had concocted the account of Mwellie 
having sexually molesting her.

Werner Menges, 
The Namibian, 29 April 2005

Rape verdict, 15-year jail term vanish on appeal 
ON Monday, Moses Tau-Nareb was still a convicted rapist and sentenced prisoner, with the 
unpleasant prospect of 13 more years of imprisonment ahead of him.

On Tuesday, all that changed within a minute 
or so. That was the time it took Acting Judge 
John Manyarara in the High Court in Windhoek 
to read out the result of an appeal in which he 
concluded that Tau-Nareb should not have been 
found guilty of rape and sentenced to a 15-year 
jail term in the first place.

A simple but fatal gap in the prosecution 
case that had been presented to the Otjiwarongo 
Regional Court during Tau-Nareb’s trial prompted 
Acting Judge Manyarara to set aside his conviction 
and sentence on appeal.

That gap was the absence of proper, direct 
evidence about the age of the girl that Tau-Nareb 
was accused of raping. He was charged with 
having raped a 13-year-old girl at Otjiwarongo 
on the evening of October 19 2003.

According to the complainant in the case, 
she was sleeping on the stoep of her mother’s 
house that evening, with Tau-Nareb asleep 
nearby on another bed.

She testified that she awoke during the night 
to find Tau-Nareb on top of her, having sexual 
intercourse with her.

When she tried to push him off her, he 
placed a hand over her mouth.

She testified that he also threatened to stab 
her with a knife if she told anyone about the 
incident, Acting Judge Manyarara recounted a 
summary of her testimony in his judgement on 
Tau-Nareb’s appeal.

One of the other witnesses at the trial was a 
sister of Tau-Nareb, who told the court that when 
she confronted him after the complainant had 
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reported the incident to her, Tau-Nareb cried and 
said he did not know why he had raped the girl.

In the charge against Tau-Nareb it was 
alleged that he had committed rape by having 
committed a sexual act with the complainant 
under coercive circumstances, while she was 
asleep and was under the age of 14, with Tau-
Nareb having been more than three years older 
than her.

At his trial, Tau-Nareb denied that he had 
had sexual intercourse with the girl.

He was eventually convicted of rape and on 
October 4 2004 sentenced to a 15-year jail term.

Already at the start of the trial, however, a 
substantial mistake was made when the presiding 
Magistrate did not explain to Tau-Nareb, who 
was not legally represented, what the “coercive 
circumstances” referred to in the charge would 
mean, Acting Judge Manyarara decided.

The fatal flaw in the State’s case against Tau-
Nareb also flowed from this.

“Contrary to the Magistrate’s belief, his failure 
to explain the meaning of ‘coercive circumstances’ 
to (Tau-Nareb) at the commencement of the trial 
constitutes a misdirection on his part,” Acting 
Judge Manyarara decided.

He added: “In order for him to have found 
(Tau-Nareb) guilty of rape as charged, the 
Magistrate also had to find that the coercive 
circumstances as referred to in the charge sheet 

were that the complainant was ‘under the age 
of 14 years and that the accused was more than 
three years older than her’.”

However, at the hearing of the appeal State 
advocate Leonie Dunn conceded - correctly, 
according to the Acting Judge - that the 
complainant’s age had not been proven at the 
trial.

“(W)hat was crucial to the issue of coercive 
circumstances as alleged on the charge sheet 
was what the exact age of the complainant 
was on the date that the offence was allegedly 
committed,” Acting Judge Manyarara stated.

“The failure to prove the complainant’s 
age amounted to a failure to prove coercive 
circumstances for the purpose of convicting 
the appellant, regardless of whether sexual 
intercourse did or did not take place.”

Not only proof of the child’s age, but also 
corroboration of the claim that Tau-Nareb had 
confessed his guilt to his sister in the presence 
of another woman, might have strengthened the 
State’s case, he commented.

From his reading of the trial record, though, 
he was not convinced that Tau-Nareb’s guilt 
had been proven or that Tau-Nareb’s sister had 
not conspired to falsely incriminate him as he 
claimed, Acting Judge Manyarara stated.

Werner Menges, 
The Namibian, 6 July 2006

Fifteen-year rape sentence reversed
THREE years into a 15-year jail term for rape, a reversal of fate has come to a former resident 
of Uis.

The conviction on a charge of rape and a 
15-year prison term that Paul Josephat Goseb 
received in the Walvis Bay Regional Court on 
September 11 2003 were overturned on appeal 
in the High Court last week.

In Acting Judge Collins Parker’s opinion, 
Goseb’s claim that he had consensual sex with the 
woman concerned should not have been rejected 
At the same time the claims that his accuser made 
against him at his trial should not have been 
accepted as proof that he had raped her, the Acting 
Judge states in the appeal judgement in which he 
set aside Goseb’s conviction and sentence.

Acting Judge Parker found the woman’s 
accusations to be “contradictory, fanciful and 
whimsical”.

Goseb was accused of having raped the 
woman in his home at Uis on August 1 2001.

His and the woman’s versions of what had 
happened in his bedroom and earlier that night 
were widely divergent.

According to the woman, she had been at 
a bar, Club Sundowner, on the evening that the 
alleged incident took place.

Around midnight, she went outside, with 
Goseb following her, she claimed.

He tried to grab her outside, but someone 
intervened, and when this happened she fainted 
and was carried off to his home by Goseb and a 
friend of his, she told the court during Goseb’s 
trial.

According to Goseb, however, she had 
walked willingly with him to his home close to 
the club.

There, he claimed, they had consensual sex.
The woman claimed that Goseb had beaten 

her and that he hit her on her back with a 
sjambok that he had picked up in his yard on the 
way into his house.

If she had fainted as she claimed, she could 
not have known that a friend of Goseb had 
supposedly helped Goseb to carry her to his 
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house, or that Goseb supposedly picked up a 
sjambok in the yard, Acting Judge Parker noted 
in his judgement.

The woman’s evidence on that score, he 
commented, was “stranger than fiction”.

She also never reported to the Police, a 
medical doctor who examined her, or her sister, 
who accompanied her to the Police to lay a 
charge of rape, about having been beaten with a 
sjambok, Acting Judge Parker also noted.

The woman also gave at least three divergent 
accounts of the events that led to her and Goseb 
having intercourse, he added.

She claimed that Goseb had dragged her 
straight into his bedroom when they arrived at 
his house, claimed that he dragged her into the 
bedroom after she had been to the bathroom at 
the house, and in a third version claimed she 
had run into the bedroom from the toilet.

“With the greatest respect, in the face of all 
these, I do not think a court acting judicially and 
carefully can accept the complainant’s evidence 
as credible: I certainly do not,” Acting Judge 
Parker stated.

The woman’s evidence on many aspects of 
the case that the prosecution presented to the court 
was “so contradictory, fanciful and whimsical 
that it cannot reasonably possibly be true,” he also 
commented.

He added that he was not satisfied that Goseb’s 
account of what had happened at his house was 
improbable or that it was false beyond a reasonable 
doubt.

“Indeed, in my view, on the evidence as a 
whole, (Goseb’s) version should be believed and 
accepted,” the Acting Judge stated.

Werner Menges, 
The Namibian, 30 October 2006

Anti-rape campaigner off the hook  
on abuse charge

ANTI-RAPE campaigner Abdullah Mwakembeu was on Monday acquitted of raping a 13-
year-old girl in Windhoek on September 27 last year. 

Mwakembeu (34) was pronounced not 
guilty in the Windhoek Regional Court, a week 
after the start of his trial before Magistrate Gert 
Retief. Mwakembeu’s arrest rocked the ranks of 
Namibian Men for Change, an organisation of 
men campaigning against rape and abuse aimed 
at women which he had helped found and was 
heading at the time.

After hearing that Magistrate Retief had 
found him not guilty, Mwakembeu told The 
Namibian he had been through psychological 
torture in the past seven months. 

When he pronounced his judgement, Mag-
istrate Retief said Mwakembeu’s defence had 
been consistent throughout the case. Mwakem-
beu claimed in court last week that the young 
complainant was instructed by his wife, against 
whom he has divorce proceedings pending, to 
make the allegations against him. “The rape 
allegations levelled against me are nothing but 
blatant and malicious fabrications, caused by 
uncontrolled rage and psychopathic jealousy by 
my estranged wife,” he charged.

Public Prosecutor Rosemary van Wyk had 
asked the court to accept the child’s evidence 
and to convict Mwakembeu. Magistrate Retief 
remarked that the child appeared to be an honest 
witness when she testified and repeated the 
claims that Mwakembeu had raped her. However, 
when Mrs Mwakembeu testified, it became clear 
that there might be substance in Mwakembeu’s 
defence and that a child might be used as a tool 
in a family feud, the Magistrate said. “In fact, it 
appears to me that (she) was looking for revenge. 
She had a vendetta against (Mwakembeu).” 

Magistrate Retief said he would have convict-
ed Mwakembeu if the girl’s claims had been cor-
roborated. He noted that Mrs Mwakembeu had 
told the court that she could see injuries when she 
examined the girl’s private parts after the alleged 
rape was reported to her. That was on September 
30 last year. A medical doctor who examined the 
girl reported no such injuries, and said he could 
find no evidence of sexual intercourse.

Werner Menges, 
The Namibian, 22 May 2002
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This system means that false charges are difficult to get away with. While it could happen 
(and certainly has happened) that an accused person will be wrongly convicted in Namibia as 
in other jurisdictions, there is no evidence that this is a common problem. The constitutional 
right of an accused person to legal representation, the provision of state-funded legal aid and 
the right of appeal to a higher court are all designed to ensure that an accused person gets a 
fair trial. These rights help to weed out false claims in respect of any crime. 

CHECKS AND BALANCES IN THE 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM 

In 2002, NBC aired an Open File segment featuring two men who claimed that they were wrongfully 
abused of rape: Jackson Ndjimba and Abdullah Mwakembeu. In fact, these two cases illustrate that 
the checks and balances in the criminal justice system appear to be working well. Mwakembeu, 
who conducted his own defence, was found not guilty by the trial court, and Ndjimba’s conviction 
(which pre-dated the new law on rape) was overturned when he exercised his legal right to an appeal. 
Although both men felt that the justice system is biased against men in rape cases, the fact is that 
both men were found by the courts to be innocent. The real problem is that delays in the criminal 
justice system meant that both men spent a substantial amount of time in custody before being found 
not guilty. This problem is not uncommon in respect of rape or other crimes. However, it points to 
problems with resources and efficiency rather than to flaws in the structure of the criminal justice 
system itself. 

Open File, 25 July 2002; 
Werner Menges, “Appeal sends prisoner back to ‘Freedomland’”, The Namibian, 20 June 2002; 

Werner Menges, “Anti-rape campaigner off the hook on abuse charge”, The Namibian, 22 May 2002. 

Furthermore, where there is a false claim, the complainant can be charged with any 
one of several crimes: 

the crime of perjury (the unlawful and intentional making of a false statement in the 
course of a judicial proceeding)
contravention of section 300(3) of the Criminal Procedure Ordinance 34 of 1963 
(contradicting a statement on oath such as an affidavit with a conflicting statement 
made on oath such as in a subsequent affidavit or under cross examination)
contravention of section 9 of the Justices of the Peace and Commissioners of Oaths 
Act 16 of 1963 (making a false statement in a sworn document such as an affidavit)
the common law crime of defeating or obstructing the course of justice. 

There is anecdotal evidence that action has been taken against persons who have laid false 
charges of rape (see box below). 









School girl apologises over false rape story
SWAKOPMUND: A 14-year-old Walvis Bay school girl who claimed she was gang-raped by three 
men in January has apologised to the Mayor and the community after withdrawing the charge.

“To the Mayor and community, I would 
like to apologise. I made up a very big story 
and now everybody is angry with me and I do 
not want you to be angry. I am very ashamed 
and I am very sore. I just want to say that I am 
very sorry for what happened,” the girl said in a 
handwritten letter to Mayor Theresia Samaria.

Shortly after the teenager claimed she had 
been raped, the community under the leadership 

of the Mayor organised a mass demonstration. 
Close to 4 000 people, mostly school children, 
took part. 

Samaria met with the girl and her family on 
Friday to get to “the bottom of the story”. The 
girl wrote a letter of apology afterwards and 
asked that it be published.

“I also want to apologise to my family, 
because everybody has turned against them as 
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well,” she wrote in Afrikaans. “I would please 
like to apologise to everybody. I love you and 
ask that you forgive me.” 

“I would also like to apologise to the taxi driver 
for letting him sit in prison and that the community 
has said many words and things to him.”

She added that she wanted the community and 
the Mayor to know that no member of her family 
was aware that she had made up the story.

A spokesperson in the Mayor’s office said it 
was evident from the tone of the letter that the 
girl was very confused and scared.

After retracting the rape charge, she appeared 
in the Magistrate’s court on two charges last 
Wednesday. 

She is charged with defeating the cause of 
justice and making false statements. The case 
was postponed to next month for plea and trial. 

Lana Fouche, Control Prosecutor, told The 
Namibian the girl had been screened for the 
juvenile justice system.

The De Duine High School pupil alleged she 
was abducted in a taxi and taken to Dune 7 where 
she was gang-raped by three men on January 23.

The case against one of the “suspects”, 
Max Junior Indongo (28), who was arrested the 
day after the incident, was withdrawn by the 
Prosecutor General last Tuesday. 

He remained in custody for four weeks and 
was released on N$2 000 bail on February 15. 

Fouche said the girl underwent medical 
examinations by two doctors after the incident. 
The full results of the medical and forensic 
examinations are not yet available.

Maggi Barnard, 
The Namibian, 12 March 2002 

Teenager arrested for false rape allegations
THE double-edged perils of false rape complaints were demonstrated in the High Court on 
Friday when a teenage girl, who retracted previous claims of having been raped, was arrested 
and charged with perjury. 

The girl returned to the witness stand in 
the court room of Acting Judge Peter Shivute 
on Friday to tell the court that her previous 
testimony in the trial of Hans Swartbooi (24) 
had been false. She said she had accused him 
of raping her at the farm Sonderwater in the 
Rehoboth district on April 10 last year because 
her sister and brother-in-law had put pressure on 
her to do so. 

Swartbooi pleaded not guilty when his trial 
started before Acting Judge Shivute in mid-May. 
The girl then testified that he had raped her. 
About two weeks later, she approached Public 
Prosecutor Marinus Scholtz with a confession 
that her testimony in court had been false. As 
a result, she was returned to the witness stand. 
After repeating that her previous testimony 
under oath had been false, Swartbooi was 
acquitted. She was then arrested and charged 
with perjury and defeating or obstructing the 
course of justice… 

In a case heard in the High Court the week 
before, the other side of the danger posed by 
falsely making rape complaints – this time the 
possibility that innocent people can be convicted 
and sent to prison – was on display. 

Having heard arguments in an application 
for new evidence to be led after a rape conviction, 
Judge President Pio Teek and Judge Sylvester 

Mainga ordered that the Windhoek Regional 
Court hear fresh evidence which could bring 
freedom to Andries Glaeser, who has been in 
prison for over four years. 

Glaeser was convicted in the Windhoek 
Regional Court of rape and given a 10-year 
prison sentence on May 31 1996. His first attempt 
to appeal failed because he filed his application 
late. Thereafter, at the end of September 1998, 
he petitioned the Supreme Court. Attached to his 
petition was a letter which the complainant had 
written to him in February 1998. In the letter, 
she told Glaeser she had been bothered by what 
happened to him since he was sent to prison 
because she knew he was innocently incarcerated. 
She indicated that she had been pressurised to say 
he had raped her when she in fact had not wanted 
to do so. As a result, the Chief Justice referred the 
matter to the High Court. 

Judge President Teek afterwards remarked 
in the judgement that it seemed “on the face 
of it that a gross injustice occurred and that 
an innocent man is serving an imprisonment 
because of the possible perjury committed 
by the complainant in falsely incriminating 
(Glaeser)”. Glaeser’s appeal will now return to 
the High Court… 

Werner Menges, 
The Namibian, 20 June 2000
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‘False rape claims must be dealt with severely’
THE Multimedia Campaign on Violence against Women and Children has called on courts to deal 
severely with people who lay false accusations against others by taking into account the mental, 
psychological and physical suffering of the victims of the charges when they sentence them for 
perjury. The campaign said in a media statement that false accusations have adverse effects on the 
dignity and well-being of the accused and a term of imprisonment will leave… They called on the 
courts to deal severely with such false accusations.

Christof Maletsky, The Namibian, 26 June 2000

There is one series of court cases in Namibia which deals with a complicated chain 
of events in respect of a false charge of rape. Vernon Rittman was convicted of rape on 
23 April 1997 (before the Combating of Rape Act came into force). He was released on bail 
while appealing against his conviction and sentence. The conviction was upheld on appeal, 
but the sentence was reduced from 10 years (with 2 years suspended) to 7 years (with 2 years 
suspended). 

In the interim, after the trial for rape had resulted in a conviction, the complainant went with 
the appellant (who was out on bail pending the appeal) to his lawyer’s office, where she made a 
taped statement saying that she had not been forced to have sex as she has previously alleged, 
but was pressured by her boyfriend into laying a charge of rape. She repeated this information 
to a police officer, who reportedly informed her that she could go to jail for having lied. 

She then retracted her retraction and said that Rittman had offered her money to withdraw 
her previous allegations. Rittman was then arrested on a charge of defeating or obstructing 
the course of justice, but he was acquitted of this charge. He then sought to introduce the 
tape recording of the complainant’s retraction of the rape allegation in his appeal against the 
conviction for rape. 

In the appeal against the rape conviction, the court found that the complainant’s explanations 
for her changing stories were not credible: 

In my opinion there is a sufficient evidential basis to find that the evidence of the 
complainant is unreliable. There can be no doubt that on the question whether sexual 
intercourse was consensual or against her will, the complainant is a single witness. On 
no less than two occasions the complainant was wiling to retract evidence previously 
given by her and to make a complete about face. To [Rittman’s lawyer] she in so many 
words admitted that she lied when she testified in court and when she was threatened 
with a possible jail sentence she said that she lied to [Rittman’s lawyer] and that what 
she testified in court was the truth and she blamed [Rittman] for leading her astray. 
This postulates the very unlikely scenario that, if the complainant is to be believed, 
she, together with her rapist, conspired at one stage to mislead the lawyer, the police 
and ultimately the court. 
 The complainant found herself between the devil and the deep blue sea and the 
only way in which she could extricate herself from her predicament was to blame 
[Rittman]. On the one had, she could face a possible charge of perjury if she persisted 
in her allegation that she lied in court. On the other hand, and if she should admit that 
she took part in a false scheme, she could have been faced with a possible charge of 
attempting to defeat the cause of justice.1

The conviction was set aside, and Rittman was released after having served some 18 months 
in prison. 

1 Rittman v S, Supreme Court, Case No. SA 10/99, 22 August 2000 (Strydom, CJ). 
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The complainant was then charged with defeating or obstructing the course of justice. She 
pleaded guilty, on the basis that she had lied when she had retracted the charge of rape. Her 
version of events was that Rittman had told her (falsely) that she would have to testify in 
court a second time in the appeal against the rape conviction. She wanted to avoid the ordeal 
of another long trial, and Rittman told her that the only way to avoid this would be to retract 
her allegation. After she did this, she found out that she would not have had to testify in the 
event of an appeal. Once she realised this, she went to the police station and told them that 
she had made a false retraction and that she had in fact been raped. 

The trial court apparently believed that the initial charge of rape had been false, saying 
that she had caused the police to investigate a non-existent case. This court sentenced the 
complainant to 3 years in prison, with two years suspended. But on appeal, the High Court 
found her version of events credible. It upheld the conviction on the basis that she had made 
a false statement retracting the original charge, which resulted in setting free a convicted 
rapist. The High Court set aside the sentence of imprisonment and replaced it with a fine of 
N$2 000, stating: 

I am of the opinion that society does not demand a sentence of direct imprisonment in 
casu where the appellant had been raped, was subsequently pestered, and her fears 
exploited by her rapists with the sole aim to manipulate her and to influence her to 
make a false statement in order for him to escape deserved punishment previously 
imposed on him by an independent court of law.2

The twists and turns of this case illustrate how difficult it is to assess whether a charge 
of rape is in fact a false one. 

Woman jailed for rape about-face
A WOMAN who alleged a Rehoboth resident raped her, then retracted the claim and later tried 
to withdraw the retraction, has been sentenced to an effective one-year prison term for defeating 
or obstructing the course of justice. The 29-year-old woman – a married mother of two children 
– collapsed in the dock in the Rehoboth Regional Court last Wednesday when Magistrate Dinnah 
Usiku sentenced her to three years’ imprisonment, of which two years were suspended for five years. 
She pleaded guilty to defeating or obstructing the course of justice. 

Werner Menges, The Namibian, 28 May 2003

Woman’s jail term nixed in rape case
THE High Court this week overturned the one-year prison term that an alleged rape victim received a 
month and a half ago for backtracking on accusations made against a Rehoboth man. The case in which 
the woman has been involved since October 1995 has gone through an extraordinary series of twists 
and turns. The man she accused of raping her, Vernon Rittmann, was eventually freed by the Supreme 
Court and she was imprisoned – while still claiming that Rittmann had in fact raped her. On Thursday 
last week, High Court Judges Mavis Gibson and Elton Hoff heard an appeal against the sentence of an 
effective one year in prison imposed by Magistrate Dinnah Usiku in the Rehoboth Regional Court on 
May 21…. Their ruling was that the woman’s prison term would be set aside and be replaced with a N$2 
000 fine or 10 months’ imprisonment, plus a two-year prison term suspended for five years… 

In the appeal her defence lawyer, Winnie Christians, told the court that the Magistrate had 
made a gross misdirection by indicating that the woman had been guilty of laying a false charge of 
rape. Christians argued that the woman had been “heavily influenced and intimidated” by Rittmann 
before she retracted her accusations. The direct prison term “induced a severe sense of shock”, he 
argued, adding that this was also evident in the Rehoboth Regional Court when the woman fainted 
after hearing that she had been sent to prison. 

Werner Menges, The Namibian, 3 July 2003

2 Brandt v S, High Court, Case No 65/03, 28 July 2003 (Gibson, J & Hoff, J). 
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One police interviewee explained that it is not really the role of the police to make a judgment 
on whether or not a complaint is false: 

If a person comes in with a false charge, I’ll open the case, because you have a right to 
make your case. I’m not a magistrate! I’m here to get the evidence. Then the court will 
decide. I don’t argue, I just get the evidence, interview the witnesses, etc. We take the 
evidence, put it on the table, and the Court decides. 

In contrast, one prosecutor suggested that police need more training on how to recognise 
such cases: 

Our investigating officers at the WCPU need to be trained to scrutinize the cases before 
they open a docket. We see abuse of the Act. There’s a complaint, and snap! They open 
a docket, not knowing there are hidden agendas, etc. 

Adv Nyoni, head of the new specialised prosecutorial unit on sexual offences and domestic 
violence, explains that the police should not make a judgement on false charges: 

A police officer according to the law must investigate whenever there is a reasonable 
suspicion that a crime has been committed. Whether the case is thrown away at the 
end of the day should not be up to the police. Letting the police decide this matter 
would be problematic, as it could be influenced by personal attitudes. Most police 
officers will be unsympathetic if the complainant was drunk or at a party, but it not 
their place to judge. In any case, it is not always clear-cut. 

 
The correct procedure is for the police to investigate any report which raises a 
reasonable suspicion that a crime has been committed. The Office of the Prosecutor-
General will then make a decision on whether to prosecute based on the information 
in the docket. If the case goes to trial, it will be the role of the court to weight the 
credibility of the various witnesses. 

There have been no studies of false charges for rape in Namibia. Recent and reliable 
international statistics on false rape charges could not be located. 

However, experts warn against dismissing accounts of rape too easily as being “false”. For 
example, in New Zealand, three cases which had been designated as “false” turned out to be 
early reports of serial rapists. In one of these cases, a young woman’s story was discounted 
because she was involved in a gang and had some minor criminal convictions. However, the 
rapist she named went on to commit at least 45 more rapes over 13 years.3 It is important to 

3 Liz Kelly, Jo Lovett and Linda Regan, “Home Office Research Study 293: A Gap or a Chasm? Attrition in 
Reported Rape Cases”, Home Office Research, Development and Statistics Directorate, February 2005 at 52.
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remember that inconsistencies in a rape complainant’s account could result from trauma and 
do not necessarily mean that the rape complainant is lying. 

Because there is often no medical evidence to support claims of rape, this leads some to believe 
that women are prone to lay false claims. Research of rapes in Johannesburg in 1992 by a 
forensic pathologist, Dr Lorna Martin, indicates that false rape reporting is extremely rare, and 
that a lack of corroborative medical evidence is more likely to result from inadequate forensic 
equipment or inexperienced and lazy doctors.4

Recent studies have… found no evidence that complainants in sexual cases are more untruthful 
than complainants in other cases. In one study referred to in the South African Supreme Court of 
Appeal judgement which scrapped the cautionary rule in South Africa in 1998, it was found that 
about two per cent of the claims of rape or other sexual offences in New York were false. That rate 
of unfounded complaints was the same as that of other offences. 

 Werner Menges, The Namibian, 20 June 2000

In the 409 police dockets studied for this survey, there were four cases where complainants 
stated, as a reason for withdrawing the case, that the original charge was false. There was 
also one case where the Office of the Prosecutor-General decided not to proceed after the 
complainant returned to police and said that she had lied about the rape. Thus, there is 
evidence of false charges in 5 out of these 409 cases (1%). 

This statistic is not very significant, however. People who have lied to the police are 
unlikely to admit this later, especially if they know that it could lead to criminal sanctions. 
Conversely, someone who wanted to make sure that a withdrawal request was accepted (in 
favour of the option of monetary compensation, for example) might say that she lied even if 
she really did not. Furthermore, it is possible that some complainants might be pressured by 
the accused or by family members into retracting their charges even if they were true. 

In one case in our sample, the complainant said that the perpetrator grabbed her arm and 
forced her to walk with him. She struggled and managed to strike him in the head with 
a stone, but he grabbed her and took her to his house where he forced her to have sexual 
intercourse. The medical examination reported blood stains on the complainant’s clothing 
and bleeding on her back, as well as abrasions on her upper right arm and wrists. However, 
the complainant later told police that she had lied about the rape. This retraction should have 
raised suspicions. 

Why cases of sexual assaults which are ‘easily laid and difficult…to disprove’ should 
be treated on a different footing is not clear. There are no empirical data to support 
the contention that in cases of this nature more false charges are laid than in any 
other category of crimes. Indeed, the evidence that is available indicates the contrary. 
D Hubbard A Critical Discussion of the Law of Rape in Namibia states at 34 of her 
discussion that ‘A US study found that the incidence of false reports for rape is exactly 
the same as that for other felonies – about two per cent’.

s v damaseb and another 1991 NR 371 (HC) at page 374F-G

4 Speak Out, “The Police Investigation”, www.speakout.org.za/legal/police/police_forensics_homicide.html. 
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Service providers who were interviewed were asked about their experience with false 
charges. 

Police investigating officers indicated that false charges in rape cases are unusual, 
and not a big problem. One detective with 9 years of experience as an investigating officer 
stated: 

False reports are rare, maybe only 1-2 a year.

Most police interviewees could recall only a single rape case in their careers where they thought 
that the charge was false, or no such cases at all. Here are some of the examples given: 

A drunk woman laid a charge of rape against her husband to get back at him for 
falsely accusing her of having an affair. No prosecution took place. 

Two sisters, age 18 and 21, laid a charge of rape against their father after he caught 
one of them with her boyfriend. They later withdrew the charge and admitted that 
it was a false charge laid in anger. The case was referred to the Prosecutor-General 
to decide on whether to take action against the girls. 

A police inspector with 15 years’ experience could think of two instances of false 
charges in his career: one where a woman reported that she had been raped by 
her married boyfriend after they had quarrelled (but later withdrew the case), and 
a student who reported a rape when she fell pregnant by a man other than her 
boyfriend (which was immediately recognised as being a false charge). 

“In one case, the complainant was in love with a certain man. Her sister asked her 
why she came home late one night. Not wanting to reveal the relationship, she said 
she was raped by him. The sister insisted she lay a charge. Then she wrote us a 
letter saying it never happened. She was charged with perjury.” 

“I had one case with a girl, her boyfriend and another man. The boyfriend saw the 
man leaving her house. She said that he had raped her. The boyfriend made her lay 
a charge against him. But she wasn’t really raped, she just told her boyfriend that. 
Later, she was charged with making a false statement.” 

“Last year, 2 girls were forced to lay rape charges against their father, saying that he 
raped them. There was no medical evidence of penetration. Later, it was found that 
the mother wanted the children and money involved [in the couple’s separation], and 
the father wanted to keep the girls. The girls said they were forced to lay a charge 
so their father would be arrested. Still, we put all the evidence before the Court and 
they made the decision. The PG [Prosecutor-General] declined to prosecute.”

“One guy in Oshakati used drugs and beat people up, he became a mental case. 
Some people laid a charge that he had raped a girl, just to get him off the street for 
a long time. But the girl said nothing happened, and there was no medical evidence 
of rape. The police officers are not here to judge, so we opened the case and the 
man was arrested!”
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One police officer gave an example of where a charge of rape investigated by his colleague 
might have been false because the complainant first identified one accused and then changed 
her mind about the identity of the perpetrator. However, he conceded that this may have been 
because she was drunk at the time. 

It appears that most of the cases where the charge was obviously false did not lead to 
prosecution of the accused, and in a few cases the person who laid the false charge was 
charged with perjury. 

Magistrates also had some experience of false charges, but did not indicate that this 
is common. One magistrate commented: 

In rape cases, not all of them are truly rape cases. There are cases which are just brought up 
because the accused and the person claiming to be raped are having separate problems.

Another magistrate cited a single such case: 

In one case still pending, a school girl took a taxi from town and had no money to pay. 
The taxi driver was annoyed. He slapped her, and she laid a charge of rape against him 
that was untrue. The lab results showed she wasn’t raped. Now, she’s been charged 
with obstruction [of justice].

A third magistrate made the following comment: 

There are some instances of false charges. One has to be very careful about that. If you 
give a false statement, it’s perjury and you can be charged.

Three police interviewees viewed false charges as a serious problem which happens 
frequently: 

Cases where they report rape after one week, and the accused will tell you she asked 
for money. There are also 14-16 year old children who, if caught being sexually active, 
will say they’ve been raped. They lie to us. For example, one case of false accusation, 
the accused killed himself, even after the case was withdrawn. She was charged with 
perjury, that is still ongoing.

If it is an adult person, sometimes we doubt the fact they are really raped, like a lady 
who was with a man for one night, and then falls pregnant, and they come and report 
that they are raped. But after the medical exam, if they are not HIV infected, they don’t 
want to lay a charge.

There are many. In the cases of these adult ladies, they were drinking together, she was 
not paid as she was asked, then they are running to us and saying they were raped. 
Same thing in the girlfriend-boyfriend cases, they are trying to manipulate their partner 
and run to us. Last night, we had a girlfriend-boyfriend case, they had a 9-month-old 
child, they were visiting somewhere and sleeping together, and were discovered by a 
relative, so she laid a case because the sexual relationship was exposed. But mostly, it 
happens when they knew each other before and were drinking together

It is possible that some of these conclusions about who was telling the truth are based on 
personal biases of the police officers in question. 

One police detective stated that only adults lay false charges: 

The children are always telling the truth. With adults, they will lay a false charge and 
later want to withdraw. The children are always the true victims. 
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Several prosecutors expressed particular concern about this issue: 

My problem is that it’s too easy for a girl to put a man in trouble if he’s innocent. If 
he’s found guilty, I don’t care, it should be easy. But we must find a way to protect the 
innocent. I have received dockets where I can tell from the beginning that the girl lied. 
For example, when the family discovered the sexual relationship. It’s too easy for her 
to get him in trouble. 

But there are false claims too. For example, a woman regrets it, was under the influence 
of alcohol, or feels harmed afterwards, so she reports the case the next day. I have 
heard of false claims made so that the complainant can extort money from the accused. 
In those cases, we have no power to withdraw. We let the investigation finish and send 
it to the PG [Prosecutor-General]. 

False charges are sometimes laid. For example, there was a case where a mother told 
an 18-year-old pregnant learner to say that she was raped so that she could go back to 
school. 

A researcher who works with male prisoners said that she is personally aware of three cases 
where women came forward to say that they had filed false charges after the men convicted 
of raping them had already served about two years in prison. 

A legal aid lawyer who has defended accused perpetrators and previously worked as a 
prosecutor made the following observation on false charges: 

False charges are rare, but not that rare. I had one in Rundu and another in Lüderitz. 
There was one case where she got pregnant, and she wanted to make a rape case so 
she could get an abortion. I saw that two or three times in Rehoboth as well. Or, if the 
sex is considered “immoral”, like it is with the uncle, then the mother learns of the 
relationship, and asks “did he rape you?!” If you can teach parents, we’ll have fewer 
false charges, we’ll have mothers open and not influencing their daughters… There are 
a lot of false claims more recently, girls under the age of 16 who aren’t that innocent in 
the whole thing. 

Another legal aid lawyer gave the following examples: 

There are instances where the complainant was under the influence and doesn’t know 
the person. Sometimes two parties, who are not underage, agree to have sex after 
drinking, and the complainant has a commitment at home that she failed to meet, and 
then will say she was locked up and raped. Later, she’ll withdraw. The person is taking 
advantage of the system. It makes it a mockery. Women will stop the man, go into 
the car, and 2 to 3 days later, will lay a charge of rape, and then drop it for a thousand 
dollars. Rape is very serious, and people taking advantage of the system is not fair. 
There are innocent people behind bars. 

However, this lawyer could cite only one case he had dealt with where he felt that the accused 
was wrongly convicted. 

What can be done? 

One legal aid lawyer suggested greater publicity for the consequences of false charges: 

The prosecutor is supposed to charge the woman who laid a false claim. If that’s in the 
media, they’ll think twice.

The press clippings in this chapter indicate that the repercussions for laying false charges are 
reported prominently, at least in the print media.
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A social worker stated that the “Rape Act needs to be amended to include those who are 
found guilty of laying false charges”, apparently unaware that it is already a criminal offence 
to lay a false charge of rape or any other crime. 

One intervention which might assist with reducing false charges is to include information 
on the potential consequences of false charges for the complainant in public education 

and outreach programmes. Not even all service providers are currently aware that the law as 
it currently stands already makes it a criminal offence to lay a false charge of rape. 

We would also suggest that the media should be encouraged to give prominent coverage to 
acquittals on charges of rape – regardless of whether these appear to involve false charges or 
not. To avoid misperceptions, where allegations of rape and other crimes appear in Internet 
archives and similar databases, we would suggest adding cross-references to any follow-up 
stories about acquittals (or other outcomes which support the innocence of the accused). 

…”[T]he media has a duty in respect of rape or any other crime to give equal prominence 
to reports of accusations and to reports of innocent outcomes. This is simply responsible 
journalism. Careful reporting also distinguishes between allegations and proof of those 
allegations. Granted, it may be difficult for someone who is ultimately proved innocent 
to shake off the cloud of the accusations that were made, but this problem is certainly 
not unique to rape. For example, a businessperson or a government official accused 
of fraud and later proved innocent would have the same problem. This difficulty must 
always be weighed against freedom of the press and the public’s right to know about 
the workings of the criminal justice system.”

dianne hubbard, Legal Assistance Centre statement, 2002

reCommendaTIons: 
Include information on the repercussions of false charges for the complainant 
in public outreach programmes. 

Encourage all local media to give prominent coverage to acquittals on charges of 
rape, and to legal actions against complainants who lay false charges of rape. 

5. reCommendaTIons
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this chapter gives information 
on sentences for rape before 

the Combating of rape Law 
was passed as background 
information. It gives an overview 
of case law on the sentencing 
provisions in the Combating of 
rape act. It then summarises the 
sentences imposed for rape in the 
samples studied, with a view to 
testing the implementation of the 
minimum sentences for rape in 
the Combating of rape act. 

SentenCeS 
for rape
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1. SentenCeS for 
rape prIor to 
the new Law

At the time when the Combating of Rape Act 
was passed, concerns about lenient senten

ces for rape were welljustified. 

After the Namibian Constitution outlawed the death 
penalty, the maximum sentence for rape became life 
imprisonment. Research conducted under the aus
pices of Women’s Solidarity on the sentences in 
cases heard by the High Court during the period 
January 1988 to November 1990 found that the 
average sentence for rape was approximately 6 
years, while the average effective sentence (tak
ing into account suspended sentences) was 45 
years. 

In 1988, there were convictions on 78 counts of rape 
in what was then known as the Supreme Court. 
Sentences of more than 10 years were imposed on 
six counts of rape (four 15-year sentences and two 
11-year sentences), while 11 convicted rapists spent 
no time in prison, having been given warnings, 
corporal punishment or suspended sentences. 

In 1989, the Supreme Court handed down convic-
tions on 50 counts of rape. Sentences of more than 
10 years were imposed in three instances, while 
three convicted rapists received only fines, corporal 
punishment or suspended sentences. 

In 1990 (up to 15 November), the Supreme Court 
(which became the High Court at independence) 
handed down convictions on 18 counts of rape. There 
were no sentences greater than 10 years, while two 
convicted rapists had their sentences postponed 
completely on condition of good behaviour.1

The High Court hears only the most serious rape cases. Additional information collected by 
the Legal Assistance Centre from the 1988 court registers for the Regional Magistrates’ 
Courts (which did not record the disposition of every case) indicated that the average 
sentence was just over 4 years, while the average effective sentence was just over 3 years.�

1 Information compiled from statistics in the appendices to D Hubbard, A Critical Discussion of the Law on 
Rape in Namibia (NISER, University of Namibia, January 1991). 

� Dianne Hubbard, “Should a minimum sentence for rape be imposed in Namibia?”, Acta Juridica 1994 at ��8-ff. 

“rape is a serious offence, 
constituting as it does a 

humiliating, degrading and 
brutal invasion of the privacy, 
the dignity and the person of 

the victim. The rights to dignity, 
to privacy and the integrity of 

every person are basic to the 
ethos of the Constitution and to 

any defensible civilization… 

The Courts are under a duty 
to send a clear message to the 

accused, to other potential 
rapists and to the community: 
We are determined to protect 

the equality, dignity and 
freedom of all women, and we 
shall show no mercy to those 

who seek to invade those rights.” 
S v Chapman 

1997(2) SACR 3(A) 
at 5B (Mohamed, CJ), 

quoted with approval in 
S v Louw, High Court, 

Case No, CC 09/05, 
24 November 2006 (Mainga, J).
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Followup statistics were collected by the Legal Assistance Centre for cases of rape 
and attempted rape heard during 1995. The average sentence imposed by the High 
Court increased from 6 years to 8 years, while the average effective sentence increased 
from 45 years to 6 years. However, it would be misleading to place too much emphasis on 
this apparent increase in punishment. The High Court imposed sentences in only seven cases 
in 1995, and the average was strongly affected by two 1�-year sentences imposed in two cases 
involving very young victims (ages 8 and 5). The lowest sentence imposed for a rape by the 
High Court in 1995 was 5 years.�

In 1995, the average sentence for rape imposed by the Regional Magistrate’s Court had 
risen from 4 years to almost 7 years, while the average effective sentence had risen from 
just over 3 years to just over 5 years. 

While this data shows that sentences for rape were increasing over time, there were 
still a disturbing number of lenient sentences. For example, one rapist convicted in 1995 
was sentenced to a fine of N$�00 or 60 days’ imprisonment. Assuming that no suspended 
sentences were actually served, a total of six rapists convicted in 1995 served no time 
in prison. 

tabLe 13.1: SentenCeS for rape & attempteD rape bY CoUrt, 1988-1995
“Actual” means the full sentence imposed by the court. “Effective” means the time to 
be served in prison, taking into account any portion of the actual sentence which was 
suspended. 

high Court regional 
magistrate’s Court 

1988 1989 1995 1988 1995
Number of perpetrators sentenced 78 50 7 94 81
Sentence range 0-15 0-14 5-12 0-10 0-10
Average actual sentence 5.9 6.2 8.2 4.1 6.7
Average effective sentence 4.9 5.0 6.4 3.2 5.0

� Information compiled by the Legal Assistance Centre for the Commission of Inquiry into Legislation for the 
More Effective Combating of Crime in Namibia (known as the “O’Linn Commission”), 1996. 

“[T]here can be no doubt that, more particularly in 
the High Court of Namibia, the length of sentences 
imposed for rape has more than doubled and even 
trebled over the past few years.”

 S v Shapumba, Supreme Court of Namibia, 1999

“The Namibian courts have in recent years generally 
passed heavy sentences in regard to the crime of 
rape in an attempt to stem the tide of escalating 
heinous crimes such as murder, rape and robbery. The 
courts have also taken note and given weight to the 
outcry in society for drastic action by the courts.”

S v Gaseb and 2 others, Supreme Court of Namibia, 2000
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a. Case law 

Jurisdictional limits of the various courts
A Magistrate’s Court can impose a maximum sentence of only 5 years in a rape case. A 
Regional Magistrate’s Court, which can impose a sentence of up to �0 years, will hear 
more serious cases.4 The most serious cases will be heard by the High Court, which has no 
jurisdictional limit on the punishment which it can impose.5

These jurisdictional limits explain why rape cases are normally heard only in the Regional 
Magistrate’s Court or the High Court. 

minimum sentences in the Combating of rape act 
Before looking at the application of the minimum sentences for rape in Namibia, it will be 
useful to re-cap the requirements of the Combating of Rape Act. 

For a first offence, the minimum sentence under the Combating of Rape Act is 5, 10, or 15 years, 
depending on the circumstances of the rape. For a second or subsequent conviction of rape 
(under either the old or the new law), the minimum sentence is 10, �0 or 45 years, depending on 
the circumstances of the rape.6 The maximum sentence for any rape is life imprisonment.7

The minimum sentence is 15 years for a first offence and 45 years for a subsequent offence 
in the following situations: 

the complainant suffered “grievous bodily or mental harm” from the rape 
the complainant is under age 1� or “exceptionally vulnerable” because of age (which 
could apply to an elderly person or a young person) 
the complainant is a child under age 18 and the perpetrator is that child’s parent, guardian, 
caretaker or otherwise in a position or authority over the child (such as a teacher or an 
employer) 
the perpetrator knew that he or she was HIV positive at the time of the rape, or that he or 
she had another serious sexually transmitted disease (such as syphilis or hepatitis) 
there were two or more persons acting together (such as in a gang rape)
the rapist used a firearm or any other weapon. 

4 Magistrate’s Courts Act , section 9�, as amended by section 6 of Act 9 of 1997.
5 High Court Act 16 of 1990. 
6 Combating of Rape Act, section �. 
7 See S v Tcoeib 1999 NR �4 (SC) which held that life imprisonment is not unconstitutional. 











2. SentenCeS for 
rape UnDer  
the new Law
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The minimum sentence is 10 years for a first offence and �0 years for a subsequent offence if 
none of the circumstances described above are present, but the rape was committed by means 
of:

physical force
threats of physical force or 
unlawfully detaining the complainant. 

In all other circumstances, the minimum sentence is 5 years for a first offence and 10 years 
for a repeat offence. 

A court is not allowed to suspend a sentence for rape in such a way that the time spent in 
prison will actually be less than the prescribed minimum sentence.8 

The court may depart from the minimum sentences in cases where it finds that “substantial 
and compelling circumstances” exist: 

If a court is satisfied that substantial and compelling circumstances exist which justify 
the imposition of a lesser sentence than the applicable sentence prescribed in subsection 
(1), it shall enter those circumstances on the record of the proceedings and may thereupon 
impose such lesser sentence.9

The minimum sentences do not apply to persons who were under the age of 18 at the time 
the rape was committed.10 

It was noted in the High Court case of Gurirab v S11 that it is necessary to read the penalty 
provision very careful since they require a “process of careful elimination”. This case noted 
that it might be very difficult for an unrepresented accused to deal with the operation of such 
a provision.

The court also pointed out in the Gurirab case that the exact age of the complainant can be 
very important since a minimum sentence of 5 years could apply to the rape of a 1�-year-old 
(where the coercive circumstance was the age gap alone and there were no other aggravating 
circumstances), while any rape of a child under age 1� leads to the application of a 15-year 
minimum sentence.

a trend toward minimum sentences in namibia

A number of pieces of recent Namibian legislation apply minimum sentences and give 
the courts discretion to depart from them if there are “substantial and compelling 
circumstances”. Examples include the Stock Theft Act 1� of 1990 (section 14), the 
Motor Vehicle Theft Act 1� of 1999 (sections 15-16), and the Combating of the Abuse of 
Drugs Bill (section �8). 

8 Section �(4).
9 Section �(�). 
10 Section �(�). 
11 Gurirab v S, 1� July �005 (Heathcote, J). 
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Judicial interpretation of “substantial and 
compelling circumstances” 
The Namibian courts considered what is meant by “substantial and compelling circum
stances” in the case of S v Lopez.1� In this appeal before the High Court, the accused asked 
the court to reduce his sentence from 10 years imprisonment on the basis that there were sub-
stantial and compelling reasons not to impose a 10-year sentence. 

The accused had been charged with kidnapping and raping his estranged wife, and had 
been found guilty by a Regional Magistrate’s Court and sentenced to an effective 10 years’ 
imprisonment. The trial court had found that there was a statement by the accused which his 
wife understood as a threat of violence, but this finding was overturned on appeal. However, 
the High Court found that there was a rape and that the “coercive circumstance” was that the 
sexual act took place while the husband was unlawfully detaining the wife, having forced 
her into his car and then driven her to a deserted area. 

The court then proceeded to consider the sentence of 10 years which was imposed by the 
Regional Magistrate’s Court. This is the minimum sentence imposed by the Act for a rape 
committed in the course of unlawful detention. But the court was then required to consider 
whether any “substantial and compelling circumstances” exist which would justify a departure 
from the minimum. 

The court referred to S v Malgas,1� where the South African Supreme Court of Appeal considered 
the meaning of the phrase “substantial and compelling circumstances” in a similar legislative 
provision. In this case, the South African court emphasised the fact that the legislative purpose 
in laying down severe minimum sentences is to ensure a “severe, standardized and consistent 
response” to specific crimes, unless there were “truly convincing reasons for a different 
response”.14 The law requires that reasons for any departure from the minimum sentences must 
be recorded, and the purpose of this requirement is to ensure that the basis for the departure 
is a sound one: 

The specified sentences were not to be departed from lightly and for flimsy reasons 
which could not withstand scrutiny. Speculative hypotheses favourable to the offender, 
maudlin sympathy, aversion to imprisoning first offenders, personal doubt as to the 
efficacy of the policy implicit in the amending legislation were equally obviously not 
intended to qualify as substantial and compelling circumstances. Nor were marginal 
differences in the personal circumstances or degrees of participation of co-offenders 
which, but for the provisions, might have justified differentiating between them.15

Nevertheless, the Malgas case concluded that a court is expected to take into account 
all the mitigating factors that it would normally consider in respect of sentencing, 
to see if the cumulative impact of those considerations justifies a departure from the 
minimum sentence: 

If the sentencing court on consideration of the circumstances of the particular case is 
satisfied that they render the prescribed sentence unjust in that it would be disproportionate 
to the crime, the criminal and the needs of society, so that an injustice would be done by 
imposing that sentence, it is entitled to impose a lesser sentence.

In so doing, account must be taken of the fact that crime of that particular kind has 
been singled out for severe punishment and that the sentence to be imposed in lieu 
of the prescribed sentence should be assessed paying due regard to the bench mark 
which the Legislature has provided.16

1� S v Lopez �00� NR 16� (HC) (Hannah J and Maritz J). 
1� S v Malgas �001 (�) SA 1��� (SCA) (Marais JA). 
14 At 1��0E-ff. 
15 Ibid.
16 At 1��5F-ff. The approach taken by the court in Malgas was confirmed by the South African Constitutional 

Court in S v Dodo, �001 (�) SA �8� (CC). 
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The approach set forth in the Malgas case was applied by the Namibian court in the Lopez 
appeal. The court considered the following aspects of the case to be mitigating factors: 

The rapist was a first-time offender. 
He was married to the complainant at the time of the rape, and they have a young child 
together. 
He was self-employed. 
The state did not prove that the complainant submitted to the sexual act out of a fear 
of being hurt. She was willing to engage in sexual intercourse with him “although not 
particularly wanting” to do so, and “it must be accepted that the complainant, as the 
appellant’s wife of some years was no stranger to having sexual intercourse with him”.
The sexual act constituted rape only because it took place while the complainant was 
unlawfully detained, but the purpose of the unlawful detention was not to engage in a 
sexual act, but to take the complainant to a police station so that she could withdraw 
a previous charge of assault laid against her husband. 

The court concluded that the cumulative effect of these circumstances was to make a minimum 
sentence of 10 years unjust, so it reduced the sentence from 10 years to five, to be served 
concurrently with a sentence of six months’ imprisonment for the kidnapping. 

The interpretation of “substantial and compelling circumstances” put forward in the Lopez 
case was also applied in the case of Gurirab v S,17 where the accused had been found guilty 
of raping a 1�-year-old girl with the coercive circumstance being the relative ages of the 
parties. The applicable minimum sentence was 5 years imprisonment, but the rapist was 
sentenced to 16 years’ imprisonment by the trial court.18 The High Court overturned the 
sentence imposed on the grounds that the unrepresented accused had not been 
given a clear explanation of the possibility of showing “substantial and compelling 
circumstances”. 

In the Gurirab case, the court emphasised the following point from the Lopez case:

[I]f the sentencing court on consideration of the circumstances of the particular case is 
satisfied that they render the prescribed minimum sentence unjust in that it would be 
disproportionate to the crime, the criminal and the needs of society, so that an injustice 
would be done by imposing that sentence, it is entitled to impose a lesser sentence.19 

An accused cannot be said to have received a fair trial in terms of Article 1� of the Namibian 
Constitution if the correct approach to sentencing was not properly explained to the accused.�0 
The accused should have been informed that the court had a duty to imprison him for a 
minimum period unless substantial and compelling reasons justified for a lesser period of 
imprisonment. 

The Gurirab case also suggested that an accused should be made aware of the minimum penalties 
at the beginning of the trial, as this may influence his decision on whether or not to seek legal 
representation (although this issue did not have to be decided in the case at hand).�1 

17 Gurirab v S, CA 190/�004, 1� July �005 (Hoff, J and Heathcote, AJ). 
18 According to the High Court judgment: “Nothing, of course, prevented the magistrate from imposing such 

sentence, even in circumstances where he did not refer to any minimum prescribed sentence, but that is not 
the issue in this appeal”. 

19 Quoting S v Lopez �00� NR 16� (HC) (Hannah J and Maritz J); �004 (4) NCLP 95 (HC) at 1��5F. 
�0 The court cites several Namibian and South African decisions in which the accused was found not to have 

had a fair trial. Of particular relevance is the South African case of S v Sibiya �004 (�) SACR 8� (WLD), where 
the court found that the South African Constitution requires that an accused be informed of mandatory 
minimum sentences before the trial, so as to afford the accused the opportunity to determine whether or not 
to appoint a legal representative. 

�1 See S v Sibiya �004 (�) SACR 8� (W), quoted in the Gurirab case. The Sibaya case held that the South African 
Constitution requires that an unrepresented accused should be informed about a mandatory minimum sentence 
before the accused makes a decision on whether to obtain legal representation, and the Gurirab opinion noted 
that “Namibian courts may also have to decide this pertinent issue, sooner rather than later.” 
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The Gurirab case sets forth guidelines to assist magistrates with the correct application 
of the sentencing provisions of the Combating of Rape Act in respect of unrepresented 
accuseds: 

1. at least after the accused has been convicted, the accused should be informed which 
provisions of the Act are applicable for the purposes of a specific minimum prescribed 
sentence and on which specific facts the State relies for that purpose;

�. at least, the following should then be stated to the accused:

�.1  it must be pointed out to the accused that as a result of the fact that he had been 
found guilty of the offence of rape under coercive circumstances (the coercive 
circumstances must be mentioned and explained) and that unless the court finds 
that substantial and compelling circumstances exist which would justify the 
court to impose a lesser sentence, the court will have to impose at least a period 
of imprisonment of (the term of this minimum period must be specified); 

�.�  it must be explained to the accused that if the court is satisfied that his particular 
circumstances render the minimum prescribed sentence unjust, in that it would 
be disproportionate to the crime, the accused’s personal circumstances and the 
needs of society (so that an injustice would be done by imposing the minimum 
prescribed period) the court will be entitled to impose a lesser sentence;

�.�  it must be explained to the accused that the court must take into account that this 
particular crime has been singled out by the legislator for severe punishment and 
that the minimum prescribed sentence is not to be departed from lightly or for 
flimsy reasons, but that the court will take into consideration all facts and factors 
the accused will advance in order for the court to come to a just conclusion. As 
usual it must be pointed out that the accused may make statements from the 
dock, or that he may testify under oath, if he testifies under oath the State will be 
again entitled to cross-examine him, but more weight may be attached to what 
he says under oath. It should also be emphasised that he may call witnesses to 
testify on his behalf;

�.4  it is also imperative that the accused be assisted during this process. If the 
magistrate is aware of any reason why the minimum prescribed sentence should 
not be imposed (which came to his knowledge as a result of the evidence led at 
the trial) he should inform the State about that, and give the parties opportunity 
to address him on such issue.”��

Applying these guidelines to the case at hand, the High Court concluded that the accused 
was not properly informed of the applicability of minimum sentences to his case, or of the 
meaning of “substantial and compelling circumstances”. Even though the result might be 
the same, the fact that the accused was not properly informed of the applicable law rendered 
his trial unfair. The sentence was set aside, and the case sent back to the magistrate for 
sentencing afresh, in compliance with the guidelines. 

There was further judicial interpretation of the provisions on sentencing in the High Court 
case of Limbare v S.�� In this case, the accused (a first offender with legal representation) was 
found to have used physical force to rape an adult woman. He was convicted and sentenced 
to 10 years’ imprisonment. He appealed against the sentence, with the key grounds of appeal 
being that the sentence was so heavy that it would “break” him; that the magistrate failed to 
take into consideration the fact that he had been in custody for 1� months already before he was 

�� S v Gurirab, slip opinion at pages 10-11. 
�� Limbare v S, CA 1�8/�005, 16 June �006 (van Niekerk, J). 
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sentenced; and that the sentence is so unreasonable that no other court would have imposed it. 
He argued that the magistrate should have imposed an entirely suspended sentence. 

The High Court found that the trial court did not approach the matter of sentencing 
properly, stressing that the minimum sentences cannot be applied as if they are an 
automatic formula: 

[T]he minimum sentencing provisions contained in section � of Act 8 of �000 limit, 
but do not take away, the trial court’s discretion to impose a proper sentence based on 
all the circumstances of the case. The Act does not require sentencing according to a 
formula in which the discretion of the sentencing officer has no role to play. In other 
words, it is not a matter of placing the particular offence of rape in a certain category 
according to its circumstances and then to impose the minimum prescribed sentences 
as if it follows automatically and without any further consideration of what a proper 
sentence would be.�4

Looking once again on the South African case of S v Malgas, the High Court held that “substantial 
and compelling circumstances” need not be “special” or “exceptional” but can be a 
result of the “normal” circumstances usually considered by a court on the question 
of sentencing: 

It is further not required that the circumstances must be “special’ or “exceptional”. It 
also does not mean that the “normal” circumstances which are usually considered by 
the sentencing court as part of the process of arriving at an appropriate sentence, such 
as the personal circumstances of the offenders, eg his age, education, employment 
and family circumstances, must be excluded or ignored because they are the “usual” 
circumstances that one encounters in most cases. They are relevant and must be taken 
into consideration to be weighed cumulatively with all the other factors in order to 
decide whether there are substantial and compelling circumstances or not.�5

In the case at hand, the magistrate in the trial court erred by indicating that he could take 
notice only of “very special” circumstances in considering whether there were “substantial 
and compelling circumstances”. The presiding officer has a duty to consider whether 
there are “substantial and compelling circumstances” even if the accused’s legal 
counsel does not argue for mitigation of sentence or place appropriate facts before 
the court. In such instances, the court must explain the proper application of the law to the 
legal representative and consider the question on its own initiative if necessary; even if the 
accused is represented, the presiding officer may have to ask questions, investigate and call 
witnesses in order to make a proper determination of the question of whether or not there are 
“substantial and compelling circumstances”. 

In the case before it, the appeal court held that there were at least three circumstances which 
warranted serous consideration by the trial court on the question of sentencing:

the degree of force used by the accused was minimal
there were no injuries to the victim apart from minor pain in either the stomach or 
the arm as a result of being pressed on a bed, and there was conflicting testimony on 
whether the complainant was hospitalised 
the accused spent 11 months in custody prior to sentencing before being able to pay 
the bail that was granted after the amount was reduced. 

The appeal court set aside the sentence imposed by the trial court and ordered it to consider 
the question of sentencing afresh, taking into consideration the cumulative effect of all the 
relevant circumstances. 

�4 Slip opinion at 5. 
�5 Slip opinion at 8. 
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The court order in the Limbare case incorporated the guidelines set forth in the Gurirab 
case, with some additional principles: 

Irrespective of whether the appellant is legally represented or not the following must 
be explained to him:

1.  That as a result of his conviction he is liable to [a certain] a mandatory minimum 
sentence…

�.  That if the court is satisfied that there are substantial and compelling circumstances 
which justify the imposition of a lesser sentence…, the court will enter those 
circumstances on the record and may impose a lesser sentence.

�.  That in order to enable the court to determine whether there are substantial and 
compelling circumstances the appellant is at liberty to testify in person or to call 
witnesses to show the existence of such circumstances.

4.  That the court, if necessary, may itself ask questions or call witnesses to determine 
if there are such circumstances.�6

�6 Slip opinion at 16-17. 

High Court throws light on 
Rape Act sentence options

COURTS sentencing convicted rapists under the Combating of Rape Act of 2000, which lays down 
stiff minimum sentences for rapists, have more discretion to decide on appropriate sentence than 
may have been generally thought until now, according to a new judgement of the High Court. 

The Combating of Rape Act directs courts to 
impose minimum sentences ranging from five years’ 
imprisonment for certain types of rape committed 
by a first offender, to a minimum sentence of as 
much as 45 years’ imprisonment for a repeat rapist 
for certain types of rape, such as child or gang rape. 

Courts can only deviate from these prescribed 
sentences if “substantial and compelling circum
stances” exist which justify a lesser sentence to be 
imposed, the Act also states. The Act itself howev
er does not define what such “substantial and com
pelling circumstances” would be, with the result 
that since this law came into operation in mid-June 
2000, Namibian courts have had to try to figure 
out for themselves under just what circumstances 
they would be entitled to deviate from the law’s 
prescribed sentences. 

The latest in a short line of High Court 
judgements that could give guidance in the issue, 
came from Judge Kato van Niekerk last week…

“The Act does not require sentencing according 
to a formula in which the discretion of the sentencing 
officer has no role to play,” she stated. 

“Substantial and compelling circumstances” 
are furthermore not required to be “special” or 

“exceptional” circumstances, Judge Van Niekerk 
also remarked. 

She stated: “It also does not mean that the ‘nor
mal’ circumstances which are usually considered by 
the sentencing court as part of the process of arriv
ing at an appropriate sentence, such as the personal 
circumstances of the offender, for example his age, 
education, employment and family circumstances, 
must be ignored because they are the ‘usual’ circum
stances that one encounters in most cases. 

They are relevant and must be taken into con
sideration to be weighed cumulatively with all the 
other factors in order to decide whether there are 
substantial and compelling circumstances.” 

Courts should not deviate from the prescribed 
sentences without solid reason for doing so, though, 
Judge Van Niekerk added…

It is the cumulative effect of the circumstances 
of a case – and each of those circumstances need 
not be “special” or “exceptional” in itself – that 
would warrant a court to deviate from the sentences 
prescribed in the law, she pointed out. 

Werner Menges, 
The Namibian, 
30 June 2006
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Sentences for gang rape

The case of S v Gaseb and Others considered factors pertaining to sentences in respect 
of multiple charges for a gang rape. This case involved rapes which took place before 
the Combating of Rape Act with its minimum sentences came into force. The Supreme 
Court found that the sentences imposed by the trial court for the multiple rapes in the 
Gaseb case were “moderate”, but did not warrant interference since the trial court 
was found to have exercised its judicial discretion properly. This case emphasised the 
particularly heinous nature of this form of multiple rape.�7 

examining sentences for rape on appeal 
In general, an appeal court will interfere with the sentence imposed by the trial court only if 
it finds that

(a)  the court misdirected itself on the facts or on the law to such an extent that it can 
be said to have exercised its discretion unreasonably or improperly

(b)  a material irregularity occurred during the course of the proceedings
(c)  the trial court failed to take into account material facts or over-emphasised the 

importance of other facts. 
(d)  the sentence imposed is startlingly inappropriate or induces a sense of shock,�8 and 

there is a striking disparity between the sentence imposed by the trial court and 
that which the appeal court would have imposed had it sat in first instance.�9

The appeal court is not entitled to interfere with the sentence imposed simply on the grounds 
that it would have imposed a different sentence.�0 

In the 2005 Nuseb case, the High Court confirmed a sentence of 20 years for a rape 
committed by a person in a position of trust and responsibility towards a complainant. 
The accused was convicted on two counts of rape in respect of two sexual acts that took place 
within a short space of time on the same premises (he raped the complainant on a sofa and then 
moved her into a corridor and raped her again). The trial court could have imposed a minimum 
sentence of 15 years on each of these counts of rape, but instead chose to take the two counts as 
one for the purposes of sentencing (since they bordered on being one continuous act), imposing 
a sentence of �0 years in total. The appeal court stated: “It is true that the sentence is on the 
higher side but I do not think that it can be said that it induces a sense of shock especially viewed 
against the background and purposes of the provisions of the Combating of Rape Act”.�1

Similarly, the 2005 High Court case of Kaanjuka v S confirmed a sentence of two 
consecutive terms of imprisonment of 20 years each, making a total of 40 years 
in prison, for a man who was convicted of raping two 8yearold girls. The appeal court 
found that the trial court acted properly in treating the two rapes as separate offences despite 
the fact that they were committed close in time to each other, as it would disregard the dignity 
of the two girls not to treat them as two separate individuals, each of whom must be protected 

�7 �000 NR 1�9 (SC). The Gaseb case considers a number of previous unreported cases which raise the question 
of multiple charges of rape: S v Garoeb & Others, S v De Klerk & Others, S v Heita & Others and as well as the 
previous reported case of S v Seibeb & Another; S v Eixab 1997 NR �54 (HC) which deal with the question 
of duplication of convictions in respect of other offences.

�8 “Shock” is a strong word and is not meant to imply that a sentence can be overturned on “sympathetic or 
discretionary grounds”. Nuseb v S, CA 8�/�00�, 9 February �005 (Silungwe J and Angula AJ), quoting R v 
Lindsay 1957 (�) SA ��5F-G. . 

�9 See S v Tjiho 1991 NR �61 at �66A-B. 
�0 Nuseb v S, CA 8�/�00�, 9 February �005 (Silungwe J and Angula AJ). 
�1 Id. 
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in their own right. The court held that while the total sentence of 40 years in prison was very 
long, “it does not induce any sense of shock”: 

Brutality against the vulnerable in our society, especially women and children, has 
reached a crisis point. Small children have become the target of men who are unable to 
control their base sexual desires. What once may have been unthinkable had now become 
a quotidian occurrence – a fact which the learned Magistrate, as he did, was entitled 
to take judicial notice of. These crimes against the vulnerable in our society evoke a 
sense of helplessness in the national character. The Courts are doing their utmost best, 
through very stiff sentences, to deter men from raping women and small children but, 
apparently, without much effect. Rehabilitation and general deterrence should therefore 
have very little relevance when it comes to considering sentences for these kinds of sexual 
offenders. I am aware that laws do not make people moral, but the Courts as custodian 
of our laws must exact vengeance for people’s actions, when those threaten the fabric of 
our society, lest the general populace lose faith in the legal system and resort to means 
not concordant with our Constitution. Those who commit despicable and heinous crimes 
against women and children, crimes that we have, shamefully, now become accustomed 
to as a community, should expect harsh sentences from the Courts of this land. 

The court concluded by saying that that long sentences are “a categorical imperative” 
for those who commit rape against young children.��

Some appeals concerning rape have questioned whether the sentence imposed is too 
lenient rather than too harsh. For example, the Supreme Court found in the case of S v 
Hoaeb that it was startlingly inappropriate to allow sentences of murder, attempted 
murder, assault with intent to do grievous bodily harm and rape to run concurrently in 
respect of an incident which killed a baby, injured two women and involved the rape of 
one of them in the presence of her sister, who was the respondent’s girlfriend and the 
mother of his child. The court in this case increased the total sentence to be served by the 
convicted accused from 1� to 18 years.�� 

minimum sentences for second and  
subsequent convictions
The recent case of S v Bezuidenhoudt�4 considered the effect of previous convictions for 
rape in the question of sentencing. The Combating of Rape Act provides heavier minimum 
sentences in all circumstances “in the case of a second or subsequent conviction (whether 
previously convicted of rape under the common law or under the Act)”.�5 In this case, Bezuidenhoudt 
was convicted or rape in 1995 and sentences to 8 years in prison. He was released from prison 
in �001. In �00�, he committed a rape which involved the use of a weapon (a knife). If the 1995 
conviction is taken into account, the minimum sentence for the second rape would be 45 years. 

Under the common law, courts have discretion to disregard previous convictions which are 
more than 10 years old, and may treat offenders in such circumstances as if they were first 
offenders. They may even disregard previous convictions which are less than 10 years old, after 
taking into account the nature, number and extent of the previous offences and the passage of 
time between them and the present offence. 

However, the High Court found in the Bezuidenhoudt case that the Combating of Rape Act 
removes this judicial discretion. Once the existence of a previous conviction for rape is proved, 
it triggers the high levels of minimum sentences: 

�� Kaandjuka v S, CA 1��/�004, �1 February �005 (Damaseb JP and Gibson J). 
�� See, for example, S v Hoaeb, SA 15/�00�, Supreme Court, 8 September �004 (Strydom, ACJ). 
�4 S v Bezuidenhoudt, CC 04/�005, High Court, 1 March �006 (Damaseb, JP).
�5 Section �(1)(a)(iii)(f). 
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[T]he Court is not at liberty to consider whether, because of its age, the previous 
conviction of rape should be disregarded – and in that way avoid imposing the minimum 
sentence. That would do violence to the clear and unambiguous language of the Act. 

In fact, the long minimum sentences in themselves mean that the first offence of rape would 
almost certainly have occurred a long time before the offender is released from prison and in 
a position to rape again. 

On the other hand, the court could in theory treat a long time lapse between convictions as a 
“substantial and compelling circumstance” which would warrant departure from the prescribed 
minimum. The court accepted that this was possible, but found in the case at hand that the 
second offence had been committed only two years after the accused was released from prison – 
a short time lapse which shows that he did not learn a lesson. The court thus found no substantial 
and compelling circumstances, and imposed the bare minimum sentence of 45 years. 

Some information on sentences for rape could be obtained from our two samples of police 
dockets and court registers. 

In the police docket sample of 409 cases, a total of 97 perpetrators out of the total of 470 
alleged perpetrators in this sample were convicted of some crime – with about 7�% of these 
being found guilty of the crime of rape. 

tabLe 13.2: GUILtY verDICtS bY aGe (poLICe DoCket SampLe) (unit = perpetrator) 

outcome Under 
age 18

age 18 
and over 

total 
number %

Guilty of rape or attempted rape with or without 
some other crimes 

12 65 77 75.5

Guilty of another sexual offence with or without 
some other crimes 

4 10  14 17.6

Not guilty of any sexual offence, but guilty of 
some other charge related to same incident

2 9 11 6.9

total 18 84 102 100.0

tabLe 13.3: ConvICtIonS for SexUaL offenCeS other than rape  
(poLICe DoCket SampLe) 

outcome Under 
age 18

age 18 
and over 

total 
number %

Combating of Immoral Practices Act, section 14
(as amended by Combating of Rape Act 8 of 2000)

2 5 7 66.7

Indecent assault 2 4  6 27.8

“Unlawful carnal intercourse” with girl under age 
16

0 1 1 5.6

total 4 10 14 100.0

The convictions for sexual offences other than rape included convictions for section 14 of the 
Combating of Immoral Practices Act, indecent assault and “unlawful carnal intercourse” 
with a girl under 16. Other accused were convicted on charges of assault, assault with intent 
to cause grievous bodily harm (usually referred to as “assault GBH”). 

b. Statistics
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Twelve persons found guilty of rape were under age 18, meaning that the prescribed 
minimum sentences did not apply. The young offenders who were convicted of rape ranged 
from age 15-17. Four of these 1� youths avoided prison completely, receiving wholly suspended 
sentences (on condition that there were no further convictions for rape during the period of 
suspension.) One, who was 15 when he committed the rape, was sent to Elizabeth Nepemba 
Juvenile Rehabilitation Centre. The other seven youths received sentences of � to 10 years in 
prison. The average actual sentence for these youths was 7.6 years, with the average effective 
sentence (after subtracting the portion of any of the sentence which was suspended) was 6.4 
years.

The four adults found guilty of attempted rape all received sentences which were less 
than the lowest minimum of 5 years. This is a small sample, but it indicates that presiding 
officers are either not aware that the statutory minimums apply to attempted rape, or 
else of the opinion that an uncompleted act is a circumstance which warrants departure 
from the minimum sentences. The sentences in these cases ranged from 1� months in prison 
with 6 months suspended, to a maximum of � years. 

Of the 61 adults found guilty of rape (excluding attempted rape), one �8-year-old was convicted 
of the common-law crime of rape, which carries no minimum sentence. This person was 
sentenced to � years in prison. (This case involved rapes over a long time period which straddled 
the enactment of the Combating of Rape Act. The accused was convicted on one count of 
common-law rape in respect of a rape prior to the new law, and one count of rape in terms of 
the Combating of Rape Act after it came into force.) 

For the remaining 60 adult rapists, there are four convictions on multiple counts of rape which 
are not itemised, and six persons were convicted of rape or some other sexual offence along 
with a non-sexual offence such as robbery, assault or kidnapping. Where there were convictions 
on more than one charge, the charges were sometimes considered together by the court for 
purposes of sentencing. In other instances, the docket recorded the total sentence without 
specifying the punishment imposed for each charge. These cases cannot be analysed in any 
useful way. (It seems unusual that one �9-year-old convicted on 4 counts of rape appears to 
have received a sentence of only � years in prison, wholly suspended for � years on condition 
that there were no further convictions. The docket contains no details which could explain this 
incredibly lenient sentence.) 

Of the remaining 50 cases involving adults who were convicted on a single count of 
rape in terms of the Combating of Rape Act, only three received sentences which 
were lower than the most lenient minimum sentence of 5 years for a first conviction. 
This means that the court must have found “substantial and compelling circumstances” 
which warranted departure from the prescribed minimum: 

One 87-year-old man received a sentence of 1 year in prison, of which 4 months were 
suspended. The mitigating factors cited were his age, his ill health and the fact that he 
was unlikely to repeat the offence.�6 

Another of these cases involved the rape of 55-year-old woman by an acquaintance 
whose age was not stated, while she was passed out from intoxication. She apparently 
did not even realise that she had been raped until two witnesses told her later what 
they had observed. There were no injuries. The man pled guilty to the rape. He was 
sentenced to 5 years imprisonment, with � years suspended. 

The third case in this category was the rape of a 19-year-old girl by a �6-year-old man 
who was her employer. Here, it may have been the sexual act which was the influential 
fact. According to the docket, he forcefully inserted his finger into the girl’s vagina 

�6 See “90-year-old man sent to prison for rape”, The Namibian, 11 August �00�, quoted in full in Chapter 6, at 
page 178. 
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and rubbed his penis against her thigh while pinning her face down onto a bed in his 
home. The accused had a private lawyer to represent him. He was sentenced to 5 years 
imprisonment, with 1 year suspended. 

The other 47 rapists all received effective sentences of at least 5 years. It was not possible 
to determine from the information in the police dockets which case fell into precisely which 
sentencing category. However, the numbers on their own tell an interesting story. 

The statistics indicate that courts are often looking to the minimum sentences as being 
fixed sentences instead of base level sentences – especially when it comes to the heavier 
minimums of 10 and 15 years. Of the 47 cases involving adults who received sentences which 
appear to be minimum sentences or above, it appears likely that 34 received precisely the 
minimum sentence: 

2 rapists received sentences of exactly 5 years
14 rapists received sentences of exactly 10 years
20 rapists received sentences of exactly 15 years. 

Only 5 persons received sentences of more than 15 years – three sentences of 17 years 
and two sentences of 20 years. 

Chart 13.1: effeCtive SentenCeS for rape where minimum SentenCeS 
apparently applied (poliCe doCket Sample)*

In the court register sample, where the case outcomes of 405 accused persons could be ascertained, 
a total of 72 perpetrators were convicted of some crime – with about 76% of these being found 
guilty of the crime of rape. 
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tabLe 13.4: GUILtY verDICtS (CoUrt reGISter SampLe) 

outcome n %

Guilty of rape or attempted rape with or without some other crimes 58 80.6

Guilty of another sexual offence with or without some other crimes 4 5.6

Not guilty of any sexual offence, but guilty of some other charge related to 
same incident

5 6.9

Appeal cases following conviction for rape 4 5.6

Conviction only for charge unrelated to rape allegation (escape from custody) 1 1.4

total 72 100.0

The convictions for sexual offences other than rape included convictions under section 14 of the 
Combating of Immoral Practices Act and for indecent assault. Other accused were convicted on 
charges of murder, kidnapping, assault, assault GBH, housebreaking, theft and robbery. 

As in the police docket sample, we will not consider sentences where it is not possible to separate 
sentences for multiple counts of rape or convictions on rape plus some other crime. However, in 
the court registers, the records for some cases recorded the sentence imposed by charge making 
it possible so see what sentence was imposed for rape. 

However, one problem with this sample is that it does not include the date of offence. Even though 
we examined court registers where the first court appearance of the accused was after mid-�000, 
it is quite possible that some of the rapes were actually committed before the Combating of Rape 
Act came into force, meaning that the minimum sentences would not have been applicable. 

There were convictions on 47 counts of rape for which we could determine the sentence 
imposed for a single count of rape. Of these, 11 received sentences for rape which are 
lower than the most lenient minimum sentence. This sample does not include information 
on the age of the accused, so it is possible that some or all of these cases might have involved 
perpetrators under age 18 who are exempt from the prescribed minimums. 

The remaining convictions for rape resulted in effective sentences ranging from 5 
years to 20 years. As in the case of the police docket sample, it appears likely that 
many rapists received precisely the minimum sentence:

� rapists received a sentence of exactly 5 years
1� rapists received sentences of exactly 10 years
11 rapists received sentences of exactly 15 years. 

Only two rapists received more than 15 years for a single count of rape – both receiving 
sentences of 20 years. (See Chart 1�.� opposite.)

The information is not entirely conclusive. Our budget did not extend to requesting trans-
criptions of the case records in question to obtain more detail. From our sources of data, it is 
impossible to correlate the sentence imposed with the finding by the court of which sentencing 
category applied. For example, if the court found that a minimum sentence of 5 or 10 years 
applied, it could have imposed a higher sentence of 15 years. As anther example, it is also 
possible that a court might have found that the minimum sentence of 15 years was applicable, 
but concluded that there were “substantial and compelling circumstances” warranting a 
sentence of 5 years or 10 years instead of 15. The numbers alone are unavoidably ambiguous. 
Nevertheless, we can cautiously assert that the data suggests that courts seldom 
impose sentences which are substantially higher than the prescribed minimums for 
convictions of rape. 

It must also be noted that most of the cases which we examined were heard in the 
Regional Magistrate’s Court which is empowered to impose maximum sentences of 
20 years (on a single count of rape). 
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Chart 13.2:  effeCtIve SentenCeS for rape where mInImUm SentenCeS 
apparentLY appLIeD (CoUrt reCorD SampLe)

Information gleaned from press clippings paints a similar picture. The press excerpts on the 
following pages are not typical of the entire range of cases, but tend to focus on heavy sentences, 
often in the context of child rapes or repeat offenders. Keeping this in mind, the press clippings 
give some idea of the circumstances behind the heavier sentences. Most of the press reports 
describe sentences which are equal to or slightly above the prescribed minimum. 

Walvis man feels 
force of new  

Rape Act
A 24-year-old Walvis Bay resident, Ebson 
Garoeb, has become the first person in 
Namibia to be sentenced under the new 
Combating of Rape Act.

The Walvis Bay Regional Court on 
Wednesday sent him to jail for 15 years.

Magistrate Elton Hoff meted out the 
punishment after convicting Garoeb of 
having sexual activities with a four-year-
old girl at the town. …

He admitted he had fondled the girl’s 
private parts and had ordered her to suck 
his penis in the grounds of Kuisebmond’s 
New Apostolic Church on August 5.

Kyle Owen-Smith, 
The Namibian, 20 October 2000

Farmworker first  
to be sentenced under 

Rape Act
AN impoverished, poorly-educated and exploited 
Gobabis district farmworker last week became one 
of the first people to be sentenced in the High Court 
under the Combating of Rape Act of 2000.

Paul /Uiseb (36) received the minimum sentence 
stipulated in the Act for the rape of a girl under the 
age of 13.

Judge Elton Hoff imposed a 15-year prison 
term for the rape of a five-year-old girl on a farm 
in the Gobabis district on March 9 this year, after 
finding there were no “substantial and compelling 
circumstances” to warrant a deviation from the 
sentence prescribed by Namibia’s tough new law 
against rape.

Werner Menges, 
The Namibian, 22 October 2001
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Repeat rapist gets 91 years
REPEAT rapist Gerson Awarab on Friday became one of the first Namibians to be punished 
with the Combating of Rape Act’s prescribed prison term of 45 years for second or subsequent 
rape convictions.

The 30-year-old Awarab reached a shameful 
climax in a career of crime spanning back to 
1987, and including two previous convictions 
for rape, in the Otjiwarongo Regional Court.

He received a total of 91 years’ imprisonment 
for his most recent crimes - another two rapes, 
and theft.

His total of four convictions for rape shows 
he is dangerous and should be kept under control, 
Magistrate Christie Liebenberg remarked when 
he handed down the sentences.

Awarab had been released from prison only 
five and a half months before he subjected a 
woman to a day-long ordeal of humiliation and 
degradation on February 12.

She was repeatedly raped and sodomised by 
Awarab after she and her common-law husband had 
offered him shelter for the night - a favour he repaid 
the next day by stripping off her clothes, forcing 
her to walk through the veld naked, and raping her, 
using a knife to threaten her into submission.

He then stole N$30 from his victim.
Magistrate Liebenberg showered an expres

sionless Awarab with damning comments about 
his crimes, telling him that while a rapist does 

not murder his victim, he murders her self-
esteem and sense of security.

Awarab had not shown any remorse, the 
Magistrate stated. 

…
Magistrate Liebenberg ordered the three 

terms to run concurrently. He said that in his 
view an effective prison term of 91 years 
would in itself create the kind of “substantial 
and compelling circumstances” which the 
Combating of Rape Act requires to be present 
before a court can impose shorter sentences 
than those prescribed by the law.

…
With the completion of his trial on Friday, 

Awarab’s troubles are not over. He is set to 
return to court at Kamanjab on January 29 next 
year, again on a charge of rape.

It is alleged that while he was locked up in the 
Kamanjab Police cells in July, awaiting trial on the 
charges for which he was sentenced on Friday, his 
apparently rampant sexual urges got the better of 
him - he raped a juvenile fellow detainee.

Werner Menges, 
The Namibian, 19 November 2001

25 years for rape of girl, 10
A MAN who lost his leg in the Angolan war received a 25-year prison sentence in the Otjiwarongo 
Regional Court on Friday for the rape of a 10-year-old girl .

Angolan citizen Jose Ngongo (30) was in the 
dock before Magistrate Christie Liebenberg. He 
was charged in July this year with three counts 
of rape. 

The victim was a 10-year-old girl, who told 
the court that Ngongo raped her on May 22, 
May 23 and on July 20 at farm Turnbeck in the 
Otavi area. …

Ngongo left the Regional Court in the 
northern town appearing shocked at the 45 
years’ imprisonment imposed on him.

As requested by Kesslau, Ngongo received 
the minimum sentence of 15 years -which the 
Combating of Rape Act prescribes for a first 
conviction for the rape of a girl under the age of 
13 - for each of the three rapes. 

The terms for the two May incidents were 
ordered to run together, five years of the sentence 
for the repeat of those crimes in July were ordered 
to run together with the first two counts’ sentences, 
resulting in an effective jail term of 25 years.

Magistrate Liebenberg remarked that he 
could not find any “substantial and compelling” 
circumstances to warrant a deviation from the 
minimum sentences. … 

Magistrate Liebenberg said it was clear 
Ngongo had planned the crimes well in advance. 

He had lured the girl from her mother on 
the pretext of taking her to another farm to fetch 
meat when the first two rapes were committed 
in May, the Magistrate said.

In July he got her out of the custody of her 
uncle with the false story that he had been sent by 
her mother to fetch her and take her back home. 
On the way, however, he again raped her.

Having destroyed her physical safety, Ngongo 
also attacked her mental sense of safety. After 
both episodes he threatened that he would kill 
her if she reported him, the girl told the court.

Werner Menges, 
The Namibian, 

19 November 2001
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50 years for rape, murder of child
ONE of the saddest 12th Independence anniversary messages emanated from the High Court 
in Windhoek on Wednesday, when Khorixas artist Gerson Tjivela received a 50-year prison 
term for the rape and murder of a 12-year-old girl.

Tjivela’s trial - on charges that he raped and 
killed the child at Khorixas on February 6 last 
year - ended on the eve of the 12th anniversary 
of Namibia’s Independence. 

Having been pronounced guilty on charges 
of indecent assault, rape and murder, Tjivela (32) 
told Judge Peter Shivute he was not happy with 
being convicted and claimed he knew nothing 
about the crimes he had been accused of.

He asked the Judge to have mercy on him, 
and told him that as a child who grew up without a 
mother, he knew about the loneliness and hardships 
of children who do not have the privilege of having 
their parents’ care during their childhood. 

Tjivela said he did not want to see his children 
go through the same experience. 

He said he made a living at Khorixas as a 
signwriter and artist, and that he had three children 
- aged 14, nine and six - who lived with him until 
he was arrested and charged, since their mothers 
were unable to care for them.

Judge Shivute said while the court had great 
sympathy for Tjivela’s children, Tjivela was the 
only person to blame should his children suffer 
because of his incarceration.

Tjivela was sentenced to 20 years’ imprison-
ment for the rape of the girl, with Judge Shivute 
stating that the circumstances of the rape justified 
a sentence higher than the minimum jail term of 15 
years prescribed by the Combating of Rape Act. 

He also received a consecutive prison term 
of 30 years for the murder, and a concurrent 

one-year term for indecently assaulting the girl 
at Khorixas on February 5 last year by groping 
at her breasts.

His crimes had been barbaric, the Judge said: 
“The deceased, a child aged 12, was not only raped 
but her young life was cut short by a vicious attack. 
All this happened while she was peacefully asleep 
in what should have been the safety of her parents’ 
home. These two crimes call for exceptional and 
exemplary sentences.”

Tjivela denied the charges, but the testimony 
of one of the girl victim’s young brothers and of 
Tjivela’s girlfriend, Anna Ida Gaoses, proved 
fatal to his defence.

The boy, who was 11 years old at the time, told 
the court that he awoke during the night between 
February 5 and 6 last year to see Tjivela inside the 
kitchen turned into a bedroom where he, his brother, 
his sister and the children’s frail grandfather had 
been sleeping.

Until that night, Judge Shivute remarked in his 
judgement, the family had led a quiet and largely 
peaceful life at Khorixas. It was all to change, 
horribly so, that night.

The next morning, the two boys were con-
fronted with the shocking sight of their sister’s 
lifeless, half-naked body, bleeding from the 
mouth and genital area. She had died when her 
neck was broken by strangulation.

Werner Menges, 
The Namibian, 22 March 2002

Rape convict storms out of court
A YOUNG Windhoek resident convicted of rape last Tuesday contemptuously left the dock in 
the Windhoek Regional Court, slamming its door and not bothering to remain to hear that he 
had been given a 10-year prison term.

Twenty-year-old Julius Kahonya’s showy exit 
came while Magistrate Gert Retief was explaining 
that in terms of the Combating of Rape Act it 
was up to him to convince the court that due to 
special circumstances he should not be given the 
mandatory minimum 10-year jail sentence for 
the rape of which he was found guilty.

With the Magistrate still in mid-explanation, 
Kahonya stepped out of the dock, slammed its 
door, opened the door leading to the court’s 
holding cells and left the stunned courtroom 
with a dismissive wave of his hand in the 
direction of the Magistrate.

Magistrate Retief then imposed a 10-year 
jail term in Kahonya’s absence.

Earlier on Tuesday, Kahonya badly failed in an 
attempt to have a defence witness back up his alibi 
that he was not present at a popular Khomasdal 
nightclub where he was said to have raped a 15-
year-old school girl on March 10 2001. Kahonya at 
first told the court he was not present, since he was 
at a 21st birthday party on June 12 last year. 

The Magistrate later pointed out to him that 
he seemed to have his dates very wrong, since 
on that date he had been in Police custody for 
almost three months already. 
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Then his defence witness came from the court 
holding cells to support his alibi, telling the court 
that he and Kahonya were indeed together at the 
birthday party on January 21 last year.

Magistrate Retief found Kahonya guilty 
as charged. He noted in his judgement that the 
survivor of the rape had testified that friends of 
hers had introduced her to Kahonya at the club. 
After they had chatted for a while, he took her 

upstairs, pulled her into a toilet and raped her. 
Friends of the girl also identified Kahonya as the 
attacker. One told the court that they went to the 
toilet to investigate, to find Kahonya in the act 
and threatening them away with a broken bottle.

The girl later discovered that she was pregnant 
due to the incident. She underwent an abortion.

Werner Menges, 
The Namibian, 13 May 2002

Young child molester is jailed 
A YOUNG Rehoboth resident made a tearful exit from the Windhoek Regional Court yesterday, 
after he had been sentenced to seven years in prison for sexually molesting four of his sister’s 
children.

The 20-year-old man, who was 16 at the time 
of the incidents for which he was put on trial, 
was sentenced by Magistrate Dinnah Usiku 
after she had found him guilty on two counts of 
rape and two charges of indecent assault.

The young culprit, who pleaded not guilty 
to all the charges, kept his composure until 
Public Prosecutor Uanjengua-ije Tjiuoro started 
to address the court on the sentence that was 
about to be imposed.

With Tjiuoro using strong language - 
describing the offences as animal-like, since 
they involved the young man’s own nieces 
who had been left in the care of his mother - 
the accused sat down in the dock, put his head 
in his hands, and cried.

In evidence in mitigation he earlier told the 
court, when his defence counsel, Jorge Neves, 
asked him how he would feel about his future 
prospects in society if he was sent to prison: “I will 
feel everything had been taken away from me”.

When handing down the sentences, Magistrate 
Usiku told him that the incidence of child abuse in 
Namibia had reached alarming proportions.

The children involved in this case, she added, 
would, for the rest of their lives, have to live with 
the scars of having been raped.

While the accused before her was still quite 
young when he committed the crimes, a person 
who behaved as he had could not hide behind 
his age, she told him.

He had faced five counts of rape.
Magistrate Usiku found him guilty as charged 

on two of those counts, convicted him of indecent 
assault on another two charges, and acquitted him 
on one of the counts.

She found him guilty of raping his eight-year-
old niece at Rehoboth during October 1999, of 
raping another, 11-year-old niece at the same town 
during 1999, and of indecently assaulting his five-
year old niece and another eight-year-old niece.

Magistrate Usiku sentenced him to three-year 
jail terms for each of the rapes and six months for 
each of the indecent assaults. She ordered that the 
sentences be served separately, with the effect that 
a seven-year jail term has been imposed.

Werner Menges, 
The Namibian, 4 June 2003

Teacher jailed for rape 
OSHAKATI: Emmanuel Ruhozu, a teacher at Alfa Primary School at Opuwo in the Kunene Region, 
has been sentenced to 15 years in prison for raping a 13-year-old pupil at the school in February last year 
According to evidence presented to the court, Ruhozu (27) started a sexual relationship with the child 
after she had rejected him several times. The school authorities become aware of the relationship when the 
child failed to attend classes on February 7 2002. She was later found in Ruhozu’s bedroom. Magistrate 
Paulus Noa told Ruhozu that he was supposed to protect the child at the time that he sexually abused her. 
“A child of 13 years cannot give consent to sexual intercourse, no matter what she may has said when you 
approached her for love relations,” Noa said. He added that having sexual intercourse with a minor was a 
serious offence. “Rape is a serious crime, it is a crime humiliating a victim. You as a teacher conned an 
innocent child to meet your sexual desires. What you did is a total destruction of the child’s future,” the 
Magistrate said. He noted that the same child had later been impregnated by another man after Ruhozu 
had first had sexual relations with her. Ruhozu argued that he should not be sent to prison as he had to 
support three school-going children and his brothers and sisters. Noa rejected his plea.

The Namibian, 1 October 2003
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40 year jail sentence for rapist of 8-year-old girls
AN ex-teacher who had been charged with raping two eight-year-old girls at Okahandja in 
October 2002, was made to bear the full brunt of the law this week.

For his crimes during a drunken hour in 
which he targeted two children to satisfy his 
sexual urges, the 38-year-old Festus Israel 
Veundjua Kaanjuka now faces the prospect of 
spending the next 40 years in jail.

Magistrate Gert Retief sentenced Kaanjuka, 
a married father of five children, to two 20-year 
prison terms, of which no part was suspended 
or ordered to run concurrently, in the Windhoek 
Regional Court on Wednesday.

Even a veteran Magistrate like Retief, who in 
his years on the bench had probably heard about 
the worst excesses that people committing crime 
can sometimes be capable of, appeared to be left 
stunned on Wednesday by the nature of the deeds 
that Kaanjuka carried out in a house at Okahandja 
during the night of October 12 to 13 2002.

“I must say I am actually without words to 
describe the ugliness of this crime,” were the 
Magistrate’s first remarks when he commenced 
sentencing Kaanjuka after he had convicted 
him as charged.

At the start of the trial proceedings on 
Wednesday, Kaanjuka told the court that he 
wanted to plead guilty, since he did not want to 
waste the court’s time.

However, when questioned by the Magistrate 
about the reasons for his plea, Kaanjuka 
explained that he did not know the girls that 
he was alleged to have raped, and that because 
he was “very drunk” on the day in question, 
he could not dispute the allegation that he had 
raped the children.

Magistrate Retief entered a plea of not 
guilty as a result of that explanation, and Public 
Prosecutor Belinda Wantenaar proceeded to 
call six witnesses to testify for the State.

Kaanjuka, who appeared to have a noticeably 
good command of English and who had chosen 
to conduct his own defence without the assistance 
of a lawyer, had no questions for five of the 
witnesses, including the two children.

In the course of the trial the court heard that 
the two girls, both eight years old at the time, 
were sleeping at the house where the rapes took 
place when Kaanjuka arrived there, returning 
from a shebeen where he and the house owner 
had been drinking.

He lay down on the same bed as the children, 
and then ordered them to undress themselves.

He first raped the one, and then did the same 
to the other girl.

While he was raping the second child, the 
first was lying on the carpeted floor of the room, 
at Kaanjuka’s orders.

After he had left, the children raised the alarm 
with a neighbour, who took them to hospital.

Kaanjuka was arrested the same evening, 
on the northern side of Okahandja where he was 
apparently trying to hitch-hike to Windhoek.

The neighbour who helped the girls told 
the court that he could see, when he found the 
children at his doorstep, that one of them was 
bleeding from her private parts.

How she had bled at the scene of the rape 
became shockingly clear from a collection of 
Police photographs handed in as evidence in the 
trial. The photos show a large, blood-soaked spot 
on the carpet of the bedroom where the incident 
took place, large bloodstains on the sheet that was 
on the bed where the girls were sleeping, and, 
perhaps most disquieting, how the top of a bedside 
table was also almost entirely smeared with blood 
after the events that had taken place in that room.

The first girl had to be admitted to hospital 
due to her injuries.

“This is such an ugly incident.
Two children eight years of age were 

brutally raped by you, the one after the other; 
while the one was bleeding - lying on the floor 
bleeding - you proceeded to rape the other one,” 
the Magistrate reminded Kaanjuka.

He said there were no facts before the court on 
which he could even remotely consider imposing a 
sentence less that the 15-year term for such a rape 
that is prescribed by the Combating of Rape Act.

Magistrate Retief added that he in fact had no 
hesitation in imposing the maximum sentence that 
his court could hand down for any crime - which is 
a jail term of twenty years, on each of the counts.

“You are going to serve a period of forty years 
imprisonment. You may go,” the Magistrate sent 
Kaanjuka away.

Kaanjuka was also brief in his address to 
the court before sentencing.

He told the court that he was married, had five 
children, and that his wife was pregnant again.

“I don’t want mercy from the court, because 
the court has found me guilty,” he said.

Then he added: “All I want to say is just to the 
victims: you may forgive me, and your parents.

If you forgive me, God will forgive me.”
Werner Menges, 

The Namibian, 18 June 2004
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Triple child rape appeal dismissed
TWO High Court Judges have put their stamp of approval on the 25-year prison sentence and 
triple conviction for the rape of three young girls that an Otjiwarongo resident received some 
19 months ago.

Judge President Peter Shivute and Judge 
Sylvester Mainga dismissed convicted child 
rapist Amon Thimoteus’s appeal in a judgement 
handed down in the High Court in Windhoek 
on Thursday.

Thimoteus, then 35 years old, was found 
guilty in the Otjiwarongo Regional Court on 
three counts of rape on November 13 2002.

Magistrate Christie Liebenberg convicted 
him under the Combating of Rape Act on 
charges that he had committed a sexual act with 
three girls - two aged 11, one nine years old - at 
Otjiwarongo during August 2001.

On each count the Magistrate sentenced 
Thimoteus to the mandatory prison term of 

15 years prescribed by the Act in cases where 
“substantial and compelling circumstances” to 
warrant a lesser sentence were not present.

He also ordered that 10 years of each of 
the first two sentences should run concurrently 
with the sentence on the third count. …

On the sentence the Magistrate had correctly 
found that there were no circumstances in 
Thimoteus’s case that could be said to be 
substantial and compelling and which could 
justify the imposition of a sentence other than 
the prescribed minimum, it was found.

…
Werner Menges, 

The Namibian, 28 June 2004

15-year prison term for sex attack on child of 7 
A YOUNG Rehoboth resident convicted of raping a seven-year-old girl - without actually having 
had sexual intercourse with her - was sentenced to a 15-year prison term on Tuesday this week.

Norman de Klerk, who was 24 years old 
when he sexually assaulted the girl at Rehoboth 
on August 9 2002, was sentenced by Magistrate 
Dinnah Usiku in the Rehoboth Regional Court.

He was convicted of rape after the Magistrate 
heard testimony that he had twice inserted a 
finger into the private parts of the child.

In terms of the Combating of Rape Act of 
2000, anyone who under coercive circumstances 
inserts any part of his or her body or any object 
into the vagina or anus of another person, is 
considered to have committed rape.

The Act also requires a court to sentence 
a first offender convicted of raping someone 
under the age of 13 years to imprisonment for 
not less than 15 years.

De Klerk initially told the court that he 
wanted to plead guilty to the charge.

However, the Magistrate entered a plea of 
not guilty on his behalf after he told the court 
that he was so drunk at the time of the incident 
that he could not actually remember what had 
happened.

According to the evidence, De Klerk had 
collected the child from her aunt’s house, saying 
that he had been sent by her mother to fetch 
her.

After he had taken her to his house, he 
locked the door and carried out the illegal sexual 
act, injuring her in the process.

The incident came to light the next day, 
when her mother and a cousin noticed that her 
private parts were bleeding and she appeared to 
be walking with discomfort.

Werner Menges, 
The Namibian, 21 January 2005

17 years in jail for child rape
A FORMER farmworker from the Gobabis area was last week sentenced to two 17-year jail 
terms for raping a nine-year-old girl a little over a year ago.

Magistrate Dinnah Usiku sentenced 30-year-
old Frans Gamakgosi in the Gobabis Regional 
Court on Tuesday.

The Magistrate found him guilty on two 
counts of rape.

Gamakgosi was sentenced to 17 years’ 
imprisonment on each charge.

The sentences are to be served concurrently, 
Magistrate Usiku ordered.

That, together with the fact that Gamakgosi 
had been in Police custody since his arrest on 
January 1 last year, means that he will spend a 
total of 18 years behind bars.

Gamakgosi pleaded not guilty to the charges.
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He claimed that the accusations were the 
result of a plot against him by the mother of the 
child he was accused of raping at least twice.

He was arrested on New Year’s Day last year 
after a neighbour at the farm where he was staying 
close to Gobabis caught him red-handed, in the act 
of having sex with the nine-year-old girl.

He had collected the child from the neighbour’s 
house shortly beforehand, according to evidence 
that the court heard during his trial.

After Gamakgosi had been caught in such 
a compromising situation with the child, the 
girl made a further highly damaging allegation 
against him.

That report lay at the root of the other rape 
charge on which Gamakgosi was convicted.

The child reported that at some time during 
2003 Gamakgosi had walked with her into the 
veld.

In a dry riverbed there he ordered her to 
undress and lie down, came to lie on top of her, 
and had sex with her, she said.

In terms of the Combating of Rape Act, under 
which Gamakgosi was charged, the court was 
obliged to sentence him to a minimum prison 
term of 15 years on each of the charges, unless 
the Magistrate found “substantial and compelling 
circumstances” to impose a lighter sentence.

She did not find such circumstances to have 
been present.

Werner Menges, 
The Namibian, 29 March 2005

Satan made me rape girl, claims headman
THE headman of Othingo village near Oshakati in northern Namibia, Thomas Gabriel (61), 
has been sentenced to 15 years in jail for raping a nine-year-old girl.

During his trial in the Oshakati Regional 
Court, Gabriel pleaded guilty to raping the girl 
in his home on July 25 2003.

His wife called the Police when she returned 
home and found that the girl, who was in the 
couple’s care, had been raped.

Gabriel was arrested shortly afterwards.
In court, the headman pleaded guilty, but 

said he did not know why he raped the girl.
“I do not know why I did it; Satan convinced 

me,” he told Magistrate Paulus Noa.
In sentencing Gabriel, Magistrate Noa said 

although the sentence meant that Gabriel would 
be behind bars until he was 76 years old, he 
had to impose a heavy sentence because of the 
severity of the crime.

“You were in a position of trust by virtue 
of the fact that the complainant had been living 
in your house ever since she was a toddler and, 
being the caretaker and guardian of the child, 
you have breached that position of trust,” the 
Magistrate said.

He added that Gabriel was a community 
leader and supposed to be a role model for the 
community.

“The community totally condemns and 
disapproves of what you have done,” he said.

“Other members of the society should know 
that if they did what you have done, they would 
face the same consequences.” …

Oswald Shivute, 
The Namibian, 9 May 2005

Ten-year jail term for Rehoboth rape
A YOUNG carpenter from Rehoboth was sentenced to 10 years’ imprisonment last week for 
the rape of a 16-year-old girl at a shebeen at the town.

Patrick Veldskoendraer (23), who had been 
working as a carpenter at Rehoboth when he 
was arrested on May 31 2002, was convicted in 
the Rehoboth Regional Court on Wednesday.

Magistrate Dinnah Usiku sentenced him to the 
mandatory minimum prison term of 10 years that 
the Combating of Rape Act of 2000 prescribes for 
someone convicted of raping a female older than 
13 and using physical force.

Veldskoendraer did not testify in his own 
defence after Public Prosecutor Dominic Lisulo 
closed the case for the prosecution.

The court heard that the complainant, who 
was 16 years old at the time, was at the Groove 
Station shebeen in Rehoboth’s Block E area on 
May 31 2002.

Veldskoendraer was also there, and at some 
stage during the evening grabbed her, kicked 
her, and dragged her into a toilet. He sexually 
violated her there, the court heard.

A friend of the complainant said she saw the 
incident and tried to stop Veldskoendraer, but to 
no avail because she was pregnant and could not 
physically intervene. 

She claimed that she pleaded with Veldskoen-
draer to stop, but he disregarded her pleas. 

Veldskoendraer offered a bare denial as a 
defence.

He was found guilty after he failed to respond to 
the case the prosecution presented against him.

Werner Menges, 
The Namibian, 20 June 2005
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Father gave away child as ‘sex slave’ 
AN Outjo district farmworker who gave away his 10-year-old stepdaughter to become a 
colleague’s common-law wife, and the man who took the child as his concubine and proceeded to 
rape her numerous times during the course of a week, have been sentenced to 20 years in jail.

“The circumstances in which you have com-
mitted this heinous crime are shocking, to say 
the least.

It passes any right-thinking person’s under-
standing how two adult men can subject a 10-year-
old girl to such treatment,” Magistrate Christie 
Liebenberg remarked in the Otjiwarongo Regional 
Court on Thursday.

Magistrate Liebenberg was sentencing the 
31-year-old de facto stepfather of the girl - he was 
her mother’s boyfriend, and he, the girl and the 
mother lived together as a family - and a colleague, 
28-year-old Jesaya Simon, after he found each of 
them guilty of rape under the Combating of Rape 
Act of 2000.

Simon admitted that he had sexual inter-
course with the child - then one month short of 
her 11th birthday - at a farm in the Outjo district 
during May last year. …

He convicted Simon of rape for having had 
sexual intercourse with the child; the stepfather 
was likewise found guilty of rape because he had 
caused Simon to have sexual intercourse with the 
girl.

The stepfather should have acted as the child’s 
guardian and protector, the Magistrate remarked 
when he sentenced the duo.

It had been heartbreaking to listen to the 
girl’s testimony when she told the court how she 
had wondered where she would be staying on the 
evening that she was forced out of her mother’s 
home, he said.

“This young girl was plunged into a situation 
of rejection and insecurity within seconds and 
had no option at that time of night but to adhere 
to what you ordered her to do,” Magistrate 
Liebenberg told the duo.

In her address before sentencing, Public 
Prosecutor Muriel van Zyl, who asked the court 
to impose a stiff sentence that would send a 
message to society, remarked that neither of the 
two men had shown remorse.

Magistrate Liebenberg agreed with Van Zyl, 
as he, too, commented that neither of the two men 
before court had shown any remorse.

Having recounted the child’s testimony about 
how Simon had sex with her, the Magistrate told 
Simon: “One can but only describe such heartless 
behaviour as barbarous.

Like your co-accused, you have shown no 
remorse for your reprehensible behaviour towards 
a young child and pleaded your innocence 
throughout.”

Not only had he been convinced that there 
were no substantial and compelling circumstances 
to warrant a lesser sentence than the minimum 
term of 15 years’ imprisonment prescribed by 
the Combating of Rape Act in a case like this, the 
Magistrate said, but he was convinced that the 
two men deserved the maximum sentence that a 
Regional Court has the power to impose - that is, 
20 years’ imprisonment each.

Werner Menges, 
The Namibian, 8 August 2005

20 years for 
rape of child

THE Eenhana Regional court has sentenced 
Thomas Lamek Medusalem (44) to 20 years 
in prison for raping a 12-year-old girl.

The crime happened at Oshatotwa village in 
the Ohangwena Region on March 2 last year.

In his verdict, Magistrate Paulus Noa 
pointed out that Medusalem had a prior 
conviction of sexual assault, for which he had 
spent three years in jail.

He had been found guilty of unlawful sexual 
intercourse with a child under the age of 16 in 
1998.

“It seems you did not learn from that 
punishment. Hence, you are again before court 
today on a conviction of rape. Again, a young 
child involved. The only appropriate sentence is 
a custodial sentence, and you are thus sentenced 
to serve a term of 20 years’ imprisonment,” 
Magistrate Noa told Medusalem.

Oswald Shivute, 
The Namibian, 15 August 2005

What is a joy of childhood when children live in fear  
Of monsters who are not fairytales, but people who are dear?

opening lines of a poem written by a child for the 
Eastern and Southern Africa regional preparatory consultation for the 

UN Secretary-General’s Report on Violence against Children 
in Johannesburg, South Africa, in July 2005.
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The sentencing concluded a case that stemmed 
from an incident that happened on board the luxury 
train on August 23 2003.

Pieterse (23), a waiter on the Desert Express 
at the time, raped a 43-year-old Japanese tourist 
after entering the compartment she was sleeping 
in by using a master key.

Pieterse, a Windhoek resident, was arrested 
when the train arrived at Swakopmund the next 
morning.

15 years for Desert Express rape
TREVOR PIETERSE, the man accused of raping a female tourist on the Desert Express train 
two years ago, was yesterday sentenced to 15 years’ imprisonment after he was found guilty in 
the Swakopmund Magistrate’s Court.

He was granted bail of N$800 in October 2003.
He was summarily dismissed from his job at 

the Desert Express catering company, Sodexho, 
shortly after the incident.

Magistrate Gert Retief said the State had 
made a solid case and its witnesses were credible 
beyond doubt, in contrast with the defendant, 
who contradicted himself in his testimony.

elma robberts, 
The Namibian, 8 September 2005

Repeat rapist gets 45-year jail term 
THE full force of the Combating of Rape Act descended on repeat rapist Gerhardus Bezuidenhout 
in the High Court in Windhoek yesterday.

Having been convicted on charges of abduction 
and rape on January 27, Bezuidenhout (31) heard 
yesterday that he was being sentenced to a total 
of 47 years’ imprisonment for those two crimes.

With the two-year jail term that he received on 
the abduction charge ordered to run concurrently 
with a term of 45 years that Judge President Petrus 
Damaseb handed to Bezuidenhout on the rape 
charge, he has effectively been sentenced to 45 
years’ imprisonment.

Bezuidenhout is the first person to have been 
sentenced in the High Court to the mandatory 
minimum prison term of 45 years that the 

Combating of Rape Act of 2000 prescribes for 
someone who has a previous conviction for rape, 
and who had committed at least one of the rapes 
under certain “coercive circumstances” defined 
in the Act.

In Bezuidenhout’s case, Judge President 
Damaseb had found him guilty on a charge that 
he had raped a 14-year-old girl repeatedly at 
Khorixas on July 19 2003.

The Judge President also found that he had 
used a knife to threaten her into submission. …

Werner Menges, 
The Namibian, 2 March 2006

20-year jail term for Omaruru child rapist
AN Omaruru resident convicted of repeatedly raping a 10-year-old girl who was staying in his 
house was sentenced to an effective prison term of 20-and-a-half years this week.

The 29-year-old rape suspect, who was 
distantly related to the victim, was found guilty 
and sentenced by Magistrate Gert Retief in the 
Swakopmund Regional Court on Tuesday.

He had denied the rape charge.
He was on trial before Magistrate Retief on 

two counts.
The first was a charge of rape, in which it 

was alleged that he had raped a ten-year-old girl 
at Omaruru on several occasions during 2004.

The second count was a charge of assault with 
intent to do grievous bodily harm, in which it was 
alleged that he had hit the girl in the face with the 
buckle-end of a belt on September 11 2004.

That was the day when the girl first alleged that 
the man had raped her, the court heard during the 
trial.

The court heard testimony from the girl’s sister, 
who related that when she returned home on that 
date, she found the child with a swollen eye.

When she asked what had happened, the 
child reported that the man had hit her with his 
belt in the face when she refused to comply with 
his instructions to go to his room, where he had 
ordered her to go on previous occasions and 
then had sex with her, the witness said.

The suspect claimed that he had hit the 
child because she swore at him, and that he 
accidentally struck her in the face.

The court further heard testimony from a 
10-year-old boy who claimed that he once lifted 
the blankets on the suspect’s bed and peered under 
the covers, and that he saw the suspect naked with 
the girl in the bed.
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The boy and his brother used to sleep on the 
floor in the suspect’s bedroom.

The girl told the court about a first incident when 
she said the suspect had called her into his room, 
closed the door, and offered her money before having 
sexual intercourse with her. On another occasion, she 
said, he sent the other children in the house to a shop 
before raping her.

The suspect not only denied that he had raped 
the child, but also that he had admitted to her 
relatives that he had done so.

Under cross-examination, however, he 
conceded that he had made such an admission 
to the relatives, but explained that he had done 
that because he was under a lot of pressure at 
the time.

Magistrate Retief rejected his defence, and 
sentenced him to 20 years’ imprisonment on 
the rape charge and a six-month jail term on the 
aggravated assault charge.

Werner Menges, 
The Namibian, 10 March 2006

Eight-year jail term for man who raped niece 

A CAPRIVI Region resident who was caught having sex with his 13-year-old niece was convicted 
of rape under the Combating of Rape Act and sentenced to eight years’ imprisonment this week.

The 28-year-old man - a resident of a village 
close to Katima Mulilo - was convicted in the 
Katima Mulilo Regional Court on Tuesday.

He stood trial before Magistrate Naomi 
Shivute on a charge that he had raped a 13-year-old 
girl at their home village on February 12 2004.

The suspect is an uncle of the girl in question.
During the trial, which started on February 

22 this year, the girl told the court that the 
suspect had physically held her down in her 
room at the village and by force had sexual 
intercourse with her.

The suspect told a different story to the 
court, however.

He claimed that he had had consensual sex 
with the girl on a couple of occasions, and that 
he usually paid her N$20 or N$40 for that.

On February 12 2004, the matter came to 
light when family members of the girl found her 
and her uncle in the act, the court also heard.

The Magistrate found that the girl had in 
fact allowed the sexual contacts to take place.

That finding did not mean that the suspect 
was off the hook, though.

In terms of the Combating of Rape Act 
of 2000, one of the circumstances in which a 
sexual act is deemed to be rape, is when the 
complainant is under the age of 14 and the 
perpetrator is more than three years older.

In this matter, that was indeed the case, so 
the Magistrate convicted the man of rape and 
sentenced him to eight years’ imprisonment.

Werner Menges, 
The Namibian, 31 March 2006

12-year jail term for Caprivi rape 
A YOUNG Caprivi resident faces a 12-year prison term after he was convicted last week on a 
charge that he had raped a ten-year-old girl at a village in the region.
Vasco Kangulu Libongani was sentenced to 12 
years’ imprisonment at the conclusion of his 
trial in the Katima Mulilo Regional Court on 
Friday last week.

Libongani, 21 years old when he was arrested 
on a charge of rape in August 2004, was accused 
of having raped a 10-year-old girl on a succession 
of nights at Lisikili, a village some 20 kilometres 
east of Katima Mulilo, during August 2004.

He denied the charge, but was found guilty 
by Regional Court Magistrate Bongani Ndlovu 
last week.

The complainant claimed that Libongani crept 
into her room each night for about a week and 
then had sexual intercourse with her. She claimed 
that he threatened her to keep silent about the 
incidents. On the last of those nights, though, 
she screamed when he was in her room again, 
and her father found him there. Libongani, who 
was from the same village, fled from the scene, 
but was later caught.

At his trial he claimed that the girl had lied 
to the court, but the Magistrate rejected his 
defence.

Apart from the girl’s accusations, evidence 
at the trial included a medical report that stated 
that some injuries were found on the girl’s private 
parts when she was examined after the alleged 
incidents.

In terms of the Combating of Rape Act of 
2000, Libongani was in line to be sentenced to 
a mandatory minimum jail term of 15 years for 
raping a girl under the age of 13. 

Magistrate Ndlovu was however of the opin-
ion that there were substantial and compelling 
circumstances present to warrant a deviation 
from that prescribed sentence. For instance, he 
noted that Libongani had been kept in Police 
custody for some 20 months before the trial was 
finalised, and appeared to be in ill health.

Werner Menges, 
The Namibian, 2 June 2006
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Jailed for 17 years for raping stepdaughter
AN ARANDIS resident who was prosecuted on a charge that he sexually molested, and later 
raped, his stepdaughter on repeated occasions over a matter of years, was convicted and 
sentenced to a 17-year prison term yesterday.

The 37-year-old man was found guilty on 
charges of rape and assault in the Swakopmund 
Regional Court yesterday.

The man’s claim that his stepdaughter had 
been seducing him was dismissed as “sickening” 
by Magistrate Gert Retief.

He sentenced the man to a combined term 
of 17 years’ imprisonment on the two charges.

The man pleaded not guilty when his trial 
started yesterday.

He did not testify in his own defence, but 
gave evidence in mitigation of sentence, which 
was when he made the claim of having been 
seduced by the child.

He was accused of raping the child on 
several occasions from 2000 to 2004.

According to the evidence, the girl was six 
years old when her stepfather started to sexually 
molest her. She is now 17. He had started raping 
her by the time she was 12.

At the age of 15, she testified, she realised 
how unacceptable his conduct over the years 
had been, and reported this to her mother.

Her mother, who was employed at a place 
away from Arandis, had often been absent from 
home.

She at first did not believe her daughter’s 
complaint about her husband and the child’s 
stepfather, whereafter the child also made the 
same report to her grandmother.

When the two women confronted the man 
together about the claims that the child was 
making, he admitted that they were true, the 
court heard.

His explanation then was that feelings had 
been awakened in him for the first time when 
he was asked to bathe the girl, the Magistrate 
was told.

Werner Menges, 
The Namibian, 5 July 2006

Repeat rapist gets 21 years 
A SECOND conviction for rape that was added to the criminal record of a 50-year-old Karibib 
farmworker almost two weeks ago left him with a 21-year prison term on Friday.

The sentence came Willem Meselaar’s way 
in the High Court in Windhoek courtesy of Judge 
Sylvester Mainga, who, close to a fortnight ago, 
convicted Meselaar of rape and assault with 
intent to do grievous bodily harm.

As it was the second time that Meselaar 
- also known as Metzler on one of the three 
previous convictions on his criminal record - has 
been found guilty of rape, this latest conviction 
put him in line to be at the receiving end of the 
toughest jail terms that the Combating of Rape 
Act of 2000 prescribes for the sentencing of 
repeat rapists in Namibia.

Meselaar was first convicted of rape, and sen-
tenced to a seven-year prison term, in November 
1997.

He evidently did not serve that sentence in 
full, because by October 7 2004, Judge Mainga 
found, Meselaar was again accused of rape 
- this time involving a 25-year-old woman at 
farm Khuri-Gaob in the Otjimbingwe area of 
the Karibib district.

He also assaulted the woman by hitting her 
with a sjambok and also hitting her with his fists, 
the Judge further found in respect of the second 
charge, on which he convicted Meselaar of assault 
with intent to do grievous bodily harm.

Both State advocate Innocentia Nyoni and 
Meselaar’s Legal Aid defence counsel, Duard 

Kesslau, appear to have taken it for granted that 
because a knife formed part of the scene that 
played out when Meselaar was found to have 
raped the woman, his case fell in the category of 
the cases that the Combating of Rape Act singles 
out as being deserving of the most severe sort of 
prescribed sentence.

Having a previous conviction for rape, this 
would have left Meselaar in danger of receiving 
a 45-year sentence for the second conviction.

Judge Mainga however had a surprise in 
store for both Meselaar and the two lawyers.

He found that Meselaar had instructed 
someone to bring him a knife from a closed 
trunk, and that Meselaar then placed the knife 
on the breast of the woman that he was about to 
violate, before he raped her.

With the sentencing, however, the issue 
the court was presented with was to determine 
whether Meselaar had used the knife for the 
purpose of or in connection with the rape, Judge 
Mainga reasoned.

The complainant testified that Meselaar did 
not actually threaten her with the knife, and also 
said that whether Meselaar had used the knife 
or not, she would still have succumbed to have 
sexual intercourse with him because she was 
afraid of him, the Judge recounted the evidence 
before court.
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“Therefore I find that although accused pro
duced a knife there was no activity on the part 
of the accused which involved the utilisation or 
employment of the knife with the aim or purpose 
of committing or furthering the rape,” Judge 
Mainga stated.

That finding landed Meselaar’s case in the 
second-highest category of sentences that the 
Act prescribes for repeat rapists. This involves 
a mandatory term of 20 years’ imprisonment.

Meselaar’s age of 50, and the fact that he 
had been in custody for a year and 10 months 
before his trial was finalised, however consti
tuted sufficient substantial and compelling cir
cumstances to deviate from the prescribed term, 
the Judge also found.

The seriousness of the crimes still counted 
heavily against Meselaar, though. His crimes, 
especially the rape, were a “very serious, ugly 
offence”, Judge Mainga told him. He described 
it as “an insult to women, a disregard for the 

supreme law of the country which protects 
equality and human dignity”, and further told 
Meselaar: “(T)hose who violate women because 
of their manly physique and prowess do so at 
their own peril. Society demands that the 
offenders be punished severely.”

Because Meselaar not only had the previous 
conviction for rape dating back to 1997 on his 
record, but also a conviction dating back to late 
1996 for assault with intent to do grievous bodily 
harm, involving a knife, it “shows that he has 
no respect for others and is prone to violence”, 
Judge Mainga further commented.

“It is the legitimate expectation of our society 
that accused should be severely punished,” he 
said.

He sentenced Meselaar to 19 years’ imprison-
ment on the rape charge, and a further two-year 
jail term on the aggravated assault charge.

Werner Menges, 
The Namibian, 7 August 2006

“If we are serious about significantly decreasing our rape rates, we must move men, and 
especially young boys, away from a definition of masculinity that centres on toughness, 
power, dominance, eagerness to fight, lack of empathy, and a callous attitude towards 
women. For as long as these values (which I refer to as “the masculine mystique”) 
prevail among many men, rape will continue to be viewed by them as proof that they 
are “one of the boys,” that they are “real men.”

When dominance and power define masculinity, men rape as a way of putting 
“uppity” women in their place. Many men feel deeply threatened by the achievements 
of the women’s movement. Some react to the greater freedom, independence, and 
power of women with rage and violence, including rape, battering, and killing.

Masculinity must be redefined to include caring, nurturance, and empathy along 
with positive” masculine” traits such as courage, strength, initiative, and adventur-
ousness. But, in fact, we have been defining masculinity in the opposite direction. 
We have witnessed in recent years an extreme escalation of the values of the mas-
culine mystique. Part of the problem is that in our unprecedented age of advanced 
technology, boys and men are presented with endless violent, sadistic, rapist male 
role models in the media. Another part of the problem lies in the increasing number 
of boys growing up without fathers in the home. While most single mothers succeed 
in raising perfectly decent sons, social science research reveals that the presence of a 
caring, nonviolent, involved father puts a boy at lower risk of violent behaviour. On the 
other hand, if a father is physically abusive, this increases the odds that his son will 
be violent, and the son is better off without him.

In order to significantly decrease violence, including rape, we must begin to protect 
boys from violent entertainment and to teach them, from the youngest age, to view 
themselves as future nurturing, nonviolent, responsible fathers. As we shall see, in 
doing so we would be encouraging all men. including those who never become fathers, 
to move away from the values of the masculine mystique.”

myriam miedzian, 
“How Rape is Encouraged in American Boys and What We Can Do to Stop It” in  

Transforming A Rape Culture,  
Emilie Buchwald, Pamela R Fletcher & Martha Roth,  

eds, Minneapolis: Milkweed Editions, 1993
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However, a sentence substantially higher than the prescribed minimum was recently imposed 
in a highly publicised case involving the rape and murder of 6-year-old child in �005 (which was 
not included in our sample). Convicted culprit Willem Cornelias Louw was sentenced to a total 
of 65 years – 45 years for the murder, �5 years for the rape (of which 5 years is to run concurrently 
with the murder sentence, 10 years for abduction of the girl prior to the rape (to run concurrently 
with the sentence for the rape). In addition, he was sentenced to � years imprisonment for 
indecent assault of another child. The rape sentence of �5 years was significantly higher than 
the minimum sentence of 15 years which applied to the circumstances. The judge made the 
following comments: 

In sentencing the accused I should also bear in mind the fact that the legislature has 
shown its firmness in crimes of rape when depending on circumstances it ordained 
minimum sentences…�7

There was only one case in both of our samples which recorded any compensation to the 
complainant. In this case (from the court register sample), the accused appears to have been 
charged with rape (although this is not entirely clear from the docket) and found guilty of 
“statutory rape”, presumably under the Combating of Immoral Practices Act. The convicted 
rapist was sentenced to three months in prison, which was suspended in full for 5 years. 
He was ordered to pay compensation of N$�000 in two instalments to the complainant’s 
mother, but the docket did not indicate what damage was the basis for the compensation. 
(Only compensation for damage to property is currently available in terms of the Criminal 
Procedure Act 51 of 1977.) 

application of the prescribed minimums
Most police investigating officers interviewed felt that the minimum sentences were being 
correctly applied by the courts. However, several police interviewees complained that the courts 
are not adhering to the statutory minimums: 

Judges aren’t sticking to the minimum sentences, and they’ll use the merit of the case 
to reduce the sentence to three years. Prosecutors aren’t appealing the sentences, and 
I’m not sure why; maybe it’s because they fear the magistrates.

Although the minimum sentences there, I don’t know, … cases are not yielding higher 
sentences than in the previous years.

It is not practiced. The judges don’t observe them. We had one case where a convicted 
rapist got a suspended sentence! … In some instances the prosecutors do appeal, but 
nothing comes of it.

Prosecutors, on the other hand, tended to feel that courts were applying the minimums correctly, 
but only rarely imposing heavier sentences: 

The courts mostly keep to the minimum, maybe because the minimum is harsh already.

They impose the minimums only because they are so high. [But this interviewee stated 
that he did not think that the minimums were too high.]

�7 S v Louw, High Court, Case No, CC 09/05, �4 November �006 (Mainga, J) at para �9. 

C. perceptions of service providers
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They stick to the minimums, feeling they are bound by them.

For some reason, judicial officers take the minimum sentence as being the sentence. 
They rarely impose anything heavier than the prescribed minimum. 

One legal aid lawyer agreed: 

The minimums limit them, and in many cases they don’t go higher… Sometimes it happens. 
In one incident, the accused person got 17 years because of the manner in which the crime 
was committed, the injuries the victim sustained, and the psychological damage to the 
complainant. 

But another legal aid lawyer had a different perception:

Courts quite often impose sentences that are heavier than the prescribed minimums, 
maybe 40% of the time, because of aggravating circumstances. I had two last week. 
The minimum was 10, he got 1�. The minimum was 15, and he got �0. The complainant 
was also a young child.

Prosecutors and legal aid lawyers were asked to describe the heaviest sentence imposed in a 
case they had been involved in under the Combating of Rape Act. Most described sentences 
which were equal to or above the prescribed minimums: 

I think it was 17yrs. The accused was the victim’s step-father, she was only 9 yrs old, 
and he raped her while the mother was away for the weekend.

The heaviest I have asked for was �0 years but the court imposed �0 years. 

�0 years. The accused had previous convictions of property crimes and assaults, and 
the complainant was impregnated by the rape.

15 years. 

�0 years. 

45 years for a second conviction in Otjiwarongo.

�0 years for a child rape.

Most prosecutors were happy with the prescribed minimum sentences. One felt that 
the minimums were too low and should be increased. One police interviewee suggested a 
minimum sentence of life imprisonment for rape (as well as the return of capital punishment 
for murderers). One legal aid lawyer felt that the minimums for different crimes were 
disproportionate, citing a comparison with minimum sentences for stock theft which is often 
referred to by members of the public: 

For stealing a goat and a woman brutally raped by her husband, the same sentence. 

Magistrates generally found the minimum sentences useful: 

I think the minimum sentences are just fine. It has helped the court because we need 
to have guidelines on these things. They serve as guidelines. If you look in the past, 
when rape was just a common law crime, these people were just sentenced to 6 years, 7 
years, when they’ve committed such heinous crimes. If you can sentence a person to �0 
years it’s good because this young child has been soiled. Her life has been completely 
changed and she’ll suffer that psychological trauma for many, many years to come, or 
even for the rest of her life, because whenever a story of rape comes up what happened 
to her will come to her mind. She lives with this trauma. I’m happy with the minimum 
sentences. (Oshakati)

… they bring uniformity in the sentence. (Katima Mulilo)
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“Substantial and compelling reasons” to depart 
from the minimum sentences
Prosecutors and legal aid lawyers were asked if they had been involved in any cases where 
the court found substantial and compelling reasons to depart from the minimum sentences. 
Here are some of the responses: 

It happens maybe one-third of the time, and I’m satisfied with the reasons. We had 
one case where the victim pleaded that the accused not go to jail, because he was the 
breadwinner, and part of the sentence was suspended. (prosecutor)

No, and they will never ever, because what is that? It’s normally not there, so when is 
it there? Magistrates don’t like that, but you can get a lower sentence. If I see some, I’ll 
argue it. Judges are trying to define “substantial and compelling” as “something that 
is not normally there”. (legal aid lawyer)

Yes. In one case the convict was 80 years old and the victim was 16 years old; in another 
one there were no clear indicators of force; in another the appearance of the victim 
contributed because she looked like a grown-up woman, and cases where the convicts 
were scholars attending school. (legal aid lawyer)

This lawyer felt that “substantial and compelling circumstances” needs to be defined. Another 
legal aid lawyer had the same concern: 

What concerns me most is what substantial and compelling circumstances are, and when 
they are to be taken into account. There’s no definition of substantial and compelling 
circumstances, the judges just use their own discretion to determine if substantial and 
compelling circumstances exist.

One magistrate agreed: 

I do not have a problem with the minimum sentences in the Act, but the Act also makes 
provision for substantial and compelling circumstances, which have not been defined, 
so we sometimes have a problem with what may be considered as substantial and 
compelling. I think they could have defined substantial and compelling circumstances as 
they have defined coercive circumstances in the Act. They are very vague, the substantial 
and compelling circumstances… You will find cases where the person is young, and it’s 
difficult, but then you have to weigh that person with the victim and the community. 
There is so much to take into account, and it’s difficult to come up with a sentence that’s 
fair to yourself, the community, and the victim. Justice is all about fairness, isn’t it?

Another magistrate disagreed, saying that it is best for the circumstances to remain undefined 
because they will differ from case to case: “These are circumstances which are determined 
by the evidence”. 

In fact, as discussed above in this chapter, several recent High Court cases (as yet unreported) 
have given guidance on the meaning of “substantial and compelling circumstances”, without 
defining them specifically. 

Only one magistrate gave a description of a case where she found substantial and compelling 
circumstances which justified a departure from the minimum sentences: 

I convicted a 76 year old pensioner who raped a very young child, about 9 years old. We 
went through the trial, but before the end of the case, he pled guilty. I convicted him, 
and age fell under coercive circumstances, so the penalty was a term of imprisonment 
not less than 15 years. I had to deviate from this because I considered his old age and 
change of heart as substantial and compelling circumstances. He was very, very old, 
and half blind. It was an unusual case. 
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Several prosecutors spoke of courts as deviating from the minimums in cases where the 
accused persons were minors, indicating that they are not aware that the prescribed minimums 
do not apply to persons under age 18 at the time when the crime was committed. 

reCommenDatIon: 
More detailed information and training on the legal position regarding minimum 
sentences, and case law developments in this area, would assist prosecutors and 
presiding officers. All prosecutors and presiding officers should be reminded 
that the statutory minimums do not apply to offenders under age 18. 

Deterrent effect 

 
…the most effective deterrent to crime is the certainty, which must exist in the minds 
of potential criminals that if they commit crimes, then without doubt:

they will be apprehended and charged by the police and prosecuted by the Prosecutor-
General;
the crime will be properly and speedily investigated by the police;
they will be tried efficiently and speedily;
if found guilty, effective and appropriate sentences will be imposed on them; and
that they will serve their sentences.

minister of Justice (hon kawana), National Assembly,  
Second Reading Speech, debate on Criminal Procedure Bill, 22 September 2004

Some police investigating officers interviewed felt that the minimum sentences were working 
to discourage repeated rapes and rapes by others: 

I like them because some of the people who spent a long time in custody will come out 
and say they will never repeat that.

Minimum sentences show the offenders that the courts are serious about sexual assaults 
and that there are consequences for rape. People do think twice. 

Several prosecutors agreed: 

It’s been a deterring factor. The criminals hear about it. You don’t get instances where 
judges give disparate sentences. Some judges are quite lenient, so the minimums help. 
They also guard against future rapes because the perpetrators hear about the minimums. 
The community is aware.

They are working well. Compared to the past, it’s working and people are getting the 
message that if you do this with this one its very serious.

However, one police investigating officer and one legal aid lawyer felt that the strict sentences 
were not having the desired deterrent effect “because the communities and people don’t take 
it into account”: 

They know about the sentences. In the past, people were marching, complaining about 
the rape cases that were withdrawn and other matters. They hear on the news that 
people are given quite heavy sentences. But they just ignore that. (police)
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The prevalence of the offence indicates whether the minimum sentences deter. They 
give minimal deterrence to the general society, that’s why people continue and aren’t 
afraid to even admit that they’ve raped. (legal aid lawyer)

A legal aid lawyer made the following suggestion: 

Maybe it would help if people were more aware of the stiff penalties, especially in the 
rural areas. It’s published in the papers, but who reads it? People who can read! Put it 
on the radio, put it on NBC.

Many offenders seldom consider the consequences of their acts. Many underestimate the 
risk: some are indifferent to the risks; some thrive on them. Many are sublimely optimistic: 
they believe that they will not be caught: if caught, not convicted; if convicted, not sentenced; 
if sentenced not imprisoned; if imprisoned quickly released. So that is the kind of thinking 
the criminals have. It is out of this whole scenario that a holistic approach should be taken on 
how to combat crime and not a simplistic one. 

Deputy Commissioner of prisons John nyoka (writing in his personal capacity) 
Letter to the Editor, The Namibian, 14 July 2006

Research in South Africa proved that neither long sentences, nor tough prison conditions 
deter criminals. People commit crime because they no longer fear their law enforcement 
agencies and believe they will get away with committing their crime. This is especially 
true of rape and child rape. It is estimated that rapists have comfortably committed 
eight to ten rapes before they are caught for the first time. 

annelie odendaal, Opinion: “Who are Namibia’s child molesters?”,  
The Namibian, 11 May 2005

[H]arsher punishment does not prevent the precise criminal act… because the majority 
of tried criminals are not able to consider the harsh consequences in the decision-
making process leading to the criminal act. 

Stefan Schultz, Deputy Director of Criminal Justice Studies at the Polytechnic of Namibia,  
opinion piece, The Namibian, 28 January 2005 

rehabilitation of prisoners
Two police interviewees expressed concern about the lack of rehabilitation in prison: 

At the end of the day, we have to see that they are rehabilitating rapists. This isn’t 
happening. 

The jail sentence is not a solution. I don’t know what I can suggest, but they come out 
and commit the same crime again. It’s no solution. 

A researcher who works with male prisoners also noted the lack of rehabilitation efforts, saying 
that the only rehabilitation efforts she is aware of were some visits by pastors in the past. 

What prison teaches them is to become better skilled at avoiding justice next time 
– they learn from each other.

A legal aid lawyer agreed, saying that “Imprisonment serves no purpose, because the guys 
just do it again.”
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Dr Stefan Schultz, the Secretary of the Namibian Society of Criminology (responding in his 
personal capacity) said that rehabilitation requires interventions both during incarceration 
and after release, which requires the involvement of social workers and psychologists as well 
as assistance with employment or some other form of income generation upon release to help 
prevent repeat offences: 

Economic exclusion is often experienced by men as a lack of power and raises feelings 
of emasculation. And whereas there are different avenues to reassert one’s masculinity 
than through involvement in criminal activity, a number of men direct their feelings of 
powerlessness and marginalization to rape and violence. 

Dr Schultz suggested the following measures for offenders in general: 

Less prison and correctional environment
More extra-mural contact with non-offenders during imprisonment
Therapy facilities using a cognitive behavioural approach.
Improvement of conditions for social integration, in particular employment and therapy 
beyond formal release dates.

Looking more specifically at sexual offenders, he suggested “social interaction which offers 
other opportunities of male self expression than through acquired routines symbolizing male 
superiority” and “the acquisition and integration of values and attitudes, which emphasise 
the equality of the other”. 

Prisoners may become victims of rape in prison, which could be a factor which causes them 
to become more brutalised or maladjusted upon their release. According to Dr Schultz: 

Given that the rules of masculinity are played inside prisons as much as outside, it is not 
surprising that prisoners who are weaker, physically and/or mentally, are prone to abuse 
by other inmates including becoming victims of sexual violence. It is certainly one of the 
main duties of any prison service to do the necessary to prevent any such situation.

I know the public would go for long sentences but sooner or later the offenders will 
come out. Then should they come out as they went in? What should we expect from 
them if not multiplication of criminal activities when they do! 

Deputy Commissioner of prisons John nyoka (writing in his personal capacity) 
Letter to the Editor, The Namibian, 14 July 2006

Deputy Commissioner of Prisons John Nyoka (writing in his personal capacity) also recently 
made a public call for a more holistic approach to dealing with criminals. He identified three 
categories of problems which cause crime, each of which calls for a different response. The 
first is sociological, where the conditions of society encourage crime. In such cases, he said, 
“the solution to crime rests in altering the social, political and economic situations of society’s 
members and not building more prisons are awarding long sentences to offenders.” The second 
is where the individual who commits the crime has physical or mental problems (such as an 
excess of testosterone or a neurological disorder) which leads to violent behaviour. “Special 
treatment needs to be designed for such an offender in a person as a therapy to this kind of 
sickness, and not capital punishment or castration,” he said. The third category is “learned 
behaviour”, where a potential offender is exposed to situations which reward and encourage 
anti-social behaviour. “For example, a child who grows up in a home where the parents allow 
aggressive and hostile behaviour, model anti-social attitudes and fail to direct the child in 
pro-social activities and appropriate friendships, learns antisocial behaviour.” This category 
of problem is another one which cannot be addressed by means of harsh punishment.�8

�8 Letter to the Editor, The Namibian, 14 July �006
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A research report entitled “Understanding Violent Crimes Against Women and 
Girls among convicted Prisoners in Namibia: Implications for Prevention and 
Treatment” has recently been completed by Women’s Action for Development, the 
University of Namibia and the Ministry of Safety and Security. This study is based on 
interviews with �00 prisoners in six different prisons. The final study was not available 
at the time of going to press, but a workshop presentation highlighting the study’s key 
findings identified cultural factors, alcohol consumption, low levels of education, lack 
of employment, socio-economic marginalisation, poor family support structures and 
poor socialisation as contributing to violent crimes against women and children. One 
of the study’s recommendations is that more psychological services should be provided 
for convicted prisoners for remedial purposes, as well as for the general public as a 
preventative measure. However, more study will be needed to unearth the root causes 
of violence against women and children in Namibia. 

SADC Conference to Table the Research Report, 22-23 November 2006

Rehabilitation of offenders may improve under the forthcoming Corrections and Conditional 
Release Bill approved by Cabinet in July �006.�9 This Bill lists as one of the functions of the 
Namibian Correctional Service as being “as far as practicable, to apply such rehabilitation 
programmes to convicted offenders that contribute to their rehabilitation and successful 
reintegration into community as law-abiding citizens.”40 The Bill states that the Correctional 
Service “may” provide a range of rehabilitation programmes designed to address the needs 
of offender”, including work programmes which will allow offenders to develop skills which 
can equip them to mange their lives in a “productive manner” after release”.41

However, sexual offenders may need specific rehabilitation programmes. Instead of simply propo-
sing heavier and heavier sentences for rapists, it might be more useful to introduce a supervised 
rehabilitation programme for the categories of sexual offenders who show the potential to respond 
to rehabilitation. Such a programme could begin during the period of imprisonment and continue 
as a transition between imprisonment and release, along the lines of the programme recently 
enacted in Kenya (see box below). An increased focus on rehabilitation of sexual offenders might 
provide greater insights into how we can prevent rape from happening in the first place. 

rehabilitation for dangerous sexual offenders in kenya

Kenya’s new legislation on rape contains a special provision for long-term rehabilitation 
of dangerous sexual offenders, which are repeat offender, offenders who have used 
violence or threats of violence to accomplish a sexual offence, and offenders convicted 
of a sexual offence against a child under 18. 

When such an offender is released from prison, he must undergo long-term supervision 
“of a rehabilitative nature” for at least five years.

The court must consider a report from a probation officer or social worker detailing the 
suitability of the offender to undergo long-term supervision, the possible benefits of 
such supervision, a proposed rehabilitation programme, information on the offender’s 
family and social background and recommendations on any conditions which should 
be imposed in the long-term supervision order. The victim must also be given an 
opportunity to make representations on this point. 

�9 See “New Bill for prisoners to be tabled”, The Namibian, 17 July �006. 
40 Section �(c), Corrections and Conditional Release Bill, �006. 
41 Sections 9�-95, Corrections and Conditional Release Bill, �006.
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The court may then issue a long-term supervision order, which can require the offender 
to participate in a specified rehabilitation programme for a certain number of hours 
each month. If the offender has sufficient means, the court may order that he or she 
must make a contribution to the costs of the rehabilitation programme. 

The order can also require the offender to stay away from specified locations, prohibit 
him or her from seeking certain jobs, required specified forms of monitoring, or abstain 
from using or abusing alcohol or drugs. 

The long-term supervision order must be reviewed at least every three years. Failure 
to comply with it is a criminal offence and can result in a fine, imprisonment or the 
imposition of new conditions. 

Kenya Sexual Offences Act 2006, section 39 

reCommenDatIon: 
Implement a supervised rehabilitation programme for categories of sexual 
offenders who show the potential to respond to rehabilitation, beginning 
during imprisonment and continuing as a transition between imprisonment 
and release, along the lines of the programme recently enacted in Kenya. 
Make participation in an appropriate rehabilitation programme a condition of release 
from prison, and supervise participation in a specified programme in the same fashion 
that juvenile offenders are supervised in the course of diversion programmes. Failure 
to complete the programme as required could entail a fine, a return to prison and/or 
an increased level of supervision. 

Increased minimum sentences in the new  
Criminal procedure act
As discussed in more detail in Chapter 17, section 309 of the new Criminal Procedure Act 
24 of 2004 (passed by Parliament but not yet in force) sets life imprisonment as the 
minimum sentence for the most serious instances of rape if the perpetrator is over 
age 16 – including premeditated murder, murder committed in conjunction with rape, murder 
by a group of people acting together, multiple rapes of the same victim by one person, gang 
rapes, repeat offences of rape, rape by a person who knows that he or she is HIV positive, 
rapes of children or very old persons, rape of physically or mentally disabled persons, rapes 
involving weapons and rapes which involve grievous bodily or mental harm. 

As in the case of the Combating of Rape Act, the court is empowered to depart from the 
minimum sentences if there are “substantial and compelling circumstances” to do so, and 
the new minimum sentences do not apply to offenders under age 16. 

However, the increased minimum sentences for rape will apply only to “rape other 
than rape under a statute” – which must refer to the commonlaw crime of rape, 
which survives alongside the Combating of Rape Act. This could inspire a return to 
charges of rape under the common law (which requires proof of absence of consent) 
instead of under the Combating of Rape Act (which changes the focus to the presence 
of coercion), such a development could undermine the intention of the Combating of 
Rape Act. 
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reCommenDatIon: 
The commonlaw crime of rape should not invoke heavier minimum sentences 
than rape under the Combating of Rape Act. Increased deterrence of potential 
rapists would be better achieved by a focus on increasing conviction rates 
rather then by increasing punishment for offenders. 

minimum sentences in South africa

In South Africa the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977 was amended by the Criminal 
Law Amendment Act 105 of 1997 to provide mandatory minimum sentences for certain 
crimes, including rape. 

A conviction of rape in certain circumstances will lead to a minimum sentence of life 
imprisonment. This minimum sentence applies when:

the rape is accompanied by murder
a victim is raped more than once, whether by one or more perpetrators
multiple perpetrators are acting together
the rapist knows that he or she is HIV positive
the victim is a girl under age 16
the victim is a physically disabled woman who due to her physical disability is 
rendered particularly vulnerable
the victim is a mentally ill woman
the rape involves the infliction of grievous bodily harm. 

A conviction of rape in any other circumstances will lead to a minimum sentence of 
10 years for a first offender, 15 years for a second offender and �0 years for a third or 
subsequent offender. These sentences also apply to indecent assault of a child under 
the age of 16 involving the infliction of bodily harm. 

As in Namibia, the courts in South Africa have discretion to depart from the minimums 
where there are “substantial and compelling circumstances” which warrant a lesser 
sentence. The minimum sentences do not apply to children under age 16, and for 
children between ages 16 and 18 the court must give reasons to justify the imposition 
of the minimum sentences. 

The Sexual Offences Bill currently being considered by the South African Parliament 
would not increase these minimums, but merely adjust their wording to match the new 
legislation. 
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Members of the public often call for stiffer 
sentences for rapists. This issue was also raised 
in our focus group discussions. For example, one 
woman in Gobabis felt that the law still is not 
strong enough: 

People are arrested but get bail and repeat the 
same offences. The law must be there which 
will address this issue and the sentence stiffer, 
for offenders not to repeat after serving their 
sentence. Currently people feel that jail is just 
home for them – they get free accommodation 
and food! 

A woman in Khorixas made a similar statement: 

Stiffer sentences, not in terms of years in jail 
where they relax, but something else like for 
example he will do work or something else that 
the rapist will be able to go through a difficult 
time himself and understand what damage he 
has done to that person. 

Similar attitudes were also reflected in the com-
munity outreach workshops run by the Woman 
and Child Protection Units.4�

However, it may be that such calls for heav
ier sentences stem in part from frustrations 
about the perceived high incidence of rape, in 
the absence of any other clear and simple ideas 
about what action could be taken to combat 
rape in Namibia. If members of the general 
public were more aware of the low conviction 
rates for rape and the preponderance of case 
withdrawals, they might focus on other rem
edies instead of on heavier sentences. 

4� “There is a need to review punishment given to perpetrators of violence against women and children to ensure 
that they are punished severely.” Namibian Police Force Woman and Child Protection Unit Report on Regional 
Workshop with Community-Based Groups, April-August �005, Caprivi, Karas, Erongo, Omusati and Ohangwena 
Regions at 1�. 

D. public perceptions

“Most women and men 
know that people will 

be imprisoned for rape, 
although some people feel 
that the sentences are not 
long enough. Some people 
suggest punishments for 

rapists that include  
“losing their ‘manhood’”; 
publishing their names in 

the mass media; the  
death sentence (because 

rape is like death to  
women); life imprisonment;  

and requiring the man to 
pay a ‘fine’ to the woman he 
has raped or to her family.”

Debie Lebeau, 
Structural Conditions for the 
Progression of the HIV-AIDS 

Pandemic in Namibia, 
University of Namibia, 2004, at 32-33

(based on data collected from 
respondents in Windhoek 

and rural areas in the North)
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mInImUm SentenCeS for StoCk theft

Comparisons are sometimes drawn between minimum sentences for rape and 
minimum sentences for stock theft. The minimum sentence for a first offence 
of theft of a cow would indeed be heavier than the minimum sentence for a first 
offence of any form of rape.

Section 14 of the Stock Theft Act 1� of 1990 (as amended in 1991, 199� and �004) provides 
the following minimum sentences for the theft of stock other than poultry:

first conviction for theft of stock worth less than N$500: � years imprisonment without 
the option of a fine
first conviction for theft of stock worth N$500 or more: �0 years imprisonment without 
the option of a fine
second or subsequent conviction for theft of stock of any value: �0 years imprisonment 
without the option of a fine

As in the case of rape, a court can impose a sentence which is less than the minimum 
if there are “substantial and compelling circumstances” which justify this. Going 
even farther than the law on rape, the Stock Theft Act places stricter restrictions on 
suspended sentences and prohibits sentences for stock theft imposed on adults from 
running concurrently with other sentences of imprisonment. Section 15A of the Stock 
Theft Act also gives Regional Magistrates’ Courts the power to impose any penalty or 
additional penalty provided for in the Act, even if the penalty on its own or combined 
with any other penalty) exceeds the punitive jurisdiction of the court. A similar provision 
should be added to the Combating of Rape Act.4�

reCommenDatIonS: 
Using the Stock Theft Act 15 of 1990 as a model, the Combating of Rape Act 
should be amended to empower Regional Magistrate’s Court to impose any 
minimum penalty specified in the Act, even if such penalty exceeds the ordinary 
jurisdiction of the court, and to place restrictions on concurrent sentences 
for rape – but without completely removing judicial discretion in this regard. For 
example, the Act might require that sentences for multiple counts of rape be served 
consecutively unless the court finds substantial and compelling circumstances which 
warrant concurrent sentences. This would effectively create a presumption in favour 
of consecutive sentences for rape. 

Consideration should be given to amending the Combating of Rape Act to place 
limits on what portion of a minimum sentence must be served before an offender 
is eligible for parole. 

Encourage members of the public to focus on strategies to increase reporting 
and to reduce case withdrawals by complainants instead of on more severe 
punishment. 

4� See S v Nghitukwa, High Court, 11 February �005 (unreported) (Hannah J and Mainga J). 
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Chapter 

12

361

this chapter begins with a summary of case outcomes, including a 
look at conviction rates for rape, and at how namibia compares 

internationally on this score. 

It outlines the typical course of a rape case, starting from the point 
when the accused is arrested. 

It then examines the statistics and reasons given for requests from 
complainants to withdraw rape cases, and for decisions by the Office of 
the Prosecutor-General not to prosecute some rape cases. 

the chapter next looks at the course of the criminal trial itself, including 
steps to reduce the trauma for the complainant and the process of 
obtaining legal representation for the accused. Postponements and 
the overall length of rape trials are investigated, along with the factors 
which contribute to unnecessary postponements for various reasons. 

Procedural and evidentiary issues are also examined, including the 
application of new evidentiary provisions, treatment of the evidence 
of children, closure of the court during rape trials and special 
arrangements for vulnerable witnesses. 

Case 
OutCOmes, 
Case 
WItHDRaWaLs
anD 
CRImInaL tRIaLs
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CHaRt 12.1: 
POssIbLe Case OutCOmes

This chart is based on South African Law 
Commission, Conviction rates and other outcomes 
of crimes reported in eight South African police 
areas, Research Paper 18, Project 82 at 18, with 
some alterations to suit the Namibian research.

Outcome by case
Of the 409 cases in our police docket sample, only 40% resulted in a completed criminal 
trial. 

CHaRt 12.2a: Case OutCOmes PeR Case  
(POLICe DOCket samPLe)

1. OveRvIeW Of 
Case OutCOmes

undetected/
unfounded

Withdrawn by 
complainant 

or prosecutor

Ongoing 
investigation

Case tried

Withdrawn by 
prosecutor

trial ongoing

Crime 
committed

not 
reported

Reported 
to police

Cases not 
gone to court

to court

Guilty

not guilty
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tabLe 12.1: Case OutCOmes PeR Case 
(POLICe DOCket samPLe)

N %
Unfounded/undetected 46 11.2

Withdrawn by complainant 79 19.3

Withdrawn by prosecutor 96 23.5
Trial began but not 
completed

25 6.1

Trial completed and verdict 
given

163 39.9

total 409 100.0

tabLe 12.2: OutCOme Of Cases WItH COmPLeteD tRIaLs  
(POLICe DOCket samPLe)  
(unit = case)

Guilty of rape or attempted rape 
(single accused or at least one of multiple accused)

74 45.4

Guilty of another sexual offence  
(single accused or at least one of multiple accused)

14 8.6

Not guilty of any sexual offence, but guilty of some other charge  
(single accused; no such outcome in cases involving multiple accused)

9 5.5

Not guilty of any crime 
(single accused acquitted or all accused acquitted in involving multiple accused)

62 38.0

Outcome unknown 4 2.5

total 163 100.0

As explained in the previous chapter, only 46 cases (11%) in the police docket sample of 409 cases 
were unfounded or undetected. Unsolved cases obviously cannot be prosecuted. Of the 363 cases 
which were solved (in the sense that at least some of the alleged perpetrators were either 
identified or arrested), only 163 (45%) resulted in a completed trial. 

CHaRt 12.3:  attRItIOn by Case at eaCH staGe Of tHe PROCess 
     (POLICe DOCket samPLe)

Of the 409 dockets originally opened, 43% were withdrawn either at the complainant’s 
request, or because of a prosecutorial decision. (This constitutes 48% of the cases which 
were solved.) Withdrawals are thus the single most significant reason why a rape case 
does not proceed to trial. This factor will be explored in detail below

CHaRt 12.2b: tRIaL OutCOmes PeR Case 
(POLICe DOCket samPLe 
– 163 Cases)

Cases where rape was alleged 

Cases detected 

Cases where at least one person 
was tried for rape

Cases where criminal trial was 
completed and verdict given

Cases where at least one accused convicted of some crime

Cases where at least one accused convicted of rape or attempted rape
Cases where at least one accused convicted of sexual offence
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Of the 409 cases in which charges of rape were laid, at least one perpetrator was found 
guilty of some crime in 97 cases (24%). But only 74 cases (18%) resulted in convictions for 
rape or attempted rape. (This constitutes 20% of the 363 cases which were detected.) 

As another method of measurement, of the 163 cases in the sample which resulted in a 
completed trial, one accused (or at least one accused in cases with multiple perpetrators) was 
found guilty of some crime in about 60% of the cases, while the other 40% of the completed 
criminal trials for rape resulted in acquittals. 

Outcome by perpetrator

Police docket sample
It is also useful to look at the outcome per accused. Because some cases had multiple 
perpetrators, there were at least 470 perpetrators in our police docket sample of 409 
cases. Out of these, a total of 329 are known to have been arrested – which constitutes 
70% of the total. 

Trials were completed in respect of only 170 of these accused (36% of those who 
allegedly committed rapes, and 52% of those arrested for rapes). 

For those perpetrators whose trials were completed, 102 were found guilty on at least 
some of the charges against them (22% of those who allegedly committed rapes, 31% 
of those arrested for rapes, and 60% of those whose trials were completed). 

However, only 77 of these perpetrators were found guilty of rape or attempted rape 
(16% of those who allegedly committed rapes, 23% of those arrested for rapes, and 
45% of those whose trials were completed). 

Another 14 perpetrators were found guilty of some other sexual offence, such as 
indecent assault or violation of section 14 of the Combating of Immoral Practices Act which 
protects children under age 16 (3% of those who allegedly committed rapes, 4% of those 
arrested for rapes, and 8% of those whose trials were completed). 

The other convicted persons were found guilty of crimes such as assault, kidnapping or theft. 

In other words, only about 1 out of 5 of all the perpetrators alleged to have committed 
rapes (21.7%) were ultimately arrested, tried and found guilty of any crime. 

The flip side of the picture is that 66 of the accused perpetrators were not found guilty of any 
crime. This is equal to 14% of those accused of rape, 20% of those arrested for rape, and 39% 
of those tried for rape. 

It must be remembered throughout this discussion that a verdict of “not guilty” does not 
necessarily mean that that no rape took place. A “not guilty” verdict could mean that the 
accused was truly innocent of any crime, or that the accused may have committed a crime but 
the state could not prove its case against them. Some such outcomes as this are inevitable in 
democracies where people charged with crimes are considered innocent until proven guilty, 
but can usually be minimised by good police work and skilled prosecution. 

To make these statistics easier to understand, think about it this way. Suppose 100 people 
are accused of committing rapes in Namibia. Only 70 of them will be arrested. Some of 
the cases against these 70 accused will be withdrawn by the complainant – often because the 
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complainant and the perpetrator are related. Even more will be withdrawn by the prosecutor, 
mostly because of lack of enough evidence to make a strong case. A few accused will abscond. 
In a few cases, trials will be underway but not yet complete. Trials will be finalised for only 
about 36 of the 100 alleged perpetrators, and only about 19 of them will be convicted of any 
sexual offence at all. Only 16 of these 100 alleged rapists will be convicted of rape or 
attempted rape. Another 3 will be found guilty of some lesser sexual offence, and another 2 
found guilty of some other kind of crime. About 14 will be acquitted of any wrongdoing. 

Convictions of some sort are obtained in respect of some 60% of the perpetrators 
who are tried. This is not a bad rate. However, most prosecuting authorities understandably 
tend to try only those cases where there is a reasonable prospect of success as a way to 
focus prosecution resources on the most promising cases. Thus, the weakest cases 
are withdrawn before trial. The ratio of convictions to acquittals is also influenced by: 

the quality of the police investigation 
the prosecutor’s experience and ability to effectively present the state’s case; 
the extent of co-operation by witnesses, including the complainant; 
whether accused pleads guilty or not guilty; and 
the quality of the accused’s defence counsel.1

tabLe 12.3:  Case OutCOmes fOR tHe 170 peRpetRatORs WItH COmpLeteD tRIaLs 
(pOLICe DOCket sampLe) 

n %

Guilty of rape with or without some other crimes 77 45.3

Guilty of another sexual offence with or without some other crimes 14 8.3

Not guilty of any sexual offence, but guilty of some other charge  
related to the same incident

 11 6.5

Not guilty of any crime 66 38.8

Not determined 2 1.2

total 170 100.0

1 South African Law Commission, Conviction rates and other outcomes of crimes reported in eight South 
African police areas, Research Paper 18, Project 82 at 19-20. 
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ChARt 12.5: VERdiCts in ComPlEtEd tRiAls (PoliCE doCkEt sAmPlE)

The most serious gap is between charge and trial, as criminal trials were completed for only 
about half of all persons arrested for rape in our sample. 

tAblE 12.4: AttRition by AllEgEd PERPEtRAtoR At EACh stAgE of thE PRoCEss 
    (PoliCE doCkEt sAmPlE)
Perpetrators who allegedly committed rape 470
Accused persons arrested on charge of rape 329
Persons tried for rape (completed trials) 170
Guilty verdicts 102

Court register sample
The figures from the court register sample paint an even more disturbing picture, as this 
sample includes only persons who have already been charged, arrested and brought to trial. 

However, it must be noted that we were unable to ascertain the outcomes of 34% of the 
cases in the sample from the court registers (207 out of 612 accused). For example, some 
trials were recorded as being postponed to a particular date and then there is no further record 
of the case at all. Our researchers searched the court registers more broadly (instead of looking 
only on the date when the trial should have reconvened), but were unable to find any other 
records of these cases on any other dates. 

Therefore, we can analyse the outcomes for only 405 of the 612 accused in the court 
register sample. 

Trials were completed for only 33% (132 accused) and still underway for another 21% (83 
accused). Over 13% of these accused persons had reportedly absconded (54 individuals). 
Cases against almost one-third (31%) of the accused were withdrawn. This includes only 
those cases which were withdrawn after the criminal trial had actually begun, or at least after 
the first court appearance by the accused in the case. 

tAblE 12.5: CAsE outComE PER ACCusEd  
(CouRt REgistER sAmPlE)
 n %

Trial completed 132 21.6

Ongoing 83 13.6

Withdrawn 127 20.8

Struck from the roll 9 1.5

Accused absconded 54 8.8

Disappeared from the system 207 33.8

total 612 100.0

tAblE 12.6: CAsE outComE PER ACCusEd  
– missing CAsEs ExCludEd  
(CouRt REgistER sAmPlE)

 n %

Trial completed 132 32.6

Ongoing 83 20.5

Withdrawn 127 31.4

Struck from the roll 9 2.2

Accused absconded 54 13.3

total 405 100.0
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Of the 132 accused in the court register sample for whom criminal trials were completed, 
55% (72 accused) were found guilty and sentenced for some crime, with 46% (61 accused) 
being found guilty of rape or attempted rape by the trial court. In comparison, 45% (60 
accused) were found not guilty – an outcome which is similar to that found in the police 
docket sample. 

tabLe 12.7: Case OutCOme peR aCCuseD In COmpLeteD tRIaLs  
(COuRt RegIsteR sampLe) 

n %

Guilty of rape or attempted rape with or without some other crimes 61 46.2

Appeal cases following conviction for rape 4 3.0

Guilty of another sexual offence with or without some other crimes 1 0.8

Not guilty of any sexual offence, but guilty of some other charge related to same 
incident

5 3.8

Conviction only for charge unrelated to rape allegation (escape from custody) 1 0.8

Not guilty 60 45.5

total 132 100.0

CHaRt 12.6: 
VeRDICts In  
COmpLeteD tRIaLs  
(COuRt RegIsteR sampLe)

Overview 
The vast majority of rape cases are not resolved by a verdict at all because they are 
withdrawn – sometimes at the request of the complainant and sometimes on the 
decision of the Office of the Prosecutor-General. This creates an enormous waste of state 
resources involving police, prosecutors, magistrates, court personnel and sometimes legal aid 
lawyers. Of course, it would be even more wasteful to attempt to go forward with prosecutions 
in cases where there is little chance of obtaining a conviction on the basis of the evidence. 

The bottom line is that a rapist in Namibia has very little chance of being punished for 
the crime. 

How does this compare to the overall outcome for crimes in Namibia? Attorney-General 
and Minister of Justice Pendukeni Iivula-Ithana gave the following figures in Parliament for 
the 2005/06 financial year (March 2005-February 2006): 

A total number of 30 934 new cases were dealt with while a number of 62 618 old cases 
were on the roll. A total number of 93 552 cases were thus dealt with by the prosecution 
service. A total number of 22 279 of these cases were finalised of which 8 839 were 
convictions, 792 acquittals, 11 527 withdrawals and 1 121 “Section 174” discharges. A 
total number of 71 273 cases were thus carried over to this year.2

2 Budget Speech by Minister of Justice and Attorney General Pendukeni Iivula-Ithana, National Assembly, 18 
April 2006 ; see also Lindsay Dentlinger, “’Boost funds or face court backlogs’, The Namibian, 20 April 2006.

A “Section 174” discharge refers to a situation where the accused is discharged at the close of the 
state’s case. Section 174 of the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977 reads: “If, at the close of the case for the 
prosecution at any trial, the court is of the opinion that there is no evidence that the accused committed the 
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These figures can be analysed as follows: Of all the cases handled by the prosecution in 2005/06, 
24% were finalised (22 279). It is clear from the Minister’s statement that she is using the term 
“finalised” to mean that the case will have no further outcome; it does not always mean that 
there was a completed criminal trial, because it includes cases which are withdrawn. Of these 
22 279 finalised cases: 

52% were withdrawn (11 527)
40% resulted in convictions (8 839)
9% resulted in acquittals (1 913). 

The figures for cases which were withdrawn probably include cases withdrawn at the com
plainant’s request, and decisions not to prosecute for other reasons. The reason is that decisions 
in both of these instances must be made by the Office of the ProsecutorGeneral. 

If the data we have compiled for rape cases (from the police docket sample of 409 cases) is 
organised in the same manner, this would be the resulting comparison. Of all the cases where 
a police docket would have been referred to a prosecutor for action, 338 cases were finalised in 
the same sense as the term is used in the Minister’s speech.3 Of these 338 finalised cases:

52% were withdrawn (175) 
29% resulted in convictions for rape or some other crime (97) 
18% resulted in acquittals (62) 
1% outcome unknown (4). 

ChARt 12.7A: CAsEs finAlisEd  
2005/2006 – All CAsEs  
hAndlEd by PRosECution

It would be useful to have a larger body of data with which to make comparisons, 
but these two limited data sets suggest several interesting points of comparison and 
contrast: 

Rape cases do not appear to have any higher overall rate of withdrawal than 
other crimes. However, we do not have enough information to compare withdrawals 
at the request of the complainant for rape versus other crimes. 

The conviction rate for rape appears to be significantly lower than the overall 
conviction rate. The data suggests that the acquittal rate in rape cases may be twice 
that of the overall conviction rate for all crimes combined. 

offence referred to in the charge or any offence of which he may be convicted on the charge, it may return a 
verdict of not guilty.” These cases can thus be grouped together with the other acquittals which came after 
evidence from both prosecution and defence. 

3 This figure was calculated from Table 12.1 above by removing the unfounded/undetected cases and the 
cases where the trial was not completed (as some of these may have still been ongoing). 














ChARt 12.7b: CAsEs finAlisEd 2005/2006 
– PoliCE doCkEt sAmPlE  
(409 CAsEs)
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These two tentative conclusions should be tested against other sources of data on conviction 
rates.4 

factors influencing convictions
We used cross-tabulations to try to see what factors were related to case outcomes (in 
respect of the police docket sample, where we had descriptions of complainants and crimes). 

These cross-tabulations showed that 22 of the 70 cases in which accused were found 
guilty of rape (almost one-third) involved visible injuries to the complainant (cuts, 
bruises, swelling or a broken bone). This emphasises the fact that medical evidence such 
as that recorded in the J-88 forms is very important to case outcomes. 

The cross-tabulations also showed that 40 of the 70 cases involving convictions for 
rape had complainants under age 18, including 27 cases involving complainants under 
age 14. Perhaps child rape is easier to prosecute because the age gap between complainant 
and perpetrator alone is sufficient to qualify as a coercive circumstance. However, cases 
involving child complainants could conversely be more difficult to prosecute because courts 
can be sceptical about the credibility of evidence from children. 

If conviction rates are examined by location, they prove to be higher relative to the 
number of rape cases reported in respect of the dockets opened at some of the rural 
stations and smaller urban areas (Dordobis, Khorixas, Ohangwena, Okatope & Katima Mulilo). 
This indicates that the increased resources usually available in larger urban areas are not the key 
factor influencing convictions. 

tabLe 12.8: OutCOme Of Case by POLICe statIOn (POLICe DOCket samPLe)

 
 

trial 
uncompleted

accused(s) 
guilty of rape

accused(s) not 
guilty of rape total

n % n % n % n %

Police 
station

Ohangwena 7 28.0 4 5.7 12 13.5 25 6.2

Dordabis 3 12.0 0 .0 1 1.1 6 1.5

Okahandja 5 20.0 3 4.3 6 6.7 42 10.4

Gobabis 5 20.0 7 10.0 6 6.7 51 12.6

Khorixas 0 .0 8 11.4 8 9.0 29 7.2

Fransfontein 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 1 .2

Ondangwa 0 .0 5 7.1 1 1.1 9 2.2

Okatope 0 .0 6 8.6 10 11.2 21 5.2

Oshakati 0 .0 2 2.9 1 1.1 13 3.2

Swakopmund 1 4.0 3 4.3 3 3.4 28 6.9

Narraville 0 .0 0 .0 2 2.2 3 .7

Walvis Bay 1 4.0 3 4.3 2 2.2 14 3.5

Rehoboth 0 .0 2 2.9 3 3.4 22 5.4

Katutura 1 4.0 11 15.7 8 9.0 56 13.8

Wanaheda 0 .0 8 11.4 4 4.5 18 4.4

Windhoek 0 .0 1 1.4 1 1.1 4 1.0

Katima Mulilo 1 4.0 4 5.7 10 11.2 23 5.7

Keetmanshoop 0 .0 1 1.4 4 4.5 9 2.2

Aroab 0 .0 1 1.4 3 3.4 5 1.2

Kuisebmond 1 4.0 1 1.4 4 4.5 26 6.4

total 25 100.0 70 100.0 89 100.0 405 100.0

4 More comprehensive statistics on rape cases were requested from the Office of the Prosecutor-General, but 
these statistics were not yet available at the time of going to press. 
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Prosecution and conviction rates  
in namibia over time
Some data on prosecution and conviction for rape in Namibia over time can be extracted from 
the United Nations Surveys of Crime Trends and Operations of Criminal Justice Systems. Data 
on Namibia appears on the Sixth and Eighth Surveys (but not in the Seventh). If this information 
is compared with information on reported rapes and attempted rapes from the Namibian Police 
in respect of the same years, the rate of prosecution for rape appears to have decreased 
over time – while the conviction rate seems to have gone up. This could be a sign that the 
Office of the Prosecutor-General has become more selective about which cases to prosecute, 
focusing its scarce resources on cases with a more reasonable likelihood of success. 

tabLe 12.9: PROseCutIOn Rates fOR RaPe In namIbIa
1996 1997 1998 2001 2002
42% 

(338/801)
52%

(429/830)
52%

(407/778)
30%

274/901
29%

286/975
source: Sixth and Eighth United Nations Surveys of Crime Trends and Operations  
of Criminal Justice Systems compared with Nampol statistics on reported rape

tabLe 12.10: COnvICtIOn Rates fOR RaPe In namIbIa

1996 1997 1998
Police docket sample 

2001-2005
2% 

(14/801)
3%

(29/830)
9%

(70/778)
18%

74/409 cases in sample
source: Sixth United Nations Survey of Crime Trends and Operations of Criminal  
Justice Systems compared with police docket sample for this study

International comparisons on 
attrition in rape cases
“Attrition” refers to the phenomenon whereby there is a progressive reduction between the 
number of rapes that are committed and the number of perpetrators who are actually convicted. 
Attrition in rape cases is a very serious problem in many countries.

In order to place Namibia’s attrition statistics in perspective, it is necessary to examine similar 
statistics in other jurisdictions. Meaningful comparative analysis can be very difficult for the 
following reasons:

Attrition research is relatively rare. In fact, many European countries cannot even 
provide basic data on the numbers of reports, prosecutions and convictions for rape.5 
The problem of comparing international attrition rates is exacerbated in developing 
nations where statistics are generally more difficult to obtain. 

Definitions of rape can differ dramatically across countries. For example, some 
definitions of rape are very limited and do not include the rape of men in their legal 
definition. Some countries do not acknowledge marital rape. Some countries define rape to 
cover only sexual intercourse forced on a woman by a man, while other countries employ 
extended definitions which includes other forms of sexual assault and complainants and 
perpetrators of both sexes. Some countries include only adult rape in their statistics and 
keep separate statistics for juveniles. 

5 Liz Kelly, Jo Lovett and Linda Regan, “Home Office Research Study 293: A Gap or a Chasm? Attrition in Reported 
Rape Cases” Home Office Research, Development and Statistics Directorate, February 2005 at 24. 
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The level of reporting may differ widely from country to country. This means that 
reported rapes can represent vastly different proportions of the rape which actually 
occurs in different countries. Comparing reporting rates can be very complex, as it is 
notoriously difficult to calculate the actual incidence of rape in any country.6 

The methodology employed in calculating attrition rates may vary. For example, 
some studies employ a methodology of tracking individual cases. With this method, 
researchers follow individual cases in order to determine their outcome after a specified 
time period, or after they are finalised. This method can yield very accurate results 
but can also be very time-consuming, expensive and labour-intensive. (The conviction 
rate in this study was calculated by tracking individual cases.) Another method is the 
yearly review method whereby the conviction rate is determined by comparing the 
number of convictions in a particular year (or years) to the number of cases reported to 
the police in that same year (or years). This methodology is less time-consuming, but 
generally yields less accurate statistics as it does not allow for growth or decline in 
court backlogs. Furthermore, data can also be complicated by changes in classifications 
of crime, shifts in geographical policing boundaries, or altered statistical reporting 
policies implemented during the relevant time periods.7 

Conviction rates can also be measured in two different ways. Conviction rates 
can be measured by comparing the number of cases that proceed to trial against the 
number of convictions. This trial-based perspective can lead to an inflated conviction 
rate, since it omits those cases which were reported to the police but did not result 
in a criminal trial (possibly because the evidence in the case was not strong enough 
for a prosecution to go forward). A more accurate way to report conviction rates is by 
comparing the number of cases that are reported to the police against the number of 
convictions. This analysis provides a more accurate assessment of both the investigative 
process and the prosecutorial process. (This is the method employed in this study.)8 

Against this background, the following comparisons provide some perspective for assessing 
Namibia’s conviction rate.9

south africa

Only 7% of reported rapes in South Africa had resulted in a conviction after two years 
compared with 19% convictions in the United States and 10% in England & Wales [based 
on 1994 data for the United States and 1995 data for England & Wales]. 

south african Law Commission, “Conviction rates and other outcomes  
 of crimes reported in eight South African Police areas”, at 22 

6 Ibid. 
7 South African Law Commission, “Conviction rates and other outcomes of crimes reported in eight South African 

Police areas”, Project 82 at http://www.doj.gov.za/salrc/ipapers/ip18_prj122_2002_quest.pdf. 
8 Ibid. 
9 In 2004, the Bureau of Justice Statistics released a Cross National Study in Crime and Justice for England 

and Wales, the United States, Australia, Canada, Netherlands, Scotland, Sweden and Switzerland. Rape was 
one of the 6 serious crimes studied. The information for rape covers:

1. Number of crimes committed according to a national victims survey
2. Number of crimes reported to police according to a national victims survey
3. Number of crimes recorded by the police
4. Average number of offenders committing each crime
5. Number of persons convicted
6. Number of persons sentenced to custody
7. Average sentence length
8. Average time served
The statistics here are presented in a way which is difficult to compare to the other sources on arrest 

rate and conviction rate, but the data might be useful to specialists in the field. Bureau of Justice Statistics 
released a Cross National Study in Crime and Justice for England and Wales, United States, Australia, Canada, 
Netherlands, Scotland, Sweden and Switzerland, 2004 at http://www.ojp.usdoj.gov/bjs/abstract/cnscj.htm.
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In South Africa, 52 975 rape cases were reported nationally in 2000. Only 8 297 cases (16%) 
went to trial and fewer than half of these resulted in convictions. Based on this data, South 
Africa has a conviction rate of 7% for reported rape cases.10 It was found that 43% of cases 
are being withdrawn at the investigative or trial stage.11

Only 7,7% of reported rapes in South Africa in 2000 resulted in convictions. The conviction rate 
declined by 4% between 1999 and 2000, after growing 3% between 1996 and 1998. The study in 
question reveals that about 40% of reported rapes in South Africa in 2000 involved children under 
18, with only 8,9% of these resulting in convictions. The conviction rate in adult rapes was 6,8%. 

The perpetrator could not be traced in 30% of the reported rape cases in 2000. 43% of the 
reported cases were withdrawn, either before court or in court. 46% of these withdrawals were 
at the request of the victim, 36% at the request of the prosecution and 14% by the police. When 
it comes to the reasons for withdrawal, 19% were withdrawn because the parties had sorted the 
matter out between themselves. In 17% of the withdrawn cases, the victim could not be located, 
and in 15% the withdrawal was necessitated by contradictory or inconclusive evidence. 

Victim and perpetrator were known to each other in more than 70% of the cases.
“Gov’t’s shocking secret rape report”, Mail & Guardian, 13-21 November 2002. 

Several studies in South Africa have tracked specific samples of rape cases: 

1.  In 2002/2003 the Crime Information Analysis Centre (CIAC) embarked on a docket 
analysis of 3222 dockets involving sexual offences against children age 12 years and 
younger, and the findings suggest the following:

unfounded: 2.6%
undetected: 16.2%
cases withdrawn: 51.8%
found guilty: 15%
found not guilty 12.7%
other 1.7%. 

2.  From January 2001 to May 2003, 1334 cases were tracked in the database from the 
Thuthuzela Care Centres which give specialised attention to rape cases with prosecutor-
guided investigations from the outset. The reported conviction rate was found to be 
17.5%.12 

3.  In 1998, Community Information, Empowerment and Transparency Africa (Ciet Africa) 
conducted a study in which individual cases were tracked in the jurisdiction of 
Johannesburg’s Southern Metropolitan Local Council.13 For every 394 women raped, 
272 (69%) are reported to the police. “Of the 272 cases reported, 17 (6%) become cases, 
where the docket is opened for investigation. Of these 17 cases, 1 docket “gets lost,” 5 are 
referred to court by the police and only 1 gets convicted. This means that only 1 in 272 
reported rape cases (or just over 3%) result in conviction.”14 

10 Dee Smythe, “The Problem of Attrition in Rape Cases” News & View for Magistrates, September 2004. http://
www.lrg.uct.ac.za/publications/docs/newsreviews/NVSep04.pdf According to the author, these statistics 
were derived from CIAC Monitor Analysis: Rape and Attempted Rape Statistics as of June 2001 (2002). This 
report was commissioned by the Ministries of Justice, Safety and Security and Correctional Services. Initially, 
it was confidential, but was subsequently leaked to the press. Mail & Guardian (November 2002). Also, see 
ANC Daily News Briefing, “Government has no strategy yet on rampant rape”, 18 November 2002. 

11 Submission to: The Portfolio Committee for Justice and Constitutional Development In Response to: The Criminal 
Law (Sexual Offences) Amendment Bill Government Gazette No. 25282, 30 July 2003, prepared by: Institute 
of Criminology, Faculty of Law, University of Cape Town & Adv Bronwyn Pithey, Senior States Advocate, The 
Sexual Offences and Community Affairs Unit, National Directorate of Public Prosecutions, at 5. 

12 Ibid.
13 http://www.doj.gov.za/salrc/dpapers/dp102_prj107/dp102_prj%20107_c5_9.pdf.
14 Submission to: The Portfolio Committee for Justice and Constitutional Development In Response to: The 

Criminal Law (Sexual Offences) Amendment Bill Government Gazette No. 25282, 30 July 2003 at 5.
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4.	 	In	a	study	by	the	South	African	Law	Commission,	4212	cases	from	January 1997 to 
April 1998	were	tracked	in	eight South African police areas.15	This	study	separately	
addressed	the	rape	of	adult	women	18	years	and	over	and	the	rape	of	girls	under	18	
years.	For	the	2567	adult	rape	cases	(assessed	two	years	after	the	charge	was	laid),	1747	
cases	did	not	go	to	court,	76	cases	were	ongoing,	377	cases	were	withdrawn,	127	were	
found	guilty,	and	240	were	found	not	guilty.	For	the	1645	rape	cases	with	complainants	
under	age	18,	966	cases	did	not	go	to	court,	99	cases	were	ongoing,	289	were	withdrawn	
in	court,	149	were	found	guilty,	and	142	were	found	not-guilty.	This	means	there	was	a	
conviction	rate	of	9% for girls under 18 and	a	conviction	rate	of	5% for adult rape.16	

CHaRt 12.8:  aRRest anD pROseCutIOn Of Rapes In sOutH afRICa,  
seLeCteD LOCatIOns, 1997-1998 

source: South African Law Commission, “Conviction rates and other outcomes of crimes reported in eight 
South African police areas”, Research Paper 18, Project 82. 

tabLe 12.11: OutCOme Of Rape Cases In sOutH afRICa, seLeCteD LOCatIOns, 1997-1998

Crime 
Cases not 
gone to 
court 

trial 
ongoing 

Withdrawn 
in court Guilty not

guilty totals 

Rape – victim under 18 966 99 289 149 142 1 645
Rape – adult 1 747 76 377 127 240 2 567
all rapes 2 713 175 666 276 382 4 212
percentages 64.4% 4.2% 15.8% 6.5% 9.1% 100%

Source: Extracted from South African Law Commission, Conviction rates and other outcomes of crimes reported in 
eight South African police areas, Research Paper 18, Project 82 at 28 (based on a sample of rape cases in selected 
locations reported between January 1997 and April 1998). 

The	South	African	Law	Commission	made	the	following	comments	on	the	comparison	in	their	
study	between	rape	and	other	crimes:	

Out	of	all	the	violent	crimes	surveyed,	reported	child	rape	had	the	highest	level	of	cases	
going	to	court	(42%),	followed	in	third	position	by	reported	cases	of	adult	rape	(32%).	
This	may	be	because	rape	survivors	are	less	likely	to	report	the	matter	to	the	police	
where	there	is	little	prospect	of	obtaining	a	conviction	in	order	to	avoid	unnecessarily	
prolonging	their	trauma.	Conversely,	higher	levels	of	reporting	for	murder,	aggravated	
robbery	and	fraud	may	mean	that	for	non-sexual	crimes	relatively	more	evidentially-
weak	cases	are	reported.	This	“pre-selection”	by	rape	survivors	means	that	if	all	rapes	
were	reported	to	the	police	(including	those	difficult	to	prove),	the	conviction	rate	for	
rape	would	be	even	lower	than	these	results	indicate.17

15	 The	sample	came	from	one	rural	and	one	urban	location	in	each	of	four	provinces,	based	on	dockets	opened	from	
January	1997	to	April	1998.	In	August,	September	and	October	1999,	the	status	of	each	case	was	checked.

16	 South	African	Law	Commission,	Conviction	rates	and	other	outcomes	of	crimes	reported	in	eight	South	African	
police	areas,	Research	Paper	18,	Project	82,	http://www.doj.gov.za/salrc/ipapers/ip18_prj122_2002_quest.pdf.

17	 Id	at	19.	

aDuLt 
vICtIm

vICtIm 
unDeR 18
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There are numerous, well documented, problems in the South African criminal justice 
system that would account for low conviction rates. Such problems include under-trained 
and overworked detectives and prosecutors who have inadequate support staff and 
services. There are high levels of illiteracy in the police and problems with discipline 
and morale. The public also deserves a measure of blame for the poor performance of the 
criminal justice system with some people failing to co-operate with the police despite 
being witness to crime or having evidence about a crime or suspected perpetrators. 

Special mention should be made of the extent to which the results suggest potentially 
inadequate police investigation of violent crime… This result does not imply that individual 
police officers are not doing their best with the available resources. They often have to do 
their work with inadequate resources, such as a lack of vehicles and insufficient access 
to modern policing technology. High case loads are compounded by low numbers of 
experienced, trained detectives. 

south african Law Commission, 
“Conviction rates and other outcomes of crimes reported in eight South African Police areas”, at 26-27. 

england and Wales
A recent study in England and Wales showed that the conviction rate for reported rape cases 
was at an all time low of 5.6% in 2002. Out of 11 766 notifiable offences, only 2945 cases were 
prosecuted (25%), 1079 cases reached the trial stage (9%), and there were just 655 convictions 
(5.6%). Of the convictions, 39% (258) resulted from a guilty plea.18 

Rape convictions hit record low

The percentage of reported rapes to lead to convictions in England and Wales has fallen 
to an all-time low, according to a Home Office study. The number of rapes reported 
is rising – but only 5.6% of 11,766 reports in 2002 led to a rapist being convicted. 
Researchers tracking 3,500 cases found “sceptical” prosecutors and police often did not 
believe victims. There was also “some evidence of poor investigation and understanding 
of the law”, they added. …
 The proportion of convictions had dropped to 5.6% from 6% the previous year. The 
government had promised to address the “justice gap”, said the report, but there first 
needed to be a shift in the criminal justice system from a focus on the ability to discredit 
complainants to improved evidence-gathering. “Data on reported rape cases… show a 
continuing and unbroken increase in reporting to the police over the past two decades 
but a relatively static number of convictions, thus the increasing justice gap.” Rape was 
a unique crime because in no other cases were victims subjected to such scrutiny in 
court, the study – called “A Gap or A Chasm?” – said. 
 Defendants were also far more likely in rape cases to claim the victim consented 
to the alleged attack, it added. Researchers said if the government was to improve 
results there should be a “culture of belief, support and respect” among those involved 
in dealing with rape allegations. An overestimation of the scale of false allegations 
among some officials led to victims losing confidence in the system, said the authors at 
the university’s child and woman abuse studies unit. There should also be more female 
staff available to deal with victims, and more information for victims and “courtroom 
advocacy that does justice to the complainant’s account”. 

BBC News, 25 February 2005, newsvote.bbc.co.uk/

18 Liz Kelly, Jo Lovett and Linda Regan, “Home Office Research Study 293: A Gap or a Chasm? Attrition in Reported 
Rape Cases”, Home Office Research, Development and Statistics Directorate, February 2005 at 94. 
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europe
In one recent study, information was sought from European Union member states on the number 
of rape cases reported, prosecuted and resulting in conviction in 1998-2001.19 The following is 
a sample of statistics from that study, including the highest and the lowest convictions rates 
recorded: 

Ireland had an alarmingly low conviction rate of 2% in 2000. During this year, 290 cases 
of rape were reported, 62 cases were prosecuted and only 5 convictions were obtained.

Sweden had a conviction rate of 6% in 2001. Here, 1752 rape cases were reported, 199 
cases were prosecuted and 111 cases resulted in convictions. 

In neighbouring Finland, there was a much higher conviction rate of 16% in 2001. Here, 
459 cases of rape were reported, 97 cases were prosecuted and 72 convictions were 
obtained. 

In Germany, the conviction rate was 24% in 2001. Here, 7891 rape cases were reported, 
2451 cases were prosecuted, and 1876 cases resulted in convictions. 

Hungary has one of the highest conviction rates in Europe – a conviction rate of 49% in 
2001. This was based on 321 rape cases reported, 199 cases prosecuted and 157 cases 
resulting in a conviction. 

In the United States, most rapes are never reported. Most reported rapes are not prosecuted. 
Most prosecuted rapes do not result in convictions. Sentences for rapes are often short. 
The vast majority of rapists are never held to account for their acts in any way. 

Catharine a mackinnon, Sex Equality, New York: Foundation Press, 2001 at 772. 

CHaRt 12.9: HOW DOes namIbIa’s COnvICtIOn Rate COmPaRe?

note: The percentage for Namibia determined in this study was 16% if measured by accused, and 
18% if measured by case (because some cases had multiple accuseds). The case measure is more 
appropriate for making international comparisons. 

19 Linda Regan and Liz Kelly, Rape: Still a Forgotten Issue, Child and Woman Abuse Studies Unit, London 
Metropolitan University, September 2003, at http://www.rcne.com/.
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united nations surveys of crime trends 
The Seventh and Eighth United Nations Surveys of Crime Trends and Operations of Criminal 
Justice Systems, covering the periods 1998-2000 and 2001-2002 respectively, give comparative 
statistics for prosecution and convictions for rape in a range of countries. Namibia did not 
provide information for the Seventh Survey, but information on other selected countries from 
this survey is included as a point of comparison.

Methods of measuring prosecution and conviction rates may vary. Keeping this in mind, one of 
the best conviction rates among the countries surveyed in 2002 was 58% in Latvia, followed by 
52% in Romania and 49% in Chile. The bottom of the range for the listed countries is England 
& Wales, with a 5% conviction rate. Namibia’s conviction rate of approximately 18% also ranks 
above Canada and Finland and is on something of a par with Denmark, Belgium, the Netherlands, 
New Zealand and Switzerland. 

In light of these international success rates in achieving convictions for rape, Namibia’s 
record is not as shockingly bad as some countries, but nevertheless leaves plenty of room 
for improvement.

tabLe 12.12: tOtaL PeRsOns PROseCuteD anD COnvICteD fOR RaPe COmPaReD tO 
RePORteD RaPes (InCLuDInG attemPteD RaPe), 2001-2002

Country
Rape prosecutions  

as % of reported rapes
Rape convictions

as % of reported rapes

2001 2002 2001 2002

Belarus
52%

(390/747)
50%

(426/853)
42%

(313/747)
37%

(317/853)

Belgium – –
20%

(456/2315)
17%

(412/2436)

Bolivia – –
25%

(300/1198)
27%

(248/928)

Canada
25%

(6020/24044)
25%

(6194/24350)
11%

(2717/24044)
11%

(2731/24350)

Chile
34%

(460/1373)
60%

(842/1402)
44%

(606/1373)
49%

689/1402

Croatia
24%

(42/173)
41%

(68/165)
– –

Czech Republic
75%

(422/562)
66%

(429/653)
25%

(140/562)
23%

(147/653)

Denmark
14%

(69/493)
13%

(67/500)
13%

(62/493)
13%

(64/500)

England & Wales
27%

(2651/9720)
24%

(2945/12293)
5%

(522/9720)
5%

(655/12293)

Finland
18%

(83/459)
14%

(79/551)
11%

(50/459)
11%

(63/551)

Germany
31%

(2451/7891)
30%

(2613/8615)
24%

(1876/7891)
23%

(1983/8615)

Latvia
67%

(81/121)
51%

(54/106)
57%

(69/121)
58%

(61/106)

Mexico
11%

(1434/12971)
12%

(1787/14373)
– –

Netherlands
54%

(932/1725)
52%

(939/1801)
19%

(327/1725)
20%

(367/1801)

namibia 30%
274/901

29%
286/975

18% in the police docket sample  
used in this study

New Zealand – –
28%

(235/840)
20%

(214/1059)

Poland – –
39%

(919/2339)
–
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Romania
70%

(893/1269)
75%

(944/1253)
58%

(732/1269)
52%

(649/1253)

Scotland
15%

(89/589)
12%

(69/589)

Sweden
11%

(236/2084)
12%

(252/2184)
– –

Switzerland – –
28%

(127/454)
21%

(102/484)

United Kingdom
26%

(2764/10601)
22%

(2975/13395)
6%

(586/10601)
5%

(668/13395)

source: Eighth United Nations Survey of Crime Trends and Operations of Criminal Justice Systems, covering the 
period 2001 – 2002, UN Office on Drugs and Crime, Division for Policy Analysis and Public Affairs, http://www.unodc.
org/pdf/crime/. This table was constructed from data in Tables 2.8 (total recorded rapes), 6.8 (total prosecuted for 
rape) and 10.8 (total convicted for rape).20 

tabLe 12.13: tOtaL PeRsOns PROseCuteD anD COnvICteD fOR RaPe COmPaReD tO 
RePORteD RaPes (InCLuDInG attemPteD RaPe), 1998-2000

Country
Rape prosecutions as  
% of reported rapes

Rape convictions as  
% of reported rapes

1998 1999 2000 1998 1999 2000

Belarus
–

(672/596)
94%

(519/552)
91%

(480/530)
82%

(487/596)
93%

(514/552)
74%

(390/530)

Bulgaria
22%

(166/771)
29%

(216/740)
31%

(185/593)
20%

(152/771)
28%

(207/740)
30%

(176/593)

Canada
30%

(7525/25553)
28%

(6662/23859)
– 11%

(2860/25553)
11%

(2677/23859)
–

Chile –
– 1%

(9/1250)
60%

(634/1052)
48%

(626/1297)
59%

(741/1250)

China
67%

(27490/
40967)

71%
(28060/
39435)

74%
(26581/
35819)

61%
(24804/
40967)

64%
(25156/
39435)

68%
(24299/
35819)

Czech Republic
75%

(503/675)
77%

(491/634)
81%

(406/500)
30%

(203/675)
26%

(165/634)
28%

(139/500)

Denmark – – –
45%

(187/418)
42%

(200/477)
44%

(221/497)

England & Wales
29%

(2185/7636)
26%

(2169/8409)
– 9%

(675/7636)
8%

(659/8409)
–

Finland
10%

(44/463)
11%

(54/514)
11%

(61/579)
9%

(43/463)
9%

(45/514)
9%

(50/579)

France – – –
22%

(1719/7828)
23%

(1845/7958)
21%

(1747/8458)

Germany
30%

(2401/7914)
33%

(2480/7565)
–

24%
(1873/7914)

25%
(1917/7565)

–

Hungary
34%

(225/666)
28%

(191/675)
29%

(172/589)
30%

(203/666)
26%

(173/675)
28%

(163/589)

Ireland
37%

(108/292)
28%

(80/281)
–

16%
(46/292)

17%
(48/281)

–

Italy – – –
75%

(1390/1846)
69%

(1310/1904)
55%

(1291/2336)

Japan
57%

(1071/1873)
52%

(966/1857)
55%

(1242/2260)
39%

(722/1873)
39%

(718/1857)
30%

(688/2260)

20 Countries with very small numbers of reported rapes have been omitted, as well as countries where the 
annual figures were confusing (eg where the number of persons prosecuted for rape was larger than the number 
of reported rapes for the years in question, where the number of convictions was higher than the number of 
prosecutions or whether there were very large discrepancies between the two years in question). Such outcomes 
are possible, but confusing. Arrests and/or prosecutions in any given year could relate to crimes committed in a 
previous year. Comparing annual statistics is less accurate than tracking individual cases through the system. 
Annual statistics are more useful when a country’s pattern of reports and arrests is fairly consistent over time.

Namibia does not appear in the tables on reported rapes, so Namibia’s comparative rates have been compiled 
by using data from Table 2.8 compared with the reported rapes and attempted rapes as recorded by Nampol for 
the years in question. The conviction rate is based on the sample examined for this study as no national figures 
were available. 
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Korea
45%

(2574/5745)
43%

(2679/6164)
43%

(2627/6139)
50%

(2863/5745)
32%

(1962/6164)
31%

(1915/6139)

Malaysia – – –
20%

(302/1539)
17%

(249/1457)
13%

(161/1210)

Mexico – – –
22%

(2513/11315)
23%

(2596/11492)
20%

(2589/13061)

Netherlands
55%

(904/1633)
55%

(975/1775)
–

21%
(335/1633)

19%
(337/1775)

N/A

New Zealand
53%

(465/874)
68%

(493/729)
56%

(480/861)
28%

(249/874)
33%

(239/729)
25%

(216/861)

Norway
11% 

(52/456)
8%

(36/467)
9%

(49/555)
9%

(40/456)
7%

(31/467)
5%

(25/555)

Papua New 
Guinea

5%
(78/1513)

5%
(93/1775)

6%
(105/1648)

5%
(84/1513)

9%
(157/1775)

8%
(136/1648)

Portugal
27%

(109/405)
25%

(96/383)
30%

(114/385)
18%

(72/405)
16%

(61/383)
17%

(64/385)

Romania
62%

(792/1183)
65%

(767/1172)
69%

(770/1110)
66%

(776/1183)
62%

(727/1172)
56%

(627/1110)

Singapore
35%

(36/104)
11%

(14/124)
11%

(14/122)
7%

(7/104)
1%

(1/124)
2%

(3/122)

South Africa
45%

(22121/
49280)

46%
(23402/
51249)

45%
(23995/
53008)

– – –

Spain
9%

(539/6004)
7%

(388/5856)
7%

(416/5664)
5%

(322/6004)
14%

(820/5856)
–

Swaziland – – –
5%

(54/1116)
4%

(53/1246)
3%

(33/1267)

Switzerland – – –
24%

(91/385)
22%

(97/447)
–

Thailand
77%

(2693/3516)
77%

(3019/3932)
73%

(2951/4020)
79%

(2786/3516)
78%

(3066/3932)
–

Ukraine
97%

(1289/1334)
87%

(1124/1288)
86%

(991/1151)
84%

(1116/1334)
84%

(1082/1288)
79%

(904/1151)

Uruguay – – –
36%

(72/202)
49%

(88/181)
41%

(71/175)

Venezuela – – –
20%

(675/3314)
22%

(693/3135)
5%

(139/2931)

Zambia
5%

(12/263)
8%

(25/313)
6%

(18/300)
4%

(11/263)
19%

(59/313)
16%

(47/300)

Zimbabwe
74%

(4105/5564)
47%

(2778/5857)
47%

(2632/5567)
25%

(1397/5564)
23%

(1329/5857)
23%

(1263/5567)

source: Sixth United Nations Survey of Crime Trends and Operations of Criminal Justice Systems, covering the 
period 2001 – 2002, UN Office on Drugs and Crime, Division for Policy Analysis and Public Affairs, http://www.
unodc.org/pdf/crime/. This table was constructed from data in Tables 2.8 (total recorded rapes), 6.8 (total 
prosecuted for rape) and 10.8 (total convicted for rape).21 

21 Countries with very small numbers of reported rapes have been omitted, as well as countries where the 
annual figures were confusing (eg where the number of persons prosecuted for rape was larger than the 
number of reported rapes for the years in question, where the number of convictions was higher than the 
number of prosecutions or whether there were very large discrepancies between the two years in question). 
Such outcomes are possible, but confusing. Arrests and/or prosecutions in any given year could relate to 
crimes committed in a previous year. Comparing annual statistics is less accurate than tracking individual 
cases through the system. Annual statistics are more useful when a country’s pattern of reports and arrests 
is fairly consistent over time. There is no data on Namibia in this survey. 
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In order to understand the findings of the study regarding the criminal trial itself, it is useful to 
have a very simplified outline of the way in which a typical case of rape proceeds. This outline 

will make it easier to understand case withdrawals and postponements in the proper context. 

CHaRt 12.10: 
stePs In a CRImInaL tRIaL

source: Adapted from David McQuoid Mason, Street Law: Criminal law and juvenile justice, Association of Law 
Societies of South Africa and Centre for Socio-Legal Studies, University of Natal, Durban, 1987. 

When the news media reports that a case has been “postponed”, members of the public may 
understand this to mean that there has been some unnecessary delay. But some “postponements” 
are normal and inevitable, as they are part and parcel of the way that the Namibian criminal 
justice system is structured. However, repeated postponements and long delays are sometimes 
unnecessary. Keeping an overview of the process in mind will assist in assessing postponements. 

This is the usual procedure after a suspect is arrested on a charge of rape or attempted rape: 

First court appearance: 
In terms of the Namibian Constitution, the person who is arrested must be brought to 
court within 48 hours (not counting weekends and public holidays). The accused will 
be told what crime he or she has been charged with and informed of the right to legal 
representation. 

2. basIC CRImInaL 
PROCeDuRe

arrest

Charge

Plea of 
“guilty”

Judgment

“Guilty”

sentence

appeal or 
review

Plea of “not 
guilty”

trial

Judgment

“not guilty”“Guilty”

sentence

appeal or 
review
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Bail: 
The accused may apply for bail at the first court appearance or at any stage thereafter. 
Police are allowed to grant bail where an accused is charged with certain more minor 
offences, but only a court can grant bail in a rape case. 

Bail can be granted by a court without a formal application if the prosecutor has 
no objections to bail. As explained in Chapter 11, the complainant has a right to be 
notified of the bail hearing and to make his or her views on bail known to the court. 

A bail application will ideally be heard by a presiding officer other than the one who 
will preside over the criminal trial, as hearsay evidence which would not be allowed at 
the criminal trial may be considered at the bail application. The court may also rely on the 
opinion of the investigating officer regarding the likelihood that the accused would interfere 
with state witnesses, even though the opinion is not supported by direct evidence. 

There may be court appearances relating to bail throughout the case. For example, 
if an accused who is out on bail does not appear in court on the assigned date, a 
warrant for his or her arrest will be issued and the bail will be provisionally cancelled. 
The accused will then have to explain his or her failure to appear at the next court 
date which has been set, when bail may be finally cancelled. Another example is the 
revocation of bail for an accused who has violated any of the bail conditions. 

In the court register sample, bail matters were often addressed at the same time as 
other issues and were rarely the sole reason for a case postponement. 

Plea: 
The accused will be asked to plead, meaning to state if he or she is guilty or not 
guilty to the charges in question. The accused may be asked to plead at the first court 
appearance, or subsequently. The plea may be made in a magistrate’s court even if the 
case will eventually be tried by another court. 

The accused will generally be asked to plead as soon as the prosecutor has enough 
evidence to put the charge to the accused. The prosecutor can attempt to get formal 
admissions at the plea stage which can narrow the issues for trial, but this is seldom 
done in practice. (For example, the accused might be prepared to admit that there was 
sexual intercourse while denying that it involved coercion.) 

Some police investigation will usually take place before the plea, and there will 
usually be additional police investigation after the plea. 

It is usually in the state’s interest to have the accused plead as early as possible, as 
the ensuing police investigation will have to be more diligent if the plea is “not guilty”. 

Decision on whether or not to proceed with prosecution:
After receiving the results of the police investigation, the prosecutor in the case must 
summarise the docket and forward the summary to the Office of the Prosecutor-General 
for a decision on whether to proceed. (This procedure is used only for cases which are 
to be tried in the Regional Magistrates’ Court or the High Court, but all rape cases are 
normally tried in one of these two courts.) It is best for this decision to be taken by 
someone other than the prosecutor who will be responsible for the case, to add a distanced 
perspective for greater objectivity. 

Because rape cases usually have few witnesses, there will normally be few statements 
in the docket. The Office of the Prosecutor-General estimates that a prosecutor should 
be able to summarise a docket and send it for decision within 1-2 days of receiving it 
– although the pressure of work means that there are sometimes longer delays. 

This process allows the state to deploy its resources effectively by prosecuting only 
those criminal cases where there is a reasonable chance of getting a conviction. A decision 
not to prosecute is not the same as saying that the prosecutor thinks that no rape took 
place. It may be the result of a request from a complainant to withdraw the case, or a result 
of the fact that there is insufficient evidence for a successful prosecution. 

A lack of sufficient evidence could result from many factors, ranging from poor police 
investigation to lack of witnesses to the rape, to late reporting of the rape which made it 
impossible to collect supporting medical evidence. 

The Office of the Prosecutor-General must also make a decision on where the criminal 
trial will take place. A Magistrate’s Court can impose a maximum sentence of only 5 
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years. A Regional Magistrate’s Court, which can impose a sentence of up to 20 years, 
will hear more serious cases.22 The most serious cases will be heard by the High Court, 
which has no limit on the punishment which it can impose. Rape cases are normally 
heard only in Regional Magistrate’s Court or the High Court. 

Legal aid or legal representation: 
An accused who cannot afford a lawyer is entitled to apply for legal aid. Failure to postpone 
the case to allow time for a decision on the legal aid application could deprive accused 
persons of their constitutional right to legal representation. 

If legal aid is not appropriate, or if the application for legal aid is denied, the accused 
may also need a reasonable time period to find a private defence lawyer. 

Postponements for these purposes may sometimes be excessive, but on the other 
hand failure to allow the accused a reasonable opportunity to obtain legal representation 
could result in a conviction being overturned on appeal. 

Subsequent court appearances prior to trial: 
At the time of making the plea (and at each subsequent court appearance) an accused 
who is not in custody will be told in court the date on which he or she must return to 
court. This avoids the extra step of requiring the police to issue a subpoena naming 
the next court date, which would have to be delivered to the accused in person. If there 
is some delay on the side of the state, the accused will normally be told about this only 
when he or she returns to court on the expected court date. On that date, the accused 
will be told by the court once again on what date to return. 

Another issue which may arise is the question of case scheduling. If the accused has 
a lawyer, the trial can begin only on a date when both the prosecutor and the defence 
lawyer are not already committed to another trial. The accused may have to appear in 
court to be “warned” to return on another date as a result of the process of setting a trial 
date. 

The date on which the trial is set to commence will usually be 3-4 months after the 
accused has been asked to plead. Getting trial dates in a Regional Magistrate’s Court 
can be difficult since some of these courts serve more than one area and must travel 
from place to place during the month. Trials in the High Court are particularly difficult 
to schedule because there is currently only one High Court in Windhoek for the whole 
of Namibia, but a second High Court will soon be opening in the north and should ease 
this situation. 

The reasons for postponements such as these will be recorded in the court register 
as “plea and trial” which merely indicates the stage of the case. 

If the time lapse between plea and trial becomes too long, the case may be “struck 
off the roll” by the state or dismissed by the court because of unfairness to the accused 
as a result of unreasonable delays on the part of the state.23 Thus, unreasonable delays 
could result in a rapist going free. 

Obtaining a trial date within a reasonable time is hard at present, because the 
court rolls are so congested. 

22 Magistrate’s Courts Act , section 92, as amended by section 6 of Act 9 of 1997.
23 In S v Nunes 2001 NR 43 (HC), the accused had been charged with various counts of fraud. She made her 

first appearance in court and then subsequently appeared in Court on 20 May 1998 where she pled not guilty 
in accordance with section 119 of the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977. The matter was adjourned by the 
prosecutor to 30 August 1998; 15 January 1999; 17 March 1999; 16 April 1999; and, 26 May 1999. On the last 
occasion that the prosecutor requested an adjournment, the magistrate released the accused mero motu [on 
the court’s own motion] on the basis of art 12(1)(b) of the Namibian Constitution. This article states:

A trial referred to in sub-art (a) hereof shall take place within a reasonable time, failing which the accused 
shall be released.

The Prosecutor-General appealed the decision. The High Court allowed the appeal and held that when 
deciding whether there has been an undue delay in criminal proceedings, the court must weigh the interest 
of the accused and that of the public and strike a balance between the two. The court held further, that 
taking into account the factors that would cause a court to release an accused in such circumstances, that 
it was not up to the magistrate to have released the accused mero motu without further investigating the 
reasons for the postponement. Although the appeal succeeded, the court expressed strong dissatisfaction 
with the prosecution’s delays in the absence of reasons for such delays. 
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Attorney-General and Justice Minister Pendukeni Iivula-Ithana yesterday gave Parliament 
an ultimatum – allocate more money to the administration of justice or continue facing perpetual 
backlogs in the country’s courts. 

Lindsay Dentlinger, “’Boost funds or face court backlogs’, The Namibian, 20 April 2006

The criminal trial: 
The procedures up to this point are all actually preliminaries to the criminal trial itself. 

It is only when the trial commences that the complainant and other witnesses will 
be required to attend the court proceedings. Thus, postponements prior to this date 
may delay the conclusion of the case and thus keep the complainant in suspense, but 
should not entail personal inconvenience for the complainant and the witnesses. But 
postponements which take place once the trial is set to begin can mean repeated trips 
to court for the complainant and witnesses, which can be very traumatic. 

In most cases, the court relies on the investigating officer to bring witnesses to 
court as suitable public transport is not available for use by witnesses in many areas. 

The number of court days required for a rape trial will depend on the complexity of 
the case. The trial may be partially heard and then postponed to a later date if it takes 
longer than the number of days initially set aside for the case to hear all the evidence. 
The court will have set aside a certain number of days for the case, after which another 
case will already be scheduled; if the days initially set aside are not sufficient, then 
the court must find another open date on the court roll which is suitable for the both 
prosecutor and the defence counsel. 

The case could be withdrawn at any stage in a trial where the accused or the 
complainant dies or disappears and cannot be traced, or for other such reasons. 

The criminal trial will conclude with a finding by the court that the accused is guilty 
or not guilty. 

Sentencing: 
Sentencing can take place immediately after the conclusion of the criminal trial, or on a 
different date. The court can consider additional evidence on the question of sentencing 
that was not considered in respect of the verdict (such as prior convictions of the accused), 
so new witnesses may give evidence at this stage. The accused will also be given an 
opportunity to address the court on the question of sentencing. 

Appeal: 
Both the accused and the state have a right to appeal the court’s verdict of the sentence 
which was imposed. Appeals on the sentence from each side can take place simultaneously. 
For example, if the accused wants to appeal to a higher court on the grounds that the 
sentence imposed is too high and should be decreased, the state can argue at the same 
time that the sentence is too low and should be decreased. 
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This section includes a discussion of case withdrawals initiated by the complainant and by 
the prosecutor, including decisions by the prosecution not to proceed with the case. 

We refer to “withdrawals by the complainant”, but this is not technically correct. Once a docket 
is opened, it is not possible for the complainant to simply withdraw the case. A complainant who 
wants to withdraw a charge must give reasons for this to the police. The police will complete 
a withdrawal statement, which will be referred to the prosecutor. The final decision must be 
taken by the Office of the Prosecutor-General in Windhoek, and not by the local prosecutor. 

The procedure is the same for cases involving adult or minor complainants. In respect of a 
minor, the parent or guardian can make a withdrawal statement, but the decision lies with 
the Office of the Prosecutor-General. This can be particularly important in cases involving 
minors where parents may be motivated by a range of factors, particularly when the rapist is 
also a family member. 

“Withdrawal by the prosecutor” generally refers to a decision not to proceed with the case 
which is not based on the complainant’s wishes. Decisions not to prosecute most often result 
from insufficient evidence; a case will not be prosecuted if there is no reasonable chance of 
obtaining a conviction. This decision is also taken by officials in the Office of the Prosecutor-
General and not by the local prosecutor who is actually handling the case. 

number of case withdrawals
As noted above, a total of 43% of the 409 cases in the police docket sample were withdrawn 
– 20% at the request of the complainant, and another 23% by the prosecutor. The reasons 
given for these two categories of withdrawals are discussed in detail below. 

The court register sample shows only withdrawals which took place after criminal proceedings 
had already begun. The cases against 127 out of 612 accused in this sample were withdrawn (21%). 
In most cases, no details about these withdrawals were recorded. The table below summarises 
the information on withdrawals recorded in the registers. 

tabLe 12.14: Cases WItHDRaWn (COuRt ReGIsteR samPLe)
 n %

Withdrawn (no further details) 67 52.7

Withdrawn by state 39 30.7

Withdrawn at the request of complainant 10 7.8

Charges withdrawn by complainant’s father in absence of accused 1 .8

Charges are withdrawn as complainant died 1 .8

Case withdrawn, complainant cannot be traced 2 1.6

Provisionally withdrawn and discharged 2 1.6

Accused discharged (no judgment) 4 3.1

Withdrawn; accused to do community service 1 .8

total 127 100.0

3. Case 
WItHDRaWaLs
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time frame for withdrawals
One question which could shed light on case withdrawals is the time interval between the 
offence and the withdrawal. Complainants who withdrew cases typically did so within 
less than 6 months of the rape, and in many cases much sooner than this. In fact, half 
of the case withdrawals by complainants occurred within two and a half months of the 
rape. This suggests that complainants do not usually withdraw cases because of frustration at 
the slowness of the court process. 

Where the withdrawal came from the prosecutor, this was typically about 9-10 months 
after the offence occurred. This shows that prosecutors allow a reasonable time for police 
investigation to turn up sufficient evidence to sustain a prosecution. On the other hand, 9-10 
months is quite a long time for a police investigation and a decision on the basis of the information 
contained in the police docket. Perpetrators are usually known to complainants in rape cases, 
and arrests in most rape cases take place promptly. There are usually few witnesses to rape 
cases, and medical evidence must be collected promptly to be useful. So this would seem to be 
an area where the time frame could be shortened. 

tabLe 12.15:  tIme InteRvaL (mOntHs) betWeen Date OffenCe OCCuRReD anD Date 
Of WItHDRaWaL by... (POLICe DOCket samPLe)

valid n mean median mode minimum maximum
Complainant (date of 
withdrawal)

69 6.3 2.4 .1 .0 42.1

Complainant (date of 
last entry in docket)

5 8.3 5.0 3.7 3.7 14.4

Prosecutor (date of 
withdrawal)

73 10.2 9.1 2.8 .1 37.3

Prosecutor (date of last 
entry in docket)

9 12.8 8.7 2.0 2.0 38.9

tabLe 12.16:  tIme InteRvaL (mOntHs) betWeen Date OffenCe RePORteD anD Date 
Of WItHDRaWaL by... (POLICe DOCket samPLe)

valid n mean median mode minimum maximum
Complainant (date of 
withdrawal)

70 6.9 2.1 .1 -.4 42.1

Complainant (date last 
entry in docket)

5 8.1 5.0 3.7 3.7 14.4

Prosecutor (date of 
withdrawal)

79 10.5 9.6 6.0 .1 37.2

Prosecutor (date of last 
entry in docket)

9 12.7 8.6 2.0 2.0 38.8

tabLe 12.17:  tIme fRame fOR WItHDRaWaLs by COmPLaInant  
(POLICe DOCket samPLe)

a:  time between date offence occurred and date of withdrawal (complainant) 
– months calculated

 frequency Percent valid 
Percent

Cumulative 
Percent

Valid

.00 1 1.2 1.4 1.4

.03 2 2.4 2.9 4.3

.07 8 9.5 11.6 15.9

.10 4 4.8 5.8 21.7

.13 2 2.4 2.9 24.6

.17 1 1.2 1.4 26.1

.27 1 1.2 1.4 27.5

.30 1 1.2 1.4 29.0
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Valid

.33 1 1.2 1.4 30.4

.37 1 1.2 1.4 31.9

.40 1 1.2 1.4 33.3

.47 1 1.2 1.4 34.8

.67 1 1.2 1.4 36.2

.83 1 1.2 1.4 37.7

1.10 1 1.2 1.4 39.1

1.37 2 2.4 2.9 42.0

1.40 1 1.2 1.4 43.5

1.53 1 1.2 1.4 44.9

1.93 1 1.2 1.4 46.4

2.07 1 1.2 1.4 47.8

2.27 1 1.2 1.4 49.3

2.43 1 1.2 1.4 50.7

2.47 1 1.2 1.4 52.2

2.53 2 2.4 2.9 55.1

3.40 1 1.2 1.4 56.5

3.43 1 1.2 1.4 58.0

3.93 1 1.2 1.4 59.4

5.00 1 1.2 1.4 60.9

5.27 1 1.2 1.4 62.3

5.80 1 1.2 1.4 63.8

6.00 1 1.2 1.4 65.2

6.40 1 1.2 1.4 66.7

8.13 1 1.2 1.4 68.1

8.53 1 1.2 1.4 69.6

8.57 1 1.2 1.4 71.0

9.03 1 1.2 1.4 72.5

9.30 1 1.2 1.4 73.9

10.30 1 1.2 1.4 75.4

12.30 1 1.2 1.4 76.8

12.37 1 1.2 1.4 78.3

13.63 1 1.2 1.4 81.2

13.83 1 1.2 1.4 82.6

14.27 1 1.2 1.4 84.1

14.43 1 1.2 1.4 85.5

14.70 1 1.2 1.4 87.0

15.07 1 1.2 1.4 88.4

15.27 1 1.2 1.4 89.9

15.83 1 1.2 1.4 91.3

16.20 1 1.2 1.4 92.8

21.60 1 1.2 1.4 94.2

22.07 1 1.2 1.4 95.7

25.37 1 1.2 1.4 97.1

30.37 1 1.2 1.4 98.6

42.13 1 1.2 1.4 100.0

total 69 82.1 100.0  

Missing System 15 17.9   

total 84 100.0   
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b:  time between date offence occurred and date of last entry (complainant) 
– months calculated

 frequency Percent valid 
Percent

Cumulative 
Percent

Valid
 
 
 
 
 

3.67 1 1.2 20.0 20.0

4.73 1 1.2 20.0 40.0

5.03 1 1.2 20.0 60.0

13.43 1 1.2 20.0 80.0

14.43 1 1.2 20.0 100.0

total 5 6.0 100.0  

Missing System 79 94.0   

total 84 100.0   

tabLe 12.18: tIme fRame fOR WItHDRaWaLs by PROseCutOR  
(POLICe DOCket samPLe)

a:  time between date offence occurred and date of withdrawal (prosecutor) 
– months calculated

frequency Percent valid 
Percent

Cumulative 
Percent

Valid

.07 1 .9 1.4 1.4

.33 1 .9 1.4 2.7

1.10 1 .9 1.4 4.1

1.47 1 .9 1.4 5.5

1.50 1 .9 1.4 6.8

2.03 1 .9 1.4 8.2

2.80 2 1.8 2.7 11.0

3.13 1 .9 1.4 12.3

3.77 1 .9 1.4 13.7

3.90 1 .9 1.4 15.1

3.97 1 .9 1.4 16.4

4.10 1 .9 1.4 17.8

4.60 1 .9 1.4 19.2

4.87 1 .9 1.4 20.5

5.13 1 .9 1.4 21.9

5.60 1 .9 1.4 23.3

5.63 1 .9 1.4 24.7

6.00 2 1.8 2.7 27.4

6.40 1 .9 1.4 28.8

6.87 1 .9 1.4 30.1

7.03 1 .9 1.4 31.5

7.43 1 .9 1.4 32.9

7.57 1 .9 1.4 34.2

7.67 1 .9 1.4 35.6

7.70 1 .9 1.4 37.0

8.03 2 1.8 2.7 39.7

8.33 1 .9 1.4 41.1

8.40 1 .9 1.4 42.5

8.50 1 .9 1.4 43.8

8.53 1 .9 1.4 45.2

8.80 1 .9 1.4 46.6

8.97 1 .9 1.4 47.9

9.13 1 .9 1.4 49.3

9.30 1 .9 1.4 50.7

9.50 1 .9 1.4 52.1

9.60 1 .9 1.4 53.4
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Valid

9.77 1 .9 1.4 54.8

9.77 1 .9 1.4 56.2

9.97 1 .9 1.4 57.5

10.07 1 .9 1.4 58.9

10.20 1 .9 1.4 60.3

10.23 1 .9 1.4 61.6

10.80 1 .9 1.4 63.0

11.27 1 .9 1.4 64.4

11.37 2 1.8 2.7 67.1

11.47 1 .9 1.4 68.5

11.57 1 .9 1.4 69.9

12.07 1 .9 1.4 71.2

12.33 1 .9 1.4 72.6

12.43 1 .9 1.4 74.0

12.70 1 .9 1.4 75.3

13.33 1 .9 1.4 76.7

14.30 1 .9 1.4 79.5

14.43 1 .9 1.4 80.8

14.53 1 .9 1.4 82.2

14.83 1 .9 1.4 83.6

15.20 1 .9 1.4 84.9

15.50 1 .9 1.4 86.3

15.60 1 .9 1.4 87.7

15.77 1 .9 1.4 89.0

17.00 1 .9 1.4 90.4

18.50 1 .9 1.4 91.8

19.23 1 .9 1.4 93.2

23.47 1 .9 1.4 94.5

26.73 1 .9 1.4 95.9

27.53 1 .9 1.4 97.3

32.87 1 .9 1.4 98.6

37.27 1 .9 1.4 100.0

total 73 66.4 100.0  

Missing .00 37 33.6   

total 110 100.0   

b:  time between date offence occurred and date of last entry (prosecutor) 
– months calculated

 frequency Percent valid 
Percent

Cumulative 
Percent

Valid

2.00 1 .9 11.1 11.1

4.20 1 .9 11.1 22.2

7.07 1 .9 11.1 33.3

8.00 1 .9 11.1 44.4

8.67 1 .9 11.1 55.6

9.70 1 .9 11.1 66.7

13.43 1 .9 11.1 77.8

23.10 1 .9 11.1 88.9

38.87 1 .9 11.1 100.0

total 9 8.2 100.0  

Missing .00 101 91.8   

total 110 100.0   
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In the court register sample, withdrawals typically took place 6-8 months after the first court 
appearance of the accused, but there was not enough information about the reasons for with-
drawal to assess this time period. 

Withdrawals initiated by 
complainants
There were a total of 88 case withdrawals initiated by the complainant in the police 
docket sample, which accounted for more than one-third of all the rape cases in this 
sample. (Sometimes a complainant wanted to withdraw a case which was actually discontinued 
for some other reason.) 24 

Many of the police dockets recorded the reasons complainants gave for requesting that the 
case be withdrawn – and many of the reasons given reflect the fact that the complainant and 
the perpetrator are often known to each other, or even related. 

For example, 65% of the withdrawal requests (57 out of 88) occurred in cases where the 
accused was a relative or acquaintance of the complainant, and 25% of the complainants 
who withdrew their cases (22 out of 88) said that the reason for the withdrawal was 
that the perpetrator was a relative, husband, boyfriend or ex-partner, with some 
saying that he was the family’s main breadwinner or the father of the complainant’s 
children. One woman who laid a charge of rape against her husband withdrew it because she 
said that he had changed and was not doing “bad things” to her anymore, thus illustrating 
the complex emotional situations which are sometimes involved in rapes between partners or 
family members.

Many other complainants (21%, or 18 out of the 88 cases) said that they wanted to 
withdraw the case because they had “forgiven” the perpetrator, or because the 
perpetrator had apologised. 

Other complainants (24%, or 21 out of the 88 withdrawals by complainants) wanted 
to withdraw the cases for a variety of personal reasons – because they simply wanted 
to get on with their lives, they wanted to avoid the trauma of the court process, they were 
moving away, they were persuaded to withdraw the case by a boyfriend or family member, 
they did not want to put their children through the trauma of the trial or they simply “lost 
interest” in the case. One said that she was ashamed of being a rape victim, and that her 
boyfriend did not want her to appear in court. Another did not want her parents to find out 
about the rape. Another had found a new job and felt moved by the fact that the perpetrator 
was the father of small children. 

Only four complainants in this sample indicated that they wanted to withdraw their cases 
because no rape really took place – and we cannot discount the possibility that some of these 
complainants may have said this to make sure that the case did not proceed against their 
wishes. Two of the four said that they had initially been forced to lay the charge by their 
boyfriends. 

Only two complainants said that they were withdrawing the case because they preferred 
to get compensation from the perpetrator – which does not necessarily mean that no other 

24 This number is higher than the figure of 79 shown in Table 12.1 above in the section on case outcomes. This 
is because there were some cases which did not proceed for multiple reasons. For example, sometimes the 
complainant attempted to withdraw a case which was also marked on the docket has being “undetected”. 
Sometimes the complainant initiated a withdrawal where the prosecutor also recommended that no 
prosecution should take place. The 88 cases discussed in this section include all the cases in which it 
appears that the complainant did not wish to proceed with the case. 
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complainants were motivated by compensation. One woman who withdrew the case because 
the perpetrator was a relative mentioned that she would prefer to refer the case to the local 
khuta. The option of compensation through traditional courts is discussed in more detail in 
Chapter 7, as it is also one reason why some rapes are never reported to the police in the first 
place. 

The category of “other” reasons includes two complainants who reportedly became “un-
cooperative” after laying the initial charge, and four cases where the decision to withdraw 
the case appears to have come from parents or family members. One complainant wanted to 
withdraw the case because she was drunk at the time of the rape and could not remember 
exactly what happened. One docket was closed because another docket for the same incident 
already existed. 

The reasons cited by complainants for withdrawing the cases must be considered with 
caution. One prosecutor said, “complainants do not tell the truth about their reasons”. This 
would be particularly likely to be true if the complainant had laid a false charge. 

tabLe 12.19: ReasOns fOR WItHDRaWaL by COmPLaInant
 n %

No reason given 11 12.5

Because accused is relative, husband, boyfriend or ex-partner 22 25.0

Other personal reasons (eg “want to get on with my life”) 21 23.9

“Forgave” accused 12 13.6

Accepted accused’s apology 6 6.8

Compensation from accused 2 2.3

Complainant now says charge was false 4 4.5

Other reasons 10 11.4

total 88 100.0

Cross-tabulations show that cases of child rape were somewhat less likely to be with-
drawn than cases involving adults. About 28% of the cases in the police docket sample 
involved complainants under age 14, but these cases accounted for only about 11% of the case 
withdrawals initiated by the complainants (or their parents). Similarly, although about 51% of 
the cases in the sample involved complainants under age 18, these cases accounted for only 
about 30% of the withdrawals. 

Many key informants offered views on the reasons why so many cases are withdrawn. 

The desire for compensation was widely perceived as being a key motivation for case 
withdrawals by the complainant. One police officer interviewed noted that there are cases 
where women report rape and then withdraw the charges after receiving compensation from 
the perpetrator, thus making it difficult for the police to combat rape in the communities 
in question. In the informant’s experience, this tends to happen particularly where women 
in marginalised communities are raped by persons who are wealthier and more powerful. 
Many other interviewees also said that compensation is one of the reasons for withdrawal by 
complainants: 

They will say, “the suspect will compensate me”, maybe with money or goats… and 
the prosecutor will decide whether to withdraw. (police)

They say, “he’ll pay goats”… In most cases, it’s because they are threatened by the 
accused’s family, maybe paid by them. The payment should be communicated to us. 
Sometimes the complainant doesn’t even want the charge laid, she just wants payment. 
Police have to consider if they’ll help with that, or they will say no, it’s too brutal, 
let’s lay a charge. The police must follow the procedures to the last, whatever her [the 
victim’s] attitude. (police)
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That is the thing that is always giving me headaches. In most of the cases, the parents 
come in saying that they want to withdraw the case, wanting to take it to traditional 
court where they will be paid in cattle. They don’t think of the future of the victim. 
(police) 

Usually the complainants give really lame reasons. 80% of the time the perpetrator is 
trying to buy them off. The complainants are getting paid. They say they’ve “forgiven” 
the perpetrator, that they know his family, that the pastor has spoken to him, or they 
will say they lied. In the case of a minor, sometimes the mother will receive money from 
the perpetrator. (prosecutor)

It happens about 50% of the time. Most of the time, they say they’ve solved the matter 
between the families at the traditional authority, they’ve been paid 5 goats or 2 cattle. 
I think it’s an education issue. It’s enough to them that they’ve discussed the matter. 
(prosecutor)

Others cited a wider variety of reasons for the many case withdrawals by the complainants: 

They say, “he’s my father, he’s the breadwinner, he’s my husband, he didn’t mean it, we’ve 
suffered a lot already, he was drunk at the time”, etc.

Most of the cases I have handled have involved a relative as the perpetrator and most 
families are reluctant to proceed to court due to pressure.

Many of them withdraw. Sometimes they say they are not interested, that the case 
takes too long, that she’s leaving town, that she doesn’t want to come back, that she 
doesn’t want to think about it, or that she wants to solve it traditionally within the 
families. For example, it’s typical in Herero families that just the family will sit and 
decide the punishment, like payment of 3 or 6 cattle.

The reasons: The case is taking too long, she’s lost interest in the case, according to 
custom if they receive money it’s withdrawn – it’s not bribery but compensation –, the 
complainant is impregnated and they’d prefer maintenance over jailing the rapist. 

Reasons: “I reconciled with my boyfriend, we settled the matter with the family, he 
agreed to pay me, we took it to the traditional authority, I was drunk.” 

It seems that some are paid, especially in cases where they knew each other. In some 
rape cases they were drinking together and something went wrong there and the lady 
laid a charge. After a month you will hear, “no, I want to withdraw the case, I don’t 
want to be involved in court cases” and those sort of things, “no, she was paid by the 
perpetrator’s family”, but she will not come to you with that, she will bring another 
excuse. Maybe if he’s been in custody for 6 months or 1 year, she says “he has been 
punished enough, I want to withdraw”. In adult cases, they are always giving excuses 
that are not satisfactory to us.

Reasons: They always say they’ve forgiven the perpetrator, that the family came together, 
they interfered, made a compromise and compensate the complainant, “I’ve changed my 
life”, etc. Lower court prosecutors will not withdraw, they still send the matter to the PG 
[Prosecutor-General]. I don’t think coercion is much of a factor.

Mostly it is because the complainants are afraid of proceeding with the case due to 
intimidation. In some cases, it is because they reconcile with the perpetrator and drop 
the case while some just do not trust themselves and see no chance of getting any form 
of justice.

Sometimes it’s cases where the victim and perpetrator are known. In the case I’m 
talking about… the victim was raped by her stepbrother so they are sharing one house 
and the parents feel that if this case continues it will bring problems between the 
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parents and the children. Other times you’ll find the accused is the breadwinner and 
the woman will say ‘if my husband goes to jail then who will support me and the 
house, my kids have to eat and go to school. If this happens we are no longer going to 
talk nicely and our families are no longer talking therefore just let me withdraw this 
case so that we can communicate’. It’s about family and the social aspect. 

Usually most of the cases I have handled have involved a relative as the perpetrator and 
most families are reluctant to proceed to court due to pressure.

One interviewee described threats of witchcraft: 

In most of the cases you find the complainant coming to you and saying the family of 
the accused has come to her and said that if she doesn’t withdraw the case, they will 
“witch” her – they go to witchdoctors here – and threaten her that she will be killed. 
(Katima Mulilo)

One detective suggested that some complainants fail to proceed with cases because they do 
not understand the legal process: 

The complainants do not want to continue with the cases. In the squatter camps where these 
incidents occur, the complainants give information, get examined, and then disappear; they 
think it’s over. 

As noted above, withdrawals should not happen automatically when the complainant requests 
this. However, there seemed to be differing understandings on the part of police about 
the procedure for withdrawing cases, and on the rules for withdrawals by minors 
versus adults: 

We send the docket to court, and the court advises us to withdraw the case. With a 
minor, we need them to explain to the court why they want to withdraw. With adults, 
if it’s serious the court will continue without the complainant. If they have a document 
from the traditional authority that accused paid cattle, the prosecutor will consider that 
as mitigating on sentence. 

But it’s not easy to withdraw the case because she can put in here a withdrawal 
statement but the court will try to complete the investigation and send it to the 
Prosecutor General for them to decide. Especially if the child is too small it won’t be 
withdrawn. 

The prosecutor will decide whether to withdraw.

The law says, for the minor, even the mother can’t withdraw, you have to take it to the 
end. But, if it’s a case of boyfriend-girlfriend, and she has forgiven him, they will call 
her to say it herself in court. The cases are never withdrawn for minors, but they are 
for adults.

We don’t have this problem where the victims are minors. Even the court will not allow 
those cases to be withdrawn.

One police detective felt that the law should be changed to make it easier for adult 
complainants to withdraw cases, because it is expensive to try to proceed with the case over 
the complainant’s objections, and because the police do not know what may be behind the 
withdrawal, such as threats from the accused. 
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WItHDRaWaLs In COnneCtIOn WItH 
“suGaR DaDDIes”

For Okakarara, Otjozondjupa Region, four of the six key informants reported that 
commercial sex took the form of exchange/transactional sex in the form of ‘sugar 
daddies’, but no classic commercial sex. The Ministry of Health and Social Services 
Social Worker said, “When girls’ relationships with older men become public, the 
parents often lay a charge of rape, but cases of this nature are usually withdrawn from 
the court roles once the child admits that it is a ‘boyfriend’ relationship…”

m. elizabeth terry, A Rapid Assessment on Child Trafficking Linked to 
Child Labour and Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children in Namibia: 

Key Findings on Commercial Sexual Exploitation of Children (CSEC), ILO, June 2006. 

One step which could help reduce withdrawals is a Victim Support Programme which 
could be staffed primarily by community-based volunteers. This idea is discussed in 
detail in Chapter 7, as the establishment of solid support programmes could both encourage 
reporting and discourage withdrawals. 

The high rate of withdrawals of cases involving spouses, boyfriends and family members is 
somewhat understandable. Studies indicate that forced sex within such relationships is not such 
an unusual occurrence in Namibia, and the prospect of a criminal trial followed by a long prison 
sentence for the perpetrator could be emotionally, socially and financially devastating for the 
extended family. Rather than criticising complainants who withdraw cases under these 
circumstances, we should ask whether or not they need a wider range of alternatives. 

One option for complainants in such situations would be to obtain a protection order under the 
Combating of Domestic Violence Act instead of laying a criminal charge.25 

Another potential option would be for the Office of the Prosecutor-General to provide an alternative 
response to requests for case withdrawals involving adult complainants (but not minors) where 
the perpetrator is a close family member. The criminal case could be placed on hold if the alleged 
perpetrator agrees to attend counselling over a specified time period. The case would then proceed 
unless proof is presented to show that the required course of counselling was completed. 

Pilot diversion programmes for abusers are already underway in domestic violence cases in 
Oshikoto and Tsumeb as an alternative to imprisonment. After conviction, first offenders in 
appropriate cases may be referred to a counselling programme. The offender is given a choice 
between prison and the completion of eight sessions of counselling. If the offender skips 
any of the counselling sessions, the sentence must be served. The pilot programme involves 
group therapy, with additional personal problems being dealt with in additional private 
sessions outside the group. The programme also involves the other affected family members. 
In Tsumeb in 2006, only 2 out 19 offenders failed to complete the course of counselling. 
Oshikoto has also reported a high rate of completion of the prescribed counselling. 

It may seem radical to suggest that a similar option might be appropriate as an alternative to 
case withdrawal when an adult accused and a complainant are members of the same family. 
However, the present reality is that case withdrawals in such circumstances are common, 
and normally result in no punishment or assistance for the offender or the complainant. The 
prevalence of case withdrawals indicates that complainants themselves are seeking alternative 
solutions, and it might be best to give some consideration to providing a structured form of 
rehabilitation which could assist the family and reduce the risk of further sexual violence. 

25 In 2007 the Legal Assistance Centre will publish a study of how this provision on protection orders is working 
in practice. 
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However, the majority of persons consulted about this possible option felt that it would be 
inappropriate for a crime as serious as rape. This is a valid objection, as it might be perceived as 
a “soft option” which sends out a contradictory message about societal disapproval of rape. 

Participants at the consultative workshop suggested that there should rather be more 
in-depth study of the issue of case withdrawals in order to ascertain what forms of assist-
ance and support might dissuade complainants from seeking to withdraw rape cases. 

ReCOmmenDatIOns: 
Establish a Victim Support Programme as described in Chapter 7. 

The government should commission a study of case withdrawals initiated by 
complainants in order to ascertain what forms of assistance and support might 
dissuade complainants from seeking to withdraw rape cases. 

Withdrawals by prosecutors
There were a total of 112 cases where it appears that the prosecutor decided to withdraw 
the rape case. In many of these cases (20%), no reason for the decision to withdraw was 
recorded. The most common reason (46% of the withdrawals) was simply a decision 
not to prosecute, with the dockets sometimes specifically indicating that this was because 
of insufficient evidence and sometimes saying only “nolle prosequi” which means ”no further 
prosecution”. 

Some of these withdrawals were at the request of the complainant, or because the complainant 
indicated unwillingness to proceed without making a formal request for withdrawal, or after 
the complainant had moved away or disappeared (13% in total). 

In 9 cases (8%), either the complainant or the accused died. In 7 cases (6%), the accused 
absconded and could not be found. One case was withdrawn after the complainant returned 
to police and said that she had lied about the rape. 

tabLe 12.20:  ReasOns fOR WItHDRaWaL by PROseCutOR  
(POLICe DOCket samPLe)

 n %

No reason given 22 19.6

Decision not to prosecute; insufficient evidence 52 46.4

Accused absconded 7 6.2

Complainant requested withdrawal or indicated unwillingness 6 5.4

Complainant moved away or disappeared* 8 7.1

Complainant died 4 3.6

Accused died (including 1 suicide) 5 4.5

Other ** 8 7.1

total 112 100.0
* This category includes one complainant who was a prison inmate that later absconded. 
**  This category includes one case where the complainant returned to police and said that she had lied about 

the rape. 
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COmmunIty PROseCutIOn: a POssIbLe stRateGy? 

Community prosecution is among the new approaches South Africans are exploring to 
tackle low levels of public trust in the criminal justice system… 

In South Africa, the part played by the prosecution in the criminal justice process is 
often poorly understood. Prosecutors themselves traditionally hold a rigid view of their 
role. In general, prosecutors do not forge ties within their communities of engagement, 
and rarely address crime prevention or the underlying causes of public insecurity. 

As a result, prosecutors are rarely held to public account, and are generally ineffective 
at addressing the concerns and needs of crime-ridden communities. They frequently 
fail to distinguish between offences requiring the full weight of the formal criminal 
justice system, and those better dealt with by alternative means. 

An innovative way to close the gap between prosecutors and the communities in which 
they work is “community prosecution.” Community prosecution focuses on targeted 
geographic areas, and involves a long-term, proactive partnership between prosecutors, 
police, local government, the community, and civil society organizations, in which the 
authority of the prosecutor’s office is used to solve problems, improve public safety and 
enhance the quality of life of community members… 

Open society Justice Initiative, 10 February 2005
www.justiceinitiative.org/db/resource2?res_id=102541

According to the National Research Council, “the most universal ingredient” of community 
prosecution is the addition of crime prevention to the prosecutor’s mission (2001). Under 
this emerging philosophy, prosecutors are viewed not just as officers of the court who 
come on scene once a crime has occurred, but rather as members of the community who 
have the power to stop crime from occurring. 

american Prosecutors Research Institute
www.ndaa.org/apri/programs/community_pros/what_is_community_prosecution.html

Location of withdrawals 
A cross-tabulation to see where rape cases are most likely to be withdrawn shows that 
withdrawals by complaints were high relative to the numbers of rape cases reported 
in urban areas rather than in rural areas – Katutura, Kuisebmond, Rehoboth, Swakopmund, 
Walvis Bay and Wanaheda all had a higher share of case withdrawals relative to their percentage 
of reported cases. 

This calls into question the conviction of key informants that compensation through 
traditional structures is the key factor behind such case withdrawals. This finding 
reinforces the suggestion that more field research is required on the specific issue of case 
withdrawals. 

There is less of a clear pattern for prosecutorial withdrawals, with the highest proportion 
relative to reported cases being in Gobabis and Okahandja, followed by Rehoboth and 
Oshakati. Most of the largest urban centres had relatively fewer prosecutorial withdrawals, 
which could be a result of more human and financial resources for police investigation in the 
largest centres. However, conviction rates (which are examined by location above) are best in 
respect of the dockets opened at some of the rural stations and smaller urban areas (Dordobis, 
Khorixas, Ohangwena, Okatope & Katima Mulilo), which points in the opposite direction. 
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tabLe 12.21: WItHDRaWaLs by POLICe statIOn

 
 

Withdrawn by 
complainant 

Other 
withdrawals

total 
rape cases 

n % n % n %

 Police 
station 

Aroab 1 1.2 0 .0 5 1.2

Dordabis 0 .0 2 1.5 6 1.5

Fransfontein 1 1.2 0 .0 1 .2

Gobabis 7 8.3 26 19.0 51 12.6

Katima Mulilo 4 4.8 4 2.9 23 5.7

Katutura 16 19.0 20 14.6 56 13.8

Keetmanshoop 2 2.4 2 1.5 9 2.2

Khorixas 3 3.6 10 7.3 29 7.2

Kuisebmond 9 10.7 11 8.0 26 6.4

Narraville 0 .0 1 .7 3 .7

Ohangwena 0 .0 2 1.5 25 6.2

Okahandja 7 8.3 21 15.3 42 10.4

Okatope 3 3.6 2 1.5 21 5.2

Ondangwa 1 1.2 2 1.5 9 2.2

Oshakati 3 3.6 7 5.1 13 3.2

Rehoboth 7 8.3 10 7.3 22 5.4

Swakopmund 11 13.1 10 7.3 28 6.9

Walvis Bay 5 6.0 3 2.2 14 3.5

Wanaheda 4 4.8 2 1.5 18 4.4

Windhoek 0 .0 2 1.5 4 1.0

total 84 100.0 137 100.0 405 100.0

a. Reducing trauma to complainant
The Act places a responsibility on prosecutors “to provide all such information to the 
complainant as will be necessary to lessen the impact of the trial on the complainant”.26 
However, this duty does not seem to be carried out very effectively in practice. 

Most prosecutors interviewed stated that they usually meet the complainant only on the day 
of the trial, or occasionally the day before. Two male prosecutors based in Oshakati described 
a typical pre-trial meeting: 

Normally we tell them the arrangement of the court, the prosecutor will be there to lead 
you and tell the court what happened to you, you will be seated here, the magistrate 
will be there and afterwards they will be asking you some questions but before you 
answer any question if you don’t understand it’s your right to tell the court ‘I don’t 
understand’ and the question can be repeated and if you don’t know the answer to the 

26 Section 9(b), Combating of Rape Act. 

4. CRImInaL tRIaLs 
fOR RaPe
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question, don’t answer something, just tell the court that you don’t know, and when 
you give answers tell the truth. And if you feel like you are tired or feel like sitting you 
must raise your hand to let them know and they can give you a recess and you can 
continue later. Also [for minors] that your guardian will be there. Normally when we 
call the guardian to testify for the victim, and the moment you call the victim to testify 
the guardian is already next to him so that they are supporting one another. 

For those coming from the villages it is quite difficult. We first have to introduce them 
to how the court operates and assure them not to be afraid of the trial. Sometimes we 
even take them to court to show them where they will sit, and the judge and guardians. 
Telling them the only people there are for their protection and they must feel free to tell 
the court. 

One female prosecutor described a very sensitive approach which she uses with minors: 

I meet with the complainant long before, usually 3-4 days beforehand, I take her in 
stages. We have a lengthy meeting. I take her to the courtroom. If it’s a minor, the social 
worker prepares them and shows them the courtroom. If the social worker can’t, I will. 
I show her the courtroom, show her the dolls and how to use them, give her sweets to 
help her feel comfortable so she can talk. I remember with one girl, it took 3-4 hours 
before she would start to talk about what happened. We talk about whether they know 
the difference between the truth and a lie, and give examples of the truth and lies. I 
explain what will happen and the questions posed to them. I tell them they are not 
being accused, and to remain calm and answer questions. We go through their version 
of events, and I explain the consequences of their testimony and perjury to them.

Another female prosecutor also explained that she takes extra preparation time with child 
witnesses. 

One prosecutor sensibly suggested that it would be better to designate another person to 
orient the complainant prior to the trial, as prosecutors have very heavy workloads and “social 
workers can be too emotional”. 

It was reported that in Tsumeb, social workers associated with the Woman and Child 
Protection Unit sometimes use a doll dressed like a magistrate to help prepare children for 
what will take place in court. 

At most courts, complainants and accuseds must use the same entrance and exit to 
the courtroom, although there is sometimes a separate entrance for accused persons 
in custody who are coming from the cells. This leaves open the possibility of discomfort 
to the complainant, or some form of intimidation by the accused. However, prosecutors based 
in Swakopmund and Keetmanshoop stated that all the regional courts where they work have 
separate entrances and exits for complainants and accuseds. Another prosecutor in Walvis 
Bay explained that her court has a special waiting room for children: 

Here at our court we do have a children’s room where we keep the children. They wait 
there with a social worker. There, they see to it that the children aren’t psychologically 
affected or distracted by seeing the accused.

Social workers gave differing feedback about whether they ever accompany rape 
complainants to court. Most had never done this, while one regularly accompanies 
children but not adults. 

There can be some tensions between prosecutors and social workers. For example, one prosecutor 
said that prosecutors do not like social workers “telling them how to run their cases”. However, 
this prosecutor felt that social workers or volunteers could be involved in giving children and 
other vulnerable witnesses an orientation to the courtroom and trial procedures, as long as 
they do not get otherwise involved in the case, to avoid allegations that anyone is “coaching” 
the witnesses. 
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There is also a need for support to the complainant after the criminal trial. One prosecutor 
said that the legal standard of proof should be explained to complainants in advance, so that they 
will understand that an acquittal does not necessarily mean that the court decided that no rape 
took place. Regardless of the case outcome, complainants need counselling after the trial just as 
much as before. 

suGGestIOns fROm sOutH afRICa fOR ImPROvInG 
COmmunICatIOn WItH RaPe COmPLaInants

It has been proposed in South Africa that certain duties should be placed on police by 
statute. Among these proposed duties is an outline for effective communication with 
the complainant: 

Inform the complainant:

i)  When the accused is arrested;
ii)  If the suspect has been released on bail;
iii)  The conditions of bail imposed on the accused;
iv)  The procedures to follow if the accused has breached the conditions of bail;
v)  Whether the complainant is required to attend an identification parade;
vi)  On the progress of the investigation of the case;
vii)  The date, time and location of the trial;
viii)  That she may request assistance to get to court on the day of the trial;
ix)  When the complainant will be required to give evidence in court about the 

sexual assault.

Institute of Criminology, Faculty of Law, University of Cape Town, 
“Submission to the Portfolio Committee for Justice and Constitutional Development”, 

and Adv Bronwyn Pithey, Senior State Advocate, 
The Sexual Offences and Community Affairs Unit, National Directorate of Public Prosecutions, 2003, 

http://www.csvr.org.za/gender/docs/Section%2021%20JFP%20Sub.htm

Advance preparation and support are particularly important for child rape victims. 
Social worker Veronica Theron studied seven cases of child sexual abuse reported to the 
Windhoek Woman and Child Protection Unit and finalised between January and May 2005. 
Six of these children met with the prosecutor for about 10 minutes immediately prior to the 
beginning of the proceedings. The seventh child, who was sexually abused by her uncle at 
age 14, was given advance preparation for the court proceedings as well as eight therapeutic 
sessions using a technique known as Gestalt Play Therapy. This helped her to experience the 
court proceedings in a positive light: 

These were her comments on how she experienced the whole proceedings. “I am proud 
I had a chance to say my say – I did my part, now I can move on with my life.”

Her mother commented: “I could not believe it was my daughter testifying in court, she was 
so strong.” According to Theron, “She used the opportunity to take back the control she 
had lost after the sexual assault. She saw it as a day to move on with her life. She was even 
willing to talk to other victims of abuse to encourage them.” 

The process was still not without trauma, of course, as this child failed in school for the first 
time in her study career. But the parents of the children who received no therapy and only 
rudimentary court preparation reported more signs of psychological disturbance: 

The parents of children 1,2 4 and 5 commented on negative effects like crying, bed-
wetting, nightmares, sleeping-problems, fear of going to bed alone and many more. 
Some children were confused, humiliated, embarrassed, because they felt they had 
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done something wrong. Child 4 whose abuser escaped before sentencing, lost trust in 
adults and in the whole justice system. He asked, “What’s then the use of reporting?” 
He was expelled from the hostel because of bad conduct and inappropriate sexual 
behaviour towards other learners and later dropped out of school.27

It is unfair to expect children to testify in a court of law without adequate preparation. 
All child witnesses require court preparation that informs them about the court process 
and prepares them for their roles as witnesses. In addition, many children, due to their 
pronounced fears and anxieties, require stress management techniques to help them 
cope with what is usually an ordeal. 

veronica Rose theron, “The Impact of the Namibian  
Judiciary System on the Child Witness”, September 2005 

COuRt PRePaRatIOn at sOutH afRICa’s  
“teDDy beaR CLInIC”

A lanky 11-year-old girl sits on the floor of a brightly painted room at the Teddy Bear Clinic, 
surrounded by faded stuffed animals and a few well-used toys. Around her are scattered 
a half-dozen puppets and a large laminated photograph of an empty courtroom.

“Hello,” says the doll on the hand of Ntombi Mkwanyana, a matronly volunteer 
counsellor who sits beside the girl. “I am the magistrate.”

“Hello,” responds the girl quietly to the grey-haired, black-robed puppet. The doll 
and the girl chat back and forth in Zulu, a widely spoken South African language. The 
puppet explains the job of a judge; the girl asks questions or simply indicates that she 
understands. She is timid at first, but then begins to enjoy the play. Eventually she 
picks up another puppet. This one is of a pigtailed girl. It represents her, the child rape 
victim who is learning to testify in court…

nicole Ian, S. Africa finds ‘rape courts’ work, The Christian Science Monitor, 29 January 2003, 
www.csmonitor.com/2003/0129/p01s04-woaf.html. 

Similar programmes have been successfully implemented in Zimbabwe.

RaPCan CHILD WItness PROJeCt In sOutH afRICa 
 
RAPCAN has taken the initiative to begin a structured, research based court 
preparation programme. It was implemented from the first of August 2001, and we 
see approximately 95 children a month (this does not include the support for parents). 
The programme prepares children and their caregivers for the court experience by 
providing them with information about court and skills to help deal with the process 
of testifying.

The project is presented in both an individual and group format, facilitated by trained 
lay counsellors. There are two counsellors on duty every day.

The project also provides children and their caregivers with the necessary emotional 
support, as the process of giving evidence in court, especially where some form of 
abuse has occurred, can be very intimidating…

27 Veronica Rose Theron, “The Impact of the Namibian Judiciary System on the Child Witness”, master’s thesis, 
UNISA, September 2005. 
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The parents and children who have participated in our programme find it empowering 
and useful in helping them through a difficult time. The parents feel that their children 
receive valuable support from the counsellors, and that they are taken care of in a holistic 
manner. The prosecutors working at the court find the programme very beneficial for 
their witnesses and feel that it has improved the quality of the children’s evidence… 
 
The project is being piloted at Wynberg Sexual Offences Court. In time, we hope to roll 
it out to various other courts within the Western Cape region… 

RAPCAN (Resources Aimed at the Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect, 
Newsletter: Bi-Annual Review December 2001, 
www.rapcan.org.za/news/december2001.htm

ReCOmmenDatIOns: 
The Victim Support Programme described in Chapter 7 could train volunteers to 
assist with explaining the court process to the complainant, with the assistance 
of materials developed especially for this purpose (such as comic books and 
colouring books on the court procedure for children, similar to those in use in South 
Africa, and appropriate indigenous language materials for adults). Volunteers could take 
complainants to the empty courtroom in advance of the trial and be available to answer 
any questions the complainant might have about practical issues such as transport and 
accommodation. This would free prosecutors to focus more fully on the legal issues 
which are their area of expertise. 

Alternatively, or as an interim measure, social workers could be drafted to assist 
with this task. This would be particularly appropriate for social workers who are 
already working with Woman and Child Protection Units. However, as a general matter, 
the shortage of social workers mitigates against providing them with any extra duties. 

Another approach would be for the Office of the Prosecutor-General to re-organise 
the workload of prosecutors involved in rape cases with their legal duty to the 
complainant in mind, so that they are able to dedicate more time and energy to 
this role. 

b. Representation for accused
The workload on legal aid lawyers from rape cases appears to be considerable. We 
interviewed two legal aid lawyers for this study. One said that he had represented about 80 
accused rapists in the past year, and the other had represented about 150. 

One legal aid lawyer estimated that 70% of accused rapists are unrepresented, blaming delays 
in the approval of legal aid for this problem: 

It’s because it takes ages for Legal Aid to get approved. They get fed up, they can’t wait, 
they are in custody, they want to finish the matter.

A magistrate in Katima Mulilo estimated that 40% of accused rapists are represented while 
“maybe 60% are not”. In contrast, a magistrate in Windhoek says that most accused rapists 
in her court are defended: 
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They are defended because rape falls under the most serious crimes, and it’s desirable 
that the accused is informed of the right to legal representation. If he has no means, he 
must apply for legal aid which will provide counsel. 

In contrast, a regional court magistrate in Oshakati reported that most accused rapists are 
defended by lawyers, usually legal aid lawyers. He also noted that accused rapists sometimes 
prefer to defend themselves: “I prefer that these people are defended but if he wants to defend 
himself there’s nothing you can do….” A legal aid lawyer also noted that some accused prefer 
to represent themselves. However, he worried that money and resources are the determining 
factors: 

Most people involved in crime do not have money. It depends on the availability of funds 
to assist in defending these people. Look at the number of prosecutors and the number 
of legal aid – it’s not the same. There’s imbalance, and that’s a problem, because there 
are more prosecutors dealing with a rape case than legal aid defence counsel. 

Similar views were expressed by a magistrate in Walvis Bay: 

Those having sex with a minor are mostly unrepresented. On the whole, the accuseds 
are mainly unrepresented. Accuseds don’t have money to pay private lawyers. Some of 
them, after their rights are explained, they want legal aid, but legal aid takes so long 
and the accused is in custody, so he wants to defend himself.

One magistrate felt that accused persons do not always trust legal aid: 

The accuseds have a funny idea about legal representation. They can’t afford a private 
lawyer, and they think that legal aid is with the government and won’t help them, but 
will rather collaborate with the prosecutor. I’ve had to try to explain to the accused that 
legal aid will defend them. But if they stay in custody, their opinion will change, and 
they will think that legal aid is not working for them. 

One regional court magistrate expressed concern about the time that it takes for legal 
aid applications to be approved, estimating that in an efficiently-functioning system, 
a decision on such an application should be processed in a maximum of 14 days, when 
in fact it can take as long as 3 months. He suggested that the Director of Legal Aid should 
delegate more of the work of assessing applications to staff, and post people in the regions to 
process applications there. 

In fact, there is already a move underway to de-centralise legal aid services. The Directorate of 
Legal Aid now has offices in Ondangwa, Oshakati, Swakopmund, Grootfontein and Keetmans-
hoop, and Chief Legal Aid Counsellors for each of these offices are being put in place. A legal 
aid office will be opened in Katutura in 2007. Legal aid is also eliminating its reliance on private 
practitioners in favour of using its own staff members based in the various regions. There is also 
a corresponding move to decentralise decision-making power on legal aid applications. These 
steps should help to reduce delays. 

Delays in processing legal aid applications sometimes inspire accused persons to decide 
to represent themselves instead of waiting any longer. This is understandable in cases 
where an accused who is out on bail may have to appear in court repeatedly – perhaps taking 
time off work or travelling considerable distances – just to find out that the case is postponed. 
The decision to proceed without legal representation in respect of a serious charge like rape 
should not be made purely out of frustration with the system’s slowness. 

One lawyer employed by legal aid reported that in most cases where prosecutors 
complained about delays in approving applications for legal aid, the Legal Aid Office 
had not in fact received the application concerned. She also stated that the Legal Aid 
Office has already worked through the backlog of applications in Windhoek, meaning that 
the delays complained of should now be a thing of the past. 
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There were complaints that some legal aid lawyers (and other defence counsel) double-
book court dates or fail to show up in court for trivial reasons. It was suggested that it 
would be useful for courts to take a tougher line on any legal practitioner (legal aid or otherwise) 
who fails to show up for court without a good reason and without giving the required notice 
to the other party, by charging them for wasted costs, reporting such instances to the Law 
Society and/or the Ministry of Justice for possible disciplinary action, or holding the lawyers in 
question in contempt of court. 

While the accused has a right to a fair trial, in this research we found that he sometimes 
used it as a blunt tool against the complainant. Defence attorneys interviewed for this 
research explained that accused learn that they can receive many postponements of 
their trials by requesting and changing attorneys…. When accused use the right to an 
attorney to indefinitely delay a trial, the magistrate must impose limits. 

Lisa vetten & Danielle motelow, “Creating state accountability to rape survivors: a case study of 
Boksburg Regional Court” in Agenda 62, 2004 at 47, reporting on an examination  

of case files in 76 sexual assaults heard by a single South African court in 2002 

neW PROvIsIOns On DeaLInG WItH DeLays

Section 371 of the Criminal Procedure Act 24 of 2004 (not yet in force) requires that a 
court must investigate any delay in the completion of criminal proceedings to see if the 
delay is unreasonable, as measured against a set of specific factors such as the duration 
of the delay, the reasons advanced for it , the actual or potential prejudice to the state 
or the defence and effect of the delay on the administration of justice and the adverse 
effects on the interests of the public of the victims if the prosecution must be stopped 
or discontinued as a result. This provision gives a court a range of options in the event 
that it finds the delay unreasonable, including the refusal of further postponements, 
granting of postponements subject to specific conditions, orders for the payment of 
wasted cost by the state of the accused and referral of the matter to an appropriate 
authority for investigation and possible disciplinary action. 

The case of S v Monday 28 is an example of various problems which can arise with 
legal representatives appointed by legal aid in rape cases. In this case, the appeal court 
found the conduct of the counsel appointed by legal aid to be “unprofessional and wrong”. The 
accused was convicted in the High Court on a charge of raping an 8-year-old, and sentenced 
to 12 years imprisonment. His legal aid counsel withdrew at the beginning of the case, after 
several disagreements with the accused, although the Supreme Court ruled on appeal that the 
accused had just cause to refuse to follow his lawyer’s advice. The Supreme Court also ruled 
that the Directorate of Legal Aid was in error to refuse to appoint alternative counsel without 
even hearing the accused’s side of the story. 

Under these circumstances, the appeal court found that the trial court violated the accused’s 
constitutional right to a fair trial by refusing to grant a postponement of the case to allow the 
accused to attempt to secure legal representation at his own expense. Furthermore, the Supreme 
Court found that the presiding officer in the High Court did not assist the undefended accused 
to present his side of the case, but actually hindered him from asking relevant questions of the 
state witnesses. For this reason, among others, the conviction of the accused was overturned 
by the Supreme Court. 

28 S v Monday, SA 08/2001, Supreme Court, 21 February 2002 (O’Linn, AJA). The case involved an alleged rape 
of a child which occurred before the new law on rape came into force.
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ReCOmmenDatIOns: 
The decentralisation of legal aid services which is already underway should help 
to prevent backlogs in decisions on legal aid applications. However, it appears 
that there are sometimes administrative break-downs between processing the 
application and forwarding the application to the appropriate legal aid office. 
A particular official at each court should be given responsibility for this task, 
to allow for monitoring and follow-up. 

Encourage presiding officers to take a harder line against any legal practitioners 
who cause unwarranted delays in criminal cases. 

C. Closed court 
Before the Combating of Rape Act was passed, the court was automatically closed to the 
public for the entire rape trial only if the accused rapist was under age 18. 

If the complainant was under age 18, the court had the discretion to direct that the court be 
closed to the public during her testimony or during the entire trial. The minor complainant’s 
parent or guardian could make a request to this effect. If the complainant was an adult, the 
court had the discretion to direct that the court be closed to the public during her testimony or 
during the entire trial. The adult complainant could also make a request for a closed court.29

The situation is now reversed. The Combating of Rape Act amends section 153 of the 
Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977 to require that all rape trials in their entirety must 
automatically be held in closed court  – unless the complainant (or someone with 
authority to act on behalf of a minor complainant) requests that the court be open. 

The amendment explains the requirements for closed court in two provisions – one covering the 
entire “criminal proceedings”, and the other covering only the testimony of the complainant. 
The reason for the overlapping sections was apparently to make the law easily severable in 
the event that total closure of the court was ever found unconstitutional. 

This is a possibility because of the requirement in Article 12(1)(a) of the Namibian Constitution 
that persons charged with crimes are entitled to “a fair and public hearing”, with the proviso 
that the court “may exclude the press and/or the public from all or any part of the trial for 
reasons of morals, the public order or national security, as is necessary in a democratic 
society”. Article 12(1)(c) further states that “judgments in criminal cases shall be given in 
public, unless the interest of juvenile persons or morals otherwise require”. Because there 
is as yet no Namibian jurisprudence on the parameters of the authorisation to close a court 
during a criminal trial, no one can yet say with confidence whether the provisions in question 
would be upheld by the Namibian court.30

29 Section 153 of the Criminal Procedure Act, before amendment by the Combating of Rape Act. 
30 For a discussion of this issue, see Chaskalson et al, Constitutional Law of South Africa, Juta & Co Ltd, 1996 

at 27-70A. 
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exCeRPt fROm seCtIOn 153 Of tHe CRImInaL PROCeDuRe
aCt 51 Of 1977, as amenDeD by COmbatInG Of RaPe aCt

 (3A) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsections (1), (2), (5) and (6) but subject to 
the provisions of subsection (3B), in criminal proceedings relating to a charge that the 
accused committed or attempted to commit –

 (a)  any sexual or indecent act towards or in connection with any complainant; 
or 
 (b)  any act for the purpose of procuring or furthering the commission of a 
sexual or indecent act towards or in connection with any complainant, 

the court before which such proceedings are pending shall, to the extent authorized 
thereto by the provisos to Article 12(1)(a) and (c) of the Namibian Constitution, direct 
that any person whose presence is not necessary at such proceedings, shall not be 
present at such proceedings, unless the complainant in such proceedings, or, if he or 
she is a minor, his or her parent or guardian or a person in loco parentis, otherwise 
requests.

 (3B) Any person whose presence is not necessary at criminal proceedings referred 
to in paragraphs (a) and (b) of subsection (3A), shall not be present at such proceedings 
while the complainant in such proceedings is giving evidence, unless such complainant, 
or, if he or she is a minor, his or her parent or guardian or a person in loco parentis, 
otherwise requests.

***

 (7) To the extent that the provisions of this section provide for a limitation of 
the fundamental right to a public hearing and to the giving of judgment in criminal 
proceedings in public hearing and to the giving of judgment in criminal proceedings in 
public contemplated in paragraphs (a) and (c), respectively, of Sub-Article (1) of Article 
12 of the Namibian Constitution, in that they authorize the exclusion of the public from 
criminal proceedings or any part thereof, such limitation is enacted on authority of the 
said paragraphs (a) and (c).

This aspect of the law is not universally well understood, perhaps because of the 
overlapping wording of the two provisions. For example, in the high-profile 2006 trial of 
former Supreme Court Justice Teek on charges which included rape of a minor girl, the court 
was closed to the public only during the testimony of the complainants.31

Several prosecutors made comments such as the following, which actually describe the legal 
position prior to the enactment of the Combating of Rape Act: 

The court is closed for rape cases only when either of the parties is a juvenile. It can 
also be closed if the complainant makes an application. But this is rare.

The court is not usually closed. If a juvenile is giving evidence, it’s done in camera. The 
public leaves and only the guardians stay.

Two magistrates interviewed also seemed to be under the impression that the provision on closed 
court applies only where there are child victims, or at the request of the complainant: 

Where a young child is involved we don’t make it an open court. Just to the guardians 
of the child to make it comfortable for the young child without any threat.

31 Legal Assistance Centre staff attended this trial, along with many other members of the public. 
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It’s procedure that, whenever a minor is involved, the court must sit in camera to 
protect the identity of the complainant… Sometimes there is an application where the 
complainant asks that the court is cleared. If the request is made, we ask the gallery 
to leave.

One legal aid lawyer also described a misunderstanding of the legal provisions: 

The court is usually closed, especially where minors are involved. Generally, if the 
prosecution forgets to mention it, the court will look at the circumstances and decide 
if it should be in camera.

Others described the situation correctly. For example, one prosecutor said: 

The court is normally closed for rape cases, but we ask the complainant beforehand if 
they want people there.

Another prosecutor emphasised the provision for closed court as a particularly helpful one: 

Not giving the evidence in an open court, except with the consent of the guardian or 
if the court sees an interest in it, helps a lot to give confidence because there is no one 
else there and they won’t feel intimidated. 

ReCOmmenDatIOn: 
The provision requiring closed courts during rape trials is not universally well known 
by prosecutors, legal aid lawyers and magistrates. The Ministry of Justice should issue 
a circular informing existing officials of the correct legal position, and training for 
new officials should incorporate this issue. 
 

D. Postponements

statistics on postponements
As noted above, some postponements in a criminal trial are normal and inevitable. For 
example, it would not be feasible to deal with bail proceedings, plea, and the criminal trial all 
on the same court date. Postponements to allow the accused to secure legal representation 
and to ensure that both prosecutor and defence attorney can be present on a date when the 
court is available are also obviously necessary. Looking at criminal cases more generally, one 
regional court magistrate with many years of experience said that a case with as few as 7 
postponements in total would be moving forward very expeditiously. 

The information in the police dockets concerning postponement does not appear to be entirely 
reliable. Firstly, in over 30% of the cases which went to trial, the number of postponements 
is unknown or missing. Secondly, a comparison of information from the police dockets with 
information in the court registers (where the same cases appeared in both samples) indicates 
that the information recorded in the police dockets does not always correspond to the information 
in the court registers. For this reason, we have relied more heavily on the court registers as a 
source of information about postponements, as this is the more direct source for this particular 
information. 

However, we can say that out of the 184 cases in the police docket sample which resulted in 
a criminal trial, at least 127 (59%) of them appear to have some postponements, with some 
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cases having had more than 20 postponements. Postponements also seem to have been for 
widely varying periods, from 1 day to over 1 year, with the average postponement being for 
50 days and the typical case involving a postponement of 41 days. 

We separated the data for (a) all cases (including those where the trials were not completed 
for some reason) and (b) cases which resulted in completed trials only, to see if this made any 
significant difference. However, the spread of postponements was similar in both calculations. 

tabLe 12.22: POstPOnements – aLL Cases InvOLvInG tRIaLs  
(POLICe DOCket samPLe)

 n %

Matter 
postponed?

Yes 127 69.0

Not clear 15 8.2

Missing 42 22.8

Total 184 100.0

If so, how many 
times?

2 1 .8

3 2 1.6

4 6 4.7

5 8 6.3

6 9 7.1

7 4 3.1

8 7 5.5

9 5 3.9

10 10 7.9

11 2 1.6

12 4 3.1

13 2 1.6

15 1 .8

16 1 .8

17 2 1.6

18 1 .8

20 1 .8

21 2 1.6

23 1 .8

26 1 .8

Unknown 57 44.9

total 127 100.0

tabLe 12.23: aveRaGe tIme InteRvaL betWeen  
POstPOnements – 

    aLL Case InvOLvInG tRIaLs  
(POLICe DOCket samPLe)

Number 
of days

Valid N N=797

Mean 50.2

Median 41.0

Mode 1.0

Minimum 1.0

Maximum 393.0
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tabLe 12.24: POstPOnements – OnLy fOR Cases WItH COmPLeteD tRIaLs 
 n %

Matter postponed?
 
 

Yes 109 68.6

Not clear 9 5.7

Missing 41 25.8

total 159 100.0

If so, how many 
times?

2 1 .9

3 2 1.8

4 4 3.7

5 7 6.4

6 6 5.5

7 3 2.8

8 7 6.4

9 2 1.8

10 8 7.3

11 2 1.8

12 3 2.8

13 2 1.8

16 1 .9

17 2 1.8

18 1 .9

20 1 .9

21 2 1.8

23 1 .9

26 1 .9

Not indicated 53 48.6

total 109 100.0

More detailed information on postponements can be found in the court registers. However, 
the information on postponements in these registers was not always complete, with some 
postponement dates not having a reason attached. 

Some records in the court registers had no details at all, with only the first court date (for 
that court) and the case outcome being listed. Other records had big gaps, with the case 
‘disappearing’ for some time and then reappearing in the record later. For these cases, the 
number of postponements and the reasons for the postponements are unknown. Only 297 (or 
48.5%) of the case entries followed through the court registers were ‘complete’, in the sense 
that for each postponement a reason was listed and there were no apparent ‘gaps’ between 
the postponement dates. 

There are also differences in the way that different courts record the history of a case. 
The Oshakati court registers, for example, had the lowest number of missing reasons for 
postponements in our sample, suggesting that this court keeps thorough records. Most of the 
cases with one or more reasons missing come from the Katutura court registers. However, 
Katutura was our “pilot” site for the collection of data from court registers, so in this case, 
the missing information might be a combination of missing information in the court registers 
and our relative lack of skill in extracting information from the court registers before gaining 
some experience with this data source. (We refined the questionnaire which we applied to 
the court registers on the basis of our experience at the pilot site.) 

With these cautions in mind, the data from the court registers can be used as a source of 
information about some basic information concerning postponements. 

Of the 547 cases in the court register sample, no information about postponements could 
be ascertained in respect of 85 of them. The remaining 462 cases had a combined total 
of 3160 postponements – which would produce an average of about 7 postponements in 
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each case. The number of postponements ranged from 0 to 27. However, there were many cases 
with as few as 1-6 postponements, and only 11 cases which had 20 or more postponements. 

tabLe 12.25: POstPOnements (COuRt ReGIsteRs) (unit=case)
 n %

Matter 
postponed?

1 Yes 462 84.5
2 No 

information
85 15.5

total 547 100.0

If so, how many 
times?

None 85 15.5

1 55 10.1

2 35 6.4

3 48 8.8

4 31 5.7

5 46 8.4

6 47 8.6

7 26 4.8

8 33 6.0

9 19 3.5

10 21 3.8

11 21 3.8

12 18 3.3

13 18 3.3

14 15 2.7

15 7 1.3

16 4 .7

17 5 .9

18 1 .2

19 1 .2

20 2 .4

21 3 .5

22 2 .4

23 1 .2

24 1 .2

25 1 .2

27 1 .2

total (3160 postponements) 547 100.0

The reasons for postponements varied. There was no one reason which stood out as a 
particular “culprit” in case postponements; the problem seems to be more the cumulative 
effect of postponements for a range of reasons. 

Postponements in the court register sample extended for 47 days on average, but the 
most typical postponement period extended for 28 days. The longest postponements 
occurred when cases were transferred from one court to another, and the shortest ones were for 
bail-related matters (including where the accused did not show up in court).32 Postponements 
pertaining to a decision by the Prosecutor-General on whether or not to prosecute and for 
matters pertaining to legal aid were also typically for longer periods than postponements for 
other reasons. 

32 As noted in Chapter 11 on bail, postponements for this reason alone usually resulted from occasions where 
an accused who was free on bail did not show up in court on the appointed day, leading to the issue of a 
warrant of arrest. 
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tabLe 12.26: numbeR anD tyPe Of POstPOnements (unit=case)

 # 
of cases

average 
#

median 
#

minimum 
#

maximum 
#

total # of 
postponements

Further 
investigation

N=332 2 2 1 9 790

Bail N=110 2 1 1 6 172

Docket N=63 2 1 1 7 110
Prosecutor 
General decision

N=228 2 2 1 9 500

Plea & trial N=268 2 1 1 10 570
Transfer to other 
courts

N=124 1 1 1 2 125

Defence & legal 
aid

N=139 2 2 1 11 310

Other N=62 2 1 1 6 112

No reason given N=173 3 2 1 17 471
sum of all 
postponements n=462 7 6 1 27 3 160

tabLe 12.27: aveRaGe tIme InteRvaL (Days) betWeen POstPOnements  
(COuRt ReGIsteR samPLe) (unit = postponement) 

# 
of cases

average 
#

median 
# mode minimum 

#
maximum 

#
Further 
investigation

N=596 45 41 28 1 171

Bail matter N=71 46 32 1 1 177

Docket N=74 32 24 3 1 141

Prosecutor General N=439 51 47 49 1 175

Plea & trial N=477 44 35 1 1 174
Transfer to other 
courts

N=76 68 65 77 1 180

Defence & legal aid N=283 51 44 42 1 174

Other N=84 47 41 13 3 148

No reason given N=380 49 39 28 1 179

total n=2480 47 41 28 1 180
Values above 180 days have been eliminated, on the theory that longer time periods for postponements are 
very unusual and could be a result of inaccurate records. 

In the following tables, the reasons give for the various categories of postponements are given 
in more detail (with the exception of bail, which is discussed in detail in Chapter 11. What 
these tables indicate more than anything else is that each case follows an individual course, 
which makes patterns harder to identify and analyse. This also makes solutions to the 
“postponement problem” harder to identify. Nevertheless, on the basis of our discussion 
with key role players. we offer some suggestions below which might improve the efficiency of 
criminal trials for rape. 

One interesting point is that although many key informants complained about lab results being 
unavailable, there were only 22 postponements which cited this reason explicitly. However, it 
is likely that other cases were postponed on this basis and recorded as “further investigation”. 
Suggestions for ensuring that lab reports are available in court are discussed in Chapter 8. 
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tabLe 12.28:  ReasOns fOR InvestIGatIOn POstPOnements  
(unit=investigation postponement)

    multiple reasons could be given for a single postponement on this basis.

 Responses  %

Further investigation 730 84.8

Further investigation final 21 2.4

Investigation 107 12.4

Not sure whether investigation is concluded 1 .1

Further investigation on instruction of DPG 1 .1

Investigation extended 1 .1

total 861 100.0

tabLe 12.29: ReasOns fOR DOCket POstPOnements (unit=docket postponement)
    multiple reasons could be given for a single postponement on this basis.

 Responses %

For docket; case docket 82 71.9

Docket to be send to PG office 3 2.6

For original case record 6 5.3

Docket extended 1 .9

Docket final 12 10.5

Docket not brought 2 1.8

Docket to be summarised 3 2.6

Preparation of docket 1 .9

Typing of case record 3 2.6

Docket explained 1 .9

total 114 100.0

tabLe 12.30:  ReasOns fOR PROseCutOR-GeneRaL DeCIsIOn POstPOnements  
(unit=PG decision postponement)

     multiple reasons could be given for a single postponement on this basis.

 Responses %

Prosecutor General decision 556 97.9

Docket to be send to PG office 1 .2
For instructions to Regional Court 
Prosecutor

1 .2

Final for Prosecutor General decision 5 .9

For instruction from Deputy PG 1 .2

For PG summary 4 .7

total 568 100.0

tabLe 12.31:  ReasOns fOR PLea & tRIaL POstPOnements  
(unit=plea & trial postponement)

     multiple reasons could be given for a single postponement on this basis.

 Responses %

Plea & trial 237 35.7

Plea 158 23.8

Trial 71 10.7

Continuation of trial 27 4.1

Plea on s.119 90 13.6

Court 1 .2

Judgement 14 2.1

Plea to s.199/ 57/ 77 2 .3

Struck from roll 1 .2

Cross-examination 1 .2

Plea to s.199/ 51/ 77 24 3.6

Table continues 
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Confirmation of trial 2 .3

Plea & trial final 1 .2

Plea final 1 .2

Fixing date of trial 20 3.0

Sentence; record & sentence 9 1.4

Submissions 1 .2

Defence case 4 .6

total 664 100.0
The section numbers refer to sections of the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977.

tabLe 12.32:  ReasOns fOR tRansfeR POstPOnements  
(unit=transfer postponement)

     multiple reasons could be given for a single postponement on this basis.

Responses %

Transfer to Regional Court to appear on (date) 125 94.0

Transfer to Regional Court for fixing trial date 1 .8

Transfer to Regional Court for trial 1 .8

Transfer to High Court 2 1.5

Transfer to lower court for trial 1 .8

Transfer to court of ( town) 2 1.5
Transfer to Windhoek Regional Court 
(victim is a minor)

1 .8

total 133 100.0

tabLe 12.33:  ReasOns fOR DefenCe & LeGaL aID POstPOnements  
(unit=defence & legal aid postponement)

    multiple reasons could be given for a single postponement on this basis.

 Responses %

For defence 44 13.0

For accused attorney; lawyer 14 4.1

Legal aid 223 66.0

Lawyer decision 1 .3
Court orderly to take accused to apply for 
legal aid

3 .9

Legal outcome 1 .3

Accused will conduct own defence 1 .3

Legal aid (continued) 1 .3

Appointment of lawyer 3 .9

For defence witness 1 .3

Legal aid outcome 3 .9

Accused to appoint own lawyer 3 .9

Legal representation 35 10.4

Legal representation (final) 2 .6

Private legal aid 1 .3

Legal aid application 2 .6

total 338 100.0
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tabLe 12.34:  ReasOns fOR OtHeR POstPOnements  
(unit=other postponement)

     multiple reasons could be given for a single postponement on this basis.

 Responses %

Accused absent (illness) 2 1.6

For parents 2 1.6

For guardian 6 4.9

For screening 18 14.8

For screening and guardians 1 .8

For complainant 3 2.5

Tracing of parents 1 .8

Tracing of complainant & her parents 1 .8

W/A issued for guardian 10 8.2

W/A held over for guardian 3 2.5

W/A cancelled for guardian 2 1.6

W/A issued with immediate effect for guardian 3 2.5

Waiting for witness 1 .8
For psychiatric evaluation; mental 
observation

18 14.8

Private courtroom 1 .8

W/A issued for accused and guardian 1 .8

Special review 1 .8

Tracing of guardian 1 .8

W/A for witness 2 1.6

Laboratory results 22 18.0

W/A for witness stayed over 1 .8

Social worker report 1 .8

Interpreter 1 .8

Wrong entry 8 6.6
Arraigned in Regional Court ; outcome 
unknown

2 1.6

Cast put together 1 .8

Birth certificate 1 .8

Struck off the roll and continued later 1 .8
Provisionally withdrawn and resumed after 
some months

1 .8

Medical report 6 4.9

total 122 100.0
W/A is warrant of arrest. 

key informant opinions on scheduling  
and postponements
One magistrate whom we interviewed pointed to scheduling problems which could be responsible 
for many postponements of rape trials: 

Most of the cases we are hearing [in the regional magistrate’s court] are rape cases. 
And we are hearing cases Monday to Friday. Per day there are 3 or 4 cases placed on 
the roll. But one case can take you the whole week. 

This view was supported by statistics provided by a divisional magistrate in Katima Mulilo: 

At the end of the year [2005], we had 37 cases on the roll, and 22 of them were rape. 

A magistrate in Katima Mulilo cited court staffing as a barrier to speedier rape trials: 
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The problem facing the court is that there’s no permanent magistrate in Katima. I go 
there once a month, or once every second month. That causes delay. Cases aren’t that 
many, but with a permanent magistrate there, cases would be disposed of more easily… 
You can have a very good piece of legislation but if you don’t have the manpower to 
implement it, it will be doomed. When the government comes up with a new law, they 
should look at the other side and increase the human resources, like magistrates. 

Several magistrates pointed to the need for speedier police investigations and trials: 

It’s taking a long time and I don’t like it. Just the other day I had a child of eight years 
who must remember everything from 2000 when the case is coming for trial in 2004. 
If the trial was speeded up it could be better. I’m always telling the prosecutors this. 
Especially in rape cases, because there is usually not that much evidence to go through 
to finish. 

I prefer to [give priority to] rape cases involving minors, because they tend to forget 
very quickly because of their age, and to help them get over the issue and move on with 
their lives. It’s very important to try to finalise those rape cases with young victims 
as soon as possible. Sometimes there is a problem with the investigation – it takes too 
long to get statements, for example, so by the time it is in court, the victim and her 
parents have moved away, and it’s difficult for the police to trace the victim, and they 
have to withdraw the case as a result. Justice is not being done.

Similar concerns about delays in police investigations were echoed in a recent UNICEF 
assessment of WCPUs: 

The long delays with investigations, is an area of major concern. All methods of data 
collection – information by right-holders, key informants, groups, as well as information 
gathered from dockets indicate that investigating officers take a very long time, 
sometimes years, to finalize investigations.33

Magistrates in this study were all asked whether rape cases involved excessive requests for 
postponements. The responses cited a range of reasons: 

Yes. I must say yes. Not necessarily in the regional court. But by the time it’s transferred 
to the regional court, a lot of postponements have taken place. It’s even two or three 
years in the district court. In the third or fourth year it comes to the regional court. 
You are told it’s postponed to be investigated but when you inquiry about what was 
being investigated you don’t get a response... You know sometimes there are police 
officers… you find a person given documents of something and he realises the matter 
is due in court tomorrow, so he will just enter on the docket that the investigation 
is not complete. Another thing, another contributing factor, could be the resources 
available to the police. Transport is not always available to go into these rural areas. 
Unfortunately most of the cases are committed in these areas. You find that even when 
a child goes to doctor it has been a week. There are so many factors including laziness 
on the part of the person investigating the case. There are also those who are not 
taking these things so seriously. (Oshakati)

Yes, for investigation and lab results from the forensic department, which takes 
months. There are more postponements than an average criminal case, and longer 
postponements, because of waiting for lab results, and legal aid takes months to get a 
response from. We have only one lab in Namibia, and all the cases are attended by the 
same place. The National Forensic Laboratory is not yet decentralised. Legal aid is the 
same. It’s taking long. I don’t know why. (Walvis Bay)

33 Dr Hetty Rose-Junius & Ellen Keunzer, An Investigation into the Functioning of WCPU’s and Police Stations 
with regard to the Protection of Abused Women and Children in the Country, UNICEF 2006 at section 11.2.1 
(iv). 
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We try to give rape cases priority, but sometimes things are complicated by the legal 
aid application… We tell them it’s a serious charge with a possible conviction of 15 
years and that they should get a lawyer. We want to give the case priority, but there is 
delay. A lawyer is not available. If the accused doesn’t want a lawyer, we proceed as 
quickly as possible. But with delays, the child witness tends to forget... Some lawyers 
also contribute to delay by double-booking, for example, having court scheduled in 
both Oshakati District Court and Katima Regional Court on the same day. It’s very 
frustrating. Not all lawyers do that, but some do. (Katima Mulilo)

It happens. We are facing the issue of legal representation. It’s a constitutional issue. 
The Legal Aid Directorate is not doing much because it takes so long to provide advice 
to the accused. If one has to proceed without representation, it could be squashed at 
the High Court, and the accused gets off scot-free when he committed a serious crime. 
(Windhoek)

One police interviewee in Oshakati made particular reference to the special problems that 
long delays create for minor complainants: 

There is a problem, though, when we send the docket for PG decision and it takes a long 
time. By the time the matter goes to trial, years later, the minor complainant forgets and 
can’t testify.

One magistrate felt that time limits for hearing rape cases – at least those involving children 
– should be set by statute to avoid unfairness to the accused: 

I would like if possible for the new law to make provision for the period in which these 
cases should be heard, especially when young children are involved. We should also 
not forget that the person in custody is innocent until proved guilty in a court of law. 
The case must be heard in a given period of time, because how can that person are 
held indefinitely? 

tHe effeCt Of DeLays On CHILDRen

An in-depth study of 7 cases of child abuse in Windhoek produced the following findings: 

Five of the parents expressed the delays and waiting as the most stressful of 
the whole process. The length of time between reporting and trial in this study 
ranged from 12 months to 8 years. The parent of child 5 said it was difficult 
to get off from work so often and her employers did not understand at all. The 
parent of child 4 commented that it took so long that her child could no longer 
remember the details to go and give evidence. 

Child 7 commented that she could not go on with her life, knowing that this thing 
was hanging over her head; the parents of children 2 and 5 described how the 
children were subjected to adjournments and how it affected them negatively. 

The delays prevented children and parents to move on. It also impacted on the 
children’s ability to be effective witnesses. Children have to recount bad experiences 
in detail long after the abuse happened. Children are adversely affected, because 
they are forced to remember things that they desperately want to forget.

This study recommended early trial dates for cases involving children, particular efforts 
to minimize delays in such cases and support services for child victims as the case 
proceeds. 

veronica Rose theron, “The Impact of the Namibian  
Judiciary System on the Child Witness”, September 2005
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e. Improving the process

Even where laws against gender-based violence exist, enforcement and legal systems 
may not be supportive. Sometimes they re-victimize women. Such laws often lack 
budgetary appropriations, leaving critical gaps between intention and reality. 

unfPa state of World Population 2005, 
“The Promise of Equality: Gender Equity, Reproductive Health and the Millennium Development Goals”, 

at 68 

It must be acknowledged that the overall goal of minimising delays in the judicial 
system has been acknowledged by government and is already receiving attention.34 
However, there are additional measures which could be considered. Some of these ideas for 
achieving a speedier resolution of rape cases could assist with the achievement of the overall 
goal of reducing delays in criminal trials. 

POLICe InvestIGatIOns: 

Police administrators estimate that a police investigation in an average rape case 
should be complete within 72 hours. There are usually few witnesses, and few complications 
(compared to crimes such as fraud or activities involving organised crime). Medical evidence 
will generally not survive any longer than this. There is little chance of turning up additional 
relevant information over a longer time period in the typical rape case. 

As noted in Chapter 8, there is evidence that some investigating officers have reported to 
courts that lab results are not ready when this is not in fact the case. It is possible in such 
cases that the lab is being used as a scapegoat in instances where some other aspect of the 
police investigation is not ready. Assertions that lab results are not yet ready should in future 
be accepted courts only if there documentation from the lab to confirm this. 

Similarly, postponements for further police investigation could not be abused if presiding 
officers routinely required details on why more time is necessary before agreeing to this 
basis for postponement. 

In our interviews, there were complaints that investigating officers do not always take their 
job seriously – such as by not showing up in court on the correct day or not working closely 
enough with the prosecutor to help ensure that the state’s case is strong. The prosecution 
can proceed with other witnesses in the absence of the investigating office, but this will not 
be as effective as working with the guidance of the investigating officer. One suggestion 
made on this point was that courts should reprimand investigating officers who do not 
appear in court promptly and timeously and give their full cooperation to the court. 
For example, one example cited from a regional magistrate’s court involved a case where the 
magistrate, prosecutor and interpreter travelled to the regional court for a criminal case, only 
to discover that the accused had escaped from custody several months previously and was 
yet to be re-arrested. but the investigating officer had “forgotten” to inform the prosecutor of 
this crucial development. 

Problems sometimes arise around securing the attendance of witnesses in court, often because 
of problems with transport. It would be helpful to make clear rules on who is responsible 
for ensuring that witnesses attend criminal cases (either police or some other agency), 
and to ensure that there is budgetary provision for carrying out this duty. 

34 See, for example, “Justice Ministry mulling college for magistrates”, The Namibian, 3 September 2006; Lindsay 
Dentlinger, “Budget squeeze hits High court”, The Namibian, 17 January 2006; Lindsay Dentlinger, “Criminal 
justice system overstretched”, The Namibian, 18 November 2005; Lindsay Dentlinger, “Justice Minister Iivula-
Ithana cracks the whip”, The Namibian, 13 April 2005. 
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The recent UNICEF study of Woman and Child Protection Units made the following recommen-
dations on dealing with delays in police investigations: 

Institute a system of control so that Unit Commanders can monitor the time 
spent in investigations and the reasons for requesting court postponements for 
further investigation. 

Arrange regular staff meetings where investigating officers report on case 
progress, so that investigations still to be finalised can be discussed and 
analysed and plans made to fast-track lagging cases. 

The National Coordinator for WCPUs should play a more aggressive role in 
monitoring, control, guidance and assistance with addressing barriers to 
efficient investigation.35

We endorse these recommendations and suggest that they be implemented as a matter 
of urgency. 

PROseCutORs: 

The Office of the Prosecutor-General has recently established a specialised unit for 
prosecution of sexual offences and domestic violence cases. This unit is still in its formative 
stages, but its establishment opens up new opportunities for more effective management and 
prosecution of rape cases. 

The idea of prosecutor-guided investigations is discussed above in Chapter 7. We believe 
that closer cooperation between prosecutors and police at a very early stage could in-
crease efficiency. This could be accomplished in a variety of ways; the crucial point is early 
collaboration and communication between the investigating officer and the prosecutor who 
will ultimately try the case, or with the personnel in the Office of the Prosecutor-General who 
will supervise and monitor rape cases. 

Early involvement by the prosecutor who will handle the criminal trial, or by super-
visory personnel, could also result in speeding up the process of summarising the 
docket and making a decision on whether to prosecute. As noted above, the Office of 
the Prosecutor-General estimates that a prosecutor should be able to summarise a docket 
and send it for decision within 1-2 days of receiving the final docket from the police. 

A South African study recommends that prosecutors who handle rape cases would benefit 
from training on the relevant medical issues, so that they would be better-placed to 
use the medical evidence to strengthen their case and better equipped to question doc-
tors and elicit the responses that the court needs, rather than what medical practitioners 
think is relevant.36

Another idea for enabling prosecutors to work more effectively would be to reduce their 
administrative burden. According to one key informant, prosecutors in the magistrate’s court 
are often burdened with administrative matters such as arranging for interpreters, assisting 
with applications for legal aid and even ensuring that witnesses have accommodation. These 
jobs sometimes fall on prosecutors simply because there is no one else to do them. This is partly 
because there is no clerk who sits in the magistrate’s court when it is in session to assist with 
administrative issues, as there is in higher courts. Employing clerks to carry out this function 
might relieve the workload on prosecutors, which would give them more scope to focus on legal 
matters and perhaps enable them to work more efficiently. This would be more cost-effective 
than hiring additional prosecutors, and one additional clerk at each magistrate’s court (or at 

35 Id at section 12.A.1.1 (paraphrased). 
36 Based on Lilian Artz and Dee Smythe, An Examination of the Investigation and Prosecution of Rape Cases, 

Research Pilot: Thuthuzela Care Centre, Institute of Criminology, Faculty of Law, University of Cape Town, 
2003. The full study is unavailable to the public. 
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least at the busiest courts) could increase the capacity of several state prosecutors. This might 
thus be a low-cost mechanism for increasing efficiency. An alternative would be to utilise existing 
court clerks and court orderlies to take on more administrative tasks. 

The staff complement of this office is 103 prosecutor and 15 administrative personnel, 
which complements only the head office. No administrative personnel are employed to 
assist prosecutors in the regions and prosecutors are not only bestowed with the task 
of prosecution but also, to discharge administrative duties. 

Budget Speech by minister of Justice and attorney General Pendukeni Iivula-Ithana, 
National Assembly, 18 April 2006 

Arranging for volunteers or social workers to spend time with the rape complainant 
explaining the general court procedure and addressing practical needs (such as transport 
and accommodation) (as discussed in Chapter 7 and at pages 257-8 above) might also 
relieve some of the burden on prosecutors, as well as allowing for more attention to the 
complainant’s concerns. 

In South Africa, women have complained that prosecutors are “impatient”, “indifferent”, 
not forthcoming with information about the court process and having very little or no 
contact with rape complainants to prepare them for the court process.
Rachel Jewkes & naeema abrahams, “Violence against women in South Africa: Rape and sexual coercion”, 

Crime Prevention Research Resources Centre and Medical Research Council, undated monograph at 28

Other barriers to effective prosecution were highlighted by Attorney-General and Minister 
of Justice Pendukeni Iivula-Ithana in her speech on the Ministry’s budget vote in Parliament 
in 2006: 

Prosecutors in all our courts are heavily tasked with a number of duties with meagre 
resources. We do not have adequate infrastructure, benefits, and enhanced technological 
equipment. Some prosecutors are not connected to the internet and have minimum 
research tools available. Prosecutors that do not qualify for the vehicle allowance, have 
to use public transportation. No security measures are employed at all offices and 
prosecutors are exposed to dangerous and hazardous situations. However, despite all 
the inadequacies, prosecutors serve the nation without fear or favour.37

These cited barriers all come down to the insufficient allocation of budgetary resources to 
the criminal justice system. 

Time has come, therefore, to favourably consider the financial and human needs of 
the Ministry of Justice. Notwithstanding the fact that our functions have considerably 
and clearly increased since Independence, our budget remains the smallest. Since 
Independence, it has never exceeded more than 1.4 percent (1.4%) of the total budget 
of each financial year. 

minster of Justice (Hon kawana), National Assembly,  
Second Reading Speech, debate on Criminal Procedure Bill, 22 September 2004. 

37 Budget Speech by Minister of Justice and Attorney General Pendukeni Iivula-Ithana, National Assembly, 
18 April 2006 ; see also Lindsay Dentlinger, “’Boost funds or face court backlogs’, The Namibian, 20 April 
2006. 
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[In South Africa], the Department of Justice and Constitutional Development has also 
developed performance indicators for its prosecution services, the National Prosecuting 
Authority (NPA). These state that the courts are expected to achieve a 70% conviction 
rape for 2004/05 in matters involving sexual offences. The prosecution services are 
also expected to increase women and children’s access to justice by running public 
awareness campaigns about domestic violence, sexual offences, maintenance and child 
justice. The target for the prosecution services is to run one campaign per province 
reaching 50 schools and 40 000 pupils per province. 

Lisa vetten & Danielle motelow, “Creating state accountability to rape survivors: 
a case study of Boksburg Regional Court” in Agenda 62, 2004 at 51, 

quoting the Department of Justice and Constitutional Development, 
“Vote 24: Department of Justice and Constitutional Development”. 

LeGaL aID: 

Suggestions which could reduce delays pertaining to decisions on legal aid applications are 
discussed above in this chapter, at page 400-ff, in the section on legal representation for the 
accused.

COuRts: 

Many postponements relate to the capacity of the courts. The Ministry of Justice has 
recently appointed temporary additional and permanent magistrates to help with the backlog 
of cases in general (although there is a limit to how many additional magistrates can operate 
without additional court space).38 The expected opening of a second High Court in the North 
should also help. The heavy workload of prosecutors and legal aid lawyers is also a factor 
here. Meaningful improvements in these sources of delays will entail committing more of the 
nation’s budget to the criminal justice system.39

One step which could be taken without the commitment of extra resources is simply 
to give rape cases involving child victims priority on the court roll. Hearing such cases 
while the child’s memory is still fresh would probably increase conviction rates, and it might 
help to limit the period of intense trauma for the child, who may be frightened by the court 
process in addition to having endured a rape. This is discussed in more detail in the section 
below on children’s evidence. 

“During a busy 2005, the [High Court’s] work included 17 criminal trials, 268 criminal appeals 
that were heard, 1312 urgent applications in civil cases, 510 civil trials, 3803 Motion Court cases, 
45 District Labour Court appeals, 36 Labour Court cases and 1949 criminal reviews, said Judge 
President Damaseb.”

The Namibian, 17 January 2005

38 See Lindsay Dentlinger, “’Boost funds or face court backlogs’, The Namibian, 20 April 2006; “Justice Ministry 
mulling college for magistrates”, The Namibian, 3 September 2006. 

39 “At the opening of the 2006 session of the High Court, the Honourable Judge President, Judge Damaseb, 
dealt with the state of affairs in our administration of justice and expressed his regret that more funds are not 
made available by the State to ensure a system of administration of justice that is as efficient and effective 
as it should be.” A Vaatz, “Justice Suffers from a Lack of Funding”, Letter to the Editor, The Namibian, 7 
February 2006. See also Lindsay Dentlinger, “Budget squeeze hits High court”, The Namibian, 17 January 
2006.
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Criminal justice system overstretched
Manpower shortages, tardy police investigations and not enough money to employ more staff 
have all been cited as the reasons for the wheels of justice turning so slowly in Namibia. 

Prosecutor General Martha Imalwa said 
yesterday that the massive backlog of cases in 
the country’s Magistrate’s Courts was because 
there were just not enough trained Police 
officers to conduct proper investigations. “Until 
we have an effective criminal justice system, we 
can forget about talking about democracy, the 
rule of law, investment and peace and stability. 
The criminal justice system is the core to all of 
this,” Imalwa told the parliamentary standing 
committee on constitutional and legal affairs, 
which is currently probing the slow rate at which 
criminal cases are investigated and prosecuted. 
Imalwa said Namibia had lost the experienced 
Police detectives it had at Independence because 
there were no incentives to make them stay on in 
the civil service. “We cannot keep them because 
we have no money to pay them. It extends to the 
prosecution as well, and to the bench,” she told 
the committee. 

Only 77 of the needed 103 prosecution posts 
are filled and there are only 54 magistrates 
to hear the around 47 000 cases which have 
passed through the Magistrate’s Courts since 
the beginning of the year. Magisterial districts 
in the south of the country, Imalwa said, were 
operating with either no or only one magistrate 
to cover vast distances and with only one 
prosecutor to handle the huge caseload. “They 
are operating under massive stress. They don’t 
have time to prepare cases properly. You might 
end up with a guilty person being acquitted. 
They don’t have enough time to even consult 
with witnesses,” said Imalwa. 

Also called before the committee to explain 
the role of the Police in bringing criminal cases to 
the courts, Nampol Inspector General Sebastian 
Ndeitunga confirmed Imalwa’s remarks that 
the Police lacked the necessary resources and 
training to carry out investigations… 

“We can’t blame the Police. They are trying, 
but money is a big problem,” said Imalwa. 

Ndeitunga said as white-collar crime 
increased, there was a need for “intellectual” and 
“clever guys” to join the Police force. “We need 
professional people. Some people think you just 
leave school, become a Police officer and then 
walk around the streets,” said Ndeitunga. 

Not only is there not enough money to train 
Police officers to take on detective work, there is 
not enough to ensure that they stay on the Police 

payroll. Over the last two years, 233 378 cases 
have been reported to the Police for investigation 
– 59 000 of these await investigation from the 
Windhoek Police. Ideally a Police officer would 
have between 20 and 30 cases to investigate, 
but Ndeitunga said the reality was that they 
each had between 300 and 400 cases. “By the 
time witnesses go to court, they have forgotten 
what they said. The situation is so serious, 
that it is out of hand,” Ndeitunga said. He 
bemoaned a lack of vehicles for Police to follow 
up leads and contact witnesses and said he was 
“embarrassed” by the many Police vehicles 
that had been damaged beyond repair over the 
years. He said he had been forced to diminish 
the Police’s communication capacity to limit 
overspending. 

Faced with harsh criticism from the 
committee, Ndeitunga acknowledged that he 
was faced with indiscipline, negligence, laziness 
and a “don’t-care attitude” within his force and 
promised to work at instilling discipline. 

Despite the obstacles facing the Prosecutor 
General’s office, Imalwa said she had no doubt 
that her staff were doing their best under the 
circumstances and statistics showed that there 
had been an increase in the finalisation of cases 
this year. Imalwa said witnesses were losing 
faith in the justice system because they often 
came to court only for cases to be postponed 
or to f ind out that there is no magistrate. 
Witnesses, she said, played a key role in the 
success of criminal prosecutions and her office 
would launch a campaign next year to encourage 
victims of crime to report cases and similarly 
for witnesses to assist. “People should not lose 
faith in the system. We have problems but we 
are managing,” she said. 

The PG’s office operates on a budget of N$26 
million – of which N$21 million goes to salaries. 
Imalwa estimated that her office needed double 
that amount to ensure a more effective and 
speedy justice system. 

The chairperson of the committee, Loide 
Kasingo, said starting in the new year, the 
committee would be visiting justice centres 
around the country to experience the situation 
first hand. 

Lindsay Dentlinger, 
The Namibian, 

18 November 2005
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More generally, it might also help if presiding officers were encouraged to impose 
stricter requirements for postponements. It was noted by key informants that there seems 
to be trend towards presiding officers “remanding” cases without recording a particular 
reason for this. No postponement should be granted without an application which details the 
reason for the postponement, and a finding on the application which is recorded. While this 
in itself could be time-consuming for the court and the parties, it could help to inject more 
rigour into the progress of the case. 

ReGuLaR fORum fOR exCHanGe Of InfORmatIOn  
betWeen seCtORs: 

Key informants say that many problems are exacerbated by lack of close coordination between 
the various sectors involved in the criminal justice process. The researchers in this study were 
also struck by the apparent lack of regular communication across ministries. This problem is 
exacerbated by the high staff turnover among police, prosecutors, social workers and other 
personnel. 

It would be extremely helpful if there were a small forum where key officials could 
meet regularly to discuss issues and problems. We would suggest that this forum should 
bring together the following personnel for short monthly or quarterly meetings: 

National Coordinator, Woman and Child Protection Units, Ministry of Safety and Security
Head of Specialised Unit for Prosecution of Sexual Offence and Domestic Violence Cases, 
Ministry of Justice
Chief of Lower Courts, Ministry of Justice
Director, Legal Aid, Ministry of Justice
Director, National Forensic Science Institute, Ministry of Home Affairs & Immigration 
Chief Social Worker, Subdivision: Family Welfare, Ministry of Health & Social Services
Deputy Permanent Secretary (responsible for supervision of district surgeons), Ministry 
of Health & Social Services. 

This list is a merely a suggestion which might be improved upon. The idea would to create a 
small, informal group which has the power to act on matters needing attention across 
ministry boundaries. The closer working relationships established through the existence 
of such a forum would probably also encourage more communication between its members 
outside of the regular meetings, and perhaps foster stronger working relationships between 
the various agencies. We would suggest that this national forum be mirrored by local and 
regional forums wherever possible. 

The Minister of Justice and Attorney-General, Pendukeni Iivula-Ithana, has come out strongly 
against countless delays and postponements of court cases, especially in the lower courts, saying staff 
have to do more to improve service delivery… Iivula-Ithana attributed delays in the justice system 
to structural problems relating to co-ordination of efforts by various criminal justice practitioners, 
inadequate or insufficiently trained staff.

Lindsay Dentlinger, “Justice Minister Iivula-Ithana cracks the whip”, 
The Namibian, 13 April 2005
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ReCOmmenDatIOns: 
Presiding officers should be encouraged to insist upon clear and sound reasons 
for postponements, and particularly for postponements for further police investigation 
or on the grounds that the National Forensic Science Institute results are not yet ready 
(including a requirement of confirmation from the lab in such cases, as discussed in 
Chapter 8). 

Presiding officers should be encouraged to reprimand investigating officers who 
do not appear in court promptly and timeously and give their full cooperation 
to the court. This could help to prevent a situation where conscientious work by some 
investigating officers is undermined by problems with a few individuals. 

Members of the public and prosecutors should be encouraged to report longs 
delays in police investigation to the Nampol complaints department so that 
monitoring and supervision of this problem can be intensified. 

The Ministry of Justice or the Office of the Prosecutor–General should work 
together with the police to formulate clear rules on who is responsible for 
ensuring that witnesses attend criminal cases, to ensure that there is budgetary 
provision for carrying out this duty. 

The recommendations put forward in the recent UNICEF study of Woman and 
Child Protection Units on dealing with delays in police investigations should 
be implemented: 

monitoring and control by Unit Commanders of time spent in investigations 
and reasons for requesting court postponements for further investigation 
regular staff meetings to discuss case progress 
more aggressive supervision by the National Coordinator for WCPUs. 

The Office of the Prosecutor-General and the Police should institute a system of 
prosecutor-guided investigations, as recommended in Chapter 7. 

Provide prosecutors with more training on the relevant medical issues, to 
facilitate their use of medical evidence. 

Reduce the administrative burden on prosecutors by providing more support 
from court clerks, court orderlies or other administrative personnel for non-
legal tasks. 

Arrange for volunteers or social workers to spend time with complainants 
explaining the general court procedure and addressing practical needs, through 
a Victim Support Programme as described in Chapter 7, or more informally. 

Recommendations in respect of legal aid have already been discussed above. 

Give rape cases involving minors, or at least children under age 16, priority on 
the court roll so that they can be heard promptly, before the child’s memory of 
the incident fades. 

Establish a small forum where key officials meet regularly at national level to 
discuss issues, problems and solutions pertaining to rape cases across ministerial 
lines. This could be replicated at regional and/or local levels. Of all the recommendations 
for improved action on rape cases, this one is probably the most fundamental. 

In respect of all agencies dealing with rape, Parliament should allocate sufficient 
budgetary resources for responding to rape cases. Expenditures on rape cases 
should be tracked and reported on to Parliament. 
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f. Length of trial

In most of the rape cases in the police docket sample, the docket was opened within 
one day of the rape. Where there was an arrest which led to court proceedings, the first court 
date was typically about 2 months after the rape had occurred. In the cases which resulted in 
a completed criminal trial, it was typically one and a half years after the offence before 
judgment was given and (for those cases with guilty verdicts) a sentence imposed. 
Some cases were finalised only 3 or 4 years after the offence occurred. 

The cases in which the accused was acquitted, or found guilty of some crime other than rape, 
tended to take 1-2 months longer than those where the accused was found guilty of rape as 
charged. 

To keep this time frame in perspective, it must be remembered that the accused – even an 
accused who is ultimately acquitted – may have been held without bail during the entire 
trial. An accused who is out on bail pending the completion of the trial may incur significant 
expense in appearing in court repeatedly only for the case to be postponed. This is also 
a problem for complainants and witnesses once the actual trial is set to begin. And the 
complainant must spend this entire period in a state of uncertainty, unable to put the rape in 
the past and move forward. 

tabLe 12.35: key tIme PeRIODs (POLICe DOCket samPLe)
 valid n mean median mode minimum maximum

Date of offence  
& date docket was opened (days)

N=355 4.0 1.0 1.0 .0 188.0

Date offence occurred  
& date court proceedings started 
(days)

N=125 59.7 37.0 2.0 .0 722.0

Date docket was opened  
& date court proceedings started 
(days)

N=133 63.3 35.0 2.0 -3* 721.0

Date offence occurred  
& date of verdict (months)

N=91 17.7 16.6 19.2 3.7 36.8

Date docket was opened  
& date of verdict (months)

N=95 17.9 17.1 10.3 3.7 36.8

Date offence occurred  
& date of sentence (months)

N=83 18.7 18.3 13.1 2.2 44.1

Date docket was opened  
& date of sentence (months)

N=86 18.2 18.2 18.4 2.2 44.0

note: Time intervals could only be calculated for cases which had valid dates for both incidences being measured. 
Dockets with missing dates were excluded. 

* This negative result comes from a case where the date of offence, arrest and start of court proceedings is 
the same, but the docket was opened only three days later. 

IF heavier prison sentences don’t deter criminals from acting violently towards women and 
children, maybe swifter and speedier trials will, says Ombudsman John Walters… 

Walters was speaking during a media 
conference in Windhoek on Thursday, where 
he announced the start of ‘16 Days of Activism 
against Gender Violence’, an international 
campaign which kicks off on Saturday.

He was referring to remarks made last week 
by the Minister of Safety and Security, Peter 
Tsheehama, who said that violence against women 
and children is increasing by the year despite the 

recent introduction of laws such as the Married 
Persons Equality Act, the Combating of Rape Act, 
and the Combating of Domestic Violence Act.

“Victims of violence have just as much a 
right to a speedy trial as accused persons do,” 
Walters said.

Denver Isaacs, 
‘Speedier, swifter trials’ for woman and child 

abusers, The Namibian, 27 November 2006
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tabLe 12.36: tIme InteRvaL (mOntHs) betWeen OffenCe, veRDICt anD sentenCe

 
accused(s) 
guilty of 

rape

accused(s)  
not guilty 
of rape*

Time lapse until verdict 

Time between date offence reported and verdict 
– months 

Valid N N=30 N=65

Mean 16.2 18.6

Median 15.6 18.4

Mode 3.7 4.1

Minimum 3.7 4.1

Maximum 36.8 36.0

Time between date offence occurred and verdict– 
months

Valid N N=29 N=62

Mean 16.6 18.2

Median 16.5 17.3

Mode 3.7 4.1

Minimum 3.7 4.1

Maximum 36.8 36.1

Time lapse until sentence

Time between date offence reported and sentence 
– months

Valid N N=64 N=22

Mean 17.8 19.3

Median 17.6 19.2

Mode 2.2 4.7

Minimum 2.2 4.7

Maximum 36.8 44.0

Time between date offence occurred and sentence 
– months 

Valid N N=60 N=23

Mean 18.4 19.4

Median 18.2 19.1

Mode 13.1 4.7

Minimum 2.2 4.7

Maximum 36.8 44.1

*  Some of the accused were found guilty of sexual offences other than rape, or of crimes such as assault, 
housebreaking or kidnapping. 

The court register sample did not include the date when the offence occurred or the date on 
which the charge was laid with the police. The first date which could be ascertained from this 
sample was the date of the first court appearance in that court. Significant amounts of time 
might already have elapsed between the charge and this date, as preliminary proceedings 
(such as the first court appearance or a bail application) could have taken place in a lower 
court. However, keeping this factor in mind, the results of the court register sample are 
generally in line with the results of the police docket sample with respect to trial duration. 

In the court register sample, the completion of a criminal trial for rape typically took 
11-12 months from the first court date in that court. The longest completed criminal 
trial in the sample lasted over 3 years. Where trials in this sample were still ongoing, 
the time already elapsed was even longer, with one year being typical – and no way 
of telling how much more time would pass before the trial would be completed. Trials 
which we could not manage to follow because we could not trace them fully through the 
registers had already typically involved 7-8 months duration before they ‘disappeared’ from 
view.
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tabLe 12.37: OutCOme by DuRatIOn Of Case (COuRt ReCORD samPLe)

 

DURATION IN DAYS

number 
of cases

average 
duration

median 
duration

most 
frequent 
duration

shortest 
duration

Longest 
duration

Trial completed N=105 358.80 325.00 117.0 5.00 1217.00

Ongoing N=80 372.69 354.00 109.0 16.00 992.00

Withdrawn N=105 264.61 225.00 326.0 14.00 731.00

Struck from the roll N=8 217.25 230.50 64.0 64.00 458.00

Accused absconded N=48 267.23 201.50 42.0 9.00 967.00

Disappeared from the system N=183 254.16 203.00 124.0 8.00 970.00

 
 

DURATION IN MONTHS

Number 
of cases

Average 
duration

Median 
duration

Most 
frequent 
duration

Shortest 
duration

Longest 
duration

Trial completed N=105 11.96 10.83 3.9 .17 40.57

Ongoing N=80 12.42 11.80 3.6 .53 33.07

Withdrawn N=105 8.82 7.50 10.9 .47 24.37

Struck from the roll N=8 7.24 7.68 2.1 2.13 15.27

Accused absconded N=48 8.91 6.72 1.4 .30 32.23

Disappeared from the system N=183 8.47 6.77 4.1 .27 32.33

 
 

Duration in years

number 
of cases

average 
duration

median 
duration

most 
frequent 
duration

shortest 
duration

Longest 
duration

Trial completed N=105 .98 .89 .3 .01 3.33

Ongoing N=80 1.02 .97 .3 .04 2.72

Withdrawn N=105 .72 .62 .9 .04 2.00

Struck from the roll N=8 .60 .63 .2 .18 1.25

Accused absconded N=48 .73 .55 .1 .02 2.65

Disappeared from the system N=183 .70 .56 .3 .02 2.66

Cases where duration could not be ascertained are excluded. 

G. new evidentiary rules
 
Prosecutors interviewed were asked whether any of the legal changes relating to evidence 
have been particularly helpful. 

abolition of special cautionary rule in rape cases 
Several prosecutors praised the abolition of the special cautionary rule which previously 
applied to all complainants in sexual offences: 

The abolition of the cautionary rule helps because unlike in the past when the courts 
needed corroboration of evidence which made it difficult, today the courts can convict 
on the basis of the complainant’s testimony.

It’s easier to prove a case from the state’s side… for example by saying that single and 
child witnesses are treated without caution. 

One magistrate also praised this provision in particular: 

It has done away with those rules that applied in the past. Women were taken as liars. 
Why should you take a woman as a liar just because it’s a rape case and in other cases 
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you don’t take her as a liar? Why should it be like that? It has done away with this and 
it is good. We don’t have to apply this special cautionary rule in rape cases which does 
not happen in other cases. 

One legal aid lawyer and one prosecutor mistakenly thought that the requirement of corrobo-
ration for the evidence of a single witness has been repealed. This is not correct. What has 
been repealed is a separate requirement that the evidence of any complainant in a sexual case 
be treated with special caution. The cautionary rule for single witnesses remains in place. 

One legal aid lawyer felt that the cautionary rules for dealing with the evidence of rape 
complainants should have been retained, as they were helpful in weeding out false claims. 

Limitations on evidence of complainant’s  
previous sexual experience
One prosecutor praised in particular the limitations on evidence about the complainant’s 
previous sexual experience, “because that doesn’t prove anything” and it assist prosecutions 
to have it excluded. 

The two legal aid lawyers who have defended accused rapists had some reservations about 
the new limitations: 

Sometimes it’s relevant, especially where she’ll say “I’ve never had sex” and the medical 
report contradicts that. I don’t want detail, I want to point out that she’s lying. I don’t 
necessarily want previous experience, but how it affects credibility. I want the court to 
know she is not credible. 

It depends. In exceptional circumstances, it’s too difficult. In some cases I have a real 
problem. In some cases the complainant has a history of laying rape charges and then 
withdrawing them and getting paid. In those circumstances, I want to go into sexual 
history. In other cases, there is no need… In some situations where the person is alleged 
to be a virgin at the time of the rape, but the medical evidence indicates a prior sexual 
history, you want to jump into that. 

However, in all of the examples described, relevant sexual history evidence would have been 
admissible under the new law. Such evidence may be introduced where it would end to rebut 
something which the prosecution has already introduced into evidence (such as the assertion 
that the rape complainant was a virgin), to explaining the presence of semen or pregnancy, 
or where is it so fundamental to the accused’s defence that failure to admit it would be 
unconstitutional (such as in the case where the complainant had a history of laying false 
charges and getting paid). This indicates that the understanding of the new provision on the 
part of legal aid lawyers is in need of clarification. 

evidence of similar sexual offences by 
perpetrators 
Only one prosecutor of those interviewed had even utilised the provision allowing for the 
introduction of evidence of similar sexual offences by perpetrators during the trial instead of 
just on the question of sentence – although all of the prosecutors interviewed were aware of 
this new provision and seemed to think that it could be useful. The example given involved a 
man who had used the same modus operandi for a series of rapes. 

There were some of the comments on this provision: 
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Sometimes an accused will have a record but we won’t be able to access it.

I haven’t had a perpetrator with priors. Rapists don’t tend to have records… It’s probably 
that they haven’t been caught before, or if they have been caught, they had it sorted out 
within the family because they are related. Another reason may be that the rapes are 
not reported, or maybe there are pending cases that haven’t been finalised.

That is not often happening even though it’s provided for by the act. 

Past sex crimes used against the accused is also good. In the past, if a suspended 
sentence was done, this couldn’t be used against the accused. It’s a good thing.

expert evidence on the psychological effects of rape
Most prosecutors interviewed had never called an expert witness to testify on the psychological 
effects of rape on this point. One prosecutor stated that he regularly calls on clinical psychologists 
to give evidence on this point. Two others said that they often ask social workers to testify 
about the psychological effects of rape on children. For example: 

We have the social workers come to tell the court their experience and interaction with 
the victim and what is it you observe when you try and talk to the victim, if they see 
crying and any other things. And some of them with the reports they hand to court 
normally say that this victim is likely to suffer from this and this for this period of time. 
And that is always confirmed when the person comes to court and testifies. It’s four 
years back but you can see the trauma is still there. 

One magistrate in Windhoek described various purposes for which such evidence is used in 
practice: 

I will see expert evidence of psychology very often in cases where the victim is 
mentally retarded. The psychologists testify regarding the decision-making capacity 
of the victim. Also, they will testify to trauma.

A magistrate in Oshakati felt that such evidence would be important, especially on sentencing, 
but noted that there are seldom experts available who could be asked to testify on this point. 
He concluded: “You need to know the psychological trauma on the child but at the end of the 
day you have to decide on this matter without that evidence.”

Overview
Several prosecutors were enthusiastic about the overall evidentiary reforms. For example: 

It’s helpful that you can hand in medical evidence without the doctor being present. 
The doctors go back to Cuba! Also helpful: the abolishment of the cautionary rule about 
minors; the provisions for vulnerable witnesses; the provisions for special arrangements 
for the witness while giving evidence, like the support person, re-arranging furniture, 
and the screen; that the witness is not exposed to lengthy questioning; that the sexual 
experience of the complainant can’t be brought in; the cross-exam through the Magistrate 
for minors under 13; and that the court can’t draw a negative inference if the complainant 
laid a charge months after the rape. I find all these very helpful. (Swakopmund)

The new law is an improvement over the old one. It does away with that rule that the 
complainant’s statement should be treated with caution, and the questioning about the 
sexual history of that person. And with the J-88 one can hand it in without calling the 
doctor who authored it. Also the vulnerable witness cannot be unfairly cross examined 
or intimidated, you can object to that. (Oshakati)
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The two legal aid lawyers who have defended accused rapists generally had no problems with 
the new evidentiary provisions. 

ReCOmmenDatIOn: 
A few of the professionals who are involved in the implementation of the Combating 
of Rape Act are not completely clear on some of the finer points of the new evidentiary 
rules. This should be a focus of information and training. 

H. admissibility and credibility of 
evidence from children

The new provisions exempting children under age 14 from the oath or affirmation 
were intended to eliminate the old approach of questions aimed at finding out if the 
child knows the difference between the truth and a lie, because such questions were 
often abstract and confusing. 

In terms of the new approach, the child is supposed to be admonished to tell the truth. The 
child’s testimony should be admissible if it appears to the presiding officer that the witness 
can speak intelligibly. The presiding officer is then expected to exercise discretion to decide 
what weight should be afforded to the evidence of the child.40 

However, interviews with prosecutors and legal aid lawyers indicate that the old 
approach is still being applied in practice. 

All of them must be questioned at first by the Magistrate to ensure the child can 
differentiate between truth and lies. (prosecutor, Katima Mulilo) 

This is still done every time.

We still go through that.

It hasn’t changed much. 

The judges still ask. Some of them have pictures and say “If I say there is a rainbow in 
this picture, is that the truth or a lie?” (legal aid lawyer) 

Only one prosecutor and one legal aid lawyer felt that the new law had succeeded in eliminating 
unnecessary questioning of child witnesses about the difference between truth and lies: 

Yes – the old common law leaned towards questioning child witnesses on sexual 
experiences while the new act stops it. (prosecutor) 

Yes it did. (legal aid lawyer)

Magistrates, on the other hand, felt that their approach on this point had changed: 

Before, we had to hold a voir dire to determine, but now we just warn them to tell the 
truth.

40 See section 164(3) of the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977, as amended by the Criminal Procedure 
Amendment Act 24 of 2003. 
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One prosecutor suggested that magistrates should ask some simple introductory 
questions such as “What colour is that object?” and “What is the name of your teacher 
at school?” to see if a child is capable of giving intelligible testimony. (This is precisely 
the approach that was envisaged in respect of the new provisions.) 

Some prosecutors felt that the legal reforms have not succeeded in making courts more open 
to give consideration for the evidence of child witnesses. One prosecutor put it this way: 

They’ve removed the cautionary rule in theory, but not in practice. I have had many 
acquittals because of that, the magistrate just didn’t believe the child.

Another prosecutor said: 

The magistrates still say… a child witness must be treated with care. They know the 
new rules, but they bend them to fit into the old system. The magistrates fear going 
beyond the rules that the High Court has put down in place over the years, and prior to 
the new Act. I do understand what the magistrates are saying; it’s a difficult situation. 
(prosecutor)

This view was contradicted by several magistrates, who spoke strongly about the potential 
value of the evidence of child witnesses: 

Children are just like adults. There are those who give credible evidence, and there are 
those who won’t. When you are admonishing the child you tell her to tell the whole 
truth and nothing but the truth, and you also tell her she must tell you what she knows 
and not what others suggested. Because sometimes you find that when a child comes 
to court, she’s been fed a lot of information – but the problem is that these people do 
not know that the more information they are feeding to the child, the more they are 
destroying the credibility of this child. When the child tells what they have experienced, 
what they have witnessed themselves, it’ll come out clearly. (Oshakati)

There are some children who look young but are very clever and can be reliable 
witnesses. Some are not mature, and too imaginative, and I can’t rely on what they 
are saying. Some give their evidence straightforward, but some are very difficult to 
understand. It depends on the individual child. (Katima Mulilo)

You cannot say that because the victim is a child she is not credible. Of course some 
children lie, but a witness is a witness, and you will have to rely on corroboration, 
which is very important. Also, you have to observe their demeanour. (Windhoek)

The Boois case, which took place prior to the vulnerable witness reforms, illustrates the problems 
with the previous approach to child witnesses. In this case, the complainant was a 10-year-old 
girl who had never attended school. This was the key portion of the preliminary questing held to 
determine if she was competent to testify. 

COURT: What do you think will happen to you if you are not telling the truth? 
WITNESS: nothing. 
COURT: Nothing. So you can as well tell lies because nothing will happen to you? Is 
that what you are saying? 
WITNESS: Yes

***
PROSECUTOR: What usually happens when you lie to your mother: when you tell 
stories that are not true? 
WITNESS: I don’t know.
PROSECUTOR: what did your mummy say when you lie to her?
WITNESS: She doesn’t say anything.41

41 Boois v S, CA 97/2003, 30 April 2004 (Hannah J and Silungwe J). 
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This abstract questioning seems entirely unhelpful under the circumstances, as it not clear 
what the child understood “truth” and “lies” to mean. The trial court made no further efforts 
to see if the witness was capable of distinguishing truth from falsehood, and the witness was 
not surprisingly held on appeal to be incompetent and her evidence inadmissible. The rape 
conviction was overturned. This is the sort of problem which the law reforms on admissibility 
and credibility of child witnesses is designed to alleviate. 

It is disturbing to note that two 2005 High Court judgments discuss the cautionary 
rule which previously applied to young children without mentioning the changes 
made by the 2003 law reform on this point. S v Zingolo42 criticises the lower court for 
paying only “lip service” to the “cautionary rule applicable to the evidence of children” and 
refers to two Namibian Supreme Court cases which have confirmed the rule, both of which 
were decided prior to the changes made by the Criminal Procedure Amendment Act 24 of 
2003. The lower court proceedings in the Zingolo case took place prior to the date on which 
the 2003 amendments came into force. However, it is unusual that the court did not take note 
of the statutory change and the date on which it became operative. Similarly, the 2005 High 
Court case of Mwellie v S 43 noted that the only witness to an alleged rape was the 10-year-old 
complainant and stated that “the evidence of young children should be treated with caution”. 
As in the Zingolo case, the original trial in the Mwellie case took place prior to the 2003 law 
reform on this point, but it is again odd that the High Court judgment makes no reference to 
the change in the law and its relevant date. 

Several prosecutors felt that presiding officers need more sensitisation on how to 
deal with children’s testimony: 

Judges are mainly men… It takes a woman really to understand the way a girl child will 
speak about a rape. The problem is compounded by the fact that Namibian children are 
socialised not to speak about sexual matters. This means that they must go against 
everything they have been taught in order to testify about a rape. 

42 S v Zingolo, High Court, 3 June 2005 (Manyarara AJ and Heathcote AJ).
43 Mwellie v S, High Court, CA 174/2003, 24 April 2005 (Hannah J and Silungwe J). 

Tender age of rape witness 
helps convict win appeal

One of the basic difficulties encountered in 
prosecuting people accused of raping young 
children has again been highlighted in an appeal 
judgement in which the High Court has set 
aside a rape conviction and 17-year prison term. 
Having been found guilty of the rape of a nine-
year-old girl, Gabriel Boois was sentenced to 
17 years’ imprisonment, of which two years 
were conditionally suspended, in the Windhoek 
Regional Court on December 12 2001. On April 
30, the label of being a convicted child-rapist was 
lifted from him: his conviction and sentence were 
set aside by Judge Nic Hannah, with Judge Annel 
Silungwe concurring. Boois can, in part, thank the 
tender age and youthful ignorance of his alleged 
victim for the turnaround in his legal fortunes. 

The High Court’s appeal judgement shows 
once again how difficult it often is to prosecute 

a case in which the primary witness is a young 
child who may not be able to stand up to the 
scrutiny of a court that is required to weigh up the 
child’s evidence and ability to testify truthfully. 

Part of the reason why the court allowed 
Boois’ appeal was that the girl he was accused 
of raping when he was 42, and she was nine 
years old, was still so young and immature that 
she could not demonstrate that she knew the 
difference between the truth and a lie. The result 
was that she was not a competent witness in 
Boois’ trial, the Judges decided. The additional 
result was that the evidence she gave to implicate 
Boois in the alleged rape should not have been 
allowed during his trial in the first place. 

Werner Menges, 
The Namibian, 

10 May 2004
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The presiding officer will place too much emphasis on minor inconsistencies, whereas 
this is normal after a time lapse of one to three years. There are also issues of language 
development which affect the testimony of a child. 

These prosecutors suggested workshops for presiding officers on this issue, by persons who 
have special expertise in the testimony of child witnesses. 

Children also experience misunderstandings about the court process. For example, one 
prosecutor related an account of a 13-year-old child who refused to give evidence in court, 
saying “I already told the police what happened, why must I tell you again?” 

As noted above, in order to reduce memory problems with children, it was suggested by 
several prosecutors that rape trials involving minors should be given priority on court rolls so 
that the trial takes place within a maximum of three months of the incident. 
 

DeaLInG WItH InCOnsIstenCIes In CHILDRen’s testImOny

The following statements were made in reference to minor inconsistencies in the testimony 
of two children (boys aged 15 and 11 at the time of their testimony) who testified about 
a stabbing which they observed: 

The incident, as they described it, must have been over very quickly and would 
have been a traumatic experience for both of them. That they should be mistaken 
in some details is perfectly understandable… The impression I had is that they 
were doing their best to relate events as they had seen them occur about one year 
ago. Although their evidence may be unreliable on certain details on their general 
account their evidence can, in my judgment, by regarded as trustworthy. 

s v Gowaseb, High Court, Case No. CC 70/95, 
15 August 1995 (Hannah, J) (unreported)

The statements below were made in respect of a rape which allegedly took place on 25 
November 2000. The trial commenced on 27 August 2002 and concluded on 27 June 2003, 
almost three years later. The two key witnesses were 10 years old at the time of the rape. 

It is apposite, I think, to bear in mind at the outset the age of the complainant 
and the fact that she was the only witness to the alleged incident… a recent 
complainant of sexual assault is, of course, of probative value in that it shows 
consistency. Equally, a report which falls short of being a complaint of sexual 
assault also has probative value. It casts doubt on any later complaint that a sexual 
assault took place. There is, in other words, a lack of consistency in behaviour. 
This will usually reflect adversely on the credibility of the complainant. The 
latter was, in my view, the position in the present case. 

Although the complainant [who was 10 years old at the time of the alleged 
incident] told both Puku [her 10-year-old cousin] and her mother that that someone 
or the appellant [an adult family friend] had scratched, or scratched inside, her 
vagina that, according to the testimony of Puku was not reported. Also, according 
to her mother, although the mother’s evidence was to some extent ambivalent, 
scratching was not mentioned. One reasonable possibility which flows from this 
is that although the appellant may well have asked the complainant whether she 
had felt him kiss her, something which may have angered her, the scratching story 
may be no more than embroidery by the complainant as a means of retaliation. 

The court pointed to other inconsistencies in evidence relating to whether 
or not there were blood stains on the complainant’s panties, and on the failure 
of the lawyers in the trial to explore various possibilities for the redness of the 
complainant’s vagina as noted by the doctor on the medical report. The court 
concluded “that there exists a reasonable possibility that the complainant 
concocted the account of the appellant sexually molesting her. The conviction 
cannot be permitted to stand.”

mwellie v s, High Court, CA 174/2003, 24 April 2005  
(Hannah J and Silungwe J) (unreported)
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ReCOmmenDatIOns: 
The new rules on admissibility and credibility of evidence from children are not 
uniformly understood and applied. This should be a focus of information and training, 
particularly for presiding officers. 

More generally, presiding officers would benefit from information and sensitisation 
on the testimony of child witnesses by experts in this field. Given the prevalence of 
child rape in Namibia, it would be appropriate for the judiciary to arrange workshops on 
this topic. 

Make sure that children are given an appropriate orientation to court procedures so 
that they will understand what is happening and feel comfortable in the court setting. 

I. vulnerable witness provisions
Prosecutors, legal aid lawyers and magistrates were asked if the rape cases they handle had 
utilised any of the provisions for vulnerable witnesses introduced by the Criminal Procedure 
Amendment Act 24 of 2003 (described in detail in Chapter 4). Many had utilised at least 
some of the provisions – particularly the use of support persons, having the presiding 
officer re-state questions to the complainant, moving furniture or dispensing with 
robes to make the atmosphere less intimidating. Where facilities allowed, screens 
and testimony via closed-circuit television had been used: 

We let mothers sit with their kids, block the accused and request the magistrates to be 
tender… We let adult complainants sit next to someone they trust but no communication 
is allowed during the testimony. We also adjourn the court if they are overwhelmed by 
emotions and break down.

In one case we had the magistrate as an intermediary for the questions.

We always use support persons if the accused is a juvenile. The guardian, or a social 
worker. The support persons sits close to the victim whiled he or she is testifying, 
approximately 5 feet away.

All the time. Usually with minors for cross examination, lengthy questioning, going into 
sexual experience, the support person, & moving furniture. 

We use presiding officers [to re-state questions] when we have children under the age 
of thirteen.

There was one case where a 14 year girl would be accompanied by her auntie whenever 
she had to testify.

Especially the provision relating to not directly posing questions to the victim by the 
accused because victims become so emotional and start crying. 

We have not used a different venue but what we have done is rearranged furniture. 
For example the victim used to stand in the witness stand but we see that they feel 
isolated because they are not standing with the guardians. Now the guardian and 
prosecutor sit next to them and it has been helpful. 

Especially the amendment that also allows the prosecutor to object if one can see that 
the witness is subjected to unfair treatment. We always try to make the environment 
friendly to speak up and remain confident. 
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Taking off gowns is common. And sometimes witnesses testify in the magistrate’s office. 

In some instances probation officers or social workers are used to assist with questions 
to child witnesses. It’s quite common for a child under 12 to be questioned through the 
presiding officer, especially in Otjiwarongo. Support persons are used in most cases. 
The support person is a guardian or a mother.

I advise the prosecutors that before court starts they must take the children to court, 
so when the court starts the child knows it already – because sometimes this is the 
first time the child has seen a court. Also, sometimes we don’t even put on our robes 
but come in just like this so the child can feel comfortable. I also advise the child “you 
mustn’t be afraid, you must speak freely, nothing will happen”. (magistrate)

For example, young people are very shy. I’ve allowed their parent/guardian to stand 
next to them when testifying so they can feel confident, and the court is in camera. If we 
had a screen like the court in Katutura, that would be better. Also, we put the victims 
at ease. I introduce her to people there, exclude other people, and explain the roles of 
the people there. It helps put victims at ease… if she’s not comfortable, we’ll postpone 
and tell her to relax and calm down.. In one case, the [unrepresented] accused was 
very aggressive and I told him not to ask questions directly to the child, so it was done 
through the interpreter and then me. So, the accused asked the question to interpreter, 
who articulated it to me, and I asked the child. This was the only time I’ve used an 
intermediary, because we don’t have anyone trained for that…. (magistrate)

We’ve got a very nice courthouse meant to be very friendly to minor victims of rape. 
There is a closed circuit television so the complainant is not exposed to the accused… 
Before it was built, it was very difficult for victims who were minors. But with the victim-
friendly court, it is much better now. Because it is friendly to the victim, she doesn’t 
need to see the perpetrator because of the closed circuit TV, they are more relaxed than 
before. Also… they become less emotional because the support person is sitting next to 
him or her, they feel more free than before when they had to face the alleged perpetrator. 
They get so scared. Now, not seeing them, they can speak freely. (magistrate)

Our court is the only one in the country using a screen. But the law stipulates the 
accused must see the complainant. So, we have a screen where the complainant can’t 
see the accused, but the accused can see them. We have only a victim friendly room to 
keep the complainant separate, so she doesn’t see him. (Walvis Bay)

The lack of appropriate equipment was cited as a limiting factor in many regions, 
as currently there are full “victim-friendly” court facilities only at Windhoek, along 
with more rudimentary arrangements at Walvis Bay: 

We don’t even have a screen for her testimony… The court room should have things 
like screens to separate the accused and victim from each other during trial. (Katima 
Mulilo)

I haven’t used a screen yet, we’re not that advanced and it’s not available. The complain-
ants still have to face the perpetrators, and that’s difficult. (Swakopmund)

There is nothing but in Oshakati, but at the moment they are installing such a facility. 

In contrast, one legal aid lawyer described equipment for closed-circuit testimony in Oshakati 
and an arrangement which can be used to shield the complainant from the accused in Walvis 
Bay: 

In Walvis Bay Regional Court, there is a wall with a small window where the complainant 
can see the accused but the accused can’t see the complainant. So far, I’ve only used 
it 2 to 3 times.
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A social worker also described a home-made wooden partition with a small pane of one-way 
glass. This partition was very inexpensive. It is not fancy, but it works and has been used 
in practice to assist a child who was too traumatised to speak when initially brought face to 
face with her rapist. 

However, the same social worker also said that the victim-friendly court facilities are under-
utilised. In some cases, prosecutors reportedly try the ordinary courtroom set-up first for child 
witnesses, to see if this upsets them; if so, then they suggest a move to the victim-friendly 
facilities – after the damage to the child is already done. 

Proper maintenance of resources can also be a factor. For example, when one of our 
researchers toured the Victim-Friendly Courtroom in Katutura in February 2006, the micro-
phone which is part of the equipment that allows for testimony via closed circuit television 
was not working. 

Interestingly, one person who has worked as prosecutor in Windhoek – which has a witness 
box with a one-way mirror as well as a room equipped with facilities for closed circuit television 
– said that not all rape complainants want to be hidden from the accused. 

They say that they want to face the defendant and that it is part of the closure. They 
fear being seen when they can’t see. 

Another prosecutor also said: 

Sometimes children want to face the person who raped them. Some people don’t like to 
be in a closed room being watched by persons they cannot see. 

Two prosecutors complained that magistrates don’t follow the practice of re-phrasing 
questions for witnesses under age 13, but allow direct questioning by the defendant’s lawyer 
which can intimidate the witness. 

Once again, the two legal aid lawyers who have defended accused rapists were for the most 
part happy with the special arrangements for vulnerable witnesses. One cited a concern 
about the choice of appropriate support persons: 

Businesses at Swakopmund 
make caring their business

THE Swakopmund business community’s latest contribution to making the coastal town safer 
for visitors and towards helping child victims of crime cope with the often scary experience of 
testifying in court was unveiled just over two weeks ago. 

A couple of businesses clubbed together 
to furnish a waiting room at the Swakopmund 
Magistrate’s Court especially for the use of 
child witnesses, who are often intimidated and 
left feeling alienated by the stark and forbidding 
environs normally found in court buildings.

The child-friendly room, which has been 
turned into a more soothing, homely and 
reassuring location with the help of Karakulia, 
Moonstone Crafts, Namib Films, Swakop 
Lodge, The Frame Shop, Villa Wiese and 
Swakopmunder Buchhandlung, was formally 
handed over to the town’s Magistrate Gibson 
Imbili.

At the same time, a new, more prominent sign 
outside the town’s previously poorly marked Police 
Station, which should make it easier for visitors 
and residents alike to find the Police Station when 
they need assistance, was handed over.

The sign was sponsored by the Swakopmund 
branch of the Namibia Chamber of Commerce 
and Industry (NCCI), with the help of Elite Signs 
and the Swakop Tour Company.

As for the child-friendly room at the court, 
toys, books, board games, puzzles, crayons, scrap 
paper and the like, and also bedding, would still 
be appreciated to further furnish the room.

Werner Menges, The Namibian, 10 May 2005
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Personally, I have no problem with a support person. The only problem is if the case is 
fabricated and the mother is forcing the child to make the case. Then, the mother is not 
the appropriate support person, then you are evading the truth.

Most of those interviewed for this study appeared to be familiar with the vulnerable witness 
provisions, and reported that they had utilised many of them insofar as available resources 
permitted. 

However, another recent study involving an in-depth examination of seven cases of child 
abuse reported to the Windhoek Woman and Child Protection Unit found that few of 
the vulnerable witness provisions were utilised in these cases, resulting in unnecessary 
trauma for the children involved. For example, all but one child had to wait to give evidence in 
the same area as the accused, with no special efforts to reduce the tension of waiting – even 
though the Katutura Magistrate’s Court has a private closed-circuit television room furnished 
with toys: 

All the children except child 7 had to wait in front of the courtroom in the corridors 
with the accused and his relatives on the same bench. Children reported that they 
had to walk past the accused to go to the toilets. Parents reported that there were no 
waiting-rooms or child-friendly facilities. All the children except child 7 experienced 
lengthy waits and they described becoming nervous, tired and hungry while waiting. 
One parent complained that there were no games, videos or other activities to keep 
the children busy. Only child 7 did not wait in the corridors. She waited in the juvenile 
court and was called when it was her turn to give evidence.44

Furthermore, despite the existence of an elaborate child-friendly courtroom in Windhoek, 
this facility was not utilised in any of the seven cases – although a screen was used in one 
case after the child had already been traumatised by facing the accused: 

All the children in this study had to give evidence in the presence of the accused. This 
created immense difficulties for the children. Child 4 ran out of the court when he saw 
the accused. Screens were only used in one case, but only after child 5 had refused 
twice to talk in the presence of the accused. Court officials then decided to have the 
whole proceedings at the Women and Child Protection Unit and that court officials 
should not wear black gowns…. Child 2 had to stand on a chair because she was too 
short, and that made her feel more exposed. None of the children were permitted the 
use of the child-friendly court. Some parents did not even know of such a facility.45

When the prosecutor in one of these cases was asked why the trial had not taken place in the 
child-friendly courtroom, she replied: “We’ll see how it goes and if it is too difficult for her, we 
can use the victim-friendly court.” The prosecutor also mentioned that the audio materials in 
the child-friendly court had been out of order for quite some time.46

It also appears that there was no use of intermediaries or cross-examination through the 
presiding officer in any of these seven cases: 

In this study it was found that cross-examination and facing the accused created the 
greatest difficulties for children. Children 1, 2, 4 and 5 reported cross-examination as 
the most stressful for them. Some children found the friendliness of the prosecutor 
encouraging. Only child 7 had thorough court preparation and it definitely contributed 
to her knowledge of what to expect from the cross-examination... 

The parent of child 5 found the cross-examination “ridiculous”. “The types of questions 
they ask and the language that is even too difficult for adults to understand.” The 

44 Veronica Rose Theron, “The Impact of the Namibian Judiciary System on the Child Witness”, master’s thesis, 
UNISA, September 2005 at 70. 

45 Ibid. 
46 Id at 85. 
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parent of child 5 said, “Cross-examination is child abuse in itself.” None of the children 
in this study were asked about their sexual history or the way they were dressed. 
Three children, 1, 6, and 7 commented that the lawyers made them feel like liars. Child 
2 said: “The uncle asked one question many times and wanted to know dates that I 
could not remember.” All children except child 7 commented on their experience as a 
negative encounter.

All the parents experienced the cross-examination as bad and traumatic. The parent of 
child 5 reported that her child had nightmares the evening after the court hearing. She 
said her child was very upset and emotional. The parent commented “It was terrible.” 
The parent of child 7, who was prepared for the proceedings, was excited. According to 
her the lawyer could not “corner” the child. She answered, “I answered that question 
already,” and that made the lawyer give up… 

All the parents experienced the defence lawyers as hostile. One guardian said, “Wait 
till it is his daughter.”47

The failure to utilise the vulnerable witness provisions was compounded by a lack of adequate 
counselling, support and after-care in most of the cases studied:

Children 1 and 7 received ongoing counselling and after-care services by social workers 
and psychologists. Children 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 were seen shortly after the abuse was reported, 
but most were only seen once by the social worker. Child 3 received no counselling or 
debriefing at all. The father was not even aware of the availability of such services. It 
was also clear that only the children received counselling and parents were left to cope 
on their own. Three parents expressed the desire to see a social worker or admitted that 
they had difficulties or issues of their own to deal with.48

The biggest problem with the vulnerable witness arrangements seems to be that no 
one is quite sure whose responsibility it is to initiate them. The law allows any of the 
specified special arrangements to be made on the application of any party to the proceedings 
or the witness concerned, or on the court’s own motion. But in practice, no one seems sure 
where the duty should lie to make sure that appropriate arrangements are considered and 
arranged. Social workers, who have some training in child development would be the most 
well-suited to make suggestions, but the current reality is that many rape complainants will 
not ever meet with a social worker. 

If a Victim Support Programme utilised volunteers to help explain court procedures to rape 
complainants, these volunteers could also explain the possible special arrangements and 
help to determine the complainant’s preferences. Ultimately, it should be the prosecutor 
who takes primary responsibility for suggesting special arrangements, but presiding officer 
should also be sensitised to play a more active role in this regard, just as they are expected 
to give special attention to the rights of an unrepresented accused. 

sOft PROseCutORs OR sensItIve PROseCutORs?
A South African study suggests that it is important to make a distinction between “soft 
prosecutors” and “sensitive prosecutors”: “Soft prosecutors do not make the complainant 
feel confident in court and are not skilled at intervening during harsh or inappropriate 
cross-examination”. They are “too emotionally involved”. In contrast, a sensitive prosecutor 
would be one who was alert to the needs of the complainant, but made the complainant 
feel confident that he or she was in control of the process. 

Based on Lilian artz and Dee smythe, An Examination of the Investigation and  
Prosecution of Rape Cases, Research Pilot: Thuthuzela Care Centre, 

 Institute of Criminology, Faculty of Law, University of Cape Town, 2003. 

47 Id at 71 and 75. 
48 Id at 74-75. 
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Zimbabwe’s victim friendly courts system

Zimbabwe’s Ministry of Justices established a Victim Friendly Courts system in 1994, 
with the aim of making the courts more friendly to vulnerable witnesses such as women 
and children. It gradually expanded to provide for the medical, legal, psychological and 
educational needs of abused children and their families. The programme is administered 
by a National Committee for Victim Friendly Courts which includes members of the 
government departments directly involved with vulnerable witnesses (police, courts, 
prosecutors, social workers and health professionals), as well as members of the NGO 
community. Initially, a non-governmental body, the Family Support Trust, provided 
salaries for trained staff (doctors, nurses, social workers and psychologists), conducted 
training workshops on child sexual abuse for hospital staff throughout Zimbabwe, and 
provided free services for victims of child sexual abuse. This body was later replaced 
by a consortium of NGOs working against child abuse which came together with the 
National Committee for Victim Friendly Courts to create a joint co-ordinating body 
called the Child and Law Foundation. This foundation holds all of the members of the 
system accountable to each other, and sources and manages funds. 

Assessment of the programme have said its strength lies in the co-ordination between 
service-providers from different sectors. If an abused woman or child is not getting 
adequate services, the different sectors communicate directly with one another. For 
example, if a case has been delayed and this is causing undue stress on the client, a 
counsellor from the Family Support Trust can call the Regional Public Prosecutor for 
clarification. 

The programme has resulted in more training of key court staff, preparatory work with 
victims, more involvement of social workers, the introduction of a separate room for 
children to testify in, and the use of technologies such as video and audio equipment 
to facilitate sensitive interviewing of witnesses. Another outcome is that police 
officers and prosecutors now routinely use child psychologists to assist them in their 
interactions with child victims. 

Five years after the programme began, the Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of 
Justice stated that it had increased the number of cases of children successfully 
communicating with court officers and speaking in court. 

The success of the programme has been attributed to the good government-NGO 
cooperation, and the coordination and communication across sectors. 

Dr Jonathan brakarsh, Family Support Trust, 
“The Victim Friendly Courts System in Zimbabwe: 

A Holistic Approach to Child Sexual Abuse & HIV Prevention”, 
Centre for Sexual and Reproductive Health, April 2003. 

ReCOmmenDatIOns: 
Victim Support Programme volunteers could explain the possible special arrange-
ments for vulnerable witnesses and help to determine the complainant’s preferences. 
(The idea of such a programme is explained in more detail in Chapter 7.) 

Prosecutors should take primary responsibility for suggesting special arrange-
ments for vulnerable witnesses, but presiding officers should also be sensitised 
to play a more active role just as they are expected to give special attention to the 
rights of an unrepresented accused. 
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Court rules should require that the record of any case of sexual abuse involving 
a child under age 18 should indicate what vulnerable witness provisions were 
utilised, and the reasons for applying or not applying the potential special 
arrangements. This would ensure that the vulnerable witness options are give 
appropriate consideration. 

J. Court interpreters
The prosecutors interviewed did not cite any problems with court interpreters. However, one 
legal aid lawyer said that while there are some who are very careful and accurate, others 
“think they work for the prosecution and should assist with a conviction”. This interviewee 
also said that sometimes when there is a contradiction between a witness’s evidence-in-chief 
and the cross-examination, the witness will blame the translator. “It’s frustrating.” Another 
legal aid lawyer says that he sometimes recognises that the interpretation is not accurate and 
requests the court to provide another interpreter. 

When the complainant is speaking through an interpreter, it is important that the interpreter 
approaches the task with sensitivity. Translation of terms for sexual acts and private parts 
of the body can be particularly problematic, especially where speaking about such matters 
violates cultural taboos. Such issues can obviously be crucial in rape cases, and sensitive 
but accurate translation could be crucial here. This becomes even more important where the 
witness is a child. 

Complainants in sexual offence cases will probably be more comfortable speaking through 
interpreters of the same sex in general, although young children of both sexes may prefer to 
speak through women. 

ReCOmmenDatIOns: 
The Ministry of Justice should provide specific training on rape cases to court 
interpreters, to increase their understanding of how to make sensitive and accurate 
translations on sexual issues. 

Where possible, the Ministry of Justice should provide interpreters of the same 
sex as the rape complainant, or of whatever sex the complainant prefers. 

k. fairness to accused
No one interviewed felt that the rape law reforms were unfair to the accused. 

Magistrates in particular, who would be expected to have the most even-handed perspective, 
unanimously said that the law was not unfair to accused persons. One went even farther: 

In fact the accused enjoys a lot of rights under the Act. The Act is pro-accused, he has 
so many rights. 

The only serious concerns about fairness to accused persons dealt with the provision on bail, 
and seem to stem mostly from misunderstandings and misapplications of the law (as discussed 
in Chapter 11). 
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L.  appeals
It has always been possible for an accused to appeal the court’s verdict or sentence to a higher 
court. This power was made reciprocal by 1993 amendments to the Criminal Procedure Act, 
meaning that now the prosecutor can appeal against any decision made by the court in 
favour of the accused.49

It was not easy to see from the records examined whether any of the cases in question were 
appealed. No reliable information on appeals could be obtained at all from the police docket 
sample. Five cases in the court register sample indicated that there was an appeal to the 
High Court, but it could not be ascertained if the appeal was made by the accused or by the 
prosecution, or if it was the conviction or the sentence which was being appealed. 

m.  special courts for sexual offences?
South Africa has set up special courts to hear cases involving sexual offences. The first 
of these was the Wynberg Sexual Offences Court, established in March 1993. By 2000, there 
were six more special courts and 43 had been established by the end of 2003. Some deal only 
with sexual offences against children.

The Wynberg Sexual Offence Court is located in the Wynberg Magistrates Court. The court is 
located upstairs, away from the rest of the courts in the building, so rape survivors can wait 
in private. There is a separate waiting room so that the accused and the complainant do not 
have to wait in the same room until the case is called. The courtroom is entirely dedicated 
to the adjudication of sexual offences. There is also a room equipped with a closed-circuit 
television for video testimony. Female assessors are used to offset possible male bias. The 
prosecutors have specialised training in how to handle rape cases, as well as lighter case 
loads to allow them more time to consult with rape complainants.50 

Such specialised rape courts have three main objectives. The first objective is to provide an 
efficient integrated method of processing and managing sexual offences. The second objective is 
improved reporting and conviction rates for sexual offences. The third objective is the reduction 
or elimination of secondary victimisation, which is defined as “the ill-formed, insensitive blaming 
treatment of rape survivors by members of the criminal justice system.”51 

A primary concern in the specialised courts is maintaining permanency among the personnel 
appointed to the court. Constant engagement with a single type of case increases expertise and 
efficiency.52 The permanent employees within each sexual offences court include one magistrate, 
one social worker and two or more prosecutors. This enables the senior prosecutor to be in court, 
while the other prosecutors meet with complainants in order to prepare their cases for court.53 
However, despite this goal, in practice these courts have a high turn-over of personnel. 

49 See sections 310 and 316A, Criminal Procedure Act 52 of 1977, as substituted and added by the Criminal 
Procedure Amendment Act 26 of 1993. 

50 Mastoera Sadan, Lulama Dikweni & Shaamela Cassiem, (2001) Pilot Assessment: The Sexual Offences Court 
in Wynberg & Cape Town and Related Services, www.idasa.org.za at 5. 

51 S Stanton, M Lockrenberg, & V Mukasa, Improved Justice for Survivors of Sexual Violence? Adult Survivors’ 
Experiences of the Wynberg Sexual Offences Court and Associated Services, Rape Crisis, African Gender 
Institute: UCT & Human Rights Commission, 1997 at 1; Lisa Vetten, “While Women Wait…Can Specialist 
Sexual Offences Courts and Centers Reduce Secondary Victimization?” (2001) 5:3 Nedbank ISS Crime Index, 
www.iss.org.za/Pubs/CrimeIndex/01Vol5No3/Women2.html at paragraph. 2. 

52 JD Petrila, “A Introduction to Specialty Courts” (2003) 26 International Journal of Law and Psychiatry, 3 in P. 
Walker & A. Louw, “The South African Court for Sexual Offences” (2003) 26:1 International Journal of Law 
and Psychiatry, 73 at 82.

53 Mastoera Sadan, Lulama Dikweni & Shaamela Cassiem, (2001) Pilot Assessment: The Sexual Offences Court in 
Wynberg & Cape Town and Related Services, www.idasa.org.za at 5; S Stanton, M Lochrenberg, V Mukasa V 
Improved Justice for Survivors of Sexual Violence? Adult Survivors’ Experiences of the Wynberg Sexual Offences 
Court and Associated Services, Rape Crisis, African Gender Institute: UCT & Human Rights Commission, 1997.
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The specialised sexual offence courts in South Africa have received some criticism for being 
unable to meet the ideal standard because of an over-burdened and under-funded criminal 
justice system. This has resulted in insufficient space for courts and waiting rooms, a lack 
of untrained personnel, and other required resources. State funding for these facilities are 
limited to providing only the essential personnel required within the court. All training for 
court personnel is funded through international donation. These scarce resources do not allow 
for consistent ongoing training, which is considered essential because the high turn-over in 
personnel. It has been argued that the financial strain on the court system may result in a 
systemic secondary victimisation perpetuated by over-worked and under-trained employees.54 

An evaluation of the effectiveness of the pioneering Wynberg Sexual Offences Court was 
published in 1997.55 Some of the problems identified were as follows:

Sexual offences courts are an administrative response to sexual offences and hence 
do not necessarily address the process and procedural problems faced by survivors 
within the criminal justice system.

All rape cases are not heard in the sexual offences court because the court roll is 
"approximately three times that of other regional court rolls".

No criteria exist for which cases should be heard in the specialised court. Often cases 
involving child complainants are prioritised.

Often, women are not provided with pre-trial consultations which can amount to the 
difference between a conviction and an acquittal.

Women often have to tell their story to more than one prosecutor.

There are no procedural guidelines for officials which means that woman do not receive 
consistent and reliable service.

Women are not told that there is a private waiting room, hence they are still confronted 
by the perpetrator. In cases where women are sent to the private waiting room, they 
often feel more isolated because they wait alone for hours without an explanation 
about the procedures. This causes further trauma.56

However, the court has reportedly resulted in increased prosecution and conviction rates. 
According to a report by Human Rights Watch, the specially trained prosecutors at this court 
achieve a conviction rate in rape cases which is almost 20 percent higher than that obtained 
in other courts.57

We would not recommend that Namibia should attempt to establish special courts 
at this stage, as this would create a strain on both human and financial resources. 
We would recommend rather that attention be given to improving the response to rape 
complainants, and the investigation and prosecution of rape cases, within Namibia’s existing 
court structure. 

The experience of the Woman and Child Protection Units shows that creation of a new institution is 
not as challenging as ensuring that the institution provides the intended services effectively, with 
the assistance of well-trained and experienced staff. We believe that some of the recommendations 
contained in this report would be a more cost-effective way to improve the outcomes of rape cases, 
and more feasible given Namibia’s size, population and government resources. 

54 Lisa Vetten, “While Women Wait… Can Specialist Sexual Offences Courts and Centers Reduce Secondary 
Victimization?” (2001) 5:3 Nedbank ISS Crime Index, www.iss.org.za/Pubs/CrimeIndex/01Vol5No3/Women2.
html at paragraphs 13-16.

55 S Stanton, M Lochrenberg, V Mukasa V, “Improved Justice for Survivors of Sexual Violence? Adult Survivors’ 
Experiences of the Wynberg Sexual Offences Court and Associated Services”, 1997.

56 Shahana Rasool, Institute for Security Studies, “Sexual offences courts: Do more courts mean better justice?”, 
Nedbank ISS Crime Index, Volume 4, 2000, Number 2, March-April, www.iss.co.za/PUBS/CRIMEINDEX/
00VOL4NO2/SexualOffences.html.

57 Human Rights Watch, Violence Against Women in South Africa, 1995, at 118-121.
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This chapter looks at whether 
accused were granted bail, bail 

amounts, the implementation of 
the complainant’s right to give 
input on the question of bail, and 
other matters pertaining to bail. 
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1. STATISTICS  
on BAIL

Police docket sample
Exploring this question was difficult because many of the police dockets did not have any 
information about whether or not bail was granted (see Table 11.3 opposite). Therefore, the 
data on bail must be approached with caution. 

It is not really possible to determine from the data how many persons arrested were 
granted bail, as only 144 cases out of the sample of 409 dockets had any information about 
bail. However, of the 144 cases with information about bail, we can see that the accused 
were granted bail in 83 (58%) of these cases, and denied bail in 37 (26%) of the cases. 
The outcome of the bail application was not clear in 34 (24%) of these cases.

Bail amounts ranged from N$200 to N$5000. Of the 63 cases where bail amounts could 
be ascertained from the docket, about half (31 cases) involved bail of less than N$1000. 
Another 22 cases (35% of those where bail amounts could be ascertained) involved 
bail of N$1000. 

The relatively low bail amounts are consistent with Namibia’s economic setting, as the law 
requires that bail must be set with a view to the accused’s means.1

TABLE 11.1:  ovERvIEw of InfoRmATIon on BAIL  
AvAILABLE In PoLICE doCkET SAmPLE 

 n %

No record / not clear 121 29.6

Yes, some information about bail 144 35.2

Not applicable – no arrest 64 15.6

Missing data 80 19.6

Total 409 100.0

TABLE 11.2:  BAIL hEARIng dATE  
(PoLICE doCkET SAmPLE)

 n %

Date given 37 25.7

Not indicated 107 74.3

Total 144 100.0

1 Before fixing the amount of bail, the court is required to investigate the means and resources of the accused 
so that the bail is set at an amount that is possible for the accused to raise. To set bail at an excessive 
amount is an indirect refusal of bail and an unconstitutional way of ordering the further detainment of the 
accused. However, although the accused’s ability to pay is extremely important, other factors may outweigh 
this consideration – including the seriousness of the offense and the increased likelihood of the accused 
absconding because of the consequent likelihood of receiving a heavy sentence. Du Toit et al, Commentary 
on the Criminal Procedure Act at section 60. 
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TABLE 11.3: BAIL gRAnTEd? (PoLICE doCkET SAmPLE)
 n %

Was bail 
given?

No 27 18.8

Yes 83 57.6

Not clear 34 23.6

Total 144 100.0

If so, 
amount

200 1 1.2

300 3 3.6

400 2 2.4

500 8 9.6

600 1 1.2

700 4 4.8

800 12 14.5

1000 22 26.5

2000 7 8.4

3000 2 2.4

5000 1 1.2

More than one accused 1 1.2

Not indicated 15 18.1

No amount; accused is minor 4 4.8

Total 83 100.0

TABLE 11.4: BAIL AmounT gRAnTEd And/oR PAId (PoLICE doCkET SAmPLE)

Bail amount in n$

# of accused N=63

Average amount 1046.03

Median amount 1000.00

Most frequently occurring amount 1000.00

Lowest amount 200.00

Highest amount 5000.00

Court register sample
The court registers also contained some information about bail, but – as in the case of the police 
dockets – the recorded information was not always entirely clear. 

The court register sample contained a total of 612 accused. We can ascertain that 
at least 396 of these accused were either granted bail or released into the care of a 
guardian (65%). Of this group, 27 remained in custody despite having been granted bail. 
Thus, a total of at least 369 accused persons in this sample (60%) were free on bail for at least 
part of the duration of their criminal trial for rape. 

In this sample, bail amounts ranged from N$100 to N$5000 with N$800-N$1000 being typical 
for the 195 accused for which this information could be ascertained. 

TABLE 11.5: dETAILS of BAIL gRAnTEd (unit = accused) (CouRT REgISTER SAmPLE)
n %

Bail granted 329 83.1

Released into care of guardian 30 7.6

Bail granted & released into care of guardian 9 2.3

Bail granted & released into care of guardian; placed under house arrest 1 .3

Bail fixed but accused stayed in custody 26 6.6

Bail fixed & release into care of guardian ordered, AC stayed in custody* 1 .3

Total 396 100.0
* This case involved a 16-year-old accused. 
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TABLE 11.6: BAIL AmounT gRAnTEd And/oR PAId (CouRT REgISTER SAmPLE)

Bail amount in n$

# of accused N=195

Average amount 855.64

Median amount 800.00

Most frequently occurring amount 1000.00

Lowest amount 100.00

Highest amount 5000.00

Issues concerning bail were addressed in a large number of court appearances in some 
cases, as the tables below indicate. The cases of 407 accused mentioned bail in connection 
with anywhere from one to 13 postponements. However, matters relating to bail were often 
mentioned in connection with other reasons for postponement and were seldom the sole 
reason for a postponement unless the accused failed to appear in court. Cases were postponed 
for bail matters alone in respect of only 125 out of the 612 accused in the sample. Bail was 
listed as the sole reason for two postponements per case on average, as discussed in 
Chapter 12 in the section on postponements. This was usually when an accused did not show 
up for court on the appointed day, leading to the issue of a warrant of arrest. 

TABLE 11.7: numBER of TImES ThE mATTER of BAIL wAS RECoRdEd
    – alone or in combination with other matters (unit=accused)
    (CouRT REgISTER SAmPLE)

 n %

0 205 33.5

1 179 29.2

2 111 18.1

3 36 5.9

4 34 5.6

5 23 3.8

6 10 1.6

7 7 1.1

8 2 .3

9 1 .2

10 2 .3

11 1 .2

13 1 .2

Total 612 100.0

TABLE 11.8: numBER of TImES ThE mATTER of BAIL wAS RECoRdEd
    – as sole reason for postponement (unit=accused)
    (CouRT REgISTER SAmPLE)

 n %

0 487 79.6

1 77 12.6

2 30 5.1

3 14 2.1

4 3 .5

6 1 .2

Total 612 100.0

The court registers also indicated there were a significant number of instances in which 
the granting of bail led to problems, with at least 122 instances involving 101 accused 
persons in which an accused apparently failed to appear in court, leading to the issue of 
a warrant of arrest and sometimes ultimately to the forfeiture or cancellation of bail. In 
other words, 101 out of the 369 persons who were released on bail (27%) failed to appear 
in court as directed on at least one occasion. 

‘0’ = No references to bail in court 
register for this accused. Bail may 
have been addressed in a lower 
court without being shown on the 
court register which was examined.

‘0’ = No references to bail in court 
register for this accused. Bail may 
have been addressed in a lower 
court without being shown on the 
court register which was examined. 
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TABLE 11.9: REASonS why ThE mATTER of BAIL wAS RECoRdEd In ThE CouRT REgISTER
    – alone or in combination with other matters (unit=postponement)

number of 
occurrences

Bail granted or extended 775

Released into care of guardian 53

Bail fixed but accused stayed in custody 35

House arrest 1

Accused absconded/ is absent 18

Bail forfeited or cancelled 27

W/A authorised or issued 113

W/A held over 39

W/A further stayed 1

Unknown 3

Total 1 065

TABLE 11.10: REASonS why ThE mATTER of BAIL wAS RECoRdEd In ThE CouRT REgISTER
    – as sole reason for postponement (unit=bail matter) 

n %

Bail application 37 18.8

Tracing of guardian 1 .5

Bail extended 1 .5

Amendment of bail condition 2 1.0

Accused is absent, or W/A issued 108 54.8

Bail forfeited or cancelled 14 7.1

W/A held over 16 8.1

W/A cancelled 15 7.6

Unspecified bail matter 3 1.5

Total 197 100.0

TABLE 11.11: numBER of TImES mATTERS RELATIng To fAILuRE To APPEAR  
oCCuRREd In CouRT REgISTER SAmPLE (unit = accused)

n %

Once 40 39.6

Twice 40 39.6

Three times 12 11.9

Four times 6 5.9

Five times 2 2.0

Eight times 1 1.0

Total 101 100.0

overview
Thus, although the information on bail is hard to decipher, we can say that the majority of 
persons arrested on charges of rape are granted bail, with at least 60-65% of the accused in 
both samples either being granted bail or released into the care of a parent or guardian. 
Because information on bail was missing from so many cases, it is possible that the actual 
percentage of accused who were granted bail in rape cases is even higher. 

Bail amounts range from N$100 to N$5000, and were in most cases N$1000 or less. The 
relatively low bail amounts are a result of the fact that bail must be consistent with the accused’s 
means. 
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It is also apparent that a significant number of cases have to be postponed when an 
accused who is free on bail does not appear in court on the appointed day. In the court 
register sample, about 27% of the accused who were out of custody for at least some 
portion of the duration of their criminal trials failed to appear in court on at least one 
occasion. 

Several police officers interviewed stated that accused rapists rarely get bail, particularly if 
the victim opposes it. One put it this way: “If she’s willing for him to get bail, he will, but 

we put him on strict conditions.” One magistrate also had the impression that rape victims 
almost always oppose bail, with the result that bail is seldom granted: 

When it comes to bail you’re always told the victim has indicated that that person 
should remain in custody… Honestly, in many of the cases that I hear, the accused 
are in custody and not granted bail. Very, very few are granted bail. Just because 
of illness or something, or maybe where the state doesn’t really have an objection to 
granting bail. The state prosecutor has to work in connection with the victim to see 
if there is a threat, then it’s highly unlikely bail will be granted… When it comes to 
bail application, you see, there are these people who want to abuse it. Saying that if 
this person is released on bail, I fear that he’ll come and threaten me – but you find 
sometimes the person is not living close to the victim. 

One regional court prosecutor in Oshakati also felt that bail is rare: 

Most of the cases we deal with involve minors and the perpetrator is a relative or in a 
position of authority, so we advance this reason for them to remain in custody. 

One police interviewee said that accused persons tend to get bail only if they have legal 
representation. 

The statistics compiled in the section above show that these perceptions are inaccurate, as 
more than half of accused persons in rape cases clearly are granted bail. 

Both legal aid lawyers interviewed said that their clients are usually given bail – even though 
the bail hearing usually takes place before the application for legal aid is granted: 

It depends on the police station and magistrate! There are distinctions among them. 
But the accused is usually granted bail. Legal aid takes so long that when we get them, 
most of the time they’re already on bail. The delay of legal aid is not a factor in granting 
bail – it depends on how the magistrate is feeling.

Most of them are given bail. Sometimes the relatives are staying close to each other, 
so it’s difficult to give bail. At the initial stage, the complainant will object. But in six 
months, have no problem. 

2. kEy InfoRmAnTS’ 
PERCEPTIonS  
on BAIL
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These viewpoints were supported by one detective, who said: “Many accused abscond on 
bail, there are many outstanding warrants for individuals accused of rape.” These views are 
consistent with the statistical analysis. 

One magistrate emphasised the problems which can result from delays in rape trials combined 
with a denial of bail: 

I have seen cases where someone has been languishing there for four years but then the 
day the case comes to court it takes the court 1 hour only for the prosecutor to conclude 
there’s no evidence against the person, the court must acquit this person. 

This is indeed a problem in respect of many crimes, but the solution there would seem to lie 
not with changes to the bail procedure, but with mechanisms for increasing the efficiency of 
the criminal justice system. 

Because there appears to be some confusion around the complainant’s rights in respect of 
the bail hearing, the relevant provisions from the law are quoted in full in the box below 

(with added emphasis on particularly relevant portions). The relevant provisions are sections 
9(b) of the Combating of Rape Act and 60A of the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977, as 
amended by the Combating of Rape Act. (These provisions are re-enacted without substantial 
change in section 64 of the Criminal Procedure Act 25 of 2004, passed by Parliament but not 
yet in force.) 

The key requirements of the quoted provisions are: 

The prosecutor has a duty to ensure that information has been obtained from the complain-
ant on any reasons why bail should be opposed, and on any bail conditions which should 
be imposed. 

A rape complainant has the right to attend bail proceedings and to request the prose-
cutor to present any evidence relevant to the question of bail. 

The station commander of the police station where the accused is being held (or 
someone delegated by the commander) has the duty to inform the complainant of the 
time and place of the bail hearing, and to prepare an affidavit showing that this has 
been done. 

If the complainant is present and the bail proceedings are postponed, the court has 
the duty to inform the complainant of the new date and time. 









3. ThE ComPLAInAnT’S 
RIghTS In RESPECT 
of ThE BAIL 
hEARIng
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If the complainant is not present, the court must enquire as to whether the complainant 
was informed of the bail proceedings. If the complainant was informed, the bail hearing 
can proceed. If the complainant was not informed, the normal procedure would be to 
postpone the bail hearing unless the “interests of justice” dictate otherwise.

If the complainant is not present, the prosecutor has a duty to ensure that the com-
plainant is informed of any postponement, or informed that bail has been granted and 
of the bail conditions. 

LEgAL PRovISIonS on RIghTS of  
ComPLAInAnT In BAIL hEARIng 

Special duties of prosecutor where accused is charged with sexual offence

 9.  In criminal proceedings at which an accused is charged with an offence of a sexual 
nature, it shall be the duty of the prosecutor to consult with the complainant in such 
Proceedings in order –

 (a) to ensure that all information relevant to the trial has been obtained from the 
complainant, including information relevant to the question whether the accused 
should be released on bail and, if the accused were so released, whether any 
conditions of bail should be imposed…

section 9(b) of the Combating of Rape Act

Rights of complainant in bail application where accused is charged with rape

 60A. (1) A complainant of rape shall have the right –

 (a) to attend any proceedings where the question is considered whether an 
accused who is in custody on a charge of rape should be released on bail or, if bail 
has been granted to the accused, whether any further conditions of bail should be 
imposed under section 62 or whether any such conditions of bail should be amended 
or supplemented under section 63; and

 (b) to request the prosecutor in proceedings referred to in paragraph (a) to 
present any information or evidence to the court that might be relevant to any 
question under consideration by the court in such proceedings.

 (2) If an accused is in custody on a charge of rape, the person in charge of the 
police station or any other place where the accused is detained in terms of section 50 
(1), or any other person designated by such first-mentioned person, shall as soon 
as possible inform the complainant concerned of –

 (a) the place, date and time of the first appearance of the accused in court; and 

 (b) the rights of the complainant under subsection (l).

 (3) If an accused who is in custody on a charge of rape intends to apply to the court 
for bail on a date or at a time of which the complainant has not been otherwise informed 
in terms of this section, the accused or his or her legal representative shall request 
the person referred to in subsection (2) to inform the complainant accordingly, 
whereupon such person shall so inform the complainant.

 (4) The person who informs, or who is required to inform, the complainant in terms 
of subsection (2) or (3), as the case may be, shall prepare an affidavit stating –

 (a) whether the provisions of subsection (2) or (3) as the case may be, have been 
duly complied with and, if they have not been so complied with, the reasons for not 
complying with any such provision;
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 (b)  the manner in which the complainant has been so informed; and 

 (c)  the date and time when the complainant has been so informed.

 (5) An affidavit prepared in terms of subsection (4) shall be handed to the judge 
or judicial officer presiding at the proceedings at which bail is considered, and such 
affidavit shall form part of the record of such proceedings.

 (6) If a complainant is present at a proceeding at which bail is considered in 
respect of an accused who is in custody on a charge of rape, and such proceedings 
are postponed, the court shall inform the complainant of the date and time to 
which such proceedings have been postponed and of the complainant’s rights under 
subsection (1).

 (7) If a complainant is not present at proceedings referred to in subsection (6), 
the court shall enquire into the question whether the complainant has had 
knowledge of such proceedings, and –

 (a)  shall, if it is satisfied that it is likely that the complainant has had knowledge 
of such proceedings, direct that the matter be dealt with in the absence of the 
complainant; or

 (b)  shall, if it is not so satisfied, postpone such proceedings in order to obtain 
the presence of the complainant: Provided that, if it is in the interests of justice 
(with due regard to the interests of the complainant) that the matter be dealt with 
forthwith, the matter may be dealt with in the absence of the complainant.

 (8) If a complainant is not present, as contemplated in subsection (7), the 
prosecutor in such proceedings shall inform the complainant –

 (a)  where bail has been granted to the accused, of the granting of bail and 
the conditions of bail imposed;

 (b)  where such proceedings have been postponed, of the date and time to 
which such proceedings have been postponed and of the complainant’s rights 
under subsection (1).

 (9) The provisions of subsections (4) and (5) shall, with the necessary changes, 
apply in respect of a notification given in terms of subsection (8)(b).

section 60A of the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977, as amended by the Combating of Rape Act;  
incorporated without substantial change as section 64 of the Criminal Procedure Act 25 of 2004  

(passed by Parliament but not yet in force) 

One police interviewee said that there are special forms which are used to record notification 
of the complainant about the bail hearing and to record any threats (“We had a prosecutor 
who worked with us to develop those forms”), but it is not clear that these forms are being 
universally utilised as they were not mentioned by anyone else. Our researchers saw such 
forms in dockets in Walvis Bay, but not in any other location.
 
Of the 144 police dockets in our sample with information about bail, there was a record 
of notice to the complainant of the bail hearing in only 75 cases (just over half). This 
cannot necessarily be taken to mean that the complainant failed to receive notice of the bail 
proceeding in the other cases. It does, however, suggest that police officers should be directed 
to use an official form for this purpose and to place a copy of the form in the docket for purposes 
of record-keeping and verification. 

The National Coordinator of the Woman and Child Protection Units, Chief Inspector Shatilweh, 
agreed that there should be a “pro forma” for this purpose which is used by all police and 
kept in the police docket. 
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TABLE 11.12: RECoRd of noTICE To ComPLAInAnT (PoLICE doCkET SAmPLE)
 n %

Record of notice 
to complainant?

No 39 27.1

Yes 75 52.1

Not clear; could not be ascertained 30 20.8

Total 144 100.0

Of the 76 dockets which contained some details about the notice to the complainant, 
there were at least 17 cases (22%) where the complainant was not opposed to the 
perpetrator receiving bail – although some complainants specified that they wanted 
the perpetrator to be required to stay away from them. (One complainant also wanted 
the accused persons to stay away from her children, and another wanted the accused to stay 
away from a specific witness to the crime.) 

On the other hand, several complainants opposed bail on the grounds that the accused 
had already harassed them or made death threats, and others cited fears that they 
would be killed if the accused were let out on bail. 

This indicates that complainants do not oppose bail automatically, even though the 
Namibian public in general does not seem to favour the system of allowing bail to accused 
criminals. (See section 5 below.) 

In general, the field research revealed different approaches to the bail hearing in different 
locations. In Katutura, complainants are encouraged to attend bail hearings but discouraged 
from testifying. In Swakopmund and some other regions, complainants are also discouraged 
from testifying and in some regions they are not encouraged to attend the hearing at all. 
However, in Oshakati, the prosecutors generally subpoena the complainants to testify at the 
bail hearing if they oppose bail for the accused.2

The key informant interviews provided more information on the complainant’s role in the bail 
hearing. 

Investigating officers were well informed of the need to ask the complainant about any 
reasons why the accused should be denied bail, and took personal responsibility for collecting 
this information and informing the complainant about the bail hearing. Only three police 
interviewees appeared to be unaware of or unclear about the requirements of the new law 
on this issue. 

2 Observations of field researcher Amanda Dodge. 

Violent date rape alleged
A WELL-KNOWN Swakopmund resident, 39-
year-old man, Peter John Louw, appeared on a 
charge of rape in the Swakopmund Magistrate’s 
Court this week. Louw was arrested on Sunday 
after he allegedly raped a woman at his home. 
The Police report indicates that the complainant 
agreed to go home with Louw and consented to 
having sex with him. After the sex act, however, 
Louw allegedly forced his fist into her vagina. 
The woman suffered serious injuries and had to 
be admitted to hospital. The incident happened 

around 05h30. Louw was arrested the same day. He 
appeared in court on Tuesday and … the case was 
postponed to March 14 for plea, as the Magistrate was 
absent from court this week. Louw was granted bail 
of N$800 on condition that he is not allowed to make 
any direct or indirect contact with the complainant. 
The court record states that the complainant was 
consulted and she did not object to the granting of 
bail… 

Maggi Barnard, 
The Namibian, 11 March 2005
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Prosecutors were also generally well aware of the import of the complainant’s rights. For example: 

We inform the investigating officers. They are very trained and informed of section 60A 
of Act 51 of 1977, that the complainant must be informed and present if they like. The 
police officer is compelled to file a statement that they’ve informed the complainant. 
If a docket comes in without that statement, we stand it down until we are sure the 
complainant is informed. Sometimes they will oppose, other times no. Usually they 
will concede to bail. It rests on us to look at the merits of a case and see if we’ll give 
bail, out of public interest of fear of the complainant. Family members of the accused 
will influence the complainant at the bail stage, to get her to agree to bail. We take the 
complainants aside to verify it, or see their attitude at court.

If there is a chance the accused could receive bail, I contact the complainant and her 
family to seek input.

We never grant bail without consulting with or obtaining a statement from the complain-
ant. We discuss it with the complainant, ie. the bail conditions and the effect of them.

We require a bail statement from the complainant before bail is agreed to or consented 
to before a magistrate.

Several prosecutors interviewed had the legal requirements on notification backwards, stating 
that it was the prosecutor’s duty to inform the complainant of the time and place of the bail 
hearing and the investigating officer’s duty to notify the complainant of the outcome of the 
hearing. 

Two magistrates provided descriptions of the process which were clear and correct: 

If the accused is in custody and wants to apply for bail, the police and the prosecutor have 
the duty to inform the complainant. The prosecutor is under a duty to get information about 
the complainant and why the accused should or shouldn’t be given bail. I think also that 
the court has a duty, if the accused applies for bail, to ensure that the complainant knows 
the time and place of the hearing. The court has to be satisfied before proceeding that 
the complainant is informed. There must be an affidavit [swearing that the complainant 
has been advised of the time and place of the bail hearing] if the complainant is not 
there in person. If the court is not satisfied, it won’t proceed, and the hearing will be 
postponed until the police can bring the complainant… The prosecutor should notify the 
complainant about the outcome of the bail hearing, it is in section 2(8) of the Act.

If you look at the Act, it makes provision that before bail is granted, the complainant is 
consulted. It’s the duty of the prosecutor to consult and determine if the complainant 
has any objection. 

One prosecutor explained the procedure as follows, describing a practical approach to 
implementation of the Act: 

The Rape Act says it’s the joint responsibility of the police and prosecutor. So, I contact 
the police, and they inform the complainant.

One magistrate gave a similar description: 

The prosecutor enters those things in the docket, and the investigator should inform. 
But it’s the prosecutor’s duty to inform the complainant about what’s happening. 

One prosecutor complained that police sometimes do not cooperate, or say that they cannot 
locate the complainant to provide notice of the bail hearing. 
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One prosecutor expressed concern about the provision which places the responsibility 
for initiating the process to inform the complainant of the time and date for a bail 
hearing on the accused (or the accused’s legal representative), in circumstances where 
the complainant has not otherwise been informed.3 This allocation of responsibility was 
described as being unrealistic and inappropriate. 

Three police interviewees were under the mistaken impression that the complainant 
must speak personally at the bail hearing if he or she is opposed to the granting of 
bail. For example: 

Complainants are required to testify. We need the complainant or the victim’s guardian 
to testify if they oppose bail and give their reasons. 

This is not correct. The complainant has the right to request the prosecutor to present any 
relevant information or evidence. This could be done in a number of ways. Prosecutors involved 
in the drafting of the law felt that the best procedure in most cases would be for any relevant 
information to be presented by the investigating officer, to avoid extra trauma to the complainant 
and to prevent the complainant from having to give testimony which might later be contradicted 
in the actual trial. 

One police interviewee felt that it was advisable for the complainant to be personally present 
while understanding that this is not mandatory: 

It is better for the victim to be present to make sure of what happened in court. The 
person could be granted bail, and she needs to be aware so that he does not show up 
and scare her. In the case of a minor, the mother or father will attend.

Interestingly, one magistrate said that he “usually does not grant bail without the complainant 
present”. 

Most police interviewees agreed that it is rare for the complainant to speak personally 
at the bail hearing. Information about threats made to the complainant is usually commu-
nicated to the court by the police, as was envisaged when the act was drafted. One police 
interviewee stated that “the victims don’t testify, unless it’s very serious”, “because it’s before 
the trial and it scares them about speaking in court”. 

Prosecutors generally understood this aspect of the law clearly, and said that they avoid 
testimony by the complainant, preferring indirect evidence on behalf of the complainant at 
this stage: 

I don’t put them on the stand. It’s just not very wise because I don’t want to expose 
them to questioning by the defence counsel or the accused, or expose the merits of the 
case at that stage. It jeopardises the evidence at trial.

I do not let them testify normally. Maybe about 10% give evidence especially where 
threats have been issued.

We try to avoid that because it traumatises the girl before she gives evidence at the trial.

3 The relevant provision is section 60A(3) of the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977, as inserted by the 
Combating of Rape Act. It reads as follows: 

If an accused who is in custody on a charge of rape intends to apply to the court for bail on a date or at a 
time of which the complainant has not been otherwise informed in terms of this section, the accused or his 
or her legal representative shall request the person referred to in subsection (2) [the station commander] to 
inform the complainant accordingly, whereupon such person shall so inform the complainant.

This is covered by section 64(4) of the Criminal Procedure Act 25 of 2004. 
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We avoid exposing them and the evidence. We normally call the investigating officer. 
We protect the complainant’s identity to avoid complicating things at trial. She will 
only be called if there is a need, but usually the investigating officer is enough.

If there is a bail application and the complainant does not agree to bail, the investigating 
officer will testify to that. 

In contrast, one legal aid lawyer said that complainants often testify personally at the bail 
hearing. 

One legal aid lawyer who previously worked as a prosecutor was concerned that the rights of 
the complainant were being abused as a way to ensure that bail is denied: 

Under the Rape Act, she must tell the court whether or not she gives permission. That’s 
frustrating, because the police use it as a big excuse to keep the accused in custody. 
They say they can’t find the complainant. That takes time. It’s also dangerous, because 
it gives the complainant a lot of power, and the prosecutor can distance him/herself 
from it. That’s a part of the Act I have a problem with. Especially when women, and I’ve 
seen it many times – especially in Rundu – abuse the Act, make false complaints, and 
then get the power to keep the man in custody. That combination is dangerous. 

Another legal aid lawyer felt that the problems with the bail procedure stemmed from a mis-
application of the law rather than from the law itself: 

It’s common cause that once I report you of rape and I have to give a statement, police 
should consult with me, but I can’t deny bail! A person is entitled to their liberty.

One magistrate appeared to misunderstand the law, apparently being under the 
impression that the court does not have power to grant bail if the complainant 
opposes it: 

In cases where the victim says I feel threatened by this person, I think maybe the court 
can be given the case and decide; even though the victim has objected to granting 
bail the court should be given discretion to decide to grant bail. But at least conditions 
should be attached to ensure the victim does not get threats from the suspect. 

In fact, the Combating of Rape Act is intended to ensure that the court has all relevant 
information, including information about any threats which might have been made to 
the victim. It does not affect the court’s discretion to decide whether or not bail should 
be granted. 

Two prosecutors described the steps taken after the bail hearing in this way: 

The investigating officer notifies the complainant of the outcome of the bail hearing. 
If bail is given, the conditions are always attached and forwarded to the police. The 
investigating officer will have them and is advised to explain them to the complainant 
and report if the conditions are breached.

Often the victim is present. If the victim is not present, the investigating officer will 
inform.

It appears from the accounts of most prosecutors that it is actually police who 
inform the complainant of the outcome of the bail hearing, despite the fact the law 
technically gives this duty to the prosecutor. This makes sense, as the investigating 
officer is likely to be in closer contact with the complainant, especially if the complainant 
resides far from the court. This delegation of responsibility is not problematic, as long as the 
prosecutor takes responsibility for ensuring that the information is in fact conveyed to the 
complainant. However, key informants believed that over-worked prosecutors seldom confirm 
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in practice that the investigating officer has in fact given the complainant notification of the 
outcome of the bail proceeding. 

One police detective reported that it is difficult for police to notify the complainant of the 
outcome of the bail hearing, while stating that this is always attempted. 

One survivor’s father, whose daughter was raped by a fellow learner described a situation 
where this requirement was clearly ignored:

His first bail conditions were N$2000, that he should not go to the same school as 
[her] and that he shouldn’t make contact with her or any state witnesses. The second 
bail hearing I phoned the prosecutor and she said ‘there’s no reason to be there’. The 
case had been postponed for further investigation. We were never told the new bail 
conditions. The first I knew was when the school principal showed me a fax from the 
guy’s lawyers, saying he had to be let back into school. 

His daughter, the rape survivor, described the trauma of the situation: 

It was terrible. All my friends rejected me and called me “slut”. People used to throw 
things at me in class… I was victimised – seeing him in the hall every day. He used to 
walk past me in the corridor and smile.

This case provides a vivid reminder of the impact on the rape complainant when the law is 
not observed in practice. 

RECommEndATIonS: 
Introduce an official form for recording notice to the complainant of the bail 
hearing, the outcome of the bail hearing and the bail conditions. The Combating 
of Rape Act could be amended to allow the issue of accompanying regulations, so that 
such a form could be officially promulgated. 

Consider amending section 64 of the Criminal Procedure Act 25 of 2004 to place 
the duty of informing the complainant of the outcome of the bail hearing on 
the investigating officer rather than on the prosecutor so that the law conforms 
to usual practice and the responsibility is clear. The prosecutor should have a duty to 
inform the investigating officer of the outcome of the bail hearing, and the investigating 
officer should have a duty to cause the complainant to be informed of the outcome as 
soon as reasonably possible. 

Consider amending section 64 of the Criminal Procedure Act 25 of 2004 to 
remove subsection (3), which gives the accused responsibility for asking the 
station commander to inform the complainant of the time and place of the bail 
application in certain circumstances. It is probably not to the accused’s advantage 
to ensure that the complainant is timeously aware of the bail application, so this 
requirement works against logic and interest. The process should be initiated by 
the prosecutor instead of the accused in these circumstances. 

Although many professionals involved in implementing the law were clearly 
well-informed about the provisions relating to bail, some seem to be confused 
about certain details. This indicates that this aspect of the law should be a 
focus in training sessions for prosecutors and magistrates. It is particularly 
important to ensure that presiding officers understand that the complainant’s opinion 
on whether bail should be granted is relevant but not decisive. 
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The Combating of Rape Act amends section 62 of the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977 to 
make a bail condition forbidding contact with the complainant mandatory in all rape cases. 

AmEndmEnT To SECTIon 62  
of ThE CRImInAL PRoCEduRE ACT 51 of 1977

(2) If an accused who is in custody on a charge of rape is released on bail, the court 
shall, notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (1), add such further conditions of 
bail as will, in the opinion of the court, ensure that the accused does not make contact 
with the complainant concerned. (emphasis added)

Most of the police dockets which we examined for this study did not contain information 
about bail conditions imposed. Information about bail conditions could be ascertained 
from only 23 dockets in the sample. However, of these 23 cases, only 8 contained a 
prohibition on contact with the complainant – which indicates that the law on this 
point is possibly not being correctly implemented in practice. Another 2 directed the 
accused not to go near the complainant, which is similar but not entirely the same as no contact. 
The others all prohibited “interference” with the complainant and/or state witnesses, which is 
again similar but not quite the same thing. At least one docket clearly indicated that there were 
no bail conditions – which is obviously contrary to the provisions quoted above. 

In a few cases, the bail conditions went farther than what the law requires. For example, 
four cases forbade contact with the complainant’s family and /or children and one forbade the 
accused’s sister from going near the complainant (which would appear to be an impermissible 
bail condition for the accused). 

TABLE 11.13:  BAIL CondITIonS – onLy onE CondITIon mEnTIonEd  
(PoLICE doCkET SAmPLE)

#
No contact with complainant 2

No contact with complainant or her family/ children 2
No contact with complainant or her family and must stay 100m 
away from complainant

2

No contact with complainant, no interference with state witnesses 2

Accused not to go near complainant 2

Accused and sister not to go near complainant 1

No interference with complainant 4

No interference with complainant & not to come near house 1

No interference with complainant or scene 1

No interference with complainant or children/family 2

No interference with state witnesses 1

No interference with complainant/ state witnesses 2

No bail conditions 1

Total 23

4. BAIL 
CondITIonS
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In any criminal case, if bail conditions are not observed, bail can be revoked.4

Two police interviewees stated that the bail conditions in rape cases are usually effective:

We can warn the accused if they stray from the bail conditions. The accuseds really do 
adhere to the conditions.

It’s uncommon for the rape accused to breach their bail conditions; they are always 
afraid to go back.

Several prosecutors agreed: 

Usually they stick to their conditions, even if they were in a relationship with the 
complainant. They know the consequences of their actions. 

We don’t have breaches. Mostly, there are applications to relax bail conditions, i.e. so 
the accused can travel for 2 weeks, or so they can travel for work. 

None of the cases in our police docket sample contained any indication that bail had been 
revoked for violation of bail conditions. (Bail was cancelled in several cases, but this could 
have been on the grounds of the accused’s failure to attend court.) 

Only four police interviewees had personal experience with a revocation of bail in a rape 
case. One of these incidents involved violation of a bail condition forbidding the accused 
to travel to a certain town without police permission. The police notified the prosecutor of 
this, and the accused was placed in custody. Another police interviewee described a case 
involving revocation of the bail of an accused person who had threatened the complainant 
and was living in the same vicinity as her. The third described a case where the accused did 
not report to the police three times a week as required. A fourth simply stated that she has 
been involved in a few bail revocations because of “breach of conditions”. 

Prosecutors interviewed had a little more experience with revocation of bail: 

There was a case in Oshinene where a woman was raped and the family of the accused 
tried to influence the woman to withdraw the case. There was a bail hearing where bail 
was granted on condition not to interfere, but the perpetrator kept trying to do it. I applied 

4 Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977, section 66. If an accused person fails to observe any bail conditions 
imposed under section 62 or 63 of the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977, he or she runs the risk of having 
the bail cancelled. The Act sets out a prescribed procedure for such cancellation.. Section 66(1) of the Act 
requires a prosecutor to apply to the court to lead evidence in which the State will bear the onus to prove 
on a balance of probabilities that the accused has breached the conditions of his or her bail due to their own 
fault. Once this is done, the burden shifts to the accused to prove on a balance of probabilities that there are 
facts present which are relevant to persuade the court not to cancel bail. 

The court is required to hear the evidence unless the accused both admits to the breach of the condition 
and the fact that the breach was their fault, or the accused is absent. Section 66(1) permits the tendering of 
evidence by the prosecution regarding the alleged breach of the bail condition only in the presence of the 
accused. If the accused is not present, section 66(2) directs the court to issue a warrant for the accused’s 
arrest in order to secure his or her presence at the hearing. If the warrant cannot be executed, then the 
presentation of the evidence will have to stand over until the date of the accused’s next scheduled hearing. 
If the accused does not appear on that date, the prosecution will not be entitled to tender evidence of the 
breach of the bail condition. Pursuant to section 67, the court will provisionally cancel bail. 

Where the accused is present at the hearing, she or he will be asked by the court whether they admit the 
alleged breach of the bail condition. If the accused admits the alleged breach and accepts fault, the court may 
cancel the bail, although there is no obligation on the court to proceed in that manner, as is stated in section 
66(3) of the Act. If the alleged breach is denied, the court will proceed to hear evidence from the prosecutor 
and the accused. Section 66(3) states that the court may, at its discretion, cancel bail if the accused admits 
the breach or the court finds a breach of the bail condition and that the failure by the accused to comply with 
the bail condition was his or her fault. 

The jurisprudence since the operation of the Act favors the view that the procedure established in section 
66 is only reviewable and not appealable.
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for a warrant of arrest based on the breach and he was arrested. I also applied for bail 
withdrawal. There have been five similar cases in the last one year alone. (Gobabis)

Bail was revoked in a rape case regarding a victim who was a school learner and the 
accused was the English teacher. The wife of this teacher was also staying at the same 
school so it was very difficult for the kid to go back while he continued teaching the 
learner. The teacher was not being suspended, and even if he was suspended he was 
still going to be living at the school because they are not from this area, they are from 
very far. So he would be staying here with the wife and that was a problem. (Oshakati)

One prosecutor reported: 

In one case I wanted to, but the complainant’s family and the accused’s family discussed 
it, and the accused agreed to stay away from the complainant. The complainant was 
satisfied, so I didn’t revoke bail. (Rehoboth)

It appears that the revocation of bail for violation of bail conditions relating to the 
complainant is rare. 

One police interviewee praised the new bail procedures: 

The bail provisions are also good, so the complainant is aware of what’s going on, and 
we have protection if the accused is given bail.

However, a social worker reported that the no-contact provisions can cause extra trauma for 
the rape complainant if he or she is the one who is forced to leave the family home: 

Perpetrators and not rape survivors should be removed from their homes pending the 
outcome of the court case because it only serves as double psychological weight for the 
survivors when that have to move to a new environment.

RECommEndATIonS: 
The mandatory “no-contact” provision should be a focus of training and discussion 
for prosecutors and magistrates. 

If the complainant and accused share the same residence, the court should always 
specify who is to leave the residence while the case is pending, with priority being 
given to the complainant’s wishes unless special circumstances dictate otherwise. 

Consider amending the Criminal Procedure Act to allow the court in unusual 
instances to impose conditions other than a no-contact provision which 
could protect the complainant, if this is in accordance with the complainant’s 
wishes. For example, where the complainant and the accused are family members or 
have children together, a complete prohibition on contact may be impractical or simply 
unenforceable. 
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There is still community opposition to bail for accused rapists, despite the fact that 
the denial of all possibility of bail would probably be unconstitutional. For example, 

one police officer interviewed stated: 

Bail needs to be changed. Giving bail to a person who rapes a small child, even to a 
biological father who rapes their own child, or even if it’s not your child, must be stopped. 

Interviewees in a San focus group made the following statements: 

If an underage child has been raped, no bail must be granted to culprits.

We see and hear about child rape- People are arrested but get bail and repeat the same 
offences.

Even the courts are giving bail to offenders-this should not be!!!

The press clippings on this page provide some other examples of community opposition to bail 
in rape cases. (See also Chapter 3, section 5, on public and Parliamentary opposition to bail for 
accused rapists prior to the enactment of the Combating of Rape Act.) 

Thus, it appears that the added safeguards on bail in the Combating of Rape Act have 
not substantially diminished general public opposition to bail for accused rapists. Fears 
that they might rape again while out on bail are not misplaced, as rape is widely-understood to 
be a crime with a particularly strong risk of repetition. 

5. ConTInuEd 
PuBLIC 
oPPoSITIon  
To BAIL

Six-year-old raped, killed, dumped at sewage works
The Swakopmund community is struggling 
to come to terms with the barbarous rape and 
murder of a six-year-old girl on Monday night… 
Dina Swartz, Rachel’s class teacher… yesterday 
organised a peaceful march to start at 11h00. More 
than 700 Grade 1 to 9 pupils of Atlantic Primary 
will meet up with pupils from other schools and 
community members at the open space next to the 
Hermann Gmeiner Technical School, from where 
they will proceed to the Magistrate’s Court in town. 
Headmasters of other schools at Swakopmund 

were meeting yesterday afternoon to decide on 
participation in the march. “Everybody is very 
positive about the march. I expect many to take 
part,” said Swartz. Letters were sent to parents 
to inform them of the march. A petition will be 
handed to the Magistrate and Deputy Mayor, 
asking that no bail be granted to the suspect. The 
investigating officers said it would be the very first 
request in court to keep the suspect in custody. 

Maggi Barnard, 
The Namibian, 4 February 2005
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However, public opposition to bail extends beyond rape cases to other crimes and often seems 
to arise from a failure to acknowledge that a person who is arrested for a particular crime 
might in fact turn out to be innocent.5

RECommEndATIon: 
The Legal Assistance Centre and other human rights organisations should take 
steps to help the general public understand the concept of bail more clearly, as 
part of their general education on human rights. 

5 See, for example, Max Hamata, “Separatist suspects re-appear in court”, The Namibian, 21 November 2000: 
“Between 300 and 400 people demonstrated at the court. They handed over a petition to Magistrate Harris 
Salionga which called for no bail for all secessionist suspects.” 

Police please, beg villagers
RUNDU – Residents of Mabushe village, about 70 
km from here, demonstrated on Monday to demand 
that a Police station be established in the village. 
The demonstration follows the alleged gang rape 
of a 20-year-old woman by 14 men in the village on 
October 18. Handing over a petition to the Regional 
Councillor for the Mashare Constituency, Paulus 
Sikongo, demonstrators urged the Ministry of Justice 
to ensure that the culprits were not granted bail and 

were given stiff sentences. Police Community 
Affairs Sergeant Johannes Kudumo told the demon-
strators that there were already plans to set up 
a station at Mabushe. The 14 suspects appeared 
briefly in the Magistrate’s Court on Friday. The case 
was adjourned to February 10. The suspects have 
not been granted bail. 

Nampa, 
The Namibian, 12 November 2003

Teen rape shocks Walvis into action
CLOSE to 4 000 pupils from Walvis Bay took to 
the streets yesterday to express shock and outrage 
at the gang rape of a 14-year-old girl at the town 
last week. The pupil from De Duine High School 
was on her way home from an athletics practice 
last Wednesday afternoon when she was abducted 
by three men in a taxi. They took her to Dune 7 
where she was gang-raped. She managed to write 
down the taxi’s registration number and a suspect 
was arrested by the Police on Thursday. 

Max Junior Indongo (28) appeared in the 
Walvis Bay Magistrate’s Court last Friday. Bail 

was denied and he remains in custody. The case 
was postponed to March 5. 

Incensed by this incident, the Town Council and 
Junior Council decided to mobilise the community to 
march and hand over a petition to the Magistrate… 

Pupils from the De Duine school who took 
part in the march told The Namibian afterwards 
that the arrested perpetrator’s face should be made 
public “so everyone will know what he looks 
like”… They felt rapists should get life sentences 
and should definitely not be granted bail. 

Maggi Barnard, The Namibian, 31 January 2002
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this chapter looks at the first 

stage in the effort to hold 
rapists accountable for their crimes 
– arrests and charges.
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1. deteCtion  
And  
Arrest

A.  detection and arrest rate
In the police docket sample of 409 cases, only 46 case dockets (11%) were marked as 
unfounded or undetected, giving a detection rate of 89%. 

Internationally, an “unfounded” case is one that is cleared by police as disclosing no offence 
(for example, where an item reported as stolen is found by the complainant) – it does not 
refer to a situation where the police do not believe the complainant, as it is not the role of the 
police to make this judgment. However, Chief Inspector Shatilwe of the Woman and Child 
Protection Units reports that there is no clear distinction in practice between “unfounded” and 
“undetected” cases in Namibia.� 

“Undetected” would normally mean that the police could not identify a suspect, so that the 
crime remains “unsolved”. Typically, the docket remained at least nominally active on these 
cases for more than a year after the case was reported (�3 months was both the average 
time period and the median time period), and some cases remained open for longer – up 
to a maximum of almost 4 years. Of course, this does not necessarily indicate that intense 
investigation was still underway throughout the indicated periods.

tAble 10.1: time intervAl (months) between dAte offenCe wAs rePorted And lAst 
entry in doCket for undeteCted/unsolved CAses (PoliCe doCket sAmPle)

 valid n mean median mode minimum maximum

Undetected/ unsolved N=40 13.3 12.9 3.6 .2 42.1

The following tables provide some comparison of the detection of rape in Namibia over time. 
The definition of “detected” here is given as “disposed of through the courts or withdrawal 
by complainants”.

� Only one police docket in our sample was marked as being unfounded. Here, the complainant filed a second 
statement with the police saying that she had lied about the rape. However, this retraction should have been 
viewed with suspicion, as the complainant had physical injuries which matched her initial description of the 
force used in the alleged rape. 

ChArt 10.1: 
CAse deteCtion rAte 
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tAble 10.2: rAPe CAses deteCted by nAmibiAn PoliCe, 1994-1998

year rape cases 
reported

rape cases 
detected

% of rape 
cases 

detected

Attempted 
rape cases 
reported

Attempted 
rape cases 
detected

% of 
attempted 
rape cases 
detected

1994 553 526 95.1 188 119 63.3
1995 601 459 76.4 200* 160 80.0
1996 642 506 78.8 188 151 80.3
1997 598 448 74.9 180 128 71.1
1998 583 343 58.8 131  76 58.0

source: Minister of Home Affairs (Hon J Ekandjo), National Assembly, 10 June 1999 (Debates of the National 
Assembly, Volume 36, 1999) at 172. 

“ Detected cases are cases that are disposed of through the courts or withdrawal by complainants. Reported 
cases also include cases which are still being dealt with.” 

*  There appears to be an error in the number of attempted rapes for 1995 reported to Parliament. The 
number 400 appeared in this slot, but comparison with other sources of statistics for the same year indicates 
this figure should be 200 instead of 400, bringing the total rapes and attempted rapes for 1995 to 801.2 This 
figure would also be more consistent with the figures for other years. 

tAble 10.3: revised tAble on rAPe CAses deteCted by nAmibiAn PoliCe,  
1994-1998

year
rape and 

attempted rape 
cases reported

rape and 
attempted rape 
cases detected

 %

1994 741 645 87.0
1995 801 619 77.3
1996 830 657 79.2
1997 778 576 74.0
1998 714 419 58.7

This table was constructed by the Legal Assistance Centre on the basis of the information in Table 10.2 above, after 
correcting the apparent error discussed in the notes to the table above. If the figure of 400 attempted rapes is 
indeed correct for 1995, the detection rate for rape and attempted rape combined for that year would be 61.8% 
(619 out of 1001 reported cases). 

The tables below, based on another source, give broadly similar rates for “reported cases 
investigated and brought to court” in respect of both rape and other crimes (aside from a large 
difference between the two sources in the figures for detected rape cases in �994).3

The detection rate for rape cases in Namibia generally compares well with the detection 
rate for other “crimes against the person” (such as murder, assault and kidnapping). 

tAble 10.4: PerCentAge of rePorted CAses investigAted And brought  
to Court – rAPe

reported  
rape cases

rape cases 
investigated and 
brought to court

% of reported cases 
investigated and 
brought to court

1993 556 436 78,4
1994 553 426 77.0
1995 601 459 76.4
1996 642 506 78.8

source: Namibia Review, October/November 1997. This article does not give any other information on the meaning 
of the category “investigated and brought to court”, but it could be the same as “detected”. It apparently includes 
rape cases only, and not attempted rape. 

� See, for example, Namibia Review, Volume 6, No 3, October/November �997 at �-9. 
3 A comparison with Table �0.� indicates that both sources are measuring “detection”. We do not know why 

there is a discrepancy between the two sources in the detection rate for �994. The detection rates for rapes 
in �995 and �996 are identical in the two different sources. 
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tAble 10.5: PerCentAge of rePorted CAses investigAted And brought to Court 
– seleCted Crimes

1994 1995 1996
Rape 77.0 76.4 78.8
Murder 79.7 80.0 86.0
Assault omitted from source 68.4 80.0
Kidnapping 61.7 71.6 61.4
Burglaries 28.1 31.3 33.5
Robberies 46.5 40.0 47.6
Shoplifting 96.8 96.7 94.4
Theft of firearms 40.9 31.9 41.9
Theft of motor vehicles 17.0 23.0 19.8
Theft of items from motor vehicles 12.5 12.3 16.8
Possession of stolen property 80.2 78.4 75.6
Fraud 50.5 21.8 62.7
Malicious damage to property 64.7 52.3 60.5
Total for all these crimes 42.6 46.1 52.3

source: Namibia Review, October/November 1997

These various measures indicate that the detection of rape cases by the police does 
not seem to be a key problem area in Namibia. 

The term “detected” sometimes has different technical meanings in different countries, 
and it is not always exactly the same as saying that a suspect has been identified or even 
arrested for the crime.4 Keeping this in mind, as a point of comparison, the detection rate 
for rape cases was 49% in South Africa in 2000, and 41% in England and Wales in 2001/2. 
Namibia’s rate is still comparatively high even if differences between countries in the definition 
of “detected” cases are taken into account.5

There were at least 470 perpetrators in this sample of 409 cases (because some cases 
involved multiple perpetrators). Out of these, a total of 329 are known to have been 
arrested – which constitutes 70% of the total. 

4  International comparisons between ‘success rates’ in criminal investigations and prosecutions are difficult 
because of variations in definitions. Most jurisdictions tally some sort of ‘detection rate’ or ‘arrest rate’ as a 
performance measurement for the police detectives, but this indicator is generated in many different ways, 
and there are grey areas where it is unclear into which category a case should fit. 

  For example, where a case is withdrawn because the victim refuses to cooperate, should this case be 
counted as a police success or failure? Where a uniformed police member makes an arrest on the street 
for possession of drugs, should this be counted as a ‘detected’ case? What if the case is cleared up by the 
confession of an offender incarcerated for something else? 

Different jurisdictions answer these questions in different ways. Take, for example, one definition from 
the developed world. In order for a crime to be deemed ‘detected’ in England and Wales: 

•	 a suspect must be identified and notified of the investigation;
•	 there must be sufficient evidence to charge the suspect with a crime; and
•	 the suspect must in fact have been charged, or there must be one of a number of clearly specified 

reasons why a charge should not be brought. 
In contrast, the South African definition of crimes detected allows the inclusion of three kinds of cases: 

•	 cases referred to court after identification of a chargeable suspect; 
•	 cases affirmatively determined by the police to be without merit; and
•	 cases withdrawn before charging a suspect, at the request of the victim and with the approval of the 

prosecutor. 
 In the latter instance, the relevant police standing order makes no reference to the identification of a suspect 

at the time of withdrawal. Ted Leggett, “The Sieve Effect: South Africa’s conviction rates in perspective”, SA 
Crime Quarterly No. 5, September �003, www.iss.co.za/pubs/CrimeQ/No.5/3SA.html

5 Ted Leggett, “The Sieve Effect: South Africa’s conviction rates in perspective”, SA Crime Quarterly No. 5, 
September �003, www.iss.co.za/pubs/CrimeQ/No.5/3SA.html. As footnote 4 explains, the definition of 
‘detected’ in England and Wales seems to be somewhat narrower than that used in Namibia – but Namibia 
would still out-perform England and Wales even if their detection rate is compared to Namibia’s rate of arrest 
and charge in rape cases (about 7�% in the sample studied). Similarly, in South Africa, “detected” cases include 
cases determined by the police to be without merit. This would seem to be broader than Namibia’s definition, 
but Namibia’s detection rate is still higher than South Africa’s in rape cases. 
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Furthermore, the data shows that all 
of the perpetrators were arrested 
in 71% of the cases in the sample 
(290 out of 409 cases), and at least 
some arrests were made in 73% of 
the cases (299 out of 409 cases). 

This is a relatively good rate of arrest, probably 
facilitated by the fact that most rapists are known 
to their victims and by the fact that Namibia with its 
small population is not an easy place to hide.

Rapes involving multiple perpetrators seem to have a lower arrest rate than those 
involving single perpetrators. For example, almost three-fourths of the single perpetrators 
were arrested. In contrast, only about half of the cases involving two or three perpetrators 
resulted in the arrest of all of the alleged culprits. Even fewer of the cases involving four 
perpetrators resulted in the arrest of all of the alleged rapists, and there were no arrests in 
the single case which allegedly involved five perpetrators. 

This difference could be accounted for in part by the fact that the rapes involving multiple 
perpetrators were more likely to be carried out by strangers to the complainant than the rapes 
involving single perpetrators – about 23% of the multiple perpetrators were strangers to the 
complainant, as compared to about 10% of the single perpetrators. (See Tables 6.16 and 6.17 in 
Chapter 6.) 

tAble 10.6:  number of perpetrAtors CompAred to number of Arrests  
(poliCe doCket sAmple)

number of 
perpetrators alleged 
to be involved in case

number of  
cases

total  
perpetrators

perpetrators 
 arrested

% 
arrests

1 361 361 270 75%

2 31 62 31 50%

3 10 30 20 67%

4 3 12 7 58%

5 1 5 –

Unknown 3 – 1

total 409 470 329 70%

tAble 10.7: number of perpetrAtors Arrested in eACh CAse CompAred to 
number of Alleged perpetrAtors (poliCe doCket sAmple)

 n %

One perpetrator

One perpetrator – no arrest 48 13.3

One perpetrator – one arrested 270 75.0

One perpetrator – no info about arrest 43 11.9

Two perpetrators

Two perpetrators – no arrest 12 38.7

Two perpetrators – one arrested 3 9.7

Two perpetrators – two arrested 14 45.2

Two perpetrators – no info about arrest 2 6.5

Three perpetrators

Three perpetrators – one arrested 3 30.0

Three perpetrators – two arrested 1 10.0

Three perpetrators – three arrested 5 50.0

Three perpetrators – no info about arrest 1 10.0
table continues 

ChArt 10.2: 
perpetrAtor 
Arrest rAte
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Four perpetrators 

Four perpetrators – no arrest 1 33.3

Four perpetrators – three arrested 1 33.3

Four perpetrators – four arrested 1 33.3

Five perpetrators 

Five perpetrators – no arrest 1 100.0

Unknown number of perpetrators 

Number of perpetrators unknown – no arrest 2 66.7

Number of perpetrators unknown – one arrest 1 33.3

total 409 100.0

The Eighth United Nations Survey of Crime Trends and Operations of Criminal Justice Systems, 
covering the period �00�–�00�, gives comparative statistics for arrests for rape in a range of 
countries.6 However, this data is presented in relation to �00 000 people in the population, rather 
than as a percentage of the cases reported. Therefore, it is not a reflection of the “arrest rate” 
in rape cases, but of the relative number of persons who are arrested for committing the crime 
of rape (or attempted rape) in comparison to the population of each country studied. However, 
many of the countries in question also provided the number of reported rapes and attempted 
rapes for the years in question, so an approximate “arrest rate” can be calculated from the 
data. No data for arrests for rape in Namibia appears in the UN study, but as explained above 
the sample examined for this study indicates that Namibia’s arrest rape is about 70% (which is 
plausible when compared with the national statistics on detected cases cited above).

The UN survey cautions: “The statistics cannot take into account the differences that exist 
between the legal definitions of offences in various countries, of the different methods of 
tallying, etc. Consequently, the figures used in these statistics must be interpreted with 
great caution. In particular, to use the figures as a basis for comparison between different 
countries is highly problematic.” With this caution in mind, as the list below shows, the 
approximate �000-�00� arrest rates in rape cases for the countries where the data seemed 
clear ranged from 37% (Canada) to 97% (Portugal). Namibia occupies something of a middle 
ground in terms of arrests for rape. 

tAble 10.8:  totAl Persons brought into formAl ContACt with PoliCe on 
susPiCion of rAPe ComPAred with rePorts of rAPe (inCluding 
AttemPted rAPe), 2001-2002

Country 2000 2001
Canada 39% (9389/24044) 37% (9131/24350)
Chile 47% (649/1373) 43% (609/1402)
El Salvador 88% (720/818) 95% (796/842)
Finland 71% (324/459) 67% (368/551)
Germany 80% (6300/7891) 77% (6591/8615)
Japan 55% (1227/2228) 57% (1355/2357)
Latvia 67% (81/121) 51% (54/106)
Lithuania 89% (157/176) 90% (170/188)
Moldova 69% (130/189) 69% (141/204)
Netherlands 61% (1055/1725) 63% (1132/1801)
Peru 54% (3178/5927) 52% (3103/5968)
Poland 65% (1524/2339) 63% (1476/2345)
Portugal 97% (364/374) 84% (364/433)

source: Constructed for selected countries from Eighth United Nations Survey of Crime Trends and Operations of 
Criminal Justice System, 2001-2002, UN Office on Drugs and Crime, Division for Policy Analysis and Public Affairs, 
http://www.unodc.org/pdf/crime/. This chart draws on Table 2.8 total recorded rapes and Table 3.8 rape suspects 
brought into formal contact with police or criminal justice system. Only countries with data in both tables were 
included, and data was excluded for countries where the statistics seemed unclear or misleading.7 

6 These statistics technically cover “persons brought into initial formal contact with the police and/or criminal 
justice system by type of crime, where initial formal contact might include being suspected, arrested, 
cautioned, etc”. 

7 For example, where the number of prosecutions for a given year was substantially higher than the number 
of persons brought into contact with police/criminal justice system for that year, or where the number of 
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b.  Promptness of arrests
Typically, arrests in rape cases took place on the same day that the offence was reported, 
usually on the day after the rape took place. On average, arrests of single perpetrators took 
place within about one week of the date on which the charge was laid. This is once again 
consistent with the fact that the identity of most perpetrators is known to the complainant. It 
also indicates that initial police response is reasonably prompt and efficient. 

tAble 10.9: dAte of Arrest (PoliCe doCket sAmPle)
 n %

Date given 244 59.7

Not indicated 7 1.7

Multiple dates (for multiple accused) 19 4.6

Not applicable – No arrest 64 15.6

Missing 75 18.3

total 409 100.0

tAble 10.10:  number of dAys between... 
    (PoliCe doCket sAmPle)

 valid n mean median mode minimum maximum
Reporting the 
offense and the 
arrest of the accused 
(1)

N=228 7.5 .0 .0 -46.0 331.0

Occurrence of the 
offense and the 
arrest of the accused 
(1)

N=228 11.2 1.0 1.0 .0 334.0

Reporting the 
offense and the 
arrest of the accused 
(2)

N=16 15.8 .0 .0 -46.0 254.0

Occurrence of the 
offense and the 
arrest of the accused 
(2)

N=16 20.7 1.0 .0 .0 263.0

Reporting the 
offense and the 
arrest of the accused 
(3)

N=6 2.0 .0 .0 .0 10.0

Occurrence of the 
offense and the 
arrest of the accused 
(3)

N=6 3.3 1.0 .0 .0 12.0

Reporting the 
offense and the 
arrest of the accused 
(4)

N=1 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0

Occurrence of the 
offense and the 
arrest of the accused 
(4)

N=1 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0

* The negative number indicates a situation where a perpetrator had already been arrested on another charge. 

arrests was higher than the number of reported crimes. Such outcomes are possible, but confusing. Arrests 
and/or prosecutions in any given year could relate to crimes committed in a previous year. Comparing annual 
statistics is less accurate than tracking individual cases through the system. Annual statistics are useful 
when a country’s pattern of reports and arrests is fairly consistent over time. 
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A.  multiple crimes
Some of the police dockets examined involved multiple charges, such as rape and 
assault, rape and kidnapping, or rape and murder. There were a total of 5�� charges in 
these 409 cases. The same is true of the court register sample, where there were a total of 
768 charges in 547 cases. 

tAble 10.11: summAry of ChArges in PoliCe doCket sAmPle 
(with some CAses hAving multiPle ChArges)

offence number of 
charges %

Rape+ 389 74.7

Attempted rape 35 6.7

Assault* 57 10.9

Housebreaking, theft & robbery 15 2.9

Kidnapping 9 1.7

Murder 3 .6

Attempted murder 3 .6

Other** 10 1.9

total 521 100.0
+  This category includes one charge of “statutory rape”. 

*  This category included four cases of indecent assault. 

**  This category included incest; sodomy, alternatively forcing a minor to have intercourse per anus; malicious 
damage to property; trespassing; pointing a firearm and escaping from lawful custody. 

tAble 10.12: summAry of ChArges in Court register sAmPle 
    (with some CAses hAving multiPle ChArges)

offence number of 
charges %

Rape 562 73.2

Attempted rape 71 9.2

Indecent assault 15 2.0

Assault (common, by threat, GBH) 71 9.2

Housebreaking & theft & robbery 23 3.0

Kidnapping 9 1.2

Murder 4 0.5

Attempted murder 3 0.4

Other 10 1.3

total 768 100.0

Rape is most commonly associated with the crime of assault. Rape associated with 
murder or attempted murder is, fortunately, rare (6 cases out of 409 in the police docket 
sample and 7 cases out of 547 in the court record sample). 

Both of the murders in the police docket sample involved children under age �4. However, 
no other patterns can be detected for cases involving young complainants. For example, the 
complainants in the small number of cases involving rape combined with kidnapping were 
evenly divided between victims under age �4 and those aged �4 and over. 

2. ChArges
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b.  Common-law rape versus 
Combating of rape Act 

The “common-law” crime of rape is the one used in Namibia prior to the Combating of Rape Act. 
It is not contained in any statute, but was developed in court cases decided over the years. 

The common-law crime of rape still exists, in addition to the crime of rape as defined by the 
Combating of Rape Act. It is possible that the common-law crime could still be relevant in 
unusual cases which do not fit any of the coercive circumstances defined by the statute. There 
were no indications that the common-law crime of rape was the basis for the charge 
in any of the police dockets, as the definitions of sexual act and coercive circumstances in 
the Combating of Rape Act were generally applied. 

However, it should be noted that the vast majority of the dockets simply indicated a charge of 
rape without further details; “rape” accounted for about two-thirds of all the charges in the 
dockets examined. The same pattern was true for the court records, with roughly two thirds 
of the charges relating to rape being described simply as “rape” without any reference to the 
Combating of Rape Act. Key informants suggested that this was a result of human error, with 
not everyone who fills in such forms having been clearly trained to understand the difference 
between common-law rape and rape under the Combating of Rape Act. 

Because the common-law crime of rape still exists, it would be advisable for police and 
prosecutors to reference the Combating of Rape Act as the basis for the charge to avoid any 
confusion.8

reCommendAtion: 
For purposes of research and monitoring, it would be useful if there were a standard 
system for indicating whether the charge is common-law rape or rape in terms 
of the Combating of Rape Act. This distinction is particularly important for the 
purposes of assessing the operation of the minimum sentences which apply to rape in 
terms of the Combating of Rape Act. 

8 Section 336 of the Criminal Procedure Act 5� of �977 states: 

336 Act or omission constituting offence under two or more laws
 Where an act or omission constitutes an offence under two or more statutory provisions or is an offence 

against a statutory provision and the common law, the person guilty of such act or omission shall, unless 
the contrary intention appears, be liable to be prosecuted and punished under either statutory provision 
or, as the case may be, under the statutory provision or the common law, but shall not be liable to more 
than one punishment for the act or omission constituting the offence.
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C. single versus multiple charges  
of rape

Most of the police dockets and court records examined involved only a single criminal charge 
per case, or per accused. 

tAble 10.13: number of ChArges Per CAse (PoliCe doCket sAmPle)

Charges # of charges  
per case

total number  
of charges

% of charges  
per case

One 311 311 76.0

Two 87 174 21.3

Three 8 24 2.0

Four 3 12 .7

total 409 521 100.0

tAble 10.14: number of known ChArges Per ACCused (Court register)

 Charges # of charges  
per accused

total number  
of charges

% of charges  
per accused 

One 441 441 77.0

Two 87 174 15.2

Three 33 99 5.7

Four 7 28 1.2

Five 5 15 .9

total 573 757 100.0
Missing data excluded.

tAble 10.15: detAils of multiPle ChArges Per CAse (PoliCe doCket sAmPle)
Charges # %

One charge 
– details

Rape 291 93.6

Attempted rape 20 6.4

total 311 100.0

Two charges 
– details

Rape & rape 15 17.2

Rape & murder 2 2.3

Rape & attempted murder 3 3.4

Rape & assault 34 39.1

Rape & kidnapping 7 8.0

Rape & housebreaking & theft 9 10.3

Rape & other crime 5 5.7

Attempted rape & assault 10 11.5

Attempted rape & housebreaking & theft 2 2.3

total 87 100.0

Three charges 
– details

Rape & murder & assault 1 12.5

Rape & common assault & assault by threat 1 12.5

Rape & assault & kidnapping 1 12.5

Rape & assault & housebreaking & theft 2 25.0

Attempted rape & assault & assault* 2 25.0

Attempted rape & housebreaking & theft & trespassing 1 12.5

total 8 100.0

Four charges 
– details

Four counts of rape 1 33.3

Rape & assault & housebreaking & theft & escape from lawful custody 1 33.3

Rape & kidnapping & assault (GBH) & common assault 1 33.3

total 3 100.0
* Both cases in this category involved a total of three charges. One case involved charges of attempted rape, 

assault (GBH) & assault by threat. The other involved charges of rape, common assault & assault by threat. 
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tAble 10.16: detAils of multiPle ChArges (Court reCord sAmPle)
n %

One charge 
– details

Rape 392 88.9
Attempted rape 45 10.2
Indecent assault 4 .9

total 441 100.0

Two charges 
– details

Rape & rape 23 26.4
Rape & attempted rape 2 2.3
Rape & other crime 48 55.2
Attempted rape & other crime 14 16.1

total 87 100.0

Three charges  
– details

Rape & rape & rape 7 21.2
Rape & rape & one other crime 6 18.2
Rape & two other crimes 12 36.4
Attempted rape & two other crimes 8 24.2

total 33 100.0

Four charges  
– details

Rape & rape & rape & rape & rape 1 14.3
Rape & rape & rape & rape & attempted rape 1 14.3
Rape & rape & rape & one other crime 1 14.3
Rape & three other crimes 3 42.9
Attempted rape & three other crimes 1 14.3

total 7 100.0

Five charges-
details

Rape & rape & rape & rape & rape 2 40.0
Rape & rape & rape & rape & one other crime 1 20.0
Rape & four other crimes 2 40.0

total 5 100.0
There were 38 records for which neither the number nor the type of charge was recorded by our researchers.

tAble 10.17: multiPle ChArges Per ACCused (Court reCord sAmPle)
n % n %

one charge
Rape (1 charge) 392 68.4 392 64.2
Attempted rape (1 charge) 45 7.9 45 7.4
Indecent assault (1 charge) 4 0.7 4 0.7
One count of rape and other charge(s)
Rape & attempted rape (2 charges) 2 0.3 2 0.3
Rape & one other crime (2 charges) 48 8.4 48 7.9
Rape & two other crimes (3 charges) 12 2.1 12 2.0
Rape & three other crimes (4 charges) 3 0.5 3 0.5
Rape & four other crimes (5 charges) 2 0.3 2 0.3
multiple counts of rape 
Rape x2 (2 charges) 23 4.0 23 3.8
Rape x3 (3 charges) 7 1.2 7 1.1
Rape x4 (4 charges) 1 0.2 1 0.2
Rape x5 (5 charges) 2 0.3 2 0.3
multiple counts of rape and one other crime 
Rape x2 & one other crime (3 charges) 6 1.0 6 1.0
Rape x3 & attempted rape (4 charges) 1 0.2 1 0.2
Rape x3 & one other crime (4 charges) 1 0.2 1 0.2
Rape x4 & one other crime (5 charges) 1 0.2 1 0.2
Attempted rape and other crimes 
Attempted rape & one other crime (2 charges) 14 2.4 14 2.3
Attempted rape & two other crimes (3 charges) 8 1.4 8 1.3
Attempted rape & three other crimes (4 charges) 1 0.2 1 0.2
total 573 100.0
Unknown 38 6.2
total (including unknown) 611 100.0
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tAble 10.18: summAry of multiPle ChArges Per ACCused (Court reCord sAmPle)
n %

Rape (one count) 392 68.4

Attempted rape (one count) 45 7.9

Indecent assault (one count) 4 0.7

One count of rape and other crime(s) 67 11.7

Multiple counts of rape 33 5.8

Multiple counts of rape and one other crime 9 1.6

Attempted rape and other crime(s) 23 4.0

total 573 100.0

In the case of rape with the help of an accomplice, both the principal actor and the 
accomplice can be charged with the crime of rape. Namibian law is clear that gang rape 
can give rise to charges of multiple counts of rape on this basis. The legal ramifications of 
a gang rape were most recently considered by the Supreme Court of Namibia in S v Gaseb and 
Others.9 In this case, three men each raped a young girl and assisted each other to perpetrate 
the three acts of sexual intercourse. After this gang rape was complete, the first accused took 
the complainant to a different location and raped her again. 

The second and third accused were each charged and convicted on three counts of rape. Both 
were sentenced to ten years imprisonment on each of the three counts of rape, with the three 
sentences to run concurrently. The first accused was charged and convicted on four counts of 
rape and given an additional sentence of �0 years imprisonment for the fourth count of rape, 5 
years of which were to run concurrently with the other three sentences. (His additional charge 
and sentence stemmed from the separate incident which occurred after the gang rape.) 

The Supreme Court was asked to consider whether it was an oppressive practice to charge each 
offender with multiple counts of rape for assisting in the rapes carried out by the others. The 
Court held that an accused would not be prejudiced by multiple charges of rape in respect of 
separate and completed acts of rape. 

In the circumstances of a gang rape, where the complainant is raped by each of the accused 
acting as the principal perpetrator, and then each accused aids and abets their co-accused to 
rape the complainant, each accused will have committed multiple separate criminal acts of rape 
as both perpetrator and accomplice. The law recognises that there is a distinct and separate 
role between the perpetrator of the rape and the accomplice who assists the perpetrator. Both 
the perpetrator and the accomplice to a gang rape perform a distinct and different function with 
a distinct and different intention. Each time the accused switches roles from the perpetrator to 
the accomplice, the accused has the opportunity to reconsider his actions before embarking on 
a new and separate criminal offence. As the Court put it, “each of them only has himself to blame 
for continuing with a series of rapes or allowing it to continue or assisting in its continuation”. 

When considering whether multiple charges of rape were oppressive to the accused, the 
Court also acknowledged the immense trauma experienced by of the complainant:

From the victim’s side, she must endure repeated rapes on every occasion, without her 
consent and with a different male. On each and every occasion, she probably hopes 
and prays for mercy, for reconsideration, for help. And on every occasion when a new 
perpetrator commences intercourse, there is a new risk of being infected with HIV…
  

The Court also asserted that allowing multiple charges of rape provides more clarity and 
certainty to the judicial process. It allows an accused to understand the case that he or she will 

9 �000 NR �39 (SC). The Gaseb case considers a number of previous unreported cases which raise the question 
of multiple charges of rape: S v Garoeb & Others, S v De Klerk & Others, S v Heita & Others and as well as the 
previous reported case of S v Seibeb & Another; S v Eixab �997 NR �54 (HC) which deal with the question 
of duplication of convictions in respect of other offences. 
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have to meet. It also makes it clear to the accused that they could be held responsible for more 
than one rape and that this increased culpability will affect their sentence if convicted.  
 
Although a gang rape can give rise to multiple charges, a duplication of convictions would be 
oppressive and prejudicial to the accused. At the conclusion of the state’s case, the trial court 
has a duty to ensure that there is no such duplication. This means that an accused should 
not be charged or convicted more than once for the same culpable facts. This determination 
will depend on the individual facts of each case. Where there is a duplication of charges, the 
court can convict only once. 

PotentiAl sentenCes for A gAng rAPe

The court can exercise its discretion to decide whether or not sentences can run concur-
rently, in terms of section �80 of the Criminal Procedure Act 5� of �977. However, if 
the sentences in a gang rape were imposed cumulatively instead of consecutively, the 
perpetrators could spend a long time in prison: 

Suppose that there are three men involved in a gang rape: Fred, George and Joseph. 
Fred and George hold Hilda down while Joseph has sexual intercourse with her. Then 
George and Joseph hold Hilda down while Fred has sexual intercourse with her. Then 
Fred and Joseph hold her while George forces his penis into her mouth. Hilda has been 
raped three times. And because the men assisted each other, each of them can be 
charged with three counts of rape. Any gang rape gets the highest minimum sentence 
of �5 years for a first offence. This means that Fred, George and Joseph will each be 
facing �5-year sentences for each rape – a total of 45 years in prison. 

legal Assistance Centre, Guide to the Combating of Rape Act

Court rules that gang rapists 
can face multiple charges

The Supreme Court last week added a weapon to the 
arsenal that can be used in the fight against rapists 
in ruling that people who take part in a gang rape 
can be charged with multiple counts of the crime. 
Written by Acting Judge of Appeal Bryan O’Linn, 
with Chief Justice Johan Strydom and Acting Judge 
of Appeal Enoch Dumbutshena concurring, the 
judgement finally brought clarity to what has been 
a grey area in Namibia’s criminal law. 

The ruling, delivered on Wednesday, dealt 
with the question of whether it would be acceptable 
to charge alleged participants in a gang rape with 
multiple counts of rape, or if it would be unfair to the 
suspects because it would in effect mean they could 
be convicted more than once for the same crime…

In the Supreme Court judgement three young 
men’s appeals against their convictions of multiple 
counts of rape, as well as housebreaking, and the 
sentences they received, were dismissed… 

The trio “at night stoned and broke open the 
abode of a family, which was sleeping peacefully. 
They removed the female members by force, 
assaulted one and raped a girl aged 14 repeatedly. 
(Gaseb) was still not satisfied and took this child to 
his shack and raped her once more… The accused 

acted as gangsters. Their crimes were cowardly, 
merciless and barbaric. They acted without any 
respect for the fundamental rights of the victims 
in this case. They showed no remorse.”… 

“The acts of rape committed by a gang 
constitute the most cowardly, vile and despicable 
oppression of the victim and the repeated and 
deliberate violation of her constitutional rights,” 
Acting Judge of Appeal O’Linn declared. 

“Should the number of accused participating 
then be charged and convicted of multiple counts 
of rape based on the number of times one of them 
had intercourse with the victim and one or more 
of them had switched his role deliberately, each 
of them has only himself to blame for continuing 
with a series of rapes or allowing it to continue or 
assisting in its continuation,” he said. 

“In my respectful view, the concept of fairness 
will be prostituted, if an accused is allowed to 
escape conviction and punishment for a series of 
voluntary, deliberate and separate criminal acts, 
on the pretext of ‘fairness to the accused’.” 

Werner Menges, 
The Namibian, 

15 August 2000
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Against this background, it should be noted that the number of cases in the police docket 
sample involving multiple perpetrators is significantly higher than the number of 
cases involving charges of more than one count of rape. There were at least 45 cases 
with multiple perpetrators, and at least 58 arrests were made in these cases involving multiple 
perpetrators (see Table 6.5 in Chapter 6). Yet there were only �6 cases involving more than one 
count of rape (�5 cases involving a charge of two counts of rape, and one case involving four 
counts of rape, as shown in Table �0.�5 above on multiple charges). The case dockets do not 
always indicate the precise role played by each person who was involved, but this may be an 
indication that the principle that gang rapes and rapes involving accomplices can give 
rise to multiple charges of rape is not being uniformly applied in practice. 

Similarly, in the court register sample, multiple charges of rape were prosecuted against 4� 
accused persons, as compared to the ��� accused persons involved in cases with multiple 
accused. (Compare Table 6.6 in Chapter 6 with Table �0.�6 above.) Details about the charges in 
38 of the court records were accidentally omitted by our researchers, but even so the discrepancy 
between the number of multiple accused and the number of multiple charges of rape seems 
very high. 

It is also possible for multiple sexual acts by a single perpetrator to support more 
than one charge of rape, especially where these take place over a long time period, 
or for some other reasons cannot be said to constitute a single continuous act.�0 As 
discussed in Chapter 6, in the police docket sample of 409 cases, �07 involved more than 
one sexual act, with some of these taking place over days or even years. This is another 
indication that the small number of cases resulting in multiple charges of rape for any 
perpetrator is likely to be a result of prosecutorial discretion which should perhaps 
be exercised more aggressively. 

reCommendAtion: 
It seems that police and prosecutors may need to be alerted to the permissibility 
and appropriateness of multiple charges of rape in a gang rape situation or 
in situations where multiple sexual acts by a single perpetrator took place in 
circumstances which warrant treating them as separate events. This could be 
done in training courses or by means of official circulars. 

�0 The difference between a single continuous criminal act and separate criminal acts which give rise to 
multiple charges is a fact-based distinction. A difference in time, place or position between two acts of 
rape may be sufficient for them to constitute two separate acts, both of which are chargeable crimes. For 
example, if a perpetrator confines a rape victim in a house and rapes her once in the kitchen and then rapes 
her two hours later in a bedroom, the accused should be charged with two separate act of rape because of 
the difference in time and location between the acts. S v Gaseb & Others �000 NR �39. 

See Nuseb v S, CA 83/�003, 9 February �005 (Silungwe J and Angula AJ), where two sexual acts by one 
complainant were treated as a basis for two charges of rape, even though the court noted that they bordered 
on being one continuous act. 

See also Kaandjuka v S, CA �3�/�004, �� February �005 (Damaseb JP and Gibson J), where the court 
approved treating the rape of two girls as two separate offences even though the incidents occurred close to 
each other in time, saying that failure to do so would undermine the dignity of the two separate individual 
complainants. 
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d. Attempted rape 
A person can be charged with an attempt to commit both common-law and statutory-
based offences. Section �56 of the Criminal Procedure Act 5� of �977 states:

256 Attempt
If the evidence in criminal proceedings does not prove the commission of the offence 
charged but proves an attempt to commit that offence or an attempt to commit any other 
offence of which an accused may be convicted on the offence charged, the accused 
may be found guilty of an attempt to commit that offence or, as the case may be, such 
other offence.��

This provision is supplemented by section �8(�) of the Riotous Assemblies Act �7 of �956: 

Any person who attempts to commit an offence against a statute… shall be guilty of an 
offence and, if no punishment is expressly provided thereby for such an attempt, be liable 
on conviction to the punishment to which a person convicted of actually committing the 
offence would be liable.��

The position is summarised as follows in Du Toit’s Commentary on the Criminal Procedure Act:

In terms of the general principles of our common law, attempts to commit common-law and 
statutory crimes are punishable. It can be argued that s.�8(�) of the Riotous Assemblies Act 
�7 of �956 serves as confirmation of the position at common law with regard to attempts 
to commit statutory offences. This section provides that any person who attempts to 
commit an offence against a statute or statutory regulation shall be guilty of an offence. 
This section also determines that if no punishment is expressly provided for such an 
attempt, the person convicted of the attempt shall be liable to the punishment to which 
a person convicted of actually committing the offence would be liable.�3

This matter was directly considered by the High Court of Namibia in Awaseb, Geinub, Lange 
v S.�4 In this case, Lange had been convicted on an attempted rape conviction and assault with 
intent to do grievous bodily harm. In the appeal, it was argued by counsel for Lange that, “the 
offence of attempted rape is not provided for in the Combating of Rape Act of �000 and that the 
proper thing to do was to convict the appellant for attempted rape in terms of section �56 of the 
Criminal Procedure Act, 5� of �977.” After counsel had made their oral submissions, the court 
drew their attention to section �8 of the Riotous Assemblies Act and asked:

Does this provision make it competent for an accused to be convicted of an attempted rape 
in terms of section (�)(�)(a) of the Combating of Rape Act, No 8 of �000?

The court then endorsed the opinion of both counsel that the offence of attempted rape under 
the Combating of Rape Act is a competent verdict on a charge of rape under that Act, by virtue 
of this provision of the Riotous Assemblies Act. As a result, Lange’s conviction for attempted 
rape was altered to read: “The third appellant is convicted of attempted rape contrary to 
s.�(�)(a) of Act 8 of �000, read with s.�8 of the Riotous Assemblies Act, �7 of �956.” 

Attempted rape thus uses the same definition and carries the same penalties as rape 
under the Combating of Rape Act, by means of the operation of section �8 of the Riotous 
Assemblies Act. 

�� Section �86 of the new Criminal Procedure Act �5 of �004 (which at the time of writing has been passed by 
Parliament but is not yet in force) contains similar wording. 

�� The remainder of the section deals with conspiracy and inducement. 
�3 Du Toit et al, Commentary on the Criminal Procedure Act, at �6-� (citations omitted). See also CR Snyman, 

Criminal Law, 3rd edition, (Durban: Butterworths, �995) at �68. 
�4 High Court, Case No. CA 46/�003 (unreported). 
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It should be noted that the vast majority of service providers who attended the consultative 
workshop held to discuss the preliminary findings of this report agreed that attempted rape 
should attract the same penalties as the completed crime of rape. If there are cogent 
reasons to differentiate between an attempted rape and a completed rape, most felt that this 
can be dealt with by the presiding officer as “substantial and compelling circumstances” for 
departing from the prescribed minimums. 

There is a helpful Namibian case on the parameters of attempted rape: S v September.�5 In 
this case, the accused undressed the complainant and then stabbed her, but the court found 
that this act was too remote from an act of rape to support a charge of attempted rape: 

I am of the opinion that the undressing of the complainant by the accused was not an 
act of preparation for an intended rape. It cannot therefore in the absence of some other 
overt act or acts by the accused be said that he attempted to rape the complainant. In 
my opinion, the required overt act could have been proved by evidence to the effect 
that, while complainant was lying naked on the ground the accused unzipped his fly 
or unfastened his pants or produced his penis or tried to penetrate the vagina of the 
complainant with his penis or some other act indicating an intention to rape. 

The court overturned the conviction of attempted rape, but found that the accused was guilty 
of indecent assault for forcibly undressing the complainant and removing her panty. 

There were 35 out of 409 cases in our police docket sample which involved a charge 
of attempted rape rather than rape (8.5%), with �5 of these being combined with another 
charge such as assault, theft or housebreaking. 

This is a lower proportion of cases than that found in the national police statistics, where 
attempted rape has accounted for about 20% of total reports of rape and attempted 
rape in recent years. 

tAble 10.19: rePorts of rAPe ComPAred to AttemPted rAPe, 1993-2005

year rape Attempted 
rape

rape & attempted 
rape combined

Attempted rape as % of 
total rape and attempted 

rape combined
1993 556  55  611  9%
1994 553 188  741 25%
1995 601 200  801 25%
1996 642 188  830 23%
1997 598 180  778 23%
1998 583 131  714 18%
1999 535 152  687 22%
2000 698 156  854 18%
2001 743 158  901 18%
2002 763 212  975 22%
2003 893 224 1 117 20%
2004 914 237 1 151 21%
2005 944 240 1 184 20%

source: compiled from statistics from NAMPOL, Table 2.1 in Chapter 2, Table 10.3 in this chapter and Table 10.4 
in this chapter. The years indicated in bold are the years after the Combating of Rape Act came into force. 

We wondered if there would be more cases of attempted rape of young children, because of 
physical barriers to complete sexual intercourse. The Combating of Rape Act attempts to 
cover this problem by referring to “the insertion (to even the slightest degree) of the penis of a 
person into the vagina or anus or mouth of another person”, and also by defining “vagina” as 
including “any part of the female genital organ”.�6 These wordings were intended to eliminate 
difficulties of proof regarding “penetration” of young people. 

�5  �999 NR 334 (HC) (Hoff, AJ). 
�6  Section �, definition of “sexual act” and “vagina”. 
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However, an examination of the charges of attempted rape by age (minors under age �4 
versus older complainants) does not give any indication that attempted rape is more common 
against young children. Only 5 of the 35 attempted rapes in our sample involve complainants 
under age �4. 

tAble 10.20: detAils of ChArges by Age of ComPlAinAnt (PoliCe doCket sAmPle)

 
 
 

Age of ComPlAinAnt totAl

Child under  
age 14

Complainant age 
14 and older n %

n % n %

One 
charge 
– details

Rape 89 31.0 198 69.0 287 100.0

Attempted rape 4 20.0 16 80.0 20 100.0

total 93 30.3 214 69.7 307 100.0

Two 
charges 
– details

Rape & rape 11 73.3 4 26.7 15 100.0

Rape & murder 2 100.0 0 .0 2 100.0

Rape & attempted murder 0 .0 3 100.0 3 100.0

Rape & assault 3 9.4 29 90.6 32 100.0

Rape & kidnapping 4 57.1 3 42.9 7 100.0

Rape & housebreaking & theft 1 11.1 8 88.9 9 100.0

Rape & other crime 0 .0 5 100.0 5 100.0

Attempted rape & assault 0 .0 10 100.0 10 100.0
Attempted rape & housebreaking 
& theft

0 .0 2 100.0 2 100.0

total 21 24.7 64 75.3 85 100.0

Three 
charges 
– details

Rape & murder & assault 1 100.0 0 .0 1 100.0
Rape & common assault & assault 
by threat

0 .0 1 100.0 1 100.0

Rape & assault & kidnapping 0 .0 1 100.0 1 100.0
Rape & assault & housebreaking & 
theft

0 .0 2 100.0 2 100.0

Attempted rape & assault & 
assault

1 50.0 1 50.0 2 100.0

Attempted rape & housebreaking 
& theft & trespassing

0 .0 1 100.0 1 100.0

total 2 25.0 6 75.0 8 100.0

Four 
charges 
– details

Four counts of rape 1 100.0 0 .0 1 100.0
Rape & assault & housebreaking 
& theft & escape from lawful 
custody

0 .0 1 100.0 1 100.0

Rape & kidnapping & assault (GBH) 
& common assault

0 .0 1 100.0 1 100.0

total 1 33.3 2 66.7 3 100.0

reCommendAtion: 
For the sake of clarity, it would be advisable to amend the Combating of Rape Act to 
make it clear that attempts to commit a rape in terms of the statute will attract the 
same minimum penalties as a completed crime – even though this is already the legal 
position. Otherwise, or in the meantime, the Office of the Prosecutor-General should 
alert all prosecutors and presiding officers to the existing law on attempted rape 
since the legal authority for this point is contained in a rather obscure statute. 
This could be done in training courses or by means of official circulars. 
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this chapter considers health services for 

the rape victim, including post-exposure 
prophylaxis to minimise the chances of hiv 
infection, medication to reduce the chance of 
contracting any other sexually-transmitted 
disease, medication to prevent pregnancy, and 
follow-up counselling and testing. 
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1. aPProPriatE 
hEalth SErviCES

PEP (post-exposure prophylaxis) is a course of medication which can reduce a rape 
victim’s chances of becoming infected with HIV as a result of the rape. According 

to the Minster of Health & Social Services, PEP is available at all district hospitals in Namibia. 
PEP works only if it is taken immediately after the rape and continued regularly for 1 month. 
The course of medicine MUST begin with 72 hours of the rape (the sooner the better), or it will 
not work. 

Rape complainants should also be counselled about HIV testing, which should be done 
immediately after the rape and then at appropriate later intervals.

There is also medication that can be administered after a rape to reduce the chances 
of contracting other sexually transmitted infections such as syphilis or hepatitis. Like 
PEP, this medicine is most effective if administered as soon as possible. 

Anyone who is in danger of falling pregnant from a rape can be given pills that can 
prevent pregnancy, often referred to as the “morning-after” pills. These pills can be 
taken up to 72 hours after unprotected sex and should be administered as soon as possible. 
An IUCD (Intra-Uterine Contraceptive Device) can be used to prevent pregnancy if more time 
has elapsed since the rape. Information about pregnancy tests and the possibility of a legal 
abortion should be provided to the complainant. 

abortion

It is possible to get a legal abortion where the rape results in a pregnancy. Abortions 
in rape cases are covered by the Abortion and Sterilization Act 2 of 1975. Two doctors 
must provide a written certificate stating that they think the pregnancy is the result of 
a rape. One of these doctors must be a district surgeon (a doctor employed by the state). 
Either the district surgeon or the other doctor must have been working as a doctor in 
Namibia for at least four years. Neither of these doctors may perform the abortion. 

A magistrate must then give permission for the abortion. The woman seeking the 
abortion must make a statement under oath stating that the pregnancy is the result of 
a rape, and the magistrate can ask her questions to decide if she is telling the truth. 
The magistrate may also question other people or request information about the case 
from the police. 

It is not necessary to lay a charge of rape with the police in order to get permission 
for a legal abortion, if the rape victim can give the magistrate a good reason why she 
has not gone to the police. Even if the woman has laid a charge with the police, it is 
not necessary for the rapist to be convicted before she can get permission for a legal 
abortion. 

One doctor reported that many doctors are not aware of the correct procedures in 
such cases, even though the Ministry of Health & Social Services reportedly provides 
doctors with a circular on this issue. 
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CaSE StUdY: 
Getting a legal abortion after a rape

“Ilda” was going home from school late one afternoon when she encountered two 
brothers whose reputation was not very good in the village. She knew them by face but 
they had never spoke to each other so when they beckoned that she should stop and wait 
for them, she was surprised. She continued to walk as if she had not seen them but when 
she realised they were following her, she broke into a run. The young men were too fast 
for her and they soon caught up with Ilda and proceeded to rape her repeatedly. A month 
later, Ilda discovered that she was pregnant and told her mother about the rape. The 
young men were arrested and charged. But Ilda was not willing to bear the pregnancy to 
its full-term. In fact, she was so upset about the rape and pregnancy that she considered 
committing suicide. 

Under the law, Ilda is entitled to procure an abortion because she conceived as a 
result of rape. Ilda was made aware of this provision by the police officer at the Woman 
and Child Protection Unit where she reported the case, and she then went to a magistrate 
for consent. The magistrate initially claimed not to be aware of such a legal provision. 
After making some enquiries, the magistrate then told Ilda that he could not proceed 
without a doctor’s certificate. When Ilda and her mother went to the state hospital to get 
the doctor’s certificate, the doctor told them that he could not help without first having 
a magistrate’s certificate. 

Further problems ensued. Ilda and her mother were in a car accident, the magistrate 
they had approached went on leave, and the police officer at the WCPU who had the 
necessary medical certificate which they had finally obtained temporarily ‘disappeared’. 
Ilda and her mother struggled to obtain the abortion once the paperwork was done, as 
they had no money for transport or accommodation. They slept one night in the open 
at the hospital grounds, and struggled with doctors who were unwilling to assist. The 
Legal Assistance Centre made countless telephone calls to the various parties involved 
throughout this process, in an effort to assist Ilda in exercising her legal rights. 

More than three months after the rape had taken place, Ilda finally succeeded in getting 
a legal abortion. She resumed her studies and has been referred for counselling. 

based on a case handled by legal assistance Centre in 2005,  
with identifying details changed or omitted

  

Rape victim in hospital after home termination
OSHAKATI – The Police at Oshakati report that a 14-year-old girl has been admitted to the 
Onandjokwe Lutheran Hospital after she allegedly tried to terminate her pregnancy.

Police spokesperson Constable Christine Fonsech said the teenager claimed that she fell pregnant 
after two men had sex with her on several occasions earlier this year. It is believed the victim and the 
two suspects lived in the same house at a village near Ondangwa. The suspects have been arrested.

The Namibian, 23 November 2006
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The Guidelines for Anti-Retroviral Therapy published by the Ministry for Health and 
Social Services include a section with details on PEP and other medical treatment 

for rape complainants. 

These Guidelines include a detailed discussion of PEP and HIV issues confronting rape 
survivors: 

introduction

All women and men, presenting to a health facility after being raped should be counselled 
by the examining health worker about the potential risks of HIV transmission post-
rape. If the survivor presents within 72 hours of being raped, post exposure prophylaxis 
(PEP) should be offered to prevent HIV transmission.

issues to be addressed during counselling

The following issues should be addressed during counselling:

The risk of HIV transmission is not known, but it exists. 
It is important for the survivor to know her/his HIV status prior to using any ARV, 
as using the standard PEP regimen of AZT and 3TC is not adequate therapy in a 
known HIV infected person and may lead to ARV drug resistance. 
It is important to start PEP as soon as possible.
It is the survivor's choice to receive PEP and to have HIV testing. 
For each rape survivor, blood and urine will be taken routinely to screen for syphilis, 
HIV and existing pregnancy. 
If the possible risk for HIV transmission has been established, the rape has 
occurred within a period of 72 hours, and the rape survivor is HIV negative or 
results are not immediately available, ARV prophylaxis will be offered. 
The efficacy of AZT and 3TC in preventing HIV sero-conversion in cases of sexual 
assault is not known.1

The common side effects of the drug should be explained, with particular reference 
to feelings of tiredness, nausea, and flu-like symptoms.
PEP should be discontinued as soon as a HIV positive result of the survivor is 
known. Even in the absence of on-the-spot rapid testing, this should not take 
more than 3 days.
The importance of compliance should be emphasized. 

All women who choose to use AZT and 3TC should undergo pregnancy testing to ensure 
that pregnant women have been booked and are undergoing appropriate antenatal care. 
The use of AZT and 3TC in the first trimester of pregnancy has not been shown to be 
teratogenic.2 The possibility of HIV transmission to their unborn babies should they sero-
convert should be discussed, and the women be advised on the option of termination of 
pregnancy if they so choose.3

1 In fact, there is much evidence to suggest that this medication does reduce the risk of sero-conversion.
2 This is a medical term meaning “to cause malformation of an embryo”. 
3 The fact that the mother is HIV positive is not in itself a basis for a legal abortion, but apregnancy resulting 

from rape can be legally terminated. 
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Survivors presenting after 72 hours should be counselled about the possible risk of HIV 
transmission. For those who request AZT and 3TC, it should be explained that there is 
good evidence that the use of AZT and 3TC so long after the rape will have NO impact 
on preventing HIV sero-conversion. This patient will therefore not be given ARVs.�

The guidelines include a list of the comprehensive management of cases involving rape survivors, 
with full medical details. In addition to the provision of PEP and HIV testing and counselling, the 
following are recommended [with medical details and dosages omitted]: 

STD prophylaxis
Emergency contraception within 72 hours
Hepatitis B vaccination 
Counselling of the rape survivor
In cases where rape survivors have severe bleeding, the issue of proper nutrition 
to avoid developing anaemia should be emphasized. 
In subsequent visits, issues relating to stress management should be discussed 
as part of the support programme. The survivor should be made aware of the 
indicators that point to stress. 
Medico-legal assessment of injuries. 
Completion of appropriate registers.5

These guidelines also include the following chart,� which covers all of the recommended medica-
tions and recommends counselling and medical follow-up at � weeks, 3 months and � months. 

� Ministry for Health and Social Services, Guidelines for Anti-Retroviral Therapy, First Edition, April 2003. 
5 Id. 
� Id. 












alGorithM for PEP for raPE SUrvivorS

Person allegedly sexually assaulted

open folder and take history

Counsel on risk for pregnancy, Sti, hepatitis and hiv,
unintended pregnancy and availability of prophylaxis

Medical examination
take forensic and medical samples:

Serology for Syphilis hbvab, hiv
Pregnancy test

Provide wound care and tetanus vaccination

YES norape occurred less than 72 hours ago

 Provide STI prophylaxis
 Provide emergency contraception
 (where indicated)
 Counsel on HIV testing and
 request for test after consent
 Give starter pack for PEP

 Provide STI prophylaxis
 Provide IUCD emergency 

contraception (where indicated)
 Explain that HIV PEP is not effective
 Counsel on HIV testing and request
 for test after consent

Refer for trauma counselling and support

 Return visit within 3 days
 Start HBV vaccination if HBV  

antibody negative
 Continue PEP if HIV negative
 Discontinue PEP if HIV positive or 

no consent for HIV testing

 Provide STI prophylaxis
 Provide IUCD emergency 

contraception (where indicated)
 Explain that HIV PEP is not effective
 Counsel on HIV testing and request
 for test after consent

Follow-up counselling and medical follow-up at 6 weeks, 3 months and 6 months
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At the time of writing, the 2003 version of the anti-retroviral guidelines was still the latest 
version. However, personnel at the Ministry of Health and Social Services report that prepa-
ration of a second revised edition is underway and expected to be finalised in November 
200� and released to the public shortly afterwards. 

T 
he police dockets did not contain much information about these health matters. 

 
There were at least two dockets which indicated that pregnancy resulted from the rape, which 
suggests that the complainant either delayed in reporting the rape or that the “morning-after” 
pills were not supplied. 

Twenty-two of the dockets in our sample of 409 recorded the fact that HIV counselling 
and testing had been provided to the complainant (or at least advised), and three 
recorded the fact that PEP had been administered. But the fact that this information was 
not included in the other dockets does not necessarily mean that HIV counselling and testing 
and PEP were not made available to the complainant. 

To find out more about PEP, we asked key informants (including doctors, magistrates, and prose-
cutors) about PEP and other health follow-ups to rape. We also sent short questionnaires to all 
district hospitals, and received replies from Eenhana, Mariental, Ohangwena, Otjiwarongo, 
Otjozondjupa, Outapi and Walvis Bay. 

Most police personnel interviewed stated that they regularly advise rape complainants 
about PEP, and assist them to get access to PEP and counselling. This was supported 
by a doctor at a district hospital who said: 

The WCPU staff covering Ohangwena always attend casualty with the client and seem 
to have a good awareness of what PEP is and issues associated with its use.

A social worker based at the Katutura WCPU agreed: 

Normally after a case has been reported to the Unit, the survivors are taken to see 
a doctor for PEP treatment and thereafter they are referred to us because most are 
normally traumatised by the act. 

Two police investigators indicated that they do not discuss PEP with rape complainants but 
rather leave this to the doctor. In contrast, a police detective in Oshakati reported an outreach 
programme by the police on this point: 

3. hEalth  
SErviCES for  
raPE viCtiMS  
in PraCtiCE
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It’s important to get the PEP urgently. We are talking to the schools and in communities, 
to encourage them to get the medication. 

Doctors at district hospitals reported that they seldom prescribe PEP for rape victims: 

I personally do not see many patients who qualify for PEP, maybe 2 or 3 a year. (Eenhana)

For rape cases we receive approximately � per year. (Ohangwena)

Around 10. (Outapi) 

25. (Otjozondjupa)

to patients: 7 (Otjiwarongo)

It is difficult to assess these numbers without knowing the number of rapes in the area served 
by each hospital, but the figures sound low. 

There have been a number of research studies in South Africa, California, New York, 
Brazil, the Democratic Republic of the Congo, France and Denmark that have proved 
the efficacy of PEP, if given within 72 hours, or preferably less and it has shown 100 
percent efficacy in preventing HIV infection in studies this far. Research by Dr Ken 
Dominguez of the CDC (2001) has shown that in the instance of children raped, the 
optimal time period if even less – 2� hours; however, if a child presents within 72 
hours, PEP should still be administered. 

Charlene Smith, “Rape and post exposure prophylaxis:  
Is Southern African being responsible?”, Amalungelo/Rights, October-November 2003, 

www.genderlinks.co.za

There was some difference of opinion about the administration of PEP to minors. A 
doctor in Khorixas said: “We do not administer PEP to minors.” A social worker in Rehoboth 
said: “If the survivor is over 18 years, we administer PEP. In the case of children, we consult 
the parents first.” Other doctors said that PEP is available to all complainants. One detective 
reported that “many minors aged 12 to 1� are victims of rape and get infected with HIV/
AIDS”. A clear policy on health services for minors who are raped is crucial in light of 
the prevalence of child rape in Namibia. 

Despite the presence of clear written guidelines, not all doctors gave consistent 
descriptions of the use of PEP: 

Treatment is routine but some doctors are hesitant, especially due to the level of 
literacy, which varies among doctors, e.g. Cuban doctors… Generally we don’t have an 
equal approach on rape among doctors. (Rehoboth)

We first determine whether there was penetration or exposure to fluids during the 
incidence. We then provide emergency counselling and carry out rapid tests which take 
about 3 days. We use a starter pack which provides results after three days. (Rehoboth)

We administer PEP immediately when a rape is reported to us, regardless of the number 
of days [since the rape]. (Swakopmund) 

We started giving PEP this year because previously we did not have any guidelines 
from the Ministry of Health, on how to administer. We rarely give the morning after pill 
because most of them come to the hospital after three days. They report to the police 
through a third party and then come after 72 hours. (Khorixas)
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We give the morning after pill especially if they are above 12 years. (Swakopmund)

We always give PEP if they come in within the stipulated 72 hours. When they come 
after 120 hours we insert the loop to prevent pregnancy but we are currently out of 
stock… If the rape survivor comes in within 72 hours we provide contraceptives, ARVs, 
and treatment for other STIs like syphilis, hepatitis, and give antibiotics for discharge 
treatment. (Katutura)

We have only carried out one PEP and the rapid test came back negative – but we 
stopped the treatment because both the survivor and the perpetrator were negative. 
(Khorixas)

What happens normally is that they [the victims] discontinue with the treatment after 
they get back results indicating they are HIV negative. (Swakopmund) 

But if the rapid test is positive no PEP is given, and not all rape cases are coming or 
coming in time for PEP to the hospital. (Outapi)

The survivor is counselled on the potential for them to contract the disease, and then 
they are tested and put on a three–day course for ARVs and instructed to come back 
after two days. If the tests are negative, they continue with the prescription for the next 
28 days. If the tests are positive, it is assumed that they were already positive before 
the rape and are then referred to the STI clinic for appropriate treatment. (Katutura)

Several aspects of these various statements appear to contradict the written guidelines. 
There was particular confusion about the relationship between the rapid HIV test and 
the PEP. The guidelines state that PEP should be discontinued only if the rapid test of the 
complainant is HIV positive, indicating that the complainant was positive prior to the exposure 
from the rape. Both complainant and perpetrator could test negative if they were in fact in 
the window period following HIV exposure (the period following infection when the body 
has not yet produced antibodies which will make the infection show up in the test). Some 
practitioners appeared to have this backwards, saying that a negative test was the indication 
for discontinuing the course of PEP. 

Some practitioners also seemed to be unaware that emergency IUCD contraception 
(Intra-Uterine Contraceptive Device) should be provided (where indicated) if the rape 
occurred more than 72 hours previously. 

There was also some confusion about the use of 3-day starter kits. This refers to a 3-day 
starter pack of preventative medication to be used in the case of needle stick injuries which 
could expose medical personnel to HIV, to be followed by additional PEP. We asked medical 
personnel: “Are you allowed to utilise the 3-day needle-stick starter kit if PEP is not on hand?” 
Responses to this question varied, as in the following examples: 

We use a starter pack which provides results after three days. 

I am not sure about this. 

Yet, if PEP is medically indicated, the written guidelines from the Ministry of Health state 
“Give starter pack for PEP”. Another drawback is that respondents from district hospitals 
reported that most clinics do not have the 3-day starter packs on hand. 

Ministry of Health officials point out that these interviews were conducted during the roll-out 
period for PEP, and they believe that knowledge of the guidelines on the treatment of rape 
complainants has already improved among state-employed medical personnel. 

Another problem is that PEP is available only at district hospitals, and not at clinics, 
and there is no clear policy on how to assist patients in outlying areas. PEP was in stock 
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at all of the district hospitals which responded to our questionnaires. PEP is not routinely 
kept in supply at clinics because it has a short shelf life. 

Most of the district hospitals said that they do not receive requests for PEP from clinics in 
rural areas. One reported that that it does receive a few such requests, but is not always 
able to respond promptly, although its policy is to send the required medicine to the clinic 
by ambulance. Other district hospitals reported that a patient from an outlying area would 
have to be brought to the district hospital to receive the PEP. Under either system, rural rape 
victims are unlikely to get access to PEP within 72 hours of the rape. 

One key informant suggested that PEP for at least one rape complainant should be kept on 
hand at all rural clinics. Because all clinics are visited regularly to distribute medical supplies, 
un-used supplies could be rotated back to district hospitals and replaced with fresher supplies 
on a regular basis, to reduce wastage. However, Ministry of Health personnel pointed out 
that the correct provision of PEP involves many components – including rapid HIV tests, pre- 
and post-test counselling and training of doctors and nurses – which must be rolled out in 
holistic fashion. 

Pilot projects for roll-out of PEP and related services to clinics are already underway 
in Katutura and Oshakati. The next phase will involve roll-out of these services to 
other large clinics, followed by additional de-centralisation. As an interim measure, 
some larger clinics and hospitals give outreach services to smaller centres. For example, the 
Otjiwarongo District Hospital gives outreach services to the Otavi Health Centre. This model 
could be replicated in other parts of Namibia. The plan is to place PEP at clinics as soon as 
clinic staff have received the proper training in how to administer it. 

One doctor stated that PEP is also administered to suspected perpetrators, raising the 
question of appropriate follow-up for them. (This question was raised at the consultative 
workshop, and no one present could give a clear response on what should be done in such 
cases.) 

One district hospital mentioned that rapid HIV tests are not always available after 
hours and on weekends, which is a barrier to correct use of PEP. A doctor at Katutura 
State Hospital had experienced some difficulty in getting access to PEP after hours on once 
occasion:
 

There was one case on a Saturday night … there was no PEP at the casualty unit and 
I had to call the pharmacist to come in and get some from the stores. It was such a 
struggle because he claimed not to have the keys to the store … he eventually called 
after I told him I would then call the Hospital Superintendent and report…

Most of the medical personnel interviewed were not clear about the procedure for 
following up with the complainant to make sure that the one-month course of PEP 
is completed, or for subsequent HIV testing. One commented that “follow-up changes 
hands from doctor to doctor” while another said “it is the nurses who do the follow-up”. One 
doctor said: 

Rape survivors on PEP are referred to the STI clinic so I really don’t know whether they 
get to finish their course correctly…

A social worker in Oshakati stated that the police who are dealing with the case are 
responsible for ensuring that the complainant has follow-up testing for HIV. A social worker 
in Windhoek said that she stresses the importance of follow-up testing for HIV as part of her 
trauma counselling for rape complainants. 

One social worker reported a series of follow-up tests in a case where PEP was not prescribed: 
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In another region I found that a girl was raped and the man was infected but she was 
not given the drugs at the hospital. That really upset me. But I’ve had a follow up with 
her and she’s had two tests and she’s negative. 

Another social worker reported a case where a child was experiencing regular sexual abuse, 
including rape, but was never tested for HIV. 

These contrasting statements make it seem doubtful that the recommended medical 
follow-up visits at 3 days, 6 weeks, 3 months and 6 months are being consistently 
adhered to. 

The experience of South Africa indicates that follow-up support immediately after a rape 
is crucial to the likelihood that rape complainants will complete the required month-
long course of PEP. (See the box below.) 

Completion rates for the HIV-prevention medication regimen were very low in Cape 
Town (15%) and quite high in Thohoyandou (87%)… In Thohoyandou the home follow-up 
service provided by the non-governmental organisation sought to meet clients’ needs for 
emotional support in the period after the rape, to reinforce information about medication 
after the immediate trauma when recall is better, and to promote drug taking. It was 
accompanied by the provision of food supplements. It seems likely that these interventions 
account for the high drug regimen completion rates in this setting. Our findings suggest 
that much more emphasis should be placed on meeting women’s emotional needs after 
rape, especially in the period of days following the initial report, and that information 
given initially should be reinforced a little while after the immediate trauma. 

nicola Christofides, debbie Muirhead, rachel Jewkes, loveday Penn-Kekana, nozizwe Conco, 
“Including post-exposure prophylaxis to prevent HIV/AIDS into post-sexual assault health services in South 
Africa: Costs and cost effectiveness of user preferred approaches to provision”, Medical Research Council, 

Pretoria, 2006, www.unicef.org/southafrica/SAF_resource_violencehivaids.pdf

Officials from the Ministry of Health say that nurses and community counsellors based 
at ART clinics are being trained on follow-up procedures for rape complainants. The 
follow-up should ideally take place though one of the ART clinics, which are staffed 
by doctors, nurses and community counsellors. 

Rape complainants should be given a date on which to go to the nearest ART clinic 
for follow-up tests and counselling. At present the procedure is for the follow-up date to 
be written in the complainant’s health passport. However, perhaps more emphasis could be 
placed on the importance of the follow-up appointment. The rape complainant should also 
be directed to contact the nearest ART clinic at any time to get assistance if there are side-
effects from the PEP medication. 

There is a clear need for more public education and awareness. A doctor at one district 
hospital stated:

The community is not aware of PEP; more education is needed. Awareness among health 
workers too is insufficient. 

Another doctor commented that rape complainants are sometimes reluctant to take PEP, which 
again indicates a need for more information and counselling: 

Sometimes, however, the complainant is resistant. She says “if I die, I die”, and refuses 
the tablets.

In a recent UNICEF assessment of the operation of WCPUs, several rape victims were inter-
viewed. This study reported: 
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Very few rape victims could answer in the affirmative that a test was done to determine 
the HIV-status; for other sexually transmitted diseases and a pregnancy test. Although 
some victims remembered that they were given a pill (or pills), very few knew about 
prophylaxis against HIV-infection.7

Public understanding of health issues pertaining to rape appears in general to be weak, indicating 
that this topic should be a focus of public awareness campaigns. The Legal Assistance Centre 
has recently organised a series of radio spots on rape, including an explanation of PEP, which 
will be aired on the English, Afrikaans, Oshiwambo, Oshiherero, Khoekhoegowab, Silozi and 
Tswana language services in late 200�, but this is only a small step towards increased public 
awareness. 

Government policy is to provide PEP to rape complainants regardless of their 
ability to pay. The other treatments which are cited above also appear to be available 

without charge through the state health services, for those who cannot afford to pay. 

7  Dr Hetty Rose-Junius & Ellen Kuenzer, An Investigation into the Functioning of WCPU’s and Police Stations 
with regard to the Protection of Abused Women and Children in the Country, UNICEF 200� at 11.2.5(f). 

4. PaYinG for 
PoSt-raPE 
MEdiCationS

Govt provides anti-HIV lifeline for rape victims
Deputy Health and Social Services Minister 
Richard Kamwi has urged rape victims to report 
to the nearest hospital within two hours of being 
attacked to receive an anti-AIDS drug which 
could prevent them contracting the disease. 
Kamwi told The Namibian yesterday that the drug 
is being provided at hospitals countrywide in the 
hope of preventing rape victims from becoming 
HIV positive. Kamwi said “if the woman gets 
immediately to hospital we have measures in 
place to prevent her from infection. They just have 
to report the incident promptly. “It’s a question of 
striking while the iron is still hot,” he added. 

North-West Regional Health Director Dr 
Naftali Hamata said the drug was most effective 
if the victim could get to a hospital within two 
hours of the incident. 

Swapo Party Women Council Secretary Erica 
Ramakhutla praised the Government’s initiative, 

saying the drug “will at least reduce the impact on 
rape victims.” 

“That is a good thing to happen to women 
of this country. We are going to save thousands 
of lives in this country,” she said. “The people 
that are raping women are already sentencing 
us to death. The Ministry should make it known 
to the public so that they know that there is still 
hope after they have been attacked by rapists. 
But these cases should be treated confidentially 
by the nurses and doctors as well as the Police 
to avoid stigmatisation of the victims.” 

She said the drug could only be effective if 
the Police acted swiftly in dealing with rape cases. 
“The transportation problem in the Police needs 
to be improved so that they can take the victims 
to hospital as soon as possible,” she said. 

The Congress of Democrats (CoD) also hailed 
the Government initiative. “It doesn’t matter what 
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We also surveyed a random selection of medical aid companies telephonically to find 
out if PEP for rape survivors is covered. All of the medical aid schemes which we 
contacted cover the costs of PEP for rape victims, and some mentioned an even wider 
range of funded services for rape complainants. 

Prosperity Group
Prosperity Group covers for PEP in cases where there has been exposure to HIV through 
exposure via blood contact, needle pricks etc, under their HIV/Benefit Fund, and 
not under the normal funds. Exposure to HIV as a result of rape is covered, after an 
assessment of the circumstances of the individual case. This assessment is made with 
the short time frames for PEP in mind; in the event that a client is able to provide a letter 
and a prescription from a doctor, the approval to cover PEP can be given within half an 
hour of receipt of the relevant information. 
 
Namibia Medical Care
NMC has a rape cover of 100% up to the overall benefit maximum. They cover for PEP 
costs in the event of rape under the Specified Illness Conditions as well as under their 
HIV/Aids Fund.
 
Med Scheme Namibia
Med Scheme covers for PEP costs after rape under their Aid for Aids Programme, which is 
included in all their options. Benefits under this programme include education, counselling, 
vaccinations, and medications (including anti-retroviral therapy). Specifically, Aids for Aids 
programme offers medicine to treat HIV, including drugs to prevent infection after sexual 
assault or needle stick injury.
 
Namibia Health Plan (administered by Med Scheme) 
The Aid for Aids programme is available to all NHP members at no additional costs. To 
utilise the benefit, members who test HIV-positive must register with the programme 
as soon as possible. However, in the event of rape, members do not have to have been 
registered under the programme to access PEP; the benefit is availed to them within 
72 hours to reduce the risk of infection in the quickest way possible.
 

Thus, inability to pay for PEP and other post-rape medications does not seem to be a 
barrier to receiving them. Our study did not turn up any indications that this is a problem. 

kind of a drug but as long as it prevents women 
victims from being punished... that (the drug) 
is the best thing to happen to this country,” said 
CoD’s Member of Parliament Nora Schimming-

Chase. “At least that prevents the trauma on top of 
the rape” she said. 

Max Hamata, The Namibian, 3 December 2001
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There is clearly a lack of awareness and understanding among medical personnel of the 
current guidelines on medical treatment for rape survivors, which needs to be addressed by 

urgent training and monitoring through the state health system. Particular areas of confusion 
include: 

policy on administering PEP to minors
understanding that PEP should be discontinued only if the complainant’s rapid HIV 
test is positive 
use of starter packs as an emergency measure
approaches to pregnancy prevention where the rape occurred more than 72 hours 
previously
who bears responsibility for follow-up with the complainant
the procedure for legal abortion where pregnancy results for a rape case. 

There is also no clear policy on providing access to PEP for those who receive medical attention 
at clinics in rural areas. Clinics do not seem to be offering PEP to rape complainants, and district 
hospitals respond inconsistently on how to respond to such requests if they are received. 

Furthermore, poor public awareness means that rape complainants themselves are not clear 
on the importance and use of PEP and other post-rape medications.

rECoMMEndationS: 
Continue roll-out of PEP and associated services to clinics. As an interim 
measure, pair all clinics with district hospitals and encourage clinic staff to 
refer rape complainants to the nearest district hospital for PEP. Police could be 
asked to assist with transport for this purpose if necessary. 

Prepare a standard form to be placed inside the police docket, or a space on the 
police docket cover, for recording the health services provided to complainants 
in rape cases. This will make it possible to carry out more systematic monitoring of 
the provision of indicated health interventions. (This information, of course, should 
not include any indication of the complainant’s HIV status, in order to preserve 
confidentiality.) 
 
Health issues pertaining to rape should be the focus of public awareness 
campaigns.

All service providers should be given clear training and information on PEP and 
other post-rape medications, the time frames for their use, and their importance 
to the rape complainant. 










5. ovErviEw of 
ProblEMS 
idEntifiEd
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All rape complainants who receive PEP should be given a pamphlet to take 
home which contains clear and simple information such as instructions on how 
to take the medication, information about side-effects, the recommended dates 
for follow-up tests and the importance of completing the course of medication 
as prescribed. This would be useful for the future reference of the rape survivor, who 
may be too traumatised at the time of the rape to take in information clearly at the 
time. 

The rape complainant should also be given an appointment in writing for a 
follow-up visit to the nearest ART clinic, and directed to contact the nearest ART 
clinic if there are problems with side effects from the PEP or any other post-rape 
medication. Because of the trauma involved in a rape, we suggest that a community 
counsellor should be asked to initiate contact with the rape complainant if she 
or he does not appear at the follow-up appointment. 

The Ministry of Health and Social Services should issue guidelines on appropriate 
follow-up procedures when PEP is administered to suspected perpetrators.
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Medical evidence collected prior 
to trial can consist of several 

components, with the two key 
aspects being (a) physical samples 
which are sent to the national 
Forensic Science institute for 
analysis and (b) affidavits on 
standard forms (“J-88s”) which 
doctors are supposed to complete 
describing their examination of 
complainants and accuseds. This 
chapter examines both of these 
aspects of medical evidence. it 
also explores the rights of the 
perpetrator in respect of the 
collection of medical evidence,  
and the question of mandatory  
Hiv testing of perpetrators. 

Chapter 

8

259

MediCal 
evidenCe
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1. THe iMPoRTanCe 
oF MediCal 
evidenCe

Medical evidence can be very important in the effort to secure convictions for rape. 
Since rape usually happens without any witnesses, the medical evidence can serve as 

important corroboration – or non-corroboration – of the complainant’s evidence. Almost every 
member of the police force interviewed mentioned this aspect of the case as being a crucial 
factor in whether or not there would be a conviction. For example: 

The medical exam and rape kits… That’s the most important evidence in the rape case. 

The court really looks at that. The most relevant factor is whether semen is found. It’s 
best if the victim comes immediately for that, and also to find grass and sand. 

Medical examinations of both complainant and perpetrator appear to be routine police 
practice, where the time lapse since the rape does not make this useless. 

Most police officers interviewed stated that they take rape complainants to a doctor 
for a medical examination before taking a statement. For example: 

It’s very important [to get the medical exam]. If the case is fresh, it’s the first thing we do. 
When it happened right away, we go straight to the doctor. Then we open the case. If she 
comes late, we will still go to the doctor first. It’s your first priority because the doctor’s 
evidence is the most important. You can really get some important information from that.

However, if so much time has already passed since the rape as to make it unlikely that key 
medical evidence will be collected, and then the statement may be taken first. One police 
investigating officer said that she sometimes takes the statement at the hospital while the 
complainant is waiting for the doctor. 

All police interviewees said that the police will provide transport to the hospital or clinic if 
needed. (Some WCPUs are located adjacent to hospitals, rendering this service unnecessary.)

In a 2006 case, two men were accused of raping a young, mentally-handicapped woman. 
According to a newspaper report, both men were acquitted after a rape kit, the doctor’s 
report and some clothing went missing:

Magistrate Myburgh said: “The State desperately needed medical evidence but couldn’t produce 
any. The State was like someone with a gun, but no bullets.” He expressed his dismay with the 
way the investigation was conducted. 

The Namibian, 20 February 2006

Like all the other professions who work with rape victims, the health professions are 
hampered by a shortage of human and financial resources, high turnovers and insuf
ficient orientation and training. For example, it was reported at the consultative workshop 
that out of 24 health districts, only 13 had a social worker, and that there are many vacant nursing 
posts. These factors have an impact upon both the collection of medical evidence and the provision 
of appropriate health interventions to rape complainants (discussed in Chapter 9). 
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To understand the procedure for collecting and analysing physical medical evidence, it is 
useful to begin with an overview of the National Forensic Science Institute. This is 

a government institution which resorts under the Ministry of Home Affairs & Immigration. 
It is in a separate ministry from the Namibian Police, who resort under the Ministry of Safety & 
Security. This is in line with a global trend towards keeping investigative power separate from 
analytical powers, and helps to ensure that the laboratory is not only independent in fact, but also 
perceived as being independent. Dr Ludik, Director of the National Forensic Science Institute, 
reports that there is “absolutely no interference with our work whatsoever from government, in 
any form”. 

A forensic laboratory is different from other laboratories, because its findings are 
usually subject to rigorous crossexamination in court. This means that its work must 
satisfy the highest standards of accuracy and reliability in order to be useful. Because it must 
“bring science to court”, the National Forensic Science Institute must be conscious of three 
particular issues: 

1)   The lab must not just find information, but also exclude other possibilities from the 
outcome. For example, the goal of a DNA test is to narrow down the possible persons 
who could be the source of the DNA material found. The lab must also exclude 
extraneous factors which could have influenced the outcomes of the scientific tests 
if they are to be useful in court. 

2)   The lab must guard the chain of evidence, so it can be proved in court that the 
material which was tested is the material which was found at the crime scene, 
with no tampering or error. 

3)   The lab has a special responsibility to keep abreast of up-to-date equipment and 
materials which could affect the outcomes of its work. 

As of mid2006, the National Forensic Science Institute has a total of some 2325 staff, 
including both fulltime and parttime staff, of which more than 20 are scientists. According 
to Dr Ludik, the laboratory staff have a very high standard of professionalism, evidenced by the 
fact that five Namibian staff members have recently been lured to work in forensics in developed 
countries. However, Dr Ludik feels strongly that the lab is under-staffed – a problem typical of 
similar labs around the world. 

The lab has one 3person team which collects evidence at the scenes of serious crimes 
throughout the country – unfortunately, this level of staffing does not permit the 
inclusion of rape in the category of “serious crimes” for this purpose. The lab’s Scene of 
Crime Unit is on call around the clock every day of the year, and often travels long distances to 
assist with crime investigations in far-flung parts of the country. This on-site work constitutes 
the bulk of the work of the National Forensic Science Institute. 

The collection of material for laboratory analysis is in itself an important scientific 
process, as improperlycollected evidence does not yield the same results. Thus, the 

2. THe naTional 
FoRenSiC SCienCe 
inSTiTuTe
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ideal situation would be to have multiple Scene of Crime Units staffed by scientists which could 
attend every crime in the country. 

The National Forensic Science Institute faces two key constraints. The first is its budget. 
Prior to independence, all of Namibia’s forensic work was done in South Africa. After indepen-
dence, the National Forensic Science Institute initially did only limited work inside Namibia, with 
continued reliance on South Africa for some time. The budgeting process has never completely 
adjusted to the fact that Namibia now analyses its own forensic evidence. 

The current annual budget of the National Forensic Science Institute for lab consumables 
and equipment is N$229 000 (financial year 200607). The entire operational budget of the 
lab translates into about N$138/case, on average. The following price comparisons provided 
by Dr Ludik will give some idea of the constraints which flow from such under-budgeting: 

A blood alcohol kit for one blood alcohol test costs N$120.
A rape kit costs about N$100 for a complainant and about N$90 for an accused. Both 
are normally necessary to provide useful evidence in a rape case. 
A DNA kit which can be used for 10-15 cases costs N$50 000, with the costs of each such 
test being about N$5000-N$6000. No tests can be done without purchasing an entire kit. 

Dr Ludik estimates that a more realistic overall budget would be to allocate an average of 
N$6000/case for lab testing. 

The second basic problem is the lab facility. The National Forensic Science Institute moved 
into its present premises in 1990. They were intended as a temporary facility to be used for 3-
4 years. The entire lab facility is less than 500 square meters. The lab possesses adequate 
equipment, but not all of it can be used because there is nowhere to put it – and certainly no 
space for additional equipment. Similarly, even if there were money to hire more staff, there 
would be no space for them to work. A piece of land has been earmarked for the construction 
of a new lab, but this move is dependent on budgetary constraints. 

As a result of the constraints on its work, the National Forensic Science Institute follows 
a policy of “first in, first out”. In other words, they analyse forensic evidence in the order that 
it is received, as budgetary constraints permit. 

The National Forensic Science Institute receives requests to analyse evidence in approximately 
2 400 crime cases each year, including about 360 rape cases per year. Rape kits were processed 
for about 270 cases in 2004 and 320 cases in 2005. (The lab is usually able to usefully process 
about 90% of the kits which it receives.) This is significantly lower than the number of rape cases 
which are reported annually, because not all rape cases produce medical evidence which can be 
usefully analysed. 

Scientists who conduct the analysis must often testify in criminal trials at locations 
throughout the country, to explain their findings. In complex cases, this testimony can 
extend over several days. At present, lab scientists testify in some 500 cases per year, in all 
categories of crime. 

This general background, based primarily on information from Dr Ludik, should help to put 
the handling of medical evidence in rape cases in some perspective. 
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design of rape kits
“Rape kit” refers to an official package for the collection of medical evidence in rape 
cases. There are different rape kits for the accused and the complainant. 

Rape kits are provided to the police by the National Forensic Science Institute, which 
arranges for their manufacture with private companies, in accordance with the specifications 
set by the National Forensic Science Institute. 

The rape kit for an accused currently costs $90/kit, and the rape kit for a complainant 
costs just under N$100 (meaning that use of both kits would take the rape case over the 
average of N$138/case which the current budget allows) – without even considering 
the costs of a possible DNA test. 

The design of the rape kits is periodically revamped, to take into account new scientific develop-
ments, and to address practical shortcomings which have been noted. 

The design of Namibia’s rape kit is currently undergoing a radical change. At present, 
the necessary items for collecting samples are inside a brown manila envelope which is stapled 
shut, with directions for its use on the outside. The method of stapling the envelopes shut has 
proved to leave the kits vulnerable to pilfering (as there are vials and needles inside with some 
commercial value), and is not ideally suited to the task of ensuring a secure chain of evidence. 
The new rape kits will be sealed in a more secure way, to prevent tampering both before use 
for evidence collection and after the evidence is inside. 

The new rape kit will be in a laminated cardboard box, sealed with a special numbered tape. If 
this tape is still in place on the unused kit, then it is sure to be intact. This original tape must be 
broken to open the kit, and then placed inside. A second numbered tape inside the kit can then 
be used to re-seal the kit with the evidence inside. This will make it possible to tell at a glance 
if a kit has been opened when it should not have been. The numbers on the tapes will also 
make it possible to trace the kits if problems arise in their handling. The various components 
of evidence inside the kit will also be placed in plastic bags or vials with secure seals, so that 
any tampering will be impossible to cover up. 

One police interviewee complained about the fact that the rape kits currently in use are 
designed for female complainants and male perpetrators:

The problem I have is … the way the doctors are handling the anal rapes. They aren’t 
handling it in the same way. They don’t do a rape kit for a male victim, maybe because 
the rape kit is geared for a woman, but it can work for a man. That makes it difficult to 
prosecute, so men just don’t report.

This concern will be addressed by the new kits, which will be “unisex”. There will be items which 
may not be used, depending on the sex of the person being examined, but all the necessary items 
for dealing with people of both sexes will be contained in each kit. 

The improved kits are expected to cost only N$100120/kit, thus providing increased 
security without a substantial increase in price. 

3. RaPe KiTS
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availability of rape kits
Police interviewees explained that they normally provide the rape kit to the doctor. The availability 
of rape kits was cited as a problem in many locations. 

A police interviewee in Opuwo said that the police there had no rape kits:

I understand they are designing new ones. In Opuwo, we ran out. We haven’t had any 
for 3 months. I have talked to the office in Oshakati, to no avail. 

This was also cited as a problem in Gobabis: 

For about two months we haven’t had them. It’s very difficult to have a rape case 
without a rape kit. The Windhoek Forensics have said they don’t have any to give us. I 
informed the Regional Coordinator about this last week, but they said they don’t know 
when we will get them. We must wait for someone to bring them. 

It’s problematic when we run out of rape kits. This weekend I had a rape case, I took the 
complainant to the doctor, and they said they could do nothing without the rape kit

It was reported in Rehoboth that there are sometimes shortages: 

Sometimes, though, we do have a shortage. This year [2005] we had a problem with that.

The same was true in Walvis Bay: 

In 2003-2004 we didn’t have rape kits for more than one year! It created a lot of problems, 
cases were thrown out. The lab just didn’t have them. We applied, but they sent none. 

There were differing reports about this problem in Oshakati: 

We get them in Oshakati and give them to the other stations. Usually we have enough for 
the accused & complainant. But we have had shortages. Then we have to fill out a form 
saying why we didn’t get one.

Every time we use 5-6 rape kits, we take them to the lab, and they give us another 6. In 
the past, it was difficult, but since 2003/4, it’s been easier. They give them to use and 
we supply the neighbouring towns. 

An interviewee from the Windhoek Woman and Child Protection Unit reported in January 
2006 that there were no rape kits at the Unit: 

Right now, we don’t have rape kits at all. I understand they are there, formulating new 
ones. At this stage we don’t have any rape kits at all. This will be a loop hole for the 
lawyers. We have a fresh case, but nothing can be collected. Who knows what will 
happen to the cases we are having now. We’ve been without rape kits since October of 
last year. Whenever we inquire to Forensic Science they say, “No, we are still waiting 
for the new kits to be formulated.

One police officer from a rural station said that there was a nationwide shortage of rape 
kits in October 2004, but that this has since been rectified. Two police officers interviewed 
stated that they experience no problems with the supply of rape kits. 

Several doctors also complained about lack of rape kits, or incomplete kits: 

All the rape kits we get are rarely intact. Most are always open, which means evidence is 
interfered with because they are not sealed. Note that errors on rape kits are grounds for 
throwing out cases. Are the police trained in handling rape kits? Handling of rape cases 
is negligent – the police do not seem to realise the weight of the evidence. (Khorixas) 

Some don’t come with rape kits… (Gobabis)

We usually do collect samples unless there are no rape kits because of a shortage at the 
police stations. But some of the police do not care about the kits or they simply lack the 
knowledge among the police. I think is not so much about the shortage. Sometimes the 
kit is just not complete… (Swakopmund)
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When the many claims of rape kit shortages were put to Dr Ludik, a conflicting picture emerged. 
According to him, the main problem is not primarily an actual shortage of kits, but 
rather the current system of distribution. Police stations used to order a specific number 
of rape kits each month, but this proved to be inefficient as estimates of the number of kits 
needed by each station were not always reasonable. Another system which was tried was to 
de-centralise the distribution system, by supplying Woman and Child Protection Units in each 
region with kits for onward distribution in that region. This did not work smoothly in practice, 
however, as other interviewees confirmed. (This system may be working better in practice now 
than at the time of some of our interviews, since all rape cases are now referred to the nearest 
Woman and Child Protection Unit for investigation.) 

The current system is for police to be given a replacement kit for each one which they 
bring into the lab for analysis. However, a problem which can arise with this approach is 
that police in far-flung parts of Namibia often ask other police personnel to transport the kits 
to the lab, and these intermediaries sometimes neglect to deliver the replacement kits to the 
police station where the used rape kit originated. 

Another possible cause of the perceived shortages is theft and pilfering, as rape kits 
are often stored at police stations in unlocked cupboards, leaving them vulnerable to 
interference. This could explain the incomplete kits noted by some interviewees, since the 
kits are all reportedly intact when they leave the National Forensic Science Institute. 

The possibility cannot be discounted that some police or doctors report that no rape kits are 
available to cover up their own shortcomings in dealing with physical evidence. 

On the other hand, there can also be instances where there is in fact an absolute shortage 
of rape kits, because of budgetary constraints. Based on current rates of rape reports, Dr 
Ludik calculates that it costs N$74 650 to provide a year’s supply of rape kits to each 
police station in Namibia, with a few extra kits for back-up (in case the number of reported 
rapes should suddenly rise above the expected number at any police station). This amounts 
to about onethird of the lab’s annual budget for lab materials for all crimes, so some 
shortages are inevitable. 

The National Forensic Science Institute is in the process of developing a more sophisticated 
computer management system which will be used for accurate, centralised distribution. 
In future, each rape kit will be tagged in a manner which allows for digital tracking, in a manner 
similar to the way that bar codes are used for tracking products in the commercial sphere. This 
Lab Inventory Management System (LIMS) will allow the lab to use a central computer to keep 
track of how many rape kits have been distributed to which police stations. This will make it easier 
for the lab to monitor excessive or insufficient supplies at particular police stations, in the same 
way that a wholesaler tracks the distribution of its commercial products to suppliers throughout 
the country. If rape kits should disappear, it will be possible to trace their route. This improved 
logistical management system should resolve most of the distribution problems which have been 
reported. 

Because doctors report that some rape complainants arrive at hospitals first, before going to 
the police, a small supply of rape kits should be stored at public and private hospitals to be 
used in this situation. However, doctors would need to exercise special caution in protecting 
the chain of evidence in such circumstances, perhaps by asking a colleague to witness the 
collection of samples for analysis. The National Forensic Science Institute should issue 
clear instructions to doctors on what procedures to follow in cases where a rape 
complainant is examined before reporting the rape to the police. 
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Contents of rape kits 
One police interviewee was unsure of the reason behind changes in what physical evidence 
is normally collected during the medical examination: 

They used to take skin from under the fingernails and hair for the rape kit, but that’s no 
longer done and I’m not sure why. The kind of evidence most often collected is semen. 

A doctor made a similar comment, saying: 

…the bag for collecting hair and nails is no longer available in the rape kits, yet it is very 
necessary for evidence.

Dr Ludik reports that fingernail scrapings and pubic hair have significance in less than 1% of 
cases, which he says is consistent with worldwide experience. Skin of the assailant may be 
present in fingernail scrapings from incidents where was a struggle (which is rare in rape cases 
according to our data, since threats alone are usually sufficient to frighten the complainant 
into submission). But it is not possible to do DNA tests or any other kind of typing from skin 
cells, so there is no way to link any such traces of skin to a particular perpetrator.1 Similarly, 
pubic hair combing may pick up foreign pubic hairs, but these cannot be used for DNA tests 
or to distinguish individuals in any other way. The most that can be ascertained from a 
foreign pubic hair is the broad genetic origin of the person who was the source of the hair (eg 
Caucasian, Negroid or Asian) – which will seldom be useful in a prosecution. According to Dr 
Ludik, these two types of tests have been eliminated in most countries.2 

At present, the special pubic hair combs are no longer included in the kit, as these cannot be 
currently obtained from any supplier at a reasonable price and volume. However, the new kits 
will include a small comb which can be used for this purpose. The new kits will also include  
spatulas for fingernail scrapings in response to demand, despite the small likelihood that such 
evidence will be helpful. 
 
The new kits will contain (in layperson’s terms) tamper-proof containers for all samples: vials 
for blood collection; swabs to be used for samples from the genitals, mouth or anus; a spatula 
for fingernail scrapings; and microscopic slides for any other relevant evidence. The kit will also 
include materials to collect samples for DNA testing, if the lab budget is sufficient for such tests.

Each rape kit will also contain simple pictorial instructions for the doctor, and a simple checklist 
so that the doctor can, with minimum time and effort, record which samples have been collected. 
(This checklist also provides the doctor and the attending police officer with an extra means to 
confirm that the contents of the kit are intact.) This checklist will be provided with carbons, so 
that two copies will instantly be available – one for the police docket and one to be retained by 
the doctor for monitoring and reference purposes.

The kit will also contain a form which is similar to the J-88, but improved to minimise the time 
required by the doctor to record clear information. This form will have carbons for two copies 
– one for the police docket and one which can be retained by the doctor for monitoring and 
reference purposes.  It is envisaged that this new form could eventually replace the J-88 forms 
currently in use. 

1 According to newspaper reports, the judge in the Teek case criticised the investigators for failing to get fingernail 
scraping from Teek as a way of testing whether or not he had inserted his finger into the young complainant’s 
vagina as alleged. The scientific limitations on fingernail scrapings could have come into play here. Werner 
Menges, “Police probe in Judge case slammed”, The Namibian, 31 July 2006. The full judgement in this case was 
not available at the time of writing. 

2 A certain mitochondrial DNA test could be done with such materials in some cases, but this would cost 
N$500 000 or more per test and is clearly not economically viable. 
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The key tests in a rape case, under current budgetary constraints, are typing of blood, saliva 
and semen. If there is foreign blood or saliva on the complainant’s body or clothes or at the 
crime scene, these can be typed and compared with samples from the accused. There are 6 
blood types and 2 saliva types, so this evidence can be very useful, particularly in combination. 
If the accused and the complainant have the same types of blood and saliva, then the evidence 
will not be useful. Semen can be similarly typed. DNA tests can narrow the field even further, 
although (contrary to popular belief), affordable types of DNA tests on the types of samples 
which are available cannot always point to a single individual as the certain culprit.3

The chain of evidence 
The National Forensic Science Institute conducts training on techniques of forensic evidence 
collection for police in all 13 regions. Unfortunately, the impact of this training is sometimes 
undermined by high turnover in police personnel, including rotations of personnel which 
result in changed responsibilities for particular individuals. 

One prosecutor complained about police handling of rape kits and other medical evidence: 

Other problems we have: things will get lost, ie specimens, J-88’s, etc. Sending the kits, 
part or all will be lost, and that has to do with the sealing of the evidence and the lack of 
knowledge or expertise of the police handling the evidence. 

Dr Ludik agrees that the current system is not ideal. In the past, specimens were delivered to 
the lab by courier or registered mail. To improve security, this system was dropped in favour 
of hand delivery by police personnel – usually the police Scene of Crime Units.4 

The new system currently being developed will be more secure. In addition to the secure 
sealing method described above, it will utilise biometric management – which means use of 
indisputable physical means of identification (such as fingerprints or the unique patterns of 
each individual’s eye). 

Here is how it will work. The unused and sealed rape kit will leave the lab and be stored at the 
police station until needed. If anyone breaks the seal and removes items from the kit, this will 
be immediately obvious. The doctor who is conducting the examination will be instructed 
to use only a kit with the seal intact. The doctor will break the seal to open the kit, putting 
the broken seal inside. Each sample collected will be placed inside the container provided, 
and each used container then sealed with new seals marked with random numbers, which 
will be provided inside the kit. The entire kit will then be re-sealed with a numbered seal 
provided inside. Once again, if this seal is tampered with, it will be immediately obvious. 

The investigating officer will make a record of the docket number, which will not appear on 
the samples. Biometric identification will be used to identify the police officer who delivers 
the sealed kit to the lab. There will also be biometric information identifying each person at 
the lab who handles the evidence. The lab will assign the kit a lab identification number, and 
no one working with the samples will have any information connecting this number to the 
case number. If the kit received by the lab is not properly sealed, the lab will not accept it for 
analysis, but will instead prepare a report explaining why it must be rejected. 

3 A helpful legal discussion of DNA evidence is contained in Lirieka Meintjies-van der Walt, “Dealing with 
DNA-evidence: S v Maqhina 2001 (1) SACR 241 (T)”, SACJ (2001) 13 at 378-ff. This article notes: “With 
sufficient genetic markers all individuals except identical twins should be distinguishable, but this ideal is 
not always attainable…”. At 382. 

4 The National Forensic Science Institute has a single “Scene of Crime Unit” which collects evidence in serious 
crimes. The police also have local “Scene of Crime Units” which play this role in respect of other crimes. 
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The police officer who collects the completed lab results and the new replacement kit to be 
returned to the police station in question will also be identified by means of biometric information. 
Under this system, the sources of any problems in the handling of rape kits should be easily 
traceable. Lab results will also be recorded on a secure website which will be accessible by 
means of a password. This could be set up in such a way that courts with computer access 
could immediately find out if a lab result was available or not. 

A recent Namibian case, S v Zingolo,5 has clarified the requirements for an unbroken “chain 
of evidence” in respect of such samples in a rape case, as well as what information is required 
from a forensic analyst to support the introductions of various test results as evidence.6

In this case, the accused was charged with the rape of a girl of 11 years of age, and the evidence 
in question consisted of swabs taken from the victim’s vagina. The procedure described to 
the court was that the sealed rape kit was opened by the doctor in the presence of the police 
officer. The swabs were taken by the doctor and placed in the kit, which was then re-sealed by 
the doctor with the special seal that comes with the kit. A similar procedure was apparently 
followed for samples from the body of the accused, which were collected and placed in a 
separate rape kit. The two re-sealed rape kits were then handed back over to the police officer, 
who delivered them to the Woman and Child Protection Unit. 

The police officer who received the completed rape kits at the Woman and Child Protection Unit 
testified that she completed the necessary forms requesting forensic analysis, and then placed 
the two rape kits into separate envelopes marked with the names of the complainant and the 

5 S v Zingolo, High Court, 15 June 2005 (Manyarara AJ and Heathcote AJ), not yet reported. This is the first 
case on the application of sections 212(4) and (8) of the Criminal Procedure Act in Namibia. 

6 The two relevant sections of the Criminal Procedure Act are as follows: 

212(4)(a): Whenever any fact established by any examination or process requiring any skill 
in biology, chemistry, physics, astronomy, geography, anatomy, any branch of pathology or in 
toxicology or in the identification of fingerprints or palmprints, is or may become relevant to the 
issue at criminal proceedings, a document purporting to be an affidavit made by a person who in that 
affidavit alleges that he is in the service of the State or of a provincial administration or is in the service 
of or is attached to the South African Institute for Medical Research or any university in the Republic or 
any other body designated by the State President for the purposes of this subsection by proclamation in 
the Gazette, and that he has established such fact by means of such an examination or process, 
shall, upon its mere production at such proceedings be prima facie proof of such fact: Provided that the 
person who may make such affidavit may, in any case in which skill is required in chemistry, anatomy or 
pathology, issue a certificate in lieu of such affidavit, in which event the provisions of this paragraph 
shall mutatis mutandis apply with reference to such certificate. 

212(8)(a): (8)(a) In criminal proceedings in which the receipt, custody, packing, marking, delivery 
or despatch of any fingerprint or palmprint, article of clothing, specimen, tissue (as defined in 
section 1 of the Anatomical Donations and Post-Mortem Examinations Act, 1970 (Act 24 of 1970)), or any 
object of whatever nature is relevant to the issue, a document purporting to be an affidavit made by a 
person who in that affidavit alleges –
  (i) that he is in the service of the State or is in the service of or is attached to the South African 

Institute for Medical Research, any university in the Republic or any body designated by the State President 
under subsection (4);

  (ii) that he in the performance of his official duties –
 (aa)  received from any person, institute, State department or body specified in the 
affidavit, a finger-print or palm-print, article of clothing, specimen, tissue or object described in 
the affidavit, which was packed or marked or, as the case may be, which he packed or marked 
in the manner described in the affidavit;
 (bb)  delivered or despatched to any person, institute, State department or body 
specified in the affidavit, a finger-print or palm-print, article of clothing, specimen, tissue or 
object described in the affidavit, which was packed or marked or, as the case may be, which he 
packed or marked in the manner described in the affidavit;
 (cc)  during a period specified in the affidavit, had a finger-print or palm-print, article of 
clothing, specimen, tissue or object described in the affidavit in his custody in the manner 
described in the affidavit, which was packed or marked in the manner described in the affidavit,

shall, upon the mere production thereof at such proceedings, be prima facie proof of the matter so 
alleged: Provided that the person who may make such affidavit in any case relating to any article of 
clothing, specimen or tissue, may issue a certificate in lieu of such affidavit, in which event the 
provisions of this paragraph shall mutatis mutandis apply with reference to such certificate. [emphasis 
added] 
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accused. She said that the CR number (the number assigned to the case by the police) is usually 
marked on the envelopes, but she did not specify if that was done in this particular case. She then 
handed the kits to a colleague, who delivered them to the National Forensic Science Institute. 

There was an affidavit in the form of a certificate from a Control Forensic Analyst skilled in 
biology and biochemistry, stating that the rape kits were received by the lab from a certain 
police officer and then detailing the findings from the lab analysis. The certificate made 
reference to the CR number of the case in its heading, but not in the body of the certificate. 
The certificate indicated that the rape kits were received at the lab only 2 months after the 
complainant and the accused were medically examined. The results of the lab tests were 
recorded 6 months after the lab received the kits, and 8 months after the examinations. 

After considering conflicting South African decisions on the relevant sections of the Criminal 
Procedure Act, the court came to the following conclusions: 

1. A certificate or affidavit concerning forensic medical evidence must cover all 
of the facts set forth in the relevant provisions of the Criminal Procedure Act. 
The discipline identified as the basis for the skill used to perform the test must be one 
of those specifically mentioned in section 212 of the Criminal Procedure Act. In the 
case at hand, problems were created by the fact that the relevant skills were identified 
as biology (which is mentioned in the statute) and biochemistry (which is not). The 
court noted that the South African Criminal Procedure Act has been amended to 
include the discipline of biochemistry. Namibia’s new Criminal Procedure Act 25 of 
2004, which is not yet in force, adds biochemistry to the list along with skill in DNA 
technology among a host of other new disciplines.7 

2. The certificate or affidavit must show that the object was still properly sealed 
immediately prior to being opened by the analyst. The court must be given 
enough details to satisfy itself that the object opened by the analyst is the 
same object sealed by the person who obtained the sample from the accused 
or the complainant. If these points can be adequately shown, it is not necessary 
to consider evidence from all the persons who handled the sealed sample between 
its collection and the time it was opened by the analyst. In the case at hand, the 
court was disturbed by the fact that the certificate did not mention whether the 
exhibits were still sealed when received by the analyst. Furthermore, the itemisation 
of the items forwarded to the analysis was not identical with the statement in the 
certificate from the analyst of the items received. For one thing, a “panty” was listed 
as a “pant”, raising the question of whether the court should simply assume that this 
is an innocent typographical error. 

3. Analysts must state their name, qualifications and employer, and the fact that 
the analysis was performed in the course of their official duties. In addition to a 
statement of the facts established by the analysis, the affidavit should include 
a brief identification of the scientific process used to analyse the evidence 
(including any instruments used). However, analysts will not be expected to 
explain the operation of instruments used or evidence as to the trustworthiness of 
such instruments. It will be up to the accused to raise such issues if he or she wishes. 

4. It may in some cases be necessary for the analyst to state the circumstances 
under which the sample was kept while under his or her control. For example, the 
analyst should state whether the lapse of time could have any effect on the reliability of 
the results. (Although not mentioned in the court’s opinion, it might also be relevant in 
the case of some types of samples to know if temperature or other storage conditions 
could affect them.) 

7 See section 238 of the new Act. The complete list of skills is as follows: biology, chemistry, physics, astronomy, 
geography, geology, mathematics, applied mathematics, mathematical statistics, analysis of statistics, computer 
science, any discipline of engineering, anatomy, human behavioural sciences, DNA technology, biochemistry, 
metallurgy, microscopy, any branch of pathology, toxicology, ballistics, identification of fingerprints or palm-
prints, or the examination of disputed documents. 
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5.  Photocopied forms which simply paraphrase the basic statutory requirements 
will not be sufficient, as more detail is needed by the court to ensure a fair trial. 

The court also emphasised that the effect of an affidavit or certificate from an analyst must 
be clearly explained to an unrepresented accused. 

The purpose of the section under discussion is to assist the State, expedite justice and 
ensure convictions. However, the purpose is not to obtain convictions… in circumstances 
which would constitute an infringement of an accused’s right to have a fair trial or even 
worse, convict a person who should never have been convicted. 

S v Zingolo, Namibian High Court, 15 June 2005

iS dna evidenCe adMiSSible in naMibian CouRTS?
The answer is yes.

In South Africa, the 2001 case of S v Maqhina emphasised some of the safeguards which 
need to be applied in the consideration of DNA evidence: 

(a)   the reliability of the databases used for statistical calculations regarding DNA 
profiling

(b)  evidence on the methodology used for such statistical calculations
(c)   evidence on the quality controls applied by the laboratory which did the testing
(d)   the use of duplicate tests for confirmation of initial results 
(e)   evidence that the laboratory in question is properly accredited. 

This case found that where an accused’s guilt depends solely on the results of such scientific 
tests, then it is of paramount importance that the testing procedure and the controls 
applied must be conducted and recorded with such care that they can be verified by an 
objective expert and assessed by the trial court. A commentary on this case recommends 
that laboratories should keep portions of crime-scene samples and extracts to allow for re-
analysis if necessary.8

Scientific equipment is used in making DNA tests, but this is apparently no bar to their 
admissibility. For example (as an analogy), in the fraud case of S v De Villiers,9 one 
major ground of appeal was an argument that the magistrate had erred in deciding 
that evidence regarding computer print-outs of bank statements were admissible as 
evidence.10 However, the High Court held that a print-out generated by a computer 
which sorts and collates information is admissible as evidence. Even though generated 
by a machine, computer print-outs certified as authentic can be treated as duplicate 
originals and so be admissible as evidence.3 DNA tests can similarly be authenticated 
by the scientists who conduct the tests.

DNA evidence was recently successful in matching blood found in a vehicle used in a 
heist to one of the suspects: 

[W]hen the Police fine-combed the bakkie, which was found abandoned in 
Windhoek on the morning of November 17 2000, they found blood on the steering 
wheel. The vehicle was found some 12 hours after it was hijacked in the city and 
then allegedly used to carry out the heist in which N$5,3 million was stolen 

8 Lirieka Meintjies-van der Walt, “Dealing with DNA-evidence: S v Maqhina 2001 (1) SACR 241 (T)”, SACJ 
(2001) 13 at 378-ff. 

9 S v de Villiers 1992 NR 363 (HC), 19993 (1) SACR 574 (Nm). 
10  In making this determination, the court relied on a South African case: S v Harper and Another 1981 (1) SA 

88 (D).
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from a security company cash-in-transit vehicle. The blood was scraped off and 
sent for analysis of the DNA, containing the genetic code unique to the person 
who the blood came from, in the nuclei of its cells. The material ended up with 
Superintendent Sharlene Otto, a South African Police Services DNA expert, at 
the Western Cape Forensic Laboratory in Cape Town. Her analysis showed that 
it contained DNA that came from two male persons, she testified on Wednesday 
and yesterday. A blood sample taken from Ningisa was also sent to the laboratory 
for comparison. Otto found that the DNA from this sample matched one of the 
two types of DNA retrieved from the bakkie, she explained to Judge Silungwe. 
Otto told the Judge that when two DNA samples corresponded with each other, 
there was only a less than 0,001 per cent chance – a chance of less than one 
in 10 000 – that the DNA did not come from the same person. Ningisa was 
hospitalised with a shot wound to his abdomen the day after the robbery, the 
court heard in previous testimony.11

This DNA evidence was accepted by the court, and Ningisa was among those subsequently 
found guilty in the case.12

11 Werner Menges, “DNA links suspect to heist car”, The Namibian, 14 February 2003. 
12 Werner Menges, “7 guilty in N$5,3m heist”, The Namibian, 12 February 2006.

22 July 2003

Horror rape case collapses 
WERNER MENGES 

THE man accused of a horrific, near-fatal knife attack and rape on a Windhoek woman almost 
three years ago has been acquitted because a crucial prosecution witness who was to testify 
against him could not be traced.

Isaack Meleki Shiimi (26) was acquitted on 
charges of rape and attempted murder on Friday, 
after Magistrate Dinnah Usiku was informed 
in the Windhoek Regional Court that the Police 
could not trace a key State witness who was set 
to testify in Shiimi’s trial. That development in 
essence saw to it that the State’s case against 
Shiimi crumbled a little short of a year after 
Shiimi had pleaded not guilty to charges of rape 
and attempted murder. 

The case against Shiimi was to a large extent 
based on the evidence of his alleged victim, who 
identified him in court as one of the culprits who 
had attacked her and nearly killed her close to 
three years ago. However, she was a single witness 
and made the sort of identification of a suspect 
in court which the High Court has twice warned 
about in recent weeks, when it overturned two 
Regional Court verdicts which were based on 
claimed eye-witness identification of suspects. 
Without further corroborating evidence such an 
identification has to be treated with caution, the 
High Court has ruled. 

Public Prosecutor Uanjengua-ije Tjiuoro told the 
Magistrate that the witness could not be found, and 
that Shiimi’s case had already been postponed to 

Friday for a final time for the witness to be traced. The 
witness, Paulus Shimwele Shigwedha, is reportedly 
a cousin of Shiimi. He was supposed to tell the court 
that on the night of September 3 2000 he saw his 
nephew and another man in the company of a woman 
– suspected to have been the complainant in the case 
against Shiimi – when they came to his shebeen in 
Windhoek to ask for a place to sleep for the night. He 
however sent them away, it is claimed. 

Shiimi was accused of having raped the woman, 
who was then 24 years old, in a patch of veld in the 
Goreangab Dam area on September 4, 2000. He 
was also accused of having attempted to murder her 
by stabbing her repeatedly with a knife and beating 
her with heavy rocks before she was left behind, 
presumably for dead. She was found there the next 
morning – covered in blood, half-naked, bruised, 
swollen and having suffered several stab wounds 
with a pocket knife that was found nearby, but still 
alive. One of the stab wounds was to her abdomen. 
Part of her intestines hung out of the wound. 

Marks on the ground at the scene indicated that, 
despite the extent of her injuries, the woman still 
managed to crawl on her knees towards a nearby road, 
where passersby noticed her and came to her rescue. 
In a report on her medical condition the medical 
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ReCoMMendaTionS: 
The new rape kits and the improved distribution and tracking systems seem 
likely to resolve many of the problems encountered in the past. These new systems 
will hopefully ensure that rape kits are available at all police stations, and resolve past 
problems concerning the unbroken chain of evidence. These new systems should be put 
into place as soon as possible. 

We suggest that the National Forensic Science Institute assess the effectiveness 
of this new approach to distribution after its first year of operation, and make 
the results of the assessment public so that a wide range of all stakeholders can 
respond with suggestions if necessary. Alternatively, it might be useful to arrange 
independent monitoring of the new systems by an outside consultant in due course to 
see if they are effective in practice. 

The new design for rape kits should prevent pilfering from the kits, but will not 
on its own stop theft of the entire kit. The Namibian Police should issue an official 
directive that all rape kits must be stored in a locked cupboard with limited access 
until needed, with compliance monitored by appropriate police officials. 

Parliament should ensure that the National Forensic Science Institute has a 
realistic and sufficient budget to perform the necessary forensic tests to secure 
convictions of guilty parties in rape cases. This should include an adequate budget 
for DNA tests. Skimping on this budget may result in a waste of other state resources 
spent in investigating and prosecuting cases which are ultimately lost because of the 
lack of sufficient forensic evidence. 

If there is a continued overall budgetary shortage, the National Forensic Science 
Institute should be authorised to give priority to rape cases (and perhaps certain 
other specified crimes, such as murder), at least for a specified time period as 
part of an overall campaign to combat rape. There should be a sufficient budget for 
rape kits for every rape case in which such evidence can be collected. 

Police and doctors should receive annual training in the proper collection of 
forensic evidence, and each police station should have an investigator who 
has received specialised training in the collection of forensic evidence in rape 
cases. As an alternative, the government could support a special focus on rape cases 
by providing funding for a special Scene of Crime Unit within the National Forensic Science 
Institute dedicated to respond only to rape cases, at least for a limited time period. 

doctor who first examined her described the 
circumstances in which she was reported to have 
been found like this: “Apparently picked up at the 
river bank. Assaulted and raped and left to die”. 

Shiimi denied the charges against him. The 
survivor of the attack testified at the end of July 
last year that she recognised him as one of the 
two men who attacked her while she was standing 
next to a road, waiting for a taxi to take her home 
after she had visited her mother. Under cross-
examination, though, she also told the court that 
she was not sure if Shiimi was the person who 
had stabbed her. She maintained, though, that 
she was sure that Shiimi was one of the two men 
who were present when she was attacked. 

Shiimi stated, while cross-examining her, 
that he had found her drinking at a shebeen. 
She was with a man, and it was at this man’s 
request that Shiimi took her and the man to 
another shebeen where they wanted to go to, he 
claimed. He added that he parted ways with her 
and the man after the shebeen owner, Shimwele, 
had refused them entry. She denied that version 
of events. 

DNA testing of blood that was found on the 
woman’s clothes, and comparisons of this to 
Shiimi’s blood, could not help the prosecution’s 
case either. The blood did not match Shiimi’s 
genetically. ..
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A small supply of rape kits should be stored at public and private hospitals, and 
the National Forensic Science Institute should issue clear instructions to doctors 
on what procedures to follow in cases where a rape complainant is examined 
before reporting the rape to the police. 

The National Forensic Science Institute should discuss the forensic value of 
pubic hair combings and fingernail scrapings with doctors and police to combat 
misunderstandings on this point. 

Time lapse between rape and  
medical examination
The time lapse between the rape and the medical examination of the complainant (where such 
an examination took place) was analysed in the same way as the time lapse between the rape 
and the report to the police. This time frame could be ascertained in 253 of the 409 cases. In 
these cases, the medical examination typically took place on the same day as the rape 
(almost 40% of the cases), or on the following day (another 35% of the cases). One must 
keep in mind that examination on the following day does not necessarily mean that there was 
a time lapse of more than 24 hours, as this might mean that the examination took place shortly 
after a rape which was committed late in the evening. 

Table 8.1:  TiMe laPSe beTween RaPe and MediCal exaMinaTion  
    (PoliCe doCKeT SaMPle)
 valid n Mean Median Mode Minimum Maximum
Days between 
rape and report to 
hospital/clinic for 
examination

N=253 3.8 1.0 .0 .0 188.0

Of course, the sample (in Tables 8.1 and 8.2) is skewed to some degree, as police would generally 
not take complainants for a medical examination if there was a long time lapse between the 
rape and the decision by the complainant to report it, since efforts to collect medical evidence 
in these circumstances would normally be futile. However, our data shows that 33% of the 
rapes were reported on the day that they occurred, another 35% on the following day, and 
another 10% within two days. Therefore, in the majority of cases, late reporting is not a 
barrier to the collection of meaningful medical evidence. 

4. ColleCTion 
oF MediCal 
evidenCe
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Table 8.2:  TiMe laPSe beTween RaPe and MediCal exaMinaTion – FRequenCy Table 
(PoliCe doCKeT SaMPle)

days between rape and 
report to hospital/clinic  

for examination
Frequency Percent valid 

Percent
Cumulative 

Percent

Valid

0 99 24.2 39.1 39.1

1 91 22.2 36.0 75.1

2 20 4.9 7.9 83.0

3 11 2.7 4.3 87.4

4 6 1.5 2.4 89.7

5 9 2.2 3.6 93.3

7 3 .7 1.2 94.5

9 1 .2 .4 94.9

10 3 .7 1.2 96.0

12 1 .2 .4 96.4

13 1 .2 .4 96.8

15 2 .5 .8 97.6

22 1 .2 .4 98.0

41 1 .2 .4 98.4

88 1 .2 .4 98.8

125 1 .2 .4 99.2

156 1 .2 .4 99.6

188 1 .2 .4 100.0

Total 253 61.9 100.0  

Missing 156 38.1   

Total 409 100.0   

With all samples, faster collection will produce better results. Foreign saliva will usually 
disappear within about 5-6 hours of the rape. Seminal fluid will usually disappear completely 
after about 72 hours. Blood from clothes or the crime scene can be collected after a longer time 
lapse, but late collection of samples may entail a different type of lab analysis. Since there 
are different time boundaries for different types of evidence, police officers should not 
easily assume that it is “too late” to take the complainant for a medical examination 
or to examine items such as clothing or bedding. 

Many rapes have difficult to detect genital injuries. In the USA dyes and coloposcopes 
pick up injuries in more than 87% of cases, compared to as low as 10% in cases where 
this equipment is not used, including South Africa. 

University of Cape Town forensic pathologist dr lorna Martin,
www.speakout.org.za/legal/police/police_forensics_homicide.html

Medical examination of minors 
There seems to be a lack of consistency on policy about medical examination of minors. 
For example, one doctor reported that parents have to be present and give consent for medical 
examinations of minors. Another said that “minor rape victims are examined in the presence 
of parents, nurses or police officers”. A third explained that examinations of minors would 
normally be done in the presence of a parent because this is more comfortable for the children, 
but could be done without the parent’s presence or consent if the minor did not want them to 
know about the rape. A fourth made the following comment: 
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Ideally there should be consent from the parents or guardians. The minors normally 
need to be taken to theatre because they may be restless. One very interesting thing is 
that it is normally the fathers who accompany the minor child because the parents are 
not staying together... Sometimes the fathers are reluctant to give permission for HIV 
testing…. (Katutura) 

A fifth described the situation as follows:

Optimally, the doctor needs to get the consent of the child’s parent or guardian 
to conduct an examination of a minor rape victim. 
Usually the parent is present during the examination, but a family member who 
is an alleged abuser would not be allowed to be present. 
If parental consent cannot be obtained, the examination must be done anyway 
because doctors are “forced by law to do the examination in a timely manner.” 

An in-depth study of seven child abuse cases reported to the Windhoek Woman and 
Child Protection Unit and finalised in 2005 found that “Most of the parents expressed 
problems they had with medical doctors. Children 2 and 3 were very young and not 
examined under anaesthetics. They found the medical examination very painful and 
traumatic. The majority of the parents commented on the long hours that they had to 
wait for the doctor to come.”

veronica Rose Theron, “The Impact of the Namibian  
Judiciary System on the Child Witness”, September 2005 

A senior official in the Ministry of Health & Social Services said that doctors are required to 
follow the relevant provisions of the Children’s Act 33 of 1960, which require the consent of 
the superintendent of the medical facility if parental consent for the examination cannot be 
obtained. 

The relevant provisions of the Children’s Act are quoted in the box on the next page. The 
problem is that these provisions do not appear to have been drafted with situations such as 
medical examinations in rape cases in mind, and they leave many questions unanswered. The 
medical examinations referred to in this provision are aimed at the detection of disease and 
“curable physical defects” and not at the collection of forensic evidence. Furthermore, the option 
of obtaining consent from a medical superintendent appears to apply only to an operation or 
medical treatment that is “necessary to preserve the life of a child or to save him from serious 
and lasting physical injury or disability”. The Minister is empowered more broadly to give 
consent to “an operation or medical treatment” which is in the opinion of a state medical officer 
“necessary”. The Minister is empowered to delegate this authority to any “senior officer” in the 
Ministry of Health or any other Ministry.13

It is also conceivable that a forensic medical examination of a rape victim could be authorised 
as a search of a person in terms of the Police Act 19 of 1990.14

13 Children’s Act 33 of 1960, sections 20 and 91. We were unable to locate any case law applying section 20 to 
medical examinations following rape or preventative post-rape medications. 

14 Section 14(4)(a) of the Police Act 19 of 1990 reads as follows: 

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in any other law contained, a member may, where it is 
reasonably necessary for a purpose referred to in section 13 [which includes “the investigation of any 
offence”], without warrant search any person, premises, place, vehicle, vessel or aircraft or any receptacle 
if the delay in obtaining a warrant would defeat the object of the search, providing –
 (i) such search is not excessively intrusive in the light of the threat or offence; and
 (ii) the person concerned, if he or she is present, is informed of the object of the search,
and such member may seize anything found in the possession of such person or upon or at or in such 
premises, other place, vehicle, vessel, aircraft or receptacle which in his or her opinion has a bearing on 
the purpose of the search.
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exCeRPTS FRoM SeCTion 20 oF 
CHildRen’S aCT 33 oF 1960

20 Medical examination and treatment of children and  
certain other persons

 (1)  If a medical officer of a local authority or of a divisional council has reason to 
suspect that a child within the area of jurisdiction of that authority or council, or if 
any medical officer in the service of the Government or of a provincial administration 
or of the Administration of the territory has reason to suspect that a child within 
the area for which that officer was appointed, is suffering from any disease or 
any curable physical defect or is infested with vermin or that the clothing of that 
child is verminous or filthy, or if any medical officer in the service of the Government 
or of the Administration of the territory has been ordered by any children’s court 
in terms of section 30(3) to examine any child, he may examine or authorize any 
other medical practitioner to examine the person and clothing of that child.

 (2)  Any medical officer mentioned in subsection (1) may, if he deems it necessary 
for the proper examination of such a child, in writing direct the person in whose 
custody the child is to remove the child within a period specified in the direction, 
to a hospital or other place similarly specified for such examination.

 (3)  If at that examination it appears that the child is suffering from any 
disease or any curable physical defect, the said officer may –

 (a) in writing direct the person in whose custody the child is to remove him, 
within a reasonable period specified in the direction, to a hospital or any other 
place similarly specified for medical treatment; or
 (b) if the examination was made at a hospital or place to which the child was 
removed in pursuance of a direction under subsection (2), direct that he remain 
in that hospital or place for such treatment; or
 (c) in writing direct the person in whose custody the child is, to provide 
within a reasonable period specified in the direction such medical treatment for 
the child as may be likewise specified…

***
(5)  If the person to whom such a direction was given, has failed to comply therewith 

within the period specified therein, the officer who gave the direction may remove the 
child or cause him to be removed to a suitable locality and there examine him or cause 
him to be examined or submit him or cause him to be submitted to proper medical 
treatment… 

 (6)  If any medical officer mentioned in subsection (1) is of the opinion that it 
is necessary to perform an operation upon a child or to submit him to any 
treatment which may not be applied without the consent of the parent or 
guardian of such child, and the parent or guardian refuses his consent to the operation 
or treatment, or cannot be found, or is by reason of mental illness unable to give such 
consent, or is deceased, that officer shall report the matter to the Minister, who 
may, if satisfied after due enquiry that the operation or treatment is necessary, 
consent thereto in lieu of the parents or guardian of the said child.

In other jurisdictions, the collection of medical evidence from perpetrators has been treated as a search and 
seizure. See, for example R v Dersch [1993] 3 SCR 768, 25 CR (4th) 88, 85 CCC (3rd) 1, 33 BCAC 269 (Canada) 
and Schmerber v California 384 U.S. 757, 771 (1966) (USA). However, we have not located any similar cases 
involving medical samples from the complainant. 
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 (7)  If the medical superintendent of a hospital is of the opinion that an operation 
or medical treatment is necessary to preserve the life of a child or to save him 
from serious and lasting physical injury or disability and that the need for the 
operation or medical treatment is so urgent that it ought not to be deferred for the 
purpose of consulting the person who is legally competent to consent to the operation 
or medical treatment, that superintendent may, after obtaining the views of 
another medical practitioner, give the necessary consent…

 (8)  The person whose duty it is to maintain the child in question shall be liable 
for the cost of any treatment of, or operation upon, the child under subsection 
(5), (6) or (7) as if the treatment had been given or the operation had been performed 
on his instructions.

 (8A) Notwithstanding any rule of law to the contrary, any person over the 
age of eighteen years shall be competent to consent, without the assistance 
of his parent or guardian, to the performance of any operation upon, or any 
medical treatment of, himself…

***

There also seemed to be some differences of opinion on whether young rape victims should 
be examined under anaesthesia or sedatives, or without any medication – although it would 
be reasonable for doctors to assess this on a case-by-base basis depending on the minor’s 
age, emotional state and injuries. 

The Legal Assistance Centre prepared guidelines for service providers on the Combating of 
Rape Act, in consultation with members of all the relevant professions. These guidelines were 
informally circulated for several years, and published by the Legal Assistance Centre in 2005. 
The following guidelines were compiled on consent to medical examination: 

Consent to the examination

Obtain written consent for examination if possible. If possible obtain consent from 
guardians when examining a child. 

If a child’s legal guardian is not available, the superintendent of the hospital or 
medical facility can give the necessary permission. Otherwise, a police officer can 
apply for legal consent from a magistrate or the police official in charge of the 
police station for the child to be examined. These procedures can be followed in 
cases where the parent or legal guardian is unable to give consent, such as in the 
following circumstances:

cannot be traced or grant consent within a reasonable time
is a suspect in the possible rape/sexual abuse case
unreasonably refuses to consent to the examination
is incompetent due to mental disorder to consent to the examination
is deceased.

Keep a copy of the consent form in the patient’s file, for the future court appearance 
(rape cases can take years to run to completion).15

15  Legal Assistance Centre, Guidelines for Service Providers on the Combating of Rape Act: Police, Prosecutors, 
Magistrates, Medical Professionals, Social Workers & Counselors, 2005. 

The draft medical guidelines were prepared at a meeting held on 18 April 2001 and attended by the 
following medical personnel: 
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An earlier draft made reference to the official “P308 form” used for consent in the past, but 
this reference was later deleted as it appeared that these forms were no longer widely known 
or available. 

The guidelines developed for the medical profession never received formal approval from the 
Ministry of Health and Social Services, but they were formulated at several workshops and 
meetings attended by a range of medical personnel from various Namibian institutions and 
distributed widely to members of the medical profession for comment before finalisation. 

ReCoMMendaTionS: 
The Ministry of Health and Social Services should issue an official circular setting 
forth the correct policy on the examination of minor rape victims. This circular 
should discuss in particular (a) when the consent of a parent or guardian is necessary 
(b) what to do if a parent or guardian is not present and cannot be located within a 
reasonable time and (c) what to do if a minor rape victim does not want his or her parents 
to be informed about the rape, or if the parent or guardian is the rape suspect. 

The Ministry of Health and Social Services should develop new standard consent 
forms for the examination of all rape victims, including a provision on consent to 
the collection of medical evidence. 

The Children’s Act 33 of 1960 is expected to be replaced by a new Child Care and 
Protection Act. The Ministry of Gender Equality and Child Welfare should ensure 
that this new law contains a provision explicitly addressing consent to medical 
examination of minors and the provision of appropriate postrape medication 
to minors in instances where parental consent cannot be obtained, where the minor 
rape victim does not want his or her parents to be informed about the rape, or where 
the parent or guardian is the rape suspect. 
 

Getting medical evidence  
from perpetrators 
When asked about medical examinations of arrested suspects, many police interviewees 
said that this is routine, while one said that it was never done. Two police interviewees 
mentioned HIV tests of perpetrators, with one saying: 

We arrange for a medical exam because most perpetrators are HIV positive and we have 
to take the test. That’s why they hide, because they know they have it and sometimes 
they rape to spread it.

Dr K Mbaye – WHO
Dr A Goagoseb – Medical Association
Dr N Agnew – Medical Association
Dr L Haoses – Nursing Association Board
Dr N Nigmatulina – Katutura State Hospital
Dr Vries – Windhoek Central Hospital
Ms Vink – MediClinic 
Sister M Haarman – Roman Catholic Hospital
Dr C Works – Windhoek Central Hospital
Dr F Rohn – Private medical practitioner.

They were further discussed at a meeting held on 10 October 2001, attended by Drs Haoses, Shiimi and 
Shimweni.
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These references to HIV tests seem misplaced, as there seems to be no legal purpose for such 
a test. In terms of the Combating of Rape Act, the HIV status of the perpetrator is relevant 
only at the sentencing stage, when the heaviest minimum sentences applies if the perpetrator 
knew at the time of the rape that he or she was HIV positive. An HIV test performed on the 
perpetrator after the rape would not on its own, be decisive on this question, as it would shed 
no light on the perpetrator’s knowledge of his or her HIV status prior to the rape. The role of 
HIV tests on perpetrators with a view to assessing the complainant’s risks will be discussed 
below at page 285. 

Testing the suspected perpetrator for other medical evidence is crucial. For example, a finding 
of sperm in the complainant’s vagina is normally helpful only if there is a sample from the 
accused as a point of comparison. Similarly, blood and saliva must be matched with that of 
the accused to have any value as evidence. 

One doctor interviewed has experienced “no problems in examining rapists.” Other doctors 
had varying experiences: 

The perpetrators may be aggressive but they always submit as they are normally in the 
company of the police.

I have drawn blood from a rapist and I was upset because I felt exposed, threatened ….. 
I only did it for the police but I told them I was not going to do it for any other rapist. 
(female doctor)

One police officer said that perpetrators “don’t want to co-operate”. 

Do suspected perpetrators have a legal right to refuse to give blood or other physical 
evidence on the grounds that this is a violation of their human dignity, or on the grounds 
that they are not Constitutionally required to give testimony to incriminate themselves? 

This question was posed to the Legal Assistance Centre by the legal representatives of an 
accused person in a rape case in 2006. The answer is almost certainly no. 

Section 37 of the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977 authorises a police official to collect certain 
forms of bodily evidence from an accused person (including the ordering of blood samples) 
by means of such steps as may be necessary, regardless whether the accused consents. The 
accused must be arrested or at least summoned before such bodily evidence can be taken. 
Furthermore, only a medical practitioner or nurse may take a blood sample.16 This identical 
provision is also in force in South Africa.

16 37 Powers in respect of prints and bodily appearance of accused
 (1)  Any police official may –

(a)  take the fingerprints, palmprints or footprints or may cause any such prints to be taken –
(i) of any person arrested upon any charge;
(ii) of any such person released on bail or on warning under section 72;
(iii) if any person arrested in respect of any matter referred to in paragraph (n), (o) or (p) of section 

40(1);
(iv) if any person upon whom a summons has been served in respect of any offence referred 

to in Schedule 1 or any offence with reference to which the suspension, cancellation or 
endorsement of any licence or permit or the disqualification in respect of any licence or permit is 
permissible or prescribed; or

(v) of any person convicted by a court or deemed under section 57(6) to have been convicted in 
respect of any offence which the Minister has by notice in the Gazette declared to be an offence 
for the purposes of this subparagraph;

(b) make a person referred to in paragraph (a)(i) or (ii) available or cause such person to be made available 
for identification in such condition, position or apparel as the police official may determine;

(c) take such steps as he may deem necessary in order to ascertain whether the body of any 
person referred to in paragraph (a)(i) or (ii) has any mark, characteristic or distinguishing 
feature or shows any condition or appearance: Provided that no police official shall take any blood 
sample of the person concerned or shall a police official make any examination of the body of the 
person concerned where that person is a female and the police official concerned is not a female.
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The application of section 37 has been considered by the Namibian courts. In S v Eigowab, the 
accused was charged with defeating or obstructing the course of justice for refusing to give 
a blood sample pursuant to section 140(1)(a) of the Road Traffic Ordinance 30 of 1967 after 
being arrested for impaired driving. The Court found that an unequivocal refusal to submit 
to a legal request to have blood drawn in such circumstances will amount to obstruction 
in terms of both section 35(2)(a) of the Police Act 19 of 1990 and the common-law offence of 
defeating or obstruction the course of justice. Referring to section 37, the Court stated that 
its purpose was not necessarily to incriminate a suspect, but it is also used to establish truth 
about a bodily condition which may be to the advantage of the suspect as it could establish 
his or her innocence. The Court stated:

…[T]he taking of the blood sample and the blood test are aids in establishing in the 
course of justice the guilt or innocence of suspects and/or accused persons not only 
in cases relating to the driving of motor vehicles but also with regard to other serious 
crimes such as murder, robbery, rape, culpable homicide and many others.
…
It should be apparent that the legislation such as s.37 of the Criminal Procedure Act 51 
of 1977 (RSA), providing inter alia for blood samples to be taken and s.225, providing 
inter alia for the admissibility of evidence relating thereto, is in the public interest 
and also in the interest of the individual suspect or accused, if he or she is innocent. 
Obviously when the suspect or accused is guilty, such samples, tests and evidence are 
not in the interest of such individual. But surely in the latter case, the public interest 
outweighs the individual interest.17 

The question of whether such tests violate the Constitutional privilege against self-incrimination, 
or any other constitutional rights, has not yet been explicitly considered in Namibia. But the 

(d) take a photograph or may cause a photograph to be taken of a person referred to in paragraph 
(a)(i) or (ii);

 (2) (a)  Any medical officer of any prison or any district surgeon or, if requested thereto by any 
police official, any registered medical practitioner or registered nurse may take such steps, 
including the taking of a blood sample, as may be deemed necessary in order to ascertain 
whether the body of any person referred to in paragraph (a)(i) or (ii) of subsection (1) has any mark, 
characteristic or distinguishing feature or shows any condition or appearance.

(b)  If any registered medical practitioner attached to any hospital is on reasonable grounds of 
the opinion that the contents of the blood of any person admitted to such hospital for medical 
attention or treatment may be relevant at any later criminal proceedings, such medical 
practitioner may take a blood sample of such person or cause such sample to be taken.

 (3)  Any court before which criminal proceedings are pending may –

(a) in any case in which a police official is not empowered under subsection (1) to take finger-prints, 
palm-prints or foot-prints or to take steps in order to ascertain whether the body of any person has 
any mark, characteristic or distinguishing feature or shows any condition or appearance, order that 
such prints be taken of any accused at such proceedings or that the steps, including the taking of 
a blood sample, be taken which such court may deem necessary in order to ascertain whether the 
body of any accused at such proceedings has any mark, characteristic or distinguishing feature or 
shows any condition or appearance;

(b) order that the steps, including the taking of a blood sample, be taken which such court may deem 
necessary in order to ascertain the state of health of any accused at such proceedings.

(4)  Any court which has convicted any person of any offence or which has concluded a preparatory 
examination against any person on any charge, or any magistrate, may order that the finger-prints, 
palm-prints or foot-prints or a photograph of the person concerned be taken; and

(5)  Finger-prints, palm-prints or foot-prints, photographs and the record of steps taken under this section 
shall be destroyed if the person concerned is found not guilty at his trial or if his conviction is set aside 
by a superior court or if he is discharged at a preparatory examination or if no criminal proceedings 
with reference to which such prints or photographs were taken or such record was made are instituted 
against the person concerned in any court or if the prosecution declines to prosecute such person.

17 S v Eigowab 1994 NR 192 (HC) at 196. Section 37 was also relevant to the case of S v Ndikwetepo & Others, 
where the court considered whether certain identification parades were properly organised and what weight 
should be attributed to them during trial. Authority for requiring a person to submit to an identification parade 
is also found in terms of section 37. The case does not directly recognise or address this section. However, 
the case does establish that identification parades must be run in a manner which is fair to the suspect. S v 
Ndikwetepo & Others 1992 NR 232 (HC). 
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South African Constitution provides similar protection against self-incrimination as the Namibian 
Constitution, and the taking of blood samples has not been protected by this privilege.18 Cases from 
other jurisdictions are also a good guide to the likely outcome of such a question in Namibia. 

In most jurisdictions, the right against self-incrimination has been interpreted very literally 
to apply only to matters which are communicated by the accused, and not to bodily evidence 
such as fingerprints, breath samples and blood samples.19

The question actually first arose prior to the adoption of South Africa’s democratic Constitution, 
in the 1941 case of In re R v Matemba. In this case, the taking of palm prints in a criminal 
proceeding was contested as a violation of the common-law privilege against the use of 
evidence obtained under compulsion.20 The court found that an inspection of bodily features 
was not protected by this privilege because it does not call upon the accused as a witness 
in his or her testimonial capacity. The court also found that the principle that an accused 
cannot be forced to make a confession did not apply because the giving of prints was entirely 
passive; the accused “is not being compelled to give evidence or confess any more then when 
his photograph is being taken or when he is put upon an identification parade…”.21 

In the 1993 case of S v Binta, the court followed S v Matemba and again found that the 
common-law principle against forced confession did not apply to the ascertainment of bodily 
features of the taking of blood samples in general, and in particular not to acts performed 
in terms of section 37(1) or (2) of the Criminal Procedure Act.”22 The court stated that there 
was an essential difference between compulsion to make an incriminating statement, and 
the furnishing of “real” evidence. The Binta case further held that the police are entitled 
by virtue of section 37 to use reasonable force to make it possible for medical personnel to 
take a blood sample (or to obtain any of the other forms of physical evidence covered by the 
statutory provision). 

In the “new South Africa”, in Levack & Others v Regional Magistrate, Wynberg, & Another, 
the accuseds had been ordered to give voice samples in terms of section 37(3) of the Criminal 
Procedure Act 51 of 1977. These voice samples were to be compared with tape-recorded 
conversations. One of the major grounds of appeal was that the order to provide voice samples 
would breach the appellants’ privilege against self-incrimination and result in an unfair trial. 
This argument was rejected by the Supreme Court of Appeal of South Africa. The Court 
concluded there is no discernable difference between observing the physical features of an 

18 Article 35(3)(j) of the South African Constitution refers to the right “…not to be compelled to give self-
incriminating evidence”. The Bill of Rights also provides that everyone who is arrested for a crime has the 
right to remain silent and not to make any confession or admission that could be used as evidence against 
that person at trial. Article 35(1)(a) and (c).

Article 12 of the Namibian Constitution states that “No persons shall be compelled to give testimony against 
themselves…”, and that no court shall admit into evidence testimony which has been obtained by means of 
torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment. 

19 S Terblanche, “The Admissibility of Real Evidence Derived from the Accused”, Institute for Human Rights & 
Criminal Justice Studies, 2001. 

20 These are based in several separate and distinct principles in the English law of evidence: the maxim 
nemo tenetur se ipsum accusare prodere (it is forbidden to extract from the accused any admission of guilt), 
and the rule which excludes extra-judicial confessions from evidence unless the confession was freely and 
voluntarily made. 

21 Ex parte Minister of Justice: In re R v Matemba 1941 AD 75. After concluding that the palm print was not 
rendered inadmissible by common law evidentiary principles, that court held that section 2 of the Criminal 
and Magistrates’ Courts Procedure (Amendment) Act 39 of 1926 expressly authorized a peace officer to 
take the palm prints of an arrested person. This section stated: “Any peace officer may take, or cause to be 
taken, the finger prints and foot prints of any person arrested upon any charge, and any peace officer or the 
medical officer of any prison or gaol, or any district surgeon may take or cause to be taken such steps as he 
may deem necessary in order to ascertain whether the body of any such person not being a woman bears 
any mark, characteristic, or distinguishing feature or shows any condition or appearance: Provided that the 
finger prints of any person not guilty of such charge shall be destroyed.” The court concluded that although 
palm prints were not specifically mentioned, they would be included in section 2 as a category of “mark, 
characteristic, or distinguishing feature.” 

22 S v Binta 1993 SACR 553 (C) (Ackermann, J) at 562D-E. 
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accused, and taking a voice sample or a sample of blood, because none of these forms of evidence 
is testimonial or communicative. As a result, the involuntary taking of the voice sample did not 
violate the accuseds’ constitutional right against self-incrimination.23 

Most recently, the 2004 South African case of S v Orrie and Another24 considered whether the 
involuntary taking of a blood sample from an accused violates any other constitutional protections. 
While it was acknowledged that the act of taking blood for DNA profiling is indeed an invasion of 
the individual’s right to privacy and an infringement of the right to bodily security and integrity, 
the court found that such an infringement is justifiable where the blood sample is further to a 
criminal investigation through the provisions of section 37 of the Criminal Procedure Act. 

The accused or suspect in a rape case may be brought to a medical practitioner by 
the investigating police officer, for examination. The latter should hand over a formal 
written request to the medical practitioner… This includes written confirmation that 
the accused or suspect has been formally arrested. The medical practitioner can then 
proceed with his examination without the consent of the accused or suspect, but he 
must always attempt to obtain the full cooperation of the accused or suspect.

TG Schwär, Ja olivier and Jd laubser, 
The Forensic ABC in Medical Practice: A Practical Guide at 389.

Similarly, in the United States, state and federal courts have consistently held that mandatory 
blood testing is not a violation of the defendant’s rights against self-incrimination, unreasonable 
search and seizure or due process.25 In the leading case of Schmerber v State of California, the 
US Supreme Court ruled that a physician’s withdrawal of a blood sample, at the direction of a 
police officer, from a person accused of operating a vehicle while intoxicated did not violate 
any constitutional rights of the accused.26 The Court held that the privilege against self-
incrimination protects an accused only from incriminating evidence which is ”testimonial” or 
“communicative” in form, finding that the withdrawal of blood and the admission of testing 
results as evidence was thus outside the realm of Constitutional protection.27 The dissent 
argued that the blood test was “communicative and testimonial” because it was performed 
in order to obtain testimony from others regarding the accused’s condition.28 But the majority 
rejected this argument and stressed that the Constitutional privilege applies only to acts on 
the part of the accused himself, and that testimony regarding the blood tests from others 
would not be protected.29

23 Levack & Others v Regional Magistrate, Wynberg, & Another 2004 (5) SA 573 (SCA). 
24 S v Orrie and Another 2004 (3) SA584 (C) (Bozalek J). 
25 Protection against self-incrimination. (US Constitution, Amendment V, which states that “No person… 

shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a witness against himself”); protection against unreasonable 
search and seizure (US Constitution, Amendments IV); right to substantive due process (US Constitution, 
Amendments V and X IV, which prevent the state from depriving any person of life, liberty, or property 
“without due process of law”).

26 Schmerber v California 384 U.S. 757, 771 (1966). Though the Court did rule that extraction or compelled 
production of any bodily fluid is a “search,” it established clear standards for when such a “search” was 
permitted. For a warrantless body search, the Court required “probable cause.” The Court set a higher 
standard for internal body searches (i.e. blood/paternity testing), requiring “a clear indication that the 
relevant evidence will be obtained” before such testing can take place under a warrantless arrest. These 
requirements do not apply in the case of consent, or if a warrant has been obtained (which is required in all 
non-emergency situations. No abusive means of intrusion is permitted.

27 Id at 761. 
28 Id at 773. 
29 Another interesting example comes from the US state of Louisiana, where the state constitution provides 

heightened protection against self-incrimination. The relevant section of the Louisiana Constitution reads, 
“No person shall be compelled to give evidence against himself,” while the US Constitution (like the 
Namibian Constitution) uses the more specific word “testimony”. (Article 1, section 16). Yet in spite of the 
ambiguity of the term “evidence,” even Louisiana has not provided protection against blood testing under 
its right against self-incrimination, and allows such testing upon any showing of probable cause. State v 
Pierre 606 So.2d 816, 817 (1992).
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The US Supreme Court has ruled that the taking of blood samples falls into the category of 
“search and seizure.”30 However, US courts have stressed that the touchstone of analysis on 
this point is always the reasonableness of a particular governmental invasion.31 Courts balance 
the value of the testing against the invasion of the body to determine this reasonableness. For 
example, in Breithaupt v Abram, the Supreme Court stated that “the right of an individual to 
immunity from such invasion of the body…is greatly outweighed by the value of its deterrent 
effect.”32 Here, the Court was speaking in the context of blood alcohol testing and the value 
of its deterrent effect upon intoxicated drivers when they know that their intoxication can be 
scientifically proven.

Due process claims (an individual’s right not to be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without 
due process of law) against blood testing have also been rejected by state and national courts. 
The Supreme Court has stated that the taking of blood by a skilled technician is not “conduct 
which shocks the conscience,” nor does it “offend any sense of justice.”33

Thus, in the United States, an accused does not have a right to refuse blood testing or to provide 
other similar bodily evidence, as long as the testing is done by professionals in a humane manner. 
Furthermore, though this testing falls within the protected realm of privacy, courts have found 
that when privacy is balanced against the value of the testing for deterrence and evidentiary 
purposes, minimal invasions of the body are reasonable where there is clear evidence that they 
are needed. Finally, bodily testing has not been prohibited by the rights against self-incrimination, 
usually on the basis that such testing is not a “communication” or “testimony”.

In Canada, there is a constitutional right to refuse to give blood, tissue or other physical 
samples on the grounds of privacy and bodily integrity if no warrant for the sample has been 
obtained.34 However, the Supreme Court of Canada has held that there is no constitutional 
right to refuse to give blood, tissue, or other physical samples on the grounds of privacy 
and bodily integrity if a warrant for the sample has been obtained.35 Warrants for individual 
hairs, buccal swabs and blood samples may be issued only for investigations of certain 
enumerated offences, including rape, assault and murder. Also, a warrant for the taking of 
bodily substances may be issued only if a substance has been found with which the accused’s 
sample may be compared.36 

The relevant section of the Canadian Criminal Code was upheld as constitutional in the case 
of R v SAB, where a warrant was issued for the accused in a rape case to submit to a paternity 
test.37 The accused claimed that this deprived him of security of the person in violation of 
the principles of fundamental justice and constituted an unreasonable search and seizure. 
In finding that the warrant provision did not violate the accused’s rights under the Canadian 
Charter, the Supreme Court balanced the public interest in allowing the test against the 

30 United States v Kincade 379 F.3d 813, 821 (2004). 
31 Pennsylvania v Mimms 434 U.S. 106 (1977). 
32 Breithaupt v Abram, 352 U.S. 432, 439 (1957).
33 Rochin v California 342 U.S. 165, 173 (1952).
34 Section 8 of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms states: “Everyone has the right to be secure 

against unreasonable search and seizure”. In a case where the police took a blood sample without a warrant 
from an unconscious suspect, the Supreme Court of Canada held that a search or seizure involving the 
unauthorised and non-consensual intrusion into a person’s body is unreasonable and therefore infringes on 
the rights guaranteed in section 8 of the Charter. R v Pohoretsky 1987 CarsWellMan 192 (1985). Additionally 
in R v Stillman, the Court found that while the power of arrest includes the powers of search and seizure, 
this power does not extend to the seizure of bodily samples. R v Stillman 113 C.C.C. (3d) 321 (1997). The 
Court in Stillman expanded upon Pohoretsky to say that a non-consensual taking of a bodily sample without 
a warrant not only violates section 8 of the Charter, but also section 7, the right not to be deprived of security 
of the body unless it is in accordance with the principles of fundamental justice. The Court justified its 
holding by reasoning that the taking of bodily samples is highly intrusive, violating the sanctity of the body 
and therefore human dignity and privacy

35 Section 487.05 of the Canadian Criminal Code allows a judge to issue a warrant for the taking of bodily 
substances under certain circumstances. http://lois.justice.gc.ca/en/C-46/267813.html. 

36 Canadian Criminal Code, sections 487.05-487.06.
37 R v SAB, 2 S.C.R. 678 (2003).
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privacy rights of the individual. The Court held that while the taking of bodily samples under 
a warrant interferes with bodily integrity, “[u]nder a properly issued warrant, the degree of 
offence to the physical integrity of the person is relatively modest”. Since the degree of offence 
was modest, the court reasoned that the accused had been deprived of security of the person 
in accordance with the principles of fundamental justice and that the search and seizure had 
been reasonable. 

This accused in this case also argued that the blood test violated his constitutional right 
against self-incrimination. In contrast to the approach taken in most other jurisdictions, the 
Canadian Supreme Court held that searches and seizures of bodily substances implicate the 
principle against self-incrimination because this principle involves not just “testimony” but 
also limits the extent to which an accused person can be used as a source of information 
about his own criminal conduct. The Court nevertheless held that the relevant section of the 
Canadian Criminal Code is constitutional because it does not violate the two rationales for 
the right against self-incrimination – abuse of power by the state and unreliable confessions 
or evidence.

The legitimacy of involuntary blood samples in criminal cases has also been recognised at an 
international level as being consistent with the right against self-incrimination. For example, 
the European Court of Human Rights has said:

The right not to incriminate oneself is primarily concerned…with respecting the will 
of an accused person to remain silent. As commonly understood in the legal systems 
of the Contracting Parties to the [European] Convention and elsewhere, it does not 
extend to the use in criminal proceedings of material which may be obtained from the 
accused through the use of compulsory powers but which as an existence independent 
of the will of the suspect such as, inter alia…breath, blood, and urine samples and 
bodily tissues, for the purpose of DNA testing.38

Against this background, it is unlikely that section 37 of the Criminal Procedure Act would be 
found to be unconstitutional in Namibia. However, it should be noted that it is unlikely that 
section 37 of the Criminal Procedure Act could be used to authorise the HIV testing of a rape 
perpetrator unless this information would be relevant evidence at a trial.39 

38 Saunders v United Kingdom – 19187/91 [1996] ECHR 65 (17 December 1996), available at http://www.worldlii.
org/eu/cases/ECHR/1996/65.html. 

39 S v Eigowab (supra) makes it clear that section 37 must be read together with section 225 of the Criminal 
Procedure Act 51 of 1977, which states:

Evidence of prints or bodily appearance of accused

(1)  Whenever it is relevant at criminal proceedings to ascertain whether any finger-print, palm-print or 
foot-print of an accused at such proceedings corresponds to any other finger-print, palm-print or foot-print, 
or whether the body of such an accused has or had any mark, characteristic or distinguishing feature or 
shows or showed any condition or appearance, evidence of the finger-prints, palm-prints or foot-prints of 
the accused or that the body of the accused has or had any mark, characteristic or distinguishing feature 
or shows or showed any condition or appearance, including evidence of the result of any blood test of the 
accused, shall be admissible at such proceedings.

(2)  Such evidence shall not be inadmissible by reason only thereof that the fingerprint, palm-print or foot-print 
in question was not taken or that the mark, characteristic, feature, condition or appearance in question was 
not ascertained in accordance with the provisions of section 37, or that it was taken or ascertained against 
the wish or the will of the accused concerned.
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THe CoST oF PaTeRniTy TeSTS  
wHeRe a PReGnanCy ReSulTS FRoM RaPe

Who must bear the costs of paternity tests when it is alleged that a pregnancy has 
resulted from a rape? 

A social worker interviewed for the study said: 

Paternity tests for rape cases are very costly, when they have to be done. Who is supposed 
to bear the costs – can we have a provision where the state or the perpetrator is made to 
bear the costs?

Another social worker contacted the Legal Assistance Centre to ask about this. This 
social worker was counselling a woman who had conceived a child as a result of rape. 
The accused perpetrator denied both rape & paternity. The families of the parties wanted 
to find out the truth, but could not afford a paternity test. A charge of rape was laid, but 
the police were still investigating the case even after the baby had been born, and the 
mother of the child wanted to claim maintenance from the baby’s father in the interim. 

If a paternity test is relevant to a criminal charge of rape, then the National Forensic 
Science Institute will conduct the paternity test at state expense. However, the charge 
is first scrutinised to prevent fraud, as there have been past cases where such charges 
were laid as a ruse in an attempt to get free paternity tests.  If the test results are 
used by the complainant in a subsequent civil matter, government policy requires the 
lab to charge the complainant if it must send a scientist to make an additional court 
appearance in the civil case to explain the results. 

The National Forensic Science Institute also carries out private paternity tests, which 
cost between N$3000-N$5000 each and require a blood sample from mother, child and 
putative father. 

In maintenance cases, if one or both parties are unable to pay for the costs of the 
paternity test, the maintenance officer can ask the magistrate to have a brief enquiry 
into the question of costs. The magistrate will consider information about the financial 
situation of the parties involved and any other relevant circumstances. The magistrate 
will decide who should pay the costs of the paternity test. The magistrate might decide 
that the costs should be shared, or that the state should pay all or part of the costs. 
The magistrate can re-consider the preliminary decision on the costs of the test at the 
time of the final decision on the maintenance order. This procedure helps to ensure 
that parties do not insist on paternity tests as a delaying tactic when there is no real 
factual question at stake.

Compulsory Hiv testing of  
alleged perpetrators of rape
Namibia’s Combating of Rape Act does not make provision for testing rape perpetrators 
for HIV. As noted in Chapter 3, several Parliamentarians suggested that mandatory testing 
should be part of the new law, but no formal proposal on this issue was ever put forward 
during the discussions around the Bill. 

One comment from a doctor who supplied a questionnaire on PEP for this study indicates that 
alleged perpetrators are undergoing rapid HIV testing in some parts of Namibia. However, it 
is possible that this could refer to situations where the perpetrator consents to the test: 
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The hospital also has the advantage of offering the rapid test of HIV to the rape victim 
and the accused person before starting PEP. (Eenhana)

In South Africa, a “Compulsory HIV Testing of Alleged Sexual Offenders Bill” was 
introduced in 2003,40 based on recommendations from the South African Law Commission.41 
The purpose of the Bill was “to provide for a speedy procedure by which a victim of an alleged 
sexual offence may apply for the compulsory HIV testing of the alleged offender and or the 
disclosure or the test results to the victim and the alleged offender”. The provisions of this 
Bill were subsequently incorporated into the revised Sexual Offences Bill, which was 
introduced into Parliament on 19 June 2006.42 As of November 2006, this Bill is still before 
the South African Parliament. 

The proposed scheme allows a complainant or an “interested person” acting on behalf of 
the complainant to apply to a magistrate in chambers for HIV testing of the alleged offender 
within 60 days of the date of the offence. The applicant must present evidence that there was 
a sexual assault with possible exposure to bodily fluids within this time frame. If so, then 
the magistrate must issues an order for the testing of the alleged offender. The police can 
also apply for such an order if it “would appear to be necessary for purposes of investigating 
or prosecuting the offence”. The test results are to be disclosed only to the complainant or 
the interested person who made the application, the offender and (if the police requested the 
test) to the investigating officer in the case. Breach of the confidentiality of the test results in 
a criminal offence. It is also an offence to lay a charge “with malicious intent” for the purpose 
of ascertaining the HIV status of the offender. 

These proposals have been hotly debated. Some of the key arguments are briefly summarised 
in the box on the right.43

A coalition of 18 South African NGOs recommended most recently that the provisions on 
compulsory testing should be removed from the Bill “since any form of compulsory testing is 
a human rights violation”.44

Botswana, Lesotho and Zimbabwe have legal provisions for HIV testing of rapists, with posi-
tive test results having an impact on sentencing. In Botswana, a sentence from 15 years 
imprisonment to life imprisonment is imposed on perpetrators who did not know their HIV 
status beforehand, and a sentence ranging from 20 years to life imprisonment for perpetra-
tors who were aware of their HIV status at the time of the offence.45 In Lesotho, an offender 

40 B-2003. 
41 South African Law Commission, “Project 85: Fourth Interim report: Aspects of the law relating to AIDS, 

Compulsory HIV testing of persons arrested in sexual offence cases”, November 2000, www.doj.gov.za/
salrc/reports.htm. 

42 Helene Combrinck, “Well worth the Wait? The Sexual Offences Bill in 2006”, 17 SA Crime Quarterly 2006. 
43 Commission on Gender Equality, “Compulsory HIV testing of Alleged Sexual Offenders Bill: Submission 

based on inputs received from the community & organisations at the workshop hosted by the CGE Cape Town, 
16 January 2003”; AIDS Law Project, Centre for Applied Legal Studies, university of the Witwatersrand, 
“Submission on the Compulsory HIV testing of Alleged Sexual Offenders Bill”, 6 February 2003 (initially 
favouring testing in principle, but with some criticisms of the 2003 Bill); Tshwaranang Legal Advocacy 
Centre, “Submission to the Portfolio committee on Justice and Constitutional Development on Chapter 5 of 
the Sexual Offences Bill” Setting out an Ethical and Legal Framework to Support Survivors of Gender Based 
Violence who Initiate HIV Testing of Alleged Sex Offenders”, undated (opposing testing in principle, but 
nevertheless offering some suggestions for improving the proposed legislation). 

44 National Working Group on the Sexual Offences Bill, Fact Sheet 5, accessed at www.agenda.org.za/. The 
members of the National Working Group include: Aids Law Project, Childline SA, Centre for Applied Legal 
Studies, Centre for the Study of Violence and Reconciliation, Concerned People Against abuse, Lawyers 
for Human Rights, Ngata Safety and Health Promotion, Nisaa Institute for Women’s Development, People 
Opposing Women Abuse, Port Elizabeth Rape Crisis Centre, Rape Crisis Cape Town Trust, Resources 
Aimed at the Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect, Save the children Sweden, Sex Worked Education 
and Advocacy Taskforce, Thohoyandou victim empowerment project, Tshwaranang Legal Advocacy Centre, 
Western Cape Network on Violence against Women, Women’s Legal Centre. 

45 Chapter 08:01 of the Botswana Penal Code section 142 (4)-(5). 
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who knew or suspected a positive HIV status at the time of the offence receives a mandatory 
death sentence, and an HIV positive perpetrator who was unaware of this status is liable to 
a minimum sentence (for a first offence) of 10 years.46 In Zimbabwe, rape is punishable by a 
minimum sentence of 10 years if the perpetrator is HIV positive, regardless of whether he 
or she was aware of this HIV status at the time of the rape.47 Of these three countries, both 
Zimbabwe and Lesotho provide for testing of accused (as opposed to convicted) offenders but 
only Lesotho provides for disclosure of the test results to the complainant. 

THe SouTH aFRiCan debaTe on Hiv TeSTinG  
FoR alleGed PeRPeTRaToRS

ARGuMENTS FOR MANDATORy HIV TESTING OF PERPETRATORS

Allowing rape victims to request testing of the perpetrator is an important 
aspect of empowerment and choice, particularly for female rape survivors. It 
can allow them to assert some control over their lives at a time when their autonomy 
has been violated by the sexual assault. 

In some circumstances, an HIV test of the alleged perpetrator can contribute 
to the rape survivor’s peace of mind. A rape survivor who was previously HIV 
negative will have to wait at least three months to be sure that he or she has not 
been infected as a result of the rape. A negative result from the perpetrator could 
give the rape survivor a significant degree of confidence that he or she has not been 
exposed to HIV. 

Knowledge of the offender’s status allows the rape survivor to make informed 
choices about PEP (such as whether or not to continue the course of medication even 
if the test is unlikely to take place quickly enough to inform the decision on whether 
to begin PEP medication), as well as sexual and reproductive decisions. 

Mandatory testing will not involve significant resources unless there is a great 
demand for such testing.

Mandatory testing of alleged rapists will not encourage mandatory testing 
in other contexts because it is informed by the high levels of sexual violence 
in South Africa and specific concern for the wellbeing of the survivors of such 
violence. 

ARGuMENTS AGAINST MANDATORy HIV TESTING OF PERPETRATORS

Mandatory HIV testing infringes the human rights of alleged offenders. 

A negative test result from the perpetrator may give a false sense of security, 
as the rapist may be in the “window period” when test results do not reveal 
HIV infection. However, the Aids Law Unit at the Centre for Applied Legal Studies 
in South Africa estimates that there is statistically a very low chance that an alleged 
offender who tests negative will in fact be in the window period, meaning that in the 
vast majority of cases the test result from the perpetrator will reveal his actual HIV 
status. Conversely, a positive result for the perpetrator does not necessarily 
mean that the rape complainant will be HIV positive. The rape survivor cannot be 
absolutely certain of his or her own HIV status until he or she is tested at appropriate 
time periods. Thus, knowing the results of the perpetrator’s test may lead the 
rape complainant to make inappropriate decisions. 

46 Sections 30 and 32, Lesotho Sexual Offences Act, 2003. 
47 Section 302A added to the Zimbabwe Criminal Procedure and Evidence Act by Part VII of the Criminal Law 

(Codification and Reform) Act, No 23 of 2004, section 8; section 80, Criminal Law (Codification and Reform) 
Act, No 23 of 2004. 
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PEP is most effective if it starts as soon as possible after the rape. This means 
that there is no time to wait for the results of an HIV test of the alleged 
perpetrator before making a decision about whether to begin preventative 
treatment. Also, since the test results of the alleged perpetrator are not decisive on 
the question of exposure to HIV from the rape, a negative test result could encourage 
an unwise decision to discontinue PEP. 

Appropriate pre and posttest counselling support for alleged offenders 
would have to be provided in conjunction with such mandatory tests. 

Allowing mandatory testing in rape cases may open the door to mandatory 
testing in other contexts. 

Mandatory HIV testing will benefit only a limited number of rape survivors. 
It will not assist those who do not lay charges, where the suspect is not promptly 
arrested, where there were multiple perpetrators and not all are arrested, and where 
the rape survivors lack access to courts in which they could request the testing. 
Thus, scarce resources may be committed to a procedure which benefits only 
a few.

It would be better to focus attention on providing adequate care and support 
for rape survivors to enable them to make informed decisions about HIV 
testing for themselves. A focus on mandatory HIV testing can divert attention 
and human and financial resources away from the more fundamental issues of 
providing PEP, HIV testing and counselling for the rape complainant.

Problems with training and implementation which have emerged in other 
criminal law contexts may hamper the provision of necessary information 
and support to rape complainants wishing to make use of the procedure for 
requesting mandatory testing of the perpetrator.

The state is already failing to ensure that all rape survivors get access to PEP 
and other necessary services, so a procedure which requires additional services 
will simply place further strain upon the system. 

what medical evidence is being 
collected in rape cases? 
Of the 409 cases examined in the police docket sample for this study, 314 complainants 
(about 77%) were examined for evidence by a doctor. 

The usual procedure should be to collect specimens from both complainant and perpetrator 
for analysis. For example, vaginal or anal smears and swabs can be collected to test for the 
presence of semen, and typed and compared with the type of the perpetrator. Foreign saliva 
found on the complainant can similarly be tested for type. (There are two types of saliva and 
semen – those from a “secretor” which contains certain “ABO substances” and those from a 
non-secretor which do not contain these substances.) Clothing can also be tested for blood 
or semen. DNA tests of such materials can also be done, although this requires a separate 
sample which is collected in a different manner.48

The dockets recorded the collection of specimens for analysis in only 189 of the 409 
cases. 

48 It is more difficult to detect useful evidence in anal swabs than in vaginal swabs, because of the surrounding 
chemical environment. It is also possible to obtain samples of sperm or semen from a condom – although this 
is usually difficult because condoms are designed to be inhospitable to sperm and usually impregnated with 
spermicide. 
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Table 8.3: MediCal exaMinaTion (PoliCe doCKeT SaMPle)
 n %

Was victim 
examined for 
evidence by 
doctor?

No 34 8.3

Yes 314 76.8

Not clear 20 4.9

No J88 form 40 9.8

Complainant refused examination 1 .2

Total 409 100.0

Complete J-88 
form in file?

No 116 28.3

Yes 286 69.9

Completed but not attached 7 1.7

Total 409 100.0

Were 
specimens 
collected for 
analysis?

No 115 28.1

Yes 189 46.2

Not clear 73 17.8

No J88 form 32 7.8

Total 409 100.0

Table 8.4: PHySiCal SaMPleS ReCoRded in doCKeT (PoliCe doCKeT SaMPle)
   More than one sample per case could be recorded. 

 Type of sample Responses  %

Complainant

Vaginal swab 97 18.8

Vaginal smear 102 19.8

Saliva swab 107 20.8

Anal swab 6 1.2

Anal smear 4 .8

Blood sample 117 22.7

Urine 1 .2

“Rape kit” 25 4.9

Nail scratch 1 .2

Clothing 45 8.7

Pubic combing 2 .4

No details in docket 8 1.6

Total 515 100.0

Accused

Saliva swab 35 35.7

Blood sample 36 36.7

“Rape kit” 6 6.1

Nail scratch 1 1.0

Clothing 17 17.3

Condom 2 2.0

Pubic combing 1 1.0

Total 98 100.0

The table above indicates which specimens were taken for analysis. Note that more than one 
specimen could be taken from a single individual. 

One concern which arises from this data is the imbalance between samples taken 
from complainants and accuseds. In some cases, a sample from the complainant alone can 
be of some marginal use in a few cases. For example, the presence of semen in a child’s vagina 
would support that child’s testimony that sexual intercourse occurred, even though it could 
not be of any help in identifying the other party to the intercourse without a corresponding 
sample from the accused. 

However, the findings indicate that at least 117 blood samples were taken from complainants, 
compared to only 36 blood samples from accused. (Some dockets indicated “rape kits” without 
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more detail, for 25 complainants and 6 accused.) Yet it is difficult to see what possible use 
it would be to type blood found on the complainant’s clothing or at the crime scene unless a 
corresponding blood sample is taken from the accused to see if there is a match. The same 
is true of saliva swabs, where the dockets record 107 samples from complainants and only 
35 from accuseds. It is possible, of course, for samples to be taken from an accused at a later 
date once the samples for the complainant or the crime scene are on file, but key informants 
report that this type of follow-up seldom takes place in practice. 

This suggests that police and doctors need more intensive training on how information 
from rape kits is utilised in court. 

Problems with collection of 
specimens by doctors 
Like all the other professions who work with rape victims, the health professions are 
hampered by a shortage of human and financial resources, high turnovers and insuf
ficient orientation and training. 

Sometimes the specimens collected do not yield useful evidence because doctors do 
not use proper techniques for collecting the evidence. For example, a vaginal swab may 
show nothing if it is not collected from deep enough inside the vagina, with an appropriate 
degree of pressure against the vagina wall. Similarly, buccal swabs often give poor results 
for DNA testing because they are not rubbed firmly against the inside of the mouth, rolled on 
a slide and then air-dried. (A buccal swab is a method of collecting DNA where an applicator 
with a sponge on the end is rubbed on the inside of a person’s cheek to collect cells.)

Sometimes wet items (such as underwear or bloodstained clothing) are placed in the 
plastic packets for specimens, with the result that mould can destroy the desired evidence 
– despite clear instructions on the packet that all items must be air-dried before being placed 
inside. 

Sometimes concerns are misplaced because of incomplete or inaccurate information. 
For example, a recent UNICEF assessment of the Woman and Child Protection Units reported 
concerns about a non-working fridge at one of the WCPUs, on the grounds that “rape-kits have 
to be kept cold to preserve the blood and other fluids” until the kit can be transmitted to the lab 
for analysis. While the perfect ideal would be to refrigerate samples bodily fluids to slow down 
the growth of yeast and fungi, this is not usually a serious problem if samples are correctly air-
dried before packaging and delivered to the lab within a reasonable time period. 

Some doctors are careless about the chain of evidence. The proper procedure is that 
one person (and only one person) should personally handle the evidence and complete the 
information on the outside of the rape kit. These tasks should not be delegated to others, but 
doctors are often too busy to attend to these details. The new rape kit should assist with 
this problem, as it has been simplified to minimise the time input from the doctor while still 
providing full and clear information. 

The National Forensic Science Institute conducts regular workshops to train doctors 
in evidence collection techniques. In addition, all state doctors who could possibly be 
involved in the collection of forensic evidence receive an orientation in evidence collection 
techniques before they start work for the government. However, these efforts have not yet 
produced the desired impact. The problem is exacerbated by the high turnover of doctors in 
Namibia, including the use of foreign doctors who spend only a short time in the country and 
may be further hampered by language barriers. 
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Several police interviewees pointed to the problem of insufficient training of foreign doctors 
in collecting medical evidence and completing the required forms: 

The problems are due to the Cuban doctors. They are not experienced in dealing with 
rape cases, so we don’t get all the evidence we need. I don’t like directing them during 
the examination. They obviously feel uncertain about what they are doing.

Medical doctors are mostly foreigners. They sometimes aren’t trained to take the correct 
information, so our officers have to tell them what needs to be done.

At least one doctor agreed that more training would be welcome: 

We collect rape kits but we are not sure on how to go about it because we did not get 
trained.

woRld HealTH oRGaniZaTion GuidelineS

The World Health Organization Guidelines for medico-legal care of victims of sexual 
violence (2003) is a resource which could be useful for training of doctors or forensic 
nurses. For example, it contains very clear diagrams of typical vaginal and anal injuries 
resulting from sexual assault, illustrations of correct techniques for taking various 
swabs, and simple tips on successful forensic examinations. The booklet is available 
at whqlibdoc.who.int/publications/2004/924154628X.pdf or from the Legal Assistance 
Centre. 

One idea under consideration by the National Forensic Science Institute is to designate 
only specific doctors to collect medical evidence. The theory is that these doctors could 
receive more intense training and then be held strictly accountable for failure to follow proper 
procedures. 

Another possibility could be to train selected nurses in evidence collection. This might 
have the advantage of a lower turnover, and nurses might have more time to devote to the task. 
On the other hand, medical personnel point out that nurses in Namibia are already generally 
frustrated and over-worked and might resist the introduction of extra responsibilities. One 
interviewee pointed out that nurses with specialist training might be more likely to leave 
government and take up employment in the private sector or abroad. This option of using 
specially-trained forensic nurses is currently being explored in South Africa (see box below). 

Forensic nurses in South africa

A pilot group of 19 forensic nurses in Gauteng have been trained to perform medical 
examinations on sexual assault victims and to collect relevant medical evidence. They 
have also received training in trauma counselling and in HIV testing and counselling. 
The newly-trained nurses have been posted to hospitals and clinics which deal with 
rape cases throughout Gauteng. The pilot project is aimed at securing high conviction 
rates in cases of sexual abuse. It has also been noted that the University of the Free 
State offers a distance diploma in forensic nursing. 

Mmanaledi Mataboge, “Picking up the pieces”, PeaceWomen 27 January 2004
www.peacewomen.org.news/SouthAfrica/Jan04/pieces.html
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One drawback to such approaches is the possibility that the designated persons 
might not be available when they are needed, particularly in rural areas. 

ReCoMMendaTion: 
We endorse the idea under discussion that specific doctors should be trained 
and authorised to collect medical evidence, along with selected nurses with 
appropriate experience. 

J-88 forms
The J88 form is an official form designed to facilitate the recording of the findings 
of a medical examination for use in court. It gets its name from the official number which 
appeared on the original forms printed by the Ministry of Justice. 

Of the 409 cases in the police docket sample, 314 complainants (about 77%) were examined 
for evidence by a doctor, and there were complete J-88 forms in the dockets of 286 cases (91% 
of those where medical examinations took place). 

However, many of the J88 forms in the dockets contained little useful information, often 
appearing cursory or incomplete. Frequently entire forms were completed with strike-marks 
through all items. Few doctors filled in the diagrams of the human body and genitals to indicate 
injuries. Of those who did, more than one drew arrows to indicate wounds/lacerations/bruises 
on the diagram (without explanation) which were not referred to at all in the written section of 
the form.

It is clear that a number of doctors have no idea how to fill in the J-88, and have not even read the 
form closely. For example, there is a section which states at the top: “Give detailed description 
of bruising, wounds etc to the following”; one doctor, in the space beside “breasts” in this 
section wrote: “well developed”. This same doctor put as the conclusion to his examination: 
“It looks well developed body”.

Other J-88s listed such unclear replies as: 

Examination: (easy/painful) – “yes”

Condition of clothing: (changed from incident/describe tears, missing buttons, stains 
ie blood, dirt, vomit, ejaculation, etc) – “dirty” (without giving any information which 
might connect the condition of the clothes to the alleged incident).

A large number of doctors did not fill in the section requesting a conclusion, even when it 
appeared they had listed evidence which could lead them to one, such as “torn hymen” of 7-
year-old. In the case of young rape victims, conclusions such as the following were common: 
“Absent hymen. No bruises or any other physical injuries” (in this case it was an 8-year-old 
complainant). Others were noticeably reluctant to draw a conclusion, such as the doctor who 
had noted blood stains on clothing, detailed bruising and taken specimens but could say no 
more than “No opinion at this stage”. Another doctor concluded “A case of rape without any 
signs of violence”, even after noting “cut wound of the upper eye”. In the statement pertaining 
to this case, the complainant alleged the perpetrator had stabbed her in the eye with a knife.

There were hardly any injuries noted to the genitals on the forms. This is consistent with the 
fact that most complainants were frightened into submission rather than assaulted, but led one 
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doctor to conclude: “Patient claimed she had been raped but no physical stigmata suggestive 
of rape only consistent with normal sexual intercourse.” 

On the other hand, a few doctors were able to draw conclusions such as “Rape without signs 
of violence” without listing any facts at all on the J-88. 

Even when there had been physical violence according to the docket, a number of doctors 
did not find any marks of violence and made no references to the complainant’s allegations. 
For example in one case the complainant alleged she had been beaten with clenched fists by 
the perpetrator, but the doctor recorded no evidence of this the next day. In another case the 
complainant alleged she had been raped vaginally by four men, two of whom also sodomised 
her. The doctor recorded evidence only of a blow on the eye the next day. 

One prosecutor interviewed cited a similar example of a huge gap between the facts of the 
case and the information on the J-88 form:

I had one case involving assault with a sjambok on the complainant’s back, but the J-88 
recorded only injuries to the genitals. 

In the J-88s examined in connection with this study, there were also a number of young rape 
survivors who were found to be “intact”. A doctor who examined a 3-year-old and noted a 
haemorrhage from the vagina said in conclusion “child wasn’t penetrate but there is evidence 
she was molested”; however, the police docket said that the child could not walk properly and 
noted that there was “white stuff like semen on her legs & pant”. Another doctor noted that 
sexual intercourse had taken place, but that the 7-year-old survivor’s hymen was intact. While 
such situations may be medically possible, recording such seemingly contradictory facts on the 
form without explanation which could assist the court could undermine the rape case. 

There were a few doctors who made the effort to connect the condition of the rape survivor with 
the allegations. For example: “labia majora: full of sand” connected with the complainant’s 
account of the circumstances of rape. This was not surprisingly easier when there had been 
assault and rape, eg “clothing stained with blood, bruises on upper & lower hips – rape case 
with violence”, or “All external evidence suggestive of rape”.

Shockingly, some doctors did not even fill in their names on the form, or sign them – making 
them completely inadmissible as evidence in court if the doctor is unavailable to testify. 

A total of at least 101 different doctors completed the forms in our sample, so the 
problems observed cannot be attributed to a few individuals. The medical examinations 
in our sample also took place in at least 30 different medical facilities, including both 
public and private facilities. 

Several police interviewees spoke about the impact of poor J-88 forms and the unwillingness 
of doctors to testify in court: 

We’ve lost a lot of cases just due to these delays [on the part of the forensic lab] and 
failures to complete J-88 forms properly. For example, most of the time doctors won’t 
write remarks like “injuries could be due to forced sex”. You could get a conviction with 
that. At least 60% of cases get withdrawn or there is no conviction because of these 
medical evidence problems. (Walvis Bay)

Some of the cases are withdrawn in court because of poor examinations and doctors 
who refuse to testify. There’s a need for each WCPU to have its own doctor. We can’t 
have cases withdrawn because of poor examinations! (Katima Mulilo)

Now in Katima we have a problem with medical examinations because of the unqualified 
doctors. The first thing is the J-88 forms. They are always incomplete. Secondly, we 
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don’t’ have a specific doctor who is well-trained to examine rape victims. Thirdly, some 
of the doctors are refusing to testify in court, and we don’t know why. Are they afraid 
to testify? (Katima Mulilo)

If the J-88 is completed properly, we can still win a case. It’s the first thing you see. 
Even if there is no rape kit, so long as the J-88 is properly completed, we can still win a 
rape case… Some doctors are never shown how to complete the form and are assigned 
to our unit. We can see loopholes in the completion of the form, and point out the 
absences. The doctors need to be properly trained to deal with rape cases, because 
medical evidence is the most important part of rape cases. (Windhoek) 

Prosecutors had many complaints about the way that doctors fill in the forms: 

Some of the doctors will fill out the forms incorrectly leaving out some relevant parts 
e.g. name of person or dates. Some also leave out the section on whether the hymen 
was broken or not – it makes the process almost useless! Also, most of the doctors are 
foreigners whose contracts may expire before they can be called upon to give expert 
evidence – and most leave after the expiry of the contracts. 

The doctors are incompetent. A doctor will examine a girl’s private parts, and then make 
a comment like “no”. What does that mean? The doctors don’t know how to complete 
the form. I also don’t think the examinations are done properly. If you compare a post-
mortem exam done by one of our doctors or pathologists and a rape examination, one 
is understandable and one is not. It’s the same with the J-88… At the last page, there 
is a space for remarks, and they will write “no”. I want them to tell me if the exam is 
suggestive of rape. He must have some comments!

Sometimes the J-88 is not completed, or not in detail. Sometimes you can’t make out 
the name of the doctor. Sometimes in the statement the complainant will complain of 
injuries that aren’t on the form. The form is okay as it is, it’s the completion that’s a 
problem. 

The comments can be contradictory. The doctors should just state their observations, 
not their opinions. 

Doctors tend to leave the question on the hymen blank. I am not sure whether it is 
deliberate or it is because it is difficult to tell [if the hymen is intact].

Doctors need to be more specific and give attention to details. They often fail to record 
important information such as “grass in hair” or “dust on clothes”. 

Yes, there are definitely problems. Especially with the Cuban doctors. Some of them, 
not all of them. The first problem is that they are not written properly because some of 
them are not signed by the doctor himself. Sometimes they do not state the findings 
apart from signs of penetration anything else like scratch marks they check the form 
saying normal, normal, normal. But when you consult the victim and the guardian 
they will tell to you when the victim confirmed to me that this happened I observed 
this type of bruises, I observed this. But it’s not on the J-88 even if it was completed 
the very same day. Now I know that that is raised by the lawyers saying if this was 
taken the same day then why did the doctor not observe these bruises your mother or 
uncle described. That shows either the doctor did not properly examine or something 
went wrong. And the other thing is that J-88 is not completely filled. They’re only on 
examining the genitals while the other parts are left blank. So you won’t have any 
other record of assault or violence. They leave parts of the form blank. Also we don’t 
know if it was a doctor examining or a nurse. We just don’t know. 

These forms were supposed to be very useful but the problem is that doctors are not 
sensitised to the necessity of completing those forms. Most of these doctors act out of 
ignorance and do not properly complete it. I would like it if they were sensitised and 
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taught to properly examine these people…. They are useful if properly completed. But 
in some cases you find it’s not properly completed, there’s no signature. Or you find 
a situation where the witness testifies there was penetration but the doctor did not 
properly examine to see if there was also trauma to the labia majora or something as 
well. It could be very useful. I’ve seen a witness of 18 testify she was raped and if the 
J-88 was properly completed it would have helped... If one could compare a doctor who 
completed an autopsy to a doctor that completed a J-88 form, one could see that the 
one who completed the post-mortem form did it attentively, covered all the aspects. 
But as for the one compiling the sexual offences form I think they need to be sensitised 
because when we subpoena them some are even complaining they don’t want to go to 
court and testify. Therefore one might conclude they are not properly completing these 
forms just to avoid going to court. 

Both legal aid lawyers interviewed gave support to these views from the perspective of the 
defence: 

Terrible, terrible, terrible. Really, it’s shocking. So many cases I’ve seen the State fail 
because of it. Not only rape, murder as well. You find a lot of that. The form isn’t signed, 
or there are wrong names. Maybe they don’t have enough time. The victim testifies 
to extensive injuries, and the report says nothing. That’s a wide open door for the 
defence. Who’s the judge going to believe, the doctor or the child? 

It’s my experience that there are some doctors who complete the form without any 
clarity as to what happened… Some doctors can’t indicate bruises. If the hymen is 
recently ruptured, sometimes the hymen section is left open, or with a question mark. 
Sometimes no opinion is given. Sometimes remarks are based on the complainant’s 
version… The J-88 is being done after one week or even a month. Those are problems… 
It’s a problem with how it’s filled out, not a problem with the form itself. 

Magistrates also cited problems with the J-88 forms: 

Unfortunately, sometimes the doctor has entered just the information which is not 
sufficient. That’s the problem sometimes, if the doctor is there, its fine he’ll come 
testify. But in Namibia where the many of the doctors are on contract, by the time the 
trial starts you are told the doctor is already gone back to his country. You have this 
document that needs to be explained more in detail by the person who did it but he’s 
not here. (Oshakati)

Medical report forms are not properly completed by doctors. Sometimes, they omit the 
name of the patient. Sometimes they do not complete the affidavits, and this prevents 
the prosecutors from handing in the form in the doctor’s absence. Sometimes victims 
are not properly examined by the doctor. Victim will say there has been a laceration, 
but the doctor will put “normal”. Some victims say they were terrified, but that is not 
noted on the form. (Katima Mulilo)

Honestly, sometimes we’ve had problems with medical doctors. Firstly, we’ve had lots 
of medical practitioners here who aren’t fluent in the official language. That presents 
problems in the report submitted to the Court… The report must be really extensive. 
It assists the court in arriving at a just decision. The opinions given are very vague. 
If medical evidence is vague, it impacts the verdict the court has to come to… if the 
medical evidence doesn’t corroborate. (Katutura)
 
The J-88 is important. The doctors must make it simpler so the language is clear to 
be understood. It’s very important. The medical jargon might be easy for a medically-
trained person, but for an ordinary person, it’s not so easy. The doctor will scribble 
something, and if she doesn’t understand it, she can’t ask the doctor, because he 
doesn’t know what it means! It’s important to use the basic words to be understood by 
the ordinary person so they can question or understand it. (Windhoek) 
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 The current J-88 form was prepared with the assistance of the Legal Assistance Centre 
and a panel of doctors, working in consultation with state prosecutors. The intention was to 
address problems identified with the old form, and to make the new form gender-neutral now 
that both men and women can be rape victims. 

However, while one doctor says that the new form is “clear”, another says that it “almost 
impossible to fill out” because “it has too many details…. It takes about an hour to fill it 
out.” (This comment must be considered in light of the fact that one of the complaints from 
both prosecutors and medical practitioners about the old form was that it was not sufficiently 
detailed, and did not have enough space for all the necessary information.) A third doctor 
took the middle ground, stating: 

It is not difficult but the issue of having to fill out comments… and then final comments 
is a bit tricky and confusing and the form of a sexually active lady becomes difficult to 
fill in…

Several doctors indicated that the problem is not the form, but the attitudes of some medical 
practitioners: 

One doctor said it was not his business to fill out the J-88 forms. Some doctors are just 
ignorant of the legal obligation they have towards filing out the J-88 form

The form is okay. I know doctors complain that it is cumbersome but I am not convinced 
that this is so. 

The form is clear but it is just not filled out correctly by some doctors, like the first part 
of the form where you are basically telling the survivor’s story…. 

Some doctors appealed for simpler forms which could be completed more quickly, explaining 
that they are often under tremendous work pressure when examining rape complainants, 
with long queues of other patients waiting for their assistance. 

wHaT Could HaPPen To doCToRS wHo 
inTenTionally Fail To liST inJuRieS oF RaPe viCTiMS 

on THe oFFiCial FoRMS?

The common law crime of perjury applies to false statement made in court. Perjury 
is the unlawful and intentional making of a false statement in the course of a judicial 
proceeding by an individual who has taken an oath or made an affirmation before a 
body that is competent to administer or accept it. The elements of the crime of perjury 
are 1) the making of a declaration; 2) which is false; 3) under oath or an equivalent to 
an oath; 4) in the course of judicial proceedings; 5) unlawfulness; 6) intention. The false 
statement can be either verbal or in the form of an affidavit, and it need not be material 
to the issue being decided. However, it does need to be made in the course of a judicial 
proceeding, but does not necessarily need to be made during the proceeding if: a) the 
law allows it to be used as evidence at a judicial proceeding, and b) if such a use is 
contemplated by the person making the statement when the statement is made. A J-88 
form which is structured like an affidavit detailing injuries to a rape victim would likely 
satisfy both prongs of this test. 

If a doctor testifies in court and is shown on cross examination to have intention
ally omitted relevant details on the J88 form, the doctor could be convicted of 
an offence in terms of section 300(3) of the Criminal Procedure Ordinance 34 of 1963. 
This statute states: 
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If a person has made any statement on oath whether orally or in writing [as in an 
affidavit], and he thereafter on another oath makes another statement as aforesaid 
[as on cross examination], which is in conflict with such first-mentioned statement, 
he shall be guilty of an offence and, may, on a charge alleging that he made the two 
conflicting statements, and upon proof of those two statements and without proof as to 
which of the said statements was false, be convicted on the evidence of one witness of 
such offence and punished with the penalties prescribed by law for the crime of perjury 
unless it is proved that when he made each statement he believed it to be true.49

Even if the doctor does not testify in court, he or she could still be convicted of a 
criminal offence for making a false statement on an official form which is then 
submitted into evidence. Section 9 of the Justices of the Peace and Commissioners 
of Oaths Act 16 of 1963 states:

Any person who, in an affidavit, affirmation or solemn or attested declaration made 
before a person competent to administer an oath or affirmation or take the declaration 
in question, has made a false statement knowing it to be false, shall be guilty of an 
offence and liable upon conviction to the penalties prescribed by law for the offence 
of perjury. 

The purpose of this provision is essentially to extend the penalties of perjury beyond 
statements which were made in the course of judicial proceedings. The required 
elements are: 1) a false statement; 2) in an affidavit, affirmation or solemn or attested 
declaration; 3) made before a competent person; 4) with the requisite mens rea (state 
of mind). In order to be found guilty of a crime, the person who made the statement 
must have known that it was false at the time. It is sufficient to prove that the person 
who made the statement foresaw the possibility that the statement might be false. The 
person who made the statement must have also been aware that the statement was an 
“an affidavit, affirmation or solemn or attested declaration.”50 

49 The applicability of section 300(3) of the Criminal Procedure Ordinance 34 of 1963 is validated by the court 
in S v Somses 1999 NR 296 (HC). In Somses, the State appealed against a sentence imposed on the accused 
by the trial court. At the hearing of the appeal it was pointed out that the accused has been charged and 
convicted of statutory perjury in contravention of 319(3) of the Criminal Procedure Act 56 of 1955. However, 
the court held that this Act had never applied in Namibia, and that the appropriate law is section 300(3) of the 
Criminal Procedure Ordinance 34 of 1963. See S v Gariseb 2002 NR 112 (HC), on the general requirements for 
a conviction under section 300(3) of the Criminal Procedure Ordinance 34 of 1963. 

50 One question which might arise, however, is whether the omission of relevant information is actionable as a 
“false statement”. 

In one case, a woman stated to the court inquiring into her assets, “I have nothing at all”. While the 
woman was found not guilty of perjury for other irrelevant reasons, the court implied that she would have 
been guilty for her false statement that she had nothing, but did not imply that her mere failure to report 
what she did have was perjury in itself. (R v Sterling 1923 TPD 383). 

The questions of omissions arose in the context of legal liability rather than perjury in the South African 
case of Minister of Law and Order v Kadir 1995 (1) SA 303 (A). Here, police failed to take down information 
at the scene of a collision which would have enabled seriously injured respondents to pursue a claim against 
the driver of the other vehicle involved. The respondent instituted an action for damages against the police, 
contending that there had been a duty on the constables to take down necessary information. The following 
statement about omissions was noted:

 “A defendant’s conduct, including an omission, is regarded as unlawful when the circumstances of the 
case are of such a nature that it not only incites moral indignation but also that the legal convictions of the 
community demand that it ought to be regarded as unlawful and that the damage suffered by the plaintiff 
ought to be made good by the defendant.” Corporation Brick (Pty) Ltd v Strachan Construction Co (Pty) Ltd 
1982 (4) SA 371 (D) at 384D-E.

However, the court evaluated the duty a policeman has to record such information and concluded that the 
aim of police investigations are not to provide parties in proceedings with useful information and said that 
such actions were “exceptional duties falling outside the meaning of the term ‘police duties’ as ordinarily 
understood.” The court concluded that actual police duties would be curtailed if courts penalised less than 
perfect performance and refused to hold the policemen liable for the damages arising from what was a 
“relatively insignificant dereliction of duty.”
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An intentional omission of relevant information could be dealt with by a charge of 
defeating or obstructing the course of justice. The course of justice can be obstructed 
in many ways – for example, by causing a trial to be unnecessarily delayed or postponed, 
causing police or prosecution authorities to waste time and energy investigating the wrong 
charge or the wrong person, tampering with documents or exhibits in a case in order to 
prevent true evidence from being placed before the court, fabricating false evidence or 
misleading (or attempting to mislead) the police in order to prevent detection of a crime. 
The crime may be committed by a positive act or an omission, and obstruction of a police 
investigation is as culpable as obstruction of the ensuing court case. To be guilty of this 
crime, the person in question must have been able to foresee the possibility that the 
conduct could defeat or obstruct of the due administration of justice. If “intention” in this 
sense is present, the motive of the person in question is irrelevant. The wilful omission 
of obviously relevant evidence from a J-88 form (or similar) would seem to fall within 
this category. A negligently-completed J-88 could prevent prosecution of the offence or 
conviction of the perpetrator, and any doctor should subjectively foresee the possibility 
that such conduct could have this result.51 

Prosecutors were asked if they make use of the new provision which allows introduction 
of the J88 form as evidence on the facts contained in it, even if the doctor who completed 
the form is not available. This is often done, and is reportedly efficient in practice: 

It’s helping cases… because a lot of our doctors are not residents and after some time 
they leave. But we can still use the examination as evidence without them or we can 
call some other doctor to come and explain. So this has very much helped us. 

In most cases the doctors have gone back to their countries because we have a system 
where the doctors are mostly expatriates. So one needs to apply the J-88 without calling 
that doctor.

Having the doctors there is a waste of time, unless the injuries are severe, complicated 
or disputed. 90% of the time I can just hand over the form.

One magistrate said that a second doctor is sometimes called to explain the medical terms in 
the form to the accused if the form is admitted into evidence on its own. 

However, one prosecutor explained how improperlycompleted forms can undermine 
this option: 

The one problem we definitely have in Katima Mulilo is that the doctors who examine 
the complainants go away after a while, perhaps 6 months. A rape case can take about 
2 years. The doctor will not be available to testify. There are certain ways to bypass 
that, like having another doctor testify, but it doesn’t have the same effect. Sometimes, 
I’ll submit the J-88, but the Court won’t accept it if the affidavit isn’t signed. If the 
doctor has filled out the affidavit properly and goes back to his country, we can have a 
second doctor testify. If it’s not properly completed, there is no form, no testimony – no 
medical evidence at all. We had a case the other day where the accused was acquitted 
because there was no medical evidence.

Magistrates supported this view: 

Even this week I had a case when the doctor was gone but the J-88 was there. The 
prosecutor has to call in another doctor to testify, to give his opinion, his explanation 
of what was stated in the J-88. But the problem is that sometimes the doctors do 

51 CR Snyman, Criminal Law, third edition (Durban: Butterworths), 1995 at 318, 319, 322 (footnotes omitted). 
See S v Mouton & Others 1993 NR 260 (HC) and in S v Ipinge 1997 NR 181 (HC) on the application of this 
common-law crime in Namibia. 
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not include all the information in the document, which makes it difficult for the other 
doctor. The other doctor does not come to substitute; he is just coming as an expert 
witness to explain what was said in that document. But if the document does not say 
anything in detail, he can not go there and say it. 

Most of the doctors helping us are foreigners who go back to their country of origin. 
They’re the culprits who don’t complete the form, and the other doctor has to be called 
to explain.

It’s very important in Namibia, as a lot of doctors from other countries are here on contract 
for a few years, and a case of rape takes so long until it’s finalised. The amended provisions 
of the Criminal Procedure Act have made it much easier – we don’t need the doctor who 
treated the alleged victim. However, it is important for the purposes of cross-examination 
to examine the observations of the doctor, but if he/she can’t be available, the document is 
still admitted into evidence. 

One legal aid lawyer felt that the option of using the form on its own is useless because the 
handwriting is so often illegible. Another said: 

You may need to question the doctor on content, and the other doctor can’t elaborate or 
is just trying to back up the other doctor. But if the form was properly compiled… 

As mentioned above, the Legal Assistance Centre prepared unofficial guidelines for medical 
professionals on the Combating of Rape Act, based on input from a panel of doctors.52 These 
guidelines include detailed instructions for completing the J-88 forms, but this approach does 
not seem to have improved the recording of information in the forms. 

The National Science Forensic Institute has developed a booklet for doctors which 
will accompany the newly designed rape kits which will soon be in use. This booklet 
is clear and simple, and designed to minimise the time required in paperwork by the doctor. 
It should be assessed by the Office of the Prosecutor-General to see if it could replace the J-
88 form in future. 

One doctor who was interviewed had some very useful and detailed suggestions for improving 
the process, with a focus on expert training and better police supervision of doctors: 

Doctors in Namibia have not been trained on how to handle rape survivors – we do so 
based on the fact that we are gynaecologists and have therefore handled more rape 
cases than most of our colleagues in other fields. Because of this, doctors just don’t 
realise that they are such a crucial link and have an important role to play in rape cases. 
For instance, if a doctor who is handling a rape survivor is irritable and insensitive, it 
becomes like a second rape for the survivor. Note that doctors need to be trained on 
rape, on proper collection of medical evidence, how to answer questions in court…. 
Doctors don’t want to be grilled before a court of law and be made to feel incompetent 
and that is why most of them are hesitant to handle rape cases and appear before a 
court. The Police and the Ministry of Health need to take the initiative and pay for 
specialists (from South Africa) to come over and coach the doctors. There has been talk 
of doing so but resources are said to be the limitation….. At the end of the day, however, 
the WCPU must get their own doctors to specifically handle rape cases because most 
of us feel that we are taking on extra responsibility when called upon to examine or 
attend to rape survivors. 

The Police also need to more vigilant with the doctors. They normally give the J-88 
form to the doctors to fill out and leave them to examine the survivor, while in actual 
fact, they ought to be present.

On the suggestion that police should supervise the completion of the J-88 forms, National 
Coordinator of the Woman and Child Protection Units, Chief Inspector Shatilweh, felt that 

52 See footnote 15 in this chapter.
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doctors would be unlikely to respond well to interventions from police officers, since they might 
feel that the police were trying to involve themselves in medical issues, which is not their 
speciality. 

A middle ground would be for the police officer who is present to take a more active role by 
means of connecting the medical examination to the statement. For example, in South Africa, 
it has been suggested that the investigating officer could make statements such as “Doctor, the 
complainant stated that she …. Did you find any evidence of this during the examination?” 

The following suggestions put forward in respect of South Africa seem equally applicable to 
Namibia: 

It needs to be emphasised to doctors that the J-88 is fundamentally a legal form, 
and not a medical one. 
Doctors need to be trained in how to testify in court— including what is relevant, 
what is helpful, and how best to communicate information.
Doctors should be warned against the tendency to write “normal” or “not consistent 
with rape” on the J-88 since these are excessively sweeping conclusions. 
Doctors should be encouraged to pay more attention to subtle details and physical 
confirmation of what the complainant alleges. (For example, if she says that she 
was dragged over gravel, is there any evidence of gravel marks on her body?)
Training for newly-appointed medical professionals should be mandatory.53

A Namibian social worker reports that South Africa also makes use of a small checklist printed 
on a card about the size of an identification card, reminding them of what to look for during 
the medical examination of a rape victim. 

The current system would also be improved if the doctor who conducted the exami
nation kept a copy of the J88 for his or her own reference. This could also be used for 
monitoring purposes, and to assist the doctor in preparing to testify in court. However, 
it is not always possible to make photocopies of the completed form, especially after hours 
when there is not always access to photocopy machines. One idea here is to produce J-88 forms 
with carbon copies (like invoice books). The new booklets which will accompany rape kits in 
future are already designed with three carbon copies. 

Several people consulted mentioned the language problems experienced by Cuban 
doctors in completing such forms. As long as Cuban doctors are present in Namibia 
on a regular basis, perhaps a Spanish translation of the form should be prepared for 
their use. Obtaining an acceptable translation by a sworn translator for use in court would be 
inconvenient, but preferable to having no useful medical evidence for the case. (This would not 
resolve communication problems between doctor and patient, but it may be that written English 
is more difficult for some then spoken English. And a Cuban doctor would at least be better 
equipped to record his or her own observations of the patient on a Spanish-language form.) 
Prosecutors emphasised that this would work only if the police sent the J-88 for translation 
right away, so that the English translation would be in the docket before the time for decision on 
whether to prosecute. It would be excessively expensive to provide Spanish versions of the new 
forms which will be in the newly-designed rape kits, but these could be provided separately to 
Cuban doctors working in Namibia by means of inexpensive photocopies.

But one doctor points out that language is only one of the relevant barriers. Foreign doctors 
working in Namibia are also hampered by social and cultural differences, and lack of knowledge 
about the Namibian legal framework in which they operate. They are criticised because of 
these barriers, yet they are filling an important gap in service provision in the country. 

53 Based on Lilian Artz and Dee Smythe, An Examination of the Investigation and Prosecution of Rape Cases, 
Research Pilot: Thuthuzela Care Centre, Institute of Criminology, Faculty of Law, University of Cape Town, 
2003. The full study is unavailable to the public. 
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Foreign doctors working in Namibia should receive a more comprehensive orientation 
to the local legal, social and cultural environment. 

The performance of doctors who examine rape victims and complete J88 forms should 
be regularly assessed by a medical management team from the Ministry of Health 
& Social Services, in the same way that control social workers are tasked with monitoring 
case files of the social workers employed by the ministries. Copies of J-88 forms retained by 
the doctors who perform the examinations could be the basis of such monitoring. 

One doctor offered another useful practical suggestion for improving medical evidence: 

There needs to be immediate photo documentation for a better impression in court, 
especially for raw injuries on rape survivors. I recommend the use of immediate picture 
cameras. 

As many rapes do not appear to involve visible injuries, such an innovation could be introduced 
without great expense. Inexpensive cameras which produce photographs immediately 
could be securely stored with the rape kits and taken along to the medical examination 
with the rape kit in cases where photographic evidence could be useful. The medical 
examiner and the investigating officer who is present would then be able to sign and date 
the back of the photo to verify its accuracy, and it could be inserted into the docket to serve 
as additional evidence of the rape victim’s condition. 

ReCoMMendaTionS: 
Doctors should receive more regular and intense training on the J88 forms 
and their legal impact. This training should involve both the National Forensic 
Science Institute and prosecutors from the specialised unit on sexual offences. 

The Ministry of Health and Social Services and the Office of the ProsecutorGeneral 
should consider appropriate disciplinary or even criminal sanctions against doctors 
who wilfully fail to follow proper procedures in collecting medical evidence and 
completing any required forms (such as J-88 forms). 

The form developed by the National Science Forensic Institute to accompany rape 
kits should be assessed by the Office of the ProsecutorGeneral to see if it could 
replace the J88 form in future. 

Police should take more responsibility for supervising the completion of the J88 
form and ensuring that it is complete and accurate. The police officer who is present 
should have clear authority to complain to the appropriate official if the doctor does not 
complete the form fully and correctly. 

The doctor who conducted the examination should keep a carbon copy of the 
J88 for monitoring purposes, and to assist the doctor in preparing to testify 
in court. Copies of J-88 forms retained by the doctors who perform the examinations 
could be the basis of such monitoring.

A Spanish translation of the J88 form should be prepared for use by Cuban 
doctors working in Namibia. Arrangements could be made in Windhoek or other 
urban centres for a sworn translation to be added to the docket as soon as possible.

Foreign doctors working in Namibia should receive a more comprehensive 
orientation to the local legal, social and cultural environment. 
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The performance of doctors who examine rape victims and complete J88 forms 
should be regularly assessed by a medical management team from the Ministry 
of Health & Social Services, as a means of monitoring doctors’ performance and 
identifying training needs. 

All police stations, or at least Woman and Child Protection units, should be equipped 
with cameras which selfdevelop photographs immediately, which could be used in 
conjunction with the medical examination to document visible injuries. The Office 
of the Prosecutor-General and the Namibian Police could issue instructions on how best to 
authenticate the photos to ensure that they will be admissible as evidence in court. 

lab results
According to police interviewees, rape kits containing evidence are transported promptly to 
the National Forensic Science Institute by the Scene of Crime Unit in each region. According 
to the National Forensic Science Institute, more than 7% of the rape kits they receive each 
year arrive long after the medical evidence has been collected – from several months up to 
two years later. The discrepancy between these two perspectives is disturbing. 

Many police personnel interviewed complained about the time it takes to get results from the 
laboratory: 

It takes quite a long time to get the results back. Sometimes years! In the past, we 
waited for results. The case was transferred to the Regional Court, and postponed 
while waiting for the results. Now, the Regional Court just finalises the case without 
the results. The prosecutor just uses the J-88. We also need to rely on witness testimony 
– the victim and collaborating witnesses. I’ve seen the reports from the lab. It’s very 
rare to have found semen, or any other evidence that can be used at Court…. I think 
the lab should just finalise their findings in a reasonable time. The investigation may 
take a year to finalise; that’s ample time for them to finalise their examination of the 
medical evidence.

Relevant factors are: timely results from the lab. That’s the only thing. Sometimes, 
if you don’t have lab results, you don’t have a case, especially if the accused has a 
lawyer…. With respect to the rape kits, the lab results don’t come. You have to wait 
over one year. You prepare the victim, etc, but the case will be withdrawn because 
we don’t have the lab results. This happens quite often. The accused will disappear, 
because you can’t hold on to him that long. Everything is finished, but only the lab 
results are outstanding. The case gets withdrawn. 

The results take very, very, very long. We are getting results back now from cases 
where the incident took place in 2003. Lots of cases go to court without the results. But 
if the J-88 is filled in, it’s okay. 

It takes a long time for the lab results to come out. Also, for the lab results, they must 
do something to help it come more quickly. Some cases are even finalised without the 
lab results, so it’s not good.

It takes time, even up to 3 years… 

The cases are too many. They [the lab] are trying their best. In the 1990s they were very 
fast, but now they are overcrowded. We only have one lab to take the rape kits to. 

Right now, we are struggling with the forensic lab examining the results. 
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Prosecutors and legal aid lawyers echoed this concern: 

We’re not receiving lab results. In 5 years, I have had one report from the lab. If I go to 
trial after 2 years, and there are still not lab results, I can’t believe it. (prosecutor)

The lab results never get back to us. I’ve never had them back! This is very, very serious 
because you can’t do anything without them. People get acquitted because of this. You 
need the proof. I’ve written numerous letters about this. I don’t know why they delay. 
Our police officers get the specimens to them immediately, but they simply don’t get to 
them… We need more people working at the lab!! (prosecutor)

Vaginal smears or sperms are taken, and you will never find any results.

Magistrates also complained about the absence of lab results: 

There are more postponements than an average criminal case, and longer postponements, 
because of waiting for lab results… 

To improve implementation of the law, increase the manpower for the lab. Rape cases 
are investigated very quickly, it’s just the lab that delays.

Victims are not properly examined by the doctor… The results from the blood samples 
are not in court. I have never seen the results from the specimens… Specimen samples 
of suspects if known should be taken and must be matched with the specimen found 
on the victim.

In the 409 dockets that we examined for this study, 314 complainants were examined 
by a doctor and the collection of specimens for analysis was recorded in 189 cases. 
However, only 18 of these dockets (less than 10% of those where samples were taken) 
contained a report from the National Forensic Science Institute, plus in one case a report 
from the Ministry of Health and Social Services. 

Table 8.5:  RePoRT FRoM naTional 
    FoRenSiC laboRaToRy in File?

 n %

No 315 89.7

Yes 18 5.1

Application only 14 4.0

Affidavit from lab 3 .9

Report from MoHSS 1 .3

Total 351 100.0

The few reports which were in the files contained mostly “negative” findings, as the table 
below indicates. In other words, the reports which were in the dockets most often noted the 
absence of relevant evidence such as semen or spermatozoa. 

Dr Ludik reports that poor collection techniques by doctors are the main reason for the prepon-
derance of findings which are not useful in court. For example, one common finding is that 
no semen or sperm can be detected in the sample. This finding does not prove that no rape 
took place, just that nothing which could be used to prove the rape or the identity of the rapist 
could be found in the sample that was collected. 
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Table 8.6:  FindinGS oF lab RePoRTS (PoliCe doCKeT SaMPle)
   Multiple results from a single case are possible.  

Findings which potentially could have been useful in court are shaded.
 n %

No semen/spermatozoa found (from vaginal swab/smear, anal swab or condom) 16 34.0

No blood or semen found on clothing  6 12.8

Semen chemically detected insufficient for grouping 3 6.4

Nothing significant found 2 4.3
Vaginal swabs: yeast bodies or similar not seen (raising a question as to whether 
these were in fact vaginal swabs) 

2 4.3

ABO Blood Group (source of sample & blood type found not recorded) 1 2.1

ABO Blood Group B (complainant)* 3 6.4

ABO Blood Group A (accused)* 1 2.1

ABO Blood Group O (both complainant & accused)** 1 2.1

Saliva characterises them as non-secretors** 6 12.8

No semen on panty but semen detected on vaginal smear 1 2.1

Spermatozoa found 3 6.4

DNA results 1 2.1

Report not in file at time of perusal 1 2.1

Total 47 100.0
*  These findings would be useful only if (a) the complainant and the perpetrator have a different blood group and (b) 

the perpetrator’s blood type is matched with a corresponding blood type from the other party‘s clothes or body 
or the crime scene. One case here involved a finding of different blood types from complainant and perpetrator; in 
two other cases there were blood tests only in respect of the complainant. 

** The procedures here appears to have been correct, but as luck would have it the complainant and the accused 
share the same blood type or the same saliva type which means that the lab results would not be helpful in court. 

Information from Dr Ludik suggests that the main reason why so few lab reports are found 
in the dockets is a result of poor communication between institutions. It is the duty of 
the local Crime Scene Unit to ensure that the lab results are collected and put into the case 
docket, but this procedure does not always go smoothly. If a prosecutor telephones the lab 
to check after being told that lab results in a specific case are not yet ready, the lab almost 
invariably finds that the results are in fact ready and waiting but have never been collected. 

Dr Ludik says that the lab often contacts the police to say that the results in a particular case are 
ready, but these results are never collected. In fact, the National Forensic Science Institute finds 
that many lab results remain uncollected and eventually have to be discarded. This might be 
understandable in some instances – for example where the case is withdrawn or the accused 
dies before trial – but it is unlikely that the large numbers of uncollected results reported by the 
lab all have such explanations. 

The maximum turnaround time for most samples is about 90 days from the date on 
which the rape kit is received. 

In 2004, the lab itself compared police reports about lab results against their own files. 
Some 284 cases were sent to the lab for analysis in 2004, mostly blood alcohol samples and rape 
kits. 

According to the police:

7.69% of the case results were reported “outstanding”
23.07% of case results “were never received from the NFSL”
in 69.23% of cases the “original results got lost”

According to the lab:

In all of the above cases the original results were collected in person by a NAMPOL 
officer from the NFSL or dispatched by registered mail.
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There is clearly a need for improved communication here. The example contained in the box 
below and the response of the lab is another example of the hidden complexities behind the 
blame which is often placed on the lab. 

The statistics seem to support the theory that lab results are completed but not 
collected. The National Forensic Science Institute processed rape kits for 270 rape cases in 
2004 and 320 rape cases in 2005. This is not an unreasonable proportion of reported rapes. 
For example, there were 944 reported rapes in 2005. (Attempted rapes are not counted here, 
as they would be less likely to produce relevant medical evidence for analysis.) The annual 
number of rape cases processed by the lab is thus almost 30% of the total number 
of reported rape cases. Some of these rapes would have been reported too late to collect 
medical evidence. In some, a rape kit would have been sent to the lab for only one party to the 
incident (usually the complainant). These kits are usually not processed at all, as it is seldom 

The Namibian, 26 September 2006

13th delay in child rape and murder case
WERNER MENGES 

THE case in which a 26-year-old security guard is accused of raping and murdering a three-and-
a-half-year-old child in Windhoek early last year was postponed again – for the 13th time – in the 
Windhoek Magistrate’s Court in Katutura on Friday.

Murder and rape suspect Lesley Kukame will 
now have to make a fourteenth court appearance on 
December 8, Kukame heard on Friday. More than 
a year and seven months after Kukame’s arrest, 
some investigations in his case have still not been 
finalised, the court was informed. It is understood 
that these investigations relate to the forensic 
analysis of possible evidence in the case that the 
National Forensic Science Institute of Namibia 
is expected to do. The results of the tests that the 
Institute has been asked to do are not yet available.

The court was informed in December last 
year already, when Kukame made his ninth court 
appearance in the case, that laboratory results 
were still outstanding. The same situation was still 
continuing, it emerged on Friday.

Kukame was arrested on February 10 last year. 
Earlier that day, the body of Manuela Sophia //Hoesemas 
was discovered at a disused cinema hall in Independence 
Avenue in Katutura in Windhoek, where Kukame had 
been posted as a security guard. //Hoesemas, who lived 
at a farm in the Omaheke Region, was visiting relatives 
in Windhoek when she disappeared on February 8. Two 
days later, her body was found in a room at the decaying 
cinema building next to the house of the relatives where 
she was staying at the time of her disappearance. 

The Police reported at the time that she was 
found with her jersey tied around her neck and her 
underwear stuffed into her mouth. It is alleged that 
she had been raped.

Kukame allegedly failed lie detector tests that 
he underwent after the discovery of the child’s 

body at the premises that he was supposed to guard. 
It is claimed that shortly after his arrest he made 
a confession, and accompanied Police investigators 
to the crime scene to point out the scene to them. 
Kukame has at his own request already undergone 
a period of psychiatric observation, which was 
intended to determine if he is mentally fit to stand 
trial and whether he could be held accountable for 
his alleged actions at the time of the child’s killing.

A State psychiatrist concluded that he was fit 
to stand trial and could be held accountable for his 
alleged actions. Kukame has been in Police custody 
since his arrest, and he remains in that position.

***

Comments from the National Forensic Science 
Institute: 

(1)  The specimens were sent to the lab for analysis 
only long after the incident allegedly occurred. 

(2)  The police requested both serology (blood 
type) and DNA analysis, but provided only one blood 
sample. The collection procedure is different for these 
two types of tests and the sample collection must be 
done separately. 

(3)  DNA analysis is a complex procedure. The 
results in this case were incomplete, as sometimes 
happens. This was not a result of poor collection 
techniques, or error on anyone’s part. 

This example illustrates how discussions of 
“delays in lab results”, without the full details, can 
be misleading. 
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useful to test for semen, blood type or DNA if there are no corresponding samples from an 
accused that can be used to test for a match. 

yet the files in our sample contained lab reports in less than 6% of the cases studied, and 
in less than 12% of the cases in which medical evidence was collected. This discrepancy 
points to a serious gap between the lab results being processed by the lab and the lab results 
which end up in the case dockets for use as evidence. The evident break-down in the process 
means a waste of the lab’s already scarce resources, when they produce results that are not 
used. 

Another problem sometimes encountered involves matching lab results to the correct 
docket. As explained above, each rape kit that comes into the lab is signed in and identified 
only by a lab reference number assigned to it by the lab, which is unrelated to the numbers 
assigned to the case by the police. This system ensures that no scientist working on a case has 
any idea who is involved, to safeguard the objectivity of the scientific results. However, if the 
lab reference number is not recorded on the case docket by the investigating officer, then those 
dealing with the case outside the lab will have trouble tracing the rape kit. Prosecutors who 
enquire about lab results under the current system must provide the lab reference number and 
not any of the other numbers assigned to the case. 

The new systems soon to be put in place by the National Forensic Science Institute will 
address some of these problems. As explained above, the proposed systems will be able to 
trace precisely who has collected or handed in a rape kit at the lab and who within the lab has 
handled the kit at every stage. This should help to pinpoint weak links in the process required 
to get the sample to the lab and the lab result back into the docket. The forthcoming computer 
management system for rape kits will also embed the case number (the “CR number”) and 
other police reference numbers as cross-references which will not be accessible to the scientist 
working with the sample, but can be used to trace samples if necessary. 

It should also be noted that there seem to be many misunderstandings about the lab 
testing process, with many people who were interviewed having ideas about lab work that 
appear to be factually incorrect. 

For example, one police interviewee complained “Medical evidence is getting destroyed by 
the time lapse due to the lab.” However, Dr Ludik says that this is incorrect; properly-collected 
evidence will last indefinitely. 

As another example, one doctor who was interviewed blamed the delays on equipment mainte-
nance at the lab: “The National Forensic Laboratory has very good equipment, of high standards 
but they have a problem with maintenance which contributes to delays in getting the results.” 
Yet, according to Dr Ludik, equipment maintenance is not a problem. 

Inaccurate appreciation of the need to air-dry samples, and mistaken ideas about whether they 
must be stored in a fridge after collection have already been referred to above. Discussions 
of medical evidence issues in some court cases also seem to be hampered by a lack of clear 
information.54 

Broader dissemination of information in layperson’s terms by the lab could address 
such misunderstandings. 

54 See, for example, S v Monday, Case No: SA 08/2001, Supreme Court, 21 February 2002, where the court 
states that it would be useful to have information other than the testimony of individual expert witnesses on 
medical issues. 
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ReCoMMendaTionS: 
Prosecutors should be advised to crosscheck with the National Forensic Science 
Institute directly when the docket indicates that samples were sent to the lab but 
contains no lab report. Surprisingly, this is not common procedure in practice. A 
simple telephone call could thus bring the lab results together with the case docket. 

Where postponements of rape cases are requested in court on the grounds that 
the lab results are not available, courts should request confirmation from the 
lab before granting a postponement on these grounds. This simple expedient 
would prevent anyone from using “no lab results” as an excuse to cover up other 
shortcomings in respect of the case. Anyone who says in court that lab results are 
not yet available while knowing that this is untrue should be dealt with severely. 
Cross-checking procedures such as these would help to identify with certainty where 
communications have broken down, and which institution is at fault. 

The National Forensic Science Institute should prepare a short and simple 
briefing document on its procedures for distributing rape kits and processing 
medical evidence, including the normal time frames for lab results, which could 
be used for reference by police, prosecutors, defence counsel, presiding officers 
and the media. 

PRobleMS wiTH FoRenSiC evidenCe in  
SouTH aFRiCan RaPe CaSeS 

South Africa is also experiencing difficulties with the analysis of forensic evidence in 
cases of rape and other crimes: 

JOHANNESBURG – The debate on South Africa’s 
high crime levels continued to rage yesterday 
following the release of crime statistics for 2005/ 
2006. With 18 545 murders, 54 926 rapes and 12 
825 car hijackings committed between April 2005 
and March this year, South Africans have reacted 
with calls on Government to do something about 
the level of crime…

Meanwhile, a staggering 427 319 police cases 
remain unsolved, many because work on crucial 
evidence like DNA, ballistics, blood tests and 
other forensic material is not being done… 

This figure included 183 988 crimes of murder, 
attempted murder, rape and assault from April 
last year to March 2006. The forensic work for a 
further 780 000 cases that make it to court can take 

up to a year, causing these cases to be postponed, or 
struck off the roll.

Dianne Kohler-Barnard of the DA said yesterday 
the country’s three forensic science laboratories were 
not adequately staffed or funded to deal with DNA 
and other tests needed to convict criminals. Failure 
to process evidence led to cases being delayed or 
dismissed.

“There is a backlog of hundreds of thousands 
of cases, 15 000 of these caused by the Cape Town 
laboratory and Johannesburg and Pretoria. The 
three laboratories have 20 people dealing with DNA 
evidence, well short of what is needed. And the 
fact that two machines bought for that purpose at 
about R100 million are not being used due to lack of 
expertise is unacceptable.”… 

Kennedy Mudzuli, 
“Crime stats backlash rages”, The Citizen, 3 October 2006, 

http://www.citizen.co.za/index/article.aspx?pDesc=24879,1,22
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RepoRting 
the Rape 

to the poliCe 
and poliCe 

investigation
this chapter looks at the reporting of rapes, 

and the role of the police in responding to the 
complainant and investigating the case – particularly 
by the Woman and Child protection Units (WCpUs). 
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1. addRessing 
pUbliC 
RelUCtanCe  
to lay ChaRges

There is reason to believe that rape is an under-reported crime in Namibia. (See Chapter 
2 at pages 29-ff.) Evidence for this fact also emerged from regional workshops convened 

by the WCPUs in 2005, where it was reported in the Caprivi Region that the number of 
cases brought to social workers by clients who were not prepared to lay a charge was almost 
twice the number of cases reported to police over the same period – 154-165 reports to social 
workers of violence against women and children (including some domestic violence as well as 
rape) between March 2004-April 2005, compared with 76-96 cases of such violence against 
women reported to police during the same period.1

There are many social barriers to the reporting of rape. In interviews with key informants 
for this study, one police officer said that sometimes victims are reluctant to report because 
they “don’t want to be seen as tattlers”. Another said that victims wait because they don’t 
want to approach the police: 

They want to tell their mother, or if it is a relative, they will try to solve it internally. The 
victims will blame themselves.

Shame and shyness were other reasons cited for the failure of complainants to go forward 
with a rape charge. In a 2004 study involving 328 individuals in Katima Mulilo, Oshakati, 
Walvis Bay, Windhoek, Mariental and Rehoboth, both male and female respondents were 
asked “Whose fault is it if a girl or woman is raped?” In response, 63% answered that it is the 
rapist’s fault, 23% said that it is the victim’s fault and 13% said that the fault lies with both.2 
This is an astonishing result which shows that a rape complainant’s feelings of shame about 
being raped arise from real blame within the community. Members of focus group discussion 
in these communities reportedly elaborated as follows: 

When specifically asked who is to blame for rape, most community members say that 
the perpetrator is to blame for rape under any circumstances (rural Erongo, Utuseb 
men aged 30-49). Other community members agree with this statement, but qualify 
their answer by saying that “it depends on the situation” (urban Caprivi boys aged 
17-22 and girls aged 15-23; Walvis Bay men aged 20-25). Many community members 
indicate that they think some victims are at fault because of the clothes they wear 
which “stimulates the men” (Windhoek boys aged 17-22; rural Mariental young women 
aged 19-25).Even young Owambo girls still believe that rape is an act of sex and not an 
act of violence in that they also tend to blame girls who wear clothes whereby the “...
pants are very tight, tops are under the breasts, skirts are very short – such clothes are 

� “Namibian Police Force Woman and Child Protection Unit Report on Regional Workshop with Community-
Based Groups”, April-August 2005, Caprivi, Karas, Erongo, Omusati and Ohangwena Regions. 

� Scholastika Iipinge, Kathe Hofnie & Steve Friedman, The Relationship Between Gender Roles and HIV 
Infection in Namibia, UNAM, 2004 at 65-66.
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seducing the guys. . . .” Older rural Owambo women also agree by saying “Dresses of 
young girls are too short. . . If a boy looks at her, he will think of raping. . . tight trousers 
are not good, and why do they have stomachs outside [showing]” rural Oshana, Okatana 
girls aged 15-21; rural Oshana, Okatana women aged 30-48; Walvis Bay men aged 20-
25; rural Mariental men aged 19-25; rural Mariental women aged19-23; rural Rehoboth 
men aged 35-49; urban Mariental men aged 19-25; urban Mariental men aged 30-49; 
urban Mariental women aged 19-25; urban Rehoboth men aged19-25; urban Rehoboth 
women aged 35-49; rural Rehoboth women aged 20-24; urban Caprivi boys, girls, men, 
and women). However, some community members find this a very contentious issue 
and say that whether or not women wear short dresses or other supposedly provocative 
clothes, a man has no right to rape a woman under any circumstance.3 (rural Erongo, 
Loubervillemen aged 20-25)

Reluctance to report differs among different ethnic groups, according to one interviewee 
in the Legal Assistance Centre study: 

With the Himba, rape is often covered up. With the Himba, when you grow up, you are 
given to your uncle and told, “this is your husband”. People there have small houses. 
People sleep in the same rooms as children. Rape is very common. But rape is not reported, 
because if you report, you are not respecting your parents. The rapes are picked up at 
school. Even when the rape is reported, they won’t make statements. They would rather 
deal with it by way of compensation, ie pay in cattle. Then the problem is solved. The 
Himba are very traditional. They have a problem, they report it to the headman who 
determines who will pay the rape victim. But it’s the families who pay, the parents. The 
rape victim will not be compensated personally, and the rapist will likely not be giving 
the compensation, his parents will. The Herero are more educated and will report rape 
to the police. In the Himba community, neither the children nor the women have a voice. 
The men will determine what happens, ie a man could visit a family’s house and the 
husband will ‘give’ him one of his wives for the night, and she is unable to refuse to have 
sex with him. 

Accounts of regional differences also emerged during the 2005 WCPU regional workshops, 
where participants in the Karas Region noted that residents of Bethanie tended to report 
cases of violence against women and children to the police, while residents of Rosh Pinah 
did not – perhaps because they were often economically dependent on the perpetrators and 
without other local economic opportunities.4

CommUnity KnoWledge aboUt Rape

Lack of knowledge about rape could be one reason for failure to report rapes to the police. 

The Legal Assistance Centre conducted several focus group discussions with community 
members during 2005 and 2006 to gauge understanding of the law on rape. Many people 
in these discussions lacked a clear understanding of rape or the Combating of Rape 
Act. 

For example, in a group discussion with seven community members from the Gobabis 
area, only about half understood the term rape and even fewer had any knowledge 
of the Combating of Rape Act or the Woman and Child Protection Units. A group of 
24 women and one man in Khorixas had never heard of the new law on rape. A small 
group of people in Keetmanshoop (two women and two men) had heard of the rape law, 
but knew only that it includes protection for children.  

� Id at 224. 
� “Namibian Police Force Woman and Child Protection Unit Report on Regional Workshop with Community-

Based Groups”, April-August 2005, Caprivi, Karas, Erongo, Omusati and Ohangwena Regions. 
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Information about general community awareness of gender-related laws was also collected 
by Dr Debie LeBeau of the Gender Training and Research Programme at UNAM, by means 
of interviews with women and men in selected urban areas (Katutura, Khomasdal and 
Windhoek) and selected rural areas (communities in northern Namibia).5 Most women and 
men in this study knew in general that rape is illegal. 

Another study by Dr LeBeau found that “People know that the Combating of Rape Act 
has come into effect and that it makes rape a crime, however, people are unsure if it is 
illegal for a man to have forced sex (rape) with his wife… “. 

This study also explored sources of information: “Both women and men have obtained 
information about rape and the Rape Act from the Multimedia Campaign on Violence 
Against Women and Children (MMC on VAWC) through the radio (particularly the 
language services), television and newspapers. However, one of the main sources of 
information about rape comes from individuals’ own social networks. Many people 
have discussed the issue with friends and relatives. Several men indicate that “men 
are giving information to each other”. As with the Married Persons’ Equality Act, 
the contentious nature of the law reform on rape is the very reason for widespread 
awareness of the contents of the Act… although men do not always agree with the 
contents, they are aware that these laws exist.” 6

Most people in our focus group discussions said that they would report a rape to the 
police if it happened to them, but they discussed reasons why others in their community 
might not report rapes: 

There might be a case of rape but it is very scarce that people come out with it. Because 
they are afraid. The case is covered by the parents and if it comes out there won’t be 
anyone to assist them. It is usually the rapist is a family member and therefore the adults 
cover that because if it gets out it is a family scandal.

Another said: “I don’t know if people come out openly“.

Some persons in Keetmanshoop blamed the community for protecting rapists, giving 
examples of cases where the parents of boys who rape manage to protect their children: 

If someone hears someone has raped, the family members are very defensive and say 
she was looking for it. One child was raped by 8 boys. She could identify them and I 
was too afraid to tackle the issue because I knew all the mothers and they are very 
powerful… Then I asked some of my friends to help and we supported her to report... 
We took the child to the police station and talked to the station commander. We were 
harassed by the families – they were toi-toying, phoning us, saying “we are going to 
beat you”…. I have an 18 year old child. I hope I will have that courage [if he rapes] to 
listen and support him but not try to bail my child out. We need to change our mindset 
[so we do not support the rapist against the survivor]. (Keetmanshoop) 

I was involved last year in a similar case. I am a teacher & was acting as the hostel 
supervisor. The kids were watching videos on Saturday night… In the video room some 
guys called a girl who went to drink water. One guy called her back and they went to the 
laundry. There were four big guys – two grade 8 and two bigger ones. They raped her. ..

� Dr Debie LeBeau & Grant J Spence, “Community perceptions on Law Reform; People Speaking Out” in Justine 
Hunter (ed), Beijing + 10: The Way Forward – An Introduction to Gender Issues in Namibia, Windhoek: 
Namibia Institute for Democracy, 2004, at pp. 27-ff. Neither the dates of the interviews nor the total number 
of persons interviewed was recorded in the report. 

� Debie LeBeau, Structural Conditions for the Progression of the HIV-AIDS Pandemic in Namibia, University of 
Namibia, 2004, at 32-33 (based on data collected from respondents in Windhoek and rural areas in the North). 
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I asked her what happened. First she denied it, then the guys were questioned and 
they admitted they raped her… I took her to my flat and she told me the whole story. 

The parents of the four kids heard. They started with rumours. They said I was the 
one who accused those boys and I wanted to take them to court. The principal said 
just leave them…

Up to now, the boys are in school and the girl has gone. The police have just thrown 
away the documents. (Keetmanshoop) 

This problem was also raised in Khorixas: 

If it is my son who rapes, I forget that I was involved in the community protesting against 
rape. (woman in Khorixas) 

You agree that rape is wrong for the sake of your children who might be raped. And you 
support stiffer sentences but if it is your son who rapes you change your mind. It should 
be agreed upon by everyone in the community. (woman in Khorixas)

If for example these women are involved in a march after a child has been raped and 
the next time one of her sons raped, she will decide not to be part of the march. We 
should unify. She should say “I will be part of the march”. (man in Khorixas)

In Khorixas, several people felt that rape victims are blamed for the rape: 

People will say “why did you go out in the night?” or “What were you doing?” (woman 
in Khorixas) 

“Why don’t you go early to bed? It is only girls who go out who get raped.” (man in 
Khorixas) 

However, two women in Khorixas felt that community attitudes were improving in recent times, 
which has encouraged reporting: 

Rapes are more exposed than in the past and previously it was very difficult for the girl 
who had been raped to be re-integrated in the community, but it is more acceptable 
now. Although there are still some cases where they are blamed.

Especially men have that attitude: “I have raped her and she is easy.” But the community 
is better. Two years ago a baby was raped and the whole community stood up against 
it and demonstrated and took the two guys with the police to jail. 

Police stations and Woman and Child Protection Units in several regions report that they 
have engaged in community outreach programmes which are designed to encourage 
the community to report rapes. 

There are currently two categories of public outreach by the WCPUs – a national campaign 
spearheaded by the National Coordinator and regional outreach programmes organised by the 
individual units. The national outreach programme began in 2004 with awareness campaigns 
which had reached every region except for Omaheke and Kunene by the end of 2006. 

One interviewee gave more details about the police’s community outreach efforts in the Oshakati 
area:

We have an outreach campaign. We arrange meetings with the village’s headman and 
counsellor. We have workshops with people from the constituency (up to 150 people). 
We tell them when and where to report, what to do and not do (ie, don’t wash, report 
right away). Some people don’t say anything. In rape, there are no witnesses. But the 
person they report to will be a witness. Sometimes, we go to the radio too. People can 
call in and ask questions. Schools, men’s organisations and youth groups invite us and 
we give talks and answer questions.
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A police interviewee in Katima Mulilo mentioned a similar community awareness campaign. 
During the WCPU regional workshops held in 2005, participants in Omusati Region felt that 
reporting to the Woman and Child Protection Units had increased as a result of such community 
outreach programmes. 

One recommendation which came out of these workshops was that the Woman and Child Protection 
Units should make more efforts to involve traditional leaders in motivating communities to report 
rape cases to the police.7 Chief Inspector Shatilweh, National Coordinator of the WCPUs, reports 
that attendance by traditional leaders at meetings organised as part of outreach campaigns in 
some regions is poor. Perhaps there is a need to approach traditional leaders more directly to 
solicit their support. 

Traditional leaders urged to 
speak out against violence

A senior traditional leader has expressed surprise at the silence of fellow leaders on the recent 
spate of child rape and murder cases. Chief Immanuel #Nu-Axa /Gaseb said traditional leaders 
were supposed to speak out against such horrific crimes but had, so far, failed to be heard. 

The Chief of the !Oe#Gan, a Damara clan, called on traditional leaders to address the issues 
at grassroots level by educating followers about self-respect and moral issues. “We are in the 
community and are well-linked to tackle such problems through preventative measures. We are 
directly linked with the people, including the criminals, and need to come up with ways to prevent 
these horrific crimes,” he said. 

Christof Maletsky, The Namibian, �� February �00�

Chief Inspector Shatilweh suggests that there should be more communication between the 
WCPUs and non-governmental organisations such as Legal Assistance Centre, Women’s 
Solidarity Namibia and Lifeline/Childline to coordinate workshops so that as many parts of 
the country as possible are covered without duplication. 

“As long as circumstances make it reasonable for women to conclude that it is useless 
to report rape, then I would contend that the state and its structures are complicit in 
sustaining and perpetuating a culture of social ethics of rape…”

louise du toit, “A Phenomenology of Rape: Forging a New Vocabulary for Action”  
in Amanda Gouws, ed, (Un)Thinking Citizenship: Feminist Debates in  

Contemporary South Africa, University of Cape Town Press, �00� at ��7

ReCommendations: 
The Namibian Police and the Woman and Child Protection Units in particular are to be 
congratulated on their community outreach efforts, and encouraged to continue 
with such programmes. Traditional leaders should be encouraged to become 
more involved in these programmes. 
 
It would be useful to engage an independent expert to evaluate these programmes 
periodically to see if there is any way in which the outreach efforts can be made even 
more effective.
 

7 Id. 
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Public awareness campaigns should seek to motivate persons to report rapes to the 
police by including information on the danger of repeat rapes by such persons. 

Non-governmental organisations working with gender-based violence should 
share plans for workshops with the National Coordinator of the WCPUs, to facilitate 
better coordination and more effective coverage of different parts of the country.

It is an often-cited fact that many complainants in rape cases prefer to resolve the case by 
the payment of compensation from the perpetrator or his family in terms of customary 

law instead of working through the criminal justice system. As some police who were 
interviewed for this study said, “sometimes the complainant doesn’t even want the charge laid, she 
just wants payment”. Many key informants also felt that compensation between the families plays 
a role in the withdrawal of cases after a charge is initially laid. (See Chapter 12 at page 388-ff.)

However, in theory, compensation for a rape from a traditional court and laying a 
criminal charge with the police for the rape are not mutually-exclusive options. 

In the past, traditional courts did not have criminal jurisdiction over rape cases. The first 
statute to set forth general rules for the administration of justice by customary courts was 
Proclamation No. R. 348 of 1967, entitled Civil and Criminal Jurisdiction – Chiefs, Headmen, 
Chief’s Deputies and Headman’s Deputies, Territory of South West Africa.8 This proclamation 
applied to chiefs and headmen recognised or appointed in terms of the Native Administration 
Proclamation, 1928 (Proc. 15/1928).

Under this regime, chiefs and headmen had civil and criminal jurisdiction only where it had 
been specifically conferred by the appropriate central government authorities.9 The jurisdiction 
which could be conferred included authority to decide civil claims “arising out of native law and 

� See Manfred O Hinz and Santos Joas, Customary Law in Namibia: Development and Perspective, Third Edition, 
CASS, 1997 at 71-ff and Legal Assistance Centre, Communal Lands in Namibia: The Legal Framework, Its 
Application and Existing Practices, 1991. 

� This was the Minister of Bantu Affairs and Administration (prior to 1977), the Administrator-General of South 
West Africa (prior to independence), and the President of Namibia (following independence).

2. CRiminal 
ChaRges oR 
Compensation 
UndeR 
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custom” and criminal jurisdiction over “any offence at common law or under native law and custom 
other than an offence specified in Schedule A to this Proclamation” (emphasis added). Schedule A 
contained a long list of serious offences, including most sexual offences: rape, incest, sodomy, 
bestiality, indecent assault and attempts to commit any of these offences.10

Most of the other statutes dealing with the jurisdiction of traditional authorities in specific 
ethnic groups similarly excluded criminal jurisdiction over rape.11

In the 1985 case of Ndisiro v Mbanderu Community Authority and Others, the Supreme Court 
(as it then was) held that the authority to try criminal matters arising out of “native law and 
custom” was further limited by the fact that only so much of such law and custom survived 
as had not been superseded by statute. In other words, where a general statute regulated any 
matter, the authority of chiefs and headmen over that matter would be excluded.12

The power of traditional authorities over criminal matters was further considered in 1989 in 
Pack v Muundjua and Others/Tjipetekera v Muundjua and Others. Here, the Supreme Court 
held that the application of Roman-Dutch common law to South West Africa by Proclamation 21 
of 1919 superseded customary law in respect of matters which were common law crimes under 
Roman-Dutch law.13

There is of course, a new Constitutional regime in place since Namibia’s independence. However, 
the position regarding criminal jurisdiction would seem to be similar to the position mandated 
by the pre-independence court cases. Article 66(1) of the Namibian Constitution states that 
customary law in force “on the date of independence” (which was presumably already affected 
by the pre-independence court rulings) shall remain valid only to the extent to which is “does 
not conflict” with the Constitution, or with “any other statutory law”. 

Thus, it would appear that traditional authorities do not have the power to adjudicate rape as 
a crime, because this crime is fully covered by the Combating of Rape Act which lays down a 
scheme involving minimum prison sentences for an offence of rape which is broadly-defined. 
A separate crime of rape under customary law would appear to “conflict” with the statute, 
which is intended to provide a comprehensive approach to the crime of rape.14

Furthermore, in terms of the Community Courts Act 10 of 2003 (which came into force on 
17 November 2003), traditional courts have jurisdiction to hear claims for “compensation, 
restitution or any other claim recognised by the customary law”.15 The reference to “claims” 

�0 There was a separate provision dealing with the powers of traditional authorities in Kavango, Owambo and 
Sesfontein, but once again rape was explicitly excluded from the criminal jurisdiction of traditional authorities 
in these areas. See section 4(1) and Schedule B. 

In criminal cases, the punishment, manner of execution of any sentence imposed and appropriation of fines 
was to be in accordance with the “native law and custom observed by the tribe” provided that no punishment could 
involve death, mutilation, grievous bodily harm or imprisonment, and no fine could exceed R40, or 2 head of large 
stock, or 10 head of small stock. Where a fine was not paid, chiefs and headmen and their deputies had the power 
to arrest the person in question and to bring him before the native commissioner within 72 hours of the arrest. A 
person convicted of a criminal offence by a chief or headman had a right of appeal to the native commissioner. 

�� See Proclamation AG 70 of 1980 (Herero), Proclamation No. R.320 of 1970 (Eastern Caprivi), Proclamation No. 
160 of 1975 (Nama), Ordinance No. 2 of 1986 (Damara), and Ordinance No. 3 of 1986 (Tswana). Only the Tswana 
and Nama Ordinances do not explicitly exclude rape, but the cases referred to above would eventually have 
operated to do so. 

�� Ndisiro v Mbanderu Community Authority and Others 1985 (2) SA 532 (SWA).
�� Pack v Muundjua and Others/Tjipetekera v Muundjua and Others 1989 (3) SA 556 (SWA). 
�� Any residual incidents of rape would be covered by the common-law crime of rape which in terms of the Pack 

case would supersede customary law, assuming that this principle is consistent with the Constitution. 
�� Section 12 defines the jurisdiction of community courts as follows: 

A community court shall have jurisdiction to hear and determine any matter relating to a claim for 
compensation, restitution or any other claim recognized by the customary law, but only if –
(a) the cause of action of such matter or any element thereof arose within the area of jurisdiction of that 

community court; or
(b) the person or persons to whom the matter relates are in the opinion of that community court closely 

connected with the customary law.
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would seem to refer to cases which are analogous to civil claims for damages, thus supporting 
the theory that traditional courts do not have criminal jurisdiction over rape. 

This means that when traditional courts impose compensation or “fines” in respect of rape, 
they must be acting in a civil context and not in a criminal context, or they would be exceeding 
their authority under the Constitution and the Community Courts Act. This would mean in 
turn that there is no bar to a complainant seeking compensation under customary law AND 
at the same time laying a charge under the Combating of Rape Act. 

Of course, in practice, culprits and their families might have little motivation to pay compensation 
if they did not think that this would protect them from a criminal prosecution. Traditional 
authorities’ powers of enforcement would be the determining factor in whether it is practically 
feasible to pursue both customary law and criminal options at the same time. 

Rape suspect ‘agreed to pay compensation’
THE mother of a child who was allegedly raped twice, when she was 10 and 12-years-old, 
yesterday told the High Court that her former boyfriend had offered to pay compensation after 
admitting raping the girl. Nghifikepunye Shafodino (44), who is denying guilt on two counts of 
rape, will also deny that he made such a confession, defence lawyer Johan van Vuuren said. Van 
Vuuren tested the mother’s evidence during proceedings before Acting Judge Peter Shivute in 
the High Court in Windhoek. The mother, however, insisted that her former boyfriend had said 
he would pay compensation because he had raped the girl. But she also acknowledged that there 
was an agreement between her family and Shafodino’s family that if he compensated the child’s 
family, they would withdraw the rape charges against him…

Werner Menges, The Namibian, �7 July �000

From the complainant’s point of view, the situation is compounded by the fact that criminal cases 
do not at present include an effective mechanism for providing compensation to the victim (aside 
from compensation for damages to property) – but this is expected to change when the new 
Criminal Procedure Act 25 of 2004 comes into force. As explained in more detail in Chapter 17, 
one of the innovations of this law is a new procedure for obtaining compensation for the damages 
suffered by the crime victim as an adjunct to the criminal proceeding. 

A recent UNICEF study reported that while some headmen may advise victims to lay a charge 
with police, others advise people to utilise reconciliation and compensation instead. One rape 
victim interviewed for the UNICEF study reported that she went to the headman in her area 
first, who advised her not to report the perpetrator because he was a man who was known 
in the community.16

ReCommendations: 

Public awareness campaigns should emphasise that receiving compensation for a 
rape with the assistance of traditional authorities and laying a charge with the 
police are not mutually exclusive options. 

This issue should be discussed with traditional leaders, who should be mobilised 
to encourage the reporting of rape (and other crimes) to the police as a mechanism for 
protecting the community from repeated crimes of violence. 

The future possibility of seeking compensation for damages in conjunction 
with a criminal trial for rape under the new Criminal Procedure Act 25 of 2004 
(once it comes into force) should be publicised. 

�� Dr Hetty Rose-Junius & Ellen Kuenzer , An Investigation into the Functioning of WCPU’s and Police Stations with 
regard to the Protection of Abused Women and Children in the Country, UNICEF 2006 at section 7.2.7. 
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It appears that people sometimes fail to lay charges in rape cases because of misperceptions 
on the part of the public. The boxes below address specific questions which have been 

raised by persons approaching the Legal Assistance Centre for advice. 

There is a great deal of confusion about who has the legal right to lay a charge with 
the police. The answer is: anyone who has knowledge of a crime, regardless of the 
attitude of the complainant. It is NoT necessary for a child’s parent or guardian to 
consent to the laying of a charge involving the child as the complainant, although it 
will be better for the child to have the support of some adult. 

If the complainant is not cooperative, there may not be enough evidence to proceed with 
the case, but this will be a decision for the prosecutor to make at a later stage. Anyone with 
information about a crime can approach the police to initiate an investigation. 

Several people – including police officers – have also cited fears that they will be sued for 
defamation if a charge is pursued against an alleged rapist who is subsequently acquitted. 
But, as explained in the box below, such a lawsuit would not succeed. People who act in 
good faith in reporting an alleged crime to the police, and police who investigate 
such charges in good faith, have no reason to fear lawsuits for defamation. 

Who Can lay a ChaRge oF Rape? Can minoRs lay a 
ChaRge oF Rape WithoUt adUlt assistanCe?

In 2005, the Legal Assistance Centre was asked for advice in a case where a school 
nurse noticed signs of sexual abuse in a 12-year-old learner. The girl then confessed that 
she had been molested by her mother’s boyfriend on 8 occasions, but had been afraid to 
tell anyone because of his threats. Both the school nurse and the school principal were 
under the impression that they had no right to approach the police without the consent 
of the girl’s mother, who seemed unconcerned when contacted. Other enquiries made 
to the Legal Assistance Centre indicate that others have similar misperceptions. 

The fact is that anyone can lay a charge of rape (or any other crime) with the police. 
According to a senior prosecutor in Windhoek, it is technically possible for minors to 
lay charges of rape with the police on their own. However, because of the serious nature 
of such charges, it is preferable that an adult accompany the minor to the police station 
and co-sign the charge. However, this accompanying adult does not have to be a parent 
or a guardian of the minor. It can be a teacher, a social worker or even just a sympathetic 
friend. It is better for minors to have adult support if they are required to testify at trial. 
If the minor has no adult to assist, then a police officer can co-sign the charge, and 

3. peRCeived 
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the prosecutor may be able to help identify someone such as a representative from a 
Women and Child Protection Unit to provide support. 

Once the police receive a charge of rape, they are required to open a police docket 
which will be sent to the prosecutor. It is the prosecutor who has the responsibility for 
deciding if the case will proceed. 

Can a Complainant in a Rape Case be sUed FoR 
deFamation iF the aCCUsed is FoUnd not gUilty?

Several people have recently approached the Legal Assistance Centre with this question. 
For example, one client had received a letter from an accused in a rape case threatening a 
lawsuit for defamation after he was acquitted. We also had a report in 2005 that a Regional 
Commander of NAMPOL refused to accept a charge of rape, on the grounds that this might 
give rise to a defamation case against the police if the charge was not proved. 

Defamation is the unlawful, intentional publication of material which injures another 
person’s reputation.17 It is not a crime, but it can be the basis of a civil lawsuit between 
persons. If defamation has occurred, the persons responsible can be ordered to pay 
compensation for the damage to the other person’s reputation. 

There is no need for complainants to fear lawsuits for defamation as long as they 
have acted in good faith. 

In general, witnesses and litigants have the protection of a qualified, but not 
absolute, privilege regarding defamatory statements made within the course of, or 
in connection with, judicial proceedings. Privilege or immunity will be accorded to a 
litigant or witness if the defamatory words or conduct were relevant to the case and 
founded upon some reasonable cause.18 The privilege is qualified because it can be 
forfeited if the defamation was inspired by malice or an improper motive.19

Accusations of rape would likely be considered defamatory. However, the complainant 
will be protected by a qualified privilege for any defamatory statements made while laying 
the charge or during the course of a rape trial provided that the defamatory statements 
were (1) relevant to the charge of rape; (2) founded on some reasonable cause; and (3) not 
advanced with an improper motive or malice against the accused.

If a qualified privilege is established then the publication of a defamatory matter is 
lawful, even though the statement or conduct may be injurious to the person being charged 
with rape. Since it is the judicial proceeding which is the source of the protection, the 
complainant retains the qualified privilege regardless of the verdict of the rape trial. 

Baseless threats of lawsuits for defamation should not be abused to discourage 
people from acting in good faith to lay charges of rape or to give information about a 
rape to the police, the prosecutor or the court. 

ReCommendation: 
Correct information on who can lay a charge and on defamation should be included 
in all public awareness campaigns. 

Circulars on these points should also be sent to all police stations so that police 
will be sure to give correct information to the public on these concerns. 

�7 See Burchell, The Law of Defamation in South Africa, Cape Town: Juta & Co Ltd, 1985 at 35. 
�� See Burchell, Personality Rights and Freedom of Expression: The Modern Actio Injuriarum, Kenwyn: Juta & 

Co Ltd, 1998 at 288. 
�� Id at 297.
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Rape – What to do

Rape and assault are serious crimes whoever commits them, whether in the home or the 
street, by someone known to you or by a stranger.

Don’t be afraid to report it to the Police immediately. You can do so in complete 
confidence and it is vital to do so quickly in order to track down the attacker and prevent 
harm to other women.

Dial 10111 or go to the nearest Police Station – remember for your own sake and the 
safety of others, it is essential.

Don’t worry about reporting the crime – you will be well looked after and you will 
not be subjected to harrowing and degrading interviews.

Forensic evidence can provide a vital part in proving who has committed an assault. 
The more time that passes after the crime the more difficult it will be to collect such 
evidence.

However difficult or unpleasant the thought, resist the immediate need to wash or 
change your clothing – if you do, you will remove vital evidence.

Don’t drink alcohol or take tranquillisers or other drugs because you’ll need to give 
a clear account of what happened.

Remember or make a note of everything you can about your attacker.

nampol website, http://www.nampol.gov.na/html/personal_protection.html

Where rapes are reported to the police, one question which arises is how soon after the crime 
is the report made? 

This study collected information from the police docket sample on the lapse of time between the 
rape and the report to the police. Some dockets did not contain enough information to ascertain 
this time period. Some dockets had precise dates, and some had only enough information to allow 
for estimates of approximate time periods. Where there were multiple incidents of rape occurring 
over more than one day, the most recent incident of rape was used for the calculations. 

The minimum time period was the reporting of the rape on the same day that the offence occurred. 
The maximum time period between the rape and the report to the police was possibly as long as 
8 years (in a case of ongoing abuse), although this was not completely clear from the docket. The 
longest time period which could be clearly ascertained was a little over 6 months after the rape 
occurred. 

Most of the cases (355 out of 409) had sufficient information to allow a precise calculation of 
the time frame between the rape and the reporting of the rape to the police. Typically, rapes 
were reported either on the same day that they occurred (33%), or on the following 
day (35%). (Where a rape occurs in the evening, reporting on the following day can still mean 
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a lapse of less than 24 hours.) A total of about 68% of these cases in our sample were 
reported this promptly. 

A total of 78% of the rapes in the sample were reported to the police within 2 days. 
Almost 92% of the cases in the sample were reported within a week of the incident. Almost 
98% of the cases were reported within one month of the offence. 

This indicates that the majority of cases are reportedly promptly enough to allow for the 
collection of crucial medical evidence, and in time for the complainant to receive PEP 
and medication which can prevent other sexually-transmitted diseases and pregnancy. 

table 7.1: days betWeen Rape and RepoRt to poliCe
Valid N Mean Median Mode Minimum Maximum

N=��� �.0 �.0 �.0 .0 ���.0

table 7.2: days betWeen Rape and RepoRt to poliCe – FReqUenCy table

 Frequency percent valid 
percent

Cumulative 
percent

Valid

0 ��7 ��.� ��.0 ��.0

� ��� �0.� ��.� ��.�

� �� �.� �.� 7�.0

� �� �.� �.� ��.�

� � �.� �.� ��.�

� � �.� �.� ��.7

� 7 �.7 �.0 �0.7

7 � �.0 �.� ��.�

� � .� .� ��.�

� � .7 .� ��.�

�0 � .� .� ��.�

�� � .� .� ��.�

�� � .� .� ��.�

�� � .7 .� ��.�

�� � .� .� ��.�

�� � .� .� ��.�

�� � .� .� ��.�

�� � .� .� �7.�

�0 � .� .� �7.�

�� � .� .� ��.0

�� � .� .� ��.�

�� � .� .� ��.�

�� � .� .� ��.�

�7 � .� .� ��.�

��� � .� .� ��.�

��� � .� .� ��.7

��� � .� .� �00.0

total 355 86.8 100.0  

Not clear �� ��.�   

total 409 100.0   

Several police interviewees stressed the importance of prompt reporting to facilitate the collection 
of medical evidence, saying for example that “it’s difficult to have strong medical evidence if 
three days have passed between the rape and the examination”.

Three police officers stated that women sometimes wait to report rape because they are 
“shy”: 
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If they wait for 2 or 3 days, it’s because they are afraid or shy… they didn’t want to tell 
anyone. 

Several attributed delays to fear:

They will stay away awhile, especially the kids. The perpetrator tells them if they report, 
he’ll kill them, so they hesitate. 

Some of them will only come when they tell somebody, who encourages them to go to 
police…. But some are scared to tell. Because they are threatened, they will delay, take 
a year, a month, or a week to come in. 

The complainants don’t like to report on time, and the doctors don’t use the rape kits after 
72 hours. She washes, she changes her clothes, she reports after 2 or 3 months! That’s why 
we tell them to inform the headman or counsellor, so they will take her to us. Some won’t 
even tell their mother. Some girls don’t want to be checked by the doctor. If it’s a male 
doctor, they fear they’ll be raped again.

One police interviewee said: 

Some are even locked up in their houses, and can’t get away.

Several police mentioned that rapes of minors are usually reported later than rapes of adults: 

The children won’t mention it to their parents for awhile after it happens, sometimes 
it takes even a week. So that will delay things. They wait sometimes because they are 
afraid. They are told, “if you tell your mother, I’ll get you”. The parents will discover the 
sexual abuse, ie when washing the child. Where children won’t tell, the parents have 
to discover it. The adults come to the police much sooner.

In the cases I’ve dealt with, the crime happened 1-2 years ago and is just coming out now. 
The victims are minors, they are shy and afraid. Most of them are threatened, “I’ll kill you”, 
by the perpetrators.

However, two police interviewees said that the pattern of reporting is the other way around: 

They tend to wait, especially in Walvis Bay. The complainant first wants to see if she 
can get money from the accused. If not, she will come. This is the adults. Our community 
is oriented in that way. But it’s not that way with the children. They come in once it’s 
reported to the parents.

[Oshakati]: The minors tell their mother or someone, or it’s obvious they are injured, or she 
is crying. The parents run to the police, and then we go to the Hospital…. Some adults 
will delay. One of the reasons they come late is transport; they don’t have it, and we try all 
means to get to them. People are far away, in rural villages. They want to report, but there 
is no money. They need to be assisted. We have to pick her up and give her money to get 
transported home.

A police officer interviewed in Oshakati explained that some rural residents are not aware of 
the importance of reporting rapes promptly. She said that police have held meetings with local 
communities to explain that rapes should be reported right away, and complainants taken to 
hospital. But lack of efficient transport services still leads to reporting delays for rural 
residents – and may even discourage them from reporting rapes at all. 

Police stations also sometimes lack transport, but even if all police stations were suitably equipped 
with vehicles, this might not encourage prompt reporting by rural residents who have no access 
to a telephone. 
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In late 2006, Telecom launched a “CDMA wireless network system” which will provide a broader 
range of cell service to rural areas. This system supports a small hand held phone which could 
be provided to a community leader for emergency services. Such phones could work up to about 
60 km from towns, but will not assist in remote rural areas. Telecom reports that “V-Sat” satellite 
phones would work in more remote areas, although they are expensive. Telecom has the capability 
of providing “hotline phones” which would have direct access to one number. They have not 
offered this service in practice yet, but would be willing to work together with communities 
to provide such a service.20 

Chief Inspector Shatilweh believes that the only fall-back option in remote areas in the interim 
is to give members of the public information on how best to assist rape victims until such time 
as they can reach the nearest police station, and to make sure that police stationed in remote 
areas receive in-service training on how to deal with rape victims. 

Case stUdy: 
pRoblems in RepoRting Rape in RURal aReas 

A 13 year old San girl who lives in Eiseb, a very remote community north-east of Gobabis, 
was raped by a man from her community on 17 July 2005. This man lives close to the girl 
and her family, and the two families know each other well. The girl told a teacher what 
had happened, and was advised to go to the local clinic. 

The girl and a witness (a 14 year old girl) walked to the clinic in Eiseb on 21 July. The 
nursing sister examined her, made some notes about the lack of injury to the vagina in 
the medical passport, and gave her a single tablet. This examination was 4 days after 
the rape. The girl who was raped has no idea what the tablet was for. She was told to 
go to Gobabis to report the case to the police. 

No one told the girl not to wash her clothes, so blood which could have been important 
evidence was washed away. 

The girl and her friend managed to get a lift to Gobabis with an ambulance on 22 July. 
The girl went to the Omaheke San Trust in Gobabis. The girls both have relatives who 
stay in Gobabis. These young men went with them to report the case to the police in 
Gobabis. They were referred to the Woman and Child Protection Unit but the woman 
they were supposed to see was not there, so they spent most of the day waiting – in 
vain. Omaheke San Trust staff went back with them the next day and reported it again. 
The Omaheke San Trust staff telephoned first. The woman whom the girls had been 
told to see was still not in, but they were referred to someone else this time. 

An officer at the WCPU took a statement, but told the girl that they must refer the case to 
Talismanis (about 3 hours from Gobabis and halfway to Eiseb). The WCPU officer said 
that they could not send the statement to Talismanis, but must wait for the Talismanis 
police to come to Gobabis to pick it up. Luckily, someone from the Talismanis police 
happened to be in Gobabis the day after the case was reported. 

The rape victim received some tablets from the hospital for infections, and for pregnancy 
prevention. A doctor examined her and made some notes for the police, but it was 
probably too late for any good medical evidence. 

Both girls are in grade 5. The school principal had sent a letter down with them saying 
they should be sent back as soon as possible so as not to miss their exams, which were 

�0 Information from Armando Perny, Telecom, November 2006. Improved telephone service was suggested as a 
means to help report rapes in rural areas in community workshops organised by the Woman and Child Protection 
Units in 2005. “Namibian Police Force Woman and Child Protection Unit Report on Regional Workshop with 
Community-Based Groups”, April-August 2005, Caprivi, Karas, Erongo, Omusati and Ohangwena Regions, at 6. 
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to start on 29 July. Because there is no phone service in Eiseb, no one in Gobabis was 
able to contact the school to try to make arrangements about the exams. In any event, 
both girls were in a state of shock and in no condition to write exams. The Omaheke 
San Trust was unable to find any transport for the girls to return to Eiseb, which is 
about an 8-hour drive from Gobabis. Furthermore, the girls were afraid to return to 
Eiseb before the perpetrator was arrested. 

The girls were clearly in need of counselling, but there was no counselling service 
available in Gobabis. 

On 15 August, almost one month after the rape, the girls were still in Gobabis. The 
Omaheke San Trust had arranged for them to receive some counselling from a social 
worker based in Gobabis. This social worker happened to be a male, so the girls were 
not entirely comfortable with him. They tried to arrange for counselling at the hospital 
for the girls, but were told that the hospital provides counselling only to people who 
are HIV positive. The Legal Assistance Centre tried to arrange for a psychologist to see 
the girls through the PEACE Centre, but the only person available to go to Gobabis was 
a male. There was a concern that it would not be good to remove the girls entirely from 
their family support systems by bringing them to Windhoek for counselling by another 
psychologist or by Childline – and they had nowhere to stay in Windhoek. 

The Talismanis police were apparently unable to arrest the perpetrator or to take 
the girls back to Eiseb because of a lack of transport. Upon learning this, the Legal 
Assistance Centre contacted the Complaints Division of the Namibian Police at the 
Head Office in Windhoek on 23 August, by fax. In response to a follow-up phone call 
about 10 days later, the Legal Assistance Centre was informed that the Complaints 
Division had contacted the Regional Commander and directed him to arrange transport 
to return the girls to Eiseb and to arrest the perpetrator. 

The perpetrator was finally arrested on about 11 September, almost two months after 
the rape occurred. As a result of some kind of miscommunication, the two girls were 
transported back to Gobabis in the same car as the perpetrator who had just been 
arrested. Luckily, the school principal was attending a meeting in Gobabis and was 
able to give the girls a lift back to Eiseb at last. 

information supplied to Legal Assistance Centre by omaheke san trust

ReCommendations: 
Continue and expand community outreach and radio information programmes. 

Use radio and school programmes to encourage children to speak to a trusted 
adult promptly if they experience any kind of abuse. 

Explain bail provisions in public awareness campaigns – so that complainants 
will know that rapists who have threatened them are likely to be denied bail, and will 
be forbidden to have any contact with them even if bail is granted. 

Telecom should work together with rural communities to provide a network 
of public phones and cell phones in rural areas, including “hotline” phones 
which allow free calls to police. In areas without Telecom coverage, perhaps 
local churches or traditional leaders could be equipped with satellite phones 
similarly programmed to make emergency calls only. Donors might be asked to 
consider funding such phones in selected communities on a trial basis. 
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Police must be equipped with sufficient transport to respond to such calls for 
help, which in some regions means 4x4 vehicles.

If transport is not available through the police, inter-ministerial arrangements 
should be made to allow police to utilise the vehicles of other government 
agencies to respond to emergencies. 

It is recognised, however, that such improvements in communications services 
and transport would be feasible only if strict and workable controls could be 
implemented to ensure that such facilities were not abused. 

A good police response to a victim of sexual abuse is likely to vindicate the victim’s 
experience of abuse, thereby increasing his/her confidence in the criminal justice system. 
Conversely, a poor response is likely to invalidate the victim’s experience of abuse, thwart 
his/her confidence in the criminal justice system, and discourage him/her from resorting 
to the criminal justice system for assistance in the future, thereby increasing the victims’ 
vulnerability to further abuse. It is therefore critical that the police respond to reports of 
sexual abuse with empathy, patience, professionalism and sensitivity. 

south african human Rights Commission, 
Report on Sexual Offences Against Children:  

Does the Criminal Justice System Protect Children?, April �00�, 
www.sahrc.org.za/child_sexual_offences_report_april_�00�.PDF

As noted in Chapter 2, as of 2006 there are 106 police stations and 26 police substations. There 
are also a total of 15 Woman and Child Protection Units in place as of 2006, with at least 
one such unit in every region. The WCPUs were designed to provide a more comfortable 

5. Response oF 
poliCe stations 
and Woman 
and Child 
pRoteCtion 
Units (WCPUs)
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and sensitive environment, particularly for women and children, to encourage the 
reporting of rape and domestic violence. 

As of April 2005, the 15 WCPUs were staffed by a total of 88 persons with 16 vehicles allocated to 
them – many of which were reported not to be in proper working order. As a point of comparison, 
it was reported in August 2004 that the WCPUs had 82 persons on staff, with 20 vehicles, 15 of 
which were in use.21 

In April 2005, the WCPUs were each handling about 60-120 cases each month.22 It was indicated 
at workshops held in 2005 that rape cases are predominant among the cases reported to these 
units in most regions.23 

Current police practice is to refer all cases of violence against women and children 
(including rape) to the nearest WCPU. Yet WCPUs are not yet well-prepared to handle 
rape cases. An extensive evaluation of the operation of the Woman and Child Protection Units, 
commissioned by UNICEF and carried out by Dr Hetty Rose-Junius of UNAM and Ellen Kuenzer 
of PEACE has recently been published. This study found that most of the units examined 
lacked proper facilities and equipment, and suffered from a shortage of vehicles or licensed 
drivers, or both. There was also a lack of technical support for outreach programmes. Some 
units were found to lack proper physical facilities, such as private toilet facilities, a private place 
with soap, water and towels where the complainant can wash and a private area for taking 
statements. None of the five WCPUs which were assessed had any emergency clothing to give 
to a complainant who needs to leave her clothing behind as evidence, or any provisions for 
food or drink for a traumatised rape complainant. Other basic equipment such as photocopiers 
and computers was sometimes not in good working order. This study also found that some 
members of the public do not think that WCPU members have full police powers because they 
do not wear uniforms. Most importantly, this study reported that many police staff based at the 
units examined did not have any specialised training.24

Unsympathetic and unhelpful  
police responses
Several key informants interviewed for this study cited the unsympathetic atmosphere 
in police stations as a factor that discourages reporting:

The majority of police are men and the atmosphere [in police stations] is bad. The first 
question you are asked is “what do you want?” and you are forced to say it and if you 
say I am reporting a rape case then everybody is looking at you. They all start asking you 
“who raped you?” “Your husband?” If one can come up with a conducive environment 
it would help.

The married women when they come to the police station to report a rape against the 
husband, police say it is a personal issue and he can’t help her.

Some members of the public had other complaints about police response. For example, a female 
traditional leader in Gobabis made the following comment: 

�� Women and Child Protection Unit, Quarterly Reports, May-August 2004 and January-April 2005. 
�� Women and Child Protection Unit, Quarterly Report, January-April 2005.
�� “Namibian Police Force Woman and Child Protection Unit Report on Regional Workshop with Community-

Based Groups”, April-August 2005, Caprivi, Karas, Erongo, Omusati and Ohangwena Regions. 
�� Dr Hetty Rose-Junius & Ellen Kuenzer, An Investigation into the Functioning of WCPU’s and Police Stations 

with regard to the Protection of Abused Women and Children in the Country, UNICEF 2006.
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I see in my area that under-aged girls are used for sexual activities. Things are getting 
worse and even after rape, they are also killed. Police are not effectively doing their job. 
If you contact or report any rape case to the police they take about 2 or 3 days to turn up. 
Then all the evidence is gone. We even don’t have a WCPU in our area which is about 
200km. We think the government should extend their services. 

This was supported by another woman in Gobabis who referred to “problems about the police 
who are not doing their work”. 

These attitudes are supported by findings in another recent study which reported the following 
attitudes in focus group discussions in various parts of the country: 

Sometimes, when reporting such incidents [as rape], the people to whom the victim 
reports the rape will treat her in such a way as to let her feel like ‘you looked for it’. Most 
of the officials at police stations are men, and their conduct is not always encouraging 
of the victims.25

an eXample oF UnsympathetiC poliCe Response

A mother of a 13-year-old girl who was raped by her cousin told us that she took her 
daughter to the Woman and Child Protection Unit in Windhoek to report the rape, but there 
was no one there as they were all at a workshop. She then reported the rape at another 
police station. The perpetrator was only arrested a month later. She reports that one police 
officer kept advising her to withdraw the case. She said to him “If I do, will I withdraw this 
experience in my daughter’s mind?”

interview with mother of rape survivor, Legal Assistance Centre, �00�

Similar complaints have been received about the Woman and Child Protection Units. 
For example, the Legal Assistance Centre was approached in October 2006 by a client who 
says that her husband regularly abuses her and recently forced her have sex with him in front 
of her 13-year-old daughter. This would be the basis for a criminal charge of rape, regardless of 
the party’s marital status. On 29 October, the woman and her daughter were beaten up by her 
husband, and they fled to her sister’s house for safety. The woman claimed that she has been at 
the police station several times previously, but was informed that they can’t do anything to help 
her because she is married to the abuser. She telephoned the police for help on 29 October, but 
she says that when the police came they merely instructed her husband to sleep outside and 
then left. After they left, he continued beating her and destroyed many of her belongings. She 
pleaded with the police to be taken to the WCPU, but they refused because according to them 
the police officers at WCPU do not work at night. She says that she had tried to get help from 
the WCPU previously, but was not assisted because it is a marital case. 

Two other clients of the Legal Assistance Centre reported similarly unhelpful responses from 
the Windhoek WCPU in respect of domestic violence. 

One source also told us of a recent incident where a woman who came in to report a rape to the 
WCPU was accused by a male officer in a loud voice of having brought it on herself because of 
the clothes she was wearing. 

One key informant who has often accompanied victims of rape and domestic violence to Woman 
and Child Protection Units was extremely critical of their treatment of victims: 

�� Scholastika Iipinge, Kathe Hofnie & Steve Friedman, The Relationship Between Gender Roles and HIV 
Infection in Namibia, UNAM, 2004 at 36-37.
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Something is very wrong with the WCPUs and the police stations. Sometime back 
there were some evaluations and reviews by external persons, geared at improving 
the programs of these institutions but there doesn’t seem to have been any tangible 
changes arising since then. […]

Women often come to me after reporting to the WCPU at the Katutura State Hospital 
because the reception there is not conducive. It is open [not private] and the officers are 
unfriendly. In most cases they want the survivor to narrate their experience at the open 
reception, which offers no privacy. And even then, the officers are insensitive and their 
ability to be impartial is questionable as they end up making the survivor feel that they 
must have wronged, say their husbands, and are therefore the offenders.

The police get involved at unprofessional levels. They judge the survivors and the 
old rhetoric of ‘go and sort it out, it is a family matter’ is very prevalent within the police 
stations and WCPUs when it comes to cases of abuse.

Now, the WCPUs are sending the women to me, when they go to report rape or 
domestic violence!! And then I have to write a letter to the WCPUs asking that they 
handle those cases. But how many [people like me] are there to be able to do this for 
the women, and why does it have to be this way?

It appears that the police have inadequate information or just plain negligible in 
regards to PEP and the importance of its administration, and in some cases do not see 
to it that rape survivors who report to them access the treatment.

The police also seem not to have comprehended that rape does not only involve 
insertion of the penis into the vagina. I say this because two girls, one from Rehoboth 
and another from Katutura have reported to me about being forced to perform oral sex to 
boys, under threat. The Rehoboth girl was told to “bend down and suck me….”.However, 
when she reported to the WCPU in Rehoboth, they declined to assist her…..

There seems to be a prevailing bad attitude towards rape and domestic violence 
survivors from fellow female officers manning the WCPUs and police stations. They 
seem to subscribe to the societal norms that the survivor must have provoked the man 
to abuse her. That she probably warranted it. The socialization process of placing the 
man on a golden table is sadly entrenched in some of the officers’ attitudes.

The standards of training and competence for most WCPU officers is questionable…. 
They lack even the basic etiquette of handling a client at the reception. Once I went to 
the Katutura WCPU with a lady who had been raped. Before we could explain what had 
happened, the officer shouted at us to explain why we were there. I asked that we do 
so in another room away from the reception, but she still insisted that we first explain 
what had happened before moving into a private room. I then identified myself…, and 
their reception immediately changed. But… I cannot always accompany women to 
WCPUs for them to be accorded the proper treatment. Does one have to be of some 
assumed significance or status to get proper services at the WCPUs?

 I have heard that it is the same in Gobabis, Rehoboth, Oshakati and Katima. From 
my own experience, the WCPU in Swakopmund is currently the best role model there 
is. They are such professionals!

… It is clear that not many women are willing to come out and report abuse due 
to lack of a conducive environment at WCPUs. Women’s Solidarity therefore intends to 
start a support group for such women. Also because record-keeping in most WCPUs 
is so poor, I normally ask the women to make an official statement at the stations 
and then submit a copy to Women’s Solidarity for record-keeping. That way, we have 
records not only on the cases that were made.

I am disappointed by the WCPUs – the services being offered currently are like a 
second abuse, a humiliation for women and against the struggle to stop rape and violence 
nationally.

One officer at the Windhoek WCPU conceded that there have been many complaints from the 
public about the response to complainants at both ordinary police stations and WCPUs. 

There is also sometimes misinformation about procedures between police stations and 
WCPUs. For example, one Legal Assistance Centre client recently asked police who arrived in 
response to her telephone call to take her to the Windhoek WCPU, but was told that the Unit 
is not open after-hours – when in fact there is supposed to be a WCPU officer who is on call 
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at all times. Other persons consulted say that one problem is that the persons who answer 
emergency calls and the charge officers in ordinary police stations are not regularly 
supplied with the numbers of the WCPU staff who are on call after-hours. 

Participants in the focus group discussion held in Keetmanshoop for this study were not very 
clear about the role of the Woman and Child Protection Unit. Two people were not sure of 
their status, puzzled by the fact that they do not wear police uniforms but drive a car with the 
police sign on it. One person in this focus group discussion indicated that the Lüderitz WCPU 
requires a prior appointment, saying: 

In Lüderitz they are in the same building [as the police station] and you have to go first 
into the police station, unless you have money to phone and say that you are coming.

The following example of a very unsympathetic response was observed by the researchers 
for the recent UNICEF study: 

At least one case was witnessed where a rape victim was brought to a Unit after a 
gang-rape. She was extremely dirty and a foul odour lingered around her, and she was 
obviously very hungry because she would grab and eat even the sweets offered to her 
by the researchers. 

She was a mentally retarded and physically disabled young woman, who was 
accompanied by her old mother, and an old man who found her in the riverbed where 
she was raped.

They spent many hours at the Unit, while statements were taken. The victim suffered 
about two attacks of epileptic fits, and her mother said it was because she was so hungry, 
but none of the three had anything to eat, nor money to buy food, and they were far away 
from home. They lived in a village.

While there were baths, showers and hot water, there was no soap, towels or clean 
clothes, and the victim had to remain in her filthy attire.

There was no food or drink available, nor was anything acquired by the Unit staff, 
in order to alleviate the hunger of those who report at the Unit.

While the researchers provided food for them, they expected the officers to provide 
bath water, and to take the victim to hospital for the examinations. This did not happen, 
and one officer explained that it was two days after the rape, so it was too late for the 
examination, or for treatment against pregnancy or infection.26

This study also recorded reports from several members of the public that rape victims are 
sometimes told by staff at WCPUs to go home and return the next day because staff are too 
busy to attend to them, and that proper medical intervention (such as PEP and medication to 
prevent pregnancy) is not secured for rape complainants by WCPUs. 

“The example was mentioned of an 18-year old rape victim, who was sent on her own 
to the hospital by a Unit police officer. She never went for the examination and was 
never followed-up by the Unit police or a social worker. She fell pregnant because of 
the rape. ‘What kind of contact is there between the Units and the hospitals to prevent 
these types of problems?’ the group members asked.”

dr hetty Rose-Junius & ellen Kuenzer, An Investigation into the  
Functioning of WCPU’s and Police Stations with regard to the 
 Protection of Abused Women and Children in the Country, a

UNICEF �00�, “Discussion of data collected from group discussions”

These reported problems were put to the National Coordinator of the WCPUs, Chief Inspector 
Shatilweh. She conceded that there are problems, but urged members of the public to report 

�� This incident is described in more detail in “Case Study II”, section 10.2 of the UNICEF report. 
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incidents of poor service or unsympathetic response by WCPU staff to the Unit Commander 
of the WCPU in question, or directly to her. 

Chief Inspector Shatilweh stressed that people with complaints must provide details, 
particularly the name of the person in question. Sometimes there may be only one 
individual who is creating a problem, and the reputation of this person can undermine the 
good work of other officers. Many complaints are received without any details, which makes 
it virtually impossible for the WCPU in question to take appropriate action. 

One constraint here is that WCPU staff do not wear uniforms, as part of their effort to appear 
less intimidating. Police administrators report that WCPU staff are supposed to wear official 
nametags, but this rule does not appear to be consistently followed at present. This is a 
problem, because some people who report bad service say that the officers in question are 
reluctant to provide their names.

ReCommendations: 
All WCPU staff should be required to wear official nametags when on duty, so that 
they can be clearly identified by members of the public. Compliance with this 
rule should be monitored and enforced. 

Members of the public must be encouraged to report problems experienced 
with details so that they can be addressed by the WCPU management. 

All charge officers and persons who answer emergency calls should be regularly 
informed of the correct contact information for WCPU staff members on call 
after-hours. 

The contact numbers for officers on call should be displayed on notice boards 
outside the Woman and Child Protection Units for the information of members 
of the public. 

WCPU staff should be provided with regular counselling, as it is very emotionally 
stressful to deal regularly with cases of rape and domestic violence. 

pRoblems With a 
Woman and Child pRoteCtion Unit?

CoNTACT: 
Chief Inspector Shatilwe, National Coordinator

telephone: 209 4395 or 209 4396
cell phone: 081-128-9751

You must report the name of the police officer in question or 
provide some other specific details to make it possible 

to investigate your complaint.
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improving the operation of the 
Woman and Child protection Units
The fact that Namibia has established a network of WCPUs is a very good start, and 
during this study we encountered a number of sincere and committed staff members at various 
WCPUs. This is a good beginning to build upon, but it appears that much could be done to 
enhance levels of professionalism and specialisation at such units. 

The UNICEF study makes a number of excellent concrete recommendations which could improve 
the operation of the WCPUs considerably.27 

Several key informants persons interviewed by the Legal Assistance Centre pointed to the 
gap between the ideal and the reality of the WCPUs. 

As a starting point, it might be useful for Namibia’s WCPUs to articulate a clear set of goals, 
along with strategies for achieving them. This would be useful for communication with 
the public, as well as facilitating future assessments of the impact of the WCPUs. 

Chief Inspector Shatilweh felt that the operation of the WCPUs would be greatly improved if all 
the services offered were really “under one roof” – police, social worker, medical examiner and 
prosecutor. If all the role players operated out of the same building instead of being scattered, 
this would improve cooperation and reduce delays. 

The importance of close co-operation between different role-players was also emphasised 
by Veronica Theron, Chief Social Worker in the Subdivision of Family Welfare at the Ministry of 
Health and Social Services, who has worked closely with the WCPUs for many years now. She 
pointed to several specific WCPUs which are doing excellent work: Otjiwarongo, Rehoboth and 
Tsumeb. 

In Rehoboth, there has been a great deal of initiative and community involvement. Police and 
the local social worker arranged a donation of supplies from a local business, and members of 
the community volunteered to paint the facilities. 

In Tsumeb, the decisive factor seems to be close cooperation between the service providers. The 
police, social worker and prosecutor have all been in place for a long time, and there is regular and 
close collaboration between them. There is an “open-door” policy among the different professionals 
working on the case, and the social worker keeps the prosecutor up-to-date on developments 
concerning the complainant. A local shelter also makes it easier to support complainants who are 
living in abusive home environments, and there is a counselling programme which can be used 
as a diversion option for first-time offenders in domestic violence cases (which can prevent the 
occurrence of more serious crimes like rape). 

The lack of appropriate training is probably the biggest hurdle faced by most of the 
WCPUs. Chief Inspector Shatilweh says that more specialised training is needed on investigative 
techniques, as well as on how to handle high-profile cases where police are in the public spotlight. 
Shortage of resources is cited as the reason why adequate training is not being provided at 
present. Even if only a small cadre of police could receive intense training in how to handle 
rape cases, this would be helpful, as the most difficult cases could be referred to them. Several 
key informants suggested that Namibian service providers should visit similar centres in 
South Africa and other countries to exchange ideas. 

The experience of other countries suggests that if the WCPUs were transformed into 

�7 Dr Hetty Rose-Junius & Ellen Kuenzer, An Investigation into the Functioning of WCPU’s and Police Stations 
with regard to the Protection of Abused Women and Children in the Country, UNICEF 2006.
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truly specialised units staffed with experienced and specially-trained personnel, 
they could make a significant difference in the outcome of rape cases. 

In South Africa, there are Thuthuzela Care Centres which are similar to Namibia’s WCPUs. 

The Thuthuzela Care Centres (TCCs) were established to respond to the growing problem 
of rape. These centres seek to lessen the trauma of sexual violence and to reduce secondary 
victimisation of survivors, primarily women and children by providing professional 
medical care, counselling, access to dedicated investigators and prosecutors, all under one 
roof. The TCCs were designed and implemented by the National Prosecuting Authority 
(NPA), together with the Departments of Health, Social Development and Justice and 
Constitutional Development, as well as the South African Police Services. Thuthuzela has 
improved the process of reporting and prosecuting of rape and other sexual offences, and 
offender conviction rates are increasing. The Government of South Africa is working to 
scale-up this model to a planned 80 centres by 2010. They are also providing support for 
replication of the model in other countries in the region.28 

The Thuthuzela Care Centres focus on the improved investigation of rape cases, the care of rape 
victims, and the creation of an accurate database so that data can be monitored and evaluated. 
Their goal is to improve the following six components:

(1)  initial reception of victims at the police station and transport to the centre; 
(2)  medical examination, collection and storage of medical forensic evidence; 
(3)  taking police statements from complainants; 
(4)  better care of and communication with victims; 
(5)  joint investigations between police and prosecutors; and 
(6)  improved data collection and analysis.29

A 2003 evaluation of the South African centres conducted by a member of one of the opposition 
parties found many shortcomings, including a shortage of staff, a lack of specialised training, 
facilities in a state of disrepair, a shortage of transport and equipment and a lack of coordination 
between different service providers.30 Other studies, while acknowledging problems such as 
inadequate resources, have found that the South African centres have succeeded in reducing delays 
in rape cases and in increasing conviction rates. Namibia can certainly achieve this as well. 

thUthUZela CaRe CentRes in soUth aFRiCa

Thuthuzela’s integrated approach to rape care is one of respect, comfort, restoring 
dignity and ensuring justice for children and women who are victims of sexual violence. 
The rape victim is first removed from the crowds at the police station to a more victim-
friendly environment before being transported by ambulance to the Thuthuzela one 
stop care centre at the hospital. 

En route, she receives comfort and crisis counselling from a trained ambulance volun-
teer and once at the centre, she is ushered to a quiet, private space, welcomed by the 
site-coordinator and a doctor immediately summoned to conduct a medical examination. 
Information on the procedures to be performed is then provided and the patient signs a 
consent form for medical examination and blood specimens. 

�� Report on Eastern and Southern Africa regional preparatory consultation for the UN Secretary-General’s Report 
on Violence against Children in Johannesburg, South Africa, July 2005. 

�� “Submission to the Portfolio Committee for Justice and Constitutional Development”, Institute of Criminology, 
Faculty of Law, University of Cape Town and Adv. Bronwyn Pithey, Senior State Advocate, The Sexual Offences 
and Community Affairs Unit, National Directorate of Public Prosecutions, 2003, http://www.csvr.org.za/
gender/docs/Section%2021%20JFP%20Sub.htm. 

�0 Mike Waters, MP, DA Spokesperson on Child Abuse, “South Africa’s Betrayed Children, Government’s Broken 
Promises: Report on Conditions & Activities of Child Protection Units”, February 2003, http://www.csvr.org.
za/gender/docs/Section%2021%20JFP%20Sub.htm. 
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If the medical examination happens within 24 hours of the rape, she is offered the 
opportunity to take a bath or shower and to change into soft, clean clothes to help cushion 
bruised feelings from the incident. After that, the investigating officer on call to the centre, 
takes the victim’s statement. 

Thereafter, she receives appropriate medication and is given a follow-up date for 
further medical treatment, before being transported home. “This process ensures that 
service providers are available to a rape survivor in one location, rather than her being 
shuttled around throughout the criminal justice system”. […]

The Thuthuzela model has already improved the process of reporting and prosecuting 
rape and other sexual offences, and reducing secondary trauma to survivors as the entire 
process takes place in a dignified and friendly environment. According to Advocate 
Majokweni, “At the heart of the success of the Thuthuzela approach is the professional 
medical and legal interface and a high degree of cooperation between victim and service 
providers from reporting through investigation and prosecution of the crime, leading up 
to conviction of the offender.” 

And offender conviction rates are up too. “Higher levels of awareness have resulted in 
an increased numbers of cases reported at police stations and taken immediately to the 
Thuthuzelas. In addition, there has been a dramatic drop in the time spent to investigate, 
prosecute and convict perpetrators – formerly from approximately 3-5 years, to less than 
6 months today,” she says.

”thuthuzela Care Centres”, www.unicef.org/

Gains which the Department [of Justice] has identified with the sexual offences courts 
and the Thuthuzela Care Centres are as follows:
 

A 70% – 75% conviction rate of sexual offences in these court cases are coming from 
the Thuthuzela Care Centres 
Better case management and filing of documents
Through the Thuthuzela Care Centres, victims of these crimes are regularly 
informed about the status of their cases 
Comforting and caring treatment of survivors

While the department paints an optimistic picture of these services, the reality on 
the ground is that the need for this service is so great [that] personnel in these courts 
and centres are overwhelmed with the number and severity of the cases with which they 
have to deal. Much emphasis is placed on collaborative efforts between prosecutors and 
other departments such as police. However, the fact that such initiatives are difficult to 
co-ordinate and often problematic is never expressed and discussed in the documents 
and reports…. 

A further challenge that is not touched upon is that of limited resources. Within these 
sexual offence courts and within the Thuthuzela Care Centres, there are insufficient 
resources to ensure that services are delivered effectively and efficiently. However, there 
is no indication within the financial statements of the National Prosecuting Authority 
and within the departmental budget that government money is being allocated for these 
services. According to the National Prosecuting Authority’s financial statements, the 
services rendered by the sexual offences courts and the Thuthuzela Care Centres all 
seem to operate on donor funds. This immediately calls into question the seriousness 
with which government takes the rendering of an accessible justice system for all victims 
of crime, particularly for women and children and the sustainability of such services.

penny parenzee, “Investigating the Implications of Ten Years of Democracy for Women: 
The Role of the Department of Justice and Constitutional Development”, 

IDASA �00�, www.idasa.org.za/
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ReCommendations: 
The Woman and Child Protection Units should have a clear set of goals and 
strategies for achieving those goals, to make regular assessments more effective. An 
official Mission Statement and goals would also be helpful in giving the public a clear 
idea of what to expect from the WCPUs. 

Improve the operation of the Woman and Child Protection Units by implementing 
the recommendations put forward in the 2006 UNICEF assessment as a matter 
of urgency. The provision of specialised training for WCPU staff should be a particular 
priority. 

Encourage closer cooperation between the different service providers who work 
with rape complainants. Some more detailed proposals for achieving this goal are 
discussed in additional recommendations below. 

6. poliCe 
investigation

Monday, July 31, 2006 

Police probe in Judge case slammed 
WERNER MENGES 

THE acquittal of former Supreme Court Judge Pio Teek on child abduction and molestation charges 
has left the Namibian Police in the dock, accused of carrying out a tainted and flawed investigation. 
Teek’s trial ended in the High Court in Windhoek on Friday when South African Judge Ronnie 
Bosielo acquitted him on all eight charges that he faced.

These included two counts of abduction, two 
counts of rape, charges of supplying liquor to a person 
under the age of 18, and charges of committing an 
immoral or indecent act with a child under the age of 
16, alternatively indecent assault.

By the end of the two-hour-long judgement, 
in which Judge Bosielo found that the State’s case 
against Teek had fallen apart to such an extent that 
it would not be just to expect Teek to present his 
defence case to the court, the Judge had slammed the 
Police investigation of the case. He also directed that 
copies of his judgement be forwarded to the Inspector 
General of the Namibian Police, the Minister of 
Justice and the Minister of Home Affairs for possible 
further action and to try to prevent a repeat of the 
way the case against Teek played out.

Teek (59) denied that he abducted two girls, aged 
nine and ten, from the vicinity of the Katutura Single 
Quarters to his home in the Brakwater area north of 
Windhoek on the evening of January 28 last year. He 
also denied that he gave the children alcoholic drinks 
at his house, and that he had sexually molested them.

According to the written plea explanation that 
he gave to the court through his defence lawyers, 
he said he had merely taken the children to his 
house with the intention of giving them food, 
after he found them looking dirty and neglected 
near the Katutura Single Quarters and after they 
complained to him of being hungry.

The two girls were the last witnesses that Deputy 
Prosecutor General Heidi Jacobs called to testify for 
the prosecution before she closed the State’s case 
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Tuesday, November 7, 2006

Police in court for rape, obstruction
WERNER MENGES 

THREE Police officers accused of perverting the course of justice by conspiring to have a rape 
charge against one of them withdrawn appeared in the Tsumeb Regional Court yesterday.

A date for the start of their trial was set with the 
appearance of the three officers before Magistrate 
Harris Salionga. Constable Mawila Hangula, 
Detective Inspector Abner Agas, and Detective 
Sergeant M Kaypiti are set to go on trial on May 31 
next year. At the trial, Hangula is set to face a first 
count of rape, while Agas and Kaypiti will face a 
first count of being accessories after the fact to the 
crime of rape.

All three officers will also face a second charge 
of attempting to defeat or obstruct the course of 
justice, alternatively incitement to commit the 
offence of compounding, which is the act of trying 
to prevent a prosecution in exchange for money. 

It is alleged that a rape charge was laid against 
Hangula at the Tsumeb Police Station in October 
last year. Later, however, the charge was allegedly 
withdrawn. It then came to light that the complainant 
had allegedly been approached with an offer of 
payment if she agreed to withdraw the charge. In 
the aftermath of that, it is further alleged, the docket 
on the investigation of the charge against Hangula 
disappeared while in the care of the Tsumeb Police. 
When this was investigated, it led to Agas and 
Kaypiti also being charged.

The three policemen made a first court appearance 
on the charges against them on October 3. All three 
remain free until the scheduled start of their trial.

on Wednesday. Both girls made a bad impression 
on the court, Judge Bosielo remarked in his 
judgement, in which he ultimately came to the 
conclusion that their claims against Teek were 
just not sufficiently trustworthy for a court to 
rely on. That, however, still leaves the question 
about what could have prompted the two children 
to make such serious allegations against Teek 
without any conclusive answer.

Judge Bosielo listed no fewer than 23 points on 
which the two children contradicted each other’s 
account of what had happened when they were 
picked up by Teek, on the way to his home, and at his 
home. These differences in their versions included 
contradictions about what kind of beer they claimed 
Teek had given them to drink, whether Teek also 
gave them brandy as one of them claimed, whether 
he forced the one girl to drink as only she claimed 
and the other girl did not, whether they were in 
Teek’s bedroom at one stage of the evening – as the 
older girl claimed – or not, as the younger girl said, 
and whether Teek appeared naked in front of them 
when he – according to them – came to them during 
the night to ask them to come sleep with him.

The older girl was revealed to be “a pathological 
liar”, and in the end, both girls were “exposed” as 
untruthful witnesses, with their credibility so utterly 
destroyed that nothing of it could be believed, 
according to Judge Bosielo.

The case was a classic example of one in which 
the State’s evidence, and particularly the two girls’ 
testimony, was of such a nature that no reasonable 
court could rely on it, Judge Bosielo said.

He added that the evidence also showed that 
both children came from “seriously dysfunctional 
families” in which there was no proper parental 
control, with the result that at the late hour of 

around 21h00 on January 28 last year the children 
were still outside in the street where they and Teek 
encountered each other. “The facts of this case are 
very sad and sordid indeed,” Judge Bosielo also 
commented. “They simply demonstrate what can 
happen to children – vulnerable children – in a 
society which is permissive and afflicted by some 
moral decay. The phenomenon of child abuse is a 
serious evil which threatens the very existence of 
civil society, which requires to be fought with all 
the might available to the State. Regrettably, this is 
not what happened in this matter.”

As for the Police’s role in the case, Judge Bosielo 
had this to say: “Invariably, whether a prosecution 
becomes a success or a big failure to a large extent 
depends on the quality of the investigation by the 
Police. (...) The facts of this case amply demonstrate 
what happens when the Police do not do a proper 
investigation.”

He stated: “What the Police did in this matter is 
the very antithesis of a disciplined and professional 
police force which understands its rights, duties 
and obligations.” Because of the way the case was 
investigated, potentially crucial evidence was not 
before court – such as fingerprint evidence and 
blood-alcohol test results that could have thrown 
light on the issue whether the children had been 
drinking at Teek’s house, and the results of DNA 
tests that could have been done to test the claim that 
Teek had put a finger into one of the girls’ private 
parts. No scrapings were taken from under his 
fingernails to look for such potential evidence, the 
Judge noted. “What then is the value of the Police 
investigation in the matter?” he asked.

The answer to that question came in the verdict 
itself: in the end, the investigation was not worth 
much.
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Case stUdy:
 ConCeRns aboUt sloW poliCe investigations

The following information was related to LAC by a client in 2005. A woman living in a village 
in the south was raped. She did not report the rape right away because the perpetrator was 
the son of a local school principal and she and her family were put under pressure not to act. 
She did eventually report the case to the police in Lüderitz, however. She was told by the 
police that ‘it is not a rape case’, but the accused was arrested and released on bail. She fell 
pregnant as a result of the rape. The baby is now 6 months old, and the police investigation 
‘is continuing’. The rape survivor is receiving counselling from the social worker. She is 
struggling to support the child, but does not want to seek maintenance from the man who 
raped her. The uncertainty about the criminal case if very unsettling for her. 

legal assistance Centre

a.  procedure for investigation of  
rape cases

Difficulties with police investigations are an area of considerable concern. One key informant 
expressed a concern that too many rape cases are being discharged at the close of the state’s 
case. This means that the court finds the accused “not guilty” before the accused even presents 
any evidence, because the state’s case is too weak to support a conviction.31 

All investigating officers interviewed indicated that they are involved in the case right away 
in most instances. 

As noted above, current police policy is for all rape cases to be investigated by a Woman 
and Child Protection Unit. There is now at least one such unit in every region. 

The preliminary investigation will be handled by the police station where the charge is laid. 
If the charge is laid at a police station other than a Woman and Child Protection Unit (WCPU), 
then the local police station will collect only basic information. The initial statement may 
be taken at the initial police station, but it will preferably be taken only at the WCPU where 
officers (at least in theory) have more specialised training in how to record the necessary 
information in rape cases. 

only WCPUs now keep rape kits in supply for the collection of medical evidence. So 
the complainant must be brought to the nearest WCPU, or the WCPU staff must go the 
complainant – meaning that adequate transport is now particularly crucial. 

Examination of the crime scene is the responsibility of a separate Scene of Crime Unit with 
special expertise in this field. 

There is no special budget earmarked for the operation of the WCPUs. The WCPUs have 
been established with assistance from donors, particularly UNICEF, but cannot permanently 
rely on such donor funds. According to Chief Inspector Shatilwe, insufficient funds currently 
impede the provision of adequate transport, personnel, equipment and training. 

We understand that it is might not be consistent with current government policy to earmark 
funds in this way. Nevertheless, internationally there is strong movement towards more gender-

�� See section 174, Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977.
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responsive budgeting. If it is not possible to allocate funds specifically to WCPUs in the budget 
itself, the planned and actual allocation of police funds for this purpose should be reported on 
as part of the budget motivation. 

ReCommendation: 
Parliament should allocate a specific budget to the Woman and Child Protection 
Units which is sufficient to allow them to fulfil their tasks of investigating rape cases 
adequately and efficiently. This would give concrete meaning to the government’s 
stated commitment to combating gender-based violence. 

b. transport 
Within the system for investigation described above, the problems with transport become 
particularly acute for rape complainants. 

The lack of adequate transport was repeatedly cited as a factor in hindering and delaying 
police investigations. For example, this complaint was made by two detectives in Oshakati: 

We mostly have a problem with transport. Most of the dockets are still pending because 
we only have one vehicle, and investigating officers like myself can only get it about once 
a month.

Transportation is our biggest problem, because we have no money. We have 2 vehicles 
now, but both are 2X4. We need a 4X4 because of the sand roads by Okatope. 

Other studies have also noted this problem, such as a recent assessment of the Woman and 
Child Protection Units commissioned by UNICEF, which also notes that some rural areas are 
accessible only with four-wheel drive vehicles.32 

This leads to the inescapable conclusion that a serious effort to combat rape and other crimes 
in Namibia would require the provision of adequate transport for the police, utilised 
within a framework of procedures which ensure responsible use and maintenance of 
police vehicles. 

ReCommendation: 
The provision and control of adequate police transport should be a budgetary and 
administrative priority. 

C. Firearms
Chief Social Worker Veronica Theron cited as a problem the fact that WCPU personnel are not 
routinely equipped with firearms. The absence of weapons is part of the effort to create 
a “friendlier” atmosphere. However, this can make the police response to a call on rape 
or domestic violence, as well as the ensuing investigation, dangerous for the police 

�� Dr Hetty Rose-Junius & Ellen Kuenzer, An Investigation into the Functioning of WCPU’s and Police Stations 
with regard to the Protection of Abused Women and Children in the Country, UNICEF 2006.
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officer, the social worker and the complainant. Some social workers refuse to accompany 
police officers who are working on rape cases for this reason, especially at night. 

However police administrators say that all police officers, including those assigned to WCPUs, 
are already eligible to receive firearms on application where necessary, meaning that no 
policy change would be required to equip WCPU staff with firearms. This was confirmed by 
one police officer who works at a WCPU, who said that she and her colleagues carry firearms 
when they are needed.

The firearms could be worn discreetly, so that they would not be intimidating to child 
complainants. 

ReCommendation: 
WCPU personnel should be routinely equipped with firearms to protect themselves 
and other service providers, as well as the rape complainant, and to increase public 
confidence that WCPU staff have the power to protect the public and to apprehend 
offenders.

d. involving prosecutors at an 
early stage

The office of the Prosecutor-General has recently established a specialised unit for 
prosecution of sexual offences and domestic violence cases.33 In South Africa, a similar 
approach has yielded positive results: 

The Thuthuzela concept creates a specialist enclave of prosecutors, who are, in theory, 
meant to guide the investigation of cases... It was maintained, by both magistrates and 
prosecutors, that the decision to contract experienced prosecutors for the Thuthuzela 
Care Centres Project [the South African equivalent of Namibia’s Woman and Child 
Protection Units] has improved the overall quality of prosecutions of sexual offence 
cases in Wynberg Court. Magistrates, in particular, emphasised that complainants 
appear generally more confident when testifying in court and that the quality of 
investigations (contents of dockets) and the presentation of evidence has also improved 
since the inception of the Project.  Lower case loads mean that prosecutors have more 
time to consult with witnesses and to follow-up on cases where the police have not 
followed instructions for further information.34

The introduction of specialised prosecutors for rape cases in Namibia should have similar positive 
effects. However, consideration should be given to a closer union between this initiative and the 
Woman and Child Protection Units. 

For example, a significant difference between Namibia’s Woman and Child Protection 
Units and South African’s comparable Thuthuzela Care Centres is the involvement 

�� There are also newly-established specialised units for (a) other serious crimes (such as murder and robbery); 
(b) fraud and (c) money-laundering. At the time of writing these units have only just been established and 
were still in their infant stages. 

�� “Submission to the Portfolio Committee for Justice and Constitutional Development”, Institute of Criminology, 
Faculty of Law, University of Cape Town and Adv. Bronwyn Pithey, Senior State Advocate, The Sexual 
Offences and Community Affairs Unit, National Directorate of Public Prosecutions, 2003, http://www.csvr.
org.za/gender/docs/Section%2021%20JFP%20Sub.htm.
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of prosecutors in the South African centres. The team which manages the Thuthuzela 
project in South Africa is headed by the Office of the National Director of Public Prosecutions, 
and rape cases involve “prosecutor-guided” investigations. 

The prosecutorial involvement in police investigations has not been without its problems, but 
is on the whole reported to be successful: 

The Thuthuzela Project introduced the practice of involving prosecutors in management 
of rape cases from an early stage. It is hoped that through this involvement prosecutors 
will be able to guide the investigation of the rape complaint in a way that increases 
the ultimate likelihood of a successful conviction. While the prosecutors interviewed 
in this study approved of this innovation, they were very wary of the terminology used, 
emphasising that such involvement should not be seen as amounting to a prosecutor-led 
or prosecutor-driven investigation. In other words, they saw themselves as partnering 
the police in, and in this way adding value to, the investigation. 

However, there is a fine line between ‘prosecutor-guided investigations’ and 
‘prosecutor-driven investigations’, which essentially amount to ‘prosecutorial investi-
gations’. Prosecutors suggested that there seemed to be an increasing tendency 
among certain investigation officers not to do their investigations thoroughly, as 
they knew that they could rely on the prosecutor to issue further instructions where 
more detail was required. That said, some investigating officers appear not to follow 
these instructions at all, taking the attitude that ‘once the complainant’s statement 
is taken their job is over’. This manifests, particularly, in the investigating officers 
being uncontactable for long periods of time, which means that the court staff spend 
inordinate amounts of time trying to establish communication, waiting for files 
to be returned and issuing further instructions. With some investigating officers 
very detailed instructions were required, while others, it was acknowledged, were 
strong investigators and used their own initiative. Feeding into the communication 
difficulties was the fact that there seems to be a high turn-over of staff at the partici-
pating police stations. Prosecutors are not informed, as a matter of course, when a 
Thuthuzela investigating officer is transferred or on leave and formal introductions 
are not done when a new investigating officer is appointed. This results in a troubling 
lack of continuity. 

In general, however, the sense was that better investigations were being done, 
despite communication problems and variability among investigating officers. Prose-
cutors also felt that their early involvement had been a factor in reducing delays and 
postponements and that they were better prepared for trial because they had been 
on top of the case from an early stage.35

Despite the fact that some problems were encountered, the South African system of prosecutor-
guided investigations has resulted in prosecutors being better prepared. It has also reduced 
delays. The conviction rates for rape cases which came through the Thuthuzela Care Centres is 
about 17%, compared to a conviction rate of some 6% for rape cases overall in South Africa.36

In Namibia at present, the prosecutor who will ultimately prosecute the case gets the case 
docket only when the matter is set down for trial, usually after a substantial amount of time 
has elapsed since the rape took place. (Another prosecutor will usually deal with the early 
stages of the proceedings, such as the request for bail or the plea, all of which may take place 
in a lower court instead of the court where the criminal trial will ultimately be heard.) 

�� “Submission to the Portfolio Committee for Justice and Constitutional Development”, Institute of Criminology, 
Faculty of Law, University of Cape Town and Adv. Bronwyn Pithey, Senior State Advocate, The Sexual Offences 
and Community Affairs Unit, National Directorate of Public Prosecutions, 2003, http://www.csvr.org.za/gender/
docs/Section%2021%20JFP%20Sub.htm. 

�� Based on Lilian Artz and Dee Smythe, An Examination of the Investigation and Prosecution of Rape Cases, 
Research Pilot: Thuthuzela Care Centre, Institute of Criminology, Faculty of Law, University of Cape Town, 2003. 
The full study is unavailable to the public. 
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The head of the new specialised prosecution unit on sexual offences, Adv Nyoni, supported 
the idea of prosecutor-guided investigations:

It would help a lot. Ideally, that would be the best way, but it depends on resources. Even 
if prosecutors cannot physically be at every police station, there could be better training 
of police investigating officers by the specialised prosecutors in the new unit. 

Another prosecutor in the new unit, Adv Lisulo was also in agreement with such an approach: 

When prosecutors get involved from the beginning, it will help because police investigating 
officers sometimes take statements on matters that will be irrelevant in court. 

Both prosecutors could point to specific rape cases which have been lost in court because of 
flaws in the police investigation, and both agreed that closer collaboration between prosecutors 
and investigating officers could improve conviction rates. 

ReCommendation: 
Specialised prosecutors should be assigned to rape cases immediately when 
the docket is opened, so that they can work closely together with police to 
guide the investigation from the beginning, to reduce delays and increase 
conviction rates. This can be done by means of regular telephone contact even if the 
prosecutor cannot physically work with the police in question. 

a. interviewing procedures
Although some people reported complaints about the lack of privacy for making 
statements in some WCPUs, many police personnel interviewed clearly make efforts 
to take the complainant’s statement in private, and with sensitivity. 

We [at the Woman and Child Protection Unit] were trained how to take a statement 
from a traumatised person. Other police officers do not know where to start or how to 
do it and how to treat the victim of rape but me, I was trained so I know how. 

I would look at the complainant, and see if she’s shocked. If so, she wouldn’t give you 
the information you need. So, we take her name and the name of the suspect, and go to 
the Hospital. Then, she’ll calm down and be at ease, and then take the statement.

You have to be patient whenever you are taking a statement from the victims. Sometimes 
they will not reveal… you have to take time, listen to everything. I think the way you 
have to write the statement must be clear, from beginning to end. You have to write in 
sequence form.

7. statements 
taKen by poliCe
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If a person is raped, you cannot ask what happened publicly, it has to be in a safe, 
comfortable place. 

We’d rather take the statement at the hospital while waiting for the medical exam. Usually 
it’s done in a private room or a separate area, but sometimes it’s in a larger waiting room.

With a minor, you have to take time to get on her level and make friends and make her 
comfortable so you can get the information. Otherwise, the child will never talk to you. 
Adults can be also traumatised. You have to realise it could be you. Give her time, talk 
to her, be polite, get to where she is. 

We have to make sure it is the ladies taking the statement of the victim. Some are shy to 
talk to the men. All of the ladies at the unit are investigating officers. They can express 
themselves freely to a woman. 

The victims are not at ease with a man taking their statement. When female officers are 
away, it’s hard for the victim to open up to a man… If a girl is 6 or 8, first I send her for 
counselling at the Hospital, then I take the statement. They are more open to talking after 
the counselling. 

Police interviewees reported that they deal with many cases involving minors, and 
many were concerned about their lack of knowledge on how to deal with children, 
and about the lack of social worker support, especially in the smaller centres. Many 
recognised the special difficulties of obtaining clear statements from minors: 

Some of the kids they don’t like to talk and we take them to the social worker. We try 
to take a statement from her and she’s just quiet. But the social worker will talk to her. 
The parent can be there but if I am there I am also a mother. 

I first ask if she’s okay, and I have the mother (and even the father) there. I ask her who 
she wants to be there. We always take the statement the way she wants to, even if it’s 
laying on the floor, or if she asks me to wear my police uniform!

We talk to minors differently i.e treat them well, even have lunch with them sometimes, 
to boost communication. We try and comfort them and talk to them behind closed 
doors. One of the parents must be there when we are talking to them, or a guardian.

In one case the victim was like 5 yrs old and didn’t want to talk in front of her parents. 
Then, we talked one-on-one. I’m not sure if that’s wrong or right, but I obtained the 
statement that way. The victim was first counselled, and the information she gave to 
the police was the same as she gave to the social worker.

Sometimes we try to get the child in a safe environment, we try to make friends first 
before taking the statement…. One member of the unit received training in forensic 
interrogation of children, so she assists us by sharing that knowledge. 

Several police officers stated that the use of anatomically correct dolls (dolls with 
indications of the sexual organs) through the WCPUs has helped to get clear and 
accurate information from children – but one officer had stopped using these dolls 
because of a perception that this might create problems in court later on: 

When interviewing children, we use anatomically correct dolls, so the child can show 
what happened by using the dolls. Sometimes, it’s hard to get a statement, but with 
dolls, they will show you. 

We sometimes use anatomical dolls. Sometimes we give the child time, and she plays 
and plays with the dolls. We give her enough time to reveal the evidence to us. 

The children find it so difficult to express themselves. We use anatomical dolls. We sit on 
the ground and play with her. We can’t just sit across from her and take the statement. 
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Some of us are trained how to deal with child victims, and obtain a statement from them. 
Like me, I won’t sit with a child victim at a desk or table. I’ll sit with her in our special 
room, sit on the floor with the child, use things to play with the victim, familiarising her 
with me. I will first play with the child and ensure she’s comfortable with me, use toys 
to play with and drawings. If the child is opening up about a sexual act, then I will bring 
the dolls so the child can show me what happened. I do it after the child opens up so I 
am not leading the child.

We used to use anatomical dolls, until a lawyer advised that it could be seen that we are 
dictating to the child what happened.

helping ChildRen to speaK oUt

Helena Andjamba, deputy director in the Child Welfare Division of the Ministry of Women’s 
Affairs and Child Welfare, says the Ministry has ongoing campaigns on all forms of domestic 
violence, including child sexual abuse, and that their aim is to educate society on the 
rights of the child and on promoting awareness of child sexual abuse through encouraging 
societal openness and discussion of the issue. 

“In some of our cultures children are not allowed to talk,” she says. “We blame the 
children, so we don’t give them a chance to talk. This has to change.” 

“In Namibia we have become reactionary and only when something bad happens 
do we say something,” she adds. “When a three-month-old baby is raped we talk about 
it, but after a few days have passed, it’s quiet again.” 

“I think previously people just kept quiet without considering the effects the abuse 
has on the victim,” she says. “We have to focus more on the effects it has on the child 
and not on the perpetrator.” 

“Child sexual abuse is a growing problem in Namibia,” she emphasises. 
Simon Geiseb, one of two social workers attached to the Police’s Woman and Child 

Protection Unit at Katutura State Hospital, says the major challenge for them is to get 
children to open up and tell what happened to them. 

“Sometimes it’s difficult to get information out of clients,” he says. “Especially with 
children, because they sometimes don’t know how to express themselves and some 
children are also threatened by their abusers, which makes it difficult for them to speak.” 

He says in difficult cases, and those involving children too young to communicate 
properly, they make use of anatomically correct dolls (dolls with male and female 
genitals) to allow the children to demonstrate what happened to them… 

excerpt from andre Kloppers & Frederico links, 
“The Ugly Face of Child Sexual Abuse”, 

The Namibian, � February �00�

There is apparently one set of anatomically-correct dolls for each regional court in the country. 
The set of four dolls used by the Windhoek Woman and Child Protection Unit as of 2006 have 
the following “anatomy”: 

Woman: Breasts and vaginal area are present, with pubic hair. There is a seam that marks 
the anus area.
 
Girl: Nipples are present, but no developed breasts. Vaginal area is present, with no pubic 
hair; it is marked by a small patch of pink fuzzy material. There is a seam that marks the 
anus area.

Man: Full penis region is present, with pubic hair. Anus is present. Nipples are present. 
No testicles.
 
Boy: Full penis region is present, with no pubic hair. Anus is present. Nipples are present. 
No testicles.
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Some concerns have been raised in legal commentary about the reliability of children’s use of 
anatomically correct dolls to report sexual abuse, but the main concern seems to be situations 
in which play with such dolls is used to diagnose sexual abuse in the absence of any other 
evidence to support the allegation.37 

Adv Nyoni, head of the new specialised prosecutorial unit which will handle rape cases, 
felt that it is better to use the dolls in court to clarify the child’s testimony than in the police 
interview: 

The dolls should rather be used in court to make the child’s testimony clear. This works 
better when she has not seen them before, so that it raises no issue of suggestibility. 

Persons who work with child complainants would benefit from guidelines on the 
correct and incorrect use of such dolls – and other techniques, such as drawings – so 
that complainants’ evidence is not biased by inappropriate suggestion on the part of 
the service provider. 

south african developments in the use of  
anatomically correct dolls

South Africa has addressed the use of anatomically correct dolls in court testimony 
through legislation. Section 161(2) of the South African version of the Criminal 
Procedure Act 51 of 1977 has been assessed as being “wide enough to permit the use 
of anatomically correct dolls for the purposes of demonstration by victims under the 
age of 18 years.” 1 Section 161 reads as follows in South Africa:

161 Witness to testify Viva Voce

(1)  A witness at criminal proceedings shall, except where this Act or any other 
law expressly provides otherwise, give his evidence viva voce.

(2)   In this section the expression viva voce shall, in the case of a deaf and dumb 
witness, be deemed to include gesture-language and, in the case of a witness 
under the age of 18 years, be deemed to include demonstrations gestures 
or any other form of non-verbal expression.2

The words indicated in bold are not present in the Namibian version of the Criminal 
Procedure Act 51 of 1977, but have been added to the corresponding section 183 of 
the Criminal Procedure Act 25 of 2004 which has been passed by Parliament but not 
yet brought into force. 

The South African Law Commission released a discussion paper on “Sexual Offences: 
Process and Procedure” in 2002.3 In this paper, the following discussion occurs with 
regard to anatomically correct dolls (p. 46, 47):

The use of anatomical dolls

An anatomically correct doll is one equipped with parts resembling genitalia. 
Anatomical dolls are used to assist child witnesses to demonstrate any sexual 
abuse they have suffered. Such dolls are provided as a set consisting of adult dolls 
of each gender and child dolls, also of each gender. They vary in colour, shape 
and size and detail, and some have features of mature sexual development, such 
as chest and underarm hair. Dolls that have mouth, vaginal and anal openings, 
which children can use to demonstrate acts of penetration, are considered more 

�7 R Songa, “The Reliability of Anatomically Correct Dolls in Child Sexual Abuse Cases, 1993 SACJ 83.
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useful. More recently, dolls with individual fingers have appeared; this is a recom-
mended feature as it may facilitate demonstration of digital penetration.

Our law does not make special provision for the use of anatomical dolls in court 
as an evidentiary tool, but the use of anatomical dolls is permitted in terms of 
section 161 of the Criminal Procedure Act.

The Commission recommends that:

it is not necessary to legislate specifically for the use of anatomically correct dolls 
as it is adequately provided for in section 161(2) of the Criminal Procedure Act. The 
matter should be left to the discretion of the prosecutor to determine when it is 
appropriate to make use of tools as each case should be judged on its merits.
an inter-sectoral project be established, to be housed in the Department of Justice 
and Constitutional Development, that is tasked with undertaking a consultation 
process with all role-players to assess:

their training needs in the use of anatomically correct dolls;
whether there is a need for standardised dolls to be used as there is potentially 
substantial variation in the types of anatomically correct dolls that are used;
whether there is a need for guidelines to be developed for effective use of 
anatomically correct dolls to be set forth in a written protocol;
which role players should be involved in the drafting of such a protocol; and
if such a protocol is necessary, whether it should be reviewed to ensure that 
training is kept current.

Similar consultation on the use of anatomically correct dolls in Namibian cases would 
be useful. 

One investigating officer, who works in an area where there are no social workers to assist, 
worried about how to best handle rape victims. 

 
There’s just me, but I’m not trained in counselling, I just treat them nicely and tell them 
not to be ashamed.

One legal aid lawyer noted that statements taken by the police are often inaccurate: 

Sometimes they [the police] take statements as to what they heard, not really what the 
person is saying. You cross examine and they [the witnesses] say, “no, I didn’t really 
say that”. There is something fishy going on there. Some statements are taken at the 
charge office by people who are not detectives; it’s very difficult. Also, statements are 
taken late at night, the complainant is drunk and just wants to go home.

One prosecutor made a similar complaint about the quality of the police statements: 

Even sometimes the material aspects are not there in the statement. Sometimes the 
name of the person taking the report is not there. It’s only during the middle of the trial 
will it come out that ‘I reported to Mr. So and so’. And this will be after three years 
because these cases are taking a long time to reach us. By the time you go to track that 
person he’s not here anymore or he has died… Sometimes when it’s the end of the day 
the police themselves summarise the investigation but they only say ‘witness A told 
me this and witness B told me this.’ The result is that if witness A is attacked, how will 
the court be able to compare to see if they are being consistent? There is no way to 
argue that this witness has contradicted himself. Now they are unable to tell the court 
what was communicated to them at the time the report was made. That shows that 
they are leaving out crucial information. So just a summary is not helpful. 
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This concern was echoed by a magistrate: 

What people fail to understand is that police officers do not put all the information in 
those statements. Maybe because of inexperience or lack of time, I don’t know. Because 
you find that when the child comes to testify, she’ll give important information which is 
not in the statement. You’ll ask the child and she’ll say “look, I was not asked about this 
information then”. And it’s true. They [the police] need to go deeper and get everything 
from the child. How it happened, where they were, what they said – and you’ll find the 
child would tell everything. 

Another magistrate expressed concerns about the absence of statements from witnesses to 
the rape: 

Most of the time, statements are not taken from key witnesses. There might be two 
witnesses who observed the incident at the same time but they only take the statement 
from one witness.

Some of these problems might be improved by means of “prosecutor-guided” police investigations, 
as discussed above. 

The police administration is well aware of the problems of poor quality statements, and has 
been attempting to address this already. Police administrators report that new guidelines 
on statement-taking were recently issued to all police officers, but low levels of functional 
literacy in the police force remain a barrier to effective statement-taking. 

As an alternative to written statements, it might be advisable to introduce tape-
recording of all police statements. Modern technology makes this possible and reliable 
with relatively inexpensive equipment. It might not be necessary or cost-effective to transcribe 
all such tapes as a matter of course, but if a complainant alleges in court that a written police 
statement is not consistent with what he or she actually said, there would be a reliable way 
of checking on this point. Police would have to receive proper training on the use of such 
equipment, and particularly on storing and indexing tape-recordings in a manner which 
would enable them to be retrieved when needed. 

ReCommendations: 
Additional training in techniques for interviewing children would be helpful. 
Alternatively, each WCPU should have access to 1-2 people with specialised 
training in interviewing children – a specially-trained police officer, a social worker, 
or some other local person with appropriate expertise – and these personnel should be 
“on call” for taking statements from minors or for assisting police who are doing this. 
 
There should be clear guidelines from the office of the Prosecutor-General on 
when and how to use the anatomically correct dolls to assist in taking statements 
from children without creating problems in court later on.

The Police Training College should include more practical training on statement 
taking, using mock crime situations as a basis for practice statement-taking which is 
assessed by the trainers. 

The police should introduce a system for tape-recording statements as a method 
for obtaining accurate statements and overcoming the problem of poor literacy and 
writing skills on the part of police officers. 
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obstaCles to giving poliCe statements  
aboUt Rape in soUth aFRiCa

In South African studies of rape, women have cited the following aspects of giving 
police statements as being distressing: 

a lack of privacy, not being taken to a private room, having to repeat the statement 
on numerous occasions, police officers being impatient, having to speak to a male 
officer, being interrupted often, very detailed questioning, lack of familiarity with 
the process, and not being able to give the statement in her own language. 

South African women also complain about “not being given information on their 
rights by the police, and not being told that they could make a supplementary 
statement later, have a companion present or that they could have a medical 
examination before giving the statement”. 

Rachel Jewkes & naeema abrahams, 
“Violence against women in South Africa: Rape and sexual coercion”, 

Crime Prevention Research Resources Centre and Medical Research Council, 
undated monograph at ��

b.  language of statements
Statements are always taken by the police in the language which the complainant 
prefers, and written down in English by the person taking the statement. If there is no 
member of the police force who speaks the complainant’s language, another person – even a 
member of the public – may be asked to translate. Here is one example: 

Statements are done either in English or in cases where they cannot speak English we take 
verbal statements and translate them into English. In the case I mentioned that involved 
a San lady, we had to get a member of the public to translate for us, as none of the officers 
at the station could understand the San language and she could not speak English.

Several prosecutors spoke in some detail about the drawbacks of this approach: 

English is the third or fourth language of the people of our region. They make use of 
translators and officers, but police also have English as the third or fourth language. 
If a child calls a penis a “pee-pee”, they should put it in the statement that way. But 
if they use high language in the statement, we can get the language of the child in 
court. However, I know of cases where the Magistrate said the difference between the 
statement and the testimony is so great, that the complainant cannot be believed. It 
would be better if the actual words of the complainant were written down. It’s better 
to write it in the home language, and then translate it. There would be some logistical 
problems, yes, but it would be easier at the end of the day.

It would be better to take it in the home language. Sometimes English is a problem, and 
the complainant doesn’t ask for help. Whichever officer is there will take the statement. 
There is a problem with language barriers.

Language differences play a big role in determining whether there is smooth communi-
cation or not. For instance, a complainant could be Oshiwambo-speaking, and probably 
not able to communicate in proper English or Afrikaans, while the officers on duty at 
the time could be Dama/Namara speakers. This obviously poses a large problem when 
it comes to recording and translations of statements.
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This is a very serious problem. They need to take it in the mother language of the victim 
and later translate it. But what you find is the police are trying to translate the language 
to which they are not familiar. When you go and consult you can see that what the 
victim is saying is totally different, even the content. And the lawyer will sometimes try 
to take advantage of that and say ‘this was not mentioned or it’s mentioned in this way’. 
So we always argue that we know the format in which they take these statements and 
they don’t extract everything… I would suggest taking it in the mother language and let 
someone later translate it. 

It’s a major problem we face. Most officers are not totally competent in English so there 
are always contradictions between what they said and what the police officer wrote. 
So it needs to be recorded in the mother tongue and translated. The perpetrator and 
lawyer are relying on contradiction of the evidence recorded and given in court. 

A legal aid lawyer agreed: 

One question is: was this translated back to you? What’s the point of that? They [the 
person who took the statement] will make the same mistakes in the second translation! 

An unreported 1995 case in Namibia’s High Court states (in dicta) that the “proper 
practice” is to record police statements in the witness’s mother tongue and translate 
them into English at a later stage: 

Her statement [referring to one of the witnesses to a stabbing] was not put in evidence 
but even if it had been one must exercise a certain degree of caution when dealing with 
statements such as those produced in the present case. Each one states that it was 
made in English but I very much doubt whether they were. It seems more likely that 
the police officer taking the statement down translated into English what was said 
and this, in my view is bad practice. One knows nothing of the police officer’s skills in 
translation and to what extent the translation is accurate. And even if the witnesses 
did make their statements in English, which I doubt, English, of course, is not their 
mother-tongue and again the way is left open for errors to creep in. The proper practice 
is for witness statements to be taken down in the witness’s mother tongue and for 
statements then to be properly translated.38

The main objection against recording the language in the complainant’s mother tongue 
is the requirement of obtaining an official translation into English for use in court. 
There are fears that this process could entail delay and expense. Also, there might be 
instances where there is no investigating officer who speaks the complainant’s home language. 
However, the interviews carried out for this study indicate that the usefulness of this 
procedure would justify the extra effort and expense involved. This view was supported 
by Adv Nyoni and Adv Lisulo of the new specialised unit for rape cases in the Office of the 
Prosecutor-General. Other prosecutors have pointed out that court translators are already on 
the staff of the Ministry of Justice, and are under-utilised for translation work. 

A recent assessment of the Woman and Child Protection Units commissioned by UNICEF cited 
similar concerns: 

It is required of the investigating officer to either take the statement in English from the 
victim or witness, in the limited language ability of that person, or in the mother tongue, 
and then translate it into English for the docket.

This poses certain problems, because the language proficiency of most of the officers 
writing these statements is also limited. It results in certain phrases being repeated 
in every case, not clearly explaining statements made, and individualising the actual 
incidents as they happened.39

�� S v Gowaseb, High Court, Case No. CC 70/95, 15 August 1995 (Hannah, J) (unreported). 
�� Dr Hetty Rose-Junius & Ellen Kuenzer, An Investigation into the Functioning of WCPU’s and Police Stations 

with regard to the Protection of Abused Women and Children in the Country, UNICEF 2006 at section 7.2.12. 
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This study went on to quote some from some specific examples of poorly-written police state-
ments, concluding that there is a need “for investigating officers to be trained not only in language 
skills, but also in recording what is of importance and what merely serves to pad a statement 
with meaningless information”.40

ReCommendation: 
The police should introduce a new procedure whereby all police statements are 
initially written down in the complainant’s home language. These statements 
would need subsequent translation into English by a sworn translator, but the increased 
accuracy and reliability of the statements would appear to outweigh the extra effort 
and expense entailed. The system of tape-recording statements proposed above 
could work in conjunction with the use of mother-tongue statements.

The term “identification parade” refers to a procedure in which several individuals (including 
the rape suspect) are viewed by the complainant or by other witnesses to the rape to see 

if they can point out the perpetrator. This is often necessary in cases where the perpetrator is 
not known to the complainant. 

The dockets in our sample indicate that identification parades are not common in rape 
cases, which is consistent with the finding that most rapes are committed by persons 
known to the complainant. Our sample of 409 police dockets contained records of only seven 
identification parades, with another 3 cases that may have involved identification parades (these 
dockets were not clear on this point). 

Police personnel interviewed confirmed that identification parades are rare because the perpe-
trator is usually known to the victim. In Oshakati, one interviewee at the WCPU estimated that 
the rape cases they deal with require only about 1-2 identification parades each year. 

Of course, identification parades are sometimes necessary in rape cases. For example, one 
police interviewee recalled: 

Once we had a serial rapist targeting school kids. He used a balaclava. We got the 
complainants together and had an ID parade and identified him. That allowed for him 
to be prosecuted. 

The usual procedure was explained in this way by one interviewee: 

The investigating officer cannot be present. You give over to the special commander. 
And then call upon them to stand in a line. Maybe all wearing white t-shirts, black 
jeans – more or less the same clothing. So the complainant will point him out. She has 

�0 Id. 

8. identiFiCation 
paRades
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to walk up and down the line. Usually, here in Namibia, there is no glass. Usually it’s 
done in front of the suspect. She can point to him, she doesn’t have to touch him. The 
investigating officer has to be somewhere else not to influence the complainant or 
other witnesses. They will do it with another officer. Then the investigating officer will 
go and learn whether the suspect was identified or not. 

Most other interviewees said that the complainant would be required to touch the accused 
on the arm. 

Police interviewees from a variety of locations confirmed that when identification 
parades do take place, they are done face-to-face because of the lack of one-way glass 
or similar facilities. (The only exception to this is in Windhoek, where a facility for ID 
parades equipped with one-way glass is already available.) Several police officers showed an 
awareness of the trauma which this procedure can cause for the rape complainant: 

ID parades are not often used because the perpetrator is known to the victim. When 
they are held, in most cases they have to come face to face. But the victim is so afraid. 
In one case I had, the child did not identify the perpetrator during the ID parade, but 
told me afterwards who it was. She was afraid the perpetrator would carry out this 
threat to kill her if she identified him. 

In 2005, a representative of UNICEF related an incident in a case of child sexual abuse involving 
a girl of approximately 4 years old. The child identified the house where the culprit lives (which 
was not near her own) and correctly gave the name of the man who lived in the house. Despite 
this degree of identification, she was asked to participate in an ID parade without the benefit 
of one-way glass. Confronted with the abuser in such a situation, she panicked and was unable 
to proceed. 

One interviewee suggested an innovative alternative to the usual procedure which might be 
less traumatic: 

We don’t have hidden measures in Erongo, so the victim has to touch the suspect on 
the arm. Sometimes, they are just too scared. Instead, we’ll have the suspect sitting in 
the office, and have the complainant pass by, then ask the complainant if she saw the 
accused. That has worked to get a conviction. 

One prosecutor cited the following problems: 

Sometimes the ID parades are not properly done. Police need to be trained how to do them. 
And, the complainant is not behind a screen or window, she has to touch the accused. 

 
In Namibia, section 37(1)(b) of the Criminal Procedure Act 51 of 1977 allows police officials to 
require any person, who is arrested or released on bail, to participate in an identification parade. 
The police have discretion over the “condition, position, or apparel” of the accused during the 
identification parade.41

The legal requirements of an identification parade were discussed by the High Court of 
Namibia in S v Ndikwetepo & Others.42 In that case, six accused were charged with 15 charges, 

��  The relevant section states:

37.  Any police official may –
(a) take the finger prints, palm prints or foot prints or may cause any such prints to be taken – 

(i) of any person arrested on any charge;
(ii) of any such person released on bail or on warning under section 72;
…

(b) make any person referred to in paragraph (a)(i) or (ii) available or cause such person to be made 
available for identification in such condition, position, or apparel as the police official may deem. 
…

�� 1992 NR 232 (HC) (Muller AJ). 
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including robbery with aggravating circumstances and attempted murder. Identification line-
ups were a major part of the evidence in the trial. As a result, the court surveyed the law in 
Namibia with respect to such parades: 

Evidence of identity is treated by our Courts with caution. S v Mtetwa 1972 (3) SA 766 
(A) at 768; S v Mehlape 1963 (2) SA 29 (A) at 32.

Various factors like witnesses’ previous acquaintance with the accused, accused’s 
clothing, specific features, opportunity for observation, time lapse between the incident 
and the trial should be properly investigated to reject any reasonable doubt as to the 
identity of an accused person. In this regard the Court is more concerned with the 
witness’ accuracy than his sincerity. 

Previous identification at a properly organized identification parade, taking every 
precaution into account to prevent any indication to the witness in respect of the suspect’s 
identity, will of course carry more weight in evaluating the witness’ evidence. Certain 
guidelines in respect of identification parades have been recognized by the authorities 
and they should be implemented to ensure that an identification parade is fair and that 
the witness is not influenced at all. Certain rules are also usually followed by police 
officers conducting such parades. See Hiemstra Suid-Afrikaanse Strafproses 4th ed. at 
73-4; Du Toit et al Commentary on the Criminal Procedure Act 3/6-3/12.43 

The court referred to the guidelines and rules of practice on reliable identification parades set 
forth in Du Toit’s Commentary on the Criminal Procedure Act. Non-compliance with any one 
rule does not automatically invalidate the identification parade as acceptable evidence.44 It is 
up to the court to weigh the effects of the fault. The guidelines are as follows:45 

1.  The proceeding at the parade should be recorded by the police official in charge 
of the parade. Recording the details of the identification parade ensures that accurate 
and detailed information can be tendered at the subsequent trial.46 

2.  The police official in charge of the parade should not be the investigating officer 
for the crime in question. Following this rule will avoid any deliberate or inadvertent 
collusion between the investigating officer and any identifying witnesses. 

3.  Suspects should be informed of the purpose of the parade and the allegations 
against them and should be given an opportunity to obtain a legal representative 
to be present at the parade. 

4.  A suspect should be informed that his or her refusal to take part in a parade can 
be adduced as evidence against him or her at a subsequent criminal trial. 

5.  The parade should in principle consist of at least eight to ten persons, but a 
greater number is desirable. 

6.  It is generally undesirable that there should be more than one suspect on the 
parade; if a second suspect is placed on the parade, the two suspects should 
be more or less similar in general appearance and the persons on the parade 
should be increased to at least twelve to sixteen

7.  If the same identifying witnesses are involved in two parades, then the suspect 
should not be the only person appearing in both; nor should the suspect be 
added to a parade, already inspected by the identifying witness, for purposes 
of a second parade.

�� At 250. 
�� Du Toit et al Commentary on the Criminal Procedure Act at 3/10.
�� Id at 3/6-3/24.
�� See generally S v. Monyane & Others 2001 1 SACR 115 (T). 
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8.  The suspect and the persons in the parade should be more or less of the same build, 
height, age and appearance and should have more or less the same occupation 
and be more or less similarly dressed. 

9.  It is extremely desirable that at least one photograph should be taken of all the 
persons (including the suspect) at the parade, depicting them as they appeared 
in the line-up and standing next to each other. According to one recent case, “In 
recent years it has become almost standard practice to produce in evidence a photograph 
of the line-up, and this in itself greatly assists in determining whether the suspect was 
placed among others whose general appearance did or did not resemble his.”47

10.  The police official in charge of the parade should inform the suspect that he 
may initially take up any position and change his position before any other 
identifying witness is called. 

11.  A suspect should be asked whether he or she is satisfied with the parade and, 
further, whether he or she has any requests. These answers and requests should 
be recorded. 

12.  It is, generally speaking, wise for the police official in charge of the parade to 
comply with any reasonable request made in terms of rule 11 above, especially 
in regards to a change of clothing. 

13.  Identifying witnesses should be kept separately, should not be allowed to discuss 
the case while waiting to be called upon to attend the parade, should not be 
allowed to see the parade being formed or re-formed and should be kept under 
the supervision of a police official who is neither the one in charge of the parade 
nor the investigating officer. 

14.  Identifying witnesses should be prevented from seeing any member of the 
parade before they are brought in for the purposes of making an identification, 
and in particular should not be allowed any opportunity of seeing the suspect 
in circumstances indicating that he is the suspect, before or after the parade. 

15.  A police official – who is neither the investigating officer nor the official in charge 
of the parade nor the official charged with supervising the identifying witnesses 
– should escort one identifying witness at a time from the place or office where 
the latter is kept to the parade; and after such identifying witness’s inspection of 
the parade, such official should escort the witness to an office or a place where 
the witness can have no contact with witnesses who are still waiting to inspect 
the parade. The police official who escorts the identifying witnesses may not 
discuss the case with him or her.

16.  The supervising official referred to in Rule 13 above and the escorting official 
referred to in rule 15 above, should not know who the suspect is; and the line-
up should be formed and re-formed in their absence. 

17.  The official in charge of the parade should inform each identifying witness that 
the person whom the witness saw may or may not be on the parade and, further, 
that if he or she cannot make a positive identification, he or she should say so.

18.  The official in charge of the parade should request the identifying witness to 
make his or her identification by touching the shoulder of the suspect. In the 
event of any identification being made in this manner, it is desirable that a 
photo be taken of the actual act of identification. 

�7 S v Monyane & Others 2001 (1) SACR 115 (T) at 132B-C (Borchers J). 
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Rule 18 suggests that the identifying witness should touch the suspects shoulder to procure 
identification. However, according to the Commentary on Criminal Procedure, there does not 
appear to a legal foundation for this requirement: 

The purpose of the above rule of practice requiring physical contact… is to eliminate 
any possibility of the identifying witness being misunderstood as regards his or her 
specific identification. But this is, once again, not a hard and fast rule as there may be 
circumstances where the identifying witness might be scared to approach or touch 
the suspect. In these circumstances, any other form of identification should suffice, for 
example merely pointing out the suspect….48

This legal reasoning would also seem to be accepted by the High Court in Namibia. In fact, in 
the Ndikwetepo case, the court accepted an identification parade as being properly conducted 
where the witness identified the first suspect by pointing him out with a stick and the second 
suspect by pointing him out with a ruler.49 It was stated in the case that the identifying 
witness, “could not bring herself to put her hand” on the accused’s shoulder and so this less 
traumatic method of identification was accepted by the police and later by the court.50 Thus, 
it appears that methods other than physical touching to indicate a specific person 
would be acceptable in court if the standard criteria for valid identification parades 
are observed. 

Some legal commentators have even suggested that identification parades by means 
of photographs and videotapes might be a preferable alternative to physical parades:

One of these alternatives is the use of photographs or videotapes in place of corporeal 
parades. Photographs are placed on a board or a table and arranged with the same 
precautions used for a live parade. A video parade is set up combining snippets of 
filmed foils into parade format. Although it is a popular legal belief that videos and 
photographs contain less information than live person [S v Shandu 1990 (1) SACR 80 
(N)], research has shown that no real differences exist in the rate of identifications 
across live parades, video parades, black and white or colour photograph parades. 

Practically, photo or video arrays are also much more convenient, and effective. They 
can be set up faster, and people do not need to be found to serve as live foils – there 
are methods of arranging a large number of photographs so that they can be assessed 
swiftly. Indeed, a very large database can be set up, making foils available, and 
therefore making suspects–foil similarity easier to establish. The behaviour of people 
on the parade is by definition not a problem, eliminating possible bias against the 
suspect. The anxiety of witnesses is greatly reduces in that they do not need to see 
the suspect face to face.51

one-way glass is not tremendously expensive. Local companies quoted about N$3000-
4000 for a piece of one-way glass 2 metres x 900mm (or roughly the size of an average door). 
Such glass could be cheaply mounted into a screen or partition. The low incidence of ID 
parades in rape cases alone might not justify the expense of special equipment in all 
regions. However, the use of ID parades in other crimes could be assessed to see if the 
provision of one-way glass at all police stations is warranted. 

In areas where special victim-friendly court facilities are already in place, these could 
be utilised for ID parades before or after court hours. Apparently the only barrier to this 
is the fact that it would involve personnel from one ministry using the facilities controlled by 
another ministry, but inter-ministerial cooperation could certainly overcome such a constraint. 

�� Du Toit et al Commentary on the Criminal Procedure Act at 3/24. 
�� At 254, paragraph B-C.
�0 At 237, paragraph C-D.
�� Annegret Rust and Colin Tredoux, “Identification Parades: An Empirical Survey of Legal Recommendations 

and Police Practice in South Africa” (1998) II SACJ 196 at 210 (citations omitted). 
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ReCommendations:
Provide one-way glass at as many WCPUs as possible to reduce the trauma of ID 
parades for the complainant.

In areas where special victim-friendly court facilities are already in place, police 
could make arrangements with the Ministry of Justice to utilise these for ID 
parades before or after court hours. 

The office of the Prosecutor-General should work with police to develop guidelines 
on acceptable interim or alternative procedures which could be utilised to minimise 
trauma to the complainant: 

The complainant could identify the perpetrators without touching, by means of 
numbers worn by the different persons, or by use of an inexpensive mechanism 
such as a focused laser pointer of the type used in lectures or even an ordinary 
torch with a clearly focused beam. 
The technique described by an interviewee where the suspects passed by an office 
one by one to be viewed by the complainant, instead of being viewed all at once 
in a formal line-up, could be used more widely if approved by prosecutors on legal 
grounds. 
Photographs could be used in place of actual persons. 

Victims of rape may be discouraged from reporting the crime to the police by a lack of faith 
in the criminal justice system – which could be a result of the fact that rape cases take a 

long time to finalise, conviction rates are generally low, and communication between officials 
and complainants is often not good. 

Furthermore, although the idea is that rape complainants will be referred to a social worker for 
counselling, this is not always possible in practice. In fact, the complainant may get virtually 
no support. One might ask: why should a rape victim feel motivated to report a rape case to 
the police? 

a.  social workers 
The ideal of providing support from a social worker for all rape complainants is still far from 
being reached. Key informants reported that as of 2006 only the Windhoek and Walvis Bay 
WCPUs have a social worker specifically assigned to them. Several others have social 
workers that they can call to come in and assist, but this system does not generally work well 
in practice as it is hard for these social workers to juggle their many official duties. The social 
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worker in Otjiwarongo reportedly has a good relationship with the police and frequently helps 
out, but in other locations the number of social workers is very inadequate and the system of 
being “on call” does not work well. 

According to Chief Social Worker Veronica Theron (Ministry of Health and Social Services, 
Division: Family Welfare), this problem has to be considered against the severe shortage of 
social workers nationwide. The Ministry of Health and Social Services has a 49% vacancy 
rate for its social worker posts. The University of Namibia graduates about 10 social workers 
each year, but many of these prefer to go into the private sector because the salaries are 
higher. Young social workers are also sometimes reluctant to engage in emotionally-draining 
case work, preferring positions with different job profiles. There is also concern about the 
limited opportunities for career advancement in government social work posts. Some social 
workers do not like to work after-hours, and some feel that working on rape cases might put 
them in personal danger. Work at the WCPU is also stressful, leading to a high rate of burn-
out. A few social workers have even resigned rather than accept an assignment to a Woman 
and Child Protection Unit. 

The Ministry has attempted to address the shortage of social workers by upgrading its salary 
structure. It is also encouraging the provision of bursaries for social work students, and is 
currently recruiting social workers from outside Namibia’s borders. 

Another initiative which is planned is a “sub-profession” with a lower level of qualification 
which could assist fully-qualified social workers. But this approach will not materialise for 
some time, as discussions are still underway about the best approach to training such auxiliary 
personnel. 

In the meantime, the result of the social worker shortage is that many rape complainants receive 
no counselling. Veronica Theron says: 

Sometimes people will bring a child for me to prepare to go to court two years after the 
rape has taken place, and she will say she has never seen a social worker. 

Some private social workers and counsellors have offered to step into the breach, and this 
sometimes works where they have managed to establish a close working relationship with 
police. But police are sometimes reluctant to facilitate such relationships, and there are 
sometimes fears that outside counsellors will be accused of trying to influence the case. 

Chief Inspector Shatilweh, National Coordinator of the WCPUs says: 

We [the police] end up doing the work of the social worker even though we are not 
trained to do that. The number of social workers in Namibia is very limited and they 
have other responsibilities as well. In some regions, there is only one social worker for 
the entire region. 

Even where a rape complainant is lucky enough to receive some assistance from a 
social worker, follow-up after the initial contact is virtually non-existent. Guidelines 
for working with rape complainants exist, but monitoring is a problem. There should be a 
case file for each case which is monitored by a control social worker, but the caseload is too 
huge for this system to work smoothly in practice at present. 

Realistically, support services for rape complainants must not rely solely on the services of 
state-employed social workers, at least in the short term. 
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b. volunteer victim support services 
one way to encourage reporting would be to provide increased support services for 
complainants. This could be done with more help from private social workers, lay counsellors 
and other volunteers, without increasing the burden on the already over-stretched social 
workers in government employment. 

Several other countries utilise volunteer support for victims as part of the criminal justice process. 
For example, in Canada, a victim/witness assistance programme was developed to help victims 
of violent crimes through the court process. Several jurisdictions in the United States house 
victim/witness advocate programmes in the prosecutor’s office. These programmes usually 
employ a small staff to administer the programme, while most of the support is provided by 
volunteers who are trained by the permanent staff. Since the programme is located in the 
prosecutor’s office, the prosecutor and the support person are able to work together very closely. 
Since most of the support persons are volunteers, the cost of the programme is fairly low. In 
some jurisdictions in the United States, a portion of the court costs and fines assessed against 
criminal defendants go to pay for the victim assistance programmes.52

To give a more specific example, in the US State of Oregon, a victim’s advocate coordinator 
is employed in each prosecutor’s office. That person is responsible for obtaining and training 
volunteers. The coordinator is the only person who is paid; all others provide their time free of 
charge. The volunteers are trained to guide the victim through the judicial process. As soon 
as the charge is filed, a volunteer contacts the complainant. This trained volunteer meets 
with the complainant to explain court procedures and helps to keep the complainant in touch 
with the prosecutor. The volunteer is in a good position to keep the prosecutor informed on 
any issues or problems which could have an impact on the case.53

A well-run victim’s assistance programme staffed primarily by volunteers could encourage 
reporting, reduce case withdrawals and promote more successful prosecutions. 

This idea was also supported by participants at a workshop organised for stakeholders of the 
Woman and Child Protection Units in 2005 to discuss reasons for the silence of many victims 
of gender-based violence. 

Because active women’s groups already exist in many regions in Namibia, there is already a 
potential pool of volunteers to provide support in rape cases. For example, Childline and Church 
Prison Fellowships have already expressed interest in helping out on a volunteer basis. 

Strict guidelines could be provided for volunteers who provide counselling and support to ensure 
that they do not do anything which could give rise to allegations of attempting to influence the 
legal outcome of the case. The idea would be for volunteer support persons to focus on personal 
support and general orientation to courtrooms and court procedures, without becoming involved 
in any of the details of the legal case. 

�� Strategies for Confronting Domestic Violence: A Resource Manual, United Nations Office at Vienna Centre 
for Social Development and Humanitarian Affairs (1993) at.42.

�� See Dianne Hubbard & Daina Wise, Domestic Violence: Proposals for Law Reform, Legal Assistance Centre. 
1998. 
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ReCommendation: 
We recommend that Namibia adopt a Victim Support Programme staffed by volunteers 
who are supervised and trained by an administrative official based in the Ministry 
of Health & Social Services or the office of the Prosecutor-General, with the following 
aims:

to inform complainants and witnesses of case status and progress
to communicate the complainant’s needs and concerns to social workers or appropriate 
persons in the criminal justice system
to orient complainants to court procedures (with the aid of simple-language educational 
material approved by the Office of the Prosecutor-General)
to accompany complainants to court proceedings 
to involve complainants, when possible, in decision-making processes (such as explaining 
special arrangements for vulnerable witnesses so that they can consider which might 
make them more comfortable)
to assist complainants with logistics related to court appearances
to encourage the reporting of crime and discourage case withdrawals.

Approved volunteers should have a nametag and a photo ID. They should also be 
given clear guidelines on their role and the boundaries of their involvement. 

This programme could be piloted in cases of rape (and perhaps domestic violence as 
well) and extended to other crime victims if successful.
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This chapter gives information 
on complainants, perpetrators 

and the circumstances of the 
rape – including the sexual act, 
the coercive circumstances, time, 
place, and incidence of weapons 
and injuries. It also looks at 
some specific categories of rape, 
including child rape, the rape of 
prisoners and the rape of persons 
with disabilities. 
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Total 
complainants

409
100%

All of the information on complainants comes from the police docket sample, as the court 
registers did not include information about the complainant but only about the accused 

who was the subject of the court proceeding. 

Sex of complainants
Our sample of police dockets confirmed the fact that the vast majority of rape victims 
are girls and women. More than 95% of the complainants in the sample were female. 

Our sample had proportionally fewer male complainants (about 5% male complainants compared 
to 95% female complainants) than police reports for the whole country for 2003-2005, where 
about 93% of all complainants are female, with the remaining 7% being male. 

Of the 19 male complainants in our sample, 13 (68%) were minors and 8 of these were boys under 
the age of 14. Thus, there were only 6 cases where adult men were rape complainants. 

ChaRT 6.1: 
Sex of 
ComplaInanT 
In polICe 
doCkeT 
Sample 

exampleS of ChaRGeS of Rape InVolVInG  
men and boYS aS VICTImS

The following news clippings give some idea of the range of situations 
in which men and boys have allegedly been victims of rape. (Note that 
these cases were not necessarily among the samples in the study.)

Youth arrested for sodomy
The Police have arrested a 16-year-old youth after an 11-year-old boy was sodomised in a 
riverbed at Mariental on Monday, NamPol’s Sergeant James Matengu told The Namibian 
yesterday. 

The Namibian, 2 August 2001 

Child raped
RUNDU: The Namibian Police’s Women and Child Protection Unit are investigating the 
rape of a one-year-old boy at Diyana village in the Kavango Region. A suspect has been 
arrested and is expected to appear in court soon. NAMPA has established that the victim 
suffered serious injuries and was admitted to the Andara Roman Catholic hospital for 
treatment. 

The Namibian, 28 February 2005

1. ComplaInanTS
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Justice delayed in murder case 
against street kid

The murder and rape case against a young homeless resident of Windhoek was postponed 
for the 13th time in the Windhoek Magistrate’s Court last week…. Engelbrecht was 19 
years old and living homeless on the streets of Windhoek when he was arrested on 
charges of murder and rape on December 23, 2003. It is alleged that he had raped a 14-
year-old boy, Cristo Moshoeshoe, and murdered the boy by crushing his head with a 
concrete pavement block… Engelbrecht admitted to the presiding Magistrate that he had 
killed the boy after having had sexual intercourse with him… 

The Namibian, 12 June 2006

Rehoboth man lays charges of rape
A 30-year-old man from Rehoboth has laid charges of rape after he was apparently forced 
into a sexual act with an unknown man on Friday night. According to what he told the 
Police, he had been grabbed by the neck, forced into a house in the Block E Blikkiesdorp 
settlement, strangled and beaten up before he was raped. The suspect is still at large. 

The Namibian, 4 October 2006

Two arrested for sodomy 
The police at Ondangwa have arrested a 64-year-old man and a 17-year-old youth on 
separate charges of rape. Police spokesman Constable Jason Matheus says the 17-year-
old, whose name may not be published, was arrested on Monday after the parents of 
two boys, nine and 11 years old, reported that the boys had been sodomised several 
times between May and September. When he was arrested, the suspect gave the Police 
information that led to the arrest of Loth Namawe (64) from Onamungundo village near 
Ondangwa. Namwe had allegedly sodomised the younger suspect in the past. Both men 
have been charged with rape…

The Namibian. 6 October 2006

age of complainants
The following table shows the age breakdown in the sample of police dockets which we 
examined. The youngest rape victim in the sample was 1 year old (raped anally by a 17-
year-old perpetrator), and the oldest was 83 years old (raped by a 33-year-old perpetrator 
who broke into her house)

ChaRT 6.2: 
aGe GRoupS 
of ComplaInanTS
In polICe doCkeT 
Sample 

Total 
complainants

400
100%
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Table 6.1:  aGe GRoup of ComplaInanT bY Sex of ComplaInanT In  
    polICe doCkeT Sample

 
 

female male ToTal

n % cumulative 
% n % cumulative 

% n % cumulative 
%

under 6 25 6.6 6.6 0 .0 .0 25 6.3 6.3

6 – 9 37 9.7 16.2 5 26.3 26.3 42 10.5 16.7

10 – 13 44 11.5 27.8 3 15.8 42.1 47 11.8 28.5

14 – 15 49 12.9 40.6 2 10.5 52.6 51 12.8 41.2

16 – 17 39 10.2 50.9 1 5.3 57.9 40 10.0 51.2

18 – 20 45 11.8 62.7 2 10.5 68.4 47 11.8 63.0

21 – 29 67 17.6 80.3 3 15.8 84.2 70 17.5 80.5

30 – 39 53 13.9 94.2 3 15.8 100.0 56 14.0 94.5

40 – 49 13 3.4 97.6 0 .0 13 3.3 97.7

50 or above 9 2.4 100.0 0 .0 9 2.3 100.0

Total 381 100.0 19 100.0 400 100.0
Three additional complainants were identified as “minors” in the dockets, with no age given. 

Unfortunately, the national police statistics on rape distinguish only between adults and juveniles 
(using age 18 as the dividing line). In our sample, about 51% of the cases involved child 
complainants under age 18, as compared to only some 35% of cases in the national police 
statistics for 2003-2005. Thus, the proportion of child rape in our sample is considerably 
larger than that in police statistics for the nation as a whole. In other words, the LAC 
police docket sample of cases “exaggerates” the incidence of child rape compared to child rape 
in statistics drawn from Namibia as a whole. However, because the LAC study collected more 
information than the police statistics, it provides more details about child rape than the police 
statistics do. 

By any measure, the incidence of child rape is extremely alarming. 

Age 14 was used as a key dividing line because 14 is the “age of consent” for purposes of the 
Combating of Rape Act. As explained in Chapter 3, a consensual sexual act between a child under 
age 14 and another person who is at least three years older qualifies as rape. In our sample, 
about 28% of the complainants were under age 14 (28% of the female complainants and 
42% of the male complainants). 

A second key dividing line is age 16. As explained in Chapter 3, consensual sexual contact 
between a child under age 16 and another person who is at least three years older is an offence 
under the Combating of Immoral Practices Act, sometimes referred to as “statutory rape”. 
In our sample, about 41% of the complainants were under age 16 (41% of the female 
complainants and 53% of the male complainants). 

A third key dividing line is age 18. Persons under age 18 are treated as children for many legal 
purposes, and this is the age used to define a child in the UN Convention on the Rights of the 
Child.1 Perpetrators under age 18 are treated as juvenile offenders in Namibia. In our sample, 
about 51% of the complainants were under age 18 (51% of the female complainants 
and 58% of the male complainants). 

The fourth key dividing line is age 21, which is currently the age of majority in Namibia (the 
age at which children acquire full legal rights, thus becoming adults in the eyes of the law). 
In our sample, 63% of the complainants were minors under age 21 (63% of the female 
complainants and 69% of the male complainants). 

1 Article 1 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child says: “For the purposes of the present Convention, a 
child means every human being below the age of eighteen years unless under the law applicable to the child, 
majority is attained earlier.”
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Although there was a higher percentage of men than women in each of these age categories, the 
small overall number of male complainants means that this cannot be evaluated statistically.

The other age categories were chosen more arbitrarily. 

The rape of very young children is not common, but there is nevertheless a disturbing percentage 
of such cases. More than 16% of the cases in our sample involved complainants under 
age 10, with more than 6% involving children under age 6. Both boys and girls were among 
the child rape victims. However, the rape victims under age 6 in our sample were all girls. 

In comparison, nationally, male complainants account for about 7% of both adult complainants 
and juvenile complainants (under age 18) – but no further age breakdowns are available from 
the Namibian Police. 

Only a small percentage of female rape complainants in the LAC sample were over 
age 50, and there were no male complainants in this age category. 

The following table shows a regional break-down of the rape cases in our sample involving 
children under age 14. 

Table 6.2: aGe GRoup of ComplaInanT bY polITICal ReGIon In polICe doCkeT Sample

 Region 
0- 13 age 14 and above Total

n % n % n %

Caprivi 10 43.5 13 56.5 23 100.0

Erongo 22 21.8 79 78.2 101 100.0

Hardap 6 26.1 17 73.9 23 100.0

Karas 4 26.7 11 73.3 15 100.0

Khomas 24 28.9 59 71.1 83 100.0

Ohangwena 11 44.0 14 56.0 25 100.0

Omaheke 12 25.0 36 75.0 48 100.0

Oshana 17 38.6 27 61.4 44 100.0

Otjozondjupa 11 26.8 30 73.2 41 100.0

Total 117 29.0 286 71.0 403 100.0

The following table compares the data in our police docket sample by region (for dockets 
opened 2001-2005) to the more comprehensive police statistics (2003-2005 combined, as data 
on age for previous years is not available). The police statistics use age 18 as the dividing 
line, so our data was organised in the same way for purposes of comparison. However, as 
explained in Chapter 2, the police regions in Namibia are slightly different from the political 
regions used by the Legal Assistance Centre for compiling our data, but this probably did not 
affect the data in the table below.2

The LAC sample had a much higher proportion of complainants under age 18 than the police 
statistics – particularly in the regions highlighted in bold in the table below. This could be 
because the LAC sample of locations – Windhoek, Gobabis, Walvis Bay, Okahandja, Khorixas, 
Swakopmund, Ohangwena, Katima Mulilo, Rehoboth, Okatope, Oshakati, Keetmanshoop, 
Ondangwa, Dordabis, Aroab and Fransfontein – included proportionally more urban centres 
and fewer rural centres than the national statistics do. Although we cannot say for sure, it could 
be that child rape is more likely to be reported in urban areas than in rural areas because of 
easier access to legal information and to police stations, or perhaps because of a lower likelihood 
that customary law will be used as an alternative avenue for dealing with such cases.

2 The differences between the police regions and the political regions are explained in detail in Chapter 2 at 
page 10. For the political region of Khomas, the Legal Assistance Centre data includes a higher proportion 
of minors than the police region of Khomas. This is true even though the Legal Assistance Centre included 
Rehoboth in the Hardap Region, whereas it falls into the Khomas police region. The other police stations 
visited by the Legal Assistance Centre fall into the same political and police regions.
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Table 6.3: aGe GRoup of ComplaInanT bY ReGIon In polICe doCkeT Sample and 
naTIonal polICe STaTISTICS

polICe doCkeTS, 2001-2005

ReGIon
0-17* 18 and above Total

n % n % n %

Caprivi 17 74% 6 26% 23 100%

Erongo 37 37% 64 63% 101 100%

Hardap 10 44% 13 57% 23 100%

Karas 8 53% 7 47% 15 100%

Kavango - - - - - -

Khomas 47 57% 36 43% 83 100%

Kunene - - - - - -

Ohangwena 18 72% 7 28% 25 100%

Omaheke 21 44% 27 56% 48 100%

Omusati - - - - - -

Oshana 29 66% 15 34% 44 100%

Oshikoto - - - - - -

Otjozondjupa 21 51% 20 49% 41 100%

Total 208 52% 195 48% 403 100%

naTIonal polICe STaTISTICS, 2003-2005

Caprivi 47 49% 49 51% 96 100%

Erongo 84 35% 157 65% 241 100%

Hardap 128 43% 169 57% 297 100%

Karas 70 31% 155 69% 225 100%

Kavango 38 22% 135 78% 173 100%

Khomas 134 21% 506 79% 640 100%

Kunene 68 34% 132 66% 200 100%

Ohangwena 149 54% 126 46% 275 100%

Omaheke 58 23% 193 77% 251 100%

Omusati 67 35% 122 65% 189 100%

Oshana 113 43% 149 57% 262 100%

Oshikoto 130 51% 123 49% 253 100%

Otjozondjupa 100 29% 247 71% 347 100%

Total 1 186 34% 2 263 66% 3 449 100%
* 3 cases included under 0-17 in the LAC sample did not have an age recorded but were reported as ‘minors’. 

“While everyone agreed that child sexual abuse was a major problem and abusers 
were a scourge, many abused children were blamed and even beaten after abuse was 
disclosed. Many perpetrators were supported by their family, friends and community. 
Unless society learns to articulate and act upon a clear stance condemning child sexual 
abuse it will not be possible to substantially reduce the problem.”

Rachel Jewkes, loveday penn-kekana, hetty Rose-Junius, Josephine malala,  
Child Sexual Abuse and HIV: Study of Links in South Africa & Namibia,  

Medical Research Council, Pretoria, June 2003 

Many police personnel interviewed stated that “most” or “about half” of the cases they handle 
involve minors as victims. One detective estimated that about 80% of the cases she handles 
involve minors as victims. Similarly, most of the prosecutors and magistrates interviewed 
said that many, or the majority of, the rape cases they deal with involve minor victims. 

When asked about the rape cases which they find most disturbing, most service providers 
cited rape cases involving young children as victims. The public at large has also reacted very 
strongly to child rapes, which often receive greater media attention than rapes of adults. 
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Triple rape suspect arrested
 A man was arrested last week for the rape 

of three minor girls aged four, six and eight 
at Ontanaha village in the Oshikoto Region. 
The three young girls were raped on Aril 
21, at about 19h00, after the victims’ mother 
had gone to a cuca shop. The suspect, who 
has been arrested, allegedly called the girls 
into a hut one by one and brutally raped 
each of them. 

 A 15-year-old girl was raped last Wednesday 
behind the Makalani Primary School at 
Grootfontein. The incident took place at 
around 23h00. The suspect, a student, has 
been arrested. 

 At Tsumeb, a case of sodomy has been 
opened after two minor twin brothers were 
sodomised by a man. The crime is alleged 
to have taken place on several occasions 

between April and May at a house at 
Nomtsoub. 

 At Grootfontein, a girl (10) was brutally 
raped by a person known to her. The rape 
took place at Otjiva Nomake in the Coblenz 
area where the suspect emerged from the 
bushes as the victim was on her way home. 
Due to the severity of the injuries, the 
victim had to be hospitalized at the State 
Hospital at Grootfontein. The suspect is 
still on the run. 

 Last month a 14-year-old was raped at 
Duiker Farm in the Maroelaboom area. 
The date and the time of the rape are not 
known but a man (20) has been arrested in 
connection with the crime.

Chrispin Inambao, 
The Namibian, 13 May 2002

The following 2006 news articles give some indication of the typical incidence 
of rape in Namibia, and indicate the vulnerability of particularly powerless 
people such as children and persons with disabilities: 

Namibia’s shameful week of sex attacks
STAFF REPORTER

At least nine men across the country were arrested on charges of rape this past week, while 
two more have reportedly evaded arrest for similar allegations.
 Nine young girls, a boy, 

and two women are alleged 
to have fallen victim to rap-
ists in their communities 
last week.

 At Mariental, two men, 
aged 23 and 35, were arres-
ted for the rape of two 
minor girls at the Munici-
pal Abattoir on Saturday.

The Police reported 
that the two men met their 
two victims, aged 9 and 10, 
at an unknown place and 
gave them alcohol to drink.

After intoxicating their 
victims, the men apparently 
led them to the abattoir, 
where they raped the girls.

The girls reported the 
incident to their parents, 
and both men were arrested 
on separate rape charges.

 On Thursday, Police at 
Otjiwarongo arrested a 43-
year-old man after he alleg-
edly raped a 12-year-old girl 
repeatedly in the bushes 
at the Orwetoveni location 
earlier in the day.

 On the same day, a 33-year-
old man from Rehoboth 
was arrested after he was 
accused of raping a 12-year-
old girl in a riverbed near 
the town’s cemetery.

 Another man from Otjiwa-
rongo, aged 41, was arrested 
on Saturday in connection 
with rape – he is accused 
of sexually assaulting a 27-
year-old woman at a house 
in the Orwetoveni location.

 Police in Hardap Region are 
trying to trace a 51-year-old 
man suspected of raping a six-
year-old boy at Hoachanas.

 Last Wednesday, a 39-year-
old man was arrested at 
Swakopmund for allegedly 
raping an 11-year-old girl.

 A day later, on Thursday, 
two men aged 40 and 42 
were arrested after they 
allegedly raped a 33-year-
old mentally disabled 
woman at Omaruru.

 A 54-year-old man from 
Omaruru was arrested this 
week after allegedly rap-
ing a 13-year-old girl at a 
village.

 Police are trying to trace 
a suspected rapist from 
Mariental, after a 15-year-
old girl revealed this week 
that she had been raped 
repeatedly between March 
and June.

The Namibian, 
27 September 2006
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8 rapes, cops hunt suspects
STAFF REPORTER

EIGHT cases of rape were reported by the Police last week.
 On Saturday evening, a 29-year-old 

woman was allegedly raped by her 
boyfriend at Kalkrand. The suspect is 
said to be a South African national and is 
still at large.

 Earlier that morning, a 16-year-old girl 
was allegedly raped by a known suspect at 
Ompumbu village in the Oshana Region. 
The incident happened near Elago Motor 
Spares at the village The suspect is still at 
large.

 On Thursday afternoon, two teenage 
girls were arrested at a village in the 
Caprivi, after they were allegedly caught 
raping two younger girls. The suspects are 
both Zambian nationals, aged 14 and 15. 

The younger girl was arrested for the rape’ 
of a five-year-old girl, while the older girl 
was’ arrested for the rape of a three-year-
old girl. Both victims were Namibian.

 In Windhoek, a 25- year-old woman was 
allegedly raped by an unknown man at the’ 
Havana informal settlement. The suspect is 
still at large.

 Also in Windhoek, a four-year-old girl was 
raped last Monday. The suspect is not known.

 At Aimablaagte in Mariental, a 30-year-
old woman was allegedly threatened with 
a knife and raped last Tuesday. The suspect 
is still at large.

The Namibian, 9 November 2006

Rapes of persons with disabilities
Coercive circumstances involving complainants with disabilities did not feature strongly in 
our sample of dockets. Out of a total of 409 dockets, only about 3% (14 dockets) involved 
persons with disabilities as complainants. The majority of the complainants in this 
category were female (there was one male), and the most frequent form of disability to feature 
in the dockets was mental disability (12 out of the 14 dockets). One of the remaining dockets 
featured a complainant who was physically disabled while the other remaining complainant 
had a combination of both mental and physical disabilities. Most of the complainants with 
disabilities were young, with nine of the 14 complainants with disabilities being between 
the ages of 12 and 22. 

In 7 of the 14 cases involving complainants with disabilities, the perpetrators were 
reportedly known to the rape victims, with relationships ranging from step-fathers to 
landlords of the complainants.

Persons with disabilities are likely to be more vulnerable to rape than others for many reasons, 
the most obvious one being that they often have less capability for physical self-defence. 
Other sources of vulnerability may include difficulty in reporting rape due to communication 
problems, a greater amount of dependence on other people for care (who may in some cases 
take advantage of this situation), or the lack of a caretaker to protect them from harm. 

Persons with disabilities may be hampered in laying charges. Even when charges are laid, 
the fact of the disability may interfere with the ability to provide convincing evidence of a 
rape. For instance, a blind victim cannot provide a description of a rapist’s appearance, and 
a mentally disabled victim is unlikely to be a credible witness.

In the 14 dockets in our sample involving disabled complainants, only two of the cases 
led to a conviction against the accused persons. One of these was a case involving a 21-year-
old male complainant reported to be mentally retarded. The mother and sister of the complainant 
found the male perpetrator in the complainant’s bedroom. The complainant had been sodomised. 
The accused was found guilty of rape and sentenced to 10 years imprisonment. 
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The other case involved a 14-year-old female complainant who was mentally disturbed. The 
accused instructed the victim to lie on the ground and to remove her panties, and then attempted 
to insert his penis into her vagina. He was sentenced to three years imprisonment for attempted 
rape. 

Most of the cases involving complainants with disabilities appear to have been withdrawn 
by the prosecutor for lack of evidence. Without witnesses to the rape other than a mentally-
disabled complainant, it is often difficult to prosecute. For example, in one case, a mentally-
handicapped victim was reportedly raped after being threatened with a knife. She identified 
the perpetrator in an ID parade, but the accused was ultimately discharged. (This may 
have been partly because the medical evidence in this case did not provide any proof of 
rape.) Another case involved a victim who was reported to be “severely mentally retarded”, 
according to a psychological report. A rape charge was laid against three accused after it was 
discovered that this complainant was pregnant. However, there was insufficient evidence to 
prosecute. 

The recent UNICEF assessment of the Woman and Child Protection Units included two accounts 
of rape perpetrated against victims with disabilities: 

A mentally- and physically challenged young woman of about 19 years, was taken 
to a riverbed and gang-raped by four men. She was so traumatized and hurt that she 
remained at the scene, hiding under a bush, from Sunday to Tuesday. She was found by 
a passerby, who recognized her and escorted her home, and further to the WCPU. The 
victim was able to point out one of the perpetrators at an open market.

A mentally retarded adult male was taken to the bush by his younger male cousin 
while the family was busy celebrating a wedding, and he raped him. Frantic family 
members who searched for him, found him after the incident took place. He was not 
mentally fit enough to testify, but the guilt-ridden perpetrator made a confession.3

Other accounts of such rapes can be found in the following press clippings. 

A 13-year-old boy was arrested at Okahao after he allegedly raped a 15-year-old mentally 
disabled girl at a village there on Friday.

The Namibian, 15 February 2006

Incest trial starts with in camera testimony

3 Dr Hetty Rose-Junius & Ellen Kuenzer, An Investigation into the Functioning of WCPU’s and Police Stations 
with regard to the Protection of Abused Women and Children in the Country, UNICEF 2006.

The Regional Court at Swakopmund retreated 
behind closed doors yesterday to start hearing 
what was expected to be a painful account of 
sexual abuse and incest spanning a period of 
five years. The court was held in camera after a 
20-year-old mentally handicapped woman went 
into the witness box to start giving testimony 
against two men who are accused of having 
sexually abused her since she was about 13 years 
old. Those men are her father, now aged 66, and 
her brother, also aged 20. Both men pleaded not 
guilty when their trial started before Magistrate 
Ben Myburgh yesterday. They are facing two 
charges of rape, one relating to incidents that 
allegedly took place before the Combating of 

Rape Act came into operation in 2000. The other 
charge covers the period after that law came into 
effect and up to 2002. The father was arrested 
in connection with the charges on November 14, 
2002. The State, represented by Public Prosecutor 
Tania Tait, is alleging in the first count that they 
unlawfully and against her will had sex with the 
young woman on several occasions from 1997 to 
2000. In the second count, they are charged with 
contravening the Combating of Rape Act from 
2000 to 2002 by having committed sexual acts 
with her under coercive circumstances – being 
that she is mentally disabled and was allegedly 
threatened by them. The alleged incidents are 
claimed to have taken place at one of Namibia’s 
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The rape of persons with disabilities is likely to be vastly under-reported, as the same 
factors which make such persons vulnerable to rape may serve as barriers to seeking 
help. When the persons with disabilities who are raped are female (as is most often the 
case), the survivors suffer double discrimination on the basis of both gender and disability. In 
one multi-purpose centre in the North, some of the women with disabilities reported sexual 
abuse from family members, friends and unknown persons. One woman said “the men do not 
want to be seen with us during the day because they are ashamed of our disabilities; they treat 
us differently, but come to us at night, wanting to sleep with us – where do you think we get the 
children from?”4

Because persons with disabilities often find themselves isolated from mainstream society, and 
because some forms of disability may interfere with the ability to communicate, such persons 
may endure sexual abuse for longer periods of time than others before it comes out into the 
open. 

Persons with mental disabilities or disorders are often neglected by their supposed caretakers, 
either at home or in institutions. One study indicates that women with disabilities who live in 
institutions are twice as likely to be victimised as women who live in the community.5

There is no systematic research on rape within such institutions in Namibia, but cases have been 
reported involving women with disabilities who have been sexually abused in local institutions, 
such as while under hospitalisation for medical treatment. In one such case, the Legal Assistance 
Centre is currently bringing an action against the Ministry of Health and Social Services on 
behalf of a client, alleging that they violated the duty of care they had towards her in this regard 
(see box opposite). 

The Legal Assistance Centre is also at the time of writing awaiting judgment from the High 
Court in the case of Vivier and Diergaardt v Minister of Basic Education, Sport and Culture. 
This is an action for damages against the Ministry in respect of the rape of a mentally impaired 
child resident at Môreson School which allegedly occurred while she was in the care of a staff 
member over the weekend. The child’s grandmother, who is her foster parent, requested that the 
child be allowed to stay at the school hostel on that weekend. The hostel superintendent gave 
permission for the child to go home with a staff member for the weekend, but the grandmother 

4 This statement was made at a VSO HIV/AIDS programme meeting held in 2005 at the Sam Nujoma Multi-
Purpose Centre.

5 D Sobsey, Violence and Abuse in the Lives of People with Disabilities: The End of Silent Acceptance?”, 
Baltimore, MD: Paul H. Brookes Publishing Co, 1994, as cited in Karin L Raye, Violence, Women and Mental 
Disability, Women’s Rights Advocacy Initiative, 4 August 1999 at 5, www.mdri.org/report%20documents/
violencewomenmd.doc.

coastal towns. The alleged victim spent over five 
hours testifying behind closed doors yesterday. 
For much of this time, her testimony was tested 
under cross-examination by lawyer Werner van 
Rensburg, defence counsel for the two accused 

men. He concluded his cross-questioning late 
yesterday afternoon. The trial is scheduled to 
continue on June 13. 

Werner Menges, The Namibian, 29 April 2005

Villagers in court over double rape 

RUNDU: Two villagers from the Mukwe 
Constituency in eastern Kavango appeared 
in court on Wednesday to answer charges of 
raping a mentally disturbed woman.

The suspects – 21-year old Ditembero Anton 
Diyevene and 24-year old Kapinga Faustinus 
Monika – made only a brief appearance.

The case was postponed to June 19.
No bail was granted.
The alleged sexual assault took place at 

Divundu village some 200 kilometres east of 
Rundu.

Herman Ngasia, The Namibian, 2 June 2003
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was not notified of this intention. This staff member left the child at her house, where she was 
allegedly raped by a man who was at that time the boyfriend of the staff member in question. The 
argument on behalf of the child is that the school (which resorts under the Ministry) negligently 
breached its legal duty of care to the child, resulting in a rape that caused shock and trauma to 
the child. The Ministry is being asked to pay compensation for the child’s medical expenses as 
well as damages arising from pain, suffering and emotional shock. 

Another case brought to the Legal Assistance Centre in 2005 involved a 4-year-old deaf-mute 
girl who was allegedly raped by a driver employed by the school she attended. A criminal 
charge was laid, but did not proceed to court because of lack of evidence, given the child’s 
limited ability to communicate, combined with two conflicting doctor’s reports and the 
absence of any samples of blood or semen. The family contemplated a civil action for damages 
against the institution in question, and the girl was moved to another school. 

A government official made an enquiry to our offices in 2006 in respect of two girls allegedly 
raped at a special school for children with disabilities in Rehoboth. There seem to have been 
two rapists, one of whom is himself mentally disabled and was sexually molested at the 
school by someone who has now disappeared. A criminal charge has been laid against at 
least one of the rapists. The government official in question was concerned that the school is 
not providing proper protection for the children. 

These incidents appear to be just a few of many cases that occur as a result of the negligence 
of institutions and care-takers, as the press clippings below indicate. 

Case study: Rape of a disabled woman in hospital

VB was a patient in the tuberculosis ward in one of the state hospitals. She relied on the 
use of a wheelchair for mobility. She had also been diagnosed with alcohol psychosis, a 
mental disorder associated with organic brain dysfunction due to alcohol abuse. 

VB was allegedly raped by a stranger in the hospital compound, who found her outside. 
She had been left there by the nurses to enjoy the sunshine, because it was cold. The 
rape incident was witnessed by other patients. The alleged perpetrator, when he was 
arrested claimed that the patient had asked that he “help her with sex”, since she had 
been admitted to hospital for a long time.

The patient was referred to a psychologist to ascertain whether she had the mental ability 
to consent to the act of sexual intercourse and whether she had the ability to communicate 
unwillingness. A report by the clinical psychologist and psychiatrist concluded that VB did 
not have the mental ability to consent to sexual acts or to communicate her unwillingness 
to engage in sexual intercourse.

legal assistance Centre

Woman raped in mental ward at hospital
THE Namibian Police on Monday arrested a 25-year old man at the Oshakati State Hospital, apparently 
while he was raping a mentally ill woman in a ward there. The Director of Health in the Oshana region, 
Dr Naftali Hamata confirmed the incident yesterday. He said that both the suspect and his 34-year old 
victim were patients in the hospital’s mental ward. However, the suspect, Johannes Nakale had been 
discharged. At the time of the alleged incident he had been at the hospital to collect his medication, 
Naftali said. Namibian Police spokesperson Warrant Officer James Matengu said that Nakale was 
spotted “molesting” the victim by a cook, who called for help. According to Hamata, the victim 
suffered no physical injury. Nakale appeared in the Oshakati Magistrate’s Court on Tuesday, and was 
not granted bail. He remains in Police custody until his next court appearance on September 25.

Denver Isaacs, The Namibian, 21 July 2006
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Institution unaware of rape among patients
Members of staff at Onyose Trust, one of Namibia’s non-governmental organizations looking 
after mentally retarded patients, says it is unaware that its patients were raping each other. The 
Chairperson of the Board of Trustees of Onyose Trust Christo Wessels said a week ago one of its 
patients reported there was a “couple” that indulged openly in sex in the garden area within the 
institution’s premises. However, “we can not tell whether it happened or not given the state of these 
people. But we can do our best by increasing our supervision and also work hand in hand with 
the parents,” Wessels told New Era. In the same vein, it could not be proved if this was rape or 
consensual sex among two adult but mentally retarded people. 

New Era, 22 August 2005

ReCommendaTIonS:
The Combating of Rape Act should be amended to make rape of persons with 
physical or mental disabilities a basis for imposing the highest category of 
minimum sentence. 

Police dockets and J-88 forms should have a particular space for indicating whether 
or not a complainant is disabled, and the particular form of disability should be 
specified. Currently, the J-88 only contains a question on mental state, which refers to the 
general emotional state of the complainant and not to the presence of a mental disability. 

Requests for the withdrawal of cases involving complainants with mental 
disabilities should be treated with strict caution. While mental disabilities vary, 
many persons with such disabilities may lack the coherency to ask for a withdrawal or 
to understand the implications of such an action. 

Rape cases involving persons with disabilities should be recorded and tracked 
as part of the standard record-keeping system of police and Woman and Child 
Protection Units, with information on this category of cases incorporated into 
regular reporting of crime statistics. Failure to include information on this category of 
cases might be interpreted as indifference towards persons with disabilities, and could 
also serve to create the false impression that rape and other crimes are rarely experienced 
among this category of people. In a larger body of cases, information about rapes of 
complainants with disabilities could give insights into how to decrease the vulnerability 
of such persons, and information about perpetrators in such cases might show who is 
most likely to abuse – caregivers, institutional workers, neighbours or others who stand in 
a special relationship to the complainant. This information would be useful in identifying 
preventative strategies. 

Government and non-governmental organisations should produce more educa-
tional materials on rape and other legal rights aimed at persons with particular 
disabilities which make general public information inaccessible to them. While 
the efforts of government and non-governmental organisations to disseminate information 
on legal rights are commendable, there is a gap when it comes to persons with disabilities. 
The Legal Assistance Centre has made a small start in this direction by producing material 
on rape and domestic violence in Braille, but there is still a need for more materials aimed 
at persons with disabilities. 

Community members and institutions should be provided with information on 
how to identify signs of abuse in persons with mental disabilities in particular, 
and how to equip disabled persons to protect themselves. Moreover, community 
members must be encouraged to report rape and other abuse of persons with disabilities 
to the appropriate authorities. There is also a need for educational material on the sexual 
needs and rights of persons with various disabilities, particularly mental disabilities.
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number of perpetrators
The number of perpetrators in each case should tell us how many of the rapes in the sample 
were gang rapes, or cases where one person rapes the victim with the help of an accomplice. 

“An accused in a so-called “gang rape” has the opportunity before switching roles from 
perpetrator to accomplice and vice versa, to reconsider his actions…From the victim’s 
side, she must endure repeated rapes on every occasion, without her consent and with 
a different male. On each and every such occasion she probably hopes and prays for 
mercy, for reconsideration, for help. And on every occasion when a new perpetrator 
commences intercourse, there is a new risk of being infected with HIV… ”

S v Gaseb and 2 others, Supreme Court, 2000/08/09 (O’Linn, AJA)

About 11% of our police docket sample of 409 cases involved multiple perpetrators, 
with 10% of the cases involving 2-3 perpetrators. The maximum number of perpetrators 
involved in cases in our sample was five. There were a few cases which may have involved 
more perpetrators – up to 6 or 7 – but the complainant was not always able to identify all 
of the alleged perpetrators, and sometimes the information in the police docket was not 
altogether clear on this point. 

Table 6.4: moRe Than 
    one peRpeTRaToR? 
    (polICe doCkeT 
    Sample)

n %

No 361 88.3

Yes 45 11.0

Not clear 3 0.7

Total 409 100.0

Table 6.5: numbeR of alleGed peRpeTRaToRS (polICe doCkeT Sample)
number of perpetrators based 

on complainant’s statement
number  

cases
number 

perpetrators % cases

1 361 361 88.3

2 31 62 7.6

3 10 30 2.4

4 3 12 .7

5 1 5 .2

Unknown 3 - .7

Total 409 470 100.0

The court registers examined showed a similar pattern of results, although this data source 
covered only those accused charged with rape in each case – and not the total number of 
perpetrators (since some perpetrators may not have been arrested.) From this sample of 
547 cases, about 9% involved multiple accused, with 8% involving 2-3 accused. Cases 
with more than 3 accused were uncommon. 

2. peRpeTRaToRS

ChaRT 6.3: 
moRe Than one peRpeTRaToR?
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ChaRT 6.4: moRe Than one aCCuSed? (CouRT ReGISTeR Sample)

Table 6.6: numbeR of aCCuSed ChaRGed (CouRT ReGISTeR Sample)

 frequency percent Valid 
percent

Cumulative 
percent

Valid

1 500 91.4 91.4 91.4

2 34 6.2 6.2 97.6

3 10 1.8 1.8 99.5

4 1 .2 .2 99.6

5 2 .4 .4 100.0

Total 547 100.0 100.0  

‘Gang rape’ condemned
RUNDU: The regional office of the Namibia National Women’s Organisation (Nanawo) here has 
strongly condemned the alleged gang rape of a 20-year-old woman by 14 men last month at Mabushe 
village, 70 km east of Rundu. Nanawo’s local Chairperson, Magdelena Vendura, said the incident 
had sent shock waves through communities in the region. She called for severe sentences against 
the culprits… 

The Namibian, 7 November 2003

Teen gang-raped at Onyaanya
OSHAKATI: A 16-year-old girl from a school at the Onyaanya settlement in the Oshikoto Region 
was allegedly gang-raped on Friday night. Police spokesperson at Oshakati, Constable Christine 
Fonsech, told Nampa that five men allegedly raped the girl at the Bengela Flats. Fonsech said the 
Police have arrested five suspects, ranging from 18 to 22 years in age. He added that rape was 
reaching alarming proportions in Namibia. The Police commander in Ohangwena Region, Deputy 
Commissioner Armas Shivute, last week also expressed concern about the increasing number of 
rapes reported in the region. 

The Namibian, 1 November 2006

Otjiwarongo woman gang-raped in public toilet
A 20-year-old woman was gang-raped by three men in a public toilet at Otjiwarongo in the early 
hours of Sunday. Police Sergeant James Matengu told The Namibian on Tuesday that the woman 
was first threatened with a knife before she was forced to have sex with her three attackers. “The 
complainant was on her way home at about 04h00 on Sunday morning when she decided to visit 
the public toilet near the Home Affairs Offices at Otjiwarongo,” Matengu said. “The three suspects 
then stormed into the toilet after realising that she was alone and that’s where they took turns to 
have sex with her without her consent,” he added. They fled the scene soon afterwards but they also 
took her trousers with them. 

Conrad Angula, The Namibian, 21 February 2002 

note: This sample contains a lower 
percentage of gang rapes because it 
covers only those persons who were 
arrested and charged with rape. 
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Although comparisons between countries must always be made with caution, the 
proportion of gang rapes in Namibia appears to be broadly consistent with that in 
other countries. Approximately 10% of the sexual assaults reported in the USA involve 
multiple perpetrators. A South African Victims of Crime Survey in South Africa estimated that 
12% of the rapes reported in their study involved multiple perpetrators. However, it is also 
useful to note that research in south Johannesburg indicated that women were considerably 
less likely to report gang rapes than to report rapes involving single perpetrators.6 

A small-scale study of gang rape reported at selected police stations in Johannesburg in 1999 
found that men who raped in pairs or groups were more likely to be strangers to their victims 
than single perpetrators, that gang rapes more often occurred in public spaces and at night, 
and that gang rapes were more likely to involve the use of guns or other weapons. Most gang 
rapes in the Johannesburg study involved only 2-3 perpetrators. Only 14 of the 162 gang 
rapes in the study went to court (9%), and only one of them resulted in a conviction.7

In our study, gang rapes were slightly more likely to involve strangers than rapes by single 
perpetrators, but the overwhelming majority of gang rapes involved persons known to or 
related to the complainant. There was no meaningful difference between gang rapes and 
single perpetrator rapes with respect to the use of weapons. 

WhaT CauSeS GanG Rape?

The following theories have been put forward in respect of gang rape in South 
Africa: 

Anecdotal evidence suggests gang rape may be used as a form of punishment by the 
friends or acquaintances of men whose girlfriends are suspected or known to have 
other partners. Other writers have suggested that it may be used to put ‘unattainable’ 
women in their place. In the Western Cape, participation in gang rape may function 
as a means of initiating young men into gangs. It has also been suggested that some 
young women’s entry into gang-controlled prostitution follows their rape by gang 
members…
 A number of writers have suggested that gang rape is closely related to heightened 
masculinity and masculine aggression... In acting together, the group develops a 
common sense of masculinity and power, which may reduce their inhibitions as well 
as diminish individual feelings of responsibility. 

lisa Vetten & Sadiyya haffejee,  
“Gang Rape: A study in inner-city Johannesburg”,  

SA Crime Quarterly No. 12, June 2005.

The acts of rape committed by a gang constitute the most cowardly, vile and despicable 
oppression of the victim and the repeated and deliberate violation of her constitutional 
rights.’

S v Gaseb and 2 others, Supreme Court, 2000/08/09 (O’Linn, AJA)

6 Lisa Vetten & Sadiyya Haffejee, “Gang Rape: A study in inner-city Johannesburg”, SA Crime Quarterly No. 12, 
June 2005.

7 Id.
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Sex of perpetrators
More than 99% of the perpetrators in our police docket sample were male. In fact, there 
were only 3 female perpetrators among the 477 perpetrators in the 409 dockets examined. 

Similarly, more than 99% of the accused in the cases in our court register sample were 
male. Here, there were only 5 cases involving female accused among the total of 597 cases 
in the court registers examined. 

Thus, it is beyond question that rape in Namibia is a form of gender-based violence. 

Because rapes by female perpetrators are so unusual, it may be of interest to consider the details 
of these cases. 

The following information concerns the three cases in the police docket sample which involved 
female accused. In two of the cases, a woman was allegedly the accomplice of a male rapist, who 
was also assisted by a second male accomplice. In one of these cases, the female accomplice 
was the half-sister of the rape victim. In the other case, the female accomplice was the girlfriend 
of the rapist. She allegedly blamed the victim for an incident in which her boyfriend assaulted 
her and instigated the rape as a form of revenge. The other male in this case was the rapist’s 
father, who watched passively while the rape took place. The third case involving a female 
perpetrator concerned an 18-year-old Zambian domestic worker who reportedly “taught sex” 
to the 8-year-old child of her employers in the employers’ home. 

None of these three women were convicted of rape. The complainant who was a half-sister to 
the female accomplice withdrew the case, the complainant in the other case involving multiple 
rapists disappeared, and the domestic worker was acquitted. 

The court registers contained fewer details about the actual incident of rape. There were four 
cases involving five female accused. One case involved two 11-year-old girls who were accused 
of rape (case outcome unknown). One case involved a 32-year-old female with two male co-
accused of similar ages. (case outcome unknown). Two other cases involved female accused 
(ages 36 and 31) acting alone (case outcomes unknown). 

Neither sample records any cases in which a female was convicted of rape. 

TAbLE 6.7: SEx of PERPETRAToRS in PoLicE dockET SAmPLE
Male 449 94.1%
Apparently male from details in docket 24 5.0%
Female 3 0.6%
No details 1 0.2%
Total 477 100.0%

TAbLE 6.8: SEx of PERPETRAToRS in 
    PoLicE dockET SAmPLE  

(ExcLuding miSSing cASES)
Male or apparently male 473 99.4%
Female 3 0.6%
Total 476 100.0%

TAbLE 6.9: SEx of AccuSEd in couRT 
    REcoRd SAmPLE
Male 590 96.41

Female 5 0.82

Information missing 17 2.78

Total 612 100.00

cHART 6.5: 
SEx of PERPETRAToRS

Total 
perpetrators

476
100.0%
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Table 6.10: Sex of aCCuSed In 
    CouRT ReGISTeR Sample 
    (exCludInG mISSInG CaSeS) 
Male 590 99.2%

Female 5 .8%

Total 595 100.0%

Woman charged with rape
The police at Oshakati in the Oshikoto Region are investigating a rape charge against a 20-year-
old woman. Toini Nambata from Omatyatya village has been charged with the alleged rape 
of a nine-year-old boy from the same village. She was arrested on October 14 and appeared in 
the Ondangwa Magistrate’s Court last Monday. She was not asked to plead and was remanded 
in custody until her next court appearance on November 29. 

The Namibian, 24 October 2006

age of perpetrators
There were three cases in the police docket sample involving perpetrators below age 14, 
with one as young as 9 years old (who allegedly raped a 4-year-old victim). The prosecutor’s office 
declined to prosecute here because of the age of the alleged perpetrator. 

The court registers similarly turned up three cases with accused persons under age 14. 
There was one case involving a 7-year-old accused (no final outcome is recorded) and one case 
involving two accused aged 7 and 8 (in a case which was withdrawn). There was also a case 
involving two 11-year-old girls as accuseds, for which no final outcome can be ascertained. 

About 13% of the perpetrators in both our police docket sample and our court register 
sample were young offenders below the age of 18. These offenders would not be subject 
to the minimum sentences prescribed by the law. 

More than 27% of the perpetrators in the police docket sample were minors (below 
age 21). Similarly, 25% of the accused in the court register sample were minors. 

The majority of the perpetrators (over two-thirds) in the police docket sample were 
young men below the age of 30. Perpetrators were most highly concentrated in the 
age group 21-29 (40%). About 11% of the perpetrators were over the age of 40, with 3 of these 
being over age 50. The oldest perpetrator was an 87-year-old man who was convicted and 
sentenced to one year in prison (with four months of this sentence suspended) for raping a 
9-year-old girl. 

Once again, the court register sample was similar, with 60% of all accused being under 
the age of 30, and the age category 21-29 having the most accused persons (34%). The 
same 87-year-old man from the police docket sample appears in the court register sample. (He 
was 90 by the time his court case was concluded. The newspaper clipping in the following box 
gives more details about this case.) There is also a case in this sample involving a 92-year-old 
man which appears to have gone uncompleted because of the illness of the accused. 

ChaRT 6.6: Sex of aCCuSed

Total 
perpetrators

595
100%
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90-year-old man sent to prison for rape
At the age of 90 years and almost four months 
a grizzled resident of the Katutura Old Age 
Home, Johannes Kambonde, became one of the 
oldest people in Namibia to be jailed for rape.   
Kambonde was given a chair to sit in, and then 
crossed himself in a symbolic Christian gesture 
of faith, after he heard in the Windhoek Regional 
Court on Friday that he had received an effective 
term of eight months’ imprisonment.

He was prosecuted on a charge that he raped 
a nine-year-old girl in his room at the old age 
home on December 2 2000.

Having remarked that the court was faced 
with “a very difficult task”, Magistrate Dinnah 
Usiku sentenced him to a one-year jail term, of 
which four months were suspended for three 
years on condition that he is not again convicted 
of rape during the period of suspension.

Kambonde admitted guilt on a charge of 
rape last Tuesday. In a statement read to the court 
by his defence lawyer, Legal Aid Directorate 
counsel Vilinchia Benz, Kambonde admitted 
that he tried to commit a sexual act with the 
girl. He claimed, though, that he was unable 
to have intercourse with her. However, he also 
admitted that in terms of the Combating of Rape 
Act of 2000 even the slightest sexual penetration 
constituted the crime of rape, with the result that 
he was pleading guilty.

In brief testimony in mitigation, he told the 
court on Friday that part of his right leg had to be 
amputated after a workplace accident in the south 

of Namibia, while his right eye was removed for 
medical reasons while he was already living in 
the Katutura Old Age Home. He told the court 
he felt guilty and sad about the incident.

Benz pleaded for mercy for her client, telling 
the court that there was no way that Kambonde 
would ever repeat such a crime. She acknowledged 
“the horror” of what had happened to the girl but 
added that Kambonde’s personal circumstances 
should nevertheless outweigh society’s interest 
in seeing the court impose a sentence that would 
serve as a deterrent. She quoted from another 
judgement in a rape case: “As controversial a 
proposition as this is bound to be, as not all 
murders carry the same moral blameworthiness, 
so, too, not all rapes deserve equal punishment. 
That is in no way to diminish the horror of rape; 
it is however to say that there is a difference even 
in the heart of darkness”.

Public Prosecutor Uanjengua-ije Tjiuoro 
asked when he addressed the court: “If our 
daughters are not safe in the hands of a 90-year-
old man, where would they be safe?” Magistrate 
Usiku remarked that she was quite convinced 
that Kambonde was not likely to repeat the 
offence. However, the community expected him 
to be punished, also considering the fact that the 
girl would probably have to cope with the scars 
of having gone through such an experience for 
the rest of her life, she said. 

The Namibian, 11 August 2003

ChaRT 6.7: aGe of peRpeTRaToRS

The oldest perpetrator in the two samples taken together was age 92, while the youngest 
was age 7. 

The samples show that rapists come in all ages, 
but they typically range in age from 
about puberty up to age 39, which 
are probably the most sexually-
active years for most men. The 
average age of the accused 
rapists in the two samples 
was 27-28 years. 

One cannot help but ask, 
what is happening that so  
many of our young men in Namibia  
are combining sex and violence? 
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ChaRT 6.8: aGe of aCCUSeD

TaBLe 6.13:  aGe of aCCUSeD in CoURT  
ReGiSTeR SampLe

 age 
category n  % cumulative 

%
under 10 3 .5 .5

10 – 13 11 1.9 2.4

14 – 17 58 10.2 12.6

18 – 20 69 12.2 24.8

21 – 29 194 34.2 59.0

30 – 39 153 27.0 86.0

40 – 49 56 9.9 95.9

50 or above 23 4.1 100.0

Total 567 100.0 100.0
Accused of unknown age excluded.

TaBLe 6.11: aGe of peRpeTRaToR in  
poLiCe DoCkeT SampLe

 age 
category n  % cumulative 

%
under 10 1 0.3 0.3

10 – 13 2 0.5 0.8

14 – 17 45 12.2 13.0

18 – 20 52 14.1 27.1

21 – 29 146 39.7 66.8

30 – 39 82 22.3 89.1

40 – 49 29 7.9 97.0

50 or above 11 3.0 100.0

Total 368 100.0 100.0
Perpetrators of unknown age excluded. 

TaBLe 6.12: DeSCRipTive STaTiSTiCS  
foR aGe of peRpeTRaToRS  
(poLiCe DoCkeT SampLe)

Number of accused N=350

Average age (in years) 27.26

Median age 25.00

Youngest accused 9

Oldest accused 87

Perpetrators of unknown age excluded. 

Police and prosecutors who were inter
viewed consistently stated that they 
handle a relatively small proportion of 
the cases involving minor perpetrators. 
However, several persons interviewed 
described rapes of minors by minors 
(usually when asked to describe memo
rable or disturbing cases they have 
handled): 

In the only case I know of [involving minors as perpetrators], the accused person is ten 
years old, and the victim is nine. The sexual act alleged was intercourse. He is charged with 
three counts of rape and assault by threat. I think that they are relatives. (prosecutor)

One case in Oranjemund involves a 15yearold boy as the perpetrator and the complainant 
is an 11yearold girl…. They were students in the same school. They were playing in a 
puddle with other students. The boy dragged the girl into a bush nearby and raped the 
girl. (prosecutor)

Where my client was 9 years old and the victim was 11 years old. Whatever transpired 
boiled down to many issues that came up on arguments, finding out what really 
happened. My client said the victim forced him to do this. It was very unusual. (legal 
aid lawyer)

In the case with the three school boys [all minors], the girl was coming home from school 
with her brother, who was two years younger than her (she was 11, he was 9). They were 
attacked by 4 boys. One took the brother into the bushes. One was watching the road. One 
was holding her, and the other one raped her. Afterwards, she was bleeding profusely and 

TaBLe 6.14: DeSCRipTive STaTiSTiCS
    foR aGe of aCCUSeD 
    (CoURT ReGiSTeR SampLe)
# of accused N=567

Average age (in years) 28

Median age 27

Youngest accused 7

Oldest accused 92

Accused of unknown age excluded
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she was crying. It was in a river bed. Three of them were arrested, and it is still ongoing. 
[This case took place in 2004, and the interview was in January 2006.] (police)

One case involved boys of about 10 years of age, and the boy who had sodomised the 
other said he had done so because his cousins had done it to him. (social worker)

exampleS of Rape ChaRGeS aGaInST 
YounG peRpeTRaToRS

These incidents are not necessarily included in the samples for this study.

2 Rehoboth boys (8) on rape charges
Two eight-year-old boys have been receiving counselling since Wednesday after they allegedly 
took turns to rape a four-year-old girl at Block E in Blikkiesdorp, Rehoboth on Tuesday. Police 
sergeant James Matengu said yesterday: “This is a very unusual incident…”

The namibian, 5 April 2006

Boys aged 9 and 12 held for rape
Two young boys have been arrested at Stampriet in the South in connection with the alleged rape 
of a six-year-old girl at the town’s soccer field late on Friday night, the Police reported this week. 
The suspects are aged nine and 12. 

The namibian, 21 September 2006

WhY do YounG boYS Rape?

Young perpetrators do not seem to be common in rape cases, but the fact that such cases 
occur at all is worrying and raises questions about what goes wrong in our society that 
could make it possible for children to commit such acts. 

It should be noted that several studies point to the way that boys are socialised at an 
early age to adopt particular concepts of masculinity. For example, a South African study 
offers the following theory:

We feel that a rape culture is created at the root of society, through the violent 
socialisation of young boys, with an enormous focus on fighting, macho and 
aggression in sport. In child abuse prevention work, the first issue that we raise 
is the power that we give to men in society through early socialisation that 
defines maleness as aggressive and without sensitive characteristics and how 
this is further institutionalised by societal structures. 

anita marshall & Vanessa herman, “Child Sexual Abuse in South Africa”, 
RAPCAN-Resources Aimed at the Prevention of Child Abuse and Neglect, 1998

An American study similarly points to destructive concepts of what it means to be male 
which are impressed upon boys at an early age:

If we are serious about significantly decreasing our rape rates, we must move men, 
and especially young boys, away from a definition of masculinity that centres on 
toughness, power, dominance, eagerness to fight, lack of empathy, and a callous 
attitude towards women…
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Masculinity must be redefined to include caring, nurturance, and empathy 
along with positive” masculine” traits such as courage, strength, initiative, and 
adventurousness… 

Part of the problem is that in our unprecedented age of advanced technology, 
boys and men are presented with endless violent, sadistic, rapist male role models 
in the media. Another part of the problem lies in the increasing number of boys 
growing up without fathers in the home. While most single mothers succeed in 
raising perfectly decent sons, social science research reveals that the presence of 
a caring, nonviolent, involved father puts a boy at lower risk of violent behaviour. 
On the other hand, if a father is physically abusive, this increases the odds that 
his son will be violent, and the son is better off without him.

In order to significantly decrease violence, including rape, we must begin to 
protect boys from violent entertainment and to teach them, from the youngest 
age, to view themselves as future nurturing, nonviolent, responsible fathers. As 
we shall see, in doing so we would be encouraging all men, including those who 
never become fathers, to move away from the values of the masculine mystique. 

myriam miedzian, “How Rape is Encouraged in American Boys and 
What We Can Do to Stop It” in Transforming A Rape Culture, 

Emilie Buchwald, Pamela R Fletcher & Martha Roth, eds, 
Minneapolis: Milkweed Editions, 1993.

These theories may be relevant in Namibia. 

The information in this section comes from the police docket sample, as the court registers 
did not contain any details about the rape. 

Relationship between  
complainant and accused
The sample of police dockets examined shows that the vast majority of rapes involve 
persons known to the victim. This was true in at least 67% of the cases in our sample. 
“Stranger rapes” accounted for only 12% of the rapes in the sample. Information on the 
relationship between accused and complainant was missing in almost 21% of the dockets. 

This means the police should have no difficulty in solving most rape cases, since the 
majority of culprits can be identified with certainty. 

Shockingly, about one-fourth (25%) of the rapes in the sample involved relatives, spouses 
or partners – including ex-spouses and ex-partners. Thus, rape constitutes a serious 
form of domestic violence. 

3. CIRCumSTanCeS 
of The Rape
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There were only 3 cases involving rape within marriage in our sample, all involving female 
victims:

A 39-year-old woman laid a charge of rape against her husband. According to her statement, 
when she refused to have sex with him he grabbed her, threw her on the bed, said “I will 
have sex with you whether you want to or not” and then raped her. This incident took 
place against a background of domestic violence; on other occasions, he had beaten her 
with his fists and threatened to kill her. She said that he had also raped her previously. The 
complainant eventually withdrew the case, saying “I decided to close the case I opened 
against my husband because I realised that my husband had changed. He is no more 
doing anything bad to me.”

A 30-year-old woman alleged that her husband raped her by means of forced vaginal 
intercourse followed by forced anal intercourse, after threatening to kill her. The case was 
withdrawn by the prosecutor because of lack of evidence, as the incident was reported 5 
months after it occurred. 

A 48-year-old woman laid a charge of rape against her husband after he forced her onto 
the floor in their kitchen and inserted a carrot into her vagina. He manipulated the carrot, 
then turned her around roughly and proceeded to have sexual intercourse with her. The 
case was later withdrawn by the prosecutor, but no reasons for this decision were recorded 
in the docket. 

 There were a total of 21 cases in the sample which could have in theory supported a charge 
of incest (2 rapes of daughters by their fathers, 4 of half-sisters by their half-brothers and 15 of 
nieces by their uncles).8 These incidents involved persons from a wide range of ethnic groups 
in Namibia, as evidenced by the apparent home languages of the parties. The details of the 
alleged father-daughter rapes were as follows, with one father being convicted: 

One father allegedly raped his 10-year-old daughter repeatedly at their home over several 
days. According to her statement, he put his penis on her vagina and struggled to penetrate 
her but eventually succeeded. He threatened to kill her with his pistol if she resisted, 
showing her the pistol after the sex acts had taken place on each occasion. The daughter 
eventually informed a neighbour. The medical report stated that the girl’s hymen was 
intact, and no medical samples were taken. The prosecutor declined to prosecute. 

A 16-year-old girl alleged that her father sexually assaulted her several times between 
1998 (when she was 12) and 2002, including sexual intercourse and other sex acts. 
He sometimes hit her if she refused to cooperate, and at other times told her that she 

� The common-law crime of incest covers uncles-nieces and aunts-nephews because they are related to a 
common ancestor in the first degree (ie within one generation). Incest does not apply to sexual intercourse 
between first cousins because they are not related to a common ancestor within one generation.

CHARt 6.9: RElAtionsHiP of ComPlAinAnt And ACCusEd
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would shame the family if she told. Sometimes he gave her money afterwards. The 
rapes occurred sometimes at home and sometimes in secluded areas. The girl informed 
her pastor and her mother nine days after the last incident. The father was found guilty 
of both common-law rape (for the incidents which took place prior to 2000) and rape in 
terms of the Combating of Rape Act. He was sentenced to 3 years imprisonment for the 
common-law crime, and 15 years for the statutory crime, with 3 years suspended. 

One of the two alleged rapes of half-sisters by their half-brothers also resulted in a guilty verdict, 
while the other half-brother was found not guilty. 

The alleged rapes by uncles of their nieces often involved uncles who resided in the same 
homestead, or in two cases an uncle who habitually slept in the same room or even the same bed 
as the rape complainant. Many of these cases were withdrawn, as in the following examples:

One case involving an alleged rape of niece by her uncle illustrates the difficulties rape complainants 
encounter in such situations. A 9-year-old girl stated that her 17-year-old uncle, who lived in the 
same home, had raped her. She awoke one night to find her uncle on top of her, her panty removed 
and wetness between her legs. At this point, the uncle threatened to beat her if she screamed. 
She informed her mother, aunt and grandmother of what had happened. She also stated that her 
uncle had raped her in the anus three years previously. She told her mother, but nothing was 
done. Her mother admitted that she was aware of the prior rape. In the more recent instance, the 
girl told her grandmother, who did not believe her. The alleged perpetrator was never arrested, 
and the case was withdrawn two months later. The withdrawal statement provided by the 
girl’s mother reads as follows: 

I and my brother, mother and the family settled the problem. We talked to the guy and 
warned him. I did this because according to the medical report my girl is still okay. 
There’s no problem with her private parts. She is still intact. That’s why I decided to 
solve the problem at home. 

Another attempted rape of a 13-year-old girl by her 27-year-old uncle was stopped in the nick 
of time by her grandfather. This rape complainant was in the care of her aunt, the accused’s 
sister. The case was brought to the police after the complainant confided in a teacher at her 
school. The aunt gave a withdrawal statement reading as follows: 

1.   The child victim cannot give any proper particulars around the case, and is not 
very sure of her facts. 

2.   For the accused to receive counselling at the church where he will stay in future. 

Sexual abuSe bY faTheRS and unCleS 

A recent study suggests that sexual abuse by fathers and uncles may be related to 
their social role in the family: 

“The issue of vulnerability to abuse and specifically sexual abuse by an adult 
family member was also addressed by two social workers at the Windhoek Woman 
and Child Protection Unit. ‘Because children are expected to do what they are 
told and to be obedient, they also accept acts of sexual abuse perpetrated by a 
father or uncle. There are the authority figures and are not to be questioned.’” 

Social Worker

“The important role that uncles play in some cultures as socializing agents has 
been found to have inherent dangers for child safety and protection too. Uncles 
are trusted by adult family members and by their nephews and nieces alike, to 
teach cultural values and social skills, and therefore his models of transmission 
and his personal intentions are not generally questioned. Professional key informants 
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reported having found that not all uncles are genuine and true to their traditional 
role of socialisers of good practices. There are ongoing reports of an uncle who has 
misused his role and trust and has sexually abused a child, while pretending to 
teach him/her about ‘the birds and the bees’.” 

Social Worker

Because of the protection of cultural practices and of the family unit, the experience 
is that family members, even the mother of the abused child, would rally around the 
perpetrator, protecting him. A social worker relates how she was often told that no case 
would be made against such perpetrator, because “he only fulfilled his role to socialize 
the child. His intentions were good and he had no intention of abusing the child.”
 

dr hetty Rose-Junius & ellen kuenzer, An Investigation into the Functioning of WCPU’s and Police 
Stations with regard to the Protection of Abused Women and Children in the Country, UNICEF 2006. 

Table 6.15: RelaTIonShIp beTWeen ComplaInanT 
and aCCuSed (polICe doCkeT Sample)

Victim was… of accused # %
Stranger 46 15.1%
Acquaintance 158 52.0%
Wife 3 1.0%
Girlfriend 15 4.9%
Ex-girlfriend 22 7.2%
Daughter 2 0.7%
Step-child 12 4.0%
Half-sister 4 1.3%
Niece 15 4.9%
Cousin 12 4.0%
Other relative 11 3.6%
Employee 4 1.3%
Total 304 100.0%

Cases with missing information excluded

We studied relationships between 
the victim and the perpetrator in 
terms of rapes by a single perpe-
trator and rapes involving multi-
ple perpetrators, to see if there was 
any significant difference. There 
was a somewhat higher percentage 
of strangers involved in cases with 
multiple perpetrators (about 23% 
as compared to about 10%), but the 
vast majority of perpetrators in both 
categories were persons known to 
or related to the complainant. 

Table 6.16:  SInGle  
peRpeTRaToR:  
VICTIm WaS ... of  
aCCuSed  
(polICe doCkeT  
Sample)

 Victim was… of accused # %

Stranger 30 9.6

Acquaintance 85 27.2

Wife 3 1.0

Girlfriend 14 4.5

Ex-girlfriend 22 7.0

Daughter 2 .6

Step-daughter 9 2.9

Child of partner 3 1.0

Half-sister 3 1.0

Niece 14 4.5

Cousin 11 3.5

Other relative 11 3.5

Friend 12 3.8

Neighbour 24 7.7

Family friend 9 2.9

Employee 4 1.3

Not indicated 57 18.2

Total 313 100.0

Table 6.17: mulTIple peRpeTRaToRS:  
VICTIm WaS ...  
of aCCuSed  
(polICe doCkeT Sample)

Victim was… of accused # %

Stranger 16 22.5

Acquaintance 22 31.0

Girlfriend 1 1.4

Half-sister 1 1.4

Niece 1 1.4

Cousin 1 1.4

Friend 5 7.0

Neighbour 1 1.4

Not indicated 23 32.4

Total 71 100.0
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exampleS of InCeST CaSeS In namIbIa
These are not necessarily the same cases which appear in our sample. 

Second incest case in less than 14 days
A 47-year-old man was arrested at a farm in the Okahandja area on Sunday, after it was discovered 
that he had impregnated his 13-year-old daughter. The Police reported yesterday that family 
members approached the girl about her obvious pregnancy, and she disclosed that she had been 
involved in “intimate relations” with her father on several occasions. The man, whose identity is 
not being published to protect the victim, has been charged with rape. The girl is reportedly seven 
months pregnant. It is the second suspect Police have arrested for incest in less than two weeks. 
The first arrest was made in the Ohangwena Region on January 12. In that case, a 41-year-old man 
was arrested after his 17-year-old daughter allegedly gave birth to his child. 

The Namibian, 26 January 2006

Man arrested for fathering his daughter’s child 
A 41-year-old man in the North was arrested on charges of rape and incest last week when his 
family managed to figure out who the mysterious father of his daughter’s newborn child was. The 
man, whose identity cannot be revealed in order to protect the victim, was discovered to have 
been involved in an affair with his 17-year-old daughter for an unspecified period. The baby is 
believed to be the result of the incestuous relationship. The man was arrested at a village in the 
Omungwelume area, in the Ohangwena Region. 

The Namibian, 19 January 2006

Police probe incest case
A well-known man from Outapi in the Ombalantu district is under Police investigation for the 
alleged rape of his biological daughter. It is alleged that the man beat up his 21-year-old daughter 
before raping her on Saturday, July 8. he case was only reported to the Police on Friday last week 
and the suspect has yet to be arrested. Although details were sketchy yesterday, Police spokesman 
Chief Inspector Hieronymus !Goraseb confirmed the case yesterday. 

The Namibian, 24 July 2006

Teacher arrested for incest
THE Police at Oshikuku in the Omusati Region have arrested a teacher for allegedly raping his four-
year-old daughter and an 11-year-old niece in his care. Commissioner of Police in the North, Elisa 
Hauliondjaba, the 45-year-old man was first arrested on Friday on charges of raping the 11-year-old 
girl. While he was in custody, a case of raping his daughter was brought against him on Monday. The 
man appeared in the Oshakati Magistrate’s Court on Monday in connection with the first case, and 
appeared on the second charge yesterday. Commissioner Hauliondjaba told The Namibian that the 
Women and Child Abuse Centre in Oshakati is investigating the two cases. Residents of Oshikuku 
will hold a peaceful demonstration this morning to express their outrage. 

The Namibian, 18 February 2005

Jailed for incest
A man from Walvis Bay was found guilty of raping his own daughter and sentenced to 16 years in 
prison in the Regional Court this week. The 50-year-old man from Kuisebmond repeatedly raped 
his 11-year-old daughter at his home during August 2002. The father’s girlfriend reported the case 
to the Police. The accused originally pleaded guilty to the charge, but during the sentencing phase 
of his trial he denied doing anything wrong and the case had to go to a full trial. Magistrate Ben 
Myburgh found him guilty on Monday and he was sentenced. 

The Namibian, 19 May 2005
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Father held for incest
OUTAPI: Police at Ruacana in the Omusati Region have arrested a 54-year-old man for allegedly 
raping his 13-year-old daughter several times since September this year. Sergeant Lineekela 
Shikongo said the matter was reported to the Police at Ruacana on Wednesday and the man was 
arrested on Thursday. Police investigations continue. 

The Namibian, 23 November 2004

Okahandja father accused of raping daughters 
A 52-year-old man from Okahandja faces charges of rape, attempted rape and incest. The Police 
reported yesterday that the man is accused of raping his 25-year-old daughter on Sunday. He is 
also alleged to have had sexual relations with her since 1994. In addition, the man stands accused 
of attempting to rape his other daughter, aged 15, in April 2002.

The Namibian, 13 August 2003

Brother accused of raping his sister
POLICE at Rehoboth have arrested a 36-year-old man for incest after he allegedly forced himself 
onto his 28-year-old sister. Police said yesterday that the woman from Block B in Rehoboth woke 
up at 03h00 on Saturday only to find her brother on top of her.

The Namibian, 11 December 2002

Gibeon incest accused granted bail
A 35-year-old man accused of raping his 10-year-old daughter earlier this year was granted bail of 
N$700 in the Gibeon Magistrate’s Court on Friday. Acting Magistrate M Engelbrecht postponed 
the case until August 31 to allow the Police to wrap up their investigations, a senior court official 
at Gibeon said yesterday. A Police source at Gibeon told The Namibian that the suspect was still 
in Police custody at Gibeon as he could not afford to pay the recommended bail. “He could not 
pay the bail but he won’t be allowed to stay with his family once he has paid as he is not allowed 
to interfere with State witnesses as part of the bail conditions. In this case his family are the State 
witnesses,” the source said. The accused is said to have been caught in the act by the mother of the 
girl (his wife) as he was raping the child in a riverbed on March 8. The mother was alerted to the 
incident by children who had been playing with the victim. She then went to search for the two 
in the company of other people. The father is said to have run away when his wife arrived at the 
scene. She apparently took the child and alerted the Police. The suspect was arrested the following 
day. The child is a Grade 2 pupil at the WM Jod Primary School at Gibeon. 

The Namibian, 8 August 2001

Incest case goes to PG
THE case in which a Tsumeb man is accused of repeatedly raping his two young daughters has been 
referred to the Prosecutor General for a decision. The 39-year-old man, who allegedly raped his 
young daughters repeatedly between 1999 and July this year, will hear his fate on January 21 2002. 
“He appeared in court on Tuesday but the case was referred to the Prosecutor General to give his 
final decision. The Police have completed their investigations and the case is now out of their hands, 
“Prosecutor Zenobia Barry said.

The Namibian, 6 December 2001
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Rape within marriage
Since the new law came into force, actual reports of marital rape have been rare. As noted 
above, our sample of 409 police dockets contained only three cases where a wife had laid a 
charge of rape against her husband. 

There is also one reported case involving marital rape, S v Lopez, decided in 2003. Here, a 
husband was found guilty of raping his estranged wife after he forced her into his car and 
drove her to a deserted area. On appeal, his sentence was reduced from ten years to five 
years. One of the “substantial and compelling grounds” cited by the court for reducing the 
sentence was that “it must be accepted that the complainant, as the appellant’s wife of some 
years, is no stranger to having sexual intercourse with him” – thus suggesting that it is more 
traumatising to be raped by a stranger than by a man once loved and trusted.9

In Chapter 2 (page 36), we reported on studies which give some indication of the existence of 
forced sex within marriage, which is not always identified by either party as rape. 

Clearly, there has proved to be no basis for fears that making it possible for husbands to 
be prosecuted for raping their wives would lead to a flood of cases. On the contrary, while 
a range of studies show that while the incidence of rape within marriage is problematic, 
prosecutions for such rape remain rare. 

However, it appears from comments made in some of the community surveys discussed in 
Chapter 2 and from our focus group discussions that the new law’s recognition of marital 
rape as a crime has increased public recognition of forced sex in this context as a wrongful 
act, although victims of marital rape may still be reluctant to lay charges. 

Rape across versus within  
language groups
The police docket sample indicates that most rapes involve victims and complainants 
of the same language group, which is not surprising given the fact that most rapes are 
perpetrated by intimate partners, family members or acquaintances of the victim. In 
cases involving a single perpetrator, more than 70% involved a complainant with the same 
first language as compared to almost 30% of cases where the perpetrator and the complainant 
appear to have had a different home language. 

In cases involving multiple perpetrators, there was a slightly higher percentage of cases where 
the crime crossed language groups (about 33% of all cases involving two or more perpetrators) 
– although most of these cases also involved complainants and perpetrators of the same language 
group. 

It must also be noted that full information about the apparent home language of the victim 
and the perpetrators could be obtained from only 24 of the 45 dockets involving multiple 
perpetrators in our sample. Of these 24 cases, there were only 4 cases where all the perpetrators 
had a different home language from that of the accused, and 4 other cases where some of the 
perpetrators had a different home language. The sample of cases for which this information 
was available is very small, but at least in this group of cases, the more perpetrators there 
were, the more likely that at least one of them would have a different home language from the 
complainant. 

9 S v. Lopez 2003 NR 162 (HC).
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Thus, it appears that rapes of all kinds usually involve victims and perpetrators from the same 
cultural groups. This would appear to indicate that race and ethnicity are seldom part of the 
motive for rape.

An examination of the rapes which crossed language lines does not reveal any patterns of 
significance. 

TAbLE 6.18: RAPEs invoLving vicTim & AccusEd of sAmE vERsus diffEREnT  
fiRsT LAnguAgE (PoLicE dockET sAmPLE)

 
 

single perpetrator or all 
multiple perpetrators 

with same home 
language

single perpetrator or 
at least some multiple 

perpetrators with different 
home language

Total

n % n % n %

Victim & 1 perpetrator 200 70.7 83 29.3 283 100.0

Victim & 2 perpetrators 12 75.0 4 25.0 16 100.0

Victim & 3 perpetrators 4 57.1 3 42.9 7 100.0

Victim & 4 perpetrators 0 0.0 1 100.0 1 100.0
This table excludes those cases for which information about the apparent home languages of the complainant and 
the perpetrator(s) could not be ascertained. 

TAbLE 6.19:  infoRmATion AbouT APPAREnT homE LAnguAgE of comPLAinAnT And 
AccusEd in cAsEs invoLving muLTiPLE AccusEd (PoLicE dockET sAmPLE)

case complainant Accused 1 Accused 2 Accused 3 Accused 4
1 Khoekhoegowab Khoekhoegowab Khoekhoegowab – –
2 Khoekhoegowab Khoekhoegowab Khoekhoegowab – –
3 Khoekhoegowab Khoekhoegowab Tswana – –
4 Oshiwambo Oshiwambo Oshiwambo – –
5 Afrikaans Afrikaans Afrikaans – –
6 Oshiwambo Oshiwambo Oshiwambo – –
7 Oshiwambo Oshiwambo Oshiwambo – –
8 Afrikaans Afrikaans Afrikaans – –
9 Afrikaans Afrikaans Afrikaans – –

10 Khoekhoegowab Oshiherero Oshiherero – –
11 Oshiwambo Oshiwambo Oshiwambo – –
12 Afrikaans Afrikaans Afrikaans – –
13 Otjiherero Otjiherero Otjiherero – –
14 Afrikaans Khoekhoegowab Khoekhoegowab – –
15 Khoekhoegowab Khoekhoegowab Khoekhoegowab – –
16 Khoekhoegowab Afrikaans Khoekhoegowab – –
17 Afrikaans Afrikaans Afrikaans Khoekhoegowab –
18 Otjiherero Otjiherero Otjiherero Otjiherero –
19 Khoekhoegowab Khoekhoegowab Khoekhoegowab Khoekhoegowab –
20 Afrikaans Afrikaans Afrikaans Afrikaans –
21 Afrikaans Khoekhoegowab Khoekhoegowab Khoekhoegowab –
22 Khoekhoegowab Khoekhoegowab Khoekhoegowab Khoekhoegowab –
23 Oshiwambo Oshiwambo foreign language foreign language –
24 Khoekhoegowab Otjiherero Otjiherero Otjiherero Otjiherero 

This information is based on 24 out of 45 dockets with multiple accused in the sample which contained this 
information. 

chART 6.10:  
LAnguAgE gRouP of 
comPLAinAnT And 
AccusEd
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Sexual act
The most common sexual act in 
the police docket sample was 
sexual intercourse, which was 
previously the only sexual act 
that constituted rape. 

However, a significant number 
of cases – 53 cases, constitut-
ing almost 13% of the sample 
– involved sexual acts which 
would not have been classified 
as rape under the old law. There 
were also at least 37 cases – 9% 
of the sample – in which the only 
sexual acts which took place 
were acts which would not have 
been classified as rape under 
the old law. This shows that the 
expanded definition of sexual act 
is being utilised in practice. 

The second most common sexual 
act was insertion of the penis into 
the anus (sodomy), followed by the 
insertion of another body part (usually 
a finger) into the vagina or anus. The 
fourth most common sexual act was 
other forms of genital stimulation, 
such as stimulation of the genitals 
with the hand – a sexual act which 
was initially not included in the bill. 

Oral sex and the insertion of objects 
into the vagina or anus were not 
common. 

There were only 14 out of 409 
cases (3%) where the only sexual 
act which took place was genital 
stimulation or the insertion of a 
body part other than the penis 
(usually a finger) into the vagina 
or anus. Thus, sexual acts which 
might arguably be viewed as less 
serious physical invasions are sel-
dom the sole basis for charges of rape, 
even though the law allows this. 

These findings indicate that there 
is a significant level of awareness 
on the part of public, police and 
prosecutors that a broad range 
of sexual acts are now sufficient 
to support a charge of rape. The 
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figures also show that arguably less invasive physical violations are not being used in 
practice to “water down” the concept of rape. 

There were at least 56 out of 409 cases (almost 14%) where rapes took place on different 
dates, or on an ongoing basis. For example, one complainant was raped by one perpetrator 
five times over several days. One complainant was raped by two different accused on different 
dates. Another was raped repeatedly on an ongoing basis by two relatives. 

There were at least 32 out of 409 cases (almost 8%) involving more than one sexual 
act committed by a single perpetrator on the same date. For example, one case involved 
six incidents of rape by one perpetrator against one complainant on the same date. There 
were six cases of rape involving both insertion of a penis and a finger into the complainant’s 
vagina. One case involved the insertion of both a carrot and a penis into the vagina of the 
complainant. One very violent rape involved the insertion of the penis into the vagina and 
anus, as well as the insertion of an object into the vagina. 

As noted above, there were at least 45 cases out of the sample of 409 cases (11%) 
involving multiple perpetrators, ranging from two perpetrators to at least five perpetrators. 
The details of the gang rapes were, not surprisingly, horrific. One complainant was raped by 
four different perpetrators, four times vaginally and two times in the anus. Another was 
raped a total of eight times by possibly as many as seven men. 

Most rapes (77%) involved a single sexual violation. However, in at least 93 out of 409 
cases (almost 23%), the complainant suffered multiple sexual violations — whether at 
the hands of a single perpetrator or multiple perpetrators. For example, one complainant 
was raped four times by four perpetrators – twice in her vagina and twice in her anus. Two 
cases involved forced oral sex as well as sexual intercourse. 

Table 6.21:  TYpeS of Sexual aCTS (polICe doCkeT Sample)
    a single case may involve more than one type of sexual act. 

number of 
responses %

Sexual intercourse (insertion of the penis into 
the vagina)

368 87.4%

Insertion of the penis into anus (sodomy) 26 6.2%
Insertion of any other part of the body 
(usually a finger) into the vagina or anus 
(excluding cunnilingus)

15 3.6%

Insertion of the penis into the mouth 
(oral stimulation of male genitals)

3 0.7%

Cunnilingus (oral stimulation of female 
genitals)

3 0.7%

Insertion of any object into the vagina or anus 2 0.5%

Any other form of genital stimulation 4 1.0%

Total 421 100.0
Attempted sexual intercourse and sodomy are included in these categories. 

Table 6.22: TYpeS of Sexual aCTS peR CaSe

 number of 
cases %

One type of sex act 387 94.6%

Two types of sex act 16 3.9%

Three types of sex act 1 0.2%

Information missing 5 1.2%

Total 409 100.0%
note: For the purposes of this table, if a complainant was raped vaginally twice and sodomised 
once, the rape has involved two types of sex act – sexual intercourse and sodomy. 
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ChaRT 6.11: TYpeS of Sexual aCTS (polICe doCkeT Sample – 421 CaSeS)

Table 6.23: ToTal numbeR of Sex aCTS peR CaSe (polICe doCkeT Sample)
n %

One incidence 316 77.3%

Two incidences 42 10.3%

Three incidences 16 3.9%

Four incidences 6 1.5%

Five incidences 1 0.2%

Six incidences 5 1.2%

Eight incidences 1 0.2%

Information missing 22 5.4%

Total 409 100.0%

Table 6.24: Sexual aCTS bY CaSe (polICe doCkeT Sample)
Cases involving a single sexual act
Sexual intercourse (insertion of the penis into the vagina) – single incident 239 79.1
Attempted sexual intercourse – single incident 33 10.9
Sodomy (insertion of penis into anus of woman or man) – single incident 15 5.0
Attempted sodomy – single incident 1 0.3
Insertion of body part (other than penis) into vagina or anus (tongue or finger in 
these cases; usually finger) – single incident

10 3.3

Genital stimulation – single incident 4 1.3
Total 302 100.0
Cases involving multiple sexual acts of same type*
Sexual intercourse (including both multiple incidents of sexual intercourse by one 
perpetrator or one or more incidents of sexual intercourse by multiple perpetrators)

80 94.1

Sodomy (including both multiple incidents of sodomy by one perpetrator or one 
or more incidents of sodomy by multiple perpetrators) 

5 5.9

Total 85 100.0
Cases involving multiple sexual acts of different types
Sexual intercourse and attempted sexual intercourse 1 5.9
Sexual intercourse and sodomy 4 23.5
Sexual intercourse & insertion of penis into victim’s mouth 2 11.8
Sexual intercourse & insertion of other body part or object in vagina or anus 8 47.1
Sexual intercourse, sodomy (penis in anus) and insertion of object in vagina 1 5.9
Insertion of other body part or object into vagina (finger) and insertion of penis 
into mouth

1 5.9

Total 17 100.0
Sexual act(s) not clear from docket 
Rape of minor male by female accused at least 3 times 1 20.0
Not clear what sexual act took place 1 20.0
No details in docket 3 30.0
Total 5 100.0
ToTal 409

* The complainant was murdered after the sexual intercourse in two of these cases. 

Sexual intercourse (insertion of the penis into the vagina)

Insertion of the penis into anus (sodomy)

Insertion of any other part of the body (usually a finger) 
into the vagina or anus (excluding cunnilingus)

Insertion of the penis into the mouth 
(oral stimulation of male genitals)

Cunnilingus (oral stimulation of female genitals)

Insertion of any object into the vagina or anus

Any other form of genital stimulation

note: For the purposes of this table, if a complainant 
was raped vaginally twice and sodomised once, 
the rape has involved a total number of three sex 
acts – two incidences of sexual intercourse and one 
incidence of sodomy. 
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Interviews with key informants were consistent with the statistical findings. Police investigating 
officers interviewed stated that most of the rape cases they handle involve sexual intercourse 
(penetration of the vagina by the penis) despite the broader definition of “sexual act” in the new 
law. A few mentioned rare cases of cunnilingus, sodomy and insertion of a finger or an object into 
the vagina. One recalled a case where a female prisoner was raped by another female inmate, 
who inserted a bottle and her fingers into the complainant’s vagina. 

Many specifically welcomed the broadening of the scope of sexual acts which constitute rape: 

Rape is just rape. Even if you put a pen or a finger, rape is just rape… Rape does not 
discriminate. 

It’s an improvement because under the old law many rapes involved different cases 
that weren’t falling under “rape”. The Act now is broader.

Prosecutors similarly reported that sexual intercourse is the most common sexual act involved 
in rape cases, but could often recall a few instances where the broader definition of “sexual 
act” has been utilised: 

I have also had cases where fingers were used. One of those was convicted and the 
other case is still pending.

Two or three years back, I had a case where the rape only constituted oral sex. That 
case was discontinued because the accused died.

Usually vaginal penetration or oral sex, sometimes objects are used. 

One case we have now is a father & daughter case where he touched her on her breasts 
and private parts, and showed her pornography. But I think the PG [Prosecutor-General] 
will likely go with indecent assault. 

… some sodomy cases… I handled two cases where the perpetrator inserted a bottle 
in the complainant’s vagina.

One magistrate discussed the use of fingers as instruments of rape: 

The Act is quite different from the common law crime of rape in that a woman can 
now rape a man, and a finger in the anus is also a sexual act. We are seeing these 
acts, especially with young victims. Sometimes an adult perpetrator will prefer to use 
fingers for stimulation or to ensure there is no semen. 

The fact that male victims are now covered by the law was praised, and two police interviewees 
noted that the definition of penetration of the female genitals to “even the slightest degree” 
is particularly helpful, with one elaborating as follows: 

In the past, like in the case of minors, the court and lawyers were always emphasizing 
the fact that if a slight penetration took place, it was not rape. But now it is more 
applicable to minors, because if the slightest penetration takes place, it is rape. We 
were always losing cases on this… That’s one of the good things that was changed. 

Coercive circumstances 
A single case often involved multiple forms of coercion. Physical force was the most 
common form of coercion involved in the cases in the police docket sample, accounting for 
40% of the total incidents of coercion. The second most common form of coercion was threats 
of physical force (22% of the total incidents of coercion). Physical force and threats of 
physical force together accounted for 62% of the total forms of coercion, and were utilised 
in 78% of the cases in the police docket sample. 
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The third most common form of coercion was the age gap between the complainant and the 
perpetrator, where a sexual act was committed with a complainant under age 14 by someone 
more than 3 years older (17% of the total forms of coercion, utilised in 28% of the cases). The 
fourth most common form of coercion was a situation where the complainant was unable to 
communicate unwillingness, because of sleep, because of being drunk or drugged, or because 
of mental or physical disability (11% of the total forms of coercion, utilised in 17% of the cases). 

ChaRT 6.12: CoeRCIVe CIRCumSTanCeS InVolVed In The Rape  
(polICe doCkeT Sample – 409 CaSeS

Table 6.25: CoeRCIVe CIRCumSTanCeS InVolVed In The Rape  
(polICe doCkeT Sample)

    more than one form of coercion could be present in a single case.
# 

of instances 
of coercion

% 
of instances 
of coercion

involved in 
what % of the 

409 cases? 
Physical force against the complainant or 
another person

269 39.6 65.8

Threats of physical force against the 
complainant/others

146 21.5 17.5

Threats to cause harm other than bodily harm 4 .6 1.0
Complainant is < 14 years & perpetrator is > 3 
years older

116 17.1 28.4

The complainant is unlawfully detained 40 5.9 9.8
The complainant is unable to communicate 
unwillingness

71 10.5 17.4

The perpetrator pretends to be another person 2 .3 0.5
Perpetrator pretends that it is not actually a 
sexual act

1 .1 0.2

The presence of others is used to intimidate 
complainant

30 4.4 7.3

Total 679 100.0 –

Physical force against the complainant  
or another person

Threats of physical force against  
the complainant/others 

Threats to cause harm other than bodily harm 

Complainant is < 14 years and  
perpetrator is > 3 years older

The complainant is unlawfully detained

The complainant is unable to  
communicate unwillingness 

 The perpetrator pretends to be  
another person

Perpetrator pretends that it is  
not actually a sexual act

The presence of others is used to  
intimidate complainant 
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There were a surprising 40 cases (10% of the sample of 409 cases) involving complain-
ants who were unlawfully detained at the time of the rape. These involved cases where 
the victim was, for example, locked into a place (such as a room, a house, a car or a garage) 
or was dragged by the perpetrator to his caravan. The line between unlawful detention and 
physical force is in some cases blurred, so our researchers’ interpretation of this coercive 
circumstance may not be completely precise. 

In 30 cases (7% of the sample of 409 cases), the presence of more than one person was 
used to intimidate the complainant. This generally refers to cases where more than one 
perpetrator raped the victim or where others (usually friends) were watching or witnessed 
the incidence without intervening, even if (in some cases) the victim pleaded for help. Again, 
there is room for differences of interpretation here.

Only four cases involved threats of harm other than bodily harm to the complainant 
or another person, in situations where it would not be reasonable for the complainant 
to resist – which is arguably the weakest form of coercion under the Act. In one, the rapist, 
after using physical force to commit the rape, said that he would kill himself if the victim told 
anyone. Another rapist told a 5-year-old victim that he would be beaten up by his wife if she 
told. The details regarding the threats were not clear in the other two cases, but in one of 
them the perpetrator did in fact commit suicide before the case was finalised. (These types 
of threats do not really fit well into this or any of the categories of coercion.) 

There were two cases in our sample where the perpetrator pretended to be someone 
else. In this case, the alleged perpetrator was a friend of the complainant’s son, who came 
into her bedroom where she was sleeping. He forced her legs open and inserted his penis 
into her vagina, and she thought at first that he was her boyfriend. When she realised that 
he was not, she called for help. The perpetrator bit her on the chest and breast and began to 
strangle her and hit her. (He was convicted and sentenced to 15 years imprisonment.) The 
other case was similar – a complainant who was sleeping in her own home initially mistook 
the rapist for her boyfriend. He turned out to be a complete stranger who had broken into the 
house. (The case was later withdrawn by the complainant.)

There was one case in the sample where the perpetrator pretended that the sexual 
act was something else. Here the complainant was a young woman, and the elderly male 
perpetrator (who had treated her for illnesses before) pretended that the sexual intercourse was 
a treatment for stomach pains. (The case was later withdrawn by the complainant.) Another 
example of this kind of coercion appears fro the press clipping in the box below. 

It was anticipated that these latter coercive circumstances would come into play only rarely, 
which is indeed the case. 

Witchdoctor accused of rape falls sick before trial
THE trial of a traditional healer accused of 
raping four girls in one day was postponed at 
Katima Mulilo yesterday after the witchdoctor 
fell sick and was rushed to hospital. 

The accused, Josephat Muyunda (51), is 
reportedly a respected traditional healer in the 
Caprivi who has cured villagers of a variety of 
illnesses. Magistrate Rachel Sakala yesterday 
postponed the case to March 25 to enable the 
accused to get treatment. 

The alleged rape of the four minors – who 
were aged between 11 and 14 years at the time 

– took place in bushes near Mukuwa Village in the 
Masokotwani area of the Caprivi. On September 
23, the accused apparently boasted about the 
potency of one herb among his prescriptions that 
he claimed could make school children pass their 
exams with flying colours as it enhanced their IQ 
and improved their memory. One pupil who was 
previously a dullard was apparently treated and 
was showcased when the doctor boasted about his 
healing prowess. 

The four girls alleged to have been raped 
apparently wanted to prove the healer’s claim 
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About half of the rape cases examined involved multiple forms of coercion. Where 
there were multiple forms of coercion, physical force or threats of physical force were 
almost always present. Only 92 cases (22% of the sample) did not include physical violence 
or threats of physical violence, and more than half of these (53 cases) involved complainants 
under the age of 14 and perpetrators more than three years older. 

Thus, there is no indication that the more unusual forms of coercion are being relied 
upon inappropriately. However, the fact that the entire range of coercive circumstances 
listed in the law appears in police dockets indicates that police and prosecutors are 
aware of the many forms of coercion which can be the basis for rape. 

Table 6.26:  numbeR of CoeRCIVe CIRCumSTanCeS oCCuRRInG SImulTaneouSlY  
(polICe doCkeT Sample)

 frequency percent Valid 
percent

Cumulative 
percent

Valid

0 None mentioned 16 3.9 3.9 3.9

1 One 179 43.8 43.8 47.7

2 Two 150 36.7 36.7 84.4

3 Three 57 13.9 13.9 98.3

4 Four 6 1.5 1.5 99.8

5 Five 1 .2 .2 100.0

Total 409 100.0 100.0  

and followed him to the bush not knowing 
that his “treatment” allegedly included sexual 
intercourse with him. Some of the girls had to 
be treated at the hospital as they had difficulty 
walking following their ordeal. The crime 
would have gone unnoticed had it not been for 
the mother of one of the children who became 

suspicious and started to look for the girl who 
eventually confessed having unprotected sex with 
the middle-aged herbalist. The healer has been 
kept in custody since his arrest in September.

Chrispin Inambao, 
The Namibian, 

12 February 2003

“Alcohol use and abuse is associated with 
child sexual abuse in multiple ways. However, 

many people drink alcohol without abusing 
children and many people who abuse have not 

had alcohol when they abuse children. Child 
sexual abuse cannot be blamed on alcohol, nor 

can drinking to be used as an excuse. None 
the less many child rapists are drunk. Girls 

who drink alcohol are at greater risk of being 
raped and there is some evidence that parental 

drunkenness renders children vulnerable to 
sexual abuse by others.”

excerpt from 
Rachel Jewkes, loveday penn-kekana, 
hetty Rose-Junius, Josephine malala,  

 Child Sexual Abuse and HIV: Study of Links in South Africa & Namibia, 
Medical Research Council, 

Pretoria, June 2003
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Table 6.27: CoeRCIVe CIRCumSTanCeS oCCuRRInG SImulTaneouSlY  
(polICe doCkeT Sample)

 n %

one coercive 
circumstance

Physical force against the complainant or another person 89 49.7

Threats of physical harm against the complainant/others 9 5.0

Complainant is < 14 years & perpetrator is > 3 years older 43 24.0

The complainant is unlawfully detained 3 1.7

The complainant is unable to communicate unwillingness 34 19.0

Perpetrator pretends that it is not actually a sexual act 1 .6

Total 179 100.0

Two coercive 
circumstances

Physical force & threats of physical harm 68 45.3

Physical force & complainant < 14 years 19 12.7

Physical force & unlawful detention 12 8.0

Physical force & complainant unable to communicate unwillingness 14 9.3

Physical force & presence of others used to intimidate 8 5.3

Threats of physical harm & complainant < 14 years 15 10.0

Threats of physical harm & complainant unable to communicate unwillingness 1 .7

Threats of physical harm & presence of others used to intimidate 1 .7

Threats to cause harm other than bodily harm & complainant < 14 years 1 .7

Complainant < 14 years & unlawful detention 4 2.7

Complainant < 14 years & complainant unable to communicate unwillingness 6 4.0
Complainant unable to communicate unwillingness & presence of others 
used to intimidate

1 .7

Total 150 100.0

Three coercive 
circumstances

Physical force & threats of physical harm & other threats 2 3.5

Physical force & threats of physical harm & complainant < 14 years 16 28.1

Physical force & threats of physical harm & unlawful detention 10 17.5
Physical force & threats of physical harm & complainant unable to 
communicate unwillingness

4 7.0

Physical force & threats of physical harm & presence of others used to 
intimidate

9 15.8

Physical force & complainant < 14 years & unlawful detention 3 5.3
Physical force & complainant < 14 years & complainant unable to 
communicate unwillingness

1 1.8

Physical force & complainant < 14 years & presence of others used to 
intimidate

1 1.8

Physical force & unlawful detention & presence of others used to 
intimidate

2 3.5

Physical force & complainant unable to communicate unwillingness & 
accused pretends to be someone else

2 3.5

Physical force & complainant unable to communicate unwillingness & 
presence of others used to intimidate

3 5.3

Threats of physical harm & complainant < 14 years & complainant unable 
to communicate unwillingness 

3 5.3

Threats of physical harm & unlawful detention & presence of others used 
to intimidate

1 1.8

Total 57 100.0

four coercive 
circumstances

Physical force & threats of physical harm & complainant < 14 & unlawful 
detention

2 33.3

Physical force & threats of physical harm & unlawful detention & presence 
others used to intimidate

1 16.7

Physical force & threats of physical harm & complainant < 14 & 
complainant unable to communicate unwillingness

1 16.7

Physical force & threats of physical harm & complainant unable to 
communicate unwillingness & presence of others used to intimidate

1 16.7

Threats of physical harm & complainant < 14 & unlawful detention & 
presence of other used to intimidate

1 16.7

Total 6 100.0
five coercive 
circumstances

Physical force & threats of physical harm & other threats & unlawful 
detention & presence of others used to intimidate

1 100.0

Total 1 100.0
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Looking at sexual acts in combination with coercive circumstances, it is clear that 
the broadening of the law on both of these points does not seem to be watering down 
what is being alleged and tried as rape. The dockets in our sample reveal very few 
cases which could possibly be construed as “minor” incidents, by any measure. 

Once again, the interviews were consistent with the statistical findings. Police, prosecutors 
and magistrates all reported that physical force and threats of physical force were most 
common, with the exception of the rape of young children. Several people noted that where 
the age gap is sufficient to make the sexual act rape, the act can often be accomplished with 
minimal physical coercion: 

But many times it’s just relatives with a child where neither physical force or coercion 
is involved. The child is quiet, has no defence, and there is an existing relationship of 
trust. There is difficulty in reporting that as well, the child thinks it’s their fault and 
hope it won’t occur again. (police)

Some of them are threatening them, even without a weapon saying ‘if you tell your 
mother or grandmother I will kill you.’ They use threat and force but if the child is 
small, it can not do anything. (police) 

With the minors there is usually no force. The perpetrators just say, “come and do this”. 
They put the victim at ease, and the minor doesn’t know. Afterwards, they are given 
money. (police)

For the small children under the age of 10, they just lay the child down and remove their 
clothes, they don’t use force. The child doesn’t know what’s going on. It’s very painful. 
(police) 

Then men convince the girls, complainants under 14 years, to sleep with them for fifty 
cents, or two dollars, or sweets. It’s quite worrying. (prosecutor)

All children will tell you that I must do it or he will kill me. There’s always threat in 
rape cases. The children are reluctant to refuse because of it. (magistrate)

Both police and prosecutors mentioned that threats can be sufficient coercion for rape of people 
of all ages: 

They don’t usually use physical force. If he threatens to kill her, she will comply. (police)

In most cases, there is not much force used. Physical force is an exception…. It’s another 
form of coercion, usually threats, fear. The men are big and the women small. They are 
afraid that, if they resist, he will strangle her. (prosecutor)

One detective mentioned the coercive circumstance where the complainant is too drunk to 
appreciate the import of what is happening: 

There are cases where the victim was drunk and the Act says she can’t give consent, 
we use that a lot.

A legal aid lawyer who defends accused rapists also mentioned the role of alcohol: 

Alcohol is always involved on both sides, that’s where the trouble always starts. 

One prosecutor felt that the minimum sentences had played a role in changing the pattern of 
coercion, although his perception that physical force is declining in importance is not borne 
out by the statistics: 

If you follow the trend of events there is a decline in rape cases involving physical 
force. They are becoming isolated cases. More often we have statutory rapes, or rapes 
where consent was questionable. Especially in Walvis Bay. It’s a product of minimum 
sentences. The media has played an important role. Every heavy sentence is on the 
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front page… But rape cases are not declining in frequency, it’s just a change of method. 
There are different coercive circumstances: fear, money, luxury items. A shift of 
methodology. Not force, but dating and then pressure.

“daTe Rape” dRuGS

Rohypnol is a brand name for a very potent tranquiliser (flunitrazepam) similar to 
Valium, but many times stronger. It comes as a small pill that can be dropped into the 
drink of an unsuspecting victim. The pill dissolves in either alcoholic or non-alcoholic 
drinks, and is odourless and tasteless. It takes 20-30 minutes to take effect. Initially, 
it causes muscle relaxation, dizziness, and headaches, slows psychomotor responses, 
and lowers inhibitions. Victims may have difficulty moving or speaking. It can also 
cause memory “blackouts” – periods of memory loss that follow ingestion of the drug 
with alcohol. The effects last for several hours, and victims often remember the effects 
of the drug as a feeling of being “drunk.” Many victims raped under the influence of 
Rohypnol are unsure whether or not they were actually raped, because they have no 
memory of the event. There are multiple forms of the drug which differ in appearance. 
There is a urine test for Rohypnol, but the drug can be detected only for 72 hours after 
it has been ingested. 

Other similar drugs which have been used in South Africa in connection with rapes 
include: Dormicum (midazolam), ketamine and GHB (gamma hydroxybutyrate).

During the course of this study, the Legal Assistance Centre was alerted to one 
incident which may have involved this or some similar drug mixed into alcoholic drinks, 
but this is not entirely clear. (No charges resulted from the incident, as there was some 
lack of clarity about whether or not coercion was actually involved.) When alcohol and 
other drugs are consumed, it is particularly hard to determine whether a victim’s lack 
of clear recollection could have been a result of the alcohol alone or by use of the “date 
rape” drug.

The National Forensic Science Institute reports that such drugs have been found in 
Namibia, and suspects that they have been used to commit rapes here.

Weapons
Despite the prevalence of physical force as a coercive circumstance, weapons were used in 
less than a quarter of the cases (23%) in the sample. Use of more than one type of weapon 
was extremely rare, occurring in only about 9% of the cases. 

Table 6.28: Weapon uSed? (polICe doCkeT Sample)
 n %

Weapon 
used

No 284 71.4

Yes 92 23.1

Not clear/ not indicated 22 5.5

Total 398 100.0

If yes, 
how 
many?

One 84 91.3

Two 7 7.6

Three 1 1.1

Total 92 100.0

Knives were the most common weapon, being used in 
just over half of all the cases involving weapons – or in 
about 13% of all the cases in the sample. 

ChaRT 6.13: WeaponS uSed
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Firearms were not commonly used as weapons, occurring in only about 8% of the cases 
which involved weapons – or in only about 2% of all the cases in the sample. 

Many of the weapons employed were common items found around the house – knives, broken 
bottles, belts, stones, and even things like forks, brooms and scissors. 

Table 6.29: TYpeS of WeaponS uSed (polICe doCkeT Sample)
 Weapon Responses  %

Knife 52 51.5

Broken bottle 12 11.9

Gun/pistol/firearm 8 7.9

Belt 7 6.9

Stone 6 5.9

Stick 2 2.0

Panga 2 2.0

Axe 1 1.0

Bow & arrow 1 1.0

Broom 1 1.0

Fork 1 1.0

Omupini (stick-like implement) 1 1.0

Rope 1 1.0

Scissors 1 1.0

Screw driver 1 1.0

Sharpened spoon handle 1 1.0

Sjambok 1 1.0

Spear 1 1.0

Unknown object 1 1.0

Total 101 100.0

Table 6.30: uSe of mulTIple WeaponS (polICe doCkeT Sample)

Two weapons

Knife & bow & arrow 1 14.3

Knife & broken bottle 2 28.6

Knife & rope 1 14.3

Knife & screw driver 1 14.3

Broken bottle & belt 2 28.6

Total 7 100.0

Three weapons Knife & broken bottle & stone 1 100.0

Total 1 100.0

Injuries to complainant
The complainant sustained injuries – other than the injury of the rape itself – in at least 
28% of the cases examined. Some cases involved multiple injuries. Bruises and cuts were the 
most commonly-reported injury, which is consistent with the types of weapons described. 

The most serious injury was loss of life. There were at least two cases in the sample where 
the rape was followed by murder, both of which involved child victims. In one case, a 
12-year-old girl in Khorixas was raped and murdered by her mother’s ex-boyfriend. She was 
sleeping at home next to her paralysed grandfather at the time. The murder was committed 
without any weapons; The rapist viciously assaulted and strangled her, breaking her neck in 
the process. The accused in this case was charged with indecent assault, rape and murder and 
convicted on all three counts. In the second case, also in Khorixas, a 2-year-old was found raped 
and murdered in the grounds of an old age home. She was sleeping in a shack there when two 
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perpetrators allegedly cut a hole in the wall and dragged her outside where her body was 
later found. There was no indication that a weapon was used. Arrests were made, but this 
case was eventually withdrawn by the Office of the Prosecutor-General for lack of evidence. 
The details of these two cases show that weapons are not required to inflict serious injury 
and even death. 

Other recent cases of child rape and murder which have been in the news are described in 
the box below. 

ReCenT ChIld Rape and muRdeR CaSeS

Rape & murder of 6-year-old  
Rachel Hamatundu (2005)

In early 2005, the Namibian nation was shocked by the rape and murder of a 6-year-
old by Willem Cornelius Louw, age 36, who pled guilty to the crimes of rape, murder 
and kidnapping: 

He admitted that on the evening of January 31 last year, after a day of drinking got him 
fired from his job as a security guard, he walked Rachel Hamatundu, a six-year-old Grade 
1 pupil at a Swakopmund school, to the town’s sewage works about 500 metres from the 
flats where they both lived. He admitted that there, he raped her. Twice. He admitted that 
she cried when he did this for the first time. He admitted that he then raped her a second 
time. He admitted that, after these acts of depravity, he decided to kill her – because he 
did not want her to tell anyone what he had just done to her. He admitted that he took her 
by her legs and smashed her head against a concrete pillar. That killed her. And then, he 
admitted, he went drinking again. Only to return to the scene later. And after returning 
to witness his handiwork, he admitted, he went home to sleep.

Werner Menges, “Pervert Pleads Guilty”, The Namibian, 6 July 2006

Louw was found guilty in the High Court of rape, murder and abduction in connection 
with this incident. He was also found guilty of indecent assault for sexually molesting 
another 3-year-old girl on the same day as the murder. He was sentenced to 25 years in 
prison for the rape and 45 years for the murder.

Rape and murder of 3-year-old  
Manuela Sofia Hoesesmas (2005)

A 26-year-old security guard, Lesley Kukame, is still on trial for the rape and murder 
of another young girl. 

RESIDENTS of Katutura were in shock yesterday after the body of four-year-old Manuela 
Sofia Hoesemas was found about 300 metres from where she went missing on Tuesday. 
Family members said the little girl appeared to have been strangled. Her panties had been 
stuffed into her mouth. She was raped and murdered barely a week after six-year-old 
Rachel Hamatundu was raped and killed at Swakopmund. Manuela arrived in Windhoek 
on Sunday from a farm in the Gobabis district where she grew up. According to people 
who knew her, she was very trusting, as she had never been off the farm, let alone to such 
a big city. “Windhoek was to her like London would be to us,” said her guardian, Verona 
Kharuchas. Manuela disappeared from the house, where she was staying with her mother 
and family, at around 11h00 on Tuesday. The house is next to the old Katutura Cinema 
Complex. Her body was found in the air-conditioned room behind the complex at 12h30 
yesterday. The Police have arrested two men who were on the scene… 

Tanya Bause, “Another young girl raped and murdered”, The Namibian, 11 February 2005. 
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Rape and murder of 2-year-old 
Rita Koses (2006)

A 30-year-old resident of a farm in the Grootfontein area appeared in the Grootfontein 
Magistrate’s Court on Monday on charges of rape and murder in the wake of the death 
of his girlfriend’s two-year-old daughter last week. Dawid Tsanigab was arrested on 
Thursday, after his girlfriend’s two-year-old daughter, Rita Koses, was found dead at the 
farm Highland near Grootfontein on February 5. The Namibian Police’s Public Relations 
and Liaison Division said it is alleged that the child’s mother had left her in Tsanigab’s 
care, and that she found her dead when she returned home. A post-mortem allegedly 
showed that the child had bruises all over her body, sparking suspicions that she might 
have been mistreated before her death, while other injuries led to suspicions that she had 
been sexually molested. Tsanigab made a first court appearance on charges of rape and 
murder before Magistrate André le Roux on Monday. His case was postponed to May 8 
for further investigation, and he was remanded in custody until then. 

Werner Menges, “Man charged with rape, murder of two-year-old”, 
The Namibian, 15 February 2006 

There were four reports of broken bones. Even though firearms were used in 2% of the cases, 
there were no reports of gunshot wounds. 

This data may underestimate the actual extent of injuries to the complainant, as most 
of the data on injuries was gleaned from the “J-88” forms which doctors are required 
to complete when they examine a rape complainant. Many police, prosecutors, legal aid 
lawyers and magistrates complained that these forms are often vague or incomplete. These 
complaints were supported by our own observations of the forms in the police docket sample; 
often it was obvious that the forms were completed in a hurried or cursory way with little 
attention to detail. There were also instances where the statement from the complainant in 
the police docket cited injuries which were not recorded on the J-88 form.10 Therefore, it may 
be that there were more injuries to rape complainants than our data indicates. 

10 Problems with these forms are discussed in more 
detail in Chapter 8 at page 292.

Table 6.31: ComplaInanT SuSTaIned  
InJuRIeS (oTheR Than  
The Rape ITSelf)?  
(polICe doCkeT Sample)

 n %

No 205 50.1

Yes 114 27.9

Not clear 69 16.9

Other* 8 2.0

Missing 13 3.2

Total 409 100.0
* The 8 cases in this category were difficult to 

classify. In 6 cases, the doctor either did not 
detect or did not record the injuries reported 
by the complainant, or the complainant’s 
mother (in the case of one 3-year-old 
complainant). In 2 cases, the complainant did 
not have immediate injuries, but contracted a 
sexually-transmitted infection from the rape. 

Table 6.32:  TYpe of InJuRIeS SuSTaIned 
(polICe doCkeT Sample)

    more than one type of injury 
could occur in a single case. 

 Responses %

Bruises to body 33 20.9
Cuts / lacerations / 
scratches to body

23 14.6

Bruises of face 20 12.7

Swelling 16 10.1
Cuts / lacerations / 
scratches to face

14 8.9

Cuts / lacerations / 
scratches to genitals 
and/or anus

12 7.6

Bruises to genitals 
and/or anus

11 7.0

Walking / movement 
impaired

4 2.5

Pain / soreness 3 1.9

Broken bone 1 .6
Rash / inflammation 
contracted

1 .6

Injury (non-specific) 17 10.8

No details 1 .6

Total 158 100.0
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Time and place of rape 
There is a perception that rapes are more common at night, coupled with a myth that women 
put themselves at risk by being in dark or unsafe places. 

Night time indeed proved to be about twice as dangerous as daytime – 47% of the 
rapes in our sample took place at night (between 20h00 and 6h00), compared to 27% 
which took place in the daytime (between 6h00 and 20h00). (In the other cases, the time 
of rape could not be ascertained or took place over a period of time.) 

This is, of course, not an exact measure. In the winter months, the dividing line between day 
and night might be drawn differently than in the table below, because it grows darker so much 
earlier. 

There could be many reasons why more rapes take place at night. It may be because rapists 
think that they will be more likely to evade detection during the hours of darkness, because 
more people are at home (where most rapes take place), because there are more opportunities 
for privacy and secrecy after dark, or simply because there is less other activity at night to 
distract potential rapists. It is also possible that the time frames for rape may be related to 
the more popular times for alcohol consumption. 

Lunchtime was the least common time of day for rape, but it is clear that there is no time of 
day that is ‘safe’. 

It should be noted that we could not pinpoint the time of the rape in 24% of the cases in 
the sample, including some cases where this information could not be ascertained from the 
docket and some rape incidents which spanned time periods or even days. 

Table 6.33: TIme of Rape (polICe doCkeT Sample)
 n %

Day 111 27.1%

Early morning (6:00 – 7:59) (2 hours) 15 3.7

During the morning (8:00 – 11:59) (4 hours) 29 7.1

Lunchtime (12:00 – 13:59) (2 hours) 8 2.0

Afternoon (14:00 – 17:59) (4 hours) 43 10.5

Early evening (18:00 – 19:59) (2 hours) 16 3.9

Night 193 47.2%

Evening (20:00 – 21:59) (2 hours) 43 10.5

Late evening (22:00 – 23:59) (2 hours) 57 13.9

Late at night to early morning (0:00 – 5:59) (6 hours) 93 22.7

At different times 7 1.7%
Time of rape unknown 98 24.0%
Not indicated 72 17.6

Missing 26 6.4
Total 409 100.0%

For 172 cases the exact time was recorded in the docket.

And what is the riskiest place in terms of rape? Home – the home of the complainant, 
the perpetrator, the common home that they share, a relative’s home or someone else’s 
home. More than 52% of the rapes in our sample occurred in a home. Rapes also occurred 
much more often indoors than outdoors. 

This finding is consistent with the fact that rapes tend to be perpetrated by a partner, relative 
or acquaintance of the complainant – it appears that the complainant is often in a home 
setting with someone who is trusted when the rape occurs. 
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Girl raped in church 

A 17-year-old girl was raped by an 18-year-old man in the Rehoboth Block A Dutch Reformed 
Church on Saturday, the Police reported yesterday. The suspect was arrested shortly afterwards.

  

The namibian, 22 July 2003

At least two of the rapes in the sample took place within sight of a young child of the complainant. 

It is disturbing to see that six rapes in the sample took place between inmates in prison or 
police cells, indicating that there is a need for greater supervision of persons in confinement. 
(This issue is discussed in more detail below.)

Five rapes took place in cars, six in cells at a prison or police station, four at schools, three in 
toilets and one at a church building. Other places mentioned were abandoned buildings, the 
army base where the perpetrator was employed, empty rooms, a club, a hotel room, a garage 
and a rubbish dump. 

Table 6.34:  loCaTIon of Rape (polICe doCkeT Sample)
    multiple answers were possible.

 Responses %
Indoor locations 254 61.1%

 Perpetrator’s home 91 21.9

 Victim’s home 82 19.7

 Common home (live in the same house) 20 4.8

 Relative’s home * 12 2.9

 Other person’s home ** 12 2.9

 Other place/ building 28 6.7

 Inside 9 2.2

outdoor locations 114 27.4%

 River bed 11 2.6

 Bushes 23 5.5

 Outdoors 80 19.2

other 11 2.6%

not indicated 14 3.4%

missing 23 5.5%

Total 416 100.0%
In 7 cases (multiple rapes) two locations were mentioned.

Rape in police cells and prisons
Rape of persons in state custody seems to be a serious but mostly unrecognised problem. 

In 2000, before the current rape law came into force, a Parliamentarian in the National Council 
commented: 

In prisons, some young men in particular are said to be forced to indulge in sexual 
practices with strong and older men…. One tends to believe that it is happening in jail 
for the simple reason of objective reports, that HIV/AIDS infection and other STDs is on 
an increase in prisons.11

11 National Council, Debate on Third Reading of Combating of Immoral Practices Amendment Bill, 9 April 2000 
(Hon Tuhadeleni).

*  The 12 relative’s homes were 
all homes of relatives of the 
complainant, expect for one case 
where it was the home of the 
perpetrator’s grandmother. 

** These were mostly the homes 
of friends and neighbours, 
and in one case the home of a 
babysitter. 
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This MP suggested that prison inmates with long sentences should be housed in single 
apartments. 

The issue was also raised by Hon Pohamba (as he then was) during the debate on the Combating 
of Rape Act:

I also want to raise my concern on rape committed in our prison cells by inmates of 
the same sex. My intention is that the authorities concerned should find appropriate 
measures to combat it, considering the circumstances under which the inmates live. 
It is reported that some people, particularly those who are powerless and newcomers, 
are coerced and raped in the cells by the prisoners serving long term sentences.12 

As shown in Table 6.35, of the 409 cases in the police docket sample, 6 involved rapes of 
male prisoners by their male cellmates – 4 cases involving a single perpetrator and 2 cases 
with two perpetrators. This is a small number, but it could be indicative of a larger problem. For 
this reason, an examination of further details of the cases seems warranted. 

Three of the 6 victims were minors (ages 15, 17 and 19) and three of the 8 perpetrators were 
also minors (ages 17 and 20). Two cases involved the use of home-made weapons – a fork or a 
sharpened spoon handle. The incident was reported to wardens or guards in two cases. The 
alleged rapes took place in a variety of locations: Aroab, Gobabis (2), Katima Mulilo, Keetmanshoop 
and Wanaheda. 

Only one of these cases led to a conviction. Four of the 6 cases were withdrawn by the 
complainants (raising the question of whether intimidation within the prison or police cells 
might have been a factor), and in one case the accused absconded. 

Key informants also indicated that such rapes are a problem. One prosecutor reported the 
following case: 

I received a report from an inmate. In secret. He was raped in prison. He laid charges with 
police, but there was no follow up. No inmate wants to testify against another inmate, but 
he was willing. There was no medical exam, no statement was taken. Some inquiries were 
made, but nothing happened. I’m trying to trace it now.

A researcher who works with male prisoners gave a frightening account of this problem: 

Those who rape children are raped by other prisoners as punishment. I know of one 
mentally ill child rapist who has been raped recently. Men in prison at the moment are 
waiting for the guy from Swakopmund who raped and murdered a child earlier this 
year – and planning what they will do to him.

The young guys are often sexually abused by older inmates.
A workshop was organised in prison about the time of the White Ribbon conference 

in 2000 and hundreds of prisoners heard about the Rape Act for the first time. After 
that, one guy was charged with rape by a fellow prisoner and got an extra 10 years 
added to his sentence. Before that they did not know they could do anything to stop it. 
But prison populations need to be told regularly…. 

I know about a case of a prisoner who is HIV positive and is raping all new young 
prisoners coming in. I have asked for him to be segregated but the response has been 
that “we can’t isolate prisoners”. I am going to try again because the authorities can 
do that.

12 National Assembly, 8 June 1999.
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“A young man was raped (anal rape) in a police cell by two men who were also in custody. 
The perpetrators were released early the next morning, before the victim laid a charge. 
They were re-arrested and brought to justice.”

dr hetty Rose-Junius & ellen kuenzer, An Investigation into the Functioning of WCPUs and Police 
Stations with regard to the Protection of Abused Women and Children in the Country, UNICEF 2006

Table 6.35: RapeS In pRISon CellS oR polICe STaTIonS (polICe doCkeT Sample)
 n %

Total 6 100.0

Sex of victim Male 6 100.0

Total 6 100.0

Age of victim (in years)

15 1 16.7

17 1 16.7

19 1 16.7

22 1 16.7

25 1 16.7

33 1 16.7

Total 6 100.0

Number of perpetrators (in the case initially)
1 4 66.7

2 2 33.3

Total 6 100.0

Relationship between victim and accused 1
Cell mate 5 83.3

Not indicated 1 16.7

Total 6 100.0

Sex of accused 1 Male 6 100.0

Total 6 100.0

Age of accused 1 (in years)

17 1 16.7

20 1 16.7

23 3 50.0

42 1 16.7

Total 6 100.0

Relationship between victim and accused 2 Cell mate 2 100.0

Total 2 100.0

Sex of accused 2 Male 2 100.0

Total 2 100.0

Age of accused 2 (in years)
17 1 50.0

30 1 50.0

Total 2 100.0

Type of weapon used 
Sharpened spoon handle 1 50.0

Fork 1 50.0

Total 2 100.0

Did victim report rape to anyone else before 
approaching police?

No 4 66.7

Yes 2 33.3

Total 6 100.0

Who did victim report rape to? Wardens/ guards at prison 2 100.0

Total 2 100.0

Case outcome

Case withdrawn before trial 4 66.7

Accused absconded 1 16.7
More than one accused 
sentenced

1 16.7

Total 6 100.0
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Yet a 2006 newspaper report indicates that prison authorities are still denying that rape is a 
problem. A spokesperson for the Ministry of Safety and Security’s Prison Services reportedly 
maintained that the “majority” of instances of sodomy in prisons are consensual, saying that 
no instances of rape have ever been reported to prison authorities.13

ReCommendaTIon:
The problem of rape in prisons and police cells needs to be officially acknowledged so 
that appropriate steps can be taken to increase security and prevent such incidents. 

profile of rape in South africa – 
how does namibia compare?

Victims of rape tend to be younger women, aged from16 to 25 years (2,7% of all women 
in this age category said they had been raped in the five years prior to the interview of 
March 1998, compared with 1,8% of all women aged between 26 and 45 years during 
this time period), although rape occurs in all age groups.

Rape among women was more likely to be perpetrated by men known to them. Thus among 
women who said they were raped during the five years prior to the interview of March 1998, 
34,6% were raped by relatives or men who were intimate with the victims. The proportion 
who said that they were raped by a stranger was 24,4%, but this percentage tends to increase 
with the age of the woman.

Among those rapes reported to the police a higher proportion (55,3%) were said to have 
been committed by strangers, according to the Rape surveillance project of the University 
of South Africa (Unisa).

The most common main reasons for not reporting the crime to the police were that the 
victims feared reprisals (33,3%), or that the victims felt that the police would not be able 
to solve the crime (9,6%), or else embarrassment (9,2%).

The Victims of Crime Survey found that 88,1% of rapes were carried out by a single 
perpetrator. 

In most cases, women were raped with the threat of physical injury, and often with the 
use of knives (68,0%) or at gun point (16,5%). Almost half of all rapes (47,3%) occurred 
inside the homes of victims.

Findings from the rape dockets analysis show that rapes occurred more frequently than 
the average on Saturdays (23,7% of all reported cases), particularly between 19h00 and 
01h00…

…Data obtained from the Department of Correctional Services show that among prisoners 
jailed for sexual offences, 9,2% were under the age of 20, 31,6% were aged between 20 
and 25 years, and 59,2% were older than 25 years of age.

Statistics South africa, 
Quantitative research findings on rape in South Africa, 2000

13 Natashya Tibinyane, “Namibia’s prisons sit on AIDS ‘time bomb’”, Mail & Guardian, 4 January 2006, quoting 
Ignatius Mainga.
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perceptions of service providers
Police, prosecutors, magistrates and legal aid lawyers who have defended accused rapists were 
asked to describe particularly unusual or disturbing cases which they have handled. Most 
described cases involving children as rape victims. Some mentioned rapes of children by their 
fathers or other close relatives, unusual weapons, particularly violent rapes or gang rapes. The 
following examples of responses give a broader idea of the range of circumstances in which 
rape occurs in Namibia: 

“There is one when a four year-old was raped by a biological father”

“A minor was killed and raped. She was 12 years old. She was taken from her 
house to another place where the crime occurred. There were no clues at the 
scene. The scene itself had a hot surface with sandy spots. I tried to investigate, 
but the community did not want me to. They told me they didn’t want an 
investigation because the results are, in most cases, not okay. That disturbed 
me. I’m an experienced investigator and most of my cases end with a sentence. 
At the end of the day, that case went unsolved.”

“In one case, a father raped his child and she became infected with HIV. It’s 
very sad. People are already poor. Your heart is with the family.” 

“In one case a father was accused of raping his two daughters for approximately 
10 years. The girls are in their twenties now. The acts took place in three 
separate jurisdictions. Both the complainants have already filed withdrawal 
statements, citing forgiveness and saying “this is the only father I have”, that 
sort of thing.” 

“It happened in Khorixas… A 3-year-old girl was raped and killed. There were 
two adult perpetrators. At the post-mortem examination in Windhoek, the 
doctor explained that the vagina and anus were ripped into one. The baby died 
by strangling. One of the perpetrators was her uncle, the other was his friend.” 

“A step father penetrated a child with his finger. She was totally damaged 
physically. She had said it was his finger, but the doctor didn’t think it was only 
a finger. The experience must have been too painful for her and she blacked 
out. He put a pillow over her face while he did it. He was convicted, received 15 
years.”

“The ones where the victims are four years old or younger are very difficult. It’s 
hard to get any information from them. The perpetrators are usually over the 
age of 18, a family member or family friend.”

“A 12 year old girl was raped by her sister’s boyfriend (35 years old) on their way 
back from the shops.” 

“A man used his fingers to play with the private parts of a very young child. She 
was only 6 years old and the accused was the mother’s brother.” [This case was 
mentioned by two prosecutors.] 

“In Mariental, a girl was raped with a pipe in a river bed. The girl was only 12 
years old.” 

“In January 2003, there was one child who was raped. She is still not able to 
speak. Even the social worker can’t get her speaking. When asked about the 
incident, tears just flow. It was very serious. When she was raped, her vagina 
was torn to her anus, and she had to undergo very painful surgery. There was 
lots of blood on the ground. The child was very injured. She was young, under 
the age of 10, and very small. Most minors are very traumatized.” 
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“In the case with the three school boys [all minors], the girl was coming home 
from school with her brother, who was two years younger than her (she was 11, 
he was 9). They were attacked by 4 boys. One took the brother into the bushes. 
One was watching the road. One was holding her, and the other one raped her. 
Afterwards, she was bleeding profusely and she was crying. It was in a river 
bed. Three of them were arrested, and it is still ongoing.” [This case took place 
in 2004, and the interview was in January 2006.] 

“When you find a poor child raped to the extent that it has bled so much… 
In one case the child had to undergo an operation because she was so badly 
damaged. Sometimes you are shocked when you are hearing the testimony of 
the doctor who examined the victim.” 

“There was a girl charged with raping a young boy. She was 21 years old, the 
boy was young, 10 years old. It was very difficult to prove because there were no 
witnesses other than the boy himself, and the parents had passed away before 
the case was finalised, and there was no medical report. He was the single 
witness. I think the girl was acquitted, because I wasn’t satisfied beyond a 
reasonable doubt. The boy kept contradicting himself giving evidence.” 

“In 1999, an accused used a firearm and a knife. The suspect was HIV positive. 
The rape was reported the same day, and the complainant examined. After two 
weeks, she not only tested positive for HIV, but she was also pregnant. A legal 
abortion was applied for and done.”

“One case in the south, the accused took a candle, put salt on it, and raped her 
with it.” 

“In one case, the perpetrator took a burning piece of wood from the fire and 
penetrated the woman with it. He actually killed her. He was convicted and got 
30 yrs.” (This case was cited by two interviewees.) 

“The case where the Japanese tourist was raped on the train. The perpetrator 
didn’t even care that the victim’s child saw everything.” [This rapist was 
convicted and sentenced to 15 years in prison.]

“A famous case we had here recently was a gang rape; there were three accused 
guys. The complainant was at the shebeen. They drank with her and decided to 
assault and threaten her. She went to get her boyfriend, who then got beaten up 
by the perpetrators. They kidnapped her and took her to the dunes in a donkey 
cart, and raped her. The three accused are still before the lower court, and all 
are in custody.” 

“Gang rapes. We’ve had a few of them, sometimes in schools.”

A police detective in Oshakati reported that “Domestic workers rape children when their 
parents are out at work.” However, while this may sometimes happen, it would be misleading 
to describe it as typical. Only one case in our sample fit this profile – and the alleged perpetrator 
was acquitted in that instance. 

Several police interviewees mentioned that most rapes happen when the persons involved 
are drunk. According to one:
 

“Either the victim or the perpetrator are drunk. One of them is almost always drunk, it 
happens 98% of the time.”

A regional court magistrate with many years of experience also cited alcohol as a factor, 
including situation where young children are allowed to drink in shebeens. 
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hIV cure myth
The myth that sex with a virgin or a young child can cure AIDS did NOT play a role 
in any of the case dockets examined, and it was cited by only two of the many persons 
interviewed. 

One magistrate based in Oshakati stated: 

“These days there are people who believe they will be cured if they go out with a 
young person. These are the reasons they give for raping a young one. But they really 
don’t believe it. Sometimes it’s just an excuse.”

One member of one of the focus group discussions made a comment that may have referred 
to this myth: 

“A rapist told me the reason is because a witchdoctor told him to do that.” (man in 
Khorixas) 

Only one person interviewed cited a specific case involving this myth: 

“There was an old man, about 65 or 70 yrs old, who told people he was a witchdoctor 
or an herbal healer. He raped 4 girls, aged 11, 12, 13 and 14 respectively, to cure himself 
of HIV/AIDS. He convinced them to sleep with him, telling them that if they did they 
would get good grades. He… died before the trial. Fortunately, all the victims are HIV 
negative.”

The specificity of this account makes it one of the first credible links between the HIV cure 
myth and rape in Namibia, as speculations about the connection between the myth and rape 
are usually made without any concrete evidence.14

This myth fortunately does not appear to be widespread. For example, in a 1999 survey 
of 400 persons in Oshakati, Tsumeb, Eenhana and Outapi, only 7% of the respondents agreed 
with the statement that “You can get rid of AIDS if you have sex with a virgin”.15 

A similar finding came from a 2004 study conducted by the !Nara Training Centre with 712 
respondents in Goreangab, Okahandja Park, Hakahana and Greenwell Matongo settlements. 

“The myth that sex with a virgin cures AIDS, reportedly widespread in other African 
countries, was not widely accepted in the research population as only 6,1% of respondents 
agreed that sex with a virgin could cure HIV/AIDS.”16

Key informants in Windhoek interviewed for a 2003 study of child rape could recall only one 
case in which a child rape was clearly motivated by a search for a cure for HIV.17

14 For example, a recent study reports that members of some focus group discussions say that some men rape 
infants and children “in the belief that this will cure HIV – a belief promoted by some traditional healers” 
– but this could be a perception which is not actually supported by the underlying facts. This study notes 
that “A 2001 UNDP report found that there has been much speculation about the case of the increasing 
incidence of child rape, and that some people claim that traditional healers advise AIDS patients to rape 
virgins or small children to cure their disease, but there has been no substantiated evidence for claims that 
this is a widespread belief.” Scholastika Iipinge, Kathe Hofnie & Steve Friedman, The Relationship Between 
Gender Roles and HIV Infection in Namibia, UNAM, 2004 at 35-36, 219-220 (referring to the UNDP Namibia 
Human Development Report 2000/2001).

15 D LeBeau, T Fox, H Becker & Pepelani Mufune, Taking Risks – Taking Responsibility: An Anthropological 
Assessment of Health Risk Behaviour in Northern Namibia, Ministry of Health and Social Services, 1999 at 
16, 104. 

16 Lucy Edwards, HIV/AIDS, Poverty and Patriarchy: A Gendered Perspective, !Nara Training Centre, undated.
17 Rachel Jewkes et al, Child Sexual Abuse and HIV: Study of Links in South Africa & Namibia, Medical Research 

Council, June 2003 at 33.
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The percentages of people who believe the myth, though small, are clearly cause for concern. 
However, there is no concrete evidence that belief in this myth is a major factor behind the rape 
of minors. Of course, it is possible that this motivation would not be revealed by perpetrators, 
especially where they prefer to conceal their own HIV-positive status. 

While this myth should certainly be combated wherever it exists, caution should be exercised 
on two scores: (1) simplistic public education campaigns refuting the myth might have the 
unintended effect to spreading it among those who have not heard of it and (2) a focus on 
refuting this myth should not replace other interventions targeting more prevalent causes of 
child rape. 

“Caution is advised before identifying this myth as an area for intervention – apart 
from taking strong action against anyone who is found to propagate it or act on it. 
The possible negative consequences of such an intervention in the form of a public 
education campaign include spreading the myth in quarters which have not already 
heard of it or unwittingly inciting people to act on it.” 

Rachel Jewkes et al, 
Child Sexual Abuse and HIV: 

Study of Links in South Africa & Namibia, 
Medical Research Council, June 2003 at 18-19

ReCommendaTIon: 
Strategies for addressing the myth that sex with a virgin or a young child can cure AIDS 
should be discussed with the Traditional Healers Board. 
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The primary goal of this study 
was to find out how the 

Combating of Rape Act is working 
in practice. In other words, is it 
being implemented in such a way 
as to serve its intended purposes? 
This chapter explains the sources 
of information which we used to 
try to answer this question. 
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1. SOuRCES Of 
DATA

A.  Police dockets
We examined 409 police dockets for rapes (including attempted rapes) committed in 2001-2005 
from 16 selected urban and rural locations in nine of Namibia’s 13 regions: Windhoek, 
Gobabis, Walvis Bay, Okahandja, Khorixas, Swakopmund, Ohangwena, Katima Mulilo, Rehoboth, 
Okatope, Oshakati, Keetmanshoop, Ondangwa, Dordabis, Aroab and Fransfontein. The choice 
of locations was dependent partly on accessibility to our researchers and the constraints of our 
budget and timeframe. The sample is not nationally representative, but we believe that it draws 
on a sufficient variety of locations to give a reasonable picture of what is going on nationally. 
Most of this data collection was carried out by LAC staff during 2005-06, with some assistance 
from UNAM law students who examined police dockets in their home areas during university 
vacations. At each of the police stations visited, all the available dockets on rape and attempted 
rape for 2001-2005 were examined, to cover the period since the new act came into force. 
The questionnaires filled out by our researchers were captured using the statistical software 
package SPSS (version 13) and analysed by local consultant Christa Schier.

TAbLE 5.1: SAMPLE Of POLICE DOCkETS ExAMInED bY REGIOn AnD YEAR
Year (docket opened) Total

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005
n %

n % n % n % n % n % n %

Caprivi 0 .0 0 .0 13 56.5 8 34.8 2 8.7 0 .0 23 100.0

Erongo 1 1.0 37 38.1 28 28.9 20 20.6 8 8.2 3 3.1 97 100.0

Hardap 0 .0 11 57.9 0 .0 2 10.5 2 10.5 4 21.1 19 100.0

Karas 0 .0 3 25.0 5 41.7 4 33.3 0 .0 0 .0 12 100.0

Khomas 3 3.7 18 22.2 21 25.9 19 23.5 16 19.8 4 4.9 81 100.0

Ohangwena 0 .0 13 54.2 7 29.2 4 16.7 0 .0 0 .0 24 100.0

Omaheke 0 .0 16 32.0 11 22.0 13 26.0 9 18.0 1 2.0 50 100.0

Oshana 0 .0 8 18.2 14 31.8 18 40.9 2 4.5 2 4.5 44 100.0

Otjozondjupa 0 .0 7 16.7 16 38.1 12 28.6 6 14.3 1 2.4 42 100.0

Total 4 1.0 113 28.8 115 29.3 100 25.5 45 11.5 15 3.8 392 100.0
Cases do not add up to the total number of 409 because of missing data for year when docket was opened. 
The dockets opened in 2000 all involved rapes which took place after the combating of rape Law came into force in 
mid-2000. 

b. Court registers 
As an additional source of information, court registers in selected locations were examined 
by LAC staff. In some cases, there is an overlap between the information which could be 
gleaned from these registers and the information collected from the police dockets. In these 
cases, the findings from two sources of data are compared to provide greater clarity. Court 
registers were examined at the High Court and at magistrates’ courts in eight locations in 
seven of the 13 regions (Gobabis, Katutura, Keetmanshoop, Khorixas, Oshakati, Rehoboth, 
Swakopmund and Walvis Bay) for the years 2001-2005, and data extracted for all rape cases. 
This data is based on the information in court registers for a total of 547 rape cases. 
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This is not a nationally representative sample. Furthermore, it supplies only information about 
the progress of the case in the court in question. This sample does not provide any information 
about the rape itself, about the complainant or about the police investigation. But it is a useful 
source of data on aspects relating to criminal trials for rape. 

The data from this source was also captured using the statistical software package SPSS 
(version 13) and analysed by local consultant Christa Schier.

TAbLE 5.2: nuMbER Of RECORDS PER LOCATIOn, 2001-2005
 Location # %

Gobabis (Omaheke) 29 5.3

Katutura (Khomas) 122 22.3

Keetmanshoop (Karas) 68 12.4

Khorixas (Kunene) 53 9.7

Oshakati (Oshana) 92 16.8

Rehoboth (Hardap) 65 11.9

Swakopmund (Erongo) 54 9.9

Walvis Bay (Erongo) 64 11.7

Total 547 100.0

TAbLE 5.3: fIRST DATE RECORDED fOR CASE (unIT=CASE) 
 n %

2001 136 24.9

2002 106 19.4

2003 167 30.5

2004 102 18.6

2005 16 2.9

Missing 20 3.7

Total 547 100.0

C.  Interviews
The quantitative information is supplemented by qualitative information from interviews 
conducted during 2005-06 with 58 key informants, including prosecutors, magistrates, police, 
social workers, rape complainants, legal aid attorneys who defend accused rapists and persons 
in key posts. The key informants interviewed were based in 10 of Namibia’s 13 regions. 

The Legal Assistance Centre ran an advertisement in a local newspaper inviting rape complainants 
to approach us if they were willing to be interviewed, but the response to this appeal was very 
small. We were reluctant to approach rape complainants directly, as this might in some cases 
have re-opened the trauma of a situation which they were trying to put behind them. 

We also conducted 6 small focus group discussions with members of the public. 

To obtain more information about the provision of PEP to rape survivors, questionnaires on 
PEP were sent to all district hospitals in Namibia, with responses being received from seven 
locations: Eenhana, Mariental, Ohangwena, Otjiwarongo, Otjozondjupa, Outapi and Walvis 
Bay. 
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TAbLE 5.4: kEY InfORMAnT InTERvIEwS
InfORManT LOCaTIOn REGIOn
Police = 13 interviews from 8 regions
Police investigating officer Duplessis Police Station Omaheke
Police investigating officer Oshakati WCPU Oshana
Police detective Oshakati WCPU Oshana
Police detective Oshakati WCPU Oshana
Police detective Khorixas Police Station Kunene
Police investigating officer Khorixas Police Station Kunene
Police inspector Opuwo Police Station Kunene
Police investigating officer Rehoboth WCPU Hardap
Police detective Gobabis WCPU Omaheke
Police investigating officer Gobabis WCPU Omaheke
Police detective Walvis Bay WCPU Erongo
Police investigating officer Katima Mulilo WCPU Caprivi
Police detective Windhoek WCPU Khomas
Prosecutors = 10 prosecutors in 8 regions
Regional court prosecutor Gobabis Omaheke
Regional court prosecutor Katima Mulilo Caprivi
Regional court prosecutor Swakopmund Erongo
Regional court prosecutor Keetmanshoop Karas
Regional court prosecutor Oshakati Oshana
Regional court prosecutor Oshakati Oshana
Regional court prosecutor Windhoek Khomas
Prosecutor Walvis Bay Erongo
Prosecutor Rehoboth Hardap
Prosecutor Khoixas Kunene
Legal aid lawyers = 2 lawyers
Legal aid lawyer Windhoek Khomas
Legal aid lawyer Windhoek Khomas 
Magistrates = 5 persons in 5 regions
Regional court magistrate Oshakati Oshana
Magistrate Walvis Bay Erongo
Divisional magistrate Katima Mulilo Caprivi
Regional court magistrate Windhoek Khomas
Regional court magistrate (and acting Judge) Otjiwarongo Regional Court Otjozondjupa
Social workers = 4 social workers in 3 regions
Social worker Oshakati Oshana
Social worker Rehoboth Hardap
Social worker Katutura Khomas
Social worker Katutura Khomas
Medical personnel = 7 interviews in 6 regions
Doctor Rehoboth Hardap
Doctor Khorixas Omaheke
Doctor Swakopmund Erongo
Doctor Gobabis Omaheke
Doctor Katutura Khomas
Doctor Katutura Khomas
Registered nurse Oshakati Oshana
Media = 4 interviews
Reporter The namibian Khomas
Editor Windhoek Observer Khomas
Programme Coordinator Katutura Community Radio Khomas
Editor Sister namibia Khomas
Rape complainants = informants speaking on behalf of 6 rape complainants
Rape survivor (rape occurred in South africa when 
she was a minor and was reported in South africa)

Swakopmund Erongo

Mother of minor rape survivor Windhoek Khomas
Rape survivor (rape occurred when she was a 
minor, prior to enactment of new legislation)

Swakopmund Erongo 
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Minor rape survivor and her father Walvis Bay Erongo
Rape survivor (rape occurred prior to enactment 
of new legislation)

Windhoek Khomas

School nurse who assisted minor rape survivor small southern village Karas
Other key informants = 7 individuals in key posts
Director national forensic Science Institute, Windhoek
Coordinator Women’s Solidarity namibia, Windhoek 
Secretary namibian Society of Criminology, Windhoek.
national Coordinator Woman and Child Protection Units, Windhoek
Chief Social Worker, Subdivision: family Welfare Ministry of Health & Social Services, Windhoek

Chief Legal Officer
Office of the Prosecutor-General, Head of 
Specialised Prosecutorial Unit on Sexual 
Offences and Domestic Violence 

Principal Legal Officer Office of the Prosecutor-General 

TAbLE 5.5: fOCuS GROuP DISCuSSIOnS (HELD DuRInG 2005-06)
Group, community or 
institution

number of 
persons Region

Keetmanshoop 4 Karas
Khorixas 28 Kunene

Gobabis
7 

organised by 
Omaheke San Trust

Omaheke

Ongwediva 11 Oshana
social workers in private practice 12 Khomas 
national federation of People 
with Disabilities

12
participants from Khomas, Oshana & 
Caprivi, discussion held in Khomas Region 

TAbLE 5.6: QuESTIOnnAIRES On PEP
Respondent Institution Region
Medical officer Eenhana Hospital Ohangwena
Medical officer Engela Hospital Ohangwena
Doctor Walvis Bay Centre for Disease Control (CDC) Clinic Erongo
Medical officer Outapi Hospital Omusati 
Medical officer Grootfontein Otjozondjupa
Doctor Otjiwarongo District Otjozondjupa
Doctor Mariental Hospital Hardap
Total = 7 responses from 5 regions

D.  Court cases
We examined written opinions in court cases decided under the Combating of Rape Act, and 
attended a limited number of court cases as observers. Other information was obtained 
from clients of the Legal Assistance Centre. Additional information was drawn from newspaper 
reports on rape cases. 

E.  Consultative workshop
Preliminary findings and recommendations from this report were presented at a workshop 
of key stakeholders on 9 November 2006. This workshop was attended by 33 participants 
from 6 regions. Input from the workshop has been incorporated into this report. 
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Some of the information collected involves numerical values, such as the number of days which 
pass between events such as the rape, the report to the police, the medical examination, the 

trial and the sentence. These numbers are analysed in several different ways. 

The ‘mean’ is what is commonly referred to as the average. It is calculated by taking all the 
values, adding them together, and dividing by the total number of cases. The problem is that 
one very high or low number can skew the mean in one direction or another. 

The ‘median’ is the middle value. It is calculated by listing all the values in order from 
lowest to highest value, and picking out the value in the middle of the list. The median is a 
particularly useful measure when there are some very high or law values which may have 
distorted the average. 

The ‘mode’ is the value on the list which is repeated most frequently. This can be a useful 
measure for showing the most typical statistic. 

Looking at all three of these measures together gives the most accurate picture of the ‘typical’ 
case. 

Mean = the average value 
Median = the value in the middle of the list
Mode = the value which occurs most frequently

2. MEAn, MEDIAn 
AnD MODE

Confidentiality

No names of rape complainants will be used in this report. Other names will be used only 
where they have already appeared in press accounts. We have taken care throughout 
our research not to compromise the confidentiality of any rape complainant or client 
of the Legal Assistance Centre. 
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As noted above, we examined 409 police dockets for rapes committed in 2001-2005 from 
16 selected urban and rural locations in nine of Namibia’s 13 regions. 

TAbLE 5.7: POLICE DOCkETS ExAMInED bY LOCATIOn

Region number of 
dockets

Percentage 
of total

Caprivi 23 5.6%

Erongo 102 24.9%

Khomas 84 20.5%

Omaheke 51 12.5%
Oshana 44 10.8%

Otjozondjupa 42 10.3%

Ohangwena 25 6.1%

Hardap 23 5.6%

Karas 15 3.7%

Total dockets examined 409 100.0

TAbLE 5.8: POLICE STATIOnS wHERE DOCkETS wERE COLLECTED

Police station number of 
dockets

Percentage 
of total

Windhoek
	Katutura 
	Wanaheda
	Windhoek

78
(56)
(18)
(4)

19.1%
(13.7%)
(4.4%)
(1.0%)

Gobabis 51 12.5%
Walvis Bay
	Walvis Bay
	Kuisebmond
	narraville

43
(14)
(26)
(3)

10.5%
3.4%
6.4%
0.7%

Okahandja 42 10.3%

Khorixas 30 7.3%

Swakopmund 28 6.8%

Ohangwena 25 6.1%

Katima Mulilo 23 5.6%

Rehoboth 23 5.6%

Okatope 21 5.1%

Oshakati 14 3.4%

Keetmanshoop 10 2.4%

Ondangwa 9 2.2%

Dordabis 6 1.5%

aroab 5 1.2%

fransfontein 1 0.2%

Total dockets examined 409 100.0%

3. DETAILS Of 
POLICE DOCkET 
SAMPLE
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Our sample includes the two largest urban areas on Namibia (Windhoek and Walvis Bay), 
as well as police stations serving the populous northern towns of Oshakati and Ongwediva. 
It also includes several smaller urban areas, as well as some very small centres serving 
predominately rural areas. The sample was drawn from locations in the north, south, east 
and west of Namibia. 

The following table compares the regional distribution of our sample of police dockets to the 
average regional distribution of all cases of rape and attempted rape reported to the police 
during 2000-2005.1

TAbLE 5.9: POLICE DOCkETS ExAMInED bY LOCATIOn COMPARED TO  
    nATIOnAL POLICE STATISTICS 

Region number of dockets 
in LAC sample

Percentage of 
dockets in LAC 

sample

Average percentage of total 
rape and attempted rape 
cases reported to police, 

2000-2005
Caprivi 23 6% 3%

Erongo 102 25% 8%

Khomas 84 21% 18%

Omaheke 51 13% 7%

Oshana 44 11% 7%

Otjozondjupa 42 10% 10%

Ohangwena 25 6% 7%

Hardap 23 6% 9%

Karas 15 4% 7%

1 It should be noted that the police regions are not entirely identical to the political regions. As explained in 
detail in Chapter 2, the police statistics collected for police regions would tend to “over-state” rapes in the 
Khomas and Oshana political regions, and “under-state” rapes in the Hardap and Kunene political regions. 
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As the table indicates, our sample is particularly “heavy” on cases from the Erongo region and 
somewhat “heavy” on cases from the Oshana, Omaheke and Khomas regions. On the other hand, 
our sample is somewhat “light” on cases from the Ohangwena, Hardap and Karas regions and 
includes no data from four regions: Kavango, Kunene, Omusati and Oshikoto. The fact that the 
regional proportions in our sample do not correspond to the regional proportions of all reported 
rape cases is not at all surprising, since we collected information from only selected locations 
within nine of the 13 regions. 

The data collected provides useful information on many aspects of rape cases. However, 
several constraints must be kept in mind: (a) The sample is not nationally representative, 
although it does contain a mixture of rural and urban locations in north, south, east and 
west Namibia. (b) Not all of the police dockets had complete details, and sometimes 
portions of the dockets were illegible to our researchers. Thus, the sample frame on 
some issues is smaller than for other issues. (c) Although our system was to inspect every 
rape docket at the police station visited opened during the years in question, this 
amounted to only a very small number of rape dockets in some regions. Thus, it is not 
possible to draw meaningful comparisons between regions from this data on most points. 
However, we believe that the sample is sufficiently broad and representative to support 
the types of conclusions drawn in this report. 

As noted above, we collected information on 547 rape and attempted rape cases from court 
registers in 8 locations, where the date of the first court appearance was 2001 or later. 

TAbLE 5.10: COuRT REGISTERS ExAMInED bY COuRT

Region Court number of cases Percentage of total
cases in sample

Erongo Swakopmund 54 9.9

Erongo Walvis Bay 64 11.7

Karas Keetmanshoop 68 12.4

Hardap Rehoboth 65 11.9

Khomas Katutura 122 22.3

Kunene Khorixas 53 9.7

Omaheke Gobabis 29 5.3

Oshana Oshakati 92 16.8

Total in sample 547 100

4. DETAILS 
Of COuRT 
REGISTERS
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MInISTRY Of GEnDER EQuALITY AnD 
CHILD wELfARE DATAbASE

The Ministry of Gender Equality and Child Welfare is in the process of setting up 
a public database of information obtained from police dockets in cases of rape and 
domestic violence. This database is accessible at www.gbv.gov.na. 

As of the end of 2006, this database includes information from dockets available at 
Woman and Child Protection Units in the Khomas police region and finalised in 2005 or 
2006. Ministry staff examine the dockets manually and record information from them 
on a pre-prepared questionnaire. The data from the questionnaire is then posted on 
the website. 

Information has also been collected in the Oshana, Erongo and Hardap regions, but 
this data is not yet posted on the website. There are plans to collect data from dockets 
in five additional regions. 

The information can be sorted into categories on the website, but there is as yet no 
analysis of the data. This resource may eventually provide a body of data which can be 
utilised for future research on rape in Namibia. 

Information from “Consultation Workshop Regarding Quality and Gaps 
in the national Database on Gender Based Violence”, 31 October 2006
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This chapter explains the legal 
changes made by the Criminal 

Procedure Amendment Act 24 
of 2003 which are intended 
to make it less traumatic for 
rape complainants (and other 
vulnerable witnesses) to testify 
in court. The new provisions 
should be particularly helpful in 
rape cases involving children.

141 
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1. INTROdUCTION
For many people, testifying in court may be a difficult or even terrifying experience. The 

surroundings are usually formal and unfamiliar, cross-examination can be unnecessarily 
aggressive and the witness may lack a thorough understanding of the courtroom procedure. 
The witness may also be afraid to testify in the presence of the accused in a criminal case, or 
in the presence of a hostile party in a civil case. These problems can be particularly acute for 
children, people with disabilities, and victims of sexual offences or domestic violence.

The following statement was made by a Namibian prosecutor in 1998:

The current criminal justice system in Namibia leads to a second victimisation of 
the sexually abused woman or child. It is a standing rule that a complainant giving 
evidence must do so in the presence of the accused, despite her age. The complainant 
stands alone in the witness box and can be intimidated by the accused’s presence, 
often a male parent or relative. The complainant becomes more anxious and forgets 
facts which make her testimony less reliable and valuable in the prosecution. The alien 
atmosphere of the court combined with other factors as mentioned above, have such an 
impact on the younger female witnesses that they are often reduced to silence which 
effectively wins the case for the defence. This is one of the most important reasons 
why cases of sexual abuse are not officially reported.1

Newspaper accounts of sexual offences demonstrate some of the difficulties experienced by 
child witnesses. For example, in 1998, a 10-year-old girl testified while sitting across from 
her accused rapist – a man who had helped to raise her for six years, from the time she was 
three years old. In full view of the man whom she had regarded as a father, she testified that 
he had threatened to kill her “with a knife and an axe” if she told what he had done.�

Another rape case involving a 10-year-old girl had to be dismissed after the girl froze when 
she saw the accused rapist in court and was unable to answer even introductory questions.� A 
similar situation occurred when a five-year-old child – allegedly raped when she was three – 
was unable to answer questions about the difference between right and wrong satisfactorily, 
while sitting only a few meters away from her alleged attacker.� In a case involving a hostel 
father accused of sodomising six young hearing-impaired boys, one of the youngsters (who 
was 1� years old at the time of the alleged offence) turned and bolted out of the court room on 
seeing his alleged attacker. He was eventually persuaded to return to the courtroom to give 
his testimony in sign language.�

Examples such as these highlighted the need for alternative arrangements for child witnesses 
and other vulnerable witnesses, to increase the chances of getting reliable testimony.

� Excerpt from a proposal for funding for training people working with rape victims, for publications and 
materials to be used in the prosecution of rapists, and for the establishment of networks for the exchange of 
information about violence against women and children with institutions outside Namibia; The Namibian, 
� April 199�.

� “Child rape victim faced death threats”, The Namibian, � April 1998. 
� “‘Change the system!’”, The Namibian, 1 June 1998.
4 “Toddler’s rape case thrown out”, The Namibian, 8 June 1998. 
�  “Hostel father accused of sodomising 6 young boys”, The Namibian, �9 May 1998.
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When the provisions on vulnerable witnesses were removed from the Combating of Rape 
Bill in �000, the Minister of Justice promised that this issue would be dealt with by a 

more comprehensive approach. This promise was kept, but only in �00�.

AN OVERVIEW OF THE NEW LAW ON 
VULNERABLE WITNESSES

At least one woman, or young girl, is raped every hour of every day in Namibia.
This stark statistic on sexual attacks countrywide was revealed by Attorney General 

Pendukeni Iivula-Ithana in the National Assembly yesterday afternoon.
Iivula-Ithana said that records from the Prosecutor General’s office showed that to 

date the country’s youngest rape victim had been a tender six months old, while the 
oldest had been an 8�-year-old woman.

There was scarcely a ripple of reaction in the House as sober-faced Members of 
Parliament absorbed the information.

Iivula-Ithana was driving home the importance of amending a �6-year-old act 
governing the country’s criminal procedures: the aim is to achieve a greater success 
rate in prosecuting perpetrators of violence against women and children.

“These vulnerable members of our society are often abused to the extent that they 
do not have the courage to report their suffering and are left scarred, humiliated and 
without any sense of self-respect and dignity,” she told the House.

She proposed that an amendment be introduced to the Criminal Procedure Act �1 
of 1977 to enable special arrangements for vulnerable witnesses to give evidence.

The Attorney General said existing criminal procedures were far from ideal when 
it came to dealing with abuses inflicted on vulnerable people.

“This badly needed legislation will strengthen the hand of our prosecutors and 
judiciary in achieving justice for both the victims of some of the most despicable crimes 
that plague our nation and society as a whole,” she said.

The principal object of the bill is to empower a trial court to use special measures 
that will lessen the trauma to vulnerable witnesses giving testimony.

This could mean relocating the trial to another location, rearranging furniture, 
granting permission for a support person to accompany the witness, and allowing 
testimony to be given by closed circuit television from another room connected to the 
court room.

It is envisaged that the new arrangements will work in tandem with recently initiated 
victim-friendly courts, the first of which was inaugurated at the Katutura District Court 
in Windhoek in September.

The State plans to build more such facilities in the Windhoek High Court and at five 
other regional courts across Namibia. 

2. CRIMINAL 
PROCEdURE 
AMENdMENT 
ACT 24 OF 2003 
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Under the proposed legislation, a person will be classified as a vulnerable witness 
if under the age of eighteen.

Other determining factors will be whether a sexual or indecent crime has been 
committed against the person, whether a family member is alleged to have committed 
the deed, and the mental or physical state of the victim.

The bill will also pave the way for the admission of testimony by young children 
and out-of-court statements by young people under the age of 1�.

Medical records of doctors who examine victims of sexual offences, but are unable 
to appear in court will also have to be made available to the courts.

Iivula-Ithana said in the past many sexual prosecutions had been “shipwrecked” 
because of the unavailability of practitioners to give evidence. 
Debate on the bill will resume tomorrow.

Lindsay dentlinger, “� Rape Every 60 Minutes” 
The Namibian, �� November �00�

The Criminal Procedure Amendment Act �� of �00� made amendments to the Criminal 
Procedure Act �1 of 1977 to provide special measures for vulnerable witnesses. This amending 
act was passed by both Houses of Parliament with very little debate and no amendments.6 It 
came into force on �0 December �00�.

Over a period of time Namibia has experienced a wave of shocking incidents of women 
and children being battered and abused physically, psychologically and emotionally. 
These vulnerable members of our society are often abused to the extent that they do 
not have the courage to report their suffering and are left scarred, humiliated and 
without any sense of self-respect and dignity.

Although most of these abuses remain unreported, the recorded figures in the Office 
of the Prosecutor General reveal that at least one act of rape is committed every hour of 
the day. The youngest victim recorded to date is a six-month old baby, while the oldest 
is an eighty-five year old senior citizen.

Law enforcement authorities have long realised that our present criminal procedure 
laws are far from ideal when it comes to dealing with abuses perpetrated against 
vulnerable persons. It is from this realisation that our prosecutors initiated a victim-
friendly courts project. This initiative, which has the dual purpose of creating victim-
friendly court environments and the strengthening of the capacity of police officers, 
social workers, prosecutors and judicial officers to deal with vulnerable victims of 
crime, has been embraced fully by my office.

Our efforts have thus far resulted in the launch of the first Victim-Friendly Sexual ~ 
Offences Court Room and ‘Waiting Room in Namibia at the Regional Court in Katutura 
on 1� September �00�. This was the first step towards achieving the laudable goals 
of the victim-friendly courts initiative. We intend to build similar facilities in the High 
Court and the other five Regional Courts throughout the country. Logically, the second 
step must be to update relevant legislation.

It is, therefore, with a sense of accomplishment that I introduce today to this House 
an Amendment Bill to the Criminal Procedure Act (Act �1 of 1977). This sense of 
accomplishment stems from the knowledge that the criminal justice system will be in 
a better position to address the needs and rights of vulnerable victims of crime and to 
making the court experience less of an ordeal to them.

The principal objective of the Bill is to empower a trial court to utilise special 
measures that will lessen the trauma to a vulnerable witness in giving testimony. This 
in turn will facilitate the successful prosecution of sexual offences and other crimes 
involving vulnerable witnesses.

Attorney General (Hon Iivula-Ithana),  
Second Reading Speech, National Assembly, �� November �00�

6 The Bill was introduced into the National Assembly on 11 November �00� and passed on �6 November �00� 
without amendments. It was tabled in the National Council on 1 December �00� and passed without amendments 
on 1� December �00�. 
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Who is a “vulnerable witness”?
The definition of “vulnerable witness” includes anyone under the age of 18, and any victim of 
a sexual offence, which includes rape, attempted rape, indecent assault and sexual offences 
under the Combating of Immoral Practices Act.7 

It was suggested in the National Assembly that the definition should be amended to 
automatically include very old complainants, but the Attorney-General responded that an 
older person is assumed to be able to give evidence in the normal fashion, but can be assisted 
under the provision as it stands if necessary.8

A member of the National Council suggested that similar protections should be applied in 
future to law enforcement personnel, who may be targeted for retribution because they testify 
against criminals. However, no amendment on this point was formally proposed in respect 
of the Bill at hand.9

Special arrangements
Special arrangements for vulnerable witnesses can be made at the request of any party to 
the case, at the request of the witness in question or on the court’s own motion. The factors 
to be considered in respect of any special arrangement are: 

the interest of the state in getting complete and accurate evidence
the interests and well-being of the witness concerned
the availability of the necessary equipment and venues
the interests of justice in general.10

The “special arrangements” in question can include any of the following steps: 

The trial can be held in an alternative venue, which will be less formal and less 
intimidating than a courtroom.11 For example, a small child might feel more comfortable 
testifying in an office than in a courtroom. 

If the courtroom is used, the furniture can be re-arranged or changed, or people can be 
directed to sit or stand in places different from what is usual.1� For example, a young child 
may be too short to see and be seen properly while sitting in the usual witness box. 

The witness may be allowed to testify behind a one-way screen or by means of closed-
circuit television.1� For example, the Katutura Regional Magistrates’ Court has already 
been equipped with a Victim Friendly Court Room that has these facilities. The accused 
must be able to see the witness, but the witness does not have to see the accused. For 
example, a victim of rape might feel less intimidated if she does not have to look at the 
accused. The accused’s legal representative, the prosecutor and the presiding officer 
must be able to see the witness. 

� Section 1�8A(�). The special measures also apply to a victim of any offence involving domestic violence, a 
witness who has some mental or physical disability if the disability creates special needs or may lead to 
undue stress, a witness who may be intimidated by the accused or any other person (such as a case involving 
family members, or members of a criminal gang), any person who may suffer undue stress while testifying 
and any person who needs special arrangements to give full and proper evidence.

� Statement by Deputy Minister of Home Affairs (Hon Kasingo) and response by Attorney-General (Hon Iivula-
Ithana), National Assembly, �� November �00�. 

 Hon Kasingo cited elderly rape victims as an example, but all victims of sexual assault are automatically 
deemed vulnerable witnesses under the amended provisions, regardless of age. 

� Hon Hakaye, National Council, � December �00�. 
�0 Section 1�8A(1) and (7). 
�� Section 1�8A(�)(a).
�� Section 1�8A(�)(b).
�� Section 1�8A(�)(d) and (6). 
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A support person can accompany witnesses while they are testifying. For example, 
a young child could speak to the court while sitting on the lap of a support person 
who is family member or a teacher (as long as that support person is not going to be 
giving further testimony in the same case). The support person can stand or sit near the 
witness and give physical comfort to the witness as necessary. The support person can 
also interrupt the proceedings to alert the presiding officer to the fact that the witness is 
becoming upset. The presiding officer can then take appropriate steps, such as calling a 
short recess. The support person may not help the witness answer questions or instruct 
the witness on what to say. The presiding officer can instruct the support person not 
to communicate with the witness during testimony, or to refrain from doing anything 
which might interfere with the evidence.1�

The presiding officer may authorise any other steps that he or she thinks “expedient and 
desirable” to facilitate the giving of evidence by a vulnerable witness.1� For example, 
the presiding officer might take some time to explain to a vulnerable witness how the 
procedure is going to work before the testimony begins. 

“A special witness box has already been installed in the first Victim-Friendly Sexual 
Offences Court Room. This special witness box will prevent vulnerable witnesses from 
seeing or hearing the accused while giving evidence, but will enable the presiding 
officers and others in the court to observe the witness. In addition, the adjacent child-
friendly waiting room will enable a child witness to testify via closed circuit television, 
in the presence of a parent, social worker or other caregiver. These absolutely essential 
measures are aimed at ensuring that women and child victims of sexual and physical 
abuse, in particular, are spared the ordeal of having to confront their assailants face-
to-face in the often intimidating and hostile atmosphere of a courtroom. The provisions 
of our Amendment Bill, allowing for “special arrangements”, will ensure that we can 
use our new facilities to their fullest extent.”

Attorney General (Hon Iivula-Ithana),  
Second Reading Speech, National Assembly, �� November �00�

“The Namibian Constitution entitles all criminal accused, even the most hardened 
criminal, to be assisted in court by a legal practitioner. Apart from conducting an accused 
person’s defence, legal practitioners often also fulfil the role of a support person to the 
accused. The irony is that the victim of such an accused is not entitled to have a support 
person assist him or her during court proceedings. Clause 1 of the Bill effectively rectifies 
this untenable situation.”

Attorney General (Hon Iivula-Ithana),  
Second Reading Speech, National Assembly, �� November �00�

Evidence of child witnesses
There are a number of other innovations aimed particularly at child witnesses, which can be 
particularly important in child rape cases. 

Any witness under age 1� is not required to give an oath or an affirmation before giving 
evidence. The presiding officer must simply warn the witness to tell the truth, the whole 
truth and nothing but the truth.16

Evidence will be received from any witness who appears to be able to give intelligible testi-
mony. Thus, there is no longer any reason for witnesses to be subjected to confusing questions 

�4 Section 1�8A(�)(c) and (�)-(�).
�� Section 1�8A(�)(e). 
�6 Section 16�(1), as amended. 
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about their ability to tell the difference between right and wrong, or between truth and lies. 
Anyone, including a child, who appears able to give intelligible testimony will be allowed 
to testify. The weight which should be given to the evidence will be determined by the 
presiding officer in light of the usual criteria for judging credibility.17

The evidence of a child shall not be regarded as being unreliable just because the witness is 
a child. The court must not treat the evidence of a child with special caution just because the 
witness is a child. The reliability of a child’s evidence and the weight which should be given 
to it must be assessed in the same way as the evidence of any other witness.18

Courts have in the past often required substantial corroboration of the testimony of children, 
particularly in sexual abuse cases where the child is a victim. However, recent international 
research indicates that the testimony of children is not particularly unreliable. For example, 
the Ontario Law Reform Commission made the following findings in 1991: 

Children, as a class of witnesses, do not have poorer memories than adults and they do 
not have greater difficulty distinguishing fact from fantasy in the context of witnessed 
events. Moreover, studies show that adult witnesses are susceptible to distortions as a 
result of suggestions and post-event influences in their description of particular events. 
Finally, modern research has demonstrated that there is no foundation to the statement 
that a relationship exists between age and honesty – the testimony of a child is as 
trustworthy as the evidence furnished by an adult witness.19

The Bill also includes in clause � measures designed to ensure that the testimony of 
young victims of crime is accepted in evidence and to protect them from being coerced 
or confused by unreasonably protracted and intimidating cross-examination. The Bill, 
therefore, ensures that courts will receive the testimony of young children as long as 
it is understandable and will not treat such testimony with caution simply because it 
is that of a child. 

Attorney General (Hon Iivula-Ithana)  
Second Reading Speech, National Assembly, �� November �00�

… the Afrikaans saying: “Uit die mond van die suigeling hoor jy die waarheid”. (From 
the mouth of the infant you will hear the truth.) This is true and I am happy that it has 
been incorporated in this Amendment Act. In serious matters a child would not lie 
unless threatened by an adult to do so. Children are innocent and are only spoilt by 
adults who show bad examples to them.

Vice-Chairperson (Hon Mensah-Williams)  
National Council, 4 December �00�

Furthermore, any witness under age 1� may be cross-examined only through the presiding 
officer or through an intermediary. An intermediary is a person who has the qualifications 
gazetted by the Minister of Justice for this purpose. (For example, the Minister might approve 
social workers or psychologists as intermediaries.) The intermediary must be available right 
away, to prevent postponements. The presiding officer or the intermediary may restate the questions, 
simplifying them or re-phrasing them if necessary. The essential meaning of the question must not 
be changed. The purpose of this provision is to make sure that lawyers do not try to intimidate or 
confuse a witness with a hostile tone of voice or complicated questions.�0

The use of age 1� for this provision seems odd since 1� is the operative age for other provisions. 
The age of 1� is also the age at which children are presumed to have the capacity to know 

�� Section 16�(�), as amended.
�� Section 16�(�), as amended.
�� Ontario Law Reform Commission, Report on Child Witnesses, 1991. 
�0 Section 166(�)-(�), as amended. 
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right from wrong for purposes of criminal liability, and the age of consent in the Combating of 
Rape Act. It is not clear why age 1� was chosen as the relevant age for the provision on inter-
mediaries.�1

The amendments also provide new possibilities for admitting information given by children 
under age 1� prior to the trial, such as statements to social workers or police officers, to avoid 
the necessity of asking the child to repeatedly recount the details of a traumatic experience. 
The previous statement can be used as evidence to prove a fact contained in the statement (a) 
if the child is unavailable; (b) if the statement “considered in the light of all the surrounding 
circumstances contains indications of reliability”; or (c) if the child is present to confirm 
that he or she made the previous statement. This applies to (a) a statement made on an 
audiotape or a videotape, if the person who took the statement is in court to give evidence 
about the procedure; (b) a written statement, if the person who took the statement is in court 
to give evidence about the procedure; or (c) oral evidence about the previous statement (if no 
audiotape, videotape or written statement is available).��

Other protections for vulnerable witnesses
The amendments also include several general provisions. These give the presiding officer 
strengthened powers to place strict limitations on the use of irrelevant cross-examination to 
badger or to intimidate any witness. If cross-examination is taking an unreasonably long time, 
the presiding officer can ask the cross-examiner to show the relevance of the line of questioning 
before he or she is allowed to proceed. (This discussion can take place in the absence of the 
witness if necessary.) The presiding officer can also set reasonable limits on the length of 
cross-examination, or place reasonable restrictions on certain lines of questioning.��

Clause � empowers presiding officers to curtail unreasonably protracted cross-examination 
and to restate, simplify or rephrase questions put to witnesses who are under a certain age. 
Most importantly, clause � allows for the admissibility of out-of-court statements made by 
young persons who are unable to give oral evidence.

Attorney General (Hon Iivula-Ithana),  
Second Reading Speech, National Assembly, �� November �00�

Medical reports
A provision expected to be especially helpful in rape cases provides that medical records 
prepared by a medical practitioner who treated a victim may be used in a criminal case as 
prima facie proof that the victim suffered the injuries recorded in the documents, even if the 
medical practitioner in question is not available to testify personally. The records are not 
admissible as evidence of any opinions stated unless the medical practitioner is available 
to testify. This provision is designed to take care of situations where doctors had left the 
country or were otherwise unavailable.�� Similar arrangements were already in place in the 
Criminal Procedure Act for documents prepared by other professionals.��

�� This issue was not discussed in Parliament. 
�� Section �16A.
�� Section 166(1), as amended. 
�4 Section �1�(7A), as amended. 
�� Prior to the amendments, section �1�(�) of the Criminal Procedure Act already allowed for prima facie proof 

of certain facts by affidavit from experts in “biology, chemistry, physics, astronomy, geography, anatomy, any 
branch of pathology or in toxicology or in the identification of finger-prints or palm-prints”. Section �1�(1�) 
provided that the court may in its discretion cause the person who made the affidavit to be subpoenaed to give 
oral evidence in the proceedings, or to submit written interrogatories which shall together with the replies be 
admissible into evidence. 
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This problem to be addressed by this amendment was reflected in the �000 Supreme Court 
case of S v Gaseb & Others �6 In this case, the relevant medical report was made by a Dr Than, 
who was unavailable because he had since returned to India after his spell of duty in Namibia. 
A local doctor, Dr Maas, was called to comment on the medical report of Dr Than. To avoid the 
expense of arranging for testimony from Dr Than, two of the three accuseds consented to the 
admission of Dr Than’s report for the limited purpose of factual proof of injuries, although not for 
the purpose of placing Dr Than’s comments relating to the injuries before the court. Comment 
and opinion was then sought from Dr Maas, who was before the court for cross-examination. 
The Supreme Court found that the third accused, who was unrepresented, also gave meaningful 
consent to this approach after the situation was “repeatedly and clearly” explained to him by 
the presiding officer. This case turned on the consent of the accused to the admissibility of the 
evidence, but the judgment explicitly pointed to the need for legislative reform on this point. 

“Many a prosecution has in the past been shipwrecked by the unavailability of medical 
practitioners who examined the victims of sexual offences to testify on their findings. 
To rectify this, provision is made in clause � for the admissibility of medical records in 
the absence of oral evidence by the medical practitioners who compiled them.”

Attorney General (Hon Iivula-Ithana),  
Second Reading Speech, National Assembly, �� November �00�

Criminal versus civil proceedings
The Legal Assistance Centre proposed to the Ministry of Justice that the provisions on vulnerable 
witnesses in criminal cases should be applied to civil proceedings involving vulnerable witnesses 
as well. A civil proceeding might cover much of the same ground as a criminal proceeding, such 
as a suit for damages arising from the rape or abuse of a young child. Thus, the Legal Assistance 
Centre suggested that the same considerations concerning the testimony of the vulnerable 
witness would apply in the civil context. However, this suggestion was not adopted. 

Assessment of the vulnerable witness provisions
The Legal Assistance Centre’s assessment of the Combating of Rape Act also included questions 
about the application of the new procedures for vulnerable witnesses, as these could be instru-
mental in helping to secure convictions of guilty parties. 

Feedback on the application of the provisions for vulnerable witnesses will be discussed in 
Chapter 1� below. 

This badly needed legislation will strengthen the hand of our prosecutors and Judiciary 
in achieving justice for both the victims of some of the most despicable crimes that 
plague our nation and for the society as a whole.

Attorney General (Hon Iivula-Ithana),  
Second Reading Speech, National Assembly, �� November �00�

Section �1� was been amended in South Africa (but not in Namibia) to add “human behavioural sciences” 
to the list of professions covered. 

�6 �000 NR 1�9 (SC). 
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two new laws passed in 2000 
completely changed the legal 

framework governing the crime of 
rape in Namibia – the Combating 
of Rape act 8 of 2000 and the 
accompanying Combating of 
immoral practices act amendment 
act 7 of 2000, which amended 
section 14 of the Combating 
of immoral practices act 21 of 
1980. this chapter examines the 
background to these two laws and 
the debates which took place in 
parliament while they were under 
consideration. 
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1. the 
baCkgRouNd 

   to the Law 
Beginning even prior to independence, numerous appeals for law 

reform on rape were made to government by a diverse spectrum 
of organisations. 

For example, the women’s group Women’s Solidarity repeatedly 
pushed for reform of the law on rape, with specific recommendations 
backed up by comparative research.�

A petition which included specific requests for the reform of the 
law on rape was signed by ten different NGOs and presented to the 
Minister of Justice as part of the commemoration of International 
Women’s Day in March �993. 

In �993, the Namibia Women’s Agricultural Association made a formal request to the Law Reform 
and Development Commission to consider the option of imposing a minimum penalty for convicted 
rapists. 

The Law Society of Namibia, which represents all practising attorneys, gave its support to 
comprehensive law reforms including sentencing guidelines, procedural amendments to 
protect the privacy and dignity of the rape victim, the removal of the marital rape exemption, 
and the establishment of a special rape court.

In May �994, another petition on law reform, signed 
by representatives from five government ministries 
and �0 NGOs, and again including specific demands 
for reform of the laws on rape, was presented to the 
Ministry of Justice.

In �995, in the wake of a brutal attempted rape of a 
woman journalist in Windhoek, the Namibia Media 
Women’s Association presented a petition to the Law 
Reform & Development Commission demanding stiffer 
sentences without the possibility of parole, the elimi
nation of bail for accused sexual offenders, the estab
lishment of special rape courts, and a system of com
pensation for victims. 

The Legal Assistance Centre (LAC) added its voice to these widespread calls for law reform. 

� These recommendations were initially published by the Namibian Institute for Social and Economic Research 
at the University of Namibia. A shortened version was published as D Hubbard, “A Critical Discussion of the 
Law on Rape in Namibia”, in Susan Bazilli, ed, Putting Women on the Agenda (Raven Press, �99�).

“We know of few 
other law reform 

issues which 
have received 
such a broad 

range of public 
support.” 

women’s solidarity 
“Open letter to the Law 

Reform and Development 
Commission”

 22 November �994

“Popular opinion holds 
that the sentences for 

crimes of this nature are 
hopelessly inefficient 

as a deterrent ... In 
contrast, the sentences 
for diamond smuggling 
and smuggling of rhino 

are much heavier.” 
Namibia media women’s association  

Petition to the Law Reform and 
Development Commission 

 27 January �995
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The calls for reform made by specific organisations were buttressed by a number of public 
demonstrations in different communities. Men also joined in the calls for law reform, represented 
most prominently by the Erongo Men’s AntiRape Group (which is now defunct). 

The following account describes a demonstration which was typical of those that took place in a 
variety of locations in Namibia.

In August �995, the Minister of Justice announced publicly that rape legislation was in the 
pipeline and that law reform on this issue would take place as a matter of urgency. 

In �996, the Women and Law Committee of the Law Reform and Development Commission 
launched a Project on Violence Against and Abuse of Women and Children, comprising four 
phases: 

research by legal and social science researchers
regional workshops coordinated by the Namibia National Women’s Organisation 
(NANAWO) in conjunction with NGOs, churches, traditional leaders and regional and 
local councils
a nationwide public hearing
a national conference held on �2�6 May �997 in central Windhoek and on 2223 May 
�997 in Katutura.2

The topic of rape was touched upon in the regional hearings and at the national conference 
held in �997. However, because the government had not yet put forward a concrete proposal 
for law reform on rape,3 there was little discussion on this topic except at a very general level 
– such as nonspecific calls for reform of the law on rape.4 

2 Law Reform and Development Commission (LRDC), Violence Against and Abuse of Women and Children Project: 
Verbatim Discussions made at the National Hearing, LRDC 8 (BF Bankie, A Odendaal, T Thacher, eds.), May �997 
at v. The research referred to was never formally published by the LRDC. It included the following papers: 

Heike Becker and Pamela Classen. “Violence Against Women and Children: Community Attitudes and 
Practices”, �996. 
Debie Le Beau, “The Nature, Extent and Causes of Domestic Violence against Women and Children 
in Namibia”, �996. 
Gender Research Project, Legal Assistance Centre, “Lessons for Namibia from South Africa’s 
Prevention of Family Violence Act”, December �996. 
Dianne Hubbard, “Redefining Rape and Indecent Assault”, January �997.









3 In her Welcome Address at the National Conference, Adv Bience Gawanas, Chairperson of the Law Reform 
and Development Commission stated: 

This initiative came about as a response to the widespread incidence of violence an abuse and petitions 
to the Ministry of Justice calling for among others for law reform and enhanced social service measures 
to be taken. As a matter of urgency, the law on rape has been dealt with as a separate project and is 
reaching its final draft. (LRDC 8 at v.)

4 The proceedings of the regional hearings were not published. However, an internal summary of these hearings 
prepared for the Law Reform and Development Commission by Mr BF Bankie, dated �5 August �997, indicated that 
there were general calls for law reform on rape, for stiffer sentences and for no bail for accused rapists. The summary 
included the following points on rape law reform, followed by a list of the specific places where the point was raised: 







Khorixas marches over rapes
The Khorixas community took to the streets 
for the second time this year yesterday, calling 
for no bail and stiffer sentences for rapists and 
murders. The protest followed an attack on two 
scholars at the Cornelius Goreseb Secondary 
School who were raped at knife-point over the 
weekend. Both girls were injured and had to be 

hospitalised. According to Julianna Bachman, 
vice president of Ma/Hao Women Association, 
who addressed the rally, up to 1 000 people 
marched through the town chanting ‘Stiff 
sentences for rapists and murders”…

The Namibian, 
9 June �995
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Government action on rape law reform did not really move forward until after a series of public 
demonstrations took place in response to the tragic rape of a young girl in Tsumeb in �997. These 
demonstrations were coordinated by the MultiMedia Campaign on Violence Against Women 
and Children, an umbrella organisation launched in August �996, which brought together a 
broad spectrum of groups with the aim of highlighting all forms of violence against women 
and children, including rape. The “Black Thursday” demonstrations took place every week 
for a month in central Windhoek. 
Demonstrators were encouraged 
to wear black as a sign of mour
ning for rape victims. Several pro
minent persons such as Parliamen
tarians attended the protests, which 
helped to attract publicity. Similar 
demonstrations took place in other 
parts of Namibia. 

In July �997, the Law Reform and 
Development Commission (LRDC) 
published a “Report on the Law 
Pertaining to Rape”. According 
to the Introduction contained in 
this report, its publication was 
speeded up at the request of the 
Minister of Justice as a result of 

dissatisfaction with the justice system; bail granted too small; police officers insensitive; prosecutors 
inexperienced and overworked; cases take too long to be brought to trial; need for separate waiting 
rooms for victims and perpetrators; victims to be able to testify behind closed doors; sensitivity 
training for police officers/prosecutors/magistrates, etc
female preference for traditional courts, where compensation granted 
more severe sentences
failure to report
increase in bail amounts
harsh sentences to deter rapists
rape case to be tried in camera
need for a new law. 

Some more specific input was received from organisations who gave inputs at the national hearing. See, eg, Law 
Reform and Development Commission (LRDC), Violence Against and Abuse of Women and Children Project: 
Formal Addresses made at the National Hearing, LRDC 7 (BF Bankie, A Odendaal, T Thacher, eds.), May �997: 

general calls for law reform on rape (Human Rights and Documentation Centre and Centre for Applied 
Social Studies at 9; Ministry of Agriculture at 24; NANAWO at 69)
call for revision of the definition of rape (UNICEF at 20; Women’s Solidarity at 83)
call to recognise rape within marriage as a crime (UNAM, Faculty of the Humanities and Social 
Sciences at 78; Women’s Solidarity at 83)
concerns about bail and bail procedures (National Youth Council at 60; Women’s Solidarity at 82)
concerns about evidentiary issues and court procedure, particularly in cases involving child victims 
(Sister Namibia at 4�; Legal Assistance Centre at 50; UNAM, Faculty of the Humanities and Social 
Sciences at 7879; Women’s Solidarity at 8283; Woman and Child Abuse Centre, Windhoek at �04; 
Ministry of Basic Education and Culture at ��5; Office of the ProsecutorGeneral at ��67; Social 
Diakonate Action for Young Women at �27)
need to deal with rape cases more speedily (Department of Women Affairs at �3; National Youth 
Council at 60; Women’s Solidarity at 83; Church Benevolence Board, Dutch Reformed Church at ��9;)
calls for stiffer sentences (Sister Namibia at 4�; National Youth Council at 60; NANAWO at 69; 
Women’s Solidarity at 82), including calls for heavier punishment of persons who rape knowing that 
they are HIV positive (National Youth Council at 60)
call for compensation for rape victims (NANAWO at 69)
concern for privacy of rape victims (Women’s Solidarity at 84)
call for wide public consultation on specific law reform proposals (Legal Assistance Centre at 66)
discussion of comparative law issues pertaining to law reform on rape (Legal Assistance Centre at 
2732). 







































black thursday
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the “increase in cases of the most abhorrent manifestations of rape, mainly on children, even 
infants. This resulted in a public outcry for urgent action backed up by demonstration and 
which culminated in a special debate in Parliament.”5 The LRDC report contained a draft Bill. 

The Ministry of Justice made some changes to the draft Bill recommended by the LRDC and 
circulated this revised version of the Bill to interested organisations for comment in August 
�997. The Ministry then further finetuned the draft in light of the input it received from the 
public and from the various government institutions that would be involved in implementing 
the law. 

The impact of the consultative process was illustrated by this statement by the Minister of 
Justice during the Second Reading of the Combating of Rape Bill: 

This Bill emanates from a report of the Law Reform and Development Commission 
[LRDC] on the law pertaining to rape. Before finalising its report the LRDC conducted 
public hearings throughout Namibia under its Violence Against and Abuse of Women 
and Children Project. The LRDC of course also studied the legislation of other 
countries. After that report had been submitted my Ministry still conducted extensive 
consultations with interested persons and organisations from the private sector as well 
as in the government. The Bill is indeed quite different from what had been initially 
recommended by the LRDC, but I would also like to emphasise that that does not apply 
to the major policy issues.

The Combating of Rape Bill [B.8–‘99] was tabled in the National Assembly on 3 June �999 by the 
Minister of Justice. It was accompanied by the Combating of Immoral Practices  Amendment 
Bill [B. 9‘99], which dealt with the offence of “statutory rape”, a lesser offence than rape where 
consensual sex takes place with persons below a certain age. 

The Combating of Rape Bill provoked a great deal of debate in the National Assembly. The most 
controversial issues proved to be marital rape, concerns about women laying false charges of 
rape, and the question of appropriate punishment for convicted rapists. 

“… the content of this Bill is inevitably controversial. My experience is that it will be 
unrealistic to expect consensus among any number of interested persons, whether they 
are leading women in our society, or lawyers, or Cabinet Ministers, or even Members 
of this Assembly. As a matter of fact, my experience with this Bill is, moreover, that 
there are even considerable differences of opinion on what is regarded as a policy issue 
and what is regarded as detail. The choice of certain words that may look to some as 
merely incidental has, indeed, been the result of hours of debates among lawyers. We 
should be alert of this fact and in a responsible way ensure that we do not end up doing 
nothing because we do not agree on everything.” 

minister of Justice (hon N tjiriange), 
National Assembly, 3 June �999

5 Law Reform and Development Commission (LRDC), Report on the Law Pertaining to Rape, LRDC 4, July �997 
at � (hereinafter “LRDC Report”). 

In actual fact, there was not a sudden increase in the number of reported rapes and attempted rapes, but 
rather a steady increase of some 30 to 60 cases each year, moving from 564 reported cases in �99� to a high of 
830 reported cases in �996, followed by a slight decrease to 778 cases in �997 and 7�4 cases in �998. Neither 
was there a sudden increase in the proportion of child victims; the police kept statistics during the first half 
of �99� which produced the highlypublicised finding that onethird of all reported rape cases involved girls 
under the age of �6. 

What actually happened is that one particular case caught the attention of the public and Parliament 
– the rape of the twoyearold child in Tsumeb, which inspired a series of public demonstrations. This was 
not the first time that there had been public demonstrations on the topic of rape in Namibia, but it was this 
series of events which moved rape forward on the political agenda. 
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After its Second Reading, the Bill was referred to the Parliamentary Standing Committee on 
Human Resources on �0 June �999 for enquiry and report back.6 

To prepare for the Parliamentary Committee hearings, the Legal Assistance Centre facilitated 
a workshop held on �5 July �999 under the auspices of the MultiMedia Campaign on Violence 
Against Women and Children. The workshop produced a single group submission for the 
Parliamentary Committee. This group submission was prepared by representatives of �3 
nongovernmental organisations, including groups from Windhoek, Rehoboth, Okahandja and 
Arandis and several umbrella organisations (NANGOF, CCN, the MultiMedia Campaign on 
Violence against Women and Children, and the Domestic Violence Action Group). Representatives 
of the Woman and Child Protection Units in Windhoek, Rundu and Oshakati were involved in 
the drafting of the submissions. The Department of Women Affairs also endorsed the group 
submissions, which were ultimately joined by a total of 20 organisations. 

The Parliamentary Committee invited background briefings from representatives of the Ministry 
of Justice and the Legal Assistance Centre on 23 August �999.7 This internal meeting was 
followed by a public hearing on the Bill at the Parliament Buildings in Windhoek on 24 August 
�999. 

At this public hearing, a representative of the Gender Research & Advocacy Project of the 
Legal Assistance Centre gave testimony on behalf of the organisations which had joined the 
submissions, many of which sent representatives to show their support. The points on HIV/
AIDS were further emphasised by a representative of LAC’s AIDS Law Unit. These statements 
were the only testimony presented to the Committee at the hearings. 

The Parliamentary Committee had expressed its willingness to conduct public hearings in 
other regions if any other organisations wished to make additional input on the Bill, but the only 
response to this invitation came from the Unit for Sexually Abused Children in Swakopmund 
which submitted written submissions to the Committee.

The relationship between the Parliamentary Committee and the broader Namibian community 
around the Bill proved to be an example of a successful consultative process, as the Committee 
itself attested (see the quote in the box below). The report of the Parliamentary Committee 
ultimately adopted most of the recommendations in the group submission.8

“The Committee regards consultation and dialogue as a very important part in the 
lawmaking process and strongly believes that these deliberations have enabled the 
Committee to come up with proposals that will ultimately result in the passing of a 
better Bill.” 

hon shoombe, tabling the Committee Report in the National Assembly,  9 February 2000

Most of the Committee recommendations were accepted by the Minister of Justice, who tabled 
several amendments to the Bill to meet the concerns of the Committee. The amended Bill 
was passed unanimously by the National Assembly on 22 February 2000. The accompanying 
Combating of Immoral Practices Act Amendment Bill was passed without any changes on 
the same date. 

� At that time, the Committee consisted of the following members: Hon. P. Shoombe (Chairperson); Hon. 
A. Bayer; Hon. J. Garoëb; Hon. J. Gaseb; Hon. Z. Kameeta; Hon. V. Kaura; Hon. K. Muharukua; Hon. M. 
Mungunda; Hon. K. Pretorius; Hon. D. Sioka and Hon. G. Siyongo. 

7 The Committee was briefed by Willem Potgieter, Willem Bekker and Hezekiah Awaseb from the Ministry of 
Justice and by Dianne Hubbard on behalf of the Legal Assistance Centre. 

� Report on the Combating of Rape Bill by the Parliamentary Standing Committee on Human Resources, 
February 2000 (hereinafter “Committee Report”). 
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The points of debate in the National Council followed similar lines as those in the National 
Assembly. The most widelypublicised moment in the National Council occurred when a 
SWAPO MP came to the session in a seethrough blouse to dramatise the point that women 
do not ask to be raped by the way that they dress (see box below).9

The National Council passed the Bill without amendments on 27 March 2000. It passed the 
Combating of Immoral Practices Act Amendment Bill without any changes on 6 April 2000. 

The final Combating of Rape Act 8 of 2000 was signed by the President on �9 April 2000 and 
came into force on �5 June 2000.�0 The Combating of Immoral Practices Act Amendment Act 7 of 
2000 was also signed on �9 April 2000 and came into force on �5 June 2000.�� The full Combating 
of Rape Act is appended to this report.

9 One MP in the National Council proposed (perhaps not seriously) an addition to the Bill to cover “circumstances 
whereas the perpetrator acknowledges that through the clothes put on by the complainant or any other 
person affected by his or her acts or rape may result in him or her acting unlawfully. His reasonable capacity 
is to be determined as to whether any other reasonable man would have committed that act or otherwise”. 
(Hon Masaka, National Council, �3 March 2000)

�0 Government Notice �40 of 2000, Government Gazette 2348. 
�� Government Notice �4� of 2000, Government Gazette 2348. 

Anti-rape bill goes through NA
The National Assembly yesterday achieved 
yet another landmark in its 10-year history 
by passing the long-awaited Combating of 
Rape Bill with several key amendments which 
experts dealing with violence against women 
and children hailed. 

Justice Minister Ngarituke Tjiriange tabled 
more than 15 amendments before the National 
Assembly unanimously agreed that the Bill 
was over-due and must be passed. It will now 
head to the National Council for review. 

“We are very happy with the amendments. 
Many of the amendments came from the organi-
sations dealing with violence against women 
and children. I must say that the Parliamentary 
Committee [on Human Resources] was very 
attentive to the inputs and did a good job,” said 
Dianne Hubbard from the Legal Assistance 
Centre yesterday…

Christof Maletsky, 
The Namibian, 

23 February 2000

Mensah ‘goes Bobbitt’ in the NC
SWAPO Councillor Margareth Mensah yesterday 
hit out at those men who say “the way women 
dress they ask to be raped”. 

She was so opposed to this, she told the 
National Council, that she had purposefully worn 
“something see-through on top” to the House.

“And I challenge anyone to say I am 
looking for it, [that I want] to be raped or to try 
me ...,” Mensah thundered.

If they did, the Council’s formidable Vice 
Chairperson warned, they would be emasculated.

Women were raped no matter what they 
wore – whether it was a mini-skirt or an old 

sack. “Nothing that a woman wears gives 
any man the right to rape her,” she added.

Mensah said every woman had the right 
to refuse the sexual advances of any man. 

“We are your wives, mothers, sisters and 
daughter. We love you, we even bear children 
for you. Sex is a beautiful right among our 
reproductive rights and let us all equally 
enjoy the beauty of it, and not the torture. 
Don’t violate our bodies,” Mensah appealed. 

Absalom Shibwedha, 
The Namibian, 

23 March 2000
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Namibia’s Combating of Rape Act 8 
of 2000 redefines the common law 

crime of rape, modifies certain rules of 
evidence applicable to sexual offences 
and provides minimum sentences for 
convicted rapists. A companion piece of 
legislation, the Combating of Immoral 
Practices Amendment Act 7 of 2000, re
defines the offence of “statutory rape”. 

The following list summarises the key 
aspects of the Combating of Rape Act: 

�. It re-defines rape to reflect the 
fact that men and boys can be 
raped. The new definition of rape 
is completely genderneutral. 

2. It broadens the definition of 
rape to include other serious sexual violations. The new definition covers a range 
of “sexual acts”, including sexual intercourse, anal intercourse and oral contact with 
the genitals. 

3. It removes the emphasis on the victim’s “absence of consent”, replacing it with an 
examination of the rapist’s use of force or coercion. A rape is committed whenever 
certain “coercive circumstances” are present, regardless of what the rape victim said 
or did. “Coercive circumstances” include the use of physical force or threats of force, 
situations where the complainant is being unlawfully detained, and situations where 
the complainant is unable to make a meaningful decision about a sexual act because 
of mental or physical disability, intoxication, the influence of drugs or sleep. Also 
included in the list are various forms of fraud which would deprive the complainant 
of free choice. The result of this emphasis on the actions of the accused is that rape 
victims should no longer feel that they are the ones who are being put on trial.

4. It gives greater protection against sexual abuse of children. Previously, the “age 
of consent” at common law was �2 for girls, and 7 for boys while the Combating of 
Immoral Practices Act gave additional protection to girls under the age of �6. Under the 
new law, rape is committed whenever a sexual act is committed with a boy or a girl 
under the age of �4, by someone who is more than three years older. The accompanying 
amendments to the Combating of Immoral Practices Act give additional protection to 
boys and girls under the age of �6, where there is sexual contact with someone more 
than three years older. 

5. It acknowledges the fact that rapes can occur within marriage. A marriage, or 
any other relationship, is no longer a defence to a charge of rape. 

2. oveRview of 
the CombatiNg 
of Rape aCt

“I would like to summarise that 
the Bill aims to basically do four 

things. The sexual act itself is 
defined much more clearly; rape 

is redefined with the emphasis 
on circumstances; minimum 

sentences are prescribed; and a 
number of criminal procedures and 
evidentiary issues are changed and 

refined or new such  
procedures introduced.” 

minister of Justice (hon N tjiriange)
speech introducing Combating of Rape Bill 

into the National Assembly  
3 June �999
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6. It provides stiff minimum sentences for rapists. Depending on the circumstances of 
the rape, the minimum sentence for a first offence is five, ten or fifteen years. A second 
offence is punishable by a minimum sentence of �0, 20 or 45 years. The court has the 
power to depart from the minimum sentences only where there are substantial and 
compelling circumstances which would justify more lenient treatment. The minimum 
sentences do not apply to young offenders under the age of �8. 

7. It provides stiffer bail conditions. It provides a procedure whereby the victim has 
an opportunity to inform the court of any threats from the accused before bail is 
considered. It also provides that no accused rapist who is released on bail is allowed 
to have any contact with the complainant. 

8. It protects rape victims from irrelevant questions about their sexual history. Evidence 
about the complainant’s sexual reputation is no longer admissible under any circumstances. 
Evidence about the complainant’s previous sexual conduct or experience with the accused 
or with any other person is now admissible only on certain limited grounds. For example, 
the accused is allowed to lead evidence that pregnancy, semen, disease or injury which is 
being attributed to the alleged rape actually had its source in another sexual encounter. 

9. It makes the knowing spread of HIV an aggravating factor in the sentencing of rapists. 
Where a rapist knew that he or she was infected with HIV at the time of the rape, this 
places the rapist in the stiffest sentencing category. 

�0.  It gives greater protection to the rape victim’s privacy and provides stiff penalties for 
revealing the identity of rape victims in the press. The protection against publication 
applies from the time the offence is committed. The law also provides for automatic 
closure of the court during a rape trial, unless the complainant requests otherwise. 

��.  It eliminates several archaic evidentiary rules based on the unsupported myth that 
false charges of rape are common. Statistics gathered in Namibia and elsewhere in 
the world show that the incidence of false charges of rape is about the same as for any 
other serious crime. So the rule requiring courts to treat the evidence of a complainant 
in a sexual offence case with special caution is abolished. In addition, courts are 
forbidden to draw any conclusions simply from the fact that a complainant did not tell 
anyone else about the rape, or delayed before laying the charge. 

�2.  It makes evidence of similar offences by the accused admissible during the trial. 
Previously, such evidence was not admissible except on the question of sentencing. 
The theory was that an accused should be judged only on the evidence in the case at 
hand, and not on past conduct. But now the prosecutor can ask the court to listen to 
evidence of previous rapes or similar offences by the accused. The court will consider 
evidence about previous offences only if this is relevant, and not unfair to the accused. 
Evidence of previous convictions cannot be used to try to show that the accused 
is a person of bad character, but only for other purposes, such as to show that the 
perpetrator has a tendency to force certain kinds of sexual acts on people. 

The sections below will look at some of the most significant aspects of the Bill in more detail, 
explaining the need for legal change and highlighting the debates which took place around 
some of the issues. 
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According to the previous common law definition, rape was “intentional unlawful sexual 
intercourse with a woman without her consent.”�2 

Under this definition only women could be raped – men and boys were excluded. Furthermore, 
“sexual intercourse” consisted of the insertion of a man’s penis into a woman’s vagina. This 
meant that if a man tried to rape a small girl but was physically unable to do so, he could not 
be convicted of rape because penetration, no matter how slight, was required. Also, similarly 
humiliating sexual acts such as anal penetration were not considered to be rape but could be 
prosecuted only as other less serious crimes, such as indecent assault, sodomy, bestiality or 
other “unnatural sexual offences”. 

Another problem was that the word “unlawful” excluded rape within marriage, because 
sexual intercourse by a married couple was considered lawful under all circumstances. 

A further damaging result of this definition was that it focused on whether the female victim 
had given consent. This put the rape survivor under pressure in court, where the lawyer 
for the accused would try to prove she had consented to sex and would often ask about 
her sexual history, her clothing, and other irrelevant details in an attempt to prove that the 
accused rapist had reasonable grounds for thinking that consent was present.

In terms of the Combating of Rape Act, rape is intentional commission of a “sexual act” under 
“coercive circumstances”: 

Any person (in this Act referred to as a perpetrator) who intentionally under coercive 
circumstances –

(a)  commits or continues to commit a sexual act with another person; or

(b)  causes another person to commit a sexual act with the perpetrator or with a third 
person, shall be guilty of the offence of rape.�3

The old commonlaw definition of rape remains in force, however, and could in theory be used 
to prosecute a rape which did not fit under the new definition.�4

�2 Jonathan Burchell and John Milton, Principles of Criminal Law, 2nd edition, �997, at 487.
�3 Combating of Rape Act, section 2(�). 
�4 According to L M du Plessis, The Interpretation of Statutes (Butterworths, Durban: �986), “…general 

provisions of a statute should be construed in such a way that they do not derogate from either the validity of 
existing statutes or prevailing common law, unless the said general provisions prove to serve as an exhaustive 
codification.” Case law agrees that the court cannot infer that a statute intends to alter the common law, 
unless it explicitly says that it is the intention of the legislature to alter common law, or that the inference from 
the ordinance is such that no other conclusion can be drawn. Casserly v Stubbs �9�6 TPD 3�0 3�2. 

The Law Reform and Development Commission proposed complete replacement of the common law definition 
of rape (in a clause which stated that “no person shall be charged with or be convicted of the common law crime 
of rape in respect of an act performed after the commencement of this act”), but prosecutors consulted felt that it 
would be safer to retain that definition to cover unusual instances of rape which might not be covered by the new 
“coercive circumstances”. The latter approach was taken in the Bill introduced into Parliament. The Bill simply 
stated that “Any reference in any other law to rape shall, subject to the provisions of this Act, be construed as 
including a reference to rape under the Act.” This approach was retained in the final law. Section �(2). 

3. the defiNitioN 
of Rape
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One interesting aspect of the new definition is the phrase “continues to commit a sexual act”. 
The report of the Law Reform and Development Commission explained a similar proposal as 
being intended “to cover the case where the perpetrator continues with a sexual act against 
the will of the complainant which was started with his or her consent”.�5

a. sexual act
The Combating of Rape Act widened the definition of a sexual act to include the following:�6

(a)  the insertion of the penis into the vagina of another person, to even the slightest 
degree. It is not necessary to prove that the penis actually entered the vagina. It is 
enough to prove that it was inserted into the external parts of the female genitals. 
This is important in cases where young girls are raped. The rapist should not get off 
more lightly just because the girl was physically too small for complete penetration. 
To assist with such cases, the terms “vagina” is defined as including “any part of the 
female genital organ”.�7

(b)  the insertion of the penis into the mouth or anus of another person. 

(c) the insertion of any other part of the body into the vagina or anus. For example, 
putting fingers or a hand or a tongue into someone’s vagina or anus would be a sexual 
act.

(d)  the insertion of any part of the body of an animal into the vagina or anus. For 
example, putting the penis or the tongue of a dog into someone else’s vagina or anus 
would be a sexual act. 

(e)  the insertion of any object into the vagina or anus 
(with an exception for the insertion of objects into the 
vagina or anus as part of normal medical procedures). 
For example, there are cases of people being raped 
with objects such as bottles or broomsticks. 

(f)  cunnilingus, which is oral stimulation of the female 
genitals. 

(g)  any other form of genital stimulation. This would 
include simulation of the genitals with the hand, or forcing 
the complainant to masturbate himself or herself.

The Combating of Rape Act thus widens the definition of rape 
so as to include a variety of sexual acts which have the same 
psychological effects as penetrative sexual intercourse.

�5  LRDC Report at 3.
��  Section �, definition of “sexual act”: 

sexual act” means –
(a)  the insertion (to even the slightest degree) of the penis of a person into the vagina or anus or mouth 

of another person; or
(b)  the insertion of any other part of the body of a person or of any part of the body of an animal or of 

any object into the vagina or anus of another person, except where such insertion of any part of the 
body (other than the penis) of a person or of any object into the vagina or anus of another person is, 
consistent with sound medical practices, carried out for proper medical purposes; or

(c)  cunnilingus or any other form of genital stimulation.
�7  Section �, definition of “vagina”. 

“We are pleased… 
to see that the 

Bill is not gender 
specific… and 

that other sexual 
violations of 

the body, such 
as forced anal 

intercourse, are 
also included.”

deputy minister of basic 
education and Culture (hon. 

C bothile)
National Assembly, 

9 June �999
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“Unlike the current legislation, this Bill is gender neutral and recognises that men and 
boys can also be raped. This definition has further been broadened to include other 
serious sexual violation to include oral and anal sex. This will give greater protection to 
our children, especially boys, who are often violated or forced to perform such acts.”

director general of women affairs (hon N Ndaitwah)  
National Assembly, 9 June �999

 “I will firstly start with the current legal definition of rape which is the intentional, 
unlawful sexual intercourse with a female without her consent. We can deduce from 
this definition that currently by law a man cannot be raped, and a female cannot 
commit rape. This definition therefore excluded many sexual assaults against men, in 
particular those in prisons and young boys. According to the definition in this Bill a 
man can be raped and a woman can rape.” 

hon kapere, National Council, �3 March 2000

When the draft Bill was first proposed, the Legal Assistance Centre and some other groups 
argued that the proposed new definition of sexual act was too broad. For example, the Legal 
Assistance Centre made the following statement on the draft Bill:

In addition to vaginal, anal and oral sex, a sexual act includes “any other form of genital 
stimulation”. The precise meaning of this phrase is not entirely clear. Furthermore, the 
stiff minimum penalties for rape also apply in the case of these other forms of “genital 
stimulation”. This has the effect of trivialising the more invasive sexual acts which 
are intuitively equated with “rape”. Except perhaps in cases involving children, non
penetrative sexual touching should be treated as indecent assault, or at least dealt 
with outside the context of the minimum sentences for rape.�8

However, after further discussion of the proposed definition of “sexual act” among NGOs in 
Namibia and in South Africa, the Legal Assistance Centre changed its stance on this issue. 
The group submission submitted to the Parliamentary Committee included the following 
comment: 

DEFINITION OF SEXUAL ACT: We have discussed the appropriateness of the phrase 
“any other form of genital stimulation” in the definition of “sexual act”. Some of us 
wondered if this phrase makes the definition so broad that it trivialises the notion of 
“rape”. But we were persuaded that it is necessary by reports of rape cases where 
complainants are forcibly masturbated by their rapists – an act which can be as 
damaging and humiliating as a penetrative form of rape. We were also influenced by 
horrifying reports of very young children being “fingered” by their caretakers. We 
support the definition of “sexual act” in section � as it stands.�9

 

�� Dianne Hubbard, Overview of the Combating of Rape Bill, �999; reproduced on the LAC website:  
www.lac.org.na. 

�9 Legal Assistance Centre, Combating of Rape Bill: Group Submission to the Parliamentary Standing Committee 
on Human Resources, August �999, joined by a total of 20 organisations [hereinafter “Group Submission”]. 
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Forced genital stimulation – masturbation – and orgasm are the two great unspoken 
secrets of rape, and although women forced to experience this have the highest rate 
of suicide of all rape survivors, the South African Law Commission ignores them in 
its discussion document on rape released this week. However, Namibia which enacts 
its new rape legislation soon, criminalises this terrible secret of rape and includes 
‘cunnilingus...oral stimulation of the female genitals’ and ‘any other form of genital 
stimulation’, which would include stimulation of the genitals with the hand, or forcing 
the rape victim to masturbate himself or herself. 

One trial of a serial rapist in SA ignored the gravest offence he committed: he not 
only raped and badly beat up the women he attacked, but masturbated them; not 
all achieved orgasm but those that did experienced profound psychological trauma, 
difficulty in maintaining relationships and an inability to tell anyone including their 
psychologists or lawyers what happened. A woman who was gang raped withdrew 
from her husband because she believed an orgasm during rape had betrayed him (she 
did not tell him either), he left her and she committed suicide. In children, forced genital 
stimulation leads to deep psychological trauma including multiple personality disorder 
as the child tries to conceal its shame and confusion. 

During rape, women are in such a state of terror that they have little or no control 
over bodily functions, some may laugh hysterically, others weep, some urinate or even 
defecate, some experience acute vaginal dryness while increased adrenalin in their 
body causes some to orgasm. Rape is not sex and orgasm during rape is not pleasure, 
it is the ultimate terror and shame. The woman’s body betrays her and appears to 
succumb to the rapist, even as her mind may remain aloof and strong. 

Charlene smith, ‘New SA Rape Law’, 
SpeakOut, www.speakout.org.za/legal/laws/laws_newsa.html

b. Coercive circumstances
The new definition moves away from the legal requirement of proving absence of consent 
to a new focus on the presence of coercion. The report of the Law Reform and Development 
Commission summarised the importance of this change:

The existing law is problematic because it puts the complainant “on trial”, in effect, 
by requiring the prosecution to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the complainant 
did not consent to the sexual act. As a result, the sexual behaviour or reputation of the 
complainant can become the focus of the trial rather than the conduct of the accused. 
Even where serious violence is involved, a reasonable doubt may be raised as to whether 
the complainant has given consent. The intention of the bill is to put the crime of rape 
on the same foot as other crimes, where the prosecution must prove the conduct of the 
accused beyond a reasonable doubt. This will help to ensure that a judgement is based 
on objective circumstances put before the court rather than the court’s appraisal of the 
subjective intention of the complainant.20

Coercive circumstances are defined in the Act as including, without being limited to, the 
following: 

(a) the application of physical force to the complainant or to a person other than the 
complainant;

(b) threats (whether verbally or through conduct) of the application of physical 
force to the complainant or to a person other than the complainant;

20  LRDC Report at 3. 
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(c) threats (whether verbally or through conduct) to cause harm (other than bodily 
harm) to the complainant or to a person other than the complainant under circumstances 
where it is not reasonable for the complainant to disregard the threats;

(d) circumstances where the complainant is under the age of fourteen years and 
the perpetrator is more than three years older than the complainant;

(e) circumstances where the complainant is unlawfully detained;

(f) circumstances where the complainant is affected by –

(i) physical disability or helplessness, mental incapacity or other inability 
(whether permanent or temporary); or

(ii) intoxicating liquor or any drug or other substance which mentally 
incapacitates the complainant; or

(iii) sleep, 

to such an extent that the complainant is rendered incapable of understanding the 
nature of the sexual act or is deprived of the opportunity to communicate unwillingness 
to submit to or commit the sexual act; 

(g) circumstances where the complainant submits to or commits the sexual act by reason 
of having been induced (whether verbally or through conduct) by the perpetrator, 
or by some other person to the knowledge of the perpetrator, to believe that the 
perpetrator or the person with whom the sexual act is being committed, is some 
other person;

(h) circumstances where as a result of the fraudulent misrepresentation of some 
fact by, or any fraudulent conduct on the part of, the perpetrator, or by or on the 
part of some other person to the knowledge of the perpetrator, the complainant is 
unaware that a sexual act is being committed with him or her;

(i) circumstances where the presence of more than one person is used to intimidate 
the complainant. 2�

This part of the Act was amended in several respects as the Bill went forward.

threats of harm other than bodily harm
Subclause (c) as it appeared in the Bill tabled in Parliament was wider than the clause in the 
final law: 

(c)  threats (whether verbally or through conduct) to cause harm other than bodily harm 
to, or to use extortion against, or public humiliation or disgrace or mental harassment 
of, the complainant or a person other than the complainant. 

The group submission made to the Parliamentary Committee argued that this wording was too 
broad: 

For example, suppose that a boyfriend pressures his girlfriend to sleep with him by 
threatening to tell everyone that she is a prostitute if she refuses. As the clause stands, 
she could submit and charge him with rape on the grounds that he threatened “public 
humiliation”. Similarly, suppose that a girlfriend pressures her boyfriend to sleep with 
her and threatens to tell everyone that he is a rapist if he refuses. He could agree, and 
then charge the girlfriend with rape. In both cases, a more appropriate response would 
be to refuse the demand and then bring a criminal case of crimen injuria or a civil case 
of defamation if the threat is carried out. We feel that social pressures, while they may 
be unfair and unpleasant, should not be used as excuses for crying “rape”. 

2� Section 2(2)(a)–(i) (emphasis added). 
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Even with threats of property damage, the force of the threat depends on the 
circumstances. Suppose that there is a threat of future property damage at a party in 
front of lots of other people. There would be time to summon the police or to get other 
help. A threat of immediate property damage in a lonely rural area where there was no 
one to turn to for assistance would be a different matter altogether. 

We propose the following more limited alternative, which was the version of the 
clause originally proposed by the Minister of Justice to Cabinet: 

(c)  threats (whether verbally or through conduct) to cause harm other than bodily 
harm (either to the complainant or to another person) under circumstances 
where it is not reasonable for the complainant to resist the threats.22

This proposal was accepted by the Committee, and the suggested amendment was incorporated 
into the final Act.23

age of consent
Subclause (d) as it appeared in the Bill tabled in Parliament applied to children under the age of 
�3. Additional protection would be provided by the Combating of Immoral Practices Amendment 
Bill to children under the age of �6. 

The group submission to the Parliamentary Committee, which was prepared after extensive 
debate among different NGO representatives, proposed �8 as the relevant age of consent for 
the purposes of rape: 

We strongly urge that the “age of consent” be raised to �8 – the age at which children 
are deemed mature enough to vote or drive. We are aware that there are children under 
the age of �8 who are sexually active, but this does not mean that the law should view 
them as being mature enough to make decisions about sex – especially where there is 
a significant age gap between the parties. We are also aware that any provision based 
on age alone could be misused by controlling parents who disapprove of a child’s 
relationship with an older boyfriend or girlfriend. But we do not believe that these 
practical issues should obscure the need to provide protection against the exploitation 
of children who are too young to make serious life decisions. 

A �3yearold is still on the threshold of adolescence and is not capable of making 
an intelligent decision about sexual relations with an older person. The new law should 
take a strong stand to reduce the incidence of HIV transmission among young people 
through unequal sexual relations. We are also concerned about the phenomenon of 
“sugar daddies”. 

We note that the proposed amendments to the Combating of Immoral Practices 
Act would give protection to boys and girls under the age of �6 who engage in sexual 
relations with person at least three years older, through the lesser offence which is 
sometimes called “statutory rape”. But in our opinion, this is insufficient. 

As it stands, the Combating of Rape Bill exempts rapists under the age of �8 from the 
minimum sentences. It says that complainants under the age of �8 are not old enough to 
give consent to the publication of information about the rape trial. Yet it takes the view 
that only children under the age of �3 need strong protection against sexual exploitation. 
We find these inconsistencies unacceptable. All references to age �3 in the bill should 
be raised to �8. 

In a related issue, we urge that the question of a minimum age for customary marriage 
be examined. Children under the age of �8 need state consent as well as parental consent 
to enter into a civil marriage, but there is no corresponding age limit for customary 
marriage. We believe that this should be remedied. 

22  Group Submission, paragraph 3.�. 
23  Committee Report, Proposal �, paragraphs �820. 
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We would also like to emphasise the need for more sex education through schools 
and other institutions, to equip children with the knowledge to deal maturely with their 
sexuality and to ensure that they are fully informed about family planning techniques 
and sexually transmitted diseases.24

According to the Report of the Parliamentary Committee, “since there are various schools of 
thought on this particular issue”, it “turned out to be the most thoughtprovoking and contentious 
one that the Committee had to consider”.25 The Committee analysed the issue as follows:

From the outset the Committee felt very strongly that other practical considerations 
should not obscure the need to provide protection against the exploitation of children 
who are too young to make serious life decisions. 

It soon, however, became clear that there was great confusion with regard to this 
provision in the Bill. It was consequently necessary to first look at the law as it is at 
present. At present the law is basically that if you have sexual intercourse with a girl 
under �2 years of age (even if the girl consents to or initiates the sexual encounter), it is 
still rape. This dates back to the Roman Law, where �2 years was regarded as the “age 
of puberty” for a girl. Under the Combating of Immoral Practices Act, �980 (Act 2� of 
�980), it is a crime to have sex with a girl between �2 and �6 years of age, regardless of 
consent. It is, however, a lesser crime than rape for which the penalty is imprisonment 
for a maximum of �0 years. The Court can thus impose any imprisonment, from just 
warning the perpetrator, to sending the perpetrator to prison for �0 years. With the 
proposed Bill the position would basically be the same, except that the age �2 will 
change to �3. To summarise then; if you have sex with a girl under �3 it is rape; and if 
you have sex with a girl between �3 and �6 it is the lesser crime under the Combating 
of Immoral Practices Act, �980 (Act 2� of �980).

The Committee thoroughly considered the recommendation that the age “thirteen”, 
as it appears in the Bill, be raised to “eighteen”, as was suggested in the aforesaid group 
submission. However, the practical implications of such an amendment, would be that if 
you have sex with a girl under the age of �8, whatever her age, it would be rape, even if 
it had been consensual sex. On the other hand, the Committee is very much aware of the 
fact that there is a lot of sexual activity among teenagers. It is therefore the considered 
opinion of the Committee that creating a law that it is rape if they have sex, is not going 
to change that, as it would simply not accord with the situation on the ground. The 
Committee consequently did not see its way clear to support the recommendation that 
the age “thirteen”, as it appears in the Bill, be raised to “eighteen”.

The Committee is, however, of the opinion that age is more a question of policy, than 
law. The Committee thus also took cognisance of the fact that the age �4 is already 
in use as the age at which children can be presumed to know the difference between 
right and wrong and also to understand the reasonable consequences of their actions 
(with respect to mature decisionmaking about sexual intercourse as well). Similarly, a 
child below the age of �4 cannot be convicted of a crime, without a special effort on the 
part of the State. It therefore seems that the age �4 would be a perfectly acceptable age 
for protection by the Combating of Rape Bill. The Committee is also satisfied that there 
appears to be sufficient legal base to cover this proposal, so it cannot be fairly said that 
the choice of age �4, as the dividing line for protection in the Bill, is “arbitrary”.

The Committee would like to emphasise the basic consideration for its proposal 
that the age “thirteen”, as it appears in the Bill, be raised to “fourteen”. Fourteen is 
the age at which children are deemed mature enough to know the difference between 
right and wrong and also to understand the reasonable consequences of their actions. 
Hence, on attaining the age of �4 a child’s criminal capacity is regarded in law as being 
the same as that of an adult, but his youth may mitigate the sentence or warrant the 
imposition of a punishment of a more reformative kind than would be imposed on a 
adult.26

24 Group Submission, paragraph 3.2. 
25 Committee Report, Proposal 2, paragraph 22. 
2� Committee Report, Proposal 2, paragraphs 2326. 
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The Committee’s compromise recommendation of age �4 was accepted by Parliament. On this 
point, the Minister of Justice commented: “I am satisfied that the Committee’s proposal reflects 
the wishes of the people whom we are representing here and I, therefore, accept it…”.27

This coercive circumstance applies only where the perpetrator is at least three year older than 
the victim. The intent was to avoid criminalising sexual activity between children of roughly 
the same age, as it would impossible in such cases to determine who, if anyone, was taking 
advantage of whom. 

If the age of the victim is the only coercive circumstance involved, then the age gap of three years 
applies. If any other form of coercion is involved, than the ages of the victim and the perpetrator 
are irrelevant. 

The Combating of Rape Bill was supplemented on this point by a simultaneous amendment 
to the Combating of Immoral Practices Act. This Act originally made it a crime for anyone to 
have sexual intercourse or to engage in any other sexual activity with a girl under the age of 
�6. Consent was not relevant. If the girl was under �6 and sexual activity took place, the crime 
informally known as “statutory rape” was committed. As originally enacted, this statute did 
not give any protection to young boys. The maximum penalty for the crime was imprisonment 
for up to six years or a fine of up to N$3 000. 

The amendment to the Combating of Immoral Practices Act gives additional protection to boys 
and girls under the age of �6, where there is sexual contact with someone more than three 
years older. This is a lesser offence than rape, with no minimum sentences attached. However, 
it covers any “indecent or immoral act”, as well as the “sexual acts” defined in the rape law. 
The maximum penalty under this companion piece of legislation is now N$40 000 or �0 years 
in prison or both.28

 “The Rape Bill will have the effect that consensual sex with a child younger than 
[�3] years will be rape – period. This Bill creates a lesser offence that is committed by 
performing an indecent or sexual act with a child between �3 and �6 years. This also 
relates to consensual sex – ie that the younger person is a willing partner. 

…Under the old provision a boy of �4 years would have been guilty of the offence 
if he had sexual intercourse with a girl of �5 years. Sexual acts by young children 
are obviously undesirable, but this is clearly not a matter for the criminal law. For 
this reason the provision makes sexual intercourse an offence only if there is an age 
difference of 3 years or more between the parties.” 

minister of Justice (hon N tjiriange), National Assembly, 3 June �999

Why have two different crimes? This was not discussed in Parliament, However, there are 
several possible motivations for providing both the crime of rape and a lesser offence based 
on age. 

Firstly, the law on rape contains stiff minimum sentences intended to ensure that rape is 
treated with the seriousness it deserves. In cases where the only coercive circumstance was 
an age difference, these stiff minimum penalties may not be appropriate in cases involving 
more mature adolescents. 

27 National Assembly, �0 February 2000. 
2� This amendment is explained in more detail at page �35ff below. Section � of the Act was amended to state 

that “sexual act” means a sexual act as defined in section �(�) of the Combating of Rape Act, 2000.” Indecent 
or immoral act” is not defined in the statute. 
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Secondly, the overlap between the two offences gives prosecutors and courts discretion to 
turn to the lesser offence in cases where this is warranted by the circumstances – such as 
cases where the parties fell within the required age groups but were not actually so far apart 
in maturity.

Thirdly, the twotier approach reflects the fact that children between the ages of �4 and �6 
are still vulnerable to exploitation, but perhaps not so easily taken advantage of as children 
under the age of �4. It is an unavoidable fact that there are children below the age of �6 who 
voluntarily engage in sexual intercourse. The idea is that sexual activity freely agreed to by 
children who have a reasonable level of understanding should be dealt with more leniently 
than taking advantage of younger children who are in no position to understand the full 
implications of sexual activity. 

When the two laws are considered in tandem, this places the new overall age of consent in 
Namibia at �6, which puts Namibia squarely in line with many other countries in the world.29

“Finally, when the provision is considered in conjunction with the common law and 
rules of statutory interpretation, it is clear that a person who makes a reasonable and 
honest mistake about the age of a young person will not be guilty of the offence.” 

minister of Justice (hon N tjiriange), National Assembly, 3 June �999

when do Namibian children become sexually active?

The ages set by Parliament in the new legislative regime should be seen against the 
backdrop of information about children’s sexual activity at the time of the law reforms. 

The �992 Demographic and Health Survey, a nationwide survey of females in about 
5000 households, indicated that the median age at first intercourse for women was �8.9 
years. Only 7% of women between the ages of 20 and 49 at the time of the interview 
said that they had been sexually active by age �5. The findings were similar for younger 
girls who are arguably growing up in more sexuallypermissive times – only 7,7% of 
girls who were between the ages of �5 and �9 at the time of the interview were sexually 
active by age �5. 

A �995 Baseline Survey by the Namibian Network of AIDS Service Organisations 
(NANASO), which involved a national sample of 5�0 persons between the ages of �8 
and 25, found that the median age at which sexual activity first occurred was �5�6 
years. There were significant numbers of boys who first engaged in sexual intercourse 
while under the age of �4 – about ��% of urban males, 20% of males in rural and peri
urban areas and 25% of males in the Caprivi/TransCaprivi Highway area. However 
there were very few girls in any location who engaged in sex before reaching the age 
of �4, and roughly half of the girls surveyed in periurban and rural areas did not begin 
to be sexually active until at least age �7.

A particularly disturbing finding of this study was that many girls reported that they 
had been forced to engage in sex – up to almost 20% of the female respondents in 
urban areas, ��% of the female respondents in periurban areas and �0% of the female 
respondents in rural areas. Furthermore, the vast majority of the respondents who 

29 For example, at the time of the Namibian law reforms, the age of consent (at least for heterosexual activity) 
was �6 in most states in the USA, Britain, South Africa, Zimbabwe, Swaziland and several provinces of 
Australia. Legal Assistance Centre, “The Age of Consent”, August �997. 
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said that they had been forced to have sex stated that their first sexual experience 
was a forced one. Girls reported that both physical and mental pressure were used to 
force them to engage in sex against their own will, with physical pressure being more 
common overall. Boys also reported a significant incidence of forced sex, although this 
was not as common as among girls – about 8% of the male respondents in periurban 
areas, 5,5% in rural areas and 4% in urban areas. Where boys reported that they had 
at some time been forced into a sexual encounter, less than half of these said that their 
first sexual encounter was a forced one – in contrast to the experience of the female 
respondents. Both boys and girls who reported forced sexual encounters were most 
often forced by someone who was older than they were at the time. Unfortunately, no 
details about the exact age of these older sexual partners were was collected. 

A �996 Youth Health Development Survey conducted under the auspices of UNICEF 
studied youth in school hostels in two locations: Omusati and Caprivi. The study found 
that 37% of �2�8 yearolds in these two regions had already had sexual intercourse, and 
that 20% had already had more than one partner. Looking only at young people aged �5 
and older in the two regions, 50% had already had sexual intercourse. The age of first 
sexual activity was strikingly different for boys and girls: with girls tending to become 
sexually active only from age �5, while significant numbers of boys were already sexually 
active by age �2. However, these youths may not be typical of all Namibian youths. For 
one thing, the two regions which were chosen for the survey were selected because of 
their particularly high rate of HIV infection. Furthermore, the sexual behaviour of young 
people living in school hostels may be affected by the lack of parental supervision. The 
most shocking aspect of this sample is that �2% of �5yearolds stated that they had 
been raped, along with 24% of girls in the other age groups. The data captured for boys 
is ambiguous, but indicates that 5% of boys under the age of �2 had been involved in 
forcible sexual intercourse in some respect, as well as �3�6% of boys in the age groups 
�3�5. Whether the boys are the victims or the perpetrators, these percentages clearly 
point to the need for action on the problem of forced sex… 

…It is difficult to draw statistical conclusions from the studies, each of which covered 
different groups of young people. Some allowance must also be made for the possibility 
that those who were asked questions about their sexual behaviour may not always 
have answered truthfully. 

Broadly speaking, certain trends and conclusions can be extrapolated from the data:

Boys typically engage in sexual intercourse for the first time at age �5�6, although 
large numbers of boys are sexually active at ages �4 and under. 
Girls tend to begin sexual activity somewhat later, typically not before age �7 or 
older. A fair number of girls do engage in sexual activity at ages �5 and �6, but very 
few are sexually active at younger ages. 
Below the age of about �7, boys are more likely to be sexually experienced than 
their female counterparts. 
Forced sex is a serious problem for disturbing numbers of both boys and girls.

Legal assistance Centre, “The Age of Consent”, August �997
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Complainant affected by intoxicating liquor
One Parliamentarian in the National Assembly expressed concern about the inclusion of this 
coercive circumstance, but no amendments were put forward. 

“If somebody is under the influence of liquor, such person would not be able to give 
consent to sex. That is what the Bill says. Now I am a bit worried, because this clause 
in effect means that whenever one sexual partner is under the influence of liquor, rape 
occurs. That is how I understand this clause, and I find it a bit dangerous. Somebody 
can have sex and the next morning claim that he or she was raped, saying that I was 
under the influence of liquor and this person had sex with me, thus I lay a charge of 
rape against this person. These kinds of things might not be helpful.” 

hon e biwa, National Assembly, 3 June �999

It should be noted that the mere fact that the complainant was under the influence of liquor is not 
sufficient to support a charge of rape. The complainant must have been under the influence of 
intoxicating liquor or some other substance to such an extent that the complainant is rendered 
incapable of understanding the nature of the sexual act or is deprived of the opportunity to 
communicate unwillingness to submit to or commit the sexual act. Thus, the standard for 
satisfying the coercive circumstance is higher than the remarks of the Parliamentarian quoted 
in the box above would indicate. 

failure to disclose hiv status to sexual partner
The Bill introduced to Parliament included the following in the list of “coercive circumstances”: 

circumstances where the perpetrator, knowing that he or she is infected with the human 
immunodeficiency virus does not, before committing the sexual act, disclose to the 
complainant that he or she is so infected. 

The Minister of Justice gave the following motivation for this clause: 

[The provision in question] is a very bold step of law reform. It requires that anybody who 
is HIV positive and knows it, must be open on his or her condition with whomsoever he 
or she would like to have sexual intercourse. We have recently again been informed of the 
seriousness of the AIDS problem in our country and we have heard various suggestions 
of a very unique nature to combat it. Somebody who is HIV positive, and knows it, and 
has sexual intercourse with a partner who is not aware of his or her condition is indeed 
putting the life of that partner in jeopardy and the law should make that punishable.30

The group submission to the Parliamentary Committee motivated the removal of this provision 
from the Bill: 

We agree that this should be – and already is – criminally punishable, by means of 
offences such as attempted murder. But it should not be part of the definition of rape. 
As the bill stands, a sexual act where there was no disclosure of HIV status would be 
“rape” even if a condom was used. It would also be “rape” even if the “sexual act” took 
the form of genital stimulation by hand, which cannot transmit HIV. 

The essence of rape is that the sexual encounter is a forced one. Failure to disclose 
HIV status does not necessarily imply force. The theory behind this clause may be 
that failure to disclose HIV status is a kind of fraud which undermines free choice 

30 National Assembly, 3 June �999.
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about whether to agree to a sexual encounter. That may be true, but failure to disclose 
infection with other sexually transmitted diseases, or even marital status, might have 
the same effect. 

In brief, the failure to disclose HIV status to a sexual partner should be criminally 
punishable, but it does not belong in the rape statute. We recommend that this clause 
be deleted from the bill.3�

The Committee agreed with this point,32 and the Minister of Justice commented that he 
accepted the proposal that failure to disclose HIV status should not be brought under rape, 
but should be dealt with elsewhere.”33 The provision in question was removed from the Bill 
by the National Assembly. 

“Another provision which we, the women of Namibia, feel should be changed is the 
provision which makes it rape if a person engages in a sexual act without telling his/
her partner that he/she is infected with HIV… that should be added to the judgement, 
because we believe that this should be regarded as a criminal act and should not be 
defined as rape. Such a case should rather be dealt with as attempted murder or just 
murder.”

director-general of women’s affairs (hon Ndaitwah) 
 National Assembly, 9 June �999

gang rape
The group submission motivated the addition of a new “coercive circumstance” to cover 
certain forms of gang rape: 

We believe that another clause should be added to the list of “coercive circumstances” 
to cover situations where the presence of a group of people is used to intimidate the 
intended victim, even without any specific threats of force. The problem of gang rape 
is unfortunately a serious one in Namibia, and the law should leave no loophole for this 
horrible act. We propose the following addition to section 2(2): 

(*)  circumstances where the presence of more than one person is used to intimidate 
the complainant.34 

The proposed provision was considered particularly necessary to cover a situation known in 
Namibia as “tournaments”.35 This is the practice where a girl (usually a student) has sexual 
intercourse with more than one male student, often including the girl’s “boyfriend”. The 
practice is complex, and there seems to be some confusion, even in the minds of the victims, 
as to whether it is gang sex or gang rape. The coercion seems to combine intimidation with 
peer pressure rather than involving overt physical force in most cases. This is why the NGOs 
who made submissions to the Parliamentary Committee felt that a special provision which 
could be used to address this practice should be added to the law. 

The Committee agreed with the group submission on this point,36 and the addition was made 
to the Bill by the National Assembly. 

3� Group Submission, paragraph 3.3. 
32 Committee Report, Proposal 2, paragraphs 2932. 
33 National Assembly, �0 February 2000. 
34 Group Submission, paragraph 3.4. 
35 See Chapter 2 at page 50. 
3� Committee Report, Proposal 3, paragraphs 28, 3334. 
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marital rape
The Bill contained a provision which made it possible for rape occurring within marriage to 
be prosecuted. 

No marriage or other relationship shall constitute a defence to a charge of rape.37

According to the Law Reform and Development Commission, the purpose of this clause was 
to abolish the common law rule which makes it impossible for a husband to be convicted of 
raping his wife: 

In the present law, even the most brutal rape of a man on the woman to which [sic] he 
is legally married, even if they are living apart, will be lawful. This is however not the 
case if such a man and a woman only live together. This anomaly must be removed 
from our law.38

The Minister of Justice motivated the provision as follows: 

I know that people’ s first reaction to this proposal is often shock. There are people 
who think that wives must simply accept what their husbands want in the field of sex. 
I have no sympathy for people with such a view. Women don’t lose their rights when 
they get married. I however have some understanding for people who initially may not 
be in favour of this provision because they fear that such a provision can be misused. 
We are now coming in line with what other countries have done and the experience is 
that such fears for misuse are indeed unnecessary. My best argument in this regard 
is that a very large percentage of Namibians are in any event living together just as 
if they are married although they have not gone through a process recognised by the 
State. They were never protected by the previous rule against marital rape; yet we 
haven’t found them running to the Police to lay false complaints every day.39

This provision proved to be one of the more controversial aspects of the Bill. Some of the 
concerns raised by MPs in the National Assembly and in the National Council are reproduced 
in the box on the following page. 

37 Section 2(3). 
3� LRDC Report at 4.
39 Hon N Tjiriange, Second Reading Speech, National Assembly, 3 June �999. 

Male MPs object to ‘wife rape’ clause
Several male Members of Parliament have 
voiced concern at the forthcoming anti-rape 
law which, they argue, would make it easy for 
men to be accused of rape.

Parliamentarians such as Mines and 
Energy Minister Jesaya Nyamu, DTA deputy 
president Phillemon Moongo and Higher 
Education Minister Nahas Angula yesterday 
called for caution in the application of the 
clause that says husbands can be found guilty 
of raping their wives…

Angula said a woman might “out of the 
blue” shout “attempted rape” when her husband 
comes home drunk demanding “certain things 
where the person (wife) is not in the mood”. 

He stated that in such cases it is one 
person’s evidence against the other, and when 

the “woman is crying too much” there is an 
inclination to believe her.

Tjiriange said in his motivation that 
such fears are unnecessary according to 
international experience.

“I know that people’s first reaction to 
this proposal is often shock,” said Tjiriange. 
“There are people who think that wives must 
simply accept what their husbands want in 
the field of sex. I have no sympathy for people 
with such a view.”

The Justice Minister warned fellow MPs 
not to end up “doing nothing” about rape, 
adding they can never agree on everything…

Tangeni Amupadhi, 
The Namibian, 

4 June �999
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CommeNts oN maRitaL Rape fRom 
paRLiameNtaRY debate

“Where rape takes place in a marriage, there the complainant is a partner in marriage 
with the accused, where the complainant is a partner in an ongoing courtship with the 
accused, where the complainant was a willing partner in sexual foreplay, that cannot 
be the same degree of rape as when an animal in human form rapes a woman unknown 
to him. There should be this difference in degrees of rape. Rape is still rape, but there 
is a very big difference.”

deputy minister of higher education, vocational training, 
science and technology (hon J wentworth), 

National Assembly, 3 June �999

“Now we have this question of a husband raping his wife. I am not thinking about 
extreme cases which might happen, but I am talking about normal relations and 
perhaps the husband is a bit drunk or something and starts to demand certain things 
from somebody who is not interested at that particular time and a quarrel might start 
there, and out of the blue the husband is accused of attempted rape. The only evidence 
there is from somebody who talks louder, or who is able to shed the most tears, to 
demonstrate to the public that it is aggrieved, because there were the only two people 
at the place. I do not know whose evidence they are going to take now. I am quite sure 
what is going to carry the day is the crying, who sheds the most tears… 

To me it is not a moral right to force somebody to do something. That is my personal 
stand. However, my only question is about evidence, that this thing happens behind 
closed doors and the context in which it happens is a closed situation…. “

minister of higher education, vocational training, 
science and technology (hon N angula)

 National Assembly, 3 June �999

“May I ask a question? It is in connection with the raping of a wife by her husband. Is 
it possible to term that exercise as rape, because by nature the man feels that he has 
the right to have sexual intercourse with her. Can it be termed, whether she wants it 
or not, as rape?” 

deputy prime minister (hon h witbooi)
National Assembly, 3 June �999

“With regard to the socalled raping of wives by their husbands right in their bedrooms, 
I have a serious problem with that. I have several questions, one of which is, when the 
wife dashes out of the bedroom and rushes to report to the police, is it at the point 
when separation and eventual divorce of the couple commences? Or would such a wife 
be expected to return back home with the hope to continue a happy marriage after the 
husband’s release from police cells as a result of the rape conviction?...

I do not support that Namibian married couples should resort to reporting their 
bedroom affairs or relationships to the police, unless in cases where they are separated 
and not sharing the same bed in their common room. 

I believe that whenever there is a problem of married couples, such couples should 
seek the counselling of friends and relatives rather than reporting their affairs to the 
police, etc. The married couples may only lay charges against one another when abuse 
become intolerable and the police is fully convinced and can prove that the abuse is of 
first degree. 

I, therefore, request the Hon. Minister to reapply his mind to paragraph 2, section 
(3) [the provision on rape within marriage] with a view to redefine it, because if allowed 
to remain as it is now, many men would be locked up in cells and as a result marriage 
would break up and, consequently, the children would suffer… “

minister without portfolio (hon h pohamba)
National Assembly, � June �999
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“Hon, Deputy Speaker, Hon. Members, allow me to remark finally on the provisions 
made in this Bill regarding the relationship between a wife and a husband. While it 
is true that female members of the society need to be protected against crimes of this 
nature, it is also true that actions that can easily be construed as rape are inherent and 
embedded in such unions from time to time. As such, concepts such as ‘marital rape 
and abuse’ are widely talked about. On this I feel that there is a great need for husbands 
and wives to encourage relationships in which healthy flow of discussion of issues of 
major concern are taking place. Thus I say because we are no longer living in the past 
where we had a relatively disease free environment. I am also not saying that it was 
not morally wrong for such actions to have been committed, but what I am saying is 
that it is very important for husbands not to act on assumptions that wives should just 
accept and read their feelings and, therefore, respond even if their psychological and 
social self are violated and hurt in the process.” 

deputy minister of fisheries and marine Resources (hon !Nariseb) 
National Assembly, � June �999

“Mr Deputy Speaker, my other comments are with regard to the rape in marriage. I 
personally fail to understand how this happens in marriage. I am not saying that this 
kind of rape does not take place, even here in Namibia, but – and this is the big but 
– here I would like to ask the Hon Minister the following: 

(a) How many such cases were brought to our courts since Independence?
(b) If any, in which ethnic groupings does it appear the most?
(c) Can the Hon Minister give even one example of this kind of rape?
(d) If only one case per annum was reported, does this warrant any space in this 

Bill?
 I would therefore request the Hon Minister that we should put in this Bill circumstances 
under which both married men and women should qualify for having been raped. But as it 
stands now it is not clear and some Hon Members or others outside might misuse it... “

hon gende, National Assembly, � June �999

“Let us not make a law and dilute it while it is very, very important to combat this evil. 
If we bring in a matter like the one of marriage, this is the one which might become 
the issue of the day while the real issue, that of rape, will be diluted. When a wife or 
husband starts having problems in the marriage, they will start accusing each other 
and then the lawyers will have to deal with things which were not supposed to be in 
this Bill.” 

hon ilonga, National Assembly, � June �999

“We are pleased… to see… that wives are protected…” 

deputy minister of basic education and Culture (hon C bothile)
 National Assembly, � June �999

 “On the marriage rape, as alleged, there is no rape in marriage. That cannot be true, 
there is no rape in marriage. The two agreed to come together and they know what will 
take place through thick and thin. When you are on honeymoon you will never talk of 
rape, but when marriage turns sour, that is when one could talk about rape.” 

deputy minister of Youth and sport (hon h hishongwa), � June �999

“Cde Speaker, I realise that many of my honourable male colleagues have problems with 
including marital rape. When we passed the Married Persons Equality Bill there were 
similar fears expressed by many men and some women that women will abuse the law. 
This has not happened as the law simply removed the acceptance that a woman was 
her husband’s property, and this has brought harmony and good partnership within 
marriage…

Cde Speaker, in a recent study of abused spouses in Lüderitz, Karasburg and 
Keetmanshoop, Dr Hettie RoseJunius, a respected scholar of Namibia, found that 25 
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per cent of the women who were interviewed had been raped by their husbands. So 
we should not think what is addressed in the Bill is a fabrication. It is a reality that is 
happening within our community. These towns where the study was made are not in 
foreign countries, they are here in Namibia. This was mostly when the man was drunk 
and after he had already beaten his partner or abused her psychologically.

In referring to rape within marriage, women in Namibia are faced with a problem 
when men force sex on them during separations. In that case when two couples are 
living in separate houses due to problems that they may want to sort out according 
to the current law, a man is at liberty to enter the other house and force sex on that 
woman and she will have no right to lay a charge of rape, as they have not been officially 
divorced. Hon. Members, I realise that there are mixed feelings about a man having 
sex with his wife against her will. Some people feel that forced sex within a marriage 
is wrong, but wondered if it should be called rape. I think we all should accept that it 
is wrong. Why should you force it? And as the Chief was saying that women can also 
rape, do you as men want to have forced sex? This is simply what this Bill is addressing. 
Having [forced] sexual intercourse with a woman – even in marriage – shows a lack of 
respect and damages her dignity as a human being. 

There is not adequate research data on the psychological impact of marital rape 
in Namibia. Studies in other countries have found that marital rape causes as much or 
more emotional distress in the victim as any other form of rape. As one of the victims 
said, “When you are raped by a stranger you have to live with a frightened memory. 
When you are raped by your husband, you have to live with your rapist.” This one lives 
with you in the house, the other one is a memory. So this Bill simply says it should not 
be accepted to have forced sex, so that we live in harmony with our families.” 

director-general of women affairs (hon N Ndaitwah)
National Assembly, 9 June �999

“Clause 2, subclause 3 reads: “No marriage or other relationship shall constitute a defence 
to a charge of rape under this Act.” It is my sincere hope that the passing of this Bill will 
break the circle of silence among partners to come forward and report rape cases.” 

hon kaiyamo, National Council, 7 March 2000

 “There are some people who do believe that there is no rape in marriage and through 
this way they commit all forms of violence against women and children. They seem 
determined to go ahead with this violent action against women. I do not understand 
why some men do not understand the word ‘NO’ or ’STOP IT’ from women… even in 
marriage.” 

hon ya kasita, National Council, 9 March 2000

“… as husbands we should be careful now – make sure there is a clear yes. Otherwise 
a charge might be laid against you for rape.”

hon kapere, National Council, �3 March 2000 

“The reason I am happy about the introduction of this Bill is that it brings in the notion 
of married men who also rape their women, and that makes it an offence.” 

hon mensah, National Council, 22 March 2000

The group submission to the Parliamentary Committee expressed strong support for the 
proposed provision on marital rape:

MARITAL RAPE EXEMPTION: We would like to communicate our strongest support for 
the provision which states that no marriage or other relationship shall constitute a defence 
to a charge of rape. The discussion of this provision in Parliament has misunderstood its 
aims. It is clearly not designed to apply to the normal compromises which take place in 
any marriage, where one partner is more eager for sexual relations that the other on a 
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particular occasion. This would not constitute rape under any circumstances. The idea 
is that if force or coercion is used in a way that would constitute rape outside marriage, 
then it must also be treated as rape inside marriage. We also believe that fears of false 
reports are greatly exaggerated, keeping in mind that we live in a society where police 
estimate that only one out of every 20 rapes are reported. We believe that the provision 
on marital rape must remain in the bill at all costs.40

The Committee did not comment on this provision in its report, thus implicitly supporting its 
retention in the Bill. The Bill was not amended on this point, and the provision in question 
forms part of the final law. 

Namibia has been praised internationally for outlawing marital rape:

Namibia has taken the important step of abolishing marriage or family relationship as 
a defence to charges of rape. This is important because it means that a man cannot just 
marry a girl he has raped and think he is somehow protected from prosecution.

Violence Against Children in the Eastern and Southern Africa Region, preparatory report for the UN 
Secretary-General’s Report on Violence against Children, forthcoming 200�, 

http://www.violencestudy.org/a4�9

The Combating of Rape Act prescribes minimum sentences which are to be applied to 
convicted rapists. There are different categories of minimum sentences, depending on the 

seriousness of the crime and on whether the rapist is a first offender or a repeat offender. 

the concept of minimum sentences
It has been held in other jurisdictions that the imposition of minimum sentences by the 
legislature does not constitute an encroachment on judicial independence, but is a legitimate 
exercise of legislative power consistent with the principle of separation of powers between the 
different branches of government.4� Minimum sentences have also withstood challenges that 
they constitute cruel and unusual punishment by virtue of their mandatory nature, provided 
that they do not violate the principle of proportionality to the offence.42

However, the Legal Assistance Centre argued that while there was probably no Constitutional 
barrier to providing minimum sentences for rape, it would be advisable to preserve a degree 
of judicial discretion. The LAC put forward the following arguments in favour of retaining 
some degree of judicial discretion: 

(�)  It is difficult to establish a minimum sentence which is appropriate for all offenders, 
given the many different mitigating factors which may be present in individual cases… 

40 Group Submission, paragraph 4.
4� See, for example, Mistretta v US 488 US 36� (�989). 
42 See Dianne Hubbard, “Should a minimum sentence for rape be imposed in Namibia?”, Acta Juridica �994 at 

228ff. 
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(2)  The establishment of a minimum sentence might lead to an increase in plea bargaining 
or an increased exercise of prosecutorial discretion whereby some offenders (particularly 
youthful ones) are charged with a lesser offence such as indecent assault to avoid 
the minimum sentence… 

(3)  A severe minimum sentence might increase the likelihood that victims and their 
families will be pressured to resolve rape cases through traditional leaders rather 
than by laying charges with the police…

(4)  The deterrent effect of increased sentences has been questioned in the case of 
rape. Rape is not necessarily the outcome of a rational decisionmaking process. 
Furthermore, perceptions of the prospect of punishment are influenced not only 
by the average sentences for rape, but also by assumptions about the probability 
that the victim will not report the crime or that the state will not be able to obtain 
a conviction. An increase in the penalty for rape will not in itself be effective in 
reducing the incidence of rape… 

(5)  Severe overcrowding of prisons has been a problematic outcome of the movement 
towards fixed sentences in the United States…43

In its submissions to the Commission of Inquiry into Legislation for the More Effective 
Combating of Crime in Namibia (the “O’Linn Commission”) in �996, the Legal Assistance Centre 
recommended sentencing guidelines for rape, as opposed to rigid minimum sentences: 

In the case of rape (and other sexual offences), we support the imposition of statutory 
sentencing guidelines which nevertheless retain a significant degree of judicial 
discretion. We propose a guideline recommending a minimum sentence of seven years 
for rape, in the absence of any mitigating factors. 

This approach would compel a court which imposed a sentence which was less 
than the suggested minimum to give reasons justifying its decision. Since the state 
enjoys a right to appeal against sentences in Namibia, this approach would encourage 
courts to motivate their sentencing decisions carefully…

A guideline setting forth a suggested minimum sentence would, of course, also 
leave the courts free to impose sentences of up to life imprisonment in cases where 
aggravating factors were present, leaving the courts with a wide discretion to tailor the 
sentence to the offender.

One concern is that a suggested minimum sentence might ironically result in 
sentences which are too lenient in many or most cases. We certainly support sentences 
which are heavier than seven years in cases where violence or the threat of violence 
is used and in gang rapes. We support the imposition of extremely heavy sentences 
– such as 20 years and upwards – in cases where there are previous convictions of 
rape. A minimum sentence may have the unintended consequences of dragging such 
sentences down. 

One approach to this problem is to suggest a range of sentences for various situations, 
along the lines of the sentencing guidelines laid down by the Court of Appeal in R v 
Billam [�986] � All ER 985 (CA). However, we would rather recommend that Namibia first 
try an approach which constitutes the least form of interference with judicial discretion. 
The impact of a suggested minimum sentence could be assessed after the first year 
of operation, and the question of whether further guidelines were needed could be 
addressed at that stage…44

The Law Society of Namibia opposed the imposition of a mandatory sentence for rape on three 
grounds: (�) it would restrict the discretion of the judiciary and to that extent be contrary 
to the spirit of the Constitution; (2) no scientific evaluation has been made of the situation 
in order to assess the effect of a minimum sentence or what the minimum should be; (3) 
it would be difficult to establish a minimum sentence which would be appropriate to the 

43 Id at 25052. 
44 From submissions from the Legal Assistance Centre to the Commission of Inquiry into Legislation for the 

More Effective Combating of Crime in Namibia (known as the “O’Linn Commission”), �996. 
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differing circumstances of each case. However, the Law Society suggested that consideration 
be given to sentencing guidelines along the lines of those laid down in the English system 
for the offence of rape.45

The minimum sentences which were ultimately proposed in the Bill responded to such 
concerns by preserving judicial discretion to depart from the prescribed minimums in certain 
circumstances, and also by providing an exception for young offenders.46

 
Categories of minimum sentences
For a first offence, the minimum sentence under the Combating of Rape Act is 5, �0, or �5 years, 
depending on the circumstances of the rape. For a second or subsequent conviction of rape 
(under either the old or the new law), the minimum sentence is �0, 20 or 45 years, depending on 
the circumstances of the rape.47 The maximum sentence for any rape is life imprisonment. 

The minimum sentence is �5 years for a first offence and 45 years for a subsequent offence 
in the following situations: 

the complainant suffered “grievous bodily or mental harm” from the rape48

the complainant is under the age of �3 or “exceptionally vulnerable” because of age 
(which could apply to an elderly person or a young person) 
the complainant is a child under �8 and the perpetrator is that child’s parent, guardian, 
caretaker or otherwise in a position or authority over the child (such as a teacher or an 
employer) 
the perpetrator knew that he or she was HIV positive at the time of the rape, or that he or 
she had another serious sexually transmitted disease (such as syphilis or hepatitis) 
there were two or more persons acting together (such as in a gang rape)
the rapist used a firearm or any other weapon. 

The minimum sentence is �0 years for a first offence and 20 years for a subsequent offence if none 
of the circumstances described above are present, but the rape was committed by means of: 

physical force
threats of physical force or 
unlawfully detaining the complainant. 

In all other circumstances, the minimum sentence is 5 years for a first offence and �0 years for 
a subsequent offence.49

45 See Dianne Hubbard, “Should a minimum sentence for rape be imposed in Namibia?”, Acta Juridica �994 at 
255. 

4� This is explained more fully below in the section on “Exceptions to the minimum sentences”. 
47 Section 3. 
4� It should be noted that the original Bill put forward by the Law Reform and Development Commission made one 

of the grounds for the most severe minimum sentence “grave bodily harm or great mental anguish” suffered by 
the complainant. The Legal Assistance Centre put forward the following suggestion to the LRDC: 

We are concerned that this measure is overbroad. Is there any rape which does not cause “great 
mental anguish” for the complainant? Where one of the other sentencing categories is imposed, 
the complainant should not be made to feel that this implies that she or he has not suffered great 
mental harm. Even adding the qualifier “permanent” will not really suffice, as anyone who is raped 
probably suffers permanent mental consequences. We would therefore suggest that the test be the 
infliction of “extraordinary mental anguish”, understanding this to imply (for example) a situation 
where a person required longterm psychiatric treatment as a result of the rape, or was unable to 
resume normal work or family life as a consequence of the mental anguish occasioned by the rape. 
(Legal Assistance Centre, Comments on Draft Combating of Rape Act, August �997)

The wording used in the later version of the bill – “grievous bodily or mental harm” – does not clearly 
respond to this concern. However, “grievous harm” is a legal term which perhaps has more definite 
content, through case law on “assault with intent to cause grievous bodily harm”, for example.

 

49 The LRDC Bill proposed �5 years as a minimum sentence for first offences and life imprisonment for 
subsequent offences in three categories of rape: 
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While introducing the Bill to Parliament, the Minister of Justice emphasised that –

these are minimum sentences; there are no maximum sentences for rape and we 
therefore only draw the bottom line. The courts may still impose more severe sentences 
and I have no doubt that they will indeed do it under certain circumstances. My 
impression is that the courts are nowadays indeed imposing more severe penalties for 
rape.50

On the question of sentencing, the debate during the Second Reading in the National Assembly 
suggested a range of harsher punishments – including flogging, branding, castration, hard 
labour and the death penalty. (See box.) 

parliamentary views on punishment for rape

“A person convicted of first degree rape should be known to society, that person should 
be branded. I am serious. That person should be branded in such a way that everybody 
knows that this man – and I am referring to males raping females – is an animal in 
human form who has committed this vile and vicious crime against a woman, and that 
person should suffer for the rest of his life in the same way that the victim is going to 
suffer for the rest of her life… 

So, we must not rule out castration. If the public comes to the select committee and 
they say there where there is absolute proof that this man is a rapist who cannot be 
rehabilitated, this person must be dealt with in such a manner that he can never, ever 
do it again.” 

deputy minister of higher education, vocational training, 
science and technology (hon J wentworth), 

National Assembly, 3 June �999

“If I had the wisdom of Solomon, I could sensitise this Hon Assembly to conceive the 
trauma of a two year old child being raped by a full grown man, and turn your hearts to 
lay down the ultimate penalty for this dastardly deed – death! Now therefore that our 
hands are tied by the Constitution which we wrote ourselves, we look on helplessly as 
small children are being molested and raped left, right and centre. The rapists know it, 
and we know it, the minute they are arrested they claim their rights. The victim suffers 
on while the criminal enjoys himself in prison where in most cases, even hard labour 
has become taboo nowadays… 

The founding father and mothers of our Constitution were too much in a hurry when 
they wrote this Constitution. The death sentence should not have been scrapped so 
quickly. Many countries in Africa and the world at large still retain the death sentence 
for the simple reason that real hard cases should often be removed permanently, but 
permanently, from society…

We need a law that should at least reintroduce flogging/caning – corporal punishment. 
A criminal must be caned on his back. I know that we will never condone the death 
sentence, but one thing we can condone is that a criminal can be whipped. He must feel 
pain! Pain will make a man stop grabbing little babies and doing what he likes with 
them. A person who rapes a woman must go through terrible pain after the pleasure of 
raping, if there is any pleasure at all in the deed. The penalties embodied in this Bill, 
therefore, do not go far enough. We might as well ring the bells and call on the rapists to 
have a field day for the rest of their satanic lives…

where the complainant suffers “grave bodily harm or great mental anguish”
where more than one person participated in the rape
where the perpetrator used a “deadly weapon” .

The LRDC Bill proposed �0 years as a minimum sentence for first offences and 20 years for subsequent 
offences for rapes involving the use of physical force, threats of physical force or threats of harm other than 
bodily harm. It proposed minimum sentences of five years for a first offence and �0 years for subsequent 
offences for all other rapes. See LRDC Bill, clause 3, in LRDC Report. 







50 Hon N Tjiriange, Second Reading Speech, National Assembly, 3 June �999. 
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A new element should be brought into the penalty clause: corporal punishment. Where 
the victim – the law talks of a complainant and that is too shallow – under the age of 
sixteen, the accused must be flogged – if necessary publicly. Where the victim is a baby of 
two years, three years old, such as we have heard in many cases now in our courts … the 
accused must at least be castrated by an authorised medical practitioner. 

… The law must be heavy handed especially in the case of statutory rape, raping of 
a child, or the people will go it alone with pain in their hearts.

…[T]he criminal would be given a lesson he would never forget so easily, he would 
be severely beaten, so that even ten years afterwards he can look at the scars on his 
buttocks and say, ‘that was the day when I have done a thing of this nature’. ” 

hon matjila, National Assembly, � June �999

“Let the enactment of this Bill serve as a warning to anyone lacking inhibition and 
restraint, that we hope that the years they will spend in prison will give them enough 
time to ponder on their sins and to come to their senses. Such transgressors should 
actually be put in solitary confinement.” 

deputy minister of Lands, Resettlement and Rehabilitation (hon s wohler),
National Assembly, � June �999

“Women have the right to abort a boy child if this system continues. We have that right 
to abort you men if you continue to rape women and our children… 

…I would like to say that all cases should be equal, a minimum of 25 years to life 
as the maximum…” 

hon sioka, National Assembly, � June �999

“… [M]ore attention should be given to programmes directed towards male 
perpetrators in developing methods to prevent these men from relapsing into criminal 
behaviour. We should consider men’s crisis centres which could provide treatment for 
men with violent tendencies…’

deputy minister of prisons and Correctional services (hon m huebschle)
National Assembly, � June �999

“… I strongly feel that the provisions regarding the trial and punishment of rape, as 
spelled out in the Bill, are fair, given the trauma afflicted to victims. I think that the 
severe sentences need to be served on the perpetrators so as to provide the deterrence 
needed to contain this horrible crime against our members of society… “

deputy minister of fisheries and marine Resources (hon !Naruseb)
National Assembly, � June �999

“…[R]apists should, in my view, by totally isolated and confined, when found guilty, to 
labour production centres so that they could be able to work for the community which 
they have wronged. These people are mentally sick, thus they are dangerous to live 
in our midst, so they must be totally isolated and banished to those isolated places 
with a full programme of helping them to rehabilitate and once more become good and 
productive citizens.” 

deputy minister of Youth and sport (hon h hishongwa)
National; Assembly, � June �999

“The law must make provision for either of the following: Either to monitor this released 
rapists after his release for the rest of his life just to ensure that he does not resume his 
profession of raping, or if this is going to be too expensive for the State, the alternative 
would be to castrate the rapist and to leave him to roam the streets freely. Then we do 
not need to monitor him… “

deputy minister of basic education and Culture (Hon C Bothile)
National Assembly, 9 June �999
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“What would you say about the branding of rapists so that women can know this is a 
rapist, that he be branded here on his forehead, and can we not, instead of castration, do 
dissecting of the “balls” in little strips? But especially the branding so that rapists can 
be recognised wherever he goes for the rest of his life? If he leaves the country, wherever 
he goes he has his R for Rapist or A for animal or whatever and he cannot come near my 
daughter or near your child, we will know him. Please express yourself on this.” 

deputy minister of higher education, vocational training, 
science and technology (hon J wentworth), National; Assembly, 9 June �999

“I think if our lawyers could get around our Constitution, I would not mind that a 
persistent rapist be branded. I have no problem with that, but we need the guidance of 
our lawyers so that we continue to uphold our Constitution.” 

director general of women’s affairs (hon N Ndaitwah),
National Assembly, 9 June �999

“… I think we must amend the Bill to include castration of these idiots to tell you the 
truth… “

hon kerina, National Council, 7 March 2000

“These socalled men who indulge in such immoral practices are not worth being referred 
to as men. They are monsters. They are mad wild mules. They must not be given any 
space in the Namibian society. Even the prison is not a final destination for them. They 
must be completely isolated and a civil war declared against such illbehaving elements, 
especially by every sober minded man in Namibia.” 

hon hakaye, National Council, � March 2000

“It is a policy issue within the UDF that drastic sentences should be imposed on women 
and child rapists as this is the very thing that leads to the decay of the social fabric.” 

hon murorua, National Council, 9 March 2000

“My suggestion, as with other previous speakers, is to see a criminal who commits a 
crime of rape punished. Whether or not that person is found in very good health, he should 
be castrated and be punished with heavy work throughout his life. Secondly, if a person 
rapes a woman or a child and is found infected with HIV/AIDS, they should also get the 
punishment of life imprisonment together with hard work through his life. Otherwise 
let the women be called so that they can take their actions. I want the law to allow us 
women to be brought those people so that we can deal with them accordingly… 

Any criminal who will be found guilty of rape should be castrated.“
hon andowa, National Council, �3 March 2000

“Although my colleague proposed castration, I am not sure that that will be the answer. 
It will even make that man more aggressive and will not prevent him from violating 
women. We as leaders and all social workers must work on the behaviour of such a 
person when he is in jail. Counselling is needed to change the attitude of such a person 
because after the sentence he will be back in his family and in the community. So 
castration will only leave him with an inferiority complex which will stay with him 
for the rest of his life and will not make him a better man. I therefore propose pastoral 
counselling and rehabilitation so that he can have his pride back and be worthy of a 
human being. That is the only longterm solution to solve the problem of violence and 
rape against women if someone has selfrespect and discipline. Long term sentences 
will only make him a hardcore criminal and destroy everything in him, instead of 
giving him confidence to continue life for the better.” 

hon Cloete, National Council, �3 March 2000
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The group submission made to the Parliamentary Committee supported the basic approach 
taken by the Bill, but proposed three alterations. 

Firstly, the group submission proposed that “the age of the complainant which justifies the 
stiffest minimum sentences should be raised from �3 to �8, in line with the recommendation 
to raise the age of consent to �8.”5� However, even though the age of consent was ultimately 
raised to �4 on the recommendation of the Committee, the relevant age for the different 
sentencing categories was not discussed in the Committee Report and remained at �3. 

Secondly, the group submission proposed changing the reference to intentional HIV exposure 
in the Bill to a reference to intentional exposure to any serious sexuallytransmitted disease, 
in order to avoid singling out HIV status: 

[T]he reference to HIV transmission as a grounds for imposing the stiffest sentences 
should be altered to read “any serious sexuallytransmitted disease”. There are other 
sexually transmitted diseases which can be potentially fatal, such as syphilis and 
hepatitis. We believe that singling out HIV alone is thus unwarranted, and would only 
increase the unfortunate stigma associated with HIV.52

The Committee adopted this suggestion.53 The Bill was changed accordingly by Parliament, 
although the Minister of Justice commented (without elaborating) that “the use of a word like 
‘serious’ to define a disease obviously has its disadvantages”.54

Thirdly, the group submission proposed a new ground for the highest category of minimum 
sentence which was not present in the Bill as tabled in Parliament: 

We recommend adding another factor to the list of grounds for imposing the stiffest 
sentence, to apply to situations where children are raped by their parents, caretakers, 
teachers or other persons in authority who abuse their trust. We believe that this 
circumstance should be grounds for imposing the highest punishment, whereas it has 
in practice been used by some Namibian courts to justify more lenient punishment. We 
consider it to be the most cruel betrayal of trust imaginable.
 

“where the complainant is a person under �8 and the perpetrator is that person’s parent, 
guardian, caretaker or otherwise in a position of authority over the child”.55

The Committee also adopted this suggestion.56 The Minister of Justice commented:

It is a laudable idea to confirm that we as legislators think that rape of a child by somebody 
whom he or she should trust, should be linked to the highest minimum sentence. The 
words, ‘position of trust or authority’ may of course be open to some differences in inter
pretation. I presume the idea is indeed to include teachers and this will therefore also 
show our aversion to the seemingly increasing phenomenon that some teachers misuse 
their pupils.57

A new provision with similar wording to that proposed in the group submission was added 
to the Bill by the National Assembly.58

5� Group Submission, paragraph 5.�.
52 Group Submission, paragraph 5.2. 
53 Committee Report at Proposal 3, paragraphs 3536. 
54 National Assembly, �0 February 2000.
55 Group Submission, paragraph 5.3.
5� Committee Report at Proposal 4, paragraphs 3738. 
57 National Assembly, �0 February 2000.
5� Section 3(�)(a) (iii)(cc) reads as follows in the final law: 

“the complainant is under the age of eighteen years and the perpetrator is the complainant’s parent, guardian 
or caretaker or is otherwise in a position of trust or authority over the complainant”.
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exceptions to the minimum sentences
The Bill first proposed by the Law Reform and Development Commission contained a narrow 
exception which would have allowed the court to depart from the applicable minimum 
sentences only if “there are special circumstances that would have the effect that sentence 
would constituted cruel and degrading punishment as contemplated in article 8(2)(b) of the 
Namibian Constitution”. The Legal Assistance Centre took the position that –

the grounds for departing from the suggested minimums in section 3(3) are too narrow, 
and would be likely to give rise to endless Supreme Court litigation which might cause 
rape cases to drag on interminably. We would suggest that presiding officers be 
allowed to depart from the suggested minimums only where there are “exceptional 
circumstances which warrant a different sentence”, and that the court be required to 
record its reasons for the application of this subsection. We believe that the state’s power 
to appeal against sentences which are too low will function as a sufficient protection 
to prevent such a provision from undermining the impetus towards stiffer sentences 
for rape. Greater flexibility than that accorded in the draft is also necessary to allow 
the court to give adequate attention to the possibility of rehabilitation, particularly 
since there is reason to believe that some sex offenders can be treated.59

The Bill introduced into Parliament was broader, allowing the court to depart from the minimum 
sentences in cases where it finds that “substantial and compelling circumstances” exist: 

(2) If a court is satisfied that substantial and compelling circumstances exist which 
justify the imposition of a lesser sentence than the applicable sentence prescribed in 
subsection (�), it shall enter those circumstances on the record of the proceedings and 
may thereupon impose such lesser sentence.60

The Minister of Justice gave the following motivation for this exception:

[The provision in question] gives a court some discretion to deviate from these minimum 
sentences. It is important to note that reasons must then be given. I am aware that this 
subclause may be seen as a back door for courts to negate the wishes of the legislature. 
It is however an essential provision. As a result of the extensive changes that we make 
on the basic aspects of the law of rape, we can simply not foresee every possibility 
and cover it adequately in these staggered circumstances and we may therefore run 
into trouble on the constitutionality side of it. I want to emphasise that we should not 
be overly concerned that there may be the odd convicted person who gets a sentence 
which is not as severe as we would have liked it to be.6�

The minimum sentences do not apply to persons who were under the age of �8 at the time 
the rape was committed. The theory here is that it is especially important to consider the 
possibility of rehabilitation for young offenders.62 

59 Legal Assistance Centre, Comments on Draft Combating of Rape Act, August �997.
�0 Section 3(2). 
�� Hon N Tjiriange, Second Reading Speech, National Assembly, 3 June �999. 
�2 Section 3(3). This exception was not contained in the original Bill proposed by the Law Reform and 

Development Commission. The Legal Assistance Centre suggested its inclusion for the following reasons: 
‘We believe that the appropriate sentence for offenders under the age of �8 should be determined on a case
bycase basis and suggest that this category of offenders be removed totally from the sentencing guidelines. 
There may be greater possibilities for the rehabilitation of a young person through treatment and counselling 
which should be taken into consideration.” Legal Assistance Centre, Comments on Draft Combating of Rape 
Act, August �997. This exception was incorporated into the Bill which was tabled in Parliament. 
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suspended sentences
A court is not allowed to suspend a sentence for rape in such a way that the time spent in prison 
will actually be less than the prescribed minimum sentence.63 For example, if the minimum 
sentence is �5 years, the court could impose a 20year sentence with 5 years suspended 
(leaving �5 years to be spent in prison) – but it could not impose a 20year sentence with �0 
years suspended (which would leave only �0 years to be spent in prison). This provision did 
not inspire any discussion or debate. 

Remission of sentence
The Bill proposed by the Law Reform and Development Commission initially contained a 
provision forbidding remission of sentence in rape cases, regardless of whether the sentence 
imposed was higher than the minimum sentence. However, this provision was not retained 
in the Bill that was introduced into Parliament. 

At the time the rape law was under consideration, there were a number of public protests 
against allowing bail for accused rapists. Several Parliamentarians expressed similar 

views (see box below). 

paRLiameNtaRY oppositioN to baiL

“Rape is torture, it humiliates and it is the worst corporal punishment one could think 
of. It is indeed tantamount to slow murder. I therefore believe that if and when rape is 
proven to have taken place by a competent court, there should be no bail…”

deputy minister of Youth and sport (hon h hishongwa), National Assembly, � June �999

“No bail should be granted whatsoever for those rapists in order to realise the wrong 
they have done.”

hon shangheta, National Council, � March 2000

“I’m still not satisfied when an accused is granted bail and released on a charge of rape. 
Although the police have a special duty to inform the prosecutor of any failure by the 
accused to comply with the conditions of bail, it is a difficult task for the police when the 
accused moves freely around. I will give this House an example of a case in Rehoboth. a 
woman was raped, a charge of rape was laid against the accused and he was released on 
bail. The date was settled for him to appear in court. After a few weeks and the weekend 
before he was to appear in court, he raped the same woman and killed her with a broken 
bottle. He threw her over his shoulder and went to his mother and told her that he had 
killed the woman and buried her in the back yard. If the accused was not granted bail, 
it would not have happened. It is therefore my request that no bail must be granted to 
any accused that rapes or violates any helpless woman or minor child. Such a person 
should remain in custody until the case is complete and sentence is given, because it 
is impossible to prevent the accused to have no contact with the complainant when the 
accused is out on bail as nothing will prevent him to rape again.” 

hon Cloete, National Council, �3 March 2000

�3 Section 3(4).

5. baiL 
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The starting point on the issue of bail is the constitutional provision which states that “All persons 
charged with an offence shall be presumed innocent until proven guilty according to law”.64 This 
presumption is buttressed by the more specific directive in Article ��(3) which states:

All persons who are arrested and detained in custody shall be brought before the 
nearest Magistrate or other judicial officer within a period of fortyeight (48) hours of 
their arrest or, if this is not reasonably possible, as soon as possible thereafter, and no 
such persons shall be detained in custody beyond such period without the authority of 
a Magistrate or other judicial officer.

This article upholds the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts to decide on the question of whether 
or not an accused should be released on bail pending the criminal trial. 

The guiding legal principle has been that accused persons should not be deprived of their personal 
liberty until they are proved guilty beyond a reasonable doubt, unless a competent court finds there 
is evidence that an accused will escape, interfere with state witnesses or endanger the safety of 
the public. 

A �998 report from the Ministry of Justice on the Administration of Justice made the following 
comment on criticisms of bail by member of the public and the media: 

The impression gained is that the criticism against granting bail in cases of serious 
offences is based on a desire to punish the person for the offence he is accused of 
committing. In keeping with the assumption of innocence, punishment before trial is 
likewise prohibited. The courts also warn that punishment as a motivation for refusing 
bail should be guarded against.65 

Bail is regulated primarily by Chapter 9 of the Criminal Procedure Act 5� of �977, as amended 
in �99�.66 In terms of the amended section 59, police may give bail in the case of certain 
offences, without a court appearance by the accused. Rape and attempted rape are excluded 
from the police bail process, but not indecent assault or offences committed in terms of the 
Combating of Immoral Practices Act.67

Bail for rape and attempted rape can be given only by a court, in terms of section 60 and 6�. 
These provisions of the Criminal Procedure Act have for many years been interpreted to give 
courts discretion to deny bail if there is a reasonable and substantiated fear that the accused 
will abscond, interfere with potential state witnesses or with the police investigation, or 
endanger public safety.68

�4 Article �2(�)(d), Namibian Constitution. 
�5 Ministry of Justice, Administration of Justice �990�998, April �998 at �6. 
�� The Criminal Procedure Amendment Act 5 of �99� amended several provisions of the Criminal Procedure 

Act relating to bail (sections 59, 60, 6�, 68, 72, 307 and Schedule 2).
�7 Section 59, read together with Schedule 2. Section 59 (�)(a), as amended in �99�, reads: “An accused who is 

in custody in respect of any offence, other than an offence referred to in Part II, Part III or Part IV of Schedule 
2 may, before his or her first appearance in a lower court, be released on bail in respect of such offence by 
any police official of or above the rank of noncommissioned officer, if the accused deposits at a police station 
the sum of money determined by such police official.”

�� Case law indicates that the court should take the following considerations into account in considering bail 
(as articulated in S v Acheson �99�(2) SA 805 (NmHC) at 822B823C):
(�)  Is it more likely that the accused will stand his trial or is it more likely that he will abscond and forfeit 

his bail?
(2)  Is there a reasonable likelihood that, if the accused is released on bail, he will tamper with witnesses or 

interfere with the relevant evidence or cause such evidence to be suppressed or distorted?
(3)  How prejudicial might it be for the accused in all the circumstances to be kept in custody by being 

denied bail?
Other issues which may be taken into consideration include the following (as stated in Du Toit et al, Commentary 
on the Criminal Procedure Act, quoted with apparent approval in S v Pinero & Others �992 (�) SACR 577 (Nm) 
580BD):
(�)  Will the accused commit further crimes?
(2)  Will the release of the accused be prejudicial to the maintenance of law and order and the security of the 

state? 
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The �99� amendments to section 6� provided additional grounds for a court to exercise its 
discretion to refuse bail in respect of certain serious offences, including rape. The court is 
authorised to refuse bail if “it is in the interest of the public or the administration of justice 
that the accused be retained in custody pending his or her trial”.69

The added approach of the Combating of Rape Bill was to make sure that the court considering 
a bail application in a rape case would be in possession of all relevant information, such as 
any threats made to the complainant by the accused. The provisions in the Bill also sought to 
ensure that the accused did not intimidate the complainant while out on bail. 

Clause 9 of the Bill placed a duty on the prosecutor to ensure that “all information relevant 
to the trial has been obtained from the complainant, including information relevant to the 
question whether the accused should be released on bail and, if the accused were so released, 
whether any conditions of bail should be imposed.” 

Clause �� of the Bill inserted a new section 60A in the Criminal Procedure Act 5� of �977, for 
the purpose of giving the complainant a right to attend bail proceedings, and to request the 
prosecutor to present any relevant evidence to the court on this issue. In order to give practical 
effect to this right, the person in charge of the police station or other place where the accused is 
detained has the duty to inform the complainant of the place, date and time of the bail hearing. If 
the complainant is not present at the bail proceedings, the court is given the duty to ensure that 
the complainant was given notice of the proceedings. If this is not shown, then the bail hearing 
must be postponed – unless it is in the ‘interests of justice’ that the bail application proceed. 

If bail is granted, the court would be required in terms of clause �2 of the Bill (which amends 
section 62 of the Criminal Procedure Act) to impose bail conditions which will ensure that 
the accused does not make contact with the complainant. 

The Law Reform and Development Commission stated that these provisions “are an attempt 
to balance the right of the complainant with that of the accused to bring an application for 
bail. It is trusted that these added procedures would not further delay the finalisation of the 
trial.”70

In S v Acheson, the court identified the following among the factors which should be taken into account in 
ascertaining whether or not the accused will be likely to tamper with state witnesses:
(a)  whether or not he is aware of the identity of such witnesses or the nature of such evidence;
(b)  whether or not the witnesses concerned have already made their statements and committed themselves 

to give evidence or whether it is still the subject matter of continuing investigations; 
(c)  what the accused’s relationship is with such witnesses and whether or not it is likely that they may be 

influenced or intimidated by him; 
(d)  whether or not any condition preventing communication between such witness and the accused can 

effectively be policed (at 822FH).
�9 Section 60(�), as amended by Act 5 of �99�, reads as follows: 

Bail after first appearance of accused in lower court:
(�)  Any accused who is in custody in respect of any offence may at his or her first appearance in a lower court 

or at any stage after such appearance, apply to such court or, if the proceedings against the accused are 
pending the High Court, to that court, to be released on bail in respect of such offence, and any such court 
may release the accused on bail in respect of such offence on condition that the accused deposits with the 
clerk of the court or the registrar of the court, as the case may be, or with a member of the prisons service 
at the prison where the accused is in custody, or with any police official at the place where the accused is 
in custody, the sum of money determined by the court in question.

Section 6�, as amended by Act 5 of �99�, reads as follows: 
 Bail in respect of certain offences:

(�)  If an accused who is in custody in respect of any offence referred to in Part IV of Schedule 2 applies under 
section 60 to be released on bail in respect of such offence, the court may, notwithstanding that it is 
satisfied that it is unlikely that the accused, if released on bail, will abscond or interfere with any witness 
for the prosecution or with the police investigation, refuse the application for bail if in the opinion of the 
court, after such inquiry as it deems necessary, it is in the interest of the public or the administration of 
justice that the accused be retained in custody pending his or her trial.

70 LRDC Report at paragraph 2.�2. 
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The Minister of Justice motivated these provisions as follows: 

Clauses �� and �2 deal with the rights of a complainant in bail proceedings. Although it is 
a rather lengthy clause, it is merely giving practical effect to the rights of the complainant 
to be involved in the case as contemplated by clause 9. One of the most disturbing expe
riences for a rape victim is that the person who raped her is often allowed to be around 
as if nothing has happened. The provisions of this clause should ensure that the victim 
stays informed in this regard and that she can make her contribution to the prosecution 
for resisting the application for bail to the alleged perpetrator. I must add that we have 
considered to give the complainant a more direct role in bail proceedings, but have 
decided against that as it may also lead to unwanted results jeopardising her case.7�

A more detailed motivation for these provisions in the Bill appears in the submissions made 
by the Legal Assistance Centre to the O’Linn Commission:

While the existing law on bail is in principle adequate for the consideration of bail in 
respect of sexual offence and domestic violence charges, in practice there is not always 
adequate communication between the prosecutor and the victim about the issue of 
possible intimidation. 

Therefore it is submitted that it should become standard procedure for the police to 
ask all victims of sexual offences or domestic violence if they have any reason to believe 
that the accused would threaten or interfere with them if he or she were released on 
bail. If any basis for such fears is alleged, the complainant should be assisted by the 
police to make an affidavit setting forth the relevant information. This affidavit should 
then be introduced into court at the time of the bail application by the investigating 
officer. If the affidavit establishes prima facie evidence for the denial of bail, then the 
accused should be given an opportunity for rebuttal, either personally or by calling 
other parties to give evidence. 

We submit that this approach would be consistent with the general approach which 
is taken to the introduction of evidence on bail under the existing law. We believe that 
the use of affidavit evidence is preferable to personal testimony by the complainant for 
several reasons. One is that requiring testimony by the complainant might result in 
delays which would infringe the rights of the accused. Another is that it would prevent 
the complainant from having to make an extra appearance in court which would be 
likely to add to the trauma of the situation and possibly become a factor which would 
discourage the reporting of such crimes. The use of affidavit evidence which is confined 
to the issue of bail would also help to prevent the bail application from straying into a 
consideration of the merits of the case.72

The Legal Assistance Centre submissions to the O’Linn Commission also elaborated on the 
motivation for notice to a victim that an accused has been released on bail: 

If a person accused of any crime has been released on bail, the victim (if any) should be 
notified of this fact and informed that interference with a state witness is grounds for 
revoking bail. 

The victim should also be notified of any conditions imposed on the accused in 
terms of section 62 of the Criminal Procedure Act and informed of the appropriate 
steps to take if he or she becomes aware of the violation of any of these conditions. 

We submit that such notice would help to prevent interference with state witnesses, 
and would also enlist the public to assist with the enforcement of bail conditions. We 
believe that it is necessitated in part because the Namibian public is not generally 
wellinformed about bail and its functions. Although legal requirements can never take 
the place of public education, we believe that the kind of notification contemplated 
here would help to make the criminal justice system more visible and comprehensible 
to crime victims. 

7� Hon N Tjiriange, Second Reading Speech, National Assembly, 3 June �999. 
72 Submissions from the Legal Assistance Centre to the Commission of Inquiry into Legislation for the More 

Effective Combating of Crime in Namibia (the “O’Linn Commission”), �996.
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Complaints about failure to receive notice that an accused has been released on 
bail have come to the attention of the Legal Assistance Centre primarily in connection 
with rape and sexual offences, but there seems to be no reason to limit notification of 
a release on bail to these offences alone. 

While notice to the complainant in advance of the release upon bail would be ideal, 
we fear that this approach would result in delays which would be unfair to the accused. 
Therefore we suggest that notice should be directed to the complainant as soon as a 
decision is made on the bail application, but should have no effect on the timing of the 
release of the accused. Thus, the direction of notice to the complainant would be a 
separate action which would take place simultaneously with the accused’s release.73

The group submission made to the Parliamentary Committee on the Combating of Rape 
Bill supported clause 9 as drafted.74 On clause 9, the Parliamentary Committee proposed an 
additional subsection specifying that a prosecutor’s failure to carry out the prescribed duties 
would constitute misconduct in terms of the Public Service Act.75 The Minister of Justice, 
however, asserted that this provision was not really necessary: 

If a prosecutor fails to fulfil a duty that a statute places upon him or her, such conduct 
will be misconduct under appropriate circumstances. Misconduct of civil servants is 
something that it fully dealt with in the Public Service Act and it is inappropriate to 
provide for misconduct in an act that deals with criminal procedure. The proposed 
provision would have to be read with the provisions of the Public Service Act. It will 
create interpretation problems because the relationship between the provisions of the 
two Acts will not be clear.76

The National Assembly did not insert the proposed addition to clause 9. 

On clause ��, the group submission to the Parliamentary Committee suggested an additional 
clause to clarify the duties of police in respect of bail.77 The Parliamentary Committee followed 
this suggestion, motivating an additional provision on police duties in respect of bail, on the 
grounds that communications breakdowns within the criminal justice system have endangered 
rape complainants.78 The Minister of Justice accepted this idea in principle, although he had 
some differences of opinion about the proposed wording, including an objection to a proposed 
subclause making a failure on the part of the police to carry out the prescribed duties 
misconduct under the Police Act, for the same reasons that he objected to the parallel provision 
on misconduct by prosecutors.

Clause �0 of the final law otherwise incorporated the substance of the proposal of the Parliamentary 
Committee on this point: 

In criminal proceedings at which an accused is charged with an offence of a sexual 
nature, it shall be the duty of the member of the Namibian Police Force in charge of the 
investigation –
(a)  to forthwith inform the prosecutor in such proceedings of any reason to believe that 

the complainant would be at risk if the accused is released on bail and of any other 
investigations involving the accused (if any); and

(b)  if bail has been granted to the accused, to forthwith, after becoming aware thereof, 
inform that prosecutor of any failure by the accused to comply with his or her 
conditions of bail.79

On clause �2, the group submission to the Parliamentary Committee suggested that an additional 
automatic bail condition in rape cases should be added to forbid the possession of firearms or any 

73 Id. 
74 Group Submission, paragraph 7. 
75 Committee Report, Proposal 7, paragraphs 4344. 
7� Hon N Tjiriange, National Assembly, �0 February 2000.
77 Group Submission, paragraph 8.�.
7� Committee Report, Proposal 8, paragraphs 4546. 
79 See section �0 of the Act. 
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other dangerous weapons.80 The Committee supported this suggestion “in order to safeguard 
women and children during the bail period, which can be very problematic for all concerned 
at the best of times”.8� The Minster of Justice opposed this idea: 

Although I agree with the Committee’s concerns about accused rapists who get out on 
bail and can then harm, even kill, complainants with firearms and dangerous weapons 
in their possession, I can unfortunately not accept this proposal. The provision deals 
with a compulsory condition that a court has to impose and not with a condition that 
the court may impose it is it appropriate. 

First of all, the words ‘dangerous weapons’ is simply too wide and it can cover many 
objects with innocent uses. The conditions to be imposed will then become too wide and it 
will become impossible to enforce. We must be careful not to make rigid laws and then expect 
from those who must enforce it to ignore it if it seems that it is impossible to enforce. 

Even as far as firearms are concerned, I would prefer to leave the imposition of a 
condition to prohibit the accused to possess such a firearm in the discretion of the 
courts. One can think of many instances where this would really not be necessary.82

The final version of this provision amended section 62 of the Criminal Procedure Act without 
including anything on firearms or other weapons: 

If an accused who is in custody on a charge of rape is released on bail, the court shall, 
notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (�), add such further conditions of bail as 
will, in the opinion of the court, ensure that the accused does not make contact with 
the complainant concerned.83

As an interesting point of comparison, the Combating of Domestic Violence Act 4 of 2003 made 
further amendments to section 62 of the Criminal Procedure Act. It provides a wider range of 
bail conditions for domestic violence offences, but preserves some judicial discretion in the 
imposition of these conditions: 

If an accused who is in custody on a charge of a domestic violence offence is released 
on bail, the court shall, notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (�), impose the 
following further conditions of bail, unless it finds special circumstances which 
would make any or all of these conditions inappropriate, which reasons must be 
entered in the record of the proceedings –

(a)  an order prohibiting any direct or indirect contact with the victim during the pendency 
of the proceedings;

(b)  an order prohibiting the possession of any firearm or other specified weapon; and
(c)  where the accused is legally liable to maintain the complainant or any child or other 

dependant of the complainant, an order requiring that the accused support the complain
ant and child or other dependant at the same or greater level as prior to the arrest.

“The Bill also protects the victim against the offender when bail and bail conditions are 
set.”

deputy minister of basic education and Culture (hon C bothile)
National Assembly, 9 June �999

“The other positive move is on the bail conditions by amending the Criminal Procedure 
Act 5� of �977. Unlike what is currently happening where rapists are moving freely or 
in jail today and tomorrow out on bail. It sets out rights of the complainants and among 
others that when granting bail is considered by the courts to the offender, the complainant 
is to be present at the bail hearings by being informed of the date and time.” 

hon kaiyamo, National Council, 7 March 2000

�0 Group submission, paragraph 8.2.
�� Committee Report, Proposal 9, paragraphs 48.
�2 Hon N Tjiriange, National Assembly, �0 February 2000. 
�3 See section �3 of the Act, amending section 62 of Act 5� of �977. 
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Capacity of perpetrators under age 14
Clause 4 of the Bill proposed to remove the existing legal presumption that a boy under the age of 
�4 is incapable of sexual intercourse, providing that the question of sexual capacity shall simply 
be determined as a question of fact in the case at hand. The Minister of Justice explained the 
provision in his Second Reading Speech: 

Clause 4 removes the rule from a Roman law origin that a boy under �4 is deemed to be 
incapable of sexual intercourse. The result of this rule was, as far as rape is concerned, 
that such a boy cannot be convicted of rape. The rule is based on a fiction. If it is 
repealed, the ordinary rules relating to criminal capacity will operate. Basically it means 
that a child under 7 cannot commit a crime and as far as children between 7 and �4 are 
concerned, the State must prove that he or she can indeed appreciate that his or her 
actions are wrong.84

There were no objections to this clause, and no suggestions for its amendment. It was passed 
in the final law as proposed in the Bill. 

“Other provisions which are also to be welcomed in this Bill is the Dday which is given 
to boys under fourteen years of age. I welcome this provision wholeheartedly because 
today you find that this age group are the ones who want to experiment with things, 
including sexual intercourse with even elderly women. They are too sexually active, they 
should therefore accept any harsh penalty laid upon them.”

hon gende, National Assembly, � June �999

abolition of cautionary rule for offences of 
a sexual nature
Clause 7 of the Bill proposed to remove the common law rule that the evidence of a rape 
complainant should be treated with special caution. According to the Minister of Justice, 
“This clause merely confirms the rule developed by the Namibian courts that the cautionary 
rule indeed forms no longer part of our law.”85 It is useful, therefore, to look at the approach of 
the Namibian courts to this cautionary rule.

Over the years, courts have identified several kinds of evidence which need to be treated 
with particular caution in deciding whether guilt in a criminal case has been proved beyond 
a reasonable doubt. Among such categories of evidence are the uncorroborated evidence of a 

�4 Hon N Tjiriange, Second Reading Speech, National Assembly, 3 June �999. 
�5 Id. 

6. New
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single witness; the evidence of an accomplice to the crime; the evidence of young children – 
and the uncorroborated evidence of the complainant in cases which involve “sexual offences” 
such as rape.86

In the �992 case of S v D, the Namibian High Court cast doubt on the Constitutionality of the 
special cautionary rule in sexual offences.87 In comments later ruled by the Supreme Court to 
have been obiter dicta [not part of the decisive and binding outcome of the case], Judge Frank 
stated that “the cautionary rule evolved in cases of rape has no rational basis for its existence 
and should therefore not form part of our law and is probably contrary to the provisions of the 
Namibian Constitution.”88

In the subsequent �996 High Court case of S v K, Judge Mtambanengwe found that the 
“observation” on the cautionary rule in the S v D case had been “tentative”. He went on to 
apply the cautionary rule in the case at hand, with the result that the conviction of the alleged 
rapist of an ��yearold girl was overturned. This judgment was, however, overruled by the 
Namibian Supreme Court in a judgment decided in �999.89 The Supreme Court opinion, written 
by Justice O’Linn, asserted that the cautionary rule applied in sexual offences did not arise 
from sexism, but from the complex emotions and passions involved in sexual encounters.90 
However, the court also asserted that the rule is “unfortunately difficult to apply because of 
its inherent vagueness”: 

Even if it is conceded that the rule does not require ’corroboration’ as such, how then 
does a Court distinguish it from corroboration? Some Courts consequently simply 
require corroboration, while others merely warn themselves to be alert to the special 
problems that may arise in sexual cases, not being that women complainants are prone 
to lie, but that it is often more difficult to establish the truth in sexual cases compared to 
cases where crimes such as theft are involved. The cautionary rule becomes even more 
complicated where the complainant is a child and/or single witness where the Court 
has to apply in effect three cautionary rules which are overlapping to some extent.9�

The Supreme Court agreed with the High Court that the special cautionary rule in sexual offences 
had not been abolished by the S v D judgment.92 However, following the reasoning in the recent 

�� See D Hubbard, “A Critical Discussion of the Law on Rape in Namibia”, in Susan Bazilli, ed, Putting Women 
on the Agenda, Raven Press, �99� for a discussion of the legal background to this rule. 

�7 S v D and Another �992 (�) SA 5�3 (NmHC); �992 (�) CR �43 (Nm). The court elaborated as follows: 
There is no empirical data to support the contention that in cases of this nature more false charges 

are laid than in any other category of crimes. Indeed, the evidence that is available indicates the contrary. 
D Hubbard in “A Critical Discussion of the Law of Rape in Namibia” states at 34 of her discussion that 
‘(a) US study found that the incidence of false reports for rape is exactly the same as that for other 
felonies – about two per cent.’… Why is the ordinary burden of proof applicable to all other criminal 
offences not applicable to cases such as the present? … While it is true that different motives may exist 
for laying false charges, this surely applies to any offence and not only to offences of a sexual nature… 
False charges are laid in respect of all types of offences …

The cautionary rule relating to cases of sexual assault applies to all cases of this nature irrespective 
of the sex of the complainant… This, however, does not alter the fact that in the overwhelming majority 
of cases the complainants are female. Given the social fabric of society in Namibia this state of affairs is 
hardly likely to change…. Taking this factual situation into consideration, I am of the view that the so
called cautionary rule has no other purpose than to discriminate against women complainants. This rule 
thus probably also is contrary to art �0 of the Namibian Constitution which provides for the equality of all 
persons before the law regardless of sex. 

To sum up, in my view, the cautionary rule evolved in cases of rape has no rational basis for its 
existence and should therefore not form part of our law and is probably contrary to the provisions of the 
Namibian Constitution. 

At �992 (�) CR �43 (Nm), �4546.
�� At �46.
�9 �999 NR 348 (SC), 2000(4) BCLR 405 (NmSC). 
90 The key authority cited by the court for this point is J Kriegler, Heimstra, Suidafrikaanse Strafproses, 5de 

Uitgawe at 50607. 
9� �999 NR 348 (SC) at 355. 
92 “The remarks in S v D criticizing the rule were… obiter dicta and consequently the rule was not abolished 

in the said judgment.” At 360. 
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South African case of S v Jackson, the Namibian Supreme Court held that the rule “has outlived 
its usefulness” and that there “are no convincing reasons for its continued application”.93 It 
premised the abolition of the special cautionary rule primarily on a consideration for victims’ 
rights:

In my respectful view, the rule has outlived its usefulness. There are no convincing 
reasons for its continued application. The constitutional requirement contained in art �2 
of the Namibian Constitution that the accused is presumed innocent until proved beyond 
a reasonable doubt to be guilty, once again reiterates and reinforces a fundamental 
principle of our criminal law and procedure. This principle, together with cautionary rules 
regarding the evidence of youthful witnesses, particularly children and the evidence 
of single witnesses, would in the normal run of cases, afford sufficient protection to 
the innocent accused. The additional burden of the application of the cautionary rule, 
may adversely infringe on the fundamental rights of the victim to the protection of their 
fundamental rights, which include a fair trial also in regard to such victims’ rights and 
interests. Serious crime in Namibia is prevalent and probably escalating… It is a notorious 
fact that many Namibians believe that the Courts, among others, overemphasise the 
rights of the perpetrators of crime and underemphasise those of the victim including 
those of the women and child victims in sexual crimes. The cautionary rule in sexual 
cases, in particular, is perceived by many, including leaders of society, academics 
and other informed persons, in addition to women’s rights activists and the victims 
themselves, as an example of a rule in practice, which places an additional burden on 
victims in sexual cases which is not only unnecessary, but may lead to grave injustice to 
the victims involved. 

The Courts also have a constitutional duty to protect the fundamental rights of victims 
and in this regard are also required to consider and give some weight to the contemporary 
norms, views and opinions of Namibian Society… In the result, I hold that the cautionary 
rule in sexual cases should not be applied by Courts in Namibia.94

The Combating of Rape Bill essentially codified this holding, and the proposed provision 
abolishing the cautionary rule was passed without change in the final law. Section 5 of the 
Combating of Rape Act reads as follows: 

No court shall treat the evidence of any complainant in criminal proceedings at which 
an accused is charged with an offence of a sexual or indecent nature with special 
caution because the accused is charged with any such offence.

“… the cautionary rule that requires a presiding officer in a court to treat the testimony 
of a rape complainant with caution, is abolished by this Bill. This discriminatory rule 
was based on the premise that women are potential liars and they may complain of 
being rape for ulterior motives.” 

hon kapere, National Council, �3 March 2000

In the S v K case, the Namibian Supreme Court provided the following guideline to be applied 
in place of the special cautionary rule in sexual offence cases: 

93 The following was one of the passages from State v Jackson �998 (�) SACR 470 (SCA) quoted with approval 
in S v K: 

Few things may be more difficult and humiliating for a woman than to cry rape: she is often, within certain 
communities, considered to have lost her credibility; she may be seen as unchaste and unworthy of respect; 
her community may turn their back no her; she has to undergo the most harrowing crossexamination in 
court, where the intimate details of the crime are traversed ad nauseum; she (but not the accused) may 
be required to reveal her previous sexual history; she may disqualify herself in the marriage market, and 
many husbands turn their backs on a ‘soiled’ wife. 

94 At 36�62. The Namibian Supreme Court held that it was not necessary to consider the question of whether 
the cautionary rule violated Article �0 of the Namibian Constitution, as suggested by S v D, because it had 
already reached the conclusion that the rule was abolished by a different route. At 362. 
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In some cases it may be appropriate for the Judge to exercise caution before acting 
upon the unsupported evidence of a witness. This will not be so simply because the 
witness is a complainant in a sexual offence, nor will it necessarily be so because a 
witness is alleged to be an accomplice. There will need to be an evidential basis for 
suggesting that the evidence of the witness may be unreliable. An evidential basis 
does not include mere suggestions by crossexamining counsel.95

This guideline, which does not appear to form a special rule, appears to survive the operation 
of section 5 of the Combating of Rape Act. It does not, in essence, seem to set sexual offence 
cases apart from any other criminal cases in the treatment of the evidence of the witnesses. 

evidence of previous consistent statements
Normally a court will not accept evidence that a witness told the same story to other people 
before coming to court, since repeating information does not indicate that the information is 
true. But there was a special exception to this rule in rape cases. The theory was that people 
would be unlikely to tell others that they had been raped if this were not true, because of 
the shame and embarrassment which is attached to rape. Rape cases generally have a low 
conviction rate, and the exception was supposed to help complainants by making it less 
difficult to prove rapes in court. 

However, in practice the rule began to work in reverse, because of the myth that false charges 
of rape are common. Courts began to doubt the word of rape victims if they could not show 
that they had told someone else about the rape shortly after it happened. 

This was not logical. Rape victims may keep the rape secret at first because of shock or 
shame or fear that they will not be believed. It makes no sense to assume that anyone who 
has really been raped will tell someone else about the incident right away. 

Clause 6 of the Combating of Rape Act was designed to deal with this problem: 

Evidence relating to all previous consistent statements by a complainant shall be 
admissible in criminal proceedings at which an accused is charged with an offence 
of a sexual or indecent nature: Provided that no inference may be drawn only from the 
fact that no such previous statements have been made.

The wording of the clause preserves the original intent of the rule to allow the introduction 
of previous consistent statements into evidence to help corroborate the rape complainant’s 
evidence. However, it forbids the court to assume that the rape charge may be false only because 
of the absence of such previous consistent statements. Fairness to the accused is preserved, 
because the absence of previous consistent statements together with other evidence that the 
complaint is false may be the basis for an inference that the complainant is not being truthful. 

This clause was incorporated into the final law without any objections or suggestions for 
amendment. 

delay between rape and laying of charge
Under the common law, if there was a delay between the rape and the laying of a charge with 
the police, courts often assumed that the allegation of rape must be false. As in the case of 
the absence of previous consistent statements, this inference was not logical. There can be 
many reasons for a delay – such as shock, shame, embarrassment, fear of having to discuss 

95 At 362, quoting Lord Taylor from R v Makonjuola; R v Easton [�995] 3 All ER 730 (CA). 
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sexual matters with the police or fear of having to testify in court. The fact that there is a delay 
between the rape and the laying of a charge does not mean that the complainant is lying. 

Clause 7 of the Bill was designed to deal with this problem: 

In criminal proceedings at which an accused is charged with an offence of a sexual or 
indecent nature, the court shall not draw any inference only from the length of the delay 
between the commission of the sexual or indecent act and the laying of a complaint.

As the Law Reform and Development Commission report explained, this wording was an attempt 
to balance fairness to the victim and the accused: 

The purpose of [this clause] is to affirm the fact that the trauma of the complainant 
might cause her to delay the laying of a complaint, while she might not be able to give 
a satisfactory explanation for the delay. It is however important to take into account 
that provisions such as this one should be worded carefully in order not to deny the 
accused a fair trial. The effect of the provisions is therefore that the court may draw 
an inference from a late complaint if it, together with other evidence, suggests that 
the complainant has fabricated the charge. What the clause however provides is that 
a court should not assume that a late complaint per se would be an indication that the 
charge is a fabrication.96

The Minister of Justice provided a sensitive motivation for this clause in Parliament: 

Women who have been raped often consider to keep quiet about it as they fear the inevitable 
humiliating results of laying charges. When they then eventually decide to lay charges 
after reconsideration, and often after having received advice from somebody to whom they 
have opened their hearts, they find that the mere fact that they did not react immediately is 
used against them as an indication they might have fabricated their complaint. This clause 
makes it clear that such a delay, on its own, does not prove anything.97

This clause was incorporated into the final law without any objections or suggestions for 
amendment. 

“…[A]nother unwanted rule of evidence our courts used to practice is that the complainant 
should be able to substantiate a claim that she had been raped by providing evidence 
that she had promptly complained of the rape. If you don’t lay a charge in good time it 
was considered a point against you. This Bill clearly states that in rape proceedings the 
court shall not draw any inference only from the length of delay between the commission 
of the sexual or indecent act and the laying of the complaint.”

hon kapere, National Council, �3 March 2000

evidence of the psychological effects of rape
Clause 8 of the Bill proposed to make it easier to introduce expert evidence about the psycho
logical effects of rape for several purposes: 

to show that it is likely that the sexual act took place, or that it took place under coercive 
circumstances
to show the degree of mental harm suffered by the victim for the purposes of deciding 
on the appropriate sentence. 

9� LRDC Report at para 2.8. 
97 Hon N Tjiriange, Second Reading Speech, National Assembly, 3 June �999. 
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Both the Law Reform and Development Commission and the Minister of Justice motivated 
this clause on the grounds that it would open the door to evidence about “rape trauma 
syndrome”, which is a group of physical, psychological and behavioural problems often seen 
after rape. It is a manifestation of “posttraumatic stress disorder” which sometimes occurs 
after traumatic incidents such as wars, accidents or the death of a family member.98

For example, this rule could make it easier for the state to bring a psychologist to court to explain 
that certain symptoms – such as a sudden loss of appetite, sleeplessness, or inability to concentrate 
– are part of the aftermath of a rape. This could help support the complainant’s story, especially 
if there was no other evidence of the rape. The court would weigh up the evidence of the expert 
witness in the same way that expert evidence is treated in other criminal cases. 

The Law Reform and Development Commission also pointed out that “similar provisions are 
found in rape and sexual assault statutes of other jurisdictions”.99 
 
This clause was incorporated into the final law without any objections or suggestions for 
amendment.

evidence of previous sexual conduct or 
experience of complainant 
Under the common law, rape complainants were often asked embarrassing questions about their 
previous sexual experiences in court. Because rape depended on the absence of the complainant’s 
consent, the perpetrator had an interest in trying to show that she was a woman of loose morals 
who would say “yes” to anyone. 

The redefinition of rape in the Combating of Rape Act switches the emphasis away from “absence 
of consent” to the “presence of coercive circumstances”, thus making it clear that the court 
should focus on what happened in the case at hand, and not on the previous sexual conduct of 
the complainant. 

Brutal rapes can and do occur between people who have willingly had sexual relations in the 
past, because of anger or jealousy or other factors. The fact is that the previous sexual activity 
of the complainant cannot possibly tell the court whether or not there was force or coercion in 
the incident at hand. 

Accordingly, clause �8 of the Bill proposed to limit the circumstances in which the complainant’s 
previous sexual conduct or experience can be introduced. The person who wants to introduce 
such evidence must apply to the court for leave to do so. The original Bill proposed that the court 
could give permission for the introduction of sexual history evidence only if it fits within one of 
four categories: 

(�)  The evidence can be allowed if it concerns something that has already been discussed 
by the state prosecutor. For example, if the prosecutor has tried to prove a rape by showing 
that a young girl was a virgin before the rape and is no longer a virgin, the accused would 
have the right to show that she had already had sex with other men before the alleged 
rape.

(2)  The evidence can be allowed to explain the presence of semen, pregnancy, disease or injury, 
as long as this is related to the question of whether or not there was a rape. For example, if 

9� LRDC Report at para 2.9 and Hon N Tjiriange, Second Reading Speech, National Assembly, 3 June �999; see 
Desiree Hansson, “What is Rape Trauma Syndrome?’, Institute of Criminology, University of Cape Town, 
Occasional Paper 492, �992. 

99 LRDC Report at para 2.9.
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the prosecutor says that the alleged rape was the source of a sexual disease, the accused 
would have the right to show that the complainant actually got the disease from another 
sexual encounter. 

(3)  The evidence can be allowed if it “is directly related to a fact or matter in issue”. 

(4)  The evidence can be allowed if it “tends to prove bias or motive to fabricate on the part 
of the complainant”.

Such evidence would be admissible on the latter two grounds only if it “has significant probative 
value that is not substantially outweighed by its potential prejudice to the complainant’s personal 
dignity and right of privacy”.�00

The Bill also proposed that evidence of the “sexual reputation” of the complainant would not 
be admissible under any circumstances. Under the common law, the court could hear evidence 
about the character and moral reputation of a complainant of rape or any other sexual offence. 
This was because of false ideas that certain types of women – particularly women with sexual 
experience – were more likely to lie about rape. There was no basis in fact for this myth, and 
there was no similar rule for other crimes.�0�

Clause �8 of the Bill proposed a new section 227A of the Criminal Procedure Act, to read as 
follows: 

�00 The Bill originally proposed by the Law Reform and Development Commission suggested three grounds for 
admitting evidence pertaining to the sexual experience or conduct of the complainant: 
(a)  such evidence is adduced or such question is asked to contradict or disprove evidence adduced by the 

prosecution; 
(b)  such evidence is adduced or such question is asked in order to explain the presence of semen or injury 

to the complainant; or
(c)  such evidence relates to or such question is asked in relation to the incident for which the accused is 

charged. 
See LRDC Report, Annexure. 

�0� This was accomplished by clause �7, which amended section 227 of the Criminal Procedure Act. 
The previous section 227 provided that admissibility of the evidence of the character of an accused “or 

as to the character of any woman upon or with regard to whom any offence of an indecent nature has been 
committed” was to be determined by English law as it stood on 30 May �96�. The previous position has been 
summarised (and critiqued) as follows: 

The common law relating to the admissibility of evidence of the sexual history of a complainant in a sexual 
case is not entirely clear. It seems to revolve around three variables: first, whether the evidence is to be tendered 
by a witness for the defence or extracted from the complainant under crossexamination; secondly, whether it 
is proffered with respect to the credibility of the complainant or one or more of the substantive issues (such as 
consent); and thirdly, the nature of the evidence itself: whether it concerns her general sexual reputation, her 
sexual relations with the accused on occasions other than that complained of at the trial, or her sexual relations 
with person other than the accused… 

… Thus, the conventional wisdom goes, the accused my not lead evidence of the complainant’s acts of 
misconduct [sic] with other men unless those acts have a relevance to an issue other than by way of character, 
but such acts may be put to her in crossexamination, since they may be relevant to her credibility… 

 There are, however, even more serious flaws in the common law. It provides, for instance, that the accused 
may adduce evidence of the complainant’s bad reputation for lack of chastity. The basis for this rule is, however, 
open to some question. The evidence is clearly not ordinarily relevant to the complainant’s credibility since… ‘no 
evidence has been advanced to support the assumption that sexually active women are more likely to make false 
rape accusations than sexually inactive women’… Nor is it, in the main, of much relevance in proving consent, 
since psychological studies suggest that, in the absence of comprehensive information about an individual’s 
history and personality, the chances of predicting sexual behaviour with any degree of accuracy are very low 
unless the individual is placed in substantially similar situations. One wonders, moreover, whether there is such 
a thing as a ‘reputation for unchastity’ in our modern society… (Etienne du Toit et al, “Commentary on the 
Criminal Procedure Act”, Service 30, 2003, at 24�00A –ff, citations omitted).

The Bill, as confirmed in the final law, deleted the words “or as to the character of any woman upon 
or with regard to whom any offence of an indecent nature has been committed” from section 227, leaving 
it applicable only to evidence of the character of the accused. Evidence about the sexual history of the 
complainant is now governed solely by new section 227A. 
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 227A. (�) No evidence as to any previous sexual conduct or experience of a complainant 
in criminal proceedings at which an accused is charged with rape of an offence of an 
indecent nature shall be adduced, and no question regarding such sexual conduct or 
experience shall be put to the complainant or any other witness in such proceedings, 
unless the court has, on application made to it, granted leave to adduce such evidence or 
to put such question, which leave shall be granted if the court is satisfied that –

(a)  such evidence or questioning –
 (i)   tends to rebut evidence that was previously adduced by the prosecution; or 

  (ii)  tends to explain the presence of semen or the source of pregnancy or disease 
or any injury to the complainant, where it is relevant to a fact in issue; or 

(b)  such evidence or questioning – 
(i)   is directly related to a fact or matter in issue; or 
(ii)  tends to prove bias or motive to fabricate on the part of the complainant: 

Provided that such evidence or questioning has significant probative value that is 
not substantially outweighed by its potential prejudice to the complainant’s personal 
dignity and right of privacy. 

 (2)  No evidence as to the sexual reputation of a complainant in criminal proceedings 
at which an accused is charged with rape or an offence of an indecent nature, shall be 
admissible in such proceedings. 

 (3) Before an application for leave contemplated in subsection (�) is heard, the court 
may direct that the complainant in respect of whom such evidence is to be adduced 
or to whom any such question is to be put, shall not be present at such application 
proceedings. 

The Minister of Justice gave the following motivation:

The purpose of the insertion of a section 227A in the Criminal Procedure Act, as 
proposed in clause �8, is to prevent that evidence of the character of a complainant is 
unnecessarily brought into a trial. Evidence of previous sexual conduct or experience 
will only be adduced if the court grants leave thereto upon application after having 
ensured that it satisfies certain criteria. Evidence as to the sexual reputation of a 
complainant will not at all be allowed. 

You may remember that some unscrupulous lawyers actually intimidated victims of 
rape in this regard, like the case we had here when one lawyer asked a lady whether 
she had sex before and she said, “why should you ask me that?” Then he continued to 
ask and when she said yes, he asked, “did you enjoy it?” I mean, what relevance does 
it have to the fact that the person has been raped? Does it mean that somebody who 
had sex before must be raped or what does it mean? 

…we do not want to prevent any court from hearing evidence that can really assist 
that court in getting to the truth and I think the way that this new section is worded 
will ensure that any crucial evidence will still be adduced, but we must ensure that 
victims of rape are not too scared to lay complaints as a result of fear that alleged 
indiscreet behaviour of the past, which is immaterial to the questions in issue, are not 
going to be exposed and discussed. Even women with a bad sexual reputation should 
still not be raped. Incidentally, it seems to me that sometimes when men have a sexual 
reputation they get some unjustified respect, whereas if women have such a reputation 
they are regarded as open targets for sexual abuse.�02

 
The group submission presented to the Parliamentary Committee made several suggestions 
for improving this provision of the Bill:

While some aspects of section �8 are very positive, we object in the strongest terms to 
proposed section (�)(b), which reinforces existing stereotypes by suggesting that previous 
sexual conduct or experience has any relationship whatsoever to a complainant’s “bias 
or motive to fabricate”. 

�02 Hon N Tjiriange, Second Reading Speech, National Assembly, 3 June �999. 
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It is true that there may be occasional false charges of rape, just as there are occasional 
false charges of assault or theft or any other crime. But there is no evidence that false 
charges of rape occur more often than false charges of other crimes, and no other criminal 
status makes specific reference to “motive to fabricate”. Furthermore, the previous 
sexual conduct of the complainant normally bears no relation at all to credibility in 
the case at hand. Rape may befall a promiscuous woman as well as a virgin. Rape can 
occur between husband and wife or boyfriend and girlfriend, despite the fact that they 
have had consensual sexual encounters on other occasions. Information about previous 
sexual conduct will simply not tell the court anything relevant about whether force or 
coercion was used in the sexual encounter in question. 

The remainder of subsection (�)(b) is also problematic because it is so broad. In essence, 
it reenacts the existing law which allows evidence of the complainant’s previous sexual 
conduct or experience whenever it is considered “relevant”. 

We note that the proviso which refers to the “complainant’s personal dignity and 
right of privacy” is intended to limit subsection (�)(b), but this is not sufficient. There 
are very few instances in which past sexual conduct can possibly be relevant, unless 
the court falls back on notions that sexually active women are by definition unreliable 
or lacking in morals. In this way, subsection (�)(b) goes right back to the myths and 
stereotypes about women which the rest of the bill so admirably eliminates. 

We find the grounds for admitting evidence of previous sexual conduct contained 
in subsection (�)(a) to be reasonable and necessary ones. These proposed exceptions 
cover instances where the evidence is necessary to refute an argument raised by the 
prosecution, or to show that there is some other explanation for semen, pregnancy, 
injury or disease ascribed to the alleged rape. 

At the same time, we recognise that there can be peculiar sets of facts where the 
grounds for admitting evidence of previous sexual conduct in subsection (�)(a) might not be 
adequate. One example (cited in a Canadian rape case) is a situation where a woman with 
unusual sexual preferences habitually asks her partners to tie her up. This past experience 
might be relevant to a person accused of using this form of force in an alleged rape. 

To ensure that the limitations on sexual history evidence do not unfairly intrude upon 
the rights of an accused to prove his or her innocence, we propose that Namibia adopt 
the approach used in the United States Federal Rules of Evidence (28 USC Rule 4�2). This 
law contains a provision that allows the introduction of “evidence the exclusion of which 
would violate the constitutional rights of the defendant”. Such a clause would protect the 
accused in peculiar cases where previous sexual conduct is genuinely relevant, without 
reintroducing harmful stereotypes about women and sexual behaviour. 

To provide further protection against false stereotypes, we suggest a new provision 
clearly requiring that the court’s reasons for deciding to allow or exclude sexual history 
evidence must be placed on record so that it can be reviewed. 

To summarise, we suggest that the provision on the exclusion of evidence about 
previous sexual conduct should read as follows:

227A.(�) No evidence as to any previous sexual conduct or experience of a 
complainant in criminal proceedings at which an accused is charged with rape or 
an offence of an indecent nature shall be adduced, and no question regarding such 
sexual conduct or experience shall be put to the complainant or any other witness 
in such proceedings, unless the court has, on application made to it, granted leave 
to adduce such evidence or to put such question, which leave shall be granted if the 
court is satisfied that such evidence or questioning –

(a) tends to rebut evidence that was previously adduced by the prosecution; 

(b) tends to explain the presence of semen or the source of pregnancy or disease 
or any injury to the complainant, where it is relevant to a fact in issue; or 

(c) is so fundamental to the accused’s defence that to exclude it would 
violate the constitutional rights of the accused. 

Provided that such evidence or questioning has significant probative value that is 
not substantially outweighed by its potential prejudice to the complainant’s personal 
dignity and right of privacy. 
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(2)  No evidence as to the sexual reputation of a complainant in criminal proceedings 
at which an accused is charged with rape or an offence of an indecent nature, shall be 
admissible in such proceedings. 

(3) Before an application for leave contemplated in subsection (�) is heard, the court 
may direct that the complainant in respect of whom such evidence is to be adduced 
or to whom any such question is to be put, shall not be present at such application 
proceeding. 

(4) The court’s reasons for the decision to grant or refuse leave to admit such 
evidence shall be recorded and shall form part of the record of the case. �03

The Committee agreed with these suggestions and incorporated them into its report.�04 The 
corresponding provision in the final law was virtually identical to the proposed provision.�05 
Thus, the final law allows sexual history evidence, on application, only if it fits within one of 
the following three categories: 

(�)  The evidence can be allowed if it concerns something that has already been discussed 
by the state prosecutor.

(2)  The evidence can be allowed to explain the presence of semen, pregnancy, disease or 
injury, as long as this is related to the question of whether or not there was a rape. 

(3)  The evidence can be allowed if it is such an important part of the accused’s side of the 
story that excluding it would violate the accused’s constitutional right to a fair trial. 

“The Bill also prohibits the introduction of evidence about the victim’s prior sexual 
experience except by express consent of the court in a closed session. After all, … 
what does the sexual reputation, or previous sexual conduct or experience of the victim 
have to do with the fact that some criminal raped her?”

deputy minister of basic education and Culture (hon C bothile)
National Assembly, 9 June �999

“… the new Bill will also protect the victims from irrelevant questions about their 
sexual history and their privacy. However, it does allow evidence of previous sexual 
history or experience to prove bias or a motive to lie on the part of the victim. This 
clause is important, that the law does not preempt that women could lie. Rape happens 
in marriage, divorce and past or present dating relationships. The fact that the parties 
had a previous sexual relationship should not guide the court about the truth about the 
complainant’s allegations. No accused should be prevented from bringing in relevant 
evidence that might prove his or her innocence. This right can be protected without 
continuing the myths about rape.”

director-general of women’s affairs (hon N Ndaitwah) 
National Assembly, 9 June �999

“Further this Bill provides that no evidence as to a woman’s sexual reputation shall be 
admissible in a court of law. This means that a reputation as an example such as a prostitute 
would not negatively affect the complainant’s case as was the case in the past.” 

hon kapere, National Council, �3 March 2000

�03 Group Submission, paragraph ��. 
�04 Committee Report, Proposal �2, paragraphs 5664. 
�05 Section �8. There was only a slight change in the wording of subsection (4), as indicated here in bold: “The 

court’s reasons for its decision to grant or refuse leave under subsection (1) to adduce such evidence or 
to put such question shall be recorded, and shall form part of the record of the proceedings.”
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evidence of similar offences by accused 
The original Bill was silent on evidence of similar offences by the accused, but the group 
submission to the Parliamentary Committee suggested that evidence of previous sex crimes 
committed by the accused should be admissible under certain circumstances:

We believe that the possibility of presenting evidence about the previous sexual conduct of 
the complainant should be balanced by a provision which does the same for the accused. 
Normally it is not possible to bring in evidence of previous convictions, on the grounds 
that an accused should be judged only in the case at hand and not prejudiced because 
of past conduct. But why should it be possible for the court to hear that complainant 
has slept with the accused or other men on some past occasion, but not to hear that the 
accused has committed previous rapes? 

Under the United States Federal Rules of Evidence, in a sexual offence case “evidence 
of the defendant’s commission of another offence or offences of sexual assault is admis
sible, and may be considered on any matter to which it is relevant” (28 USC Rule 4�3). 
This means that previous violent sexual conduct by the accused can be admitted for 
purposes such as showing a pattern of behaviour. This provision has been upheld against 
constitutional challenge in a number of United States court cases which can be provided 
to the committee. 

In summary, we suggest that the following provision be inserted into the bill to 
provide symmetry on the question of previous sexual conduct: 

Evidence of similar crimes

**.  (1) In criminal proceedings at which an accused is charged with rape or 
an offence of an indecent nature, evidence of the commission of other similar 
crimes by the accused shall be admissible and may be considered on any 
matter to which it is relevant: Provided that such evidence or questioning 
has significant probative value that is not substantially outweighed by its 
potential for unfair prejudice to the accused. 
 (2)  Evidence of previous similar crimes by the accused shall not be 
admissible solely to prove the character of the accused. 
 (3) The court’s reasons for the decision to admit or refuse to admit evidence 
of previous similar crimes shall be recorded and shall form part of the record 
of the case.�06

This suggestion was incorporated into the Committee Report,�07 and accepted by the Minister 
of Justice: 

I accept the policy behind this proposal. I would, however, give further attention to the 
wording thereof and in particular consider to bring the treatment of an accused’s history 
on the same footing as that of the complainant, ie to provide for leave of the court, on 
application, before such evidence is led.�08

The proposed provision, with the improvements proposed by the Minister of Justice, was 
adopted in the final law as clause �6, which adds a new section 2��A to the Criminal Procedure 
Act, reading as follows:

 (�) Subject to the provisions of subsection 2, in criminal proceedings at which 
an accused is charged with rape or an offence of an indecent nature, evidence of the 
commission of other similar offences by the accused shall, on application made to it, 
be admitted by the court at such proceedings and may be considered on any matter to 
which it is relevant: Provided that such evidence shall only be so admitted if it has 
significant probative value that is not substantially outweighed by its potential for unfair 
prejudice to the accused.

�0� Group Submission, paragraph �2. 
�07 Committee Report. Proposal �3, paragraphs 6567. 
�0� Hon N Tjiriange, National Assembly, �0 February 2000. 
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 (2) Evidence of previous similar offences by an accused shall not be admissible solely 
to prove the character of the accused. 
 (3) The court’s reasons for its decision to admit or refuse to admit evidence of previous 
similar offences shall be recorded, and shall form part of the record of the proceedings.�09

“Currently our police and courts are not friendly to rape victims, they make it worse 
for the traumatised victim. Hopefully with the enactment of this Bill that situation will 
change so that the rape victims can put their trust in our law enforcement institutions.” 

hon kaiyamo, National Council, � March 2000

“I am convinced that… this Bill motivates and encourages rape victims to lay complaints 
with the police without fear to be further victimised by a judicial system that is insensitive 
to their plight.”

hon kapere, National Council, �3 March 2000

Closed court 
Prior to the advent of the Combating of Rape Act, cases involving adults were heard in open 
court unless the complainant made a special request that the court be closed during her 
testimony. 

The Act amended section �53 of the Criminal Procedure Act 5� of �977 to provide that the court 
will be automatically closed to the public during the entire rape trial unless the complainant 
requests otherwise.��0 If the complainant is a minor, the request to open the court must be 

�09 Section �6, Combating of Rape Act. (Differences between the proposed provision and the final provision are 
highlighted in bold.)

Section 2�� of the Criminal Procedure Act generally prohibits evidence of previous convictions of the 
accused, except where expressly provided for elsewhere in the Act or where the fact of a previous conviction 
is an element of the offence. (Evidence of the accused’s previous convictions is generally admissible in bail 
proceedings and on the question of sentencing.) 

Other relevant sections of the Criminal Procedure Act on this point are section �97 (which provides some 
general circumstances in which an accused may be crossexamined on character or previous convictions) 
and section 2�0 (which has been interpreted to allow similar fact evidence even if this could reveal the 
commission of other crimes by the accused). 

��0 Section �53 of the Criminal Procedure Act 5� of �977, as amended by the Combating of Rape Act, reads as 
follows in full:

�53 Circumstances in which criminal proceedings shall not take place in open court

 (�) If it appears to any court that it would, in any criminal proceedings pending before that court, be 
in the interests of the security of the State or of good order or of public morals or of the administration 
of justice that such proceedings be held behind closed doors, it may direct that the public or any class 
thereof shall not be present at such proceedings or any part thereof.
 (2) If it appears to any court at criminal proceedings that there is a likelihood that harm might result 
to any person, other than an accused, if he testifies at such proceedings, the court may direct
 (a) that such person shall testify behind closed doors and that no person shall be present when such 
evidence is given unless his presence is necessary in connection with such proceedings or is authorized 
by the court;
 (b) that the identity of such person shall not be revealed or that it shall not be revealed for a period 
specified by the court.

7. pRivaCY
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made by the complainant’s parent or guardian. This provision applies not only to rape cases, 
but to any criminal case relating to sexual or indecent acts. 

Article �2 of the Namibian Constitution states that people are entitled to public hearings, 
and that judgments in criminal cases must be given in public. But the Constitution says that 
exceptions can be made to these rules for reasons of “morals”, and this exception is the basis 
for closing the court in rape cases.���

This provision was contained in the original Bill and encountered no opposition. The Minster 
of Justice motivated the provision as follows, explaining why there was an option of opening 
the court at the complainant’s request: 

 (3) In criminal proceedings relating to a charge that the accused committed or attempted to commit –
 (a) any indecent act towards or in connection with any other person;
 (b) any act for the purpose of procuring or furthering the commission of an indecent act towards or 
in connection with any other person; or
 (c) extortion or any statutory offence of demanding from any other person some advantage which was 
not due and, by inspiring fear in the mind of such other person, compelling him to render such advantage,
the court before which such proceedings are pending may, at the request of such other person or, if he is 
a minor, at the request of his parent or guardian, direct that any person whose presence is not necessary 
at the proceedings or any person or class of persons mentioned in the request, shall not be present at the 
proceedings: Provided that judgment shall be delivered and sentence shall be passed in open court if the 
court is of the opinion that the identity of the other person concerned would not be revealed thereby.
 (3A) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsections (1), (2), (5) and (6) but subject to the 
provisions of subsection (3B), in criminal proceedings relating to a charge that the accused 
committed or attempted to commit- 
 (a) any sexual or indecent act towards or in connection with any complainant; or
 (b) any act for the purpose of procuring or furthering the commission of a sexual or indecent 
act towards or in connection with any complainant, 
the court before which such proceedings are pending shall, to the extent authorized thereto 
by the provisos to Article 12(1)(a) and (c) of the Namibian Constitution, direct that any person 
whose presence is not necessary at such proceedings, shall not be present at such proceedings, 
unless the complainant in such proceedings, or, if he or she is a minor, his or her parent or 
guardian or a person in loco parentis, otherwise requests.
 (3B) Any person whose presence is not necessary at criminal proceedings referred to in 
paragraphs (a) and (b) of subsection (3A), shall not be present at such proceedings while the 
complainant in such proceedings is giving evidence, unless such complainant, or, if he or she is 
a minor, his or her parent or guardian or a person in loco parentis, otherwise requests.
 (4)  Where an accused at criminal proceedings before any court is under the age of eighteen years, 
no person, other than such accused, his legal representative and parent or guardian or a person in loco 
parentis, shall be present at such proceedings, unless such person’s presence is necessary in connection 
with such proceedings or is authorized by the court.
 (5)  Where a witness at criminal proceedings before any court is under the age of eighteen years, the 
court may direct that no person, other than such witness and his parent or guardian or a person in loco 
parentis, shall be present at such proceedings, unless such person’s presence is necessary in connection 
with such proceedings or is authorized by the court.
 (6)  The court may direct that no person under the age of eighteen years shall be present at criminal 
proceedings before the court, unless he is a witness referred to in subsection (5) and is actually giving 
evidence at such proceedings or his presence is authorized by the court.
 (7)  To the extent that the provisions of this section provide for a limitation of the fundamental right 
to a public hearing and to the giving of judgment in criminal proceedings in public hearing and to the 
giving of judgment in criminal proceedings in public contemplated in paragraphs (a) and (c), respectively, 
of SubArticle (�) of Article �2 of the Namibian Constitution, in that they authorize the exclusion of the 
public from criminal proceedings or any part thereof, such limitation is enacted on authority of the said 
paragraphs (a) and (c).

��� Article �2(�)(a) and (c) of the Namibian Constitution read as follows (emphasis added): 
 (a)  In the determination of their civil rights and obligations or any criminal charges against them, all 
persons shall be entitled to a fair and public hearing by an independent, impartial and competent Court 
or Tribunal established by law: provided that such Court or Tribunal may exclude the press and/
or the public from all or any part of the trial for reasons of morals, the public order or national 
security, as is necessary in a democratic society.
…
 (c)  Judgments in criminal cases shall be given in public, except where the interests of juvenile 
persons or morals otherwise require.
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Looking at it from the perspective of the complainant in a rape case, one will of course 
be inclined to simply keep the entire proceedings “closed” and confidential. Article 
�2(�)(a) and (c) of the Namibian Constitution however restricts, for good reasons, what 
we as legislators can do in this regard. In a nutshell the provisions in these two new 
subsections provide that the court shall, without an application to that effect, hold the 
trial in camera, and in particular when the complainant is giving evidence.��2

The group submission welcomed this provision as drafted.��3 The Committee Report made no 
comment on it, and it was passed without opposition. 

No publication of information revealing 
identity of complainant
The Act amended section �54 of the Criminal Procedure Act 5� of �977 to make it illegal to 
publish any information which might reveal the identity of the complainant.��4 The precise 

��2 Hon N Tjiriange, Second Reading Speech, National Assembly, 3 June �999. 
��3 Group Submission (n �9), paragraph 9. 
��4 Section �54 of the Criminal Procedure Act 5� of �977, as amended by the Combating of Rape Act, reads as 

follows in full: 

�54 Prohibition of publication of certain information relating to criminal proceedings
  (�)  Where a court under section �53(�) on any of the grounds referred to in that subsection directs 
that the public or any class thereof shall not be present at any proceedings or part thereof, the court 
may direct that no information relating to the proceedings or any part thereof held behind closed doors 
shall be published in any manner whatever: Provided that a direction by the court shall not prevent 
the publication of information relating to the name and personal particulars of the accused, the charge 
against him, the plea, the verdict and the sentence, unless the court is of the opinion that the publication 
of any part of such information might defeat the object of its direction under section �53(�), in which 
event the court may direct that such part shall not be published.
 (2) (a) Where a court under section �53(3) directs that any person or class of persons shall not be 
present at criminal proceedings, no person shall publish in any manner whatever any information which 
might reveal the identity of any complainant in the proceedings: Provided that the presiding judge or 
judicial officer may authorize the publication of such information if he or she is of the opinion that such 
publication would be just and equitable: Provided further that such information may be published with 
regard to any complainant in the proceedings if that complainant is eighteen years of age or older and 
has authorized the publication of such information.

 (b)  Where a court in terms of section �53(3A) directs that any person shall not be present at 
criminal proceedings or where any person is in terms of section �53(3B) not permitted to be present 
at criminal proceedings, no person shall publish in any manner whatever any information which 
might reveal the identity of any complainant in the proceedings: Provided that the presiding judge 
or judicial officer may authorize the publication of such information if he or she is of the opinion 
that such publication would be just and equitable: Provided further that such information may be 
published with regard to any complainant in the proceedings if that complainant is eighteen years 
of age or older and has authorized the publication of such information.
 (c)  No person shall at any stage from the time of the commission of the relevant offence to the 
appearance of an accused in a court upon any charge referred to in section �53(3) or �53(3A) or at 
any stage after such appearance but before the accused has pleaded to the charge, publish in any 
manner whatever any information which might reveal the identity of the complainant towards or in 
connection with whom such offence is alleged to have been committed.

 (3)  No person shall publish in any manner whatever any information which reveals or may reveal 
the identity of an accused under the age of eighteen years or of a witness at criminal proceedings who 
is under the age of eighteen years: Provided that the presiding judge or judicial officer may authorize 
the publication of so much of such information as he may deem fit if the publication thereof would in his 
opinion be just and equitable and in the interest of any particular person.
 (4)  No prohibition or direction under this section shall apply with reference to the publication in the 
form of a bona fide law report of –

 (a) information for the purpose of reporting any question of law relating to the proceedings in 
question; or
 (b) any decision or ruling given by any court on such question, if such report does not mention 
the name of the person charged or of the person against whom or in connection with whom the 
offence in question was alleged to have been committed or of any witness at such proceedings, and 
does not mention the place where the offence in question was alleged to have been committed.
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wording is that “no person shall publish in any manner whatever any information which 
might reveal the identity of any complainant in the proceedings…”. Thus, this rule applies 
to newspapers, radio, television and any other kind of media. It prohibits publication of the 
complainant’s name and address, photographs which reveal physical features or clothing 
that might identify the complainant. The protection against publication applies “from the 
time of the commission of the relevant offence”, even before the perpetrator has appeared in 
court. This is important for the protection of the victim’s privacy, since the media often gets 
information from police dockets before there have been any court appearances. 

Information about the identity of the complainant in a rape case can be published only if the 
court has authorised the publication, or if a complainant who is over the age of �8 has authorised 
it. The parent or guardian of a rape complainant under the age of �8 does not have the power 
to consent to the publication of information which might reveal that child’s identity. (This arose 
from concerns that some parents might be tempted to agree to publication in order to get 
money from unscrupulous journalists, even if this was not in the child’s best interests.) 

The penalty for publishing information about the complainant’s identity without proper permission 
is a stiff fine of N$�0 000 or imprisonment for up to � year, or both. 

Article 2� of the Namibian Constitution protects freedom of speech and the press, but allows 
reasonable restrictions on this freedom which are necessary in a democratic society and 
required in the interests of “decency or morality”. This is the basis for restricting freedom of 
speech in respect of rape complainants.��5

The Minister of Justice expressed some doubts about the wisdom of these provisions on privacy: 

In this regard I would like to point out that if all rape trials were held in camera during 
the last few years, it is unlikely that this House would have had this bill before it and that 
I would get much support for what we want to achieve with it. The public must know 
what is going on for them to exercise their democratic rights to demand new improved 
laws. Moreover, we also need some publicity in future on the implementation of this new 
law to achieve what we want to achieve with it…��6

However, despite the Minister’s reservations, there was no other opposition to these clauses. 
As in the case of the clause on closed court, the group submission welcomed this provision 
as drafted:

We welcome sections �3 and �4 on automatic closure of the court during rape trials and 
the rules forbidding the publication of any information that might reveal the identity 
of the rape complainant. These provisions should be passed and strictly applied to 
stop sensational reporting on rape cases which shows no respect for the privacy of the 
complainant.��7

 (5) Any person who publishes any information in contravention of this section or contrary to any 
direction or authority under this section or who in any manner whatever reveals the identity of a witness 
in contravention of a direction under section �53(2), shall be guilty of an offence and liable on conviction 
to a fine not exceeding N$�0 000 or to imprisonment for a period not exceeding one year or to both such 
fine and such imprisonment.
 (6)  To the extent that the provisions of this section provide for a limitation of the fundamental rights 
contemplated in paragraph (a) of subarticle (�) of Article 2� of the Namibian Constitution, in that they 
authorize interference with a person’s freedom to publish information relating to criminal proceedings, 
such limitation is enacted on authority of subarticle (2) of the said Article.

��5 Article 2�(�) protects “freedom of speech and expression, which shall include freedom of the press and other 
media”. Article 2�(2) reads as follows (emphasis added): “The fundamental freedoms referred to in Paragraph 
(�) shall be exercised subject to the law of Namibia, in so far as such law imposes reasonable restrictions 
on the exercise of the rights and freedoms conferred by the said Paragraph, which are necessary in 
a democratic society and are required in the interests of the sovereignty and integrity of Namibia, 
national security, public order, decency or morality, or in relation to contempt of court, defamation or 
incitement to an offence.”

��� Hon N Tjiriange, Second Reading Speech, National Assembly, 3 June �999. 
��7 Group Submission, paragraph 9. 
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The Committee Report made no comment on this provision, and it was passed without 
opposition. 

“I am especially pleased that the Bill provides stiff penalties for revealing the identity of rape 
victims in the press. The Bill now protects the victim from the time the offence is committed. 
We have seen too many barely disguised photographs in a weekly newspaper, especially 
of children in small towns and villages. This is a practice that must be stopped.”

director-general of women’s affairs (hon N Ndaitwah)
National Assembly, 9 June �999

vulnerable witnesses
Two provisions on vulnerable witnesses were added to the Bill as it moved forward, although these 
were not contained in the Bill proposed by the Law Reform and Development Commission. 

Firstly, clause �5 of the Bill tabled in Parliament proposed that the evidence of any witnesses 
who are admonished to tell the truth, as opposed to taking an oath to tell the truth, be received 
“unless it appears to the presiding judge or judicial officer that such witness is incapable of 
giving intelligible evidence”. 

Understanding this proposal requires some background information. Section �62 of the Criminal 
Procedure Act states that all witnesses in criminal proceedings must take the prescribed oath 
(“so help me God”), subject to the provisions of sections �63 and �64. Failure to administer the 
oath to the witness or the interpreter results in the evidence of the witness being inadmissible. 
Section �63 allows for an affirmation instead of the oath for persons who object to the oath or 
do not consider it to be binding on their consciences. 

Section �64 states that any person who cannot understand the import of an oath or affirmation 
because of youth, defective education or other cause can instead be admonished by the 
presiding officer “to speak the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth”.��8 False 

��� Section �64 of the Criminal Procedure Act, at the time when the Combating of Rape Bill was under discussion, 
read as follows: 

 (�)  Any person –
 (a) who, from ignorance arising from defective education or other cause, is found not to understand the 
nature and import of the oath or the affirmation, may be admitted to give evidence in criminal proceedings 
without taking the oath or making the affirmation; and
 (b) who is younger than �4 years shall be admitted to give evidence in criminal proceedings without 
taking the oath or making the affirmation:
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statements which are made after receiving this warning give rise to the offence of perjury in 
the same way as false evidence which is sworn or affirmed

The application of section �64 requires that the court make some enquiry as to whether or 
not the witness understands the nature and import of the oath or affirmation.��9 If the witness 
is excused from taking the oath or making an affirmation, the required admonishment can 
be given only if the court has established that the witness comprehends the meaning of 
truth and falsehood. If the witness does not appear to understand these concepts, then the 
evidence is inadmissible. 

The problem is that abstract questions about truth and falsehood are often unnecessarily 
confusing to children and other witnesses, meaning that relevant and probative evidence may be 
excluded unnecessarily.�20 The idea behind the proposal in clause �5 was to allow the evidence of 
young witnesses to be admitted freely as long as it was intelligible, and then given appropriate 
weight by the presiding officer based on an assessment of the child’s age and understanding. 

Secondly, clause �6 of the Bill proposed that the crossexamination of any witness under the age 
of �3 should take place through the presiding officer, who would either restate the questions, or 
simplify or rephrase them as necessary. The goal here was to prevent bullying of young witnesses 
by overzealous defence counsel. 

The Minister of Justice motivated these provisions as follows:

Section �64 of the Criminal Procedure Act deals with the testimony of children or other 
persons who cannot take an oath or make the affirmation before giving testimony and 
who are then merely admonished by the presiding judicial officer to speak the truth. 
That evidence is, however, still completely inadmissible if the person does not satisfy 
the court that he or she knows the difference between the truth and falsehood. The 
addition of a subsection (3) by clause �5 of the Bill authorises the court to receive such 
evidence if it is at least intelligible and the court will then, of course with the necessary 
caution and in context of all the evidence, give such evidence its appropriate weight.

Clause �6 is also a very bold step of law reform. One can obviously not deny any accused 
to crossexamine a witness. Child witnesses are, however, very vulnerable and such cross 
examination can quite easily be done in such a way that a child, who will usually already 
be quite nervous in a court setup, can easily be intimidated and simply not handle it. 
There are different options to solve this problem, like using intermediaries or modern 
technology like closecircuit television. We have however decided to suggest that such 
crossexamination must be conducted via the presiding judicial officer who can restate, 
rephrase or simplify these questions.�2�

The group submission supported these provisions, with some suggestions for improvement:
 

We welcome the provisions in sections �5 and �6 on child witnesses. These provisions 
should help to reduce the trauma of court appearances for child witnesses. They will 
also help the court get to the truth of what happened, by preventing defence lawyers 

Provided that such person shall in lieu of the oath or affirmation be admonished by the presiding judge 
or judicial officer to speak the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth.
 (2) If such person wilfully and falsely states anything which, if sworn, would have amounted to the 
offence of perjury or any statutory offence punishable as perjury, he shall be deemed to have committed 
that offence, and shall, upon conviction, be liable to such punishment as is by law provided as a punishment 
for that offence.

��9 See S v Mashava �994 (�) SACR 224 (T). 
�20 See generally Karen Muller and Mark Tait, “‘A Prosecutor is a Person Who Cuts Off Your Head’: Children’s 

Perceptions of the Legal Process”, ��4 SALJ 593 (�997); Helene Combrinck, “Monsters under the bed: 
challenging existing views on the credibility of child witnesses in sexual offence cases”, 8 SACJ 326 (�995); 
P Zieff, “The child victim as witness in sexual abuse cases – a comparative analysis of the law of evidence 
and procedure”, 4 SACJ 2� (�99�); S v S �995 (�) SACR (ZS). 

�2� Hon N Tjiriange, Second Reading Speech, National Assembly, 3 June �999. 
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from confusing child witnesses with difficult legal language. 
However, we propose that the cutoff age of �3 should be raised to age �8, on the 

grounds that older children are also vulnerable to trauma and confusion in court and 
need protection. 

We would also urge Parliament to ensure that this strong beginning is followed by 
more farreaching measures to protect children and other vulnerable witnesses from 
unnecessary trauma, such as the use of closed circuit televisions or oneway screens to 
shield the complainant from viewing the accused during testimony.�22

The Committee Report supported the suggestion of raising the age in the provision on cross
examination to age �8: 

All participants welcomed the provisions in clauses �5 and �6 on child witnesses. These 
provisions should help to reduce the trauma of court appearances for child witnesses. 
They will also help the court get to the truth of what happened, by preventing defence 
lawyers from confusing child witnesses with difficult legal language. 

It was, however, proposed that the cutoff age of �3 should be raised to age �8, on 
the grounds that those older children are also vulnerable to trauma and confusion in 
court and therefore need protection. In this regard it is important to note that the law 
already protects the privacy of children under the age of �8 who have been involved 
in legal proceedings of any nature. In criminal proceedings, the court is closed to the 
public where the accused is under the age of �8, or during the testimony of any witness 
under the age of �8 (Criminal Procedure Act, No. 5� of �977, section �53(4)(5)). It is an 
offence to publish any information that may reveal the identity of a child under the age 
of �8 who has been a party or a witness to any legal proceedings whatsoever, including 
both criminal and civil cases (Criminal Procedure Act, No. 5� of �977, section �54(3); 
General Law Amendment Ordinance, No. 22 of �958, section �, as amended by Ord. 
�3/�962). 

It is also particularly relevant to note that South Africa’s Criminal Procedure Act 5� of 
�977 has been amended to allow “any witness under the age of �8 years” to give evidence 
through an intermediary if the court thinks that direct testimony would cause “undue 
mental stress or suffering” (Section �70a). In other words, if South Africa can apply the age 
of �8 for this purpose, so can Namibia. The South African provision was upheld against 
a Constitutional challenge in the following case: Klink v Regional Court Magistrate NO 
and Others �996 (3) BCLR 402 (SE) which involved a �6yearold complainant in a rape 
case where the accused was �8. The court found that the use of an intermediary in such 
circumstances did not deprive the accused of his right to crossexamination and thus did 
not interfere with his constitutional right to a fair trial.�23

The Minister of Justice gave substantial detail about his opposition to this proposal: 

I have great sympathy for the motivation in the report of the Committee. It must, however, 
be borne in mind that it is a cardinal principle of our criminal justice system that a 
person who is accused of committing a crime has the right to challenge the evidence 
against him or her. This right is entrenched in Article �2(�)(d) of our Constitution. 
It should be obvious to even the most casual reader that the provision in point does 
indeed limit the ability of an accused to crossexamine effectively. When the context 
and the purposes of the provision are taken into account, it is my opinion that a court 
of law should uphold the provision in its present form against constitutional scrutiny. It 
is important for the Hon. Members to realise that even the provision in its present form 
is a calculated – though well thought through – risk. It is possible, though unlikely, that 
it may be declared unconstitutional in this form.

The effect of the proposal will be to extend the provision to a large class of persons 
that were not covered by the original form of the provision. The provision is an attempt 
to strike a balance between the competing interests of the child witness and that of 
the, possibly innocent, accused. The proposal will shift the balance to the side of the 

�22 Group Submission, paragraph �0.
�23 Committee Report at Proposal �0, paragraphs 4952. 
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witness, away from the right that is expressly guaranteed in Article �2(�)(d) of the 
Constitution. The likelihood that the provision would be found unconstitutional if the 
proposal is adopted will therefore increase substantially.

I respectfully submit that the authority quoted in the report of the Committee does 
not take the matter any further. The South African case referred to in the report was only 
the decision of a provincial division of the Supreme Court. The decision has also been 
criticised in some academic literature. There are further cardinal differences between 
the South African provision and the provision in our Bill. Our Constitution is also worded 
differently on this issue than the South African one. In the South African provision, the 
court has a discretion not to appoint an intermediary even after it has found that the 
appearance would cause mental stress. In the proposed provision, however, the court 
has no choice even if the court is convinced that no particular discomfort will follow 
from the giving of evidence by the young witness. While it is reasonable to assume 
that almost all witnesses under the age of thirteen will suffer serious mental stress 
when they are giving evidence in a court of law, it is equally obvious that there will 
be cases where witnesses of almost eighteen who are giving evidence about a matter 
about which the witness does not have particularly strong emotional feelings, will not 
be stressful to that witness.�24

The Committee also proposed the following additional provision:

It is proposed that the following section be inserted in the Criminal Procedure Act, Act 
5� of �977, to make provision for special protection to be given in court for witnesses 
who are particular vulnerable to being intimidated by either the presence of the accused 
or by the court process generally: 

“Vulnerable Witnesses

**.  (�)  If it is practical and desirable to make special arrangements for taking evidence 
from a witness in order to protect the witness from embarrassment or distress, to 
protect the witness from being intimidated by the atmosphere of the court room, or 
for any other probable reason, the court shall permit that special arrangements are 
made for taking the evidence of that witness. 
 (2)  “Special arrangements” may be:
 (a)  that evidence is given outside the courtroom and transmitted to the courtroom 
by means of closed circuit television;
 (b)  that a screen, partition or one way glass is placed to obscure the witness’s 
view of the accused or any other relevant person;
 (c)  that the witness is accompanied by a relative or friend for the purpose of 
providing emotional support”.�25

The Committee’s motivation for this provision was as follows:

Participants urged Parliament to ensure that this strong beginning is followed by more 
farreaching measures to protect children and other vulnerable witnesses from unne
cessary trauma, such as the use of closed circuit televisions or oneway screens to shield 
the complainant from viewing the accused during testimony.

The experience in countries, which have adopted this new approach of producing 
evidence, is that child witnesses are less anxious and more effective witnesses where 
screens and special protection measures are implemented. They are likely to give a more 
accurate version of the events in question. The interest of a child should come first, in 
particular, before any advantage that may be gained by the distress of the child.�26

�24 National Assembly, �0 February 2000. 
�25 Committee Report, Proposal ��, paragraph 53. 
�2� Id at Proposal ��, paragraphs 5455. 
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The Minister of Justice expressed reservations on this point: 

This proposal introduces a totally new provision at this late stage. This raises many 
technical problems, because the provision did not go through the normal process of 
scrutiny to which legislation is subjected in the normal course of events. It would therefore 
be necessary that staff members in my Ministry further scrutinise this provision with 
particular care and it must then be certified by the Hon. Attorney General. I must however 
point out that in its present form there is a serious problem with the provision. Therefore I 
will endeavour to consult with the Attorney General and Prosecutor General.�27

In the final stages of discussion around the Bill, the Minister removed all of the provisions on 
child witnesses, with a promise that a more comprehensive set of amendments on vulnerable 
witnesses would be put forward by the Ministry of Justice in the near future.�28 The stakeholders 
who had been lobbying for additional provisions on vulnerable witnesses were in agreement 
with this step, and no objections from Parliamentarians were recorded. 

More time passed than anticipated before the promise of further law reform was brought 
to fruition, but the Criminal Procedure Amendment Act 24 of 2003 did eventually address 
vulnerable witnesses more comprehensively. This subsequent law, which came into force on 
30 December 2003, is discussed in a separate chapter of this report. 

victim compensation
The Law Reform and Development Commission report proposed that the new law on rape 
should have a provision on compensation for the complainant. It proposed that a court which 
convicts an accused must also order that the accused must pay a fixed amount of N$�0 000 to 
the complainant as compensation for the crime. The amount could be increased from time to 
time by regulation. This award would not deprive the complainant of the right to seek further 
compensation in another proceeding, although the original payment would have to be taken 
into account in any further award made by a court.�29

The Law Reform and Development Commission motivated this provision as follows:

Clause 4 provides for a compensation order in favour of the complainant. This reform 
is also inspired by the customary law where the emphasis is on compensation for the 
complainant. The bill provides for a compulsory fixed order of compensation upon each 
criminal conviction. Under the current law, a complainant can pursue damages by 
means of a civil suit in which case the damages must be proved in the manner required 
in civil cases. This makes the procedure complicated and costly and hence impractical. 
Under the proposed new law, because the compensation order will be compulsory and 
the amount is prescribed, compensation will be available to all complainants. It should 
be noted that the compensation order in the criminal proceeding does not preclude the 
complainant from seeking additional damages in a civil court.�30

Many women’s groups objected to this provision. The comments made by the Legal Assistance 
Centre to the Law Reform and Development Commission are typical of the objections put forward:

While we support the reasoning behind this provision, we feel that it is inappropriate for the 
statute to set a flat amount for damages. We are worried that this will in fact work against 
women, giving rise to more accusations of false charges, especially where the accused is 
a man of means. We would suggest, as an alternative, that it become mandatory for the 

�27 National Assembly, �0 February 2000. 
�2� The writer was present when this statement was made in Parliament. However, it could not be located in the 

Hansard. 
�29 See LRDC Bill, clause 4 in LRDC Report. 
�30 LRDC Report at 6. 
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presiding officer to invoke existing section 300 of the Criminal Procedure Act, without 
the necessity of a special application from the complainant or the prosecutor, and that 
the court be ordered to consider compensation for the physical and psychological injury 
to the complainant in addition to property loss or damage. The upper limit for damages 
in terms of this provision should be reconsidered for this purpose. 

This mechanism would have a similar effect as the approach proposed in the draft 
bill, but without setting a fixed amount of damages. The mandatory nature of the 
provision would send out the message that every rape entails compensable damage, 
and presiding officers could be given guidance and training in this regard. While this 
approach is admittedly not as straightforward as the one suggested in the draft bill, 
we are concerned that the laudable reforms designed to make the trial process more 
comfortable for the complainant may be undermined by the inevitable allegations of 
“golddigging” if a substantial fixed amount of damages is awarded in every case.�3�

The proposed provision on compensation was removed from the Bill before it was tabled in 
Parliament. The Minister of Justice made the following comments on this issue:

We are very much aware that our criminal justice system does not always satisfy the 
expectations of our people because, as they see it, the proverbial, scale of justice is not 
balanced if the convicted person is merely sent off to prison and no compensation is 
paid to the victim. As a matter of fact, we can learn in this regard from our customary 
law. There are, of course, some provisions for compensation to victims of crime in our 
law of criminal procedure, but it seems that they are not adequate. The Law Reform 
and Development Commission made some recommendations on a direct and uniform 
compensation order for victims of rape. We have, however, decided that that particular 
way of doing it will also have negative results and that the whole issue of compensation, 
ie not in respect of rape only, must rather be further researched.�32

For the moment, compensation in the course of the criminal trial was left to section 300 of 
the Criminal Procedure Act 5� of �977, which provides for compensation only where a crime 
results in “damage to or loss of property (including money)”.�33

�3� Legal Assistance Centre, Comments on Draft Combating of Rape Act, August �997.
�32 Hon N Tjiriange, Second Reading Speech, National Assembly, 3 June �999. 
�33 Section 300 reads in full as follows: 

300  Court may award compensation where offence causes damage to or loss of property
 (�)  Where a person is convicted by a superior court, a regional court or a magistrate’s court of an offence 
which has caused damage to or loss of property (including money) belonging to some other person, the court 
in question may, upon the application of the injured person or of the prosecutor acting on the instructions of the 
injured person, forthwith award the injured person compensation for such damage or loss: Provided that –

 (a) a regional court or a magistrate’s court shall not make any such award if the compensation 
applied for exceeds R20 000 or R5 000, respectively;
 (b) where a person is convicted under section 25(�) of the Children’s Act, �960 (Act 33 of �960), 
of having conduced to the commission of an offence, the court may make the award of compensation 
against such person notwithstanding that the injured person has not applied for compensation.
 (2)  For the purposes of determining the amount of the compensation or the liability of the 
convicted person therefore, the court may refer to the evidence and the proceedings at the trial or 
hear further evidence either upon affidavit or orally.
 (3)(a)  An award made under this section –

 (i) by a magistrate’s court, shall have the effect of a civil judgment of that court;
 (ii) by a regional court, shall have the effect of a civil judgment of the magistrate’s court 
of the district in which the relevant trial took place.

  (b) Where a superior court makes an award under this section, the registrar of the court shall 
forward a certified copy of the award to the clerk of the magistrate’s court designated by the presiding 
judge or, if no such court is designated, to the clerk of the magistrate’s court in whose area of jurisdiction 
the offence in question was committed, and thereupon such award shall have the effect of a civil judgment 
of that magistrate’s court.

  (4)  Where money of the person convicted is taken from him upon his arrest, the court may order 
that payment be made forthwith from such money in satisfaction or on account of the award.
  (5)(a)  A person in whose favour an award has been made under this section may within sixty 
days after the date on which the award was made, in writing renounce the award by lodging with the 
registrar or clerk of the court in question a document of renunciation and, where applicable, by making 
a repayment of any moneys paid under subsection (4).
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As promised by the Minister of Justice, however, the issue of victim compensation for crimes 
was eventually addressed more comprehensively, in the new Criminal Procedure Act 25 of 
2004, which is discussed in a separate chapter below. 

“Perhaps we can also think in terms of remuneration to the victims, instead of justice done 
to these people in jail and the poor victim suffers that trauma for the rest of her life.”

minister of Labour (hon a toivo ya toivo)
National Assembly, 3 June �999

“It seems to me there is no provision in the Bill for compensation of rape victims by the 
rapists. I am proposing that a provision be made for the compensation of the victims of 
rape who suffered both bodily harm and sustained permanent psychological injuries.”

minister without portfolio (hon h pohamba) 
National Assembly, � June �999

Rights of complainant in rape trial
The Law Reform and Development Commission report proposed that the new law on rape 
should have a provision on the complainant’s right to participate to some extent in the criminal 
trial. It proposed that the complainant, whether personally or through a legal representative, 
should have the following rights in respect of the trial: 

to address the court on any issue which the prosecutor would be able to raise
to put any question to a witness that the prosecutor could have put
to object to any evidence introduced by the prosecutor or the defence, or to any question 
asked of any witness by the prosecutor or the defence
to introduce any admissible evidence not introduced by the prosecutor
to crossexamine any witnesses called by the defence, including the accused.�34

The LRDC’s rationale was as follows:

Clause �0 provides for certain special rights for the complainant. It basically provides 
that the complainant may appoint a legal representative and that the legal representative 
may take an active part in the case. In the present law, the rights of a complainant in 
a criminal case are extremely limited and are confined to attending the case and to 
suggesting lines of crossexamination to the prosecutor. It was felt that the complainant 
should have more rights in a case and that the special nature of a rape trial justifies 
such provisions. Public prosecutors are not the representatives of the complainant, but 
of the state, and may fail to object to hostile or degrading crossexamination.�35

The Legal Assistance Centre supported this proposal:

We commend the innovative approach taken in section �0 and support it fully. Direct 
representation of the complainant could be particularly important in ensuring that the 
provisions restricting the introduction of sexual history evidence are taken seriously. 
One question which arises, however, is whether a complainant should be eligible for 
legal aid in respect of representation under this section.�36

(b)  Where the person concerned does not renounce an award under paragraph (a) within the period of 
sixty days, no person against whom the award was made shall be liable at the suit of the person concerned 
to any other civil proceedings in respect of the injury for which the award was made.

�34 See LRDC Bill, clause �0 in LRDC Report. 
�35 LRDC Report, at paragraph 2.�0. 
�3� Legal Assistance Centre, Comments on Draft Combating of Rape Act, August �997.
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However, representatives of the Office of the ProsecutorGeneral raised concerns about “three
cornered trials” where participation by the complainant might unwittingly undermine the 
prosecution strategy and reduce the likelihood of obtaining a conviction. This provision was 
removed from the Bill by the Ministry of Justice before the Bill was tabled in Parliament. 

The basic principle of participation for the crime victim was subsequently addressed more 
comprehensively in the Criminal Procedure Act 25 of 2004, which is discussed in a separate 
chapter below. 

speedy trial
The Law Reform and Development Commission proposed a statutory requirement saying that 
all rape trials must commence within three months of the date on which the accused was 
arrested, while providing that the accused would not be entitled to an acquittal if this time 
period was not complied with:�37 

The point of departure with this section is that higher priority should be given to 
rape cases than to other criminal cases (even very serious ones). It is the opinion of 
the Commission that if the requisite care is taken, it should be possible to institute 
rape trials within the prescribed period. Because this provision is enacted in the 
interest of the complainant and not that of the accused, the noncompliance with 
that period should not entitle the accused to an acquittal. This aspect does not 
unduly burden the accused, because Article �2(l)(b) of the Namibian Constitution 
protects the accused against undue delays in the institution of a criminal trial.�38

However, this provision was removed from the Bill before it went to Parliament. The Minister 
of Justice explained why:
 

Given the trauma that women experience as a result of the rape trial, it stands to reason 
that any delay in finalising the trial should be avoided. The Law Reform and Development 
Commission recommended some provisions aimed at speeding up rape trials. We have 
however decided not to incorporate provisions in this regard in this Bill as the whole 
issue of speeding up trials, and not just rape trials, will still receive further attention in 
my Ministry. I must however add that without the necessary funds and staff it will not 
make sense to prescribe procedures and time limits that we cannot adhere to.�39

As of 2006, delays in criminal trials are still causing problems, with possible solutions still 
under discussion. 

informing complainant of rapist’s release from prison
The Minister of Justice explained that a provision on this issue had been considered and 
rejected:

I want to mention that we also considered some provisions to ensure that a victim is 
informed when a convicted rapist is released from prison, but have decided against it. 
Apart from practical problems with such provisions it should in any event be dealt with 
in the Prisons Act.�40

This point was not addressed in the LRDC Report or in any of the subsequent Parliamentary 
discussions.

�37 LRDC Bill, clause 5, LRDC Report. 
�3� LRDC Report, at paragraph 2.5. The Legal Assistance Centre supported this proposal, “including the 

thoughtfullydrafted provisions for enforcement.” Legal Assistance Centre, Comments on Draft Combating 
of Rape Act, August �997.

�39 Hon N Tjiriange, Second Reading Speech, National Assembly, 3 June �999. 
�40 Id. 
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A few other issues were raised repeatedly in the Parliamentary debates around rape, 
without leading to any provisions in the rape law. 

Concerns about false charges
It appears to be a myth that there are more false charges of rape than of any other serious 
crime, although this is a point of endless scholarly debate.

The fear of false charges laid by women came up repeatedly in the Parliamentary debate, as 
the quotes in the box below indicate. These fears were bound up with concerns that rape is 
‘provoked’ by women’s behaviour, and suggestions that women must take more responsibility 
for protecting themselves. 

“[L]egislating for social conduct or sexual conduct is a quite complex issue. It involves 
traditions, it involves bad elements – both men and women. What we must guard against 
is not to open the doors for victimisation of the male, because if we are not careful, we 
would have provided an avenue for some unscrupulous women to abuse this Bill and 
victimise the men.

For example, if the lady wants my money, she may falsely accuse me of having raped 
her. So, the bill must also protect the males. It must have clauses that in instances where 
women try to do that, they must be punished severely. Some women are unscrupulous, 
some of them are prostitutes. Some of them will have a relationship with a man and 
afterwards say ‘he has raped me’, in which case the unsuspecting man becomes a 
sitting duck for blackmail and what have you. I think we really have to look at that 
seriously and protect the men as well, not only to punish the rapists but also to make 
sure that those who are not rapists are protected.”

minister of mines and energy (hon J Nyamu)
National Assembly, 3 June �999 

“I have only a few words to say concerning this very important Bill which is long 
overdue because rape in Namibia is threatening the lives of people, and I support the 
bill wholeheartedly. However, we have to consider some points, because sometimes 
the women are also misbehaving. You see women walking in the streets at 2 o’clock 
at night where the situation is not safe. I understand the rights of everybody, but the 
situation is not good that a woman has to walk around at midnight.

… [S]ome women are still ignorant of the unsafe situation at the moment. I appeal 
to the Namibian women to behave well and not to wear mini dresses. Sometimes it 
provokes the men. I know it is the right of a woman to wear the dress she wants, but 
we must know the situation is very bad. We are not in a foreign country where the 
situation is better…

In another situation somebody talks to a lady, she was not forced, but she ends up in 
the man’s bed. After that she claims that she was raped, only because she demanded 
money. This is unfair, but we will leave this to the court to prove. That is why many 
cases were withdrawn because there was no evidence that force was used. Therefore, 
I think the Bill has to consider all these things, because the men are in many cases also 
victimised by women.” 

hon moongo 

National Assembly, 3 June �999

9. ReLated 
  issues
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“Women sometimes also go overboard because they want money from the men… 
about two years ago there was a case in Walvis Bay of a Miss [X] who accused one 
of our reputable lawyers here that he raped her, and it appeared that this was just a 
fabrication. Later on she was found at Noordoewer in a truck, running away to South 
Africa, and when she was arrested she confessed that she just framed this man. This 
is a serious case and I think we must deal with this properly.” 

minister of Labour (hon a toivo ya toivo)
National Assembly, 3 June �999

“This Bill goes far beyond only curbing rape. It also creates loopholes for victimisation 
of innocent people… Even now many innocent people throughout the world are today 
serving severe prison sentences, only because they failed to prove their innocence. 
With us in Namibia it is even worse, because of our high illiteracy rate.” 

hon garoëb, �0 June �999

“…provision should be made to make the laying of false charges punishable by law.”
hon kapere, 9 March 2000

“I would like to say that it should be added as to subsection (�)(9)(j) as circumstances 
that through the clothes put on by the complainant or any other person affected by his 
or her acts or rape may result in him acting unlawfully. His reasonable capacity is to 
be determined as to whether any other reasonable man would have committee that act 
or otherwise.”

hon masake, National Council, �3 March 2000

On the more narrow question of recourse for false charges, there is actually no need for law 
reform on this point. A complainant who laid a false charge of rape, or any other crime, with 
the police or made a false statement in court, could be charged with the crime of perjury or 
related offences.�4�

Concerns about case withdrawals 
Concerns were also expressed in Parliament about withdrawals of charges by rape complainants, 
as the statement in the box below shows. 

“Many rape complaints are being withdrawn by the complainants for reasons unknown 
to me… I am convinced that some of these cases would have strong evidence to secure 
a conviction even without the testimony of the complainant. But I don’t understand why 
not even in the wake of withdrawal the State cannot continue prosecuting if the case 
if prima facie [valid on its face]. Thus I note a weakness in the judicial [system] which 
needs to be addressed.”

hon kapere, National Council, 9 March 2000

�4� Perjury is the unlawful and intentional making of a false statement in the course of a judicial proceeding by 
an individual who has taken an oath or made an affirmation before a body that is competent to administer 
or accept it. This includes statements made under oath which are admissible by law as evidence at a judicial 
proceeding, if such a use is contemplated by the person making the statement when the statement is made. 
Thus, a false affidavit given to a police officer at the time of laying a criminal charge would be grounds for a 
charge of perjury. 

 The laying of a false charge could also be actionable under section 300 (3) of the Criminal Procedure 
Ordinance 34 of �963 or section 9 of the Justices of the Peace and Commissioners of Oaths Act �6 of �963. 
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An apparently littleknown fact is that it is possible in theory for a rape case to proceed even 
if the rape complainant who initially laid the charge later withdraws it. This seldom happens 
in practice because it is hard to get enough evidence to prove that the rape took place without 
the cooperation of the person who was raped. But it might be possible in a case where there 
were several witnesses and a reliable medical report which included proof of the sexual act 
in question. 

In addition, it is possible in theory for a charge of rape to be laid by someone other than the person 
who was raped, such as a witness to the rape. But it is unlikely that there would be enough 
evidence to go forward with a prosecution under these circumstances. Without the cooperation 
of the person who was raped, it might be especially hard to prove that the sexual act took place 
and that force or coercion was really used.

hiv testing of accused rapists
The Combating of Rape Act does not make provision for testing rape perpetrators for HIV. A 
few Parliamentarians suggested that mandatory testing should be part of the law. (See box 
below.)

“I would suggest that all rapists should be tested for HIV/AIDS. This should be a must 
for everybody… “

hon sioka, National Assembly, � June �999

“…[M]ore than twice in this House I requested that it should be made mandatory that 
whenever a person has raped a person, that person should be tested, and if found to 
be HIV positive and found guilty of rape, that should be added to the judgement… as 
attempted murder or just murder.” 

director general for women’s affairs (hon N Ndaitwah), 9 June �999

“I would also like to request… maybe in the future to make an amendment so that a 
rape suspect can be tested for HIV, because the present act does not provide for that, 
and if the police does that, it will be ruled as unconstitutional by the courts.”

minister of home affairs (hon J ekandjo), National Assembly, �0 June �999

However, no formal proposal on this issue was ever put forward during the discussions around 
the Bill. The current debates around this issue will be explored further in Chapter 8.

otheR suggestioNs

A few other suggestions were raised in Parliament. Here are some examples: 

“I feel that there should be degrees of rape under which you can be charged. There 
should be a first degree rape, a second degree rape and possibly a third degree rape. 
That is something that must be considered seriously.”

deputy minister of higher education, vocational training, 
science and technology(hon J wentworth), National Assembly, 3 June �999

“In Namibia we should allow traditional courts to deal with many of the cases that 
pile up on shelves in our law courts due to shortage of manpower. Traditional courts 
will cure a man who rapes women. They have medicine for that.”

hon matjila, National Assembly, � June �999
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“I also want to raise my concern on rape committed in our prison cells by inmates 
of the same sex. My intention is that the authorities concerned should find appropriate 
measures to combat it, considering the circumstances under which the inmates live. 
It is reported that some people, particularly those who are powerless and newcomers, 
are coerced and raped in the cells by the prisoners serving long term sentences.” 

minister without portfolio (hon h pohamba) 
National Assembly, � June �999

“I have the following suggestions aimed at putting violence against women and children 
to an end. These are: (�) The campaign / fight of violence against women and children 
should be directed to those men who perpetuate violence acts against women and 
children. At present the campaign is too general, and as such we may not achieve what 
we want. (2) Since violent men are known by us as neighbours as part of the family in 
those given houses, or as collaborators, friends – I suggest that a mechanism of rounding 
them up should introduced. We round them up and put them at a given place. This will 
be a costly exercise. One region can start and another can do so. While at those places 
workshops should be given to those people as well as counselling. We cannot afford 
to wait until violent men commit crimes on women and children. If they know that they are 
not violent, let’s say in the process of rounding them up they are mistakenly taken, they 
must come and prove themselves there that they are not so violent. (3) For this exercise to 
be successful, money should be found to encourage the would-be witness to come 
forward and report this practice. Otherwise if you do not have money the campaign 
of combating violence against women will not succeed. We will keep on talking about 
men violating women and children and to a certain extent keep on accusing those who 
are not violent. That it why there is need at least to me more specific rather than to be 
general. (4) Another method that can be used in order to find out who is violent and 
who is not, a system can be used to the extent of bugging telephones. 

hon ya kasita, National Council, 9 March 2000

“Laws alone cannot help. For instance our women, mothers, sisters should not create 
conditions which are tempting or conducive to wouldbe rapists… Equally it is high 
time that women learn to defend themselves… our women must do some exercise, 
karate, even boxing…”

hon mujoro, National Council, 9 March 2000

“Hon Mensah called for more specialised training of police, health workers and 
the judiciary on how to handle rape victims.”

National Council, �4 March 2000 

other suggestions from the 
parliamentary Committee
The Committee Report incorporated several suggestions not directly related to matters covered 
by the Bill. As the Minister of Justice pointed out, these were “not proposals for amendments 
to the Bill and are mainly in the domain of other ministers’ portfolios”.�42

Minimum age for customary marriage

The Committee Report proposed that there should be a minimum age for customary marriage, 
just as there is for civil marriage, to prevent youthful marriages. No specific age was suggested, 
but it was noted that the minimum age for civil marriage is �8. Children below this age need 
the consent of both their parents and the state before they can legally marry.�43

�42 National Assembly, 22 February 2000.
�43 Committee Report, Proposal �4, paragraphs 6869. This was also advocated in the Group Submission: 
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The Minister of Justice commented that the Law Reform and Development Commission “is 
working on the issue of customary law marriages and the aspect of a minimum age for such 
marriages is already receiving attention by them”.�44

As of mid2006, this recommendation had not yet been implemented. The Law Reform and 
Development Commission has proposed a Bill on the recognition of customary marriages 
including a provision which would, if enacted, put customary marriages on the same footing 
as civil marriages, with parental consent being required for all minors as well as state consent 
for persons under age �8.�45 However, the proposed Bill has not yet moved forward. 

Sex education in schools

The Committee also urged sex education through schools and other institutions, to equip 
children with the knowledge to deal maturely with their sexuality and to ensure that they are 
fully informed about family planning techniques and sexually transmitted diseases.�46

According to the National Institute for Educational Development (NIED), sex education has 
been integrated into the school curriculum by means of a holistic approach which incorporates 
information on issues such as HIV/AIDS into a range of school subjects, including biology 
and social studies. However, the reluctance of some teachers to address topics related to sex 
remains an obstacle which NIED is attempting to overcome by means of teacher training. 
NIED also has plans (as of 2006) to create materials such as textbooks to supplement the 
current approach to sex education, and to work on building teachers’ capacity to teach sex 
education. 

Two programmes dealing with HIV and sexual decisionmaking have been aimed at youth 
through cooperation between the government and UNICEF. “My Future My Choice” is a peer 
education programme which targets �5 to �8 year olds. “Window of Hope” is a programme for 
�0 to �4yearolds which involves both the formal curriculum and afterschool clubs facilitated 
by teachers. The skills addressed include identifying and managing emotions, building self
esteem, communication, decisionmaking, caregiving, resisting peer pressure and building 
healthy relationships. 

By 2004, My Future My Choice had reached 70% of all secondary schools (out of 400 in 
total) and Windows of Hope 40% of primary schools (out of �200 in total). 

the Campaign towards universal access to hiv prevention,  
treatment, Care and support, May 200�, www.sadcpf.org/

“In a related issue, we urge that the question of a minimum age for customary marriage be examined. 
Children under the age of �8 need state consent as well as parental consent to enter into a civil 
marriage, but there is no corresponding age limit for customary marriage. We believe that this should 
be remedied.” Group Submission, paragraph 3.2. 

�44 National Assembly, 22 February 2000. 
�45 The Law Reform and Development Commission has proposed as a requirement for future customary 

marriages that “any party who is a minor has obtained the consent from the persons and institutions that 
are required by the provisions of the Marriage Act, �96� (Act No.25 of �96�)”. See sections 24 and 26 of the 
Marriage Act, as amended by section 24 of the Married Persons Equality Act � of �996. Law Reform and 
Development Commission, Report on Customary Law Marriages, Project 7, LRDC �2, October 2004 (section 
3 of the Bill in Annexure B). 

�4� Committee Report, Proposal �5, paragraphs 707�. See also Group Submission, paragraph 3.2. 
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Free testing and counselling for rape survivors

The Committee also proposed free testing for sexually–transmitted diseases and pregnancy 
in the wake of a rape, accompanied by free counselling and psychological treatment for rape 
survivors and the immediately family members. The Committee noted:

Vast sums of money are being spent annually on rehabilitation programmes for sexual 
offenders in our prisons, yet their victims are not afforded the necessary assistance 
and support to enable them to pick up the pieces of their shattered lives after their 
quite often grisly ordeals at the hands of the perpetrators of the ghastly crimes.�47 

As of 2006, free HIV testing and pretest and posttest counselling are offered at state hospitals 
and clinics. New Start Voluntary Testing and Counselling Centres throughout the country 
(implemented through partnership between the Ministry of Health and Social Services and the non
governmental Social Marketing Association) also provide free HIV testing and counselling.�48

“Rape kits” for rape survivors

“Rape kits” as used here refers to a set of medications for rape survivors which includes 
medication to reduce the likelihood of contracting sexually transmitted diseases, including HIV, 
as well as medication which can prevent pregnancy if taken immediately after the rape.�49

 
The group submission suggested the free provision of such “rape kits” to all rape survivors, 
and tried to head off possible objections that might be raised:

There may be some who will argue against the provision of such drugs on the grounds 
that some people may lay false charges of rape in order to obtain them. That may be so, 
but that is no argument for condemning any genuine rape victim to an unnecessary 
death sentence from the eventual contraction of AIDS, or expecting a rape survivor to 
undergo the trauma of bearing a rapist’s child. People who lay false charges can be dealt 
with under existing laws on fraud or perjury. 

Another concern may be cost. However, information from South Africa indicates 
that a package of three antiAIDS drugs (AZT, 3TC and Crixivan) can be supplied to 
rape victims for 28 days at a total cost of about N$�000 – which is cheaper than the cost 
to the state of one day of hospital care for someone with AIDS.�50

The Committee Report recommended the following steps:

It is proposed that the Ministry of Health and Social Services and the Ministry of Home 
Affairs be directed to jointly take the necessary steps to ensure that all government 
and private medical facilities in Namibia, as well as all Women Child Protection Units 
and police stations (depending on the level of medical supervision required, as there 
are some mild side effects associated with the drugs) are in a position to make “rape 
kits” available, free of charge, to every rape survivor, immediately after the appropriate 
medical/forensic examination had been completed. This should be accompanied by a 
national campaign to make the availability of these drugs widely known, particularly 
so those rape survivors in rural areas will know to seek them in time.�5�

This recommendation has been implemented in principle. In December 200�, the Ministry of 
Health & Social Services announced that antiHIV medication was available for all rape victims 
at hospitals countrywide.�52 

�47 Committee Report, Proposal �6, paragraphs 7273. See also Group Submission at paragraph 5.4. 
�4� The New Start Centres are run on a franchise basis with partner organisations required to follow Ministry of 

Health and Social Services/ Social Marketing Association guidelines and protocols. Rapid Testing has been 
introduced at all New Start Centres with the benefit of results being available on the same day of testing. 

�49 The term ‘rape kit’ is used in other contexts to refer to a packet of materials intended to facilitate the collection 
of forensic evidence of a rape. 

�50 Group submission, paragraph �3. 
�5� Committee Report, Proposal �7. 
�52 See “Govt provides antiHIV lifeline for rape victims”, The Namibian, 3 December 200�. 
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However, it was reported in July 2002 that, contrary to earlier reports, the drugs in question 
were not available at Women and Child Protection Units and hospitals countrywide, but 
remained stored at the Ministry of Health. The cause of this delay was reportedly a lack of 
guidelines on the use of this “PostExposure Prophylaxis” (PEP).�53 

In April 2003, the Ministry of Health and Social Services published Guidelines for AntiRetroviral 
Therapy which included a section on PostExposure Prophylaxis. Minister of Health Richard 
Kamwi confirmed in October 2005 that PEP is now available at all district hospitals.�54 However, 
questions about their availability in practice remain unresolved. 

This issue will be examined in more detail in Chapter 9.

“This Bill should not be seen as a Bill only to protect children, but it is a Bill to protect 
the whole society, as violence against women and children does have a negative impact 
on all of us. You can imagine how you would feel if your mother or sister is raped. That is 
why we say we are all affected by this rape and violence against women and children.”

director-general of women’s affairs (hon. N Ndaitwah) 
National Assembly, 9 June �999

As noted above, the Combating of Rape Act was accompanied by the Combating of Immoral 
Practices Amendment Act 7 of 2000, which amended the law on socalled “statutory rape”. 

Prior to the amendment, section �4 of the Combating of Immoral Practices Act made it a crime 
to have sexual contact with a girl under the age of �6, but provided no protection for boys: 

(�)  Any male who –
 (a)  has or attempts to have unlawful carnal intercourse with a girl under the age of 
sixteen years; or 
 (b)  commits or attempts to commit with such a girl an immoral or indecent act; or
 (c)  solicits or entices such a girl to the commission of an immoral or indecent act.,
shall be guilty of an offence and liable on conviction to imprisonment for a period not 
exceeding six years with or without a fine not exceeding three thousand rand in addition 
to such imprisonment.

�53 See “Govt dallies on AIDS drugs for rape victims”, The Namibian, 23 July 2002. 
�54 Statement at Launch of the Global Campaign on Children & AIDS in Namibia, 25 October 2005, Windhoek. 

10. CombatiNg 
of immoRaL 
pRaCtiCes 
ameNdmeNt aCt
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 (2)  It shall be a sufficient defence to any charge in terms of this section if it appears 
to the court –

 (a)  that the girl at the time of the commission of the offence was a prostitute, 
that the person so charged was, at the said time under the age of twentyone years 
and that it is the first occasion on which he is so charged; or
 (b)  that the person so charged was at the said time under the age of sixteen 
years; and
 (c)  that the girl or person in whose charge she was, deceived the person so 
charged into believing that she was over the age of sixteen years at the said time.

The Amendment Bill proposed that this section should be changed to protect boys and girls 
under age �6 against sexual contact with persons who are more than 3 years older: 

Any person who –
 (a) commits or attempts to commit a sexual act with a child under the age of 
sixteen years; or
 (b) commits or attempts to commit an indecent or immoral act with such a child; 
or
 (c) solicits or entices such a child to the commission of a sexual act or an indecent 
or immoral act,
and who

(i) is more than three years older than such a child; and
(ii) is not married to such a child (whether under the general law or customary 

law),
shall be guilty of an offence and liable on conviction to a fine not exceeding N$40 000 
or to imprisonment for a period not exceeding ten years or to both such fine and such 
imprisonment.

This is a lesser offence than rape, with no minimum sentences attached. However, this offence 
is broader than rape in the sense that it covers any “indecent or immoral act” as well as the 
“sexual acts” defined in the Combating of Rape Act.�55 The new provision also eliminates 
the problematic defences contained in the old provision. The maximum penalty under the 
Combating of Immoral Practices Amendment Act is N$40 000 or �0 years in prison or both. 

The Minister of Justice explained the motivation for amending this provision:

There are a number of important differences between the new offence and the provision 
of the Combating of Immoral Practices Act that it replaces. The first change made 
by the new provision is that the offence now becomes gender neutral. It now also 
protects young boys against sexual exploitation. It also protects children of both sexes 
against homosexual exploitation by adults. The closing of this obvious loophole was 
the primary motivation for the amendment of the existing provision.

A further problem with the existing provision is that it makes sexual acts between 
children of almost the same age an offence. Indeed, under the old provision a boy of 
�4 years would have been guilty of the offence if he had sexual intercourse with a 
girl of �5 years. Sexual acts by young children are obviously undesirable, but this is 
clearly not a matter for the criminal law. For this reason the provision makes sexual 
intercourse an offence only if there is an age difference of 3 years or more between the 
parties. When this age difference exists, there is a sufficient element of exploitation to 
warrant intervention by the criminal law.

Finally, when the provision is considered in conjunction with the common law and 
rules of statutory interpretation, it is clear that a person who makes a reasonable and 
honest mistake about the age of a young person will not be guilty of the offence.�56

�55 Section � of the Combating of Immoral Practices Act was amended to state that “sexual act means a sexual 
act as defined in section �(�) of the Combating of Rape Act, 2000”. “Indecent or immoral act” is not defined 
in the statute. 

�5� Hon N Tjiriange, Second Reading Speech, National Assembly, 3 June �999. 
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There was little debate about this proposal. The Bill was referred to the Standing Committee along 
with the Combating of Rape Bill. According to the Committee Chairperson, “the Committee did 
not receive any proposals to amend the Combating of Immoral Practices Amendment Bill”, and 
“the Committee was of the opinion that the bill is clear and understandable in its objectives”.�57 
This Bill passed through both Houses of Parliament without any proposals for change. 

“What happens if a thirteen years old boy sleeps with a thirteen years old girl? Is that 
not an offence? In my culture, it is an offence. Both of them need a hiding.” 

hon hishikushitja, National Council, 29 March 2000

The interplay between the two laws often gives rise to misunderstanding. The Minister of 
Justice explained it this way:

The Rape Bill will have the effect that consensual sex with a child younger than �3 
[later changed to �4] years will be rape – period. The [Combating of Immoral Practices 
Amendment Bill] creates a lesser offence that is committed by performing an indecent 
or sexual act with a child between �2 [later changed to �4] and �6 years. This also 
relates to consensual sex, i.e. that the younger person is a willing partner.�58

Taking the two laws together, the present position can be summed up as follows: 

Sexual contact with children under the age of �6 by someone more than 3 years older 
is illegal under the Combating of Immoral Practices Act, regardless of consent. This 
offence has no minimum sentence. 

If a consensual sexual act take place with a child under the age of �4 and the other 
person is more than 3 years older, the older party has also committed the offence of 
rape, which carries a stiff minimum sentence. 

If a sexual act has been committed through the use of any other form of force or coercion, 
then age is irrelevant. 

The two laws overlap to a certain extent. This can in theory be useful. For example, the 
overlap between the two offences gives prosecutors and courts discretion to turn to the lesser 
offence in cases where this is warranted by the circumstances – such as cases where the 
parties fell within the required age groups but were not so actually far apart in maturity. 

The twotier approach also reflects the fact that children between the ages of �4 and �6 
are still vulnerable to exploitation, but perhaps not so easily taken advantage of as children 
under �4.

�57 Hon Shoombe, National Assembly, 9 February 2000. 
�5� Hon N Tjiriange, Second Reading Speech, National Assembly, 3 June �999. 







“Rape has got nothing to do with sex, it’s about 
power.  When a man has low self-esteem or is angry 
or hurt, he might want to hurt somebody else.  They 

[men who rape women] feel the need to overpower 
someone – normally someone who is weaker than 

themselves.  It’s also about being in control.” 
“James”, convicted of raping a �5-year-old girl

The Namibian Weekender, � March 2002
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paRLiameNtaRY opiNioNs oN the Causes of Rape

“I think it is a disease within our men to be involved in this thing.” 
minister of Labour (hon a toivo ya toivo)

National Assembly, 3 June �999

“[T]the definition of the term used in the introduction of the Rape Bill we are discussions 
is ‘combating’, which means ‘fighting against’. 

Experienced fighters, wherever planning a fight against their enemy, prepare 
strategies and tactics. In an army, soldiers, when at war, are trained to study the strength 
and weaknesses of the enemy they are to fight against and they must reconnoitre the 
enemy concentration and logistic supply source and routes to the battlefront. 

As lawmakers we are asked by the Hon. Minister of Justice to engage in a war to 
combat one of the vicious enemies in our society – rape. However, I do realise that the 
Hon. Minister, as a commanding officer leading this war, has not informed us what, in 
his opinion, is the cause of rape in our society, so that we could direct the barrels of our 
guns at the source of the causes of rape…

…[I]n my opinion, there are three main aspects that cause some people to commit 
rape in our country, and these are: 

(a) alcohol
(b) drugs, and 
(c) pornography. 

In my opinion, these are the main causes of rape at which we should direct our guns.”
minister without portfolio (hon h pohamba) 

National Assembly, � June �999

“In order to understand rape and the experience of the rape survivor, we need to 
explore some of the ways in which society shapes our beliefs about sexual behaviour, 
relationships between men and women or the gender roles we are expected to fulfil. 
We also need to examine the possible effects of living in a society such as Namibia, 
which is characterised by divisions and inequalities. An understanding of factors such 
as poverty, unemployment, racism and a culture of violence help explain why rape is 
so common. 

In almost all cultures, a man has certain power over a woman just because he is a 
man. Violence against women is common in a society where women’s status and value 
are lower than that of men. Violence against women, including rape, is largely the 
result of unequal power relationships between men and women in society. 

A husband or male partner often feels that he has a right to use violence against a 
woman to discipline her or to express his frustration. In many cases, a woman may also 
believe that she is the “possession” of her husband, boyfriend or father, and that these 
men have the right to use violence against her. 

A society in which a man is taught to be competitive and aggressive, especially in 
his sexual relationships, is called a ‘rape culture’, because such attitudes are the main 
contributors to the incidence of rape.”

deputy minister of prisons and Correctional services (hon hubschle)
National Assembly, � June �999

“Increasing rape cases, as reported in almost every newspaper today, indicate signs and 
symptoms of the moral decay and breakdown of social order to the highest degree in our 
communities… This begs for serious introspection as a nation, with wellcalculated and 
focused action to guide us in how to deal with this evil plague in our society…”

deputy minister of fisheries and marine Resources (hon !Nariseb)

National Assembly, � June �999
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“I therefore call upon the fathers and mothers of our Namibian society to go back to 
the drawing board and teach our young children, both girls and boys, in the values of 
our traditions and customs. I regard many of these things which are being exercised 
by our children today as a result of the exposure to the global technologies available 
on the open market.”

hon gende, National Assembly, � June �999

“Whether we accept it or not, one of the root causes of the ever increasing crime in 
Namibia is the weakening of traditional leaders and their institutions by the current 
legislation. In most cases traditional values have collapsed as poverty has forced many 
black Namibians from rural areas, where they were subjected to customary laws and 
norms with their ‘free for all’ lifestyle… Traditional institutions and the new legal order 
must work hand in hand to restore law and order in our country…”

hon garoëb, �0 June �999

“In most cases alcohol has been cited as the cause of rape. This might be because 
alcohol unleashes feelings, fears, rape and insecurities that some men cut off from 
their feelings cannot handle. It is my submission that alcohol doesn’t cause rape or 
violence for that matter, but an attempt by men to regard women as sex objects. It is 
also important that we teach our children that all forms of violence against women are 
unacceptable, and for boys to become men, they do not need to rape their mothers, 
grannies or sisters.”

hon kaiyamo, National Council, � March 2000 

“The other issue is that women should not be complacent or silent. … We men must 
also consistently be liberated for the notion of not accepting the fact that women have 
a right to say no – women cannot be forced. They have a right to live life in abundance 
as we do.

… [W]e must develop a culture of tolerance, selfcontrol and caring for one another. I 
think in this country we have a habit of intolerance towards different opinions. Sometimes 
I cannot understand why we men cannot control ourselves sexually, apply selfdiscipline. 
The moment you feel, you just grab. Why can we not control ourselves? 

…It is here where traditional leaders, regional councillors and moreover the churches, 
the pastors should be involved in this when they are teaching ethics in the churches 
– the culture of self control and caring for one another. Because as I said earlier laws 
alone cannot help. What will help is morality, the way we behave, the way we look at 
one another.”

hon mujoro, National Council, 9 March 2000
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how many rapes take place 
in namibia? To answer this 

question, one must consider 
both statistics on reported rapes 
and estimates of how many 
unreported rapes take place. 

This chapter will also attempt to 
compare the incidence of rape 
in namibia to statistics on rape 
in other countries, although 
making meaningful international 
comparisons is a difficult exercise. 

� 
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“Crime rates, or 
the number of 

crimes recorded 
by the police, 

are notoriously 
unreliable as 

a reflection of 
the real crime 
situation, and 
even worse as 

an indicator 
of police 

performance. 
This is because 

crime rates rely 
on members 
of the public 

reporting 
crime, and the 

police recording 
it. The way in 
which this is 
done varies 

between regions 
and over time.”

Ted Leggett,
“Improved crime reporting:  

Is South Africa’s crime wave a 
statistical illusion?”,  

Institute for Security Studies, 
published in 

SA Crime Quarterly, No. 1, 
July 2002.

1. RepoRTed 
   Rapes 

a. police statistics
Statistics on reported rapes can be obtained with certainty. 
However, we note that many statistics quoted in the press and in 
speeches do not match information obtained directly from the police. 
For example, there is sometimes confusion between statistics on 
reports of rape alone, versus statistics on reported rapes combined 
with reports of attempted rape. All the basic information in this 
section was obtained from the Namibian Police, unless another 
source is indicated. However, the various comparative tables have 
been constructed by the Legal Assistance Centre. 

TabLe 2.1: RepoRTs of Rape and aTTempTed Rape 
CombIned, 1991-2005 

YeaR ToTaL
1991  564
1992  583
1993  611
1994  741
1995  801
1996  830
1997  778
1998 714
1999 687
2000 854
2001  901
2002 975
2003 1 117
2004 1 151
2005 1 184

source: Figures for 1999-2005 were provided by NAMPOL, The data for 
the years prior to 1999 is drawn from a variety of sources, all of which 
attribute their figures to NAMPOL. Efforts to confirm the statistics 
for these earlier years directly with NAMPOL were unsuccessful. The 
Combating of Rape Act came into force on 15 June 2000. 

TabLe 2.2: RepoRTs of Rape, 2000-2005

YeaR
aduLTs JuvenILes

(below age 18) ToTaL
male female male female

2000 698
2001 7��
2002 76�
200� 47 480 28 338 89�
200� 38 509 22 345 91�
2005 46 536 12 348  9��*

Information on the age and sex of complainants was not routinely kept prior to 2003.

*  For 2005, the police statistics list 2 rapes for which the age and sex of the victim are not indicated. Thus, the 
breakdown by sex and age adds up to only 942. 
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TabLe 2.3: RepoRTs of aTTempTed Rape, 2000-200�

YeaR
aduLTs JuvenILes

(below age 18) ToTaL
male female male female

2000 1�6
2001 1�8
2002 212
2003 14 185 3 21 224*
2004 18 187 2 30 237
200� 10 193 5 32 240

Information on the age and sex of complainants was not routinely kept prior to 2003. 
* The age and sex of one victim is not given.

It is difficult to draw conclusions from this data. We can say that for the last three years (2003-2005), 
1 100-1 200 cases of rape and attempted rape have been reported each year – amounting 
to about 60 reported cases per 100 000 people in Namibia’s population, at a conservative 
estimate.� If we take the actual figure of 1 184 reported rapes and attempted rapes for 2005, 
compared to an approximate total population of 1.95 million, this gives us just over 60 
rapes and attempted rapes per 100 000 population. If reported rapes alone are considered, 
without attempted rapes, the 2005 figure is 48 reported rapes per 100 000 population.

We can also see that the number of reports of rape and attempted rape is increasing over time. 

The annual number of reported rapes 
and attempted rapes combined has 
more than doubled (ie increased by 
100%) from independence to 2005 – dur-
ing a period when the population has 
increased by only 39%, from about 1.4 
million to about 1.95 million. From 2000 
to 2005, the number of reported rapes 
and attempted rapes rose by almost 
39%, during a period when the popula-
tion increased by only about 8%.� 

The increase in the number of reported 
rapes and attempted rapes could mean 
an increase in the number of rapes 
being committed, or an increase in the 
number of crimes which are reported, 
or a mixture of these two factors. 

One factor which has probably influenced the increase in reported rapes over time 
is the increased number of police stations, which has made the police more accessible 
to rural populations in particular. A total of 75 police stations and substations were 
established before Namibia became independent in �990. As of late �006, there are �06 
police stations and �6 police substations, plus �5 Woman and Child Protection Units – for a 

1 Namibia’s �00� census counted the population as being � 830 330. The �005 population is estimated at being 
somewhere between �.95 and �.97 million, ranging from “low variant” to “high variant” projections. Taking 
the middle variant, the �005 population is estimated at � 956 900. The actual number of reported rapes and 
attempted rapes per �00 000 in �005 is 60.9. Using the middle variant, the actual figure is 59.8 rapes per 
�00 000 people for �004 and 59.� rapes and attempted rapes per �00 000 population for �003. 

2 The actual increase in reported rapes was 38,64%. The �000 population was an estimated � 8�� 400 (National 
Planning Commission, �99�-�0�� Population Projections, “low variant”), compared to an estimated �005 
population of � 953 �07 (National Planning Commission, �99�-�0�� Population Projections, “low variant”), 
which gives an increase of 8%. 

ChaRT 2.1:  RepoRTs of Rape and aTTempTed 
Rape, 2000-200�
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total of �46 stations of all types.3 Thus, the number of police stations has almost doubled since 
independence, during the same time period that the number of reported rapes has doubled. 
At the same time, the gradual establishment of the Woman and Child Protection Units 
(which have increased from one unit in 1993 to 15 in 2006) has been specifically aimed 
at encouraging women and children to seek police assistance in cases involving rape 
and other forms of gender-based or family violence. 

TabLe 2.�: numbeR of poLICe sTaTIons and sub-sTaTIons In eaCh poLICe RegIon, 2006

poLICe RegIon number of 
police stations

number of 
police sub-stations

Total number of 
police stations and 

sub-stations
Caprivi 5 0 5
erongo 8 7 15
hardap 9 0 9
Karas 14 0 1�
Kavango 6 1 7
Khomas 10 2 12
Kunene 6 6 12
ohangwena 9 1 10
omaheke 9 3 12
omusati 10 2 12
oshana 4 3 7
oshikoto 10 1 11
otjozondjupa 6 0 6
ToTaL 106 26 1�2

source: Chart created by Legal Assistance Centre, based on information from NAMPOL.
This table does not include the 15 Woman and Child Protection Units, which are shown in Table 1.5 below.

TabLe 2.5: Woman and ChILd pRoTeCTIon unITs In namIbIa, 2006 
Location Region date opened

Windhoek Khomas 1993
Oshakati Oshana 1994
Keetmanshoop Karas 1994
Lüderitz Karas 1998
Walvis Bay Erongo 1998
Mariental Hardap 1998
Tsumeb Oshikoto 1998
Opuwo Kunene 2000
Eenhana Ohangwena 2002
Katima Mulilo Caprivi 2002
Rundu Kavango 2002
Gobabis Omaheke not yet officially open
Otjiwarongo Otjozondjupa not yet officially open
Uutapi Omusati not yet officially open
Rehoboth Khomas not yet officially open

The fact that males can be victims of rape since the change in the law in mid-2000 accounts 
for a small portion of this increase. The rape victims were male in 8% of the reported rapes 
and attempted rapes in �003, 7% in �004 and 6% in �005. 

It is possible to imagine several other reasons why a higher percentage of rapes might be 
reported now than in the past. Many people have gradually felt more confidence in the criminal 
justice system as the years since Namibian independence have increased. Also, because of the 
HIV pandemic and other factors, sexual issues and violence against women and children are 
more openly discussed now than in the past. Media coverage of such issues has intensified, 

3  Information from Deputy Commissioner HV Hamufungu, Policy & Planning Division, NAMPOL. 

source: 
Quarterly Report: 
Woman and Child 
Protection Units, 
Jan-April 2005.

Woman and Child 
Protection Units are 
specialised units within 
the Namibian Police 
Force established 
to provide a better 
response to violence 
against women and 
children. 
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and government figures have been outspoken about such matters. Discussions about the new law 
on rape have also raised the public profile of this problem. It is possible that these developments 
have encouraged reporting. 

On the other hand, it is equally possible to think of factors which could discourage reporting of 
rapes. Highly-publicised corruption in government and delays in the criminal justice process 
could make people feel that reporting crimes might be fruitless. Some people may prefer to 
resolve rape cases through traditional tribunals rather laying a charge with the police. 

There is no way to interpret the statistics on reported rapes with certainty. What can 
be said is the following: 

Namibia is experiencing a steady increase in the number of reported rapes each year. 
There is no sign that the absolute number of rapes is decreasing. 
The increase in reported rapes is likely to put increasing strain on the police and 
on the criminal justice system. 
Namibia currently experiences about 60 reports of rape and attempted rapes per 
100 000 persons in the population each year, which is disturbingly high. 

Namibia’s rape statistics will be compared with international statistics below.







sex of rape victims
Information on the age and sex of complainants was not 
routinely recorded by the Namibian Police prior to �003, 
and males could not be victims of the crime of rape prior 
to mid-�000 when the new law came into force. 

Police statistics show that since 2003, men have accounted 
for 6%-8% of the victims of rape and attempted rape. The 
percentages are similar if rape and attempted rape are 
separated. 

TabLe 2.6:  maLes and femaLes as vICTIms of
  RepoRTed Rape CombIned WITh
  aTTempTed Rape, 200�-2005

YeaR 
males females

ToTaL
# % # %

200� 92 8.2% 1024 91.7%  1 117*
200� 80 7.0% 1071 93.0% 1 151
2005 73 6.2% 1109 93.7%    1 18�**

* The sex of one victim of attempted rape for 2003 is unknown.
** The sex of two rape victims for 2005 is unknown. 
The sex of rape victims was not routinely recorded by the police prior to 2003. 

TabLe 2.7: maLes and femaLes as vICTIms of  
RepoRTed Rape onLY, 200�-2005

YeaR 
males females

ToTaL
# % # %

200� 75 8.4% 818 91.6% 89�
200� 60 6.6% 854 93.4% 91�
2005 58 6.1% 884 93.6%  9��*

* The sex of two rape victims for 2005 is unknown. 
The sex of rape victims was not routinely recorded by the police prior to 2003. 

“Although it 
is difficult to 

draw accurate 
comparisons in the 
real total number 

of rapes committed 
every year, the 

available statistics 
on reported rape 

cases, considering 
our small 

population, are 
frightening – to say 

the least.”
minister of home affairs 

(hon J ekandjo), 
National Assembly, 

10 June 1999

“More than 233 rapists 
were released by the 

Ministry of Prisons 
and Correctional 

Services in 1998 alone. 
Rape is reported to be 

the 3rd biggest crime 
in Namibia.”

hon Tuhadeleni, 
National Council, 

22 March 2000
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TabLe 2.8: maLes and femaLes as vICTIms of RepoRTs of  
aTTempTed Rape onLY, 200�-2005

YeaR 
males females

ToTaL
# % # %

200� 17 7.5% 206 92.0%  22�*
200� 20 8.4% 217 91.6% 2�7
2005 15 6.3% 225 93.8% 2�0

As will be seen in the discussion of age below, there is no significant difference in the proportion 
of male and female adults and juveniles among rape victims – about one-third of both male and 
female victims of rape and attempted rape are juveniles, and males account for 6-8% of both 
adult rape victims and juvenile rape victims (except for a slight dip in male juvenile rape victims 
in �005). 

Since male victims account for only a small proportion of rape cases, it is also useful to compare 
the reported cases to �00 000 population by sex. In 2005, reported rapes and attempted 
rapes of men amounted to about 8 per 100 000 male population while reported rapes 
and attempted rapes of women amounted to about 110 per 100 000 female population 
– a stark measure of the gendered nature of the crime. 

TabLe 2.9: RepoRTed Rapes and aTTempTed Rapes bY sex peR 100 000 maLe and 
femaLe popuLaTIon, 200�-2005

YeaR
Reported 

cases – male 
complainants

per estimated  
100 000 male 
population

Reported 
cases – female 
complainants

per estimated  
100 000 female 

population
200� 92 10.0 (919 031) 1 024 105.3 (972 067)
200� 80 8.6 (935 590) 1 071 108.4 (987 756)
2005 73 7.7 (952 788) 1 109 110.4 (1 004 112)

This table was calculated using the “middle variant “population estimates of the National Planning Commission, 
Population Projections 2001-2031. 

age of rape victims
Recent police statistics indicate that about just over one-third of all victims of rape and 
attempted rape are under age 18. This proportion holds true for both male and female 
victims. (There was a slight decrease in the proportion of male victims under age �8 in �005, but 
more data would be needed to see if this is a trend.) 

TabLe 2.10: RepoRTs of Rape and aTTempTed Rape CombIned bY age, 200�-2005 

YeaR
aduLTs JuvenILes

(below age 18)
ToTaL

male female
Total

male female
Total

# % # %
200� 61 665 726 65% 31 359 390 35%  1 117*
200� 56 696 752 65% 24 375 399 35% 1 151
2005 56 729 785 66% 17 380 397 34%  1 18�*

*The sex and age of one victim of attempted rape for 2003 is unknown.
*The sex and age of two victims of rape for 2005 is unknown. 

TabLe 2.11: maLe vICTIms of Rape and aTTempTed Rape bY age, 200�-2005

YeaR
male adults male Juveniles

(below age 18) ToTaL
maLes

# % # %
200� 61 66% 31 34% 92
200� 56 70% 24 30% 80
2005 56 77% 17 23% 7�

*The sex of one victim of 
attempted rape for 2003 is 
unknown. 

The sex of rape victims was not 
routinely recorded by the police 
prior to 2003.
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TabLe 2.12: femaLe vICTIms of Rape and aTTempTed Rape bY age, 200�-2005

YeaR
female adults female Juveniles

(below age 18) ToTaL 
femaLes

# % # %
200� 665 65% 359 35% 1 02�
200� 696 65% 375 35% 1 071
2005 729 66% 380 34% 1 109

Information on the age and sex of complainants was not routinely recorded by the Namibian 
Police prior to �003. However, some scattered statistics on child rape are available for other 
years. Although there is not enough data on the age of rape victims prior to 2003 to draw 
firm conclusions, there is no sign that the proportion of child rapes is increasing or 
decreasing dramatically. 

For example, in the first six months of 1991, there were �04 reported rapes in Namibia; 33 
(about one-third) of the rape survivors in these cases were under the age of �6.4

The Namibian Police reported that there were �40 rapes, 88 attempted rapes and 55 other sexual 
assaults reported in the first six months of 1994. The Windhoek police district (including 
Rehoboth and Okahandja) recorded 90 rapes during this period, and representatives of the 
Woman/Child Abuse Centre (as it was then known) estimated that about half of all rapes in the 
Windhoek area involved girls under �8.5

The Commanding Officer of the Woman and Child Protection Units, Rosalia Shatilwe, reported 
that �06 cases of child rape (of children under age �8) were reported to the police between 
January 2000 and April 2001. The youngest victim in this group was 6 months old, and the 
oldest was �8.6

Unfortunately, the police statistics do not include any breakdown of the age of the juveniles 
who were victims of rape or attempted rape, so it is not possible to determine whether or not 
younger children are being increasingly targeted for rape. 

The average number of juveniles (children below age �8) who reported rape or attempted rape 
in �003-�005 was 395, and the number of such cases varied little across these three years. 
(No age breakdown is available for the reported cases prior to �003). If the �003-05 average is 
compared to the juvenile population of Namibia in �00� (858 586), one can say that there are 
approximately 46.0 reported rapes and attempted rapes per �00 000 juvenile population.7 If 
the �003-05 average is compared to the approximate juvenile population of Namibia in �006 
(885 976), one can say that there are approximately 44.6 reported rapes and attempted rapes 
per �00 000 juvenile population.8 Thus, it is probably accurate to estimate that reported 
rapes and attempted rapes of juveniles are equal to about 45 per 100 000 juvenile 
population. 

Regional variations in reports of child rape are discussed in the section below. 

4 Information from NAMPOL, reported at a Seminar on the Implementation of the Convention on the Rights of 
the Child in Namibia, June �99�, Windhoek. 

5 The Namibian, �7 August �994. 
6 The Namibian, 4 June �00�. It was also announced that during �997, there were ��5 reported rapes of adult 

women, as compared to ��4 reported rapes of girls under the age of �8 years, of which the youngest was just 
� years old. UD Nujoma, Chairperson, Law Reform and Development Commission and National Coordinator 
for Human Rights in Namibia, “Rape in Namibia”, speech presented at a SADC Conference on Prevention of 
Violence against Women, �-8 March �998, Durban, South Africa. However, this statistic must contain some 
error, as the total of ��5 plus ��4 falls far short of the 598 rapes (excluding attempted rapes) reported in �997. 

7 This calculation is based on the �00� census figures as reported by the National Planning Commission in 
Population Projections �00�-�03�. The population projections do not provide this age breakdown for the 
years between �00� and �006.

8 This calculation is based on the medium variant estimate for �006 in National Planning Commission, Population 
Projections �00�-�03�. 
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Regional comparisons, 2000-2005 
The Namibian Police Force operates within �3 police regions which generally conform to, but 
are not identical to, the �3 political regions established in �99� (see map opposite). As far as we 
have been able to ascertain, the regional breakdowns of crime statistics provided by NAMPOL 
are based on the police regions and not the political regions. There are some notable differences 
which should be highlighted.

The Khomas police region extends beyond the boundary of the political region to include 
police stations in Rehoboth (which is in the Hardap political region) plus Okahandja and 
Hochfeld (which are located in the Otjozondjupa political region). However, the Otjozondjupa 
police region includes the Outjo police station which falls into the Kunene political region. 
This means that the police statistics are likely to over-report rapes in the Khomas 
political region and under-report rapes in the Hardap and Kunene political regions. 

The Oshana police region also extends beyond the boundary of the political region to include a 
sub-station in Okankolo as well as 3 satellite stations (Onkamwande, Onanmkuli and Omuthiya) 
which would all fall into the Oshikoto political region. At the same time, the Oshikoto police 
region extends beyond its regional boundary on the other side and encompasses a large 
portion of the northern part of the Otjozondjupa political region including police stations in 
Kombat, Grootfontein, Otjituuo, Maroelaboom, and Tsumkwe, as well as several sub-stations 
and satellite stations. This means that police statistics are likely to over-report rapes in 
the Oshana political region. 

The impact on the statistics for the Otjozondjupa and Oshikoto political regions, 
where some locations are subtracted and others are added to the corresponding 
police regions, is harder to estimate. 

Each police region’s share of rape and attempted rape cases has remained broadly 
similar over the last six years.9

TabLe 2.1�: ImpaCT of dIffeRenCes beTWeen boundaRIes of poLICe RegIons and 
poLITICaL RegIons

Rapes probably over-reported in police regions
Khomas political region
Oshana political region

Rapes probably under-reported in police regions
Hardap political region
Kunene political region

Impact uncertain
Otjozondjupa political region
Oshikoto political region

Police region and political region identical all other regions

9 The minor variations over time in each region are not statistically significant: F (6, 84) = �.83, p = .�03. If the 
value p is less than or equal to .05, we can infer that there are significant differences between the groups 
being compared.









“In general, men who rape women mostly feel powerless. Because of that 
powerlessness, they want to exert power and often that is through raping 

someone. We have to look at the history of Namibia – the colonial oppression 
has a lot to do with how many of us behave. Socio-economic factors like 
poverty and the militaristic male environment we are raised in are also 
factors to be considered. Teaching the male to be aggressive and to be 

reserved about his emotions can be damaging when the child grows up.” 
Namibian psychologist Shaun Whittaker,  

The Namibian Weekender, 
1 March 2002
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TabLe 2.1�: RepoRTs of Rape and aTTempTed Rape bY poLICe RegIon, 1999-2005

RegIon
1999 2000 2001 2002 200� 200� 2005
# % # % # % # % # % # % # %

Caprivi 34  5%  43  5%  30  3%  43  4%  38  3%  30  3%  29  2%
Erongo 61  9%  90 10%  79  9%  83  9%  85  8%  83  7%  74  6%
Hardap 90 13%  77  9%  84  9%  98  10%  95  9%  98  9%  104  8%
Karas 48  7%  55  6%  76  8%  76  8%  68  6%  78  7%  79  7%
Kavango 20  3%  71  8%  57  6%  45  5%  51  5%  58  5%  64  5%
Khomas 124 18% 176 21% 144  16% 150  15%  189  17%  236  21%  216  18%
Kunene 29  4%  32  4%  79  9%  61  6%  74  7%  61  5%  65  5%
Ohangwena 36  5%  62  7%  61  7%  62  6%  87  8%  81  7%  107  9%
Omaheke 73 11%  61  7%  73  8%  62  6%  74  7%  91  8%  86  7%
Omusati 29  4%  30  4%  34  4%  53  5%  50  4%  65  6%  75  6%
Oshana 38  6%  45  5%  49  5%  77  8%  105  9%  76  7%  81  7%
Oshikoto 37  5%  34  4%  56  6%  69  7%  84  8%  88  8%  80  7%
Otjozondjupa 68 10%  78  9%  79  9%  96  10%  117  10%  106  9%  124  10%
ToTaL 687 100% 85� 100% 901 100% 975 100% 1117 100% 1151 100% 118� 100%

source: NAMPOL. Calculations rounded to the nearest percentage.

Rape the most 
common crime 

in Omusati
OSWALD SHIVUTE at OSHAKATI

RAPE is the most common serious crime 
committed in the Omusati Region, says 
Sergeant Linekela Shikongo of the Omusati 
Police. Shikongo says 29 cases of rape have 
been reported in the region so far this year, 
for which 18 suspects have been arrested 
and charged.

Eleven suspects are still at large. 
Shikongo says most of the suspects not yet 
arrested are foreign nationals, especially 
Angolans, working in Namibia. After 
committing the crimes, they fled back to 
their countries of origin, he said.

According to Shikongo, only seven of 
the 29 rape victims were adults older than 
18. The other 22 victims were children 
under 18.

Because of the high number of rape 
cases in the region, Shikongo said, the 
Police have started to raise awareness 
of the crime among local communities. 
He said the Police were making use of 
the NBC’s Oshiwambo radio service to 
urge people to ensure the safety of their 
children. They are also warning women 
not to walk alone, especially not at night, 
in dangerous areas such as dense bush or 
the vicinity of cuca shops…

The Namibian, 18 August 2006

Keeping in mind the differences between 
the police regions and the political regions, 
the regional share of rape cases was com-
pared with each region’s share of the national 
population for the years �000-�005 in Table 
�.�5. The population figures are reported 
by political region.�0

This table highlights the regions where 
there are more than three percentage points 
difference between the region’s share of 
rape cases and the region’s share of the 
national population. Hardap and Khomas 
have relatively high rates of reported 
rapes and attempted rapes compared to 
their populations. However, it must be 
remembered that the differing boundaries 
of the police regions compared to some of 
the political regions are likely to result 
in under-reporting of rapes for the Hardap 

10 The �999 statistics are omitted from this calcu-
lation since the Combating of Rape Act came 
into force only in mid-�000. The percentages in 
the table are based on population figures from 
the �00� Census, as reported by the National 
Planning Commission: 

Namibia   1 830 330 
Caprivi    79 8�6 
Erongo    �07 663 
Hardap   68 �49 
Karas    69 3�9 
Kavango   �0� 694 
Khomas   �50 �6� 
Kunene   68 735 
Ohangwena  ��8 384 
Omaheke   68 039 
Omusati   ��8 84� 
Oshana   �6� 9�6 
Oshikoto   �6� 007 
Otjozondjupa  �35 384
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Region and over-reporting of rapes for the Khomas Region. Thus, it appears that only Hardap 
Region clearly has an unusually high percentage of reported rapes and attempted rapes 
relative to the region’s population. 

Kavango, Ohangwena and Omusati have relatively low rates of reported rapes and 
attempted rapes. Here, the police regions are identical to the political regions.

These variations could of course be the result of factors that influence whether or not rapes 
are reported, rather than a result of the number of rapes which actually take place. 

TabLe 2.15: CompaRIson beTWeen RegIonaL shaRe of RepoRTed Rape and 
aTTempTed Rape Cases & RegIonaL shaRe of popuLaTIon, 2000-2005

RegIon

average percentage 
of total rape and 
attempted rape 
cases, 2000-2005
(police regions)

percentage of total 
national population 

in 2001 census
(political regions)

difference

Caprivi  3%  4% -1
Erongo  8%  6% +2
Hardap  9%  4% +5
Karas  7%  4% +3
Kavango  6% 11% -5
Khomas 18% 14% +4
Kunene  6%  4% +2
ohangwena  7% 13% -5
Omaheke  7%  4% +3
omusati  5% 13% -6
Oshana  7%  9% -2
Oshikoto  7%  9% -2
Otjozondjupa 10%  7% +3

Population figures are based on Republic of Namibia, 2001 Population and Housing Census: National Report,  
Basic Analysis with Highlights, July 2003, Table 1.2.1, rounded to the nearest percentage.

Each region’s share in adult and juvenile rape cases (including attempted rapes) was then 
compared with each region’s share of the national adult or juvenile population. As Table �.�6 
shows, the share of reported juvenile rapes was higher (by three percentage points or 
more) than the share of the national juvenile population in three regions (Erongo, Hardap 
and Karas), with the discrepancy being particularly pronounced in the Hardap region. 
This is even more disturbing given the fact that the smaller boundaries of the Hardap police 
region mean that rapes are under-reported for the Hardap political region. Reported rapes of 
juveniles in the Kavango and Omusati Regions were proportionally much less than the 
juvenile populations of these regions. However, it must be kept in mind that these distinctions 
could indicate either variations in the incidence of child rape in these areas, or variations in the 
reporting of such rapes.

Similarly, as Table �.�8 shows, the share of adult rapes is higher (by three percentage 
points or more) than the share of the national adult population in three regions (Hardap, 
Khomas and Otjozondjupa). The Khomas region had a particularly high rate of reported adult 
rape compared to its share of the adult population, suggesting that the incidence of rape, or the 
reporting of rape – or perhaps both – are higher in the most highly urbanised part of Namibia. 
On the other hand, as noted above, the fact that Rehoboth is in the Khomas police region (despite 
being located in the Hardap political region) means that rapes for the Khomas Region are probably 
over-represented. The differences between the police and political boundaries of the Otjozondjupa 
police and political regions make it difficult to assess the situation in that region accurately. 
Since Hardap shows a relatively high rate of reported adult rapes – despite the fact that 
the police district probably under-represents the rapes which occur in the political region 
– this means that the discrepancy in the Hardap political region is probably even more 
than the table indicates. 
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Regions with markedly low shares of reported adult rape compared to their share of 
the national adult population were Kavango, Ohangwena, Omaheke and Omusati. Here, 
the police regions are all identical with the political regions, making the comparison of reported 
rapes and regional populations more straightforward. 

TabLe 2.16: RepoRTs of Rape and aTTempTed Rape of JuvenILes bY poLICe RegIon, 
200�-2005

RegIon
200� 200� 2005 200�-05

# % # % # % average %
Caprivi  20  5%  13  3%  14  4% 4%
Erongo  27  7%  37  9%  20  5% 7%
Hardap  41  11%  43  11%  44  11% 11%
Karas  23  6%  29  7%  18  5% 6%
Kavango  16  4%  6  2%  16  4% 3%
Khomas  40  10%  48  12%  46  12% 11%
Kunene  18  5%  24  6%  26  7% 6%
Ohangwena  38  10%  48  12%  63  16% 13%
Omaheke  16  4%  22  6%  20  5% 5%
Omusati  28  7%  20  5%  19  5% 6%
Oshana  48  12%  31  8%  34  9% 10%
Oshikoto  42  11%  52  13%  36  9% 11%
Otjozondjupa  33  8%  26  7%  41  10% 8%
ToTaL �90 100% �99 100% �97 100% 100%

TabLe 2.17: CompaRIson beTWeen RegIonaL shaRe of RepoRTed JuvenILe Rape  
and aTTempTed Rape Cases & RegIonaL shaRe of JuvenILe popuLaTIon,  
200�-2005

RegIon

average percentage of 
total juvenile rape and 
attempted rape cases, 

200�-2005
(police region)

Total juvenile 
population  

in 2001 census
(persons under age 18)

(political region)

percentage of total 
juvenile population  

in 2001 census
(persons under age 18)

(political region)
Caprivi  4% 37 748 4%
Erongo  7% 35 438 4%
Hardap 11% 28 456 3%
Karas  6% 24 336 3%
Kavango  3% 104 544 12%
Khomas 11% 82 924 10%
Kunene  6% 32 119 4%
Ohangwena 13% 128 332 15%
Omaheke  5% 32 089 4%
omusati  6% 118 801 14%
Oshana 10% 75 657 9%
Oshikoto 11% 81 627 10%
Otjozondjupa  8% 59 534 7%
ToTaL 100% 8�1 605 100%

source: This table was compiled by the Legal Assistance Centre from information in the regional population 
projections prepared by the National Planning Commission, based on the numbers of persons in each region of 
each age group from 0 to 65+. There is a small discrepancy between the regional totals and the national totals 
given in National Planning Commission, Population Projections 2001-2031. However, the discrepancy is very 
small and would not affect this broad calculation. The percentages in the table are rounded to the  nearest 
whole percentage. 
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TabLe 2.18: RepoRTs of Rape and aTTempTed Rape of aduLTs bY poLICe RegIon,  
200�-2005

RegIon
200� 200� 2005 200�-05

# % # % # % average %
Caprivi  17  2%  17  2%  15  2% 2%
Erongo  58  8%  46  7%  53  7% 7%
Hardap  54  7%  55  7%  60  8% 7%
Karas  45  6%  49  7%  61  8% 7%
Kavango  35  5%  52  7%  48  6% 6%
Khomas 149  21% 188  25% 169  22% 23%
Kunene  56  8%  37  5%  39  5% 6%
Ohangwena  49  7%  33  4%  44  6% 6%
Omaheke  58  8%  69  9%  66  8% 8%
Omusati  22  3%  45  6%  55  7% 5%
Oshana  57  8%  45  6%  47  6% 7%
Oshikoto  42  6%  36  5%  45  6% 6%
Otjozondjupa  84  12%  80  11%  83  11% 11%
ToTaL 726 100% 752 100% 785 100% 100%

TabLe 2.19: CompaRIson beTWeen RegIonaL shaRe of RepoRTed aduLT Rape and 
aTTempTed Rape Cases & RegIonaL shaRe of aduLT popuLaTIon, 200�-2005

RegIon

average percentage 
of total adult rape 

and attempted rape 
cases, 200�-2005
(police region)

Total adult population  
in 2001 census

(persons aged 18 & above)
(political region)

percentage of total 
adult population in 2001 

census
(persons aged 18 & above)

(political region)
Caprivi 2% 42 078 4%
Erongo 7% 72 225 7%
Hardap 7% 39 793 4%
Karas 7% 44 993 5%
Kavango 6% 98 150 10%
Khomas 23% 167 338 17%
Kunene 6% 36 616 4%
Ohangwena 6% 100 052 10%
Omaheke 8% 35 950 4%
Omusati 5% 110 041 11%
Oshana 7% 86 258 9%
Oshikoto 6% 79 380 8%
Otjozondjupa 11% 75 850 8%
ToTaL 100% 988 72� 100%

source: This table was compiled by the Legal Assistance Centre from information in the regional population 
projections prepared by the National Planning Commission, based on the numbers of persons in each region of 
each age group from 0 to 65+. There is a small discrepancy between the regional totals and the national totals 
given in National Planning Commission, Population Projections 2001-2031. However, the discrepancy is very small 
and would not affect this broad calculation. The percentages in the table are rounded to the nearest whole 
percentage. 

The data on reported rapes and attempted rapes from each region was also examined 
to see if there are any regions where the proportion of rapes of complainants under 
age 18 exceeds the overall national proportion of just over one-third of all rapes. The 
three years for which age breakdowns are available are combined in the table below, to give 
a picture of the proportions of child versus adult rape over a longer period. 

This analysis shows that child rape constitutes a particularly high proportion of reported 
rape and attempted rape in five regions: Ohangwena, Oshikoto, Caprivi Hardap and 
Oshana. Reports of child rape are significantly lower than the national average in 
Kavango, Khomas and Omaheke. Here, the distinctions between police and political regions 
cannot affect the calculation. However, the different child populations of the various regions 
could account for the differences. Thus, these results are meaningful only if considered 
in conjunction with the population comparisons discussed above. 
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Once again, it must be remembered that this distinctions could reflect either differences in 
the occurrence of child rape, or differences in willingness to report child rape. 

TabLe 2.20: age gRoup of CompLaInanT bY poLICe RegIon, 200�-2005 CombIned

 RegIon
Complainants  
under age 18

adult 
complainants ToTaL

# % # % # %

Caprivi �7 �9% 49 51% 96 100%

Erongo 84 35% 157 65% 241 100%

hardap 128 ��% 169 57% 297 100%

Karas 70 31% 155 69% 225 100%

Kavango 38 22% 135 78% 173 100%

Khomas 134 21% 506 79% 640 100%

Kunene 68 34% 132 66% 200 100%

ohangwena 1�9 5�% 126 46% 275 100%

Omaheke 58 23% 193 77& 251 100%

Omusati 67 35% 122 65% 189 100%

oshana 11� ��% 149 57% 262 100%

oshikoto 1�0 51% 123 49% 253 100%

Otjozondjupa 100 29% 247 71% 347 100%

ToTaL 1 186 ��% 2 26� 66% � ��9 100%

ReCommendaTIon: 
Reported rapes of both children and adults are particularly high in the Hardap Region by 
every measure. Thus, it would make sense to target this region for particularly intense 
interventions on the prevention of gender-based violence, with particular emphasis on 
preventing and combating child rape. Even if the distinction reflects a greater willingness 
to report rape rather than a higher incidence of rape, targeted intervention would still be 
warranted as this would still mean that the issue of rape is being dealt with more openly 
in this region than in others.

TabLe 2.21:  RegIonaL peRCenTages of RepoRTed 
Rapes and aTTempTed Rapes,  
1989, 1999 and 2005

RegIon 1989 1999 2005
Caprivi 4% 5% 2%
Erongo 6% 9% 6%
Hardap 7% 13% 8%
Karas 10% 7% 7%
Kavango 3% 3% 5%
Khomas 34% 18% 18%
Kunene 5% 4% 5%
ohangwena 1% 5% 9%
Omaheke 6% 11% 7%
omusati 0% �% 6%
Oshana 12% 6% 7%
Oshikoto 7% 5% 7%
Otjozondjupa 5% 10% 10%

Regional 
comparisons  
over time
Regional comparisons over time 
are difficult, as many variables 
about Namibia have changed. The 
most obvious change is Namibia’s 
transformation into an independent 
democratic nation in �990, which 
heralded a completely new relation-
ship between the public and gov-
ernment structures. Since then, the 
population has also become more 
urbanised, and new police stations 
have been opened, making it easier 
for people to report crimes in remote 
areas. 

note: This table is compiled from information in Tables 2.14 and 2.22.
Statistics on reported rapes and attempted rapes in 1992-94 are 
published in Central Statistics Office, Women and Men in Namibia, 1995, 
but we were unable to sort this data into regional units comparable 
to the ones used for the other comparisons. Because the figures for 
1989 were reported only by station, and for a much smaller number 
of stations, changes between 1989 and the other two points of 
comparison should be treated with particular caution. 
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police 
Region

police 
station 

1988 1989 

# % # %

Caprivi  12 �% 15 �%

Katima 12 3% 15 4%

erongo  22 6% 22 6%

Arandis 5 1% 0 0%

Karibib 4 1% 4 1%

Omaruru 3 1% 1 0%

Swapkomund 7 2% 11 3%

Uis 2 1% 3 1%

Usakos 1 0% 3 1%

hardap  27 7% 28 7%

Aranos 4 1% 1 0%

Derm 1 0% 2 1%

Gibeon 2 1% 6 2%

Gochas 2 1% 1 0%

Klein-Aub 1 0% 2 1%

Maltahohe 1 0% 0 0%

Mariental 11 3% 10 3%

Stampriet 1 0% 3 1%

Karas  �6 12% �0 10%

Ariamsvlei 0 0% 1 0%

Aroab 2 1% 0 0%

Aus 0 0% 1 0%

Bethanie 2 1% 2 1%

Karasburg 8 2% 6 2%

Keetmanshoop 18 5% 17 4%

Koes 0 0% 3 1%

Lüderitz 13 3% 7 2%

Noordoewer 2 1% 1 0%

Oranjemund 0 0% 0 0%

Warmbad 1 0% 2 1%

Kavango  11 �% 12 �%

Bagani 1 0% 1 0%

Murarani 1 0% 1 0%

Rundu 9 2% 10 3%

Khomas  150 �8% 1�1 ��%

Dordabis 0 0% 1 0%

Hochfield 0 0% 0 0%

Katutura 87 22% 72 19%

Okahandja 12 3% 12 3%

Rehoboth 16 4% 17 4%

Windhoek 32 8% 27 7%
Windhoek 
Airport

3 1% 2 1%

Kunene  16 �% 19 5%

Kamanjab 4 1% 3 1%

Khorixas 7 2% 15 4%

Opuwa 5 1% 1 0%

ohangwena  0 0% 2 1%

Eenhana 0 0% 0 0%

Ohangwena 0 0% 0 0%

Okatope 0 0% 1 0%

Omungwelume 0 0% 0 0%

Ukango 0 0% 1 0%

source: Namibian Police, information provided to Women’s 
Solidarity and published in D Hubbard, “A Critical Discussion 
of the Law on Rape in Namibia”, NISER, University of Namibia, 
1991. 

police 
Region

police 
station 

1988 1989 

# % # %

omaheke  �0 8% 2� 6%

Buitepos 3 1% 3 1%

Du Plessis 8 2% 4 1%

Gobabis 12 3% 16 4%

Leonardville 6 2% 1 0%

Witvlei 1 0% 0 0%

omusati 8 2% 1 0%

Ombalantu 0 0% 1 0%

Ruacana 8 2% 0 0%

oshana  �8 10% �5 12%

Ondangwa 12 3% 18 5%

Oshakati 26 7% 27 7%

oshikoto  19 5% 26 7%

Grootfontein 11 3% 9 2%

Maroelaboom 2 1% 0 0%

Tsumeb 3 1% 15 4%

Tsumkwe 3 1% 2 1%

otjozondjupa  21 5% 18 5%

Okakarara 0 0% 3 1%

Osiri-Sud 0 0% 0 0%

Otavi 2 1% 7 2%

Otjiwarango 15 4% 5 1%

Outjo 4 1% 3 1%

 ToTaL �00 100% �8� 100%

TabLe 2.22: RepoRTs of Rape and aTTempTed Rape bY poLICe RegIon, 1988-1989
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The changes over time in respect of each region are not statistically significant, but this sort 
of comparison should be attempted again in future when there is a larger body of data to work 
with.��

Each police region was also examined to see if there are any patterns of increasing or decreasing 
reports of child versus adult rape. However the fact that age breakdowns are available only for 
a limited period of three years, beginning in �003, means that this data must be analysed with 
caution. 

TabLe 2.2�: RepoRTs of Rape and aTTempTed Rape of JuvenILes  
 bY poLICe RegIon, 200�-2005

RegIon
200� 200� 2005

# % # % # %
Caprivi  20  5%  13  3%  14  4%
Erongo  27  7%  37  9%  20  5%
Hardap  41  11%  43  11%  44  11%
Karas  23  6%  29  7%  18  5%
Kavango  16  4%  6  2%  16  4%
Khomas  40  10%  48  12%  46  12%
Kunene  18  5%  24  6%  26  7%
Ohangwena  38  10%  48  12%  63  16%
Omaheke  16  4%  22  6%  20  5%
Omusati  28  7%  20  5%  19  5%
Oshana  48  12%  31  8%  34  9%
Oshikoto  42  11%  52  13%  36  9%
Otjozondjupa  33  8%  26  7%  41  10%
ToTaL �90 100% �99 100% �97 100%

TabLe 2.2�: RepoRTs of Rape and aTTempTed Rape of aduLTs  
bY poLICe RegIon, 200�-2005

RegIon
200� 200� 2005

# % # % # %
Caprivi  17  2%  17  2%  15  2%
Erongo  58  8%  46  7%  53  7%
Hardap  54  7%  55  7%  60  8%
Karas  45  6%  49  7%  61  8%
Kavango  35  5%  52  7%  48  6%
Khomas 149  21% 188  25% 169  22%
Kunene  56  8%  37  5%  39  5%
Ohangwena  49  7%  33  4%  44  6%
Omaheke  58  8%  69  9%  66  8%
Omusati  22  3%  45  6%  55  7%
Oshana  57  8%  45  6%  47  6%
Oshikoto  42  6%  36  5%  45  6%
Otjozondjupa  84  12%  80  11%  83  11%
ToTaL 726 100% 752 100% 785 100%

Each police region’s share in both adult rape and juvenile rape has remained surprisingly 
constant over the last three years. Omusati had somewhat fewer reports of adult rape in �003 
than in �004 and �005, while Kunene had a small spike in adult rape cases in �003. Similarly, 
Ohangwena had a dip in adult rape cases in �004, while Khomas had a small spike. But because 
the total number of rape cases in each region is relatively small, these small differences over time 
are probably not meaningful. Juvenile rapes involve even smaller numbers of cases. Because of 
the small numbers, the statistical significance of changes in the number of these cases over time 
cannot be calculated.

11 For the percentages by year: F (�, 36) = .007, p = .993 (not significant). If the value p is less than or equal to .05, we 
can infer that there are significant differences between the groups being compared.
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Women’s Day marked in Oshana
OSWALD SHIVUTE at OSHAKATI

WOMEN in the Oshana Region celebrated International Women’s Day in Oshakati yesterday and 
the events will continue at Ongwediva tomorrow, with Member of Parliament Peya Mushelenga 
as the main speaker.

Women and men yesterday marched from the 
Oshakati Police station to the Oshana Governor’s 
offices, where they handed over a petition to the 
Chief Regional Officer, John Kandombo.

The petition said many women and children 
were still being raped and domestic violence was 
rife; five years after the Combating of Rape Act 
came into force and two years after the Domestic 
Violence Act came into effect. It said women 
were suffering because they did not know their 
rights, or how to report cases of abuse.

The women said although the Ministry of 
Health was reporting a decrease in new HIV 
infections, they believed rape was a contributing 
factor in the spread of the HIV-AIDS pandemic.

They said rape cases should be made a 
priority in courts of law, rape victims should 
get more psychological support, and domestic 
violence should be a priority in official speeches, 
especially the President’s State of the Nation 
Address. 

The Namibian, 10 March 2006

ReCommendaTIon:
suggestions for improved nampoL record-keeping

The Namibian Police are to be congratulated for compiling regional breakdowns of rape 
and attempted rape cases, and for keeping gender-disaggregated data as well as data 
on adult versus juvenile victims. 

One difficulty with the current statistics in the discrepancy between police regions and 
political regions. It is useful to compare rape and other crime statistics with a range of 
demographic and socio-economic data. Yet most regional statistics about Namibia are 
based on the political regions. Despite the fact that NAMPOL uses police regions which 
are more administratively convenient for their purposes published crime statistics 
with regional breakdowns should be based on Namibia’s 13 political regions and 
not the 13 police regions. If not, all statistics based on the police regions (which 
confusingly have identical names to the political regions) should clearly indicate that 
these are not the same in all cases as the political regions. 

It would be useful to have more information about the ages of rape victims. We 
would suggest the following age breakdowns: 

Under age 7
Age 7 is considered in law to be the age at which children are considered to acquire 
the potential for knowledge of the difference between right and wrong. No child 
under age 7 can be convicted of a crime.��

Age 7 up to age 13
Age �4 is an important dividing line because �4 is the “age of consent” for purposes 
of the Combating of Rape Act. 

12 The law makes an assumption that children under the age of �4 are incapable of wrongdoing. This means 
that a child under the age of �4 can be convicted of a crime only if the state can prove that the child knowingly 
intended to do wrong and understood the consequences of his or her actions. No child under the age of 7 can 
be convicted of a crime under any circumstances. See CR Snyman, Criminal Law, 3rd ed, �995, at �65-�67.
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Age 14 up to age 15
Consensual sexual contact between a child under age �6 and another person who 
is at least three years older is an offence under the Combating of Immoral Practices 
Act, sometimes referred to as “statutory rape”. 

Age 16 up to age 18
Persons under age �8 are treated as children for many legal purposes, and this is 
the age used to define a child in the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child.�3 
Furthermore, perpetrators under age �8 are treated as juvenile offenders.�4 

We would also suggest that the police routinely couple reports of rape and attempted 
rape with statistics on how many of these cases were unfounded (considered to be 
baseless) or undetected (unsolved). 

If possible, the statistics on crimes reported should be coupled with information on:
(a)  arrests made
(b)  withdrawals (and the basis for any withdrawal)
(c)  prosecutions 
(d)  convictions or acquittals. 

This might be more difficult, as it would involve information from the Office of the 
Prosecutor-General as well as the police, but all of this information should be recorded 
on the case docket in any event. Coupling crimes reported with the outcome of 
the cases is crucial for measuring the effectiveness of implementation of the 
Combating of Rape Act. 

ReCommendaTIon:
suggestions for improved WCpu record-keeping
The Woman and Child Protection Units (WCPUs) are specialised units within the Namibian 
Police Force. Although they were established primarily because women and children were 
not being well served by ordinary police stations, they handle cases of sexual assault and 
domestic abuse against victims of any gender. Their role is discussed in more detail in 
Chapter 7. 

The various Woman and Child Protection Units already prepare quarterly reports which 
include some statistics, but these are not collected in a uniform or optimal way. Because 
all rape dockets are handed over to Woman and Child Protection Units for investigation, 
these units are particularly well-placed to collect and record information on rape cases. 

We suggest that all WCPU statistics should be broken down by the crime reported. 
The overall Namibian Police statistics already do this, but the reports from the various 
WCPUs do not. If crimes are combined, then the information is not useful in providing 
a profile of any of the various offences. Rape statistics should include a record of the 
following crimes: 

13 Article � of the Convention on the Rights of the Child says: “For the purposes of the present Convention, a child 
means every human being below the age of eighteen years unless under the law applicable to the child, majority 
is attained earlier.” 

14 Juvenile offenders are generally considered to be children under age �8, and the Criminal Procedure Act 5� 
of �977 contains special provisions regarding procedure and punishment for children under this age. There 
are also a few special provisions for persons between the ages of �8 and ��. 
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rape
attempted rape
indecent assault
incest
‘statutory rape’ under section 14 of the Combating of Immoral Practices 
Act.
Sexual violence within domestic relationships (which constitutes a domestic 
violence offence) should be recorded separately from other sexual violence 
(which is not a domestic violence offence).

We suggest that the following information be recorded for each crime by all WCPUs, 
and by all police stations if possible: 

a)  breakdown of the above by the location or at least by region 
b)  sex of victim 
c)  sex of perpetrator 
d)  age of victim 
e)  age of perpetrator 
 f)  relationship, if any, between victim and perpetrator 
g)  number of cases unfounded 
h)  number of cases undetected  
i)  number of cases withdrawn 
j)  number of cases prosecuted 
k)  number of cases resulting in convictions. 

In rape cases, records should be kept of follow-up with the complainant: 

a)  was PEP given to the complainant?
b)  pregnancy prevention? 
c)  treatment for STIs?
d)  HIV test? 
e)  HIV counselling? 
f)  follow-up counselling and testing? 

As discussed in Chapter 9, the follow-up intervals recommended by the MOHSS for 
heath purposes are 3 days, 6 weeks, 3 months and 6 months.

It should be noted that statistics which record only information about cases initially 
reported to the WCPUs are not very useful for measuring anything other than the work 
of the WCPUs themselves, since they cannot be measured against any particular segment 
of the population, nor are they a random sample of cases. Only national statistics from all 
police stations can provide a profile of reported sexual violence and domestic violence 
offences, because they can be measured against the entire population of Namibia. 

The quarterly reports should be compiled into annual reports which provide information 
about the crimes reported at each WCPU, as well as totals for all the WCPUs combined. 
This information will be useful for understanding the work of the WCPUs. 

Information on specific types of crime, such as rape and domestic violence offences, should 
be recorded nationally. For such crimes, the WCPUs should record information on all cases 
investigated by each WCPU, regardless of where the case was initially reported. 
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b. International comparisons 
How does the rate of reported rapes in Namibia compare to the situation in other countries? 

Comparisons between countries must be made with caution. One problem is that definitions 
of rape may differ. For example, Namibia’s Combating of Rape Act defines rape in a gender-neutral 
fashion which includes a variety of sexual acts, while other countries define rape more narrowly 
to include only forced sexual intercourse with a woman. Some countries, such as Namibia, allow 
charges of rape within marriage while others do not. 

Methods of gathering statistics may differ in different countries. For example, some countries 
may count rape and attempted rape together, while others may not. Some countries may also 
include related sexual offences (such as “statutory rape”), while others may not.�5 

There may also be variations in how the population is counted to give per capita rates of reported 
rapes. For example, in ranking rape statistics gathered in the past, the United Nations has used 
population numbers from the World Bank, while Interpol has asked the countries providing the 
statistics to supply their own population numbers. Some comparisons may measure rape against 
the total population of the nation, against the population above a certain age, or against the 
population of females (especially in countries where only women can lay charges of rape).�6

There are three broad international sets of crime data which includes statistics on rape, each 
with their own strengths and weaknesses: 

(�)  statistics from the United Nations Survey of Crime and Criminal Justice Systems (UNCJS), 
collected since �970

(�)  statistics from the International Police Organisation (Interpol), collected since the �950s

(3)  statistics from the International Crime Victims Survey (ICVS), collected since �987. 

Both the UNCJS and the Interpol data are based on reported crimes. It has been asserted that 
the UNCJS statistics are more problematic because they are based on official statements by 
each country’s government about the crime and justice situation, which can be highly political 
in nature. Interpol data is generated by policing agencies in each country, and may therefore be 

15 Recent debates about crime statistics in South Africa illustrate this point. As discussed in more detail below, 
the South African government imposed a moratorium on crime statistics in �000, on the grounds that this 
was necessary to put new systems in place that would provide more accurate statistics. A new Geographic 
Information System (GIS) was implemented and the moratorium was lifted. The South African government 
says that the methodology now being used was designed by a group made up of both South African and 
international experts and stands by the integrity of the statistics. (See, for example, “When is good news bad 
news?”, � October �004, South African Embassy website, www.saembassy.org/.) 

However, opposition parties and some NGOs alleged that this step was taken to hide the problem of 
excessively high crime rates in South Africa. (See, for example, “Crime stats the govt hides from you”, Mail & 
Guardian, 6 April �00�; “Crime statistics controversy continues”, Mail & Guardian, �0 June �003; “’Spin does 
not hide the truth’’’, Mail & Guardian, �3 September �003; “Mbeki pulled up over crime figures”, Mail & Guard-
ian, 9 Feb �00�.) 

A more balanced view can be found in Ted Leggett, “Improved crime reporting: Is South Africa’s crime 
wave a statistical illusion?”, Institute for Security Studies, published in SA Crime Quarterly, No�, July �00�. 

David Bruce notes: “The current statistics have been condemned as “unreliable” but this may be said to 
be a feature of all crime statistics which, with the exception of murder statistics, usually seriously under-rep-
resent crime. This is partly because statistics are influenced by changes in levels of reporting by the public 
and in police recording practises. It is not unheard of, for instance, for members of the police to fail to record 
cases of crime, sometimes for reasons of disinterest or prejudice against the victim, or in a deliberate attempt 
to keep the statistics down, due to the fact that increases in recorded crime are usually seen as reflecting 
badly on the police.” (“Suspect crime statistics cannot obscure grim truth”, Centre for the Study of Violence 
and Reconciliation, The Sunday Independent, �0 June �00�.) 

16 See John Jay College of Criminal Justice , USA, “Cross-National Comparisons of Rape Rates: Problems And 
Issues”, Joint UNECE-UNODC Meeting on Crime Statistics, Geneva, 3-5 November �004, Working Paper �8, 
�8 October �004. 
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somewhat less political. The ICVS data is based on interviews with samples of each country’s 
population and so may capture unreported crime.�7

Against this background, consider the following comparisons. 

The following tables show the results of the Eighth United Nations Survey of Crime and 
Criminal Justice Systems (UNCJS), which covered the years 2001-2002. (This is the most 
recent survey for which responses are available.) There were 65 countries which responded 
to this survey. The questionnaire defined rape as follows: 

“Rape” may be understood to mean sexual intercourse without valid consent. Please 
indicate whether statutory rape is included in the data provided. If, in your country, 
a distinction is made between sexual assault and actual penetration, please provide 
relevant information. 

The figures provided by Namibia show �74 reported rapes for �00�, and �68 reported rapes 
for �00�. This does not accord with the police figures above which show 90� reported rapes 
and attempted rapes for �00� and 975 reported rapes and attempted rapes for �00�. It is also 
evident that there is some error because the numbers of persons prosecuted in Namibia for 
rape in those years is also listed as �74 and �68.�8 

The definition of rape for purposes of the survey does not indicate that it applies to adults only 
(and the South African figure for which we have an independent source clearly includes rape 
victims of all ages). It also appears that all of the statistics on rape include attempted rape (an 
assumption which is again supported by an independent source for the South African figures). 

It is also unlikely that the Namibian figures have been limited to cover only cases involving 
“sexual intercourse” as opposed to the broader “sexual acts” covered by the new legislation, as 
the current research indicates that the vast majority of rape cases in Namibia continue to involve 
sexual intercourse. For the recalculated comparison, it will be assumed that all acts defined as 
rape under Namibia’s new law are comparable to “sexual intercourse without valid consent” in 
other countries. 

If the figures provided directly by NAMPOL for rape and attempted rape are used, then Namibia’s 
entry in the UNCJS survey would change as shown in Table �.�5 below. If these NAMPOL figures 
are inserted into the UNCJS survey, as shown in Table �.�6 below, Namibia appears to rank 
3rd out of the 53 countries which provided data on the rate of reported rapes per 100 000 
of the population, with 46-49 reported rapes per 100 000 people in 2001 and 2002 – behind 
South Africa with 121 reported rapes per 100 000 people and Canada with 77 reported 
rapes per 100 000 people, and just ahead of the United States with about 32 reported rapes 
per 100 000 people.�9

17 Graeme R Newman, “Human Security: A World View of Homicide and Rape, commissioned by the Human 
Security Centre, www.humansecurityreport.org/background/Newman_Homicide_and_Rape.pdf; Graeme 
R Newman, Global Report on Crime and Justice, UNODC, New York: Oxford, �999.

18 Eighth United Nations Survey of Crime Trends and Operations of Criminal Justice Systems, covering the period 
�00� – �00�, UN Office on Drugs and Crime, Division for Policy Analysis and Public Affairs, http://www.unodc.
org/pdf/crime/.

See Table �.8 (total reported rapes) and Table 6.8 (persons prosecuted for rape). Similarly, the figures for 
total reported crimes and for prosecutions of those crimes are the same in respect of other specific offences 
(automobile theft intentional homicide and non-intentional homicide), reinforcing the theory that some error 
has been made in respect of Namibia. 

19 As the Survey stands, with its apparent error, Namibia ranked �3th out of 53 countries which provided data on 
the rate of reported rapes per �00 000 of the population, with about �4 rapes per �00 000 people in �00� and 
�00� – as compared to up to ��� rapes per �00 000 people in South Africa and 3� rapes per �00 000 people in 
the United States. 

The re-calculation is based on the same population figures used for Namibia in the Survey. If the more 
recent population projections now available are used, then the Namibian rate is even higher – 49-5� rapes 
and attempted rapes per �00 000 people in �00� and �00�. 
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TabLe 2.25: ReCTIfICaTIon of eRRoR foR namIbIa’s enTRY In unCJs suRveY, 2001-2002

2001 2002
2001 rate 

per 100 000 
inhabitants

2002 rate 
per 100 000 
inhabitants

Namibia’s entry as listed  
in Eighth Survey

274 286 14.09 14.41

Namibia’s entry re-calculated using 
NAMPOL figures

901 975 46.33 49.13

TabLe 2.26: unCJs sTaTIsTICs on RepoRTed Rapes (InCLudIng aTTempTed Rapes),  
2001-2002

Country 2001 2002 2001 rate per 100 
000 inhabitants

2002 rate per 100 
000 inhabitants

South Africa 54,293 52,425 121.16 115.61
Canada 24,044 24,350 77.36 77.64
Namibia 901 975 46.33 49.13
USA 90,863 95,136 31.85 32.99
Sweden 2,084 2,184 23.43 24.47
Belgium 2,315 2,436 22.50 23.57
Peru 5,927 5,968 22.50 22.31
New Zealand 840 1,059 21.64 26.88
Iceland 51 74 18.09 26.06
United Kingdom 10,601 13,395 17.95 22.62
Northern Ireland 292 357 17.29 21.04
England & Wales 9,720 12,293 16.53
Costa Rica 552 633 14.25 16.06
Namibia – as listed with error 274 286 14.09 14.41
Bolivia 1,198 928 13.90 10.53
Mexico 12,971 14,373 13.05 14.26
El Salvador 818 842 12.97 13.12
Scotland 589 745 11.63 14.74
Netherlands 1,725 1,801 10.76 11.16
Germany 7,891 8,615 9.58 10.44
Denmark 493 500 9.20 9.30
Argentina 3,289 3,036 9.09 8.32
Chile 1,373 1,402 8.91 8.99
Finland 459 551 8.85 10.60
Uruguay 254 303 7.60 9.02
Belarus 747 853 7.49 8.59
Austria 574 625 7.15 7.77
Panama 185 212 6.39 7.21
Switzerland 454 484 6.28 6.64
Poland 2,339 2,345 6.05 6.13
Hungary 589 598 5.78 5.89
Luxembourg 25 39 5.68 8.78
Romania 1,269 1,253 5.66 5.62
Czech Republic 562 653 5.50 6.40
Latvia 121 106 5.13 4.53
Lithuania 176 188 5.05 5.42
Slovenia 99 98 5.01 4.99
Moldova 189 204 4.43 4.79
Oman 109 115 4.40 4.53
Italy 2,447 2,543 4.24 4.41
Croatia 173 165 3.88 3.70
Portugal 374 433 3.68 4.25
Tunisia 338 306 3.49 3.13
Morocco 997 1,015 3.42 3.42
Slovakia 169 171 3.14 3.18
Cyprus 18 13 2.37 1.70
Malta 9 5 2.28 1.26
Maldives 5 2 1.79 0.70
Japan 2,228 2,357 1.75 1.85
Albania 51 45 1.63 1.43
Azerbaijan 41 39 0.51 0.48
Nepal 107 158 0.45 0.65
Myanmar 210 223 0.44 0.46
Saudi Arabia 47 59 0.22 0.27

source:  Eighth United Nations Survey of Crime Trends and Operations of Criminal Justice Systems, covering the period 2001 
– 2002, UN Office on Drugs and Crime, Division for Policy Analysis and Public Affairs, http://www.unodc.org/pdf/crime/, with 
re-calculated figures for Namibia based on statistics provided directly by Nampol. 
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As another point of comparison, consider the fact that Kenya has only 2000-3000 reports 
of rape per year, 2-3 times the number of reported rapes as in Namibia, while at the same 
time having more than 17 times the population.�0 This must surely be a result of reporting 
rates and not just a difference in the relative incidence of rape in the two countries. One news 
report says that “Many women and girls are raped daily but do not report the attacks”, noting 
that some “are prevailed on by relatives not to involve the police”.�� The Gender Violence Recovery 
Centre reports that statistics compiled by hospitals and community-based organisations where 
victims go for treatment and counseling estimate that there over �6 000 rapes occur each year in 
Kenya.��

TabLe 2.27: RepoRTed Rape In KenYa, 2002-200�
2002 2 005
2003 2 308
2004 2 908

source: Stephen Muiruri, “Rape becomes top crime in Kenya”, Daily Nation, 2004,  
www.nationmedia.com/dailynation/printpage.asp?newsid=5��20. 

It has been noted that industrialised countries generally report a much higher rate of rape 
on the whole than developing countries. One analyst offers the following explanation for this 
difference: 

It is likely that this dramatic difference is the result of two factors: The higher official 
sensitivity to rape as a crime in developed countries, and the well established 
bureaucratic recording of the crime. It is likely that many more crimes of rape and 
sexual assault are recorded in countries that have a highly sophisticated crime 
reporting bureaucracy. In many of these countries public campaigns by various 
interest groups have fought for many years to raise the sensitivity and awareness of 
policing bureaucracies to the problem of rape. Second, it is widely reported that the 
status of women in many developing countries, especially countries of the African 
continent, is one where women are exploited and “cannot say no” to men, where 
much rape of women and young girls occurs in domestic situations and is seen as 
“normal” behaviour. It is also apparent… that the rape rate of developing countries 
has increased substantially in the last 5 years, suggesting that the campaign to 
increase awareness of individuals and authorities concerning rape may be having 
an effect.�3

It is paradoxically possible that South Africa and Namibia show higher rape rates than 
many other developing countries because of increased awareness of the crime on the 
part of both police and populace, trust in the police and the criminal justice system, 
the improving status of women and the improved ability of women to speak out about 
violations they have experienced.�4

20 The population of Kenya was 3�,�38,735 in its �00� census (www.nationmaster.com/encyclopedia/Kenya), 
compared to Namibia’s national population of � 830 330 in its �00� census. 

21 Stephen Muiruri, “Rape becomes top crime in Kenya”, Daily Nation, �004, www.nationmedia.com/dailyna-
tion/printpage.asp?newsid=533�0. 

22 Gender Violence Recovery Centre, “Sexual Violence Statistics”, mimeo. 
23 Graeme R Newman, “Human Security: A World View of Homicide and Rape, commissioned by the Human 

Security Centre, www.humansecurityreport.org/background/Newman_Homicide_and_Rape.pdf. 
24 According to the �005 UNDP Human Development Report (based on information for �003), Namibia was 

ranked at ��5 out of �77 countries in terms of human development, with Norway ranked at number � and Ni-
ger ranked at number �77. Looking at southern Africa, Namibia is ranked below South Africa (��0) and above 
Botswana (�3�), Zimbabwe (�45), Swaziland (�47) and Lesotho (�49). As a point of comparison over time, in 
the �000 UNDP Human Development Report, Namibia was ranked at ��5, with Canada topping the list at 
number � and Sierra Leone in last place at �74. Namibia is below South Africa (�03) and Swaziland (���), and 
above Botswana (���), Lesotho (��7) and Zimbabwe (�30). See Human Development Report website: http://
hdr.undp.org/reports/global/. 
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ChaRT 2.2:  
RegIonaL  
Rape RaTes,  
1977-2001

 

source: Graeme R Newman, “Human Security: A World View of Homicide and Rape”, commissioned by the Human 
Security Centre, www.humansecurityreport.org/background/Newman_Homicide_and_Rape.pdf; based on Interpol 
statistics. The “New World” refers to Australia, Canada, New Zealand and the USA. According to Newman, the peaks in 
rape rates for Africa in 1994 and 1997 relate to civil strife which resulted in mass rapes in Rwanda and Lesotho. The 
peak in rape rates in Africa in 1999-2000 is not discussed. Newman points out that the volatile rape rates in Africa and 
the New World could result in part from haphazard reporting and recording of the crime in many countries. 

ChaRT 2.�:  
Rape RaTes  
In  
IndusTRIaL  
veRsus  
deveLopIng  
CounTRIes,  
1977-2001

In respect of earlier years, it is useful 
to examine comparative Interpol sta-
tistics for individual countries.�5 Table 
�.�8 shows a comparison of Interpol 
statistics on rape in selected countries 
in �996. 

Chart �.4, also based on Interpol sta-
tistics, shows how Namibia compared 
to a selection of other African coun-
tries on rape and other violent crimes 
in �997.�6

25 Interpol crime statistics on the Internet 
are available from the Interpol website 
only to “authorised police users”, so 
information on these statistics comes 
from secondary sources which have 
republished the relevant statistics. 

26 The rape rates based on the Interpol 
statistics for both Namibia and South 
Africa are similar to those reported in the 
UNCJS data (after allowances are made 
for the obvious error concerning Namibia 
in the UNCJS data as discussed above). 

TabLe 2.28:  InTeRpoL Rape sTaTIsTICs fRom 
seLeCTed CounTRIes, 1996

Country
Cases of rape 

reported  
to the police

volume of reported 
rape per 100 000 

population
South Africa 50 481 119,5
Gabon 1 744 105,1
Botswana 1 101 68,5
Swaziland 573 59,4
Namibia 830 50,5
United States 95 769 36,1
New Zealand 1 287 35,0
Zimbabwe 2 792 23,3
Argentina 7 150 21,7
Sweden 1 608 18,2
Venezuela 3 460 16,2
France 7 191 12,4
Norway 514 11,7
Chile 1 571 10,8
Bulgaria 767 9,1
England & Wales 4594 8,8
Korea 1811 4,0
Colombia 1259 3,2
Spain 1139 2,9
Uganda 247 1,2

source: International Criminal Police Organisation ICPO-Interpol (1996), 
International Crime Statistics, as reported in Statistics South Africa, 
Quantitative research findings on rape in South Africa, 2000. All figures 
include attempted rape as well as rape of children. 

source: Graeme R Newman, 
“Human Security: A World View of 
Homicide and Rape”, commissioned 
by the Human Security Centre, 
www.humansecurityreport.org/
background/Newman_Homicide_
and_Rape.pdf; based on Interpol 
statistics. All African countries 
for which data was available, 
including Namibia, were treated as 
developing countries.
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TabLe 2.29: Rape and oTheR vIoLenT CRImes In seLeCTed afRICan CounTRIes, 1997
Country Rape murder serious assault

South Africa 120.3 59.2 541.2
Cote d’Ivoire 2.6 2.9 174.6
Ethiopia 1.2 15.6 70.2
Ghana 4.3 2.7 442.9
Namibia 45.9 48.0 497.4
Swaziland 61.0 19.0 444.9
Tanzania 5.3 7.9 1.7
Uganda 2.1 14.8 20.9
Zimbabwe 21.8 7.6 115.4

source: Based on International Criminal Police Organisation (Interpol), International crime statistics 1997, as reported 
in Martin Schönteich, “South Africa’s Position in Africa’s Crime Rankings”, African Security Review Vol 9 No 4, 2000. 

It seems clear from this data that reported rapes are relatively high in southern Africa, 
particularly in Namibia, Botswana, Swaziland and Namibia. However, it must be re-
emphasised that statistics on reported rapes do not tell us much about the actual 
incidence of rape. 

Reported rape in namibia and south africa 
It may be helpful to draw a more detailed comparison between Namibia and South Africa, 
even though South Africa’s definition of rape is more limited than Namibia’s; the current 
definition of rape in South Africa is the same definition that applied in Namibia before the 
introduction of Namibia’s Combating of Rape Act in �000. 

In �997, Interpol statistics showed South Africa as having the highest per capita rate of both 
rape and murder of all the countries which supplied statistics, this giving rise to the infamous 
title “rape capital of the world”.�7 Thus, it represents a benchmark which Namibia would not 
like to emulate. 

Between �000 and �00�, the South African methodology for recording crime statistics changed. 
�000 was the last full calendar year for which official police crime statistics based on the old 
methodology were released by the Crime Information Analysis Centre (CIAC) of the South 
African Police Service. A moratorium on police crime statistics was introduced in early �000 in 
order to review the methods for gathering and presenting police statistics. New South African 
statistics were released in November �00�, covering the period between January and September 
�00�, and the new methodology was fully used for the first time in the �00�/�00� Annual 
Report. The South African government claims that the new methodology is more accurate, with 
greater standardisation between the different police agencies.�8

The year �000 was also the year that the definition of rape in Namibia changed, so comparisons 
over time between the two countries must be considered with even more caution than would 
be normal.

27 International Criminal Police Organisation (Interpol), International crime statistics, �997. These statistics 
covered ��0 countries. Schönteich notes that the same Interpol statistics show that the per capita rate of 
sexual offences (a broader category which includes rape as well as related lesser offences) is higher than 
South Africa in the Bahamas, Dominica and Saint Kitts and Nevis. Martin Schönteich, “South Africa’s Position 
in Africa’s Crime Rankings”, African Security Review Vol 9 No 4, �000, at footnote 3.

28 According to the South African government, a task team was appointed to establish a system that would 
correct problems such as police personnel not defining crimes correctly and thus entering the wrong crimes 
onto the system, entering crimes in the incorrect geographical areas onto the systems or using the wrong 
crime codes. The command and control over the data-gathering process was also found to be weak at many 
police stations, compounded by the lack of proper equipment at some stations. Media briefing by the Minister 
of Safety and Security, Mr S Tshwete, �� February �00�, www.info.gov.za/speeches/�00�/0�0����45p�005.
htm; UNODC Country Profile, South Africa, www.unodc.org/pdf/southafrica/country_profile_southafrica_
7.pdf.  As noted above in footnote �5, the new statistics have been the target for some debate. 
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Keeping these caveats in mind, the per capita rates of reported rape and attempted rape in 
the tables below show that the South African rate is consistently about double the Namibian 
rate – even in the years after Namibia’s definition of rape expanded relative to that in South 
Africa. But this is not necessarily cause for congratulation. It could be that South Africa and 
Namibia have a similar incidence of rape, but that South Africans are more likely to report rape 
than Namibians. It could be that South Africa has more urban centres than Namibia where 
police services are more easily accessible. It could be that South Africans have a higher level of 
trust in the criminal justice system than Namibians. It could be that women feel more confident 
to speak out about abuse in South Africa, where there is a strong women’s movement. 

The only conclusion that we can draw is that, for reasons which these studies cannot elucidate, 
both South Africa and Namibia have high rates of reported rape compared to the rest of 
the world, but the per capita rate of reported rape in South Africa is almost double that 
in Namibia. It is useful to keep these comparisons in mind when considering relative rates 
of arrest, prosecution and conviction.

TabLe 2.�0: RepoRTed Rape and aTTempTed Rape In souTh afRICa, 199�-2005

199�-
95

1995-
96

1996-
97

1997
98

1998-
99

1999-
00

2000-
01

2001-
02

2002
0�

200�-
0�

200�-
05

2005-
06

Cases 
reported

44 751 49 813 51 435 51 959 49 679 52 891 52 872 54 293 52 425 52 733 55 114 54 926

Reported 
cases per 
100 000 
population

115.3 125.9 126.7 126.2 118.3 122.8 121.0 121.1 115.3 113.7 118.3 117.1

source: SA Police Crime Information Analysis Centre (CIAC). The South African statistics cover financial years, measured 
from April of one year to March of the following year. The table is labelled “rape”, but it appears to include attempted 
rape.29

TabLe 2.�1: RepoRTed Rape and aTTempTed Rape In namIbIa, 199�-2005
199� 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 200� 200� 2005

Cases 
reported

741 801 830 778 714 693 854 901 975 1 117 1 151 1 184

Estimated 
population

1 547 500 1 529 800 1 637 400 1 681 100 1 724 800 1 768 300 1 814 400 1 830 290 1 860 145 1 890 486 1 921 510 1 953 207

Reported 
cases per 
100 000 
population

47.9 52.4 50.7 46.3 41.4 39.2 47.1 49.2 52.4 59.1 59.9 60.6

source: Table 2.1 above; annual population figures based on the “low variants” in National Planning Commission, 
Population Projections 1991-2001 and 2001-2031. The low variant was used for 1994-1999 because the figure from this 
table calculated for 2001 was closest to the figure actually obtained in the 2001 census. The 2001 figure is based on the 
2001 census, and the 2002-5 figures based on the low variant from the subsequent population projections.

29 “South African police statistics on the incidence of rape reported to the police, as calculated for Interpol, 
which include attempted rape and rape of children, were ��0 cases per �00 000 of the population in �996. 
Approximately 40% of reported rape cases are rape of children under the age of �8 years.” Statistics South 
Africa, Quantitative research findings on rape in South Africa, �000. The discrepancy in the figures cited in 
this quote for �996 and the figures in the table above probably reflect the use of a calendar year instead of a 
financial year. 
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2. unRepoRTed 
   Rapes 

“We know that many 
incidents go unreported 

and, therefore, are 
not recorded anywhere 
due to various reasons, 

not least the stigma 
attached to rape in most 

cultures of our society.”
minister of home affairs (hon J ekandjo), 

National Assembly, 10 June 1999

It has been estimated in Namibia that only about 
� out of every �0 rapes committed is reported to 
the police.30 However, this estimate seems to have 
been based on South African statistics which 
have since been discredited.3� 

Estimating unreported crime is very difficult. 

In South Africa, the National Institute for Crime 
Prevention and Rehabilitation of Offenders (NICRO) 
still estimates that � out of �0 rapes are reported 
to the police. The South African Police estimated 
at one stage that the correct figure was � out of 36 
rapes. However, the basis for these two estimates 
is not clear.3� 

The best source of national incidence data for South Africa is the �998 Victims of Crime Survey, 
conducted nationally among a sample of 4 000 respondents aged �6 years or more by Stats SA 
for the Department of Safety and Security. On the basis of this survey, Stats SA calculated that 
55 000 South African women were rape victims in �997. This figure translates into �34 women 
raped per �00 000 of the total population in �997. (Since some women were raped more than 
once, the actual incidence of rape was �43 incidents per �00 000 of the population.) The same 
survey found that that only 68 women per �00 000 of the population said that they had reported 
the rape to the police – which amounts to only about half of the incidents of rape which actually 
occurred. In other words, this national survey found that 1 out of 2 rapes was reported to 
the police. 

A different survey which covered only three of South Africa’s nine provinces suggested 
a figure of 1 out of 9 rapes. It has been suggested that the latter survey was more reliable 
because it focused specifically on rape rather than on crime in general, but then again it was 
not a national survey.33 

Other South African studies suggest more disturbing possibilities. For example, an exten-
sive study which took place in Gauteng Province during �998-�000 found that � out of 5 men 
said that they had had sex with a woman without her consent. Over �6 000 youths were 

30 Namibian Police Commissioner Siggi Eimbeck, The Namibian, �3 November �990. In �99�, Women’s Solidarity 
– a small non-governmental organization which was at that time active in education, counselling and research 
around the issue of violence against women -- pointed out that if this estimate holds true for Namibia, the 
number of rape victims was equivalent to the rape of approximately one woman each hour of the day, each day 
of the year. See, for example, `Rape under the spotlight’, Windhoek Observer, �8 May �99�; `Rape outrage: new 
statistics shock’, The Namibian, � February �99�; `Namibia’s women raped at one every hour’, The Times of 
Namibia, �3 January �99�. The statistic was repeated in Parliament by Namibia’s Attorney-General in �003. 
See “� rape every 60 minutes”, The Namibian, �� November �003. 

31 For example, the National Institute for Crime and Rehabilitation of Offenders (NICRO) estimates that only 
one in �0 rape victims reports the crime to the police in South Africa. L Vogelman, The Sexual Face of 
Violence (�990) 3�. This figure is also quoted from another source in South African Law Commission, Women 
and Sexual Offences in South Africa, Project 45 (�985) 5, para. �.6. 

32 Lisa Vetten, Sexual Harassment Education Project, “A Comparison of Reporting, Prosecution and Conviction 
Rates for Crimes of Assault and Sexual Violence”, February �997. 

33 Lisa Vetten, “Telling us what counts”, Mail & Guardian, 3 Sept-6 October �005. Both of these studies were 
conducted in the late �990s. 
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interviewed for this study, and �0% of the females and �3% of the males stated that they were 
sexually abused before reaching age �8. In addition, 3�% of the youths interviewed said that 
forcing sex on someone you know is not sexual violence.34 This indicates that people may have 
differing internal understandings of the concept of rape, which could affect survey responses.

“Nineteen ninety-nine was the year we discovered that a rape in South Africa doesn’t occur 
every �7 seconds, every �3 seconds, every �5 seconds or even every 83 seconds, casting 
doubt on the claim that more than a million women and children are raped annually. But in 
debunking these figures, no acceptable alternative has been put forward in their place, so 
we still do not know the extent of rape in South Africa – except to know that it is serious 
indeed.”

Lisa vetten, “Rape statistics are not a closed subject” 
 in “Reconstruct”, The Sunday Independent, 16 January 2000

“Rape is a traumatic experience and a sensitive issue, and may be under-reported to 
fieldworkers during a survey no matter how carefully designed the survey is. This risk can 
be minimised by giving sensitivity training to fieldworkers by qualified people, for example 
counsellors. But it remains difficult to ascertain the extent of under-reporting in a particular 
survey. The validity of results in any survey can, however, be tested against other surveys 
with similar research designs. Another problem concerns the interpretation of what is seen 
as rape by the victim. Extensive qualitative research suggests that women often do not 
describe forced intercourse as rape when a current or previous intimate partner (boyfriend 
or husband) is the perpetrator. The extent of under-reporting of this crime remains difficult 
to determine throughout the world.”

statistics south africa, Quantitative research findings on rape in South Africa, 2000

Despite such difficulties, the best way to measure the actual incidence of rape (or any other 
crime) is with regular victim surveys which ask people about crimes they have suffered 
and whether or not these were reported to the police.35 However, we are not aware of any 
such surveys in Namibia.36 This is a serious gap in our knowledge about crime in Namibia, 
including rape.

However, even studies such as these will probably under-report the real incidence of rape, as 
the “iceberg” in the box below indicates. 

A given incident of non-consensual sex will be interpreted differently depending on the 
relationship of the victim to the perpetrator, the ages of those involved, prevalent social 
notions of gender roles in decision-making around sexual matters, the circumstances in 
which it occurred, including whether the woman was deemed compliant with an idea of 
‘modest’ behaviour and thus questions of blame. The question of whether a set of actions 
constitute ‘rape’ will also depend on who is discussing the incident with whom, where, 
when and in what circumstances …

… Most women will only try to report incidents which fall within popular notions of 
‘rape’ to the police. They will probably also only report these to interviewers in surveys, 
although this method of data collection will also capture incidents which are not pursued 
with the police. Some rape experiences which fit with popular definitions will still not get 

34 Executive Report: ‘Beyond Victims and Villains’, Sexual violence: South Johannesburg (�997-�000), www.ciet.org 
(study organised by Johannesburg’s Southern Metropolitan Local Council and CIET Africa). 

35 Lisa Vetten, “Telling us what counts”, Mail & Guardian, 3 Sept-6 October �005.
36 As discussed below, Windhoek (but no other parts of Namibia) was included in the �000 International Crime 

Victim Survey conducted by the United National Interregional Crime and Justice Research Institute. The 
statistical analysis from this survey is not yet available.
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reported in surveys. Women may be unwilling to recall and discuss with an interviewer 
experiences which were unpleasant and humiliating and may be associated with shame, 
guilt, fear of blame or self-blame. Because of this, survey estimates of rape prevalence are 
likely to be underestimates. 

The most common forms of sexual coercion seem to go unreported in surveys and to 
the police. These occur within marriages, dating relationships, families, or where sex is 
agreed to after blackmail, threats, trickery or per-
sistent pleading. No single study has so far been 
able to describe the magnitude of these forms 
of coercion but insights are provided through a 
multitude of qualitative studies, surveys and 
particularly research among adolescents. The 
difficulty in getting these actions recorded in 
surveys of adult women seems to suggest that 
most women have such low expectations of 
genuine sexual negotiation in relationships, 
that being forced to have sex when men 
(husbands, boyfriends or often would-be 
lovers) want it, or provide it as a unit of 
exchange, is seen as “normal”. Rape and 
sexual coercion have often been said to 
occur on a continuum. To understand 
its magnitude it is helpful to think 
of the problem as an iceberg. The 
parts that become visible and more 
readily quantifiable are almost 
certainly a small proportion of the 
real problem. 

ReCommendaTIon: 
We recommend that Namibia should periodically conduct nationally-representative 
surveys about crime which give particular attention to rape and other forms of 
gender-based violence, as a method of determining the incidence of such crimes 
more accurately.

“Reliable statistics are an essential component of any rape prevention strategy. 
Policy decisions, the development of legislation, the allocation of scarce financial resources, 
training needs – these are all decisions requiring accurate and reliable information about 
rape. Without this information we run the risk of wasting money and time by focussing on the 
wrong problems, or making ineffective and inappropriate policy or legislative decisions.”

Lisa vetten, “Rape statistics are not a closed subject” 
 in “Reconstruct”, The Sunday Independent, 16 January 2000

The topic of violence against women has also been neglected in Namibia’s national 
studies on women, socioeconomic conditions and health.37 

37 See, for example, the literature review in University of Namibia, The National Gender Study, Volume II, �000, 
at �9-ff. 

fatal sexual assault

Rape reported to police

Rape reported in surveys

Rape not reported due to eg 
shame or blame

forced sex in marriage and 
dating relationships

unwanted sex agreed to 
as a result of pleading, 
blackmail, threats, 
trickery, etc

sexual exploitation of 
minors

source: 
Rachel Jewkes & naeema abrahams, 

“Violence against women in South Africa: Rape and sexual coercion”, 
Crime Prevention Research Resources Centre and Medical Research Council, 

undated monograph at 6-7 (citations omitted).
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For example, the National Gender Study published by the University of Namibia in �000 failed 
to investigate the topic of violence against women, although it acknowledged that this is a 
serious health hazard for women and that the health problems resulting from such abuse are 
immense.38

Namibia Demographic and Health Surveys were conducted in �99� and �000. In the �000 survey, 
respondents were asked opinion questions about the right of a wife to refuse sex with her 
husband under different circumstances, in an effort to collect information about women’s status 
and sexual autonomy. But there were no questions about violence against women in general. 

In contrast, in South Africa, the �998 National Demographic and Health Survey asked respondents 
about violence against women, including rape. The questions on rape were phrased to measure 
its prevalence rather than its incidence – in other words, women were asked whether they 
had ever been raped, rather than whether they had been raped during a specific time period. 
Respondents were also asked about their relationship to the person who raped them, and if 
they had reported the rape to the police.39

Namibia’s National Demographic and Health Surveys involve a large nationally-representative 
sample of women and are repeated periodically. Therefore, these surveys could be an important 
source of data on the prevalence and incidence of sexual violence if appropriate questions were 
included. 

ReCommendaTIon:
We suggest that future National Demographic and Health Surveys should include broader 
questions on violence against women, the circumstances of such violence, and whether 
the violence was reported to the police. This could provide useful data on both rape and 
domestic violence. 

However, there are a few smaller-scale Namibian studies which can provide some relevant 
information on unreported rape. 

A 1999 study based on information collected from men and women in Eenhana, Outapi, 
Oshakati and Tsumeb reported contradictory information on whether rape is a common 
occurrence in these areas, but did suggest that some rapes go unreported: 

The local police thought rape was not a significant problem and community members 
in one �5- to �9-year-old focus group also said rape was uncommon in the area. Official 
police figures listed six rapes reported between January and June �998. However, 
others were of the opinion that there were probably many more. A social worker stated 
that rape was serious in Eenhana, particularly over weekends when people had been 
drinking too much. She thought males between 30 and 40 years of age were the usual 
offenders. She said the official figures were low because people did not report rapes due 
to the traditional stigma around violation and defilement; but said it was also because 
the police were rarely sympathetic to victims, unless they were young children.40

Schoolgirls in Oshakati identified a building behind the school which they said was the site 
of rapes and attempted rapes of learners from their school. Other informants cited specific 

38 University of Namibia, The National Gender Study, Volume I, �000, at �60-6�. 
39 Statistics South Africa, Quantitative research findings on rape in South Africa, �000 at �6-�9. See also Rachel 

Jewkes et al, Child Sexual Abuse and HIV: Study of Links in South Africa & Namibia, Medical Research 
Council, June �003 at ��. 

40 D LeBeau, T Fox, H Becker and P Mufune, Taking Risks – Taking Responsibility: An Anthropological Assessment 
of Health Risk Behaviour in Northern Namibia, �999, Ministry of Health and Social Services, Windhoek, at 9�.
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incidents of rape, including the rape of a female patient by a traditional healer and the rape by 
a man of a two-year-old boy baby left in his care.4�

Some data on intimate partner violence is contained in a 2001 survey of 2025 women in 
Windhoek, chosen as a representative sample of the overall population of Windhoek. In this sample, 
16% of the women reported that they have suffered sexual violence from their partners 
during their lifetimes, with 9% having experienced such violence during the 12 months 
prior to the survey. The forms of sexual violence reported included being forced to have sex, 
having sex with the partner out of fear of the consequences of refusal, and being forced to perform 
degrading or humiliating sexual acts, such as being forced to act out scenes from pornographic 
movies. Most of the sexual violence reported was forced sex, which would constitute rape. 
The women in the survey were not asked specifically about their reporting of sexual violence, but 
only ��% of those who had experienced other forms of physical violence had told anyone about 
it, and only �0% said that they had gone to the police. Reasons given for the failure to seek help 
included the following: 

reporting one’s husband or partner to the police is against their culture
fear of the consequences of seeking help
shame or embarrassment
fear that the relationship would end 
fear of losing the children 
a belief that the abuse was normal or not serious.4�

A 2002 survey of �45� youth aged �4-�4 in seven regions found that, of the 326 females who 
said that they had engaged in sexual intercourse in the 12 months preceding the study, 
almost 14% reported that they had been forced by their sexual partners to have sex.43 

A 2004 study reporting on 47 focus groups discussions held in Katima Mulilo, Oshakati, 
Walvis Bay, Windhoek, Mariental and Rehoboth reported that “most community members 
say that rape is common in most of their communities.”44

Another report published in 2004, based on data collected from women and men aged �� to 
73 in Windhoek and in northern rural areas, found that some women believe that reporting 
of rape has increased since independence because “now we are not afraid of the boeres”. 
Some of the men said that reporting of rape has increased because women are now more 
aware of their rights.45 

In another recent study, Namibian women identified the following problems experienced 
with police as barriers to reporting rapes: slow response time which allows the offender 
to leave the scene of the crime; lack of follow-up on cases; and failure to collect all of the 
evidence needed for court cases. Lack of knowledge about the legal system was also cited 
as a barrier, with some saying that most women do not know how to report a crime.46

41 Id at 93. 
42 Ministry of Health and Social Service, An assessment of the nature and consequences of intimate male-

partner violence in Windhoek, Namibia, �004, at �8, 36, 4�.
43 University of Namibia, “�00� Baseline Survey on Sexual and Reproductive Health and HIV/AIDS among 

Adolescents and Youth”, UNFPA/UNAM at 33. 
44 Scholastika Iipinge, Kathe Hofnie & Steve Friedman, The Relationship Between Gender Roles and HIV 

Infection in Namibia, UNAM, �004 at ��0. 
45 Debie LeBeau, Structural Conditions for the Progression of the HIV-AIDS Pandemic in Namibia, University 

of Namibia, �994, at 3�. The study did not indicate how many discussions took place, or the dates of the 
discussions. It noted that the urban informants came from a variety of ethnic groups, while the rural informants 
were all Owambo. All of the informants were from the lower socio-economic strata of society, including 
subsistence farmers, unemployed persons and manual labourers (at �). See also Debie LeBeau and Grant J 
Spence, “Community perceptions on law reform: people speaking out” in Justine Hunter, ed, Beijing +�0 The 
way forward: An introduction to gender issues in Namibia, Namibia Institute for Democracy, �004. 

46 Debie LeBeau and Grant J Spence, “Community perceptions on law reform: people speaking out” in Justine 
Hunter, ed, Beijing +�0 The way forward: An introduction to gender issues in Namibia, Namibia Institute for 
Democracy, �004.
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There are cultural barriers to the identification 
of rape as such by the victim, because in some 
Namibian communities many categories of 
forced sex are not perceived by either party 
as being wrong.  It is reported in respect of 
the Ovahimba and Ovaherero communities 
in the northern Kunene Region that cultural 
constructions of sexuality do not require mutual 
consent as a prerequisite to sexual intercourse. 
For example, in terms of the ‘oupanga’ tradition, 
the head of a homestead in these communities 
may offer to lend his wife to an important guest 
for sexual intercourse over a defined period 
of time. According to one person who has 
conducted research in these communities, “the 
concept of rape does not exist”.47 Traditionally, 
a man who forces a woman to submit to sex in 
these communities will be condemned under 
only two conditions: if the woman raped is 
pregnant (because the violent act may cause 
a miscarriage) and where an unmarried man 
forces a married woman to have sex with him 
(because this shows disrespect of the married 
woman’s social status). The rape itself is thus not 
the act which is condemned, even under these 
circumstances. This creates a conflict between 
traditional customs and the national laws.48

It is similarly reported in respect of Kwanyama culture that women are supposed to appear aloof 
and passive during sexual encounters. According to one researcher, “Sexuality is clearly men’s 
domain and women are not supposed to articulate wishes or needs, but maintain innocence and 
ignorance… Contrary to women, men have to prove themselves knowledgeable, experienced 

 Interestingly, similar problems were also reported in connection with rape cases dealt with by traditional authorities, 
in focus groups held with women in Ombalantu, Uukwanyama, Uukwambi in �994. Some women complained of 
lack of follow-up when rape cases are reported to the local headman. For example one woman said: 

The headman does not respond with clear information and the case gets lost, even if all things are 
known… In other cases, the headman can arrange a hearing and after that he can tell the people 
that they will give the matter to the senior headman for investigation, but nothing shall happen. The 
case will be lost and the accused released without punishment. 

Other women said that even if the person who is guilty is punished by the headman by being required to pay 
compensation, if he refuses to pay “nothing will happen to him.” Namibian Development Trust, Improving 
the Legal and Socio-Economic Situation of Women in Namibia: Uukwambi, Ombalantu and Uukwanyama 
Integrated Report, �994, Part �, at 48.

47	 Philippe Talavera, “Sexual Culture in Transition in the Northern Kunene – Is there a need for a sexual revolu-
tion in Namibia?”, in V Winterfeldt et al, eds, Namibia Sociology, UNAM, �00� at 338-9. 

48	 Philippe Talavera, Challenging the Namibian perception of sexuality: A case study of the Ovahimba and Ovaherero 
culturo-sexual models in Kunene North in an HIV/AIDS context, Ombetja Yehinga/Kunene Regional Council, �00� at 
7�-73. 

“If a woman is raped or beaten up 
they go to the police but the police 

do not really help. Some of the police 
are not serious about their work. 
When they are given money, they 

drop the case. … but these police, 
they do not punish rapists. They give 

them a few years in prison.” 
mbari, 45-year-old Herero woman

“The problem women face with the 
court and law is that not all women 
understand how the law works. You 

even find some of the educated 
women who do not understand the 

law. Some report cases to the police 
but they leave some of the evidence 
and the person will not be punished 

because there is not enough 
evidence. I think women in this 

country need to be educated about 
the courts and laws.” 

dolly, 23-year-old Coloured woman

as quoted in debie Lebeau and grant J 
spence, ”Community perceptions on law 

reform: people speaking out”  
in Justine Hunter, ed, Beijing +10 The 

way forward: An introduction to 
gender issues in Namibia,  

Namibia Institute for Democracy, 2004

“For most women [in Ovahimba and Ovaherero communities in Kunene North] rape 
is something that happens ‘somewhere else’ (in Windhoek, for instance). The women 
of Kunene North do not say ‘no’ to men. Therefore, rape per se cannot exist in their 

communities. Although violence and sex without mutual consent might  
co-occur, such situations would not be perceived as rape.” 

philippe Talavera, Challenging the Namibian perception of sexuality: 
A case study of the Ovahimba and Ovaherero culturo-sexual models in Kunene North in an HIV/AIDS context, 

Ombetja Yehinga/Kunene Regional Council, 2002 at 73
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and active, and it is crucial for men to prove that 
they are virile, fertile and in command in the 
sexual sphere.”49

Attitudes about sexuality within marriage and 
other intimate relationships, discussed in more 
detail in the section below on marital rape, 
indicate that similar attitudes are found in many 
Namibian cultures.

forced sex versus rape in south africa

Research in South Africa indicates that communities there, as in Namibia, make a distinction 
between forced sex and rape: 

Forced sex is conceptualised as occurring within established sexual partnerships: 
even if penetration is enforced by violent means, it is invariably differentiated from rape 
by young men and women alike on the grounds that the two parties are ‘in love’: they 
have a sexual relationship entered into in the usual manner, whereby men proposition 
a young woman, trying to ‘persuade’ her to accept his proposal of love. Rape on the 
other hand is categorically described as committed by men who either are complete 
strangers to their targets or casual acquaintances with no existing sexual relations…. 
This view of rape was further reflected in informants’ descriptions of local cases they 
had known of; they invariably spoke of child rape (both within and outside families), 
and rape by strangers or tsotsis. 

Relatedly, the circumstances, even location, of an act of coercive sex, are taken by 
young men and women alike to differentiate forced sex and rape. Thus rape is described 
as committed after nightfall in empty streets, deserted buildings, in open veld and 
forests; while forced sex takes place in bedrooms… 

Thirdly, young people’s narratives indicate that the strategies used to enforce 
penetration are taken to distinguish rape from forced sex. Narratives of known rape 
cases invariably involve weapons: a knife or a gun…. Strategies to enact forced sex 
are more complicated, and for the most part appear to involve verbal tactics rather 
than physical assault. 

 
The South Africa research also distinguishes between two categories of forced sex – (�) sex 
achieved by means of verbal and sometimes physical “persuasion”, when cultural norms 
prescribe that the woman should re-act shyly to avoid being perceived as promiscuous, and 
(�) sex achieved by threats or physical violence, based on the underlying belief that men are 
entitled to sex with their partners whenever they wish.

Kate m Wood, “Defining ‘forced’ sex, 
rape, ‘stream-line’ and gang rape:  

Notes from a South African township” in 
Medical Research Council, Fourth Meeting  

of the International Research Network on a 
Violence against Women, 2001 at 26-7

There are some specific types of rape which are more likely than others to go unreported: 
marital rape, child rape, “tournaments”, the rape of sex workers, the rape of persons from 
marginalised groups such as the San and the Himba, the rape of persons with disabilities 
and the rape of prisoners. 

49 Britt Pinkowsky Tersbøl, “How to make sense of lover relationships – Kwanyama culture and reproductive 
health”, in V Winterfeldt et al, eds, Namibia Sociology, UNAM, �00� at 355-6. 

“The socially-constructed roles of 
women dictate that they have little 
control over their own sexuality… 
Culturally, men decide on when, 
where and with whom to have 
sexual intercourse.” 

eunice Iipinge & debie Lebeau, 
Beyond Inequalities 2005: Women in Namibia, 

Southern Africa Research & 
Documentation Centre, 2005.
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marital rape
Marital rape is probably one of the most under-reported types of rape in Namibia, since 
many men and women believe that a married woman has no right to refuse sex with her 
husband under any circumstances.

Although Windhoek men are divided as to whether or not a man can be said to rape his 
wife, the majority of Windhoek women say that a man can rape his wife, but that most 
wives do not report it because they are married to the man. Sophia (35 years old) says “as 
long as it’s against the woman’s will, it is rape”. Most rural women and men do not believe 
that a man can be considered to have raped his wife. Namene (5� years old) expresses her 
traditional belief when she says that, “it is not possible for a man to rape his wife. The 
wife knows that her husband, If he wants sex, there is no way she can say ‘no’ unless she 
is sick”, while rural men are more likely to say that married people have the ability to talk 
things out before they reach a critical stage. Most women identify a man’s desire for power 
and control, and a man’s belief that his wife is his property as reasons why some men rape 
their wives. Below, Sandra (48 years old) explains how she feels about marital rape:

I think a man can rape his wife. Men feel good if they are in control. This makes them 
to see themselves as powerful people and they do what they want. They are the ones 
to decide when to have sex. If they want sex they don’t ask women’s permission 
because they are married to them.

debie Lebeau, Structural Conditions for the Progression of the  
HIV-AIDS Pandemic in Namibia, University of Namibia, 2004, at 32-33

(based on data collected from respondents in Windhoek and rural areas in the North) 

A 1996 study of community attitudes and practices on various forms of violence against 
women and children found that husbands frequently forced wives to have sex without 
their consent, with some interviewees emphasising that it happened daily, and in 
many marriages. Both men and women stated that there is a general community perception 
that husbands are entitled to have sex with their wives whenever they wish. Many men and 
women felt that forced sex could not be labelled “rape” when it took place within a marriage, 
although some women said that a wife in such circumstances would “feel like someone who 
has been raped”. Several female respondents said that a woman forced into sex by her husband 
would feel worse than a woman forced into sex by a stranger or a distant acquaintance because 
marriage should provide for mutual understanding. Male respondents tended to believe that a 
husband had a ‘right’ to regular sex with his wife, although some said that the husband might 
feel somewhat uncomfortable about having had to use force. The following statement was 
made during one discussion with male participants: 

Tomorrow morning you may feel half-guilty because you have done it against the 
woman’s will. But you feel, you are the man. You feel clearly, you are the man. Why 
didn’t the woman want to give me? I am the man. So she must decide now whether 
she wants to continue with this marriage, or not. Or I must go and look for another 
woman. This is my property. 

Most respondents, both male and female, felt that a wife who was forced to have sex by her 
husband would never disclose this to anyone, as it was a private “bedroom affair” and because 
it is “the tradition” that marital secrets are not revealed.50

50 Heike Becker & Pamela Claassen, “Violence against women and children: Community attitudes and practices”, 
report prepared for the Women & Law Committee of the Law Reform and Development Commission, unpublished 
mimeo, �996, sections 3.� and 4.�.

The overall study involved �9 focus group discussions involving 4-6 people each (�7 with women and �� with 
men) in two Namibian towns (Windhoek and Mariental). Only seven of these focus group discussions dealt with 
sexual abuse in relationships, meaning that the sample of opinions on marital rape was quite small. 
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Another 1996 study also reported that many people in Namibia do not feel that rape can 
take place between a husband and a wife “since it is a commonly held belief that the man 
should have free access to his wife’s sexual favours”. The following three case studies of 
marital rape were cited: 

The woman is 43 years old and is married for 8 years. She told us that her husband 
is a ‘casanova’ (her own words) and therefore she refuses to have sex with him over 
the fear of getting AIDS. On several occasions her husband forcibly had sexual 
intercourse with her. She wanted to report her husband to the police to charge 
him with rape but the police were reluctant to investigate her case. [Note that rape 
within marriage was not recognised by the law at the time of this incident.] 

Ellen describes a particularly brutal attack her husband launched on her. She says, 
‘I’m not sure what we talked about, but he argued with me, then he started hitting 
me in the face, all over my body, he kicked me and I had bruises and scratches 
all over my body. At that time I learned not to talk to him any more. I would just 
not argue with him and not say anything when he was hitting me like that. I just 
waited for him to do what he wanted to me. The he grabbed a broom stick and was 
insulting me and took my panties and he ripped them off [me]. He wanted to put the 
stick into my vagina… the broom stick. 

Matilda’s husband beat and raped her so often that it was during one of these 
bloody and violent rapes that Matilda became pregnant, at 37 years of age. She 
describes how she came to be pregnant. She says he came home drunk and began 
beating her then. “My children come to look what was going on and our son was 
just watching, but my girl start crying and all over it was just blood around on the 
floors, on the mirror, on the dresser – all over the house. He punched me in the face 
many times and then he raped me.” 5�

In a 1998 study involving 130 abused spouses from Lüderitz, Karasburg and Keetmanshoop, 
25% of the interviewees reported that they had been forced to have sexual intercourse against 
their will. Researchers in this same study interviewed �7 convicted perpetrators of spousal abuse 
(�� men and 5 women). The following were among the comments made by male perpetrators: 

“Yes, I abuse sexually, physically, what ever. So what. A female is there for a man’s 
purpose and that’s that.”
“I beat my wife when she refuses me marital rights and I force her to respond. I feel 
terrible, but do it again every time.” 5� 

A 1999 study based on information collected from men and women in Eenhana, Outapi, 
Oshakati and Tsumeb found that informants at all sites spoke of the high incidence of 
sexual violence against women – and particularly sexual violence within relationships. 
Young women in the study mentioned forced sex in teenage relationships, while older men in 
Oshakati said that a wife does not have a right to refuse sex with her husband, and that such 
a refusal could justify him in beating her and forcing her to have sex with him – which would 
be marital rape.53

51 Debie LeBeau, “The Nature, Extent and Causes of Domestic Violence against Women and Children in Namibia”, 
report prepared for the Women & law Committee of the Law Reform and Development Commission, unpublished 
mimeo, �996, section 3.�.3. 

52 Dr H Rose-Junius and VN Tjapepua, An Investigation to Assess the Nature and Incidence of Spouse Abuse in 
Three Suburban Areas in the Karas Region, Namibia, �998. 

53 D LeBeau, T Fox, H Becker and P Mufune, Taking Risks – Taking Responsibility: An Anthropological Assessment 
of Health Risk Behaviour in Northern Namibia, �999, Ministry of Health and Social Services, Windhoek, at 88-
89.
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According to older Outapi male community members there were certain strict taboos: “A 
woman can refuse sex when she is pregnant, or finds out that you are having sex with 
another woman. Also when a woman is menstruating.” On this statement regarding refusal 
for infidelity, females largely disagreed, saying that men would not accept this as an excuse; 
although a failure to financially provide for a wife or regular girlfriend was a good reasons 
for refusal. 

A common male attitude tended to be that, at all times, the man would decide when he 
required sex, not the female partner. A large proportion of young and older men in the �5-
�9 age cohorts expressed similar view to the following: “A woman has no right to refuse if 
she is not pregnant or menstruating. In our culture women are not allowed to refuse. Men 
can overpower her or chase her from the house for refusing. It is only with recent laws and 
developments that women have the right to refuse.” (men �5-�9 and men �0-�9, Outapi). In 
marriages, women certainly were not allowed a voice. Oshakati males stated that a wife 
has no right to refuse sex with her husband. Refusal without good reason could result in 
beating and forced sex. 

In pre-marital relationships, similar attitudes were revealed. Young females expressed the 
view that even at an early age, a girl who says ‘no’ to her boyfriend provoked physical 
violence: ”whatever you say (to avoid pressures for sex)… boy gets angry and he will even 
beat you” (women �5-�9, Oshakati). Young Oshakati males openly admitted that pressure 
for sex could involve force, implying that it was occasionally necessary whenever women 
prevaricated or resisted. During laughter from the other interviewees at the idea of a female 
refusing sex, one said: “Most girls when you meet them first time, she won’t say straight 
that it’s yet (to sex). Only later if you force her will she (agree). We use force because we 
have to” (men �5-�9, Oshakati). 

d Lebeau, T fox, h becker and p mufune, Taking Risks – Taking Responsibility: An Anthropological Assess-
ment of Health Risk Behaviour in Northern Namibia, 2000, Ministry of Health and Social Services, Windhoek, 

as quoted in Tom Fox, “The Culture of AIDS – Cultural Analysis and New Policy Approaches for Namibia” 
in V Winterfeldt et al, eds, Namibia Sociology, UNAM, 2002 at 326-27.54

As noted above, it is similarly reported in respect of the Ovahimba and Ovaherero communities 
in the northern Kunene Region that women are not perceived as having a right to refuse sex 
with their husbands, but are rather expected to be submissive and consenting, and “always 
ready to please the husband”.55 

This appears to be a common attitude in many Namibian communities. The 2000 Demographic 
and Health Survey conducted on behalf of the Ministry of Health and Social Services asked 
both male and female respondents if they think that a wife is justified in refusing to have sex 
with her husband in four circumstances: 

�)  if she is tired or not in the mood
�)  if she has recently given birth
3)  if she knows her husband has sexual relations with other women
4)  if she knows her husband has a sexually-transmitted disease.56 

Only 6�% of the male respondents and 68% of the female respondents agreed with all four of 
these reasons, indicating that a large proportion of people of both sexes do not believe that 
married women have a right to full sexual autonomy.57 Particularly disturbing is the fact that 

54 The �999 and the �000 versions of the report by D LeBeau, T Fox, H Becker and P Mufune seem to contain 
different texts. 

55 Philippe Talavera, “Sexual Culture in Transition in the Northern Kunene – Is there a need for a sexual 
revolution in Namibia?”, in V Winterfeldt et al, eds, Namibia Sociology, UNAM, �00� at 338-9. 

56 This survey involved interviews with 6500 women and 3000 men in all �3 regions of Namibia. It follows on 
a similar survey conducted in �99�. Unfortunately, the questions about women’s sexual autonomy were not 
included in the �99� survey. 

57 The survey report draws the more positive conclusion that “both men and women are largely supportive of a 
women’s right to refuse sex with her husband”. At 40. 
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a lower percentage of women than men felt that a married woman has the right to refuse sex 
with her husband on the grounds that she is tired or not in the mood. Furthermore, �6% of the 
male respondents and �3% of the female respondents agreed with none of the four reasons 
offered for refusing sex within marriage. 

Surprisingly, fewer younger respondents than older respondents of both sexes agreed with 
all four reasons offered for refusing sex within marriage, indicating that the concept of female 
sexual autonomy is not on the increase in younger generations. Of the four reasons offered, 
younger people of both sexes were least in agreement with the idea that married women have 
a right to refuse sex with their husbands when they are not in the mood for it.58 

According to the survey report:

Although urban women are more sympathetic than rural women to a wife’s right 
to refuse her husband in all four circumstances, the pattern is reversed among 
men. Surprisingly, among women, education has only a marginal relationship with 
attitudes towards a woman’s right to refuse sex. Women who have completed 
secondary school are more likely than less educated women to agree that a wife is 
justified in refusing sex with her husband; however, almost as many uneducated 
women agree as well. Among men, there is a direct, positive relationship between 
the level of education and the percentage who agree with a woman’s right to refuse 
sex with her husband.59

TabLe 2.�2: peRCenTage of RespondenTs Who agReed WITh aLL fouR 
JusTIfICaTIons foR The RefusaL of maRRIed Women To have sex  
WITh TheIR husbands

age male respondents who agreed 
with all four reasons

female respondents who 
agreed with all four reasons

15-19 59% 55%
20-24 61% 69%
25-29 57% 74%
30-34 57% 72%
35-39 66% 73%
40-44 64% 72%
45-49 70% 68%
50-59 70% –
Total 61% 68%

source: Ministry of Health and Social Services, 2000 Demographic and Health Survey, at 40-43. 

Male respondents in this survey were also asked if they felt that a husband was justified in 
taking any of four actions if his wife refused to have sex with him: 

�)  to get angry and yell at her
�)  to refuse to give her money or other means of financial support
3)  to force her to have sex with him against her will
4)  to have sex with another woman. 

Women were not asked their opinions about the right of husbands to take such actions.

More than one third of the men surveyed thought that at least one of these responses would 
be justified. 

58 The survey report concludes (at 40) that “a respondent’s age makes little difference in attitudes towards 
women’s rights to refuse sex, except that adolescent women, as well as childless women, are less likely to 
agree with the reasons given for refusing sex”. While it is true that the differences between the responses 
of the different age groups are not large ones, one would have expected that adolescents growing up largely 
in an independent Namibia where emphasis has been placed on the notion of sexual equality, and where 
discussion of sexuality has become more open, might have begun to show more progressive attitudes on 
sexual autonomy than their elders. 

59 At 40. 
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Over 7% of the male respondents stated that forcing sex on a wife would be justified. There 
were significant regional variations. In Ohangwena, �7% of the men surveyed thought that 
a husband would be justified in forcing his wife to have sex against her will, while �5% of 
male respondents in Kavango felt this way. The study also found that willingness to resort to 
forced sex was less common among more educated men and among wage-earners. 

The other responses were considered more acceptable, with ��% of men thinking that a wife’s 
refusal to have sex justifies withholding financial support, �0% that it justifies an extra-marital 
affair and �3% that it justifies expressions of anger – with all such attitudes being more prevalent 
among rural men.60

TabLe 2.��: peRCenTage of RespondenTs Who agReed ThaT a husband Is JusTIfIed  
In foRCIng hIs WIfe To have sex agaInsT heR WILL If she Refuses

age
male respondents  

who said use of force was 
 justified in such circumstances

15-19 9%
20-24 9%
25-29 8%
30-34 4%
35-39 4%
40-44 6%
45-49 9%
50-59 7%

All ages combined 7%

Region
male respondents  

who said use of force was 
 justified in such circumstances

Caprivi 4%
Erongo 1%
Hardap 9%
Karas 2%

Kavango 25%
Khomas 4%
Kunene 3%

Ohangwena 27%
Omaheke 4%
Omusati 6%
Oshana 5%

Oshikoto 1%
Otjozondjupa 4%

All regions combined 7%
source: Ministry of Health and Social Services, 2000 Demographic and Health, at 44-45.

In summary, this �000 study indicates that a disturbing number of men and women – and 
particularly young men and women – do not believe that married women have the right 
to refuse sex with their husbands. While only a relatively small number of men surveyed 
say that a husband is justified in using force when his wife refuses sex, this data suggests 
that the incidence of marital rape may be much higher than police reports would indicate. 

Also, as noted above, a 2001 survey of women in Windhoek found that that 16% of the women 
reported that they have suffered sexual violence from their partners during their lifetimes, 
with 9% having experienced such violence during the 12 months prior to the survey. 
Unfortunately, this study did not distinguish between husbands and other intimate partners. 
However, the survey again shows that forced sex within relationships is a problem in Namibia.6�

60 Ministry of Health & Social Services, �000 Demographic and Health Survey, �003, at 40-45. 
61 Ministry of Health and Social Service, An assessment of the nature and consequences of intimate male-

partner violence in Windhoek, Namibia, �004, at �8. 
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Another recent survey of public opinion found that “most rural women and men do not 
believe that a man can be considered to have raped his wife” (see box on page 36).6� Several 
women who were interviewed pointed to male dominance as part of the explanation. These 
were some examples of such statements: 

Men regard themselves as powerful and in control of everything. (�3-year-old woman)

Men rape women because most men today have got different attitudes of not respecting 
women. (67-year-old woman) 63

A 2004 study reports that respondents in individual and key informants interviews in 
Katima Mulilo, Oshakati, Walvis Bay, Windhoek, Mariental and Rehoboth were “fairly 
equally divided” on the question of whether or not a man can be accused of raping his 
wife, and noted that “marital rape is still occurring at such an alarming rate that almost 
all community members mention it”. However, this study concluded that the fact that some 
men acknowledged that rape could occur within marriage was an improvement over previous 
attitudes, and could be a result of extensive media coverage of the Combating of Rape Act.64 
Reasons for failure to report marital rape were given as follows: 

Although it is quite well known that a man can be charged criminally for raping 
his wife, most cases of marital rape go unreported and are not addressed because 
people are ashamed to discuss the issue, or the men feel guilty and may even 
apologise later. Owambo women explain that discussing and reporting marital rape 
is not commonly done in their culture (Oshakati women aged �8-50). Some young 
Owambo women say that they have seen such behavior whereby a man rapes his 
wife, but she does not scream or report him because of the shame, and to protect 
her children. However, some community members note that there are still men who 
think that sexual intercourse with their wives is a right, not a privilege, but that 
church officials should talk to these men and let them know that to force their wives 
into sexual relations is rape.65

Similar views emerged in focus group discussions organised in 2005 by the Legal Assistance 
Centre, with some accepting forced sex as an inevitable part of marriage. For example: 

It is true that women within marriage can be raped but most women take it as part of 
the marriage package. If my spouse asks, I have to. (adult woman in Keetmanshoop)

However, many men and women interviewed in Khorixas, Keetmanshoop and Gobabis 
felt that rape can and does happen within marriage – but many of these respondents felt 
that the criminal law is not the best way to deal with this problem: 

If my husband rapes me I would prefer not to go, but if it is someone else, I would go.

It won’t be easy for her to lay a charge against her husband.

It is very difficult when it comes to marriage and rape. It should be dealt with in 
another way, for example, the wife should go to WCPU and have a private meeting. 
And she should lay a charge and he should be brought in privately and talked to. 

62 Debie LeBeau and Grant J Spence, “Community perceptions on law reform: people speaking out” in Justine 
Hunter, ed, Beijing +�0 The way forward: An introduction to gender issues in Namibia, Namibia Institute for 
Democracy, �004, at 36; Debie LeBeau, Structural Conditions for the Progression of the HIV-AIDS Pandemic in 
Namibia, University of Namibia, �004, at 3�-33 (based on data collected from respondents in Windhoek and rural 
areas in the North). Both of these reports draw on the same interviews. 

63 Debie LeBeau and Grant J Spence, “Community perceptions on law reform: people speaking out” in Justine 
Hunter, ed, Beijing +�0 The way forward: An introduction to gender issues in Namibia, Namibia Institute for 
Democracy, �004, at 35. 

64 Scholastika Iipinge, Kathe Hofnie & Steve Friedman, The Relationship Between Gender Roles and HIV 
Infection in Namibia, UNAM, �004 at 70, ���-��3. 

65 Id at ��3.
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Another recent study similarly found that marital rape, even if recognised as such, would not 
be likely to be reported to the police: 

Several men believe that marital rape can occur if the wife refuses sex and is forced 
anyway, though rapes of this nature would likely not be reported to the authorities, 
according to women, because the welfare of their children must be considered and 
because of the shame they feel.66

Others interviewed by the Legal Assistance Centre felt that the police would not be sympathetic 
in a case of marital rape: 

Married women, when they come to the police station to report a rape against the 
husband, police say it is a personal issue and he can’t help her.

A few community members could give examples of marital rape. One HIV counsellor said: 

There are instances of rape in marriage. There is a certain case about a couple, 
both of them are HIV+ and both on ARVs [anti-retrovirals] but the man drinks and 
when he is under the influence of alcohol he forces the woman to have sex and then 
he refuses to use condoms.

Among service providers, there is still some resistance to the idea that rape can occur 
within marriage. For example, the following statements were made by police interviewed 
for this study: 

I don’t support a wife reporting rape by a husband. It is not a good thing. If there 
is an explanation, that is understandable, but if she just was not feeling like sex for 
about three weeks… 

The provision that says a man can rape his wife is problematic. Women wanting 
to get out of marriages will use the marital rape claim to do that. Sometimes they 
want to be with another man and don’t know how to end the marriage. Men are the 
‘head of the household’, and when she says she consents to sex, how sure is he? It 
is causing a lot of problems and confusion. I think the marital rape provision should 
be taken out. At the WCPU, before the statement of the wife is taken, we have to 
look a lot deeper into the situation.

One male prosecutor also had personal objections to this: 

I have issues with the marital rape…. It is a raw deal for men….. This is my personal 
opinion though….

On the other hand, one police interviewee specifically mentioned the inclusion of marital 
rape in the new law as an improvement. 

Not even all Parliamentarians have accepted the change. In �00�, during the Parliamen-
tary debate on the Combating of Domestic Violence Bill, the introductory speech by the Deputy 
Minister of Justice acknowledged the prevalence of forced sex within intimate relationships: 

Some men in our society like to patronise bars, get drunk, sleep around with other 
women without protection and in the process contract HIV/AIDS, go home drunk 
and start beating their partners and infect them with HIV/AIDS. This is the sad 
reality of some of our men today.67

66 Scholastika Iipinge, Kathe Hofnie & Steve Friedman, The Relationship Between Gender Roles and HIV Infection 
in Namibia, UNAM, �004 at 36.

67 Deputy Minister of Justice, Second Reading Speech, National Assembly, �� October �00�.
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However, the existence of marital rape was vehemently disputed by another male Parliamen-
tarian: 

If you look at clause � of this Bill [on sexual violence]… we are told, for the first time as 
Africans, that if a husband, for example, advances sexual requests to his wife when 
his wife’s sexual desire has not been mobilised, that it will be interpreted as rape. 
What nonsense! Do you mean a married wife is being rapes by her husband? is this 
African?... what would happen if a husband is refused sex to which he is entitled? 
What would happen is that I would start looking around outside [the marriage]. 
The husband would start looking outside for other favours and the consequence 
will be that we will not be able to control HIV/AIDS. Yes, because immediately the 
husbands go outside, looking for girlfriends...68

When this speaker was reminded that he himself was a Member of Parliament when the 
Combating of Rape Act made marital rape illegal, he insisted: “I am not aware of a wife raping 
her husband. I never read of a case in a court of law where a husband was sentenced because 
he had raped his wife.” 69

Four years after the law on rape was passed, the topic arose again in Parliament during a 
debate on ratification of the Protocol to the African Charter on the Rights of Women in Africa. 
The same male Parliamentarian again insisted: “There is nothing like raping your wife or 
husband or forcing him or her to have sex in as far as our customary laws are concerned. It 
never happened. Therefore such references are completely foreign and should not form part 
of our laws.” However, several male Parliamentarians joined the Minister of Women Affairs 
in disagreeing with this individual’s point of view.70

Despite the law reform on marital rape, the husband is still widely viewed as having a 
right to make decisions on sexual relations within the marriage. Attitudes such as these 
are likely to discourage victims of marital rape from taking action, and will perhaps even 
prevent them from recognising that rape has taken place.

68 Deputy Minister of Prisons and Correctional Services (Hon Nambinga), National Assembly, �5 November �00�.
69 Id.
70 Lindsay Dentlinger, “Tempers flare in NA over rape”, The Namibian, 9 July �004. 

Anthropologist Peggy Reeves-Sanday (�989), drawing on her own fieldwork as well as that 
of other anthropologists, has attempted to identify some of the correlates associated with 
rape-prone and rape-free societies. 

In rape-prone societies women hold limited power and authority, and males express contempt 
for women as decision-makers. In such societies, ‘masculinity’ is predicated on an ideology of 
toughness and an acceptance of interpersonal violence. 

In rape-free societies by contrast, women are respected and influential members of the 
community, and the maternal features of nurturance and childbearing provide a basis of human 
interaction. The attitude towards the environment is one of reverence, rather than dominance 
and exploitation, while the relationship between the sexes tends to be symmetrical and equal. 
Finally, rape is regarded with abhorrence and treated very seriously. In West Sumatra, for 
example, a man who rapes has his masculinity ridiculed and is considered to have demeaned 
himself and everyone associated with him. He faces assault – if not death – and may be driven 
from his village, never to return.

Lisa vetten, “Roots of a Rape Crisis”, 
Crime and Conflict, No. 8, Summer 1997 at 9-12.
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Rape in dating relationships

Some young male community members express ideas that indicate that they may not 
consider forcing a dating partner to have sex as being rape. These young men indicate 
that this situation is caused by girls who “know that I am hot already” but say “no” to 
their sexual advances (Windhoek boys aged �7-��; urban Caprivi boys aged �7-��). Some 
older men also indicate that women are at fault for date rape because “. . . we stupid men 
spend all our money by buying her whatever she needs but later she refuses [to have sex 
in exchange].” Therefore, these men feel that forced sex (rape) is justified because it is the 
woman who was trying to cheat the man out of his money (rural Khomas men 30-40 aged; 
Oshakati men aged 40-55). However, the older male Oshakati community members had a 
heated debate over this point because some of the men do not agree with their colleagues’ 
statements and feel that it is wrong to rape a woman under any circumstances. Although 
some women do acknowledge that men sometimes buy women drinks in expectation of 
sexual intercourse and then rape these women when their sexual expectations are not 
met, women do not feel that a man is ever justified in raping a woman (rural Khomas 
women aged �9-35; urban Caprivi girls aged �5-�3).

scholastika Iipinge, Kathe hofnie & steve friedman, 
The Relationship Between Gender Roles and HIV Infection in Namibia, UNAM, 2004 at 222, 

reporting on 47 focus group discussion in 
Katima Mulilo, Oshakati, Walvis Bay, Windhoek, Mariental and Rehoboth.

Child rape

baRRIeRs To ChILdRen and aduLTs RepoRTIng  
ChILd sexuaL abuse To auThoRITIes

fear of not being believed or being accused of lying
feelings of shame, guilt, humiliation and embarrassment on the part of the child
feelings of pity and love towards the person abusing
problems of physical access to police or social workers
fear of retaliation or intimidation by the abuser especially when combined with 
a lack of confidence that the legal process will result in a conviction
fear of the legal processes including experiencing rudeness and poor treatment 
by the police
fear of having to relive the trauma in court and during the investigation
fear of upsetting the stability of the family
fear of the power and authority of the abuser
fear of loss of economic support of abuser
preference for payment of ‘damages’ from the abuser
fear of ostracism or ridicule by peers if a complaint is made against a teacher or 
fellow pupil
experience of lack of interest from adult to whom the disclosure is made
mother’s jealousy of child who is having sex with father
lack of understanding of power dynamics of incest and intergenerational sexual 
relationships
reluctance of professionals to get involved because of the time it takes
desire to avoid stigma associated with being raped (label as ‘damaged’).

Rachel Jewkes, Loveday penn-Kekana, hetty Rose-Junius, Josephine malala, 
Child Sexual Abuse and HIV: Study of Links in South Africa & Namibia,   

Medical Research Council, Pretoria, June 2003 at 17
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The rape of children is also particularly likely to go unreported. A study of child rape 
in Windhoek, Namibia and Mpumalanga, South Africa cited a range of barriers to reporting 
child rape in Namibia (see box below). Thus, it is extremely unlikely that the statistics on 
reported child rape are a true representation of the incidence of this problem in Namibia. 

namIbIan ReseaRCh on  
Reasons WhY ChILd sexuaL abuse Is noT RepoRTed

The researchers were able to explore barriers [to reporting] which had pertained in the 
actual cases they documented. The findings suggest that children are often frightened to 
tell adults when they have been abused. With good reason, they feared accusations of lying, 
blame and verbally and physically violent reactions (including death threats) to themselves 
and others. Perhaps more difficult to understand was a lingering fear of harming someone 
they loved – even if had abused them, and guilt arising from feeling that they should have 
spoken out earlier or even because they enjoyed some aspects of the abusive situation such 
as the attention, gifts or compliments. They also feared the trauma of reporting through 
the courts, particularly in the well-recognised situation that many of the abusers would 
get bail or be acquitted. Although Windhoek appears to have a well-functioning Woman 
and Child Protection Unit which the service users mostly spoke of very appreciatively, 
these were still realistic fears. It was clear in the interviews that reporting to the police 
was only regarded as one avenue of response to sexual abuse and that keeping quiet and 
dealing with the matter within families and the community, particularly with payment of 
compensation, were two others. While many people perceived that reporting to the police 
was appropriate, it was recognised as less likely to result in resolution of the case and there 
were considerable risks involved to body, finances and reputation. 

Rachel Jewkes, Loveday penn-Kekana, hetty Rose-Junius, Josephine malala, 
Child Sexual Abuse and HIV: Study of Links in South Africa & Namibia,   

Medical Research Council, Pretoria, June 2003, at 33. 

And yet child rape appears to be frighteningly common. For example, a 2001 survey of 
women in Windhoek found that of those women who reported that their first intercourse 
occurred before age 15, one-third said that this first sexual encounter was physically 
forced upon them and more than another one-third said that they were coerced into 
having sex against their will in some other manner. More than half of the women who first 
had sex between the ages of �5 and �7, said that they were coerced, but only 6% of these 
respondents reported physical force in their first experience of sex. Overall, regardless of the 
age of first sexual experience, about half of the women interviewed in this study said 
that their first sexual encounter took place against their will.7�

TabLe 2.��: age aT fIRsT sex, and ITs assoCIaTIon WITh foRCed fIRsT sexuaL aCTIvITY

age aT fIRsT 
sex

fRequenCY naTuRe of fIRsT-TIme sex

# % Wanted to 
have sex

did not want 
to but had sex

forced to 
have sex

Never had sex 129 8.6
<15 60 4 30.0% 36.7% 33.3%
15-17 438 29.2 41.6% 52.6% 5.7%
18-21 645 43 44.7% 50.9% 4.4%
22+ 217 14.5 61.6% 34.3% 4.2%
Missing 11 0.7
ToTaL 1 500 100 �5.8% �8.2% 6.1%

source: Ministry of Health and Social Service, An assessment of the nature and consequences of intimate  
male-partner violence in Windhoek, Namibia, 2004, at 26. 

71 Ministry of Health and Social Service, An assessment of the nature and consequences of intimate male-
partner violence in Windhoek, Namibia, �004, at �6. 
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an unReCognIsed ChILd Rape

A ��-year-old student in Windhoek approached the Legal Assistance Centre to tell us her 
story. She was raped when she was nine years old, in grade three. At the time, she was 
living in Arandis with her father and step-brothers. One day in the evening, the power 
went off and her father asked her to go over to the neighbours and borrow candles. A male 
relative from the North, who had come to live with them, followed her to the neighbour’s 
house. He asked the neighbour to take the candles over to her house while he stayed behind 
with her. He was about �� years at that time. He undressed her and raped her, although she 
protested. He asked her not to tell anyone. When she went home, she remembers seeing 
blood on her underwear. She had no idea what had really transpired, only that it was a bad 
experience, and she did not tell anyone what had happened. Only after she had grown up 
did she realise that she had been raped.

interview with Legal Assistance Centre, 2005

InCesT In namIbIa

A �996 Namibian study reported that respondents “mentioned the regular occurrence 
of incest. They said that many girls were molested and raped by their uncles, fathers, 
brothers and grandfathers. They said these cases hardly even came to public attention as 
the mothers of such girls would usually live in fear of their husbands or male relatives and 
would ‘not make a case’.”

“…[I]ndividual interviews with key-persons in the community revealed, however, that 
the incidence of incest between blood-relatives was also quite high, including, among 
others, cases, where fathers had had sexual intercourse with their biological daughters. 
Several participants in the focus-group discussions also related cases, such as the Katutura 
woman who spoke about an acquaintance of hers, a grandfather who had sexually abused 
most of his �� granddaughters from the time they were six years old. Only when one of 
them fell pregnant at the age of nine, all the others came out with their stories as well.”

excerpt from heike becker & pamela Classen, “Violence Against Women and Children: 
Community Attitudes and Practices”, 1996 (unpublished paper prepared for the 
Women and Law Committee of the Law Reform and Development Commission,  

based on interviews in Windhoek and Mariental).

sexuaL abuse bY TeaCheRs

The role of teachers deserves highlighting in particular. There were several cases in Namibia 
of children who were abused by teachers. This clearly represents an abuse of power. 
Cases of schools being slow to respond were discussed and it is particularly worrying that 
teachers could have been kept in the classroom after complaints of rape had been made to 
the police. In one case the principal indicated that the complaint should have been brought 
to him before it went to the police, with a clear implication that he might then have tried 
to prevent a legal case. On the other hand, teachers were the most commonly cited people 
to which abused children disclosed. This is a very important position and teachers in both 
settings need to have information and preparation to be able to appropriately respond in 
this situation. School education programmes run by Childline were discussed as being 
successful in Namibia and clearly there are opportunities for prevention and case detection 
in schools which would benefit from greater resources.

Rachel Jewkes, Loveday penn-Kekana, hetty Rose-Junius, Josephine malala,  
Child Sexual Abuse and HIV: Study of Links in South Africa & Namibia,  

Medical Research Council, Pretoria, June 2003
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A UNICEF study published in 2006 reports very disturbing findings about the incidence of 
forced sex. This study was based on responses from 1000 persons in three regions (Kavango, 
Omaheke and Ohangwena). The respondents fell into three categories: �0-�4 year olds, �5-
�4 year olds (both in and out of school) and adults, with particular emphasis on the most 
sexually active group aged �5-�4. This study found that � out of 4 respondents aged �0-�4 
(�5%) and �5% of respondents aged �0-�5 had experienced one or more forms of sexual abuse. 
Some of the additional findings were even more shocking: 

In the 10-14 year-old age group, �8 of the 3�8 respondents said that they had already 
had sex. Of those with sexual experience, 50% reported that they had sex because 
they wanted to and 42% reported that they had sex because they were forced to. 
The other 8% said it was because they were paid or received a gift, which would still 
amount to rape if the other party was more than 3 years older. Almost 35% reported 
having sex with someone older or much older, and �3% had their first sexual encounter 
with someone ten or more years older. Even “consensual” sexual encounters under 
such circumstances would qualify as rape under the Combating of Rape Act. 

In the 15-24 year-old age group, �68 out of 53� respondents (about 50%) said that 
they had already had sex, with the average age for first sexual intercourse being �5. 
Of these, more than 18% engaged in sex because they were forced to, and 6% were 
paid or offered a gift. One -third had sex for the first time with a person older or much 
older than themselves. For persons above age �4 but under age �6, sex under these 
circumstances would constitute an offence under the Combating of Immoral Practices 
Act even if supposedly “consensual”. 

Most shocking of all, there was a significant incidence of rape of both male and female 
children by their own parents or caregivers: 

Sexual abuse by parents and caregivers was measured by three items: having been forced to 
have sex with a parent/caregiver, having been forced to touch him or her in a sexual way, and 
having been touched in a sexual way. Overall, one in four respondents in the 10-14 year sample 
had experienced one or more forms of sexual abuse. Some ��% had been touched by a parent/
caregiver once or more, �5% had to touch a parent or caregiver once or more and 15% had been 
forced to have sex with a parent or caregiver once or more. Some ��% of the total experienced 
one form of sexual abuse, 8% experienced two forms and 5% experienced all three. In the 
sample, �3.5% of males and �6.3% of females experienced one or more forms of sexual abuse. 
Reported levels of abuse among the 15-24 age group were lower than among the �0-�4 year 
olds. Some �5% of this age group had experienced one or more forms of sexual abuse. A parent 
or caregiver had touched almost 9% inappropriately, 7% were forced to sexually touch a parent 
or caregiver, and 8% were forced to have sex with a parent or caregiver.7�

72 UNICEF, Knowledge, Attitudes, Practice And Behaviour (KAPB) Study In Namibia: Key Findings, at 6-7 and �9; 
UNICEF Consultancy, Knowledge, Attitudes, Practice And Behaviour Study, Report by Research Facilitation 
Services, August �006. 





“When children report being sexually abused, usually 
by trusted elders, they have historically not been 

believed, or, if believed, have often been blamed for 
the assault, resulting in shame and nonreporting, 

with the consequence that the pervasiveness of sexual 
abuse of children in all its features and forms can be 

and is widely denied.”
Catharine a macKinnon, Sex Equality, 

New York: Foundation Press, 2001 at 784.
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WhY do peopLe Rape ChILdRen?

Many people ask what factors lead to the rape of children. This study has not been able to 
explore that question. However, it is perhaps useful to consider information from other recent 
Namibian studies on this issue. 

A �996 study reported these opinions about the reasons for child rape: 

Several female respondents at different study sites were of the opinion that adult men 
who abused young girls [within the family] felt “good” about their undertaking. These 
interviewees thought that such men would satisfy their sexual urges in a very convenient and 
“safe” way, for two reasons. Firstly, having sex with a very young girl would guarantee them 
sexual satisfaction without the threat of possibly contracting Aids, as she was definitely 
“clean” and Aids-free. (Katutura women) Secondly, they had the convenience of having their 
“girlfriend” under the same roof, and the guarantee that she would keep quiet, and not talk 
to the perpetrator’s wife, i.e. her mother.

Only a group of men, interviewed at Mariental, deemed it possible that men who sexually 
abused a young girl would feel “bad” about their deed, and had some remorse concerning 
the future life of the victim. However, they thought it could also be the case that such men 
enjoyed their deed.

The respondents gave two main reasons for the high incidence of child sexual abuse within 
the family: 

Men had bad control over their sexual urges, and this, coupled with alcohol and drug intake, 
led to sexual abuse of young children, who were vulnerable and easy to be manipulated.
The secrecy and taboo surrounding sexual abuse of children within the family was 
regarded as partly responsible for the high incidence...73

A �999 study relates child sexual abuse to cultural practices: 

Namibia’s ethnic diversity creates a specific problem in defining child sexual abuse. What 
is perceived, as child abuse, in some communities may in fact be old established practice 
among other ethnic groups. For instance, some ethnic groups in Namibia have always 
permitted an uncle to have sexual relations with a niece. An uncle, in this context, introduces 
a niece who has just reached puberty to sex education by having sexual intercourse with 
her. Children growing up in such abusive cultural settings often perceive the abuse as 
normal and hardly dare challenge such archaic and anachronistic a custom.74

A study of child sexual abuse in Mpumalanga, South Africa and Windhoek, Namibia was published 
in �003. It examined 35 cases of child sexual abuse which were reported to the Woman and Child 
Protection Unit of which 33 would appear to constitute rape under the definition of the Combating 
of Rape Act. In 6 of these cases, fathers allegedly raped their own biological daughters. Three cases 
involved rapes of nieces by their uncles, one by a step-father, � by a step-brother and � by a grandfather. 
Three cases involved rapes by male school-teachers. Two cases involved rape of children who were 
being held in police cells (one for rape and one for shoplifting), who were raped by cell-mates. 

Perceptions that a wife and children are the property of male family members were related to 
incidents of child rape within the family, as a manifestation of male power over women and 
children in the family: 

Links were powerfully made by informants between the position of men in the home and 
community and the sexual abuse of children. The cases described from Namibia indicated  
that incest often occurred in the context of homes with a firm gender hierarchy and the 
father as the head of the household. In several of the cases, domestic violence and physical 
abuse of the children were both described. In one case the rape of the daughter was 

73 Heike Becker & Pamela Claassen, “Violence against women and children: Community attitudes and practices”, 
report prepared for the Women & Law Committee of the Law Reform and Development Commission, unpublished 
mimeo, �996, sections 3.� and 4.�. (based on interviews in Windhoek and Mariental). 

74 Sarah Damases, Piek Bruhns & John Sindano, “Sexual Exploitation of Children in Namibia”, March �999 
(based on information from �4 focus group discussions in Ohangwena, Erongo and Hardap regions). 
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apparently a punishment from her father. There was also some indication that some of the 
fathers regarded the females in their home as subject to their control and that they were 
entitled to meet their sexual needs with their daughters if their wives refused them. This 
could have also served to punish their wives for refusing sex…

Similarly in the family some men saw their children as their possessions which they felt 
they could do whatever they wanted with and felt they had a right to have their sexual 
needs met within their household. For example one told his daughter “you live under my 
roof” and therefore she should do what he wants. This was the case when there were 
family problems and the husband and wife stopped having sex. There were a couple of 
cases where this was used as an excuse for the man to rape his daughter and police also 
spoke of knowledge they had of other similar cases. 

A contributing factor was the socialisation of children to respect their parents and other adults 
without question: 

In Namibia it was apparent from cases described that the rules of respect which governed 
parent child relationships provided space for sexual abuse both directly and indirectly. A 
direct example… was of a child who was sent to the shop to buy something by her teacher 
shortly before the end of the school day and returned after the other children had left. She 
was sweet-talked and molested by her teacher. The rules of respect precluded her from 
refusing the errand, particularly as it was a teacher who asked. Some parents were said 
to warn their children against some adults, and indicated that in some situations a child 
could refuse an adult’s request if they perceived danger.

In narratives of girls being raped by their fathers, male teachers and uncles, all of whom 
would have been highly respected, the direct rules of respect did not account for the girls’ 
vulnerability. The men were not able to control the girls or rely on their silence through 
this mechanism and instead resorted to threats, sometimes of death or harm to others, 
to secure their cooperation. One father used bribes of money and gifts and gave more 
attention to the abused girl than the other children

The indirect impact of ‘respect’ on vulnerability was probably greater. The distance 
between adults and children generated by the hierarchical and unidirectional rules 
of ‘respect’ reduced the ability of some children to tell adults about abuse they were 
experiencing, which prolonged exposure to risk. Perhaps most important of all, the 
hierarchically organised rules of respect actually do not provide space for adults to respect 
children, particularly girl children. It is probably this aspect of the social organisation of 
adult child relationships which renders children, particularly girl children, vulnerable more 
than expected obedience of children to adults.

Interestingly, this study found that many people in Namibia perceived male sexual desire for 
children as being “normal”: 

Traditionally this was reflected in marriages to girls shortly after puberty. In the modern 
day, the observation that some men feel it is quite reasonable to have sex with a child if 
his wife is not available, or she agrees and he pays her is inescapable. While many people 
expressed horror at the idea of adult men having sex with children, given the prevalence 
in particular of Sugar Daddy relationships between older men and young teenagers, it is 
apparent that this view is not shared uniformly across communities.

More frighteningly, there were indications that child sexual abuse does not necessarily inspire 
community disapproval. Instead the victims of the abuse are sometimes held to be the ones at 
fault: 

Although assertions were made that child sexual abusers were abhorred, the data from 
Namibia suggested that this applies to certain types of sexual abuse and not others… 
In some situations… particularly abuse of teenage girls, the degree of blame of the girls 
themselves seemed to be greater than that experienced by the rapists. This ambiguity 
around who exactly is to blame for child rape has a major impact on responses after rape, 
decisions around reporting and pursuing cases, the post-rape experiences of abused 
children and ultimately rape prevention... 

The interviews indicated that in Namibian communities, families and friends of the 
men involved often did not hold it against the man, they were even able to describe him as 
“good” and “not guilty” when they knew he had raped a girl (even his daughter) and it was 
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clear that the harm or potential harm suffered by a man through a case being reported to 
the police, the arrest and court case (perhaps jail) was regarded as worse than his crime. 
Clearly a boy growing up in Namibia could not take a message from such community and 
family action that rape was unequivocally wrong.

This study came to the conclusion that much child sexual abuse in Namibia comes from the 
use and abuse of power: “Men in positions of authority, such as teachers or police men, were 
seen as abusing children because they have the power to do so.” 75

Tournaments
In Namibia the word tournament is used to describe sex acts involving one girl and 
more than one boy. (There are other slang terms for this practice, including “after-after”, 
“taking turns”, “race” and “seven a side”.) 

Beyond this basic definition, there are many different beliefs surrounding the term tournaments. 
When asked, some people believe that it is gang rape; others think that it refers to various 
types of sexual competition. Part of the confusion lies in the fact that this particular sex act has 
not been well studied or publicised. Unlike topics such as “sugar daddies”, it is only known 
informally. This allows for much misunderstanding and misinformation.

Women’s Solidarity, a Windhoek based NGO, which does advocacy work on violence against 
women and children and HIV/AIDS at schools throughout the country, has identified the 
widespread behaviours of what is commonly known as a “tournament”. A boy would entice 
his girlfriend to meet him – during school time or after school – at his home or another 
deserted place. When she gets there, she may find four or more boys. In most cases she 
is coerced into having sex with all of them. Because she has ‘agreed’ to this, she mostly 
does not report the rape. During their school visits Women’s Solidarity had identified the 
practice in places as far apart as Lüderitz, Mariental, Windhoek and Otjiwarongo. A recent 
case in Rundu was also reported in the newspapers (The Namibian). This is a particularly 
worrying trend in view of the high incidence of HIV and AIDS. 

undp, Namibia: Human Development Report 2000/2001 at 102

There is to date only one study that includes data on tournaments in Namibia. In �00�, UNICEF 
funded a research project conducted by Women’s Solidarity. The findings of this research project 
were never thoroughly analysed, and Women’s Solidarity closed its doors because of lack of 
funding in �004. Thus, the findings of the study were never published. 

The raw data from the study was handed over to Legal Assistance Centre, which attempted to 
analyse the 335 questionnaires used in the study. These questionnaires had been administered 
to men and women aged fifteen and older in various towns and cities in Namibia. 

The data helps to shed some light on tournaments. The major findings from the study are presented 
in Table �.35.

About 34% of the respondents knew that the term “tournaments” refers to a situation when 
more than one boy has sexual relations with one girl at the same time. There was, however, 
a significant difference between women’s awareness of tournaments and that of men. About 

75 Rachel Jewkes, Loveday Penn-Kekana, Hetty Rose-Junius, Josephine Malala, Child Sexual Abuse and HIV: 
Study of Links in South Africa & Namibia, Medical Research Council, Pretoria, June �003, at Appendix �: 
page �4, pages 30-3�, page 5. 
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�5% of the women indicated that they knew what a tournament was, while 43% of the men 
indicated such knowledge. This suggests that men are talking more about tournaments than 
women. This may be because being involved in a tournament carries a greater stigma for a 
woman than for a man. 

TabLe 2.�5: TouRnamenTs In namIbIa

sex and age of 
Respondent

number of 
questionnaires

Knew about 
tournaments

believed 
tournaments
involved force

aware of 
gang sex at 
their school

aware of 
gang sex at 

other schools
women 15-17 72 38% 7% 22% 43%
women 18-20 60 28% 17% 22% 45%
women 21-23 34 21% 6% 26% 59%
women 24+ 29 14% 7% 21% 55%
women averages 25% 9% 23% 51%
men 15-17 37 65% 14% 16% 51%
men 18-20 36 47% 11% 28% 56%
men 21-23 29 21% 0% 3% 41%
men 24+ 38 37% 11% 37% 66%
men averages 43% 9% 22% 54%
Totals all ��5 ��% 9% 22% 52%

The answers to the questionnaires revealed that tournaments are more commonly known as 
gang sex, and that they are also referred to as after-after (one after another). From the table 
above, we can see that more young people know about tournaments than older people. It is 
not clear if this is because it is a new phenomenon or if it is just a new name for something that 
has been going on for a long time. For example, 38% of women aged �5 to �7 knew about gang 
sex being called tournaments, but only �4% of women over age �4 knew this term. The same 
holds true for men. Sixty percent of the men aged �5-�7 knew about gang sex being called 
tournaments, while only 37% of the men over age �4 had such knowledge. Yet, if we look at 
the percentage of respondents who reported gang sex happening at their school and at other 
schools, the age discrepancy virtually disappears, and in fact, older men report knowledge of 
gang sex taking place at schools (37%) more frequently than younger men (�6%). 

The table also shows that most people believe that gang sex is a more frequent occurrence at 
schools other than their own. This may be due to rumours or the fact that gang sex happens 
at one school and news of it spreads far and wide. It may also be related to the idea that 
tournaments are considered unacceptable by adults and the respondents did not want to 
implicate their own schools as being involved in tournaments.

Only 9% of respondents believed that tournaments were a form of forced sex or rape. This 
brings up a very important issue regarding tournaments – that of consent versus coercion. 
Sex that is obtained using weapons, threats of physical violence, or brute force is clearly 
understood as rape. However, more subtle forms of coercion can be harder to define. It can 
be that someone engages in unwanted sex because they have been intimidated or bullied 
into doing it. For example, if a boy tells his girlfriend that she must have sex with his friends 
to prove that she loves him, she has been coerced.

Some circumstances around tournaments would fall into the definition of “coercive 
circumstances” in the Combating of Rape Act, particularly where there are threats of 
force or where the presence of one or more persons is used to intimidate. Even consensual 
tournaments may constitute rape if one party is below age �4 and any of the others are more than 
three years older. Yet even if rape has occurred in this context, it may not be perceived 
as rape by the parties involved and therefore is very likely to go unreported. 

Tournaments are a very tricky subject. Anecdotal inquires suggest that girls are sometimes 
coerced or intimated into participating in tournaments. The problem of coercion is compounded 
by the fact that women will be stigmatised for engaging in a tournament while men are not. 
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However, it is certainly not clear from the data that all, or even most, tournaments are 
forced. Because traditional morality would hold that no “good” girl would engage in such a 
practice, there is a potential motivation for girls to allege force even where it did not exist. 
This controversial form of sexual behaviour warrants more research. 

“stream-line” in south africa
There is evidence that practices similar to the Namibian ‘tournaments’ take place 
in South Africa. Here is one example: 

Interviews with young men reveal the phenomenon locally known as ‘stream-lining’ to be 
common in this township [Ngangelizwe township, Umtata, Eastern Cape]. Two scenarios 
emerge: either a young man will ‘organise’ for his friends to have sex with his girlfriend, 
as a way of ‘dumping’ her (ending the relationship) when he is ‘tired’ of her (because surely 
she will not come back to him after this event) or to ‘teach her a lesson’ when she has 
transgressed expected fidelity and made herself into isifebe (bitch) – by having sexual 
relations with other men or if she is behaving in other ways which undermine him, such as 
telling his queen (main girlfriend)that he doesn’t love her. In the second scenario, a group of 
friends will take sexual advantage of girls (such as ‘shebeen girls’, hence ‘bitches’ anyway) 
who are drunk to the point of being unconscious, or ‘normal girls’ who are sleeping. Several 
male informants described their participation in this practice. The explicit purpose of the 
practice, they say is to ukumkhupha itiming, ‘take away her timing’ (a slang term denoting 
a certain desirable kind of confidence and quick-thinking),thus to humiliate. To give one 
example of what young men say about stream-line: 

Girls don’t like it. This girl... says she’s a slut and sleeps around, and you think you 
should discipline her. You call maybe two of your friends, and you tell them you want 
to deal with that girl. This is what we/I do. I’ll go in the room, have sex with her, fuck 
her and fuck her and then leave the room as if I’m going to pee, switch the light off, 
then the next one follows, fucks her, and then the next one will go in and do the same. 
Even if the girl has had enough, she won’t be able to do anything because she’s naked 
at that time. Then in the morning she can go and report us if she wants.

While the opening and closing comments imply this informant’s awareness of non-consensuality, 
the question of whether stream-line constitutes gang-rape is highly contested among young 
men. Since ‘trickery’ is often the initial tactic used (followed by force when the girl realises what 
was happening), and because the girl is frequently known to the perpetrators, stream-line is 
not conceptualised by some men as rape. In addition, there is a perception among some young 
men that the women involved either ‘asked for it’ (‘deserving’ victims, for example because 
of prior ‘promiscuity’), showing their consent by silence (making them sluts), or don’t protest 
because they want to ‘please’ their boyfriends by having sex with their friends. For some men (in 
particular those who have participated in this practice), ‘it isn’t rape because she didn’t refuse’ 
or show ‘any form of resistance’ but with further questioning they often contradict themselves, 
and admit that perhaps the girls didn’t protest out of fear. Thus at times, in the words of some 
young men, stream-line entails a woman having sex with several men, without implication 
of violation. In their narratives describing their own experiences of stream-line, however, it 
becomes apparent that stream-line is characterised either by male selfishness (taking sexual 
advantage of a particular situation), and/or the humiliation (usually deliberate) of the targetted 
woman. Other male informants, including some of the rape-convicted prisoners (a minority of 
whom had been convicted for this kind of rape), stated outright that stream-line is rape, ‘most 
of the time’. Those who initially claimed that it wasn’t rape were more likely to have committed 
stream-line themselves, and were undoubtedly reluctant to acknowledge that it constitutes 
rape, and thus call themselves “rapists”. 

The data on girls’ understandings of stream-line is less systematically recorded, but conver-
sations with my female research assistant who grew up in the township indicate that in her 
experience girls do equate it with rape.

Kate m Wood, “Defining ‘forced’ sex, rape, ‘stream-line’ and gang rape: 
Notes from a South African township” in Medical Research Council,  

Fourth Meeting of the International Research Network on aViolence against Women, 2001 at 25-ff
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Rape of sex workers
Another area of potentially unreported rapes relates to sex work. A �00� study of sex workers 
in Namibia by the Legal Assistance Centre found that significant numbers of sex workers had a 
background of sexual abuse. Many (almost �6% of the �48 sex workers interviewed) said that their 
first sexual experience was not out of free will. Of these, �0% mentioned a member of an extended 
family and �% mentioned an immediate family member such as his or her own father. A forced sexual 
experience, especially at a tender age, is definitely degrading and contributes to low self-esteem 
and negative perceptions of sexuality. It is possible that sexual abuse contributes significantly to the 
perception that the body and sex are commodities to be sold. Sexual abuse is also a problem for sex 
workers “on the job”. Almost ��% of those interviewed for the LAC study reported rape or sexual 
abuse as problems which they currently experience, and because of the illegality of sex work it is 
likely that many such incidents go unreported. Several sex workers also reported being forced to have 
sex without a condom against their will – apparently not realising that this is also a form of rape. 
Although 67% of the sex workers interviewed said that they always use condoms, �4% said that 
it depends on the client, and some described being forced by their clients to forego condoms.76

exampLes of Rapes of sex WoRKeRs

The following were descriptions from sex workers interviewed by the Legal Assistance Centre 
of rape and other sexual abuse by their clients: 

“One day a client took me to a truck and had sex with me for N$300. After paying 
me he told his friends to rape me and I suffered so much injuries that it was even 
difficult to walk.” 

“We have no control over the men who pick us up – they do anything they imagine, 
some even stuff bottles into us.”

“A customer beat me and tore my clothes before raping me repeatedly and leaving 
me for dead. I reported him and he is not even in jail.” 

Several sex workers in Windhoek and Walvis Bay interviewed by the LAC reported being 
forced to have sexual intercourse without a condom against their will: 

“Once a white man forced me to have sex with him without a condom.” (�5-year-old 
interviewee)
“One hit me with a beer glass on my forehead because I wanted him to use a condom. 
I wanted to go to the police office to lay a charge. But could not, because I was blinded 
with blood and could not recognise the registration number of the vehicle.” 

Legal assistance Centre, 
Whose Body Is It?: Commercial Sex Work and the Law in Namibia, 2002

 

76 Legal Assistance Centre, Whose Body Is It?: Commercial Sex Work and the Law in Namibia, �00�.

“Men have created for themselves in society, 
institutionalised power, a domestic hierarchical 

structure that places themselves at the head, 
rather than at the side of their female partner.”

anita marshall & vanessa herman,  
“Child Sexual Abuse in South Africa”, RAPCAN  

(Resources Aimed at the Prevention  
of Child Abuse and Neglect), 1998
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san vulnerability to rape
Another area where rape may be under-reported is in San communities. One woman who took 
part in a focus group discussion in Gobabis felt that the San are particularly vulnerable to rape: 

If we talk about the San then it is much worse because everyone undermines them, 
because they are not very much aware of the law. As a witness I came across a girl 
(San) who was raped and the principal told me that the San are just being slept with. 
I have taken further steps, approaching the Regional Council but there was no help. 
The government must help the San communities.

Another woman stated that “People do not take the San people seriously and they don’t assist 
them.” A man in the group agreed, saying that “Even if they report the rape issue, the police 
told us that there is no vehicle available. To my own observation, the Police do not help the San 
people.” Another man supported this perspective, saying: “Police do not help the San people”. 

A female traditional leader from the Gobabis area made the following comment: 

I see in my area that under-aged girls are used for sexual activities. Things are getting 
worse and even after rape, they are also killed. Police are not effectively doing their 
job. If you contact or report any rape case to the police they take about � or 3 days to 
turn up. Then all the evidence is gone. We even don’t have a WCPU in our area which 
is about �00km. We think the government should extend their services.

One member of this group suggested that a community forum should be created to discuss 
the reluctance of the police to assist the San. 

Bid to Protect San Children
OSHAKATI: Incidents of San children being abducted for use as sex slaves, cattle herders and 
domestic servants are prevalent in Ohangwena region.
It is said that the illicit activities are so prevalent 
that the Women and Child Protection Unit was 
prompted to intervene through an educational tour 
of the affected communities recently. The Unit 
Commander Chief Inspector Rosalia Shatilwe 
told New Era that her team recently completed 
a 10-day tour of settlements mainly inhabited by 
San people who are regular victims of’ abuse by 
non-San people in the region. The settlements are: 
Ouholamo in Eenhana constituency and Ekoka, 
Eendobe and Omatadiva in Okongo constituency.
 Sponsored by UNESCO, the educational 
tour was prompted by reports that resulted 
from visits by the Deputy Prime Minister Dr 
Libertina Amathila to San inhabited regions. The 
reports dealt with the plight of the San people in 
Ohangwena region and elsewhere in the country.
 “We have received reports of San children 
being snatched from their parents to be used 
as sex slaves and cattle herders while they are 
still at school going age. Those who are taking 
the children do not even bother to enrol them 
at schools. Our intention was to sensitise them 
(San) about their fundamental rights and other 

enacted laws related to the protection of their 
rights,” Shatilwe noted. 
 She specifically singled out two key 
legislations, namely the Domestic Violence Act 
and the Combating of Rape Act as the ones the 
San people were being sensitised about.
 According to Shatilwe, close to 400 San 
people were interviewed and were able to share 
their concerns and aspirations with the unit. It 
was clear, said Shatilwe, that they were not happy 
with the way their children are being abused by 
the well-to-do “slave masters”.
“After receiving valuable information about the 
abuse of the San children, we were prompted 
to even go on air in order to warn the culprits 
that the law will deal with them. Following this 
action, the San children returned home.” 
 Shatilwe said any follow-up visit to these 
settlements will depend on the availability of 
funds. Besides the outreach programme, her unit 
also intends to visit other points in the country in 
order to deal with similar situations. 

William J. Mbangula, New Era, 20 July 2006
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Rape of persons with disabilities
Rape of persons with disabilities – particularly mental disabilities is another obvious area 
where under-reporting could be significant. This is discussed in more detail in Chapter 6, 
along with information on rapes of disabled persons which have been reported. 

Rape of prisoners
This is discussed in Chapter 6, along with information on reported rapes of prisoners by their 
cellmates. 

International comparisons of unreported rapes
Periodic International Crime Victim Surveys (ICVS) are conducted by the United National 
Interregional Crime and Justice Research Institute (UNICRI). These surveys use questionnaires 
to try to find out what crimes individuals have experienced, regardless of whether the crimes were 
reported to the police. 

Data from the ICVS surveys are in many ways better for purposes of comparison than national 
statistics on reported crimes: They use identical questionnaires in all countries, with standardised 
definitions, they include incidents not reported to the police by asking respondents to mention all 
victimisations they experienced in a defined time period, and they overcome problems in measure-
ment between countries such as varying crime definitions. 

However, the ICVS surveys also have several important limitations: 

They compare only a small, selective group of countries. Only �7 countries have conducted 
ICVS surveys with samples for the general population aged �6 years or older, with other 
countries being represented only by the inhabitants of a single large city. 

Data-collection procedures are not identical for each country participating in the ICVS. 
In developed countries, surveys were conducted through telephone interviews, whereas 
in developing countries, face-to-face interviews were held due to low levels of telephone 
ownership.

Response rates are different in different countries, and experts disagree on how this 
might affect comparisons between countries. 

ICVS sample sizes are relatively small, mostly between � 000 and � 000 respondents 
per survey. 

Even though the survey questions are identical in every country, people from different 
cultures may understand various types of victimisation differently. It is likely that survey 
questions on sexual victimisation may be especially vulnerable to this type of inconsistent 
interpretation.

Respondents may not answer questions honestly, particularly when it comes to sexual 
matters. Because these crimes tend to be of a personal nature, victims may be reluctant 
to reveal them to interviewers, especially if cultural taboos prohibit speaking about 
these matters at all.77

It must also be kept in mind that it is very difficult to make comparisons between countries by 
means of victim surveys. A commentary on the ICVS survey notes the following caveats: 

77 Johan Van Wilsem, “Cross-national research on violent victimization”, Department of Criminology, Erasmus 
University, Rotterdam, The Netherlands. The author has also published a book on this topic entitled “Crime 
and context: The impact of individual, neighbourhood, city and country on victimization”.
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Women are subject to criminal victimisation as men are; yet, for some crimes women may run 
higher or lower risks, while for some others they are the conventionally exclusive potential 
and/or real victims. The latter category includes various types of sex-related incidents. 

At the outset, it should be highlighted that, despite standard methodology, the ICVS 
revealed that the cultural messages in different contexts or in the wording of the questions 
might elicit different answers in different languages, countries and cultural contexts. This 
appears to be critical for sexual incidents. 

Therefore, the interpretation of the ICVS results on sexual incidents needs to be looked 
at with special caution. In fact, for this issue more than in other parts of the survey, special 
attention should be paid to the terminology used and, for example, the exact meaning 
attached to the words “incident”, “assault” and “crime” should be carefully weighed. It 
has been argued that the wording of the first question on sexual incidents might not be 
as clear as other questions referring to various victimisation experiences, since it does not 
evoke a unique type of crime, but quite a wide range of events. 

This contributes in some way to distortions in reporting to the survey, either in the 
direction of over-reporting or under-reporting. In some of the most industrialised countries 
covered by the ICVS it was noted that high sensitivity to the gender issue corresponded to 
high rates of victimisation reported to the survey. 

Since the ICVS is a household survey, reporting to the survey might be reduced because 
sexual incidents and assaults often happen within the family. The ICVS itself was not 
specifically designed to deal with domestic violence, and in some cultural contexts the fact 
that the survey is carried out in the household may further reduce reporting. For example, 
in some developing countries face-to-face interviews were often carried out in the presence 
of other members of the family which might have precluded the respondent from revealing 
victimisation experiences suffered in the household and involving the partner, relatives or 
friends.

The administration of the survey attempted to mitigate some problems of sensitivity 
to issues raised by the questionnaire. Both male and female interviewers were included in 
the survey teams. Nevertheless, certain difficulties with data collection were reported due 
to a particular sensitivity in certain cultural settings related to experiences with sexual 
incidents and assault, their definition and readiness to report them to the interviewer. 

Women in Latin America, in particular in Brazil and Argentina, were those most frequently 
exposed to sexual victimisation, while lower levels of victimisation were observed in the other 
world regions. The victims were asked to provide a description of what happened and invited 
to describe the incident as rape, attempted rape, indecent assault or offensive behaviour. 
Depending on the type of victimisation experienced, it is possible to break down sexual 
incidents into two main categories, namely “sexual assault”, including rape, attempted rape 
and indecent assault and “sexual harassment”, which includes offensive behaviour…

Women in Africa were those more frequently exposed to rapes and attempted rapes…78

The most recent ICVS survey was conducted in �004 in 3� countries, but no data from this 
effort is available as yet. 

Namibia was included in the �000 ICVS survey (based on information from Windhoek only), 
but statistics from this survey in respect of developing countries are not yet available on the 
Internet.79 However, we obtained the raw data on request from UNICRI, along with information 
on how it was weighted, and extracted some information from it for purposes of comparison. 
Because the data for Namibia was only from Windhoek, we have used for comparison only 
data from other urban centres in the countries listed. 

Table �.36 shows the African urban centres which were used for comparison, while Table �.37 
shows the total set of countries for which urban data was compared. 

78 Anna Alvazzi del Frate & Angela Patrignani, Women’s Victimization in Developing Countries (�998), Chapter 
�, via link from ICVS website: http://www.unicri.it/wwd/analysis/icvs/statistics.php.

79 The raw data is available at http://www.unicri.it/wwd/analysis/icvs/data.php.
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TabLe 2.�6: afRICan CounTRIes (aLphabeTICaL) WITh uRban Responses 

Country number of 
respondents 

 % of total 
respondents valid percent cumulative 

percent
Botswana
(Gaborone) 1 197 18.0 18.0 18.0

Mozambique
(Maputo) 993 15.0 15.0 33.0

Namibia
(Windhoek) 1 061 16.0 16.0 49.0

South Africa
(Johannesburg) 1 336 20.1 20.1 69.1

Swaziland
(Mbabane) 1 006 15.2 15.2 84.2

Zambia
(Lusaka) 1 047 15.8 15.8 100.0

Total 6 6�0 100.0 100.0  
source: Constructed by LAC from data provided by UNICRI. The values for the ‘Valid Percent’ column for 
this table are identical to the ‘Percent’ column, meaning that for the country of origin was reported for all 
respondents. (In the event that this information was missing for one or more participants, then the ‘Valid 
Percent’ values would present the recalculated percents without the missing cases.) The final column adds up the 
percentages as it moves from country to country. From this column we can, for example, deduce that Botswana, 
Mozambique and Namibia together constitute nearly half of the total number of persons interviewed in Africa.

TabLe 2.�7: aLL CounTRIes (aLphabeTICaL) WITh uRban Responses

Country number of 
respondents 

 % of total 
respondents 

valid 
percent

cumulative 
percent

Albania 1 498 3.9 3.9 3.9
Argentina 2 126 5.5 5.5 9.4
Azerbaijan 930 2.4 2.4 11.8
Belarus 1 520 3.9 3.9 15.8
Botswana 1 197 3.1 3.1 18.9
Bulgaria 1 505 3.9 3.9 22.8
Cambodia 1 245 3.2 3.2 26.0
Colombia 1 016 2.6 2.6 28.7
Croatia 1 532 4.0 4.0 32.6
Czech Republic 1 511 3.9 3.9 36.6
Estonia 502 1.3 1.3 37.9
Georgia 1 000 2.6 2.6 40.5
Hungary 1 513 3.9 3.9 44.4
Latvia 1 007 2.6 2.6 47.0
Lesotho 1 010 2.6 2.6 49.6
Lithuania 1 526 4.0 4.0 53.6
Mongolia 945 2.5 2.5 56.0
Mozambique 993 2.6 2.6 58.6
namibia 1 061 2.8 2.8 61.�
Nigeria 1 012 2.6 2.6 64.0
Panama 902 2.3 2.3 66.4
Philippines 1 500 3.9 3.9 70.2
Republic of Korea 2 043 5.3 5.3 75.6
Rumania 1 506 3.9 3.9 79.5
Russia 1 500 3.9 3.9 83.4
Slovenia 513 1.3 1.3 84.7
South Africa 1 336 3.5 3.5 88.2
Swaziland 1 006 2.6 2.6 90.8
Uganda 998 2.6 2.6 93.4
Ukraine 1 509 3.9 3.9 97.3
Zambia 1 047 2.7 2.7 100.0
Total �8 511 100.0 100.0  

source: constructed by LAC from data provided by UNICRI
The values for the ‘Valid Percent’ column for this table are identical to the ‘Percent’ column, meaning that 
for the country of origin was reported for all respondents. (In the event that this information was missing for 
one or more participants, then the ‘Valid Percent’ values would present the recalculated percents without the 
missing cases.) The final column adds up the percentages as it moves from country to country.
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The answers to questions concerning rape and related sexual offences were then tabulated.80 
Of the 31 countries covered by the 2000 ICVS survey, Namibia had the 6th highest 
percentage of urban respondents reporting that they had suffered a sexual offence during 
the previous 5 years. However, many of the incidents reported by Namibian respondents 
were described as being less serious personal violations than rape, such as indecent 
assault or other “offensive behaviour” – whereas a higher proportion of respondents in 
many other countries reported that they had been raped. 

Looking only at the incidents which respondents themselves identified as rape or attempted 
rape, Namibia’s rate of reporting was very high compared to most of the other countries. In 
Namibia, Croatia, Panama and South Africa, about 1 out of every 2 rapes or attempted 
rapes in the major urban area under examination were reported to the police. The urban 
reporting rates in most of the other developing countries under study were significantly lower. 
Rural reporting may have followed an entirely different pattern. 

The information also suggests that victims of rape and attempted rape in Namibia were far 
more likely to report the incident to the police than to a public or private agency. 

This study suggests that the actual incidence of rape may be higher in South Africa than in 
Namibia, rather than just the rate of reporting (which proved to be only slightly higher in South 
Africa than that in Namibia in this limited study). However, the very small sample size, and the 
limitation of the study to urban areas only, mean that its findings can only be tentative. 

This study raises many questions, with one of the most pertinent being whether or not members 
of the public themselves perceive as rape all of the acts which the law would define as rape. 
The studies on sexual relations in intimate relationships indicate that many people may not 
recognise that forced sexual interactions in this context can be classified as rape. 

80 The data has been weighted as advised by Mr Van Kesteren of UNICRI. The weight variable is W005 (individual 
survey weight).

“One of the central findings of this study is that men 
rape primarily to bolster their masculine pride and feed 
their desire for power. This is largely attributable to the 
rapist’s need to live up to society’s ideal of masculinity – 

to be aggressive, strong, virile, dominant and all-powerful; 
his need to compensate for feelings of powerlessness 

stemming from the family, alienation in the workplace 
and political and racial oppression; his socialised belief in 
rape myths; his objectification of women; his conditioning 

which leads him to believe that violence is the simplest 
means to solve problems and to get what he wants; his 

need to compensate for sexual and masculine inadequacy; 
and his strong association of sex with violence.”

Lloyd vogelman, 
The Sexual Face of Violence,

Raven Press: Johannesburg, 1990  
(a study based primarily on 

interviews with 27 convicted rapists 
from the Riverlea community in South Africa)
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TabLe 2.�8: ICvs 2000 suRveY, uRban CenTRes onLY:  
vICTIm of sexuaL offenCe In pasT 5 YeaRs?  

 Country
Yes no do not know Total

n % n % n % n %

albania 209 28.� 50� 68.5 2� �.1 7�6 100.0

Argentina 63 5.4 1 106 94.4 2 .2 1 171 100.0

Azerbaijan 9 1.8 459 98.0 1 .2 �69 100.0

Belarus 53 6.5 769 93.5 1 .1 82� 100.0

botswana 1�0 22.1 �85 76.5 9 1.� 6�� 100.0

Bulgaria 19 2.4 761 95.1 20 2.5 801 100.0

Cambodia 18 2.6 688 97.4 0 .0 707 100.0

Colombia 1�� 26.� �71 7�.0 � .6 508 100.0

Croatia 74 8.9 759 91.0 1 .1 8�� 100.0

Czech Republic 48 5.9 766 94.1 0 .0 815 100.0

Estonia 34 12.7 228 86.1 3 1.2 265 100.0

Georgia 13 2.4 529 97.4 1 .2 5�� 100.0

Hungary 51 6.1 787 93.8 1 .2 8�9 100.0

Latvia 8 1.5 555 98.4 1 .1 56� 100.0

Lesotho 126 18.3 559 81.1 4 .6 689 100.0

Lithuania 95 11.9 687 86.1 16 2.0 798 100.0

Mongolia 35 7.1 458 92.9 0 .0 �9� 100.0

Mozambique 62 12.4 433 86.9 3 .6 �98 100.0

namibia 119 21.� ��0 76.8 11 2.0 560 100.0

nigeria 98 22.7 �29 76.� � .9 ��1 100.0

Panama 21 4.8 412 95.2 0 .0 ��� 100.0

Philippines 12 1.1 1 082 98.7 2 .2 1 096 100.0

Republic of Korea 40 3.9 994 96.0 1 .1 1 0�5 100.0

Rumania 26 3.0 816 94.5 22 2.5 86� 100.0

Russia 56 6.6 792 93.3 1 .1 8�9 100.0

Slovenia 17 5.8 275 94.2 0 .0 292 100.0

South Africa 73 10.3 561 79.1 75 10.6 709 100.0

swaziland 1�5 27.� ��� 6�.9 �1 7.7 5�0 100.0

Uganda 35 6.9 455 90.1 15 3.0 505 100.0

Ukraine 53 6.5 760 93.4 1 .1 81� 100.0

Zambia 110 21.2 393 75.9 15 2.9 518 100.0

Total 1 996 9.6 18 550 89.1 276 1.� 20 822 100.0

note: The highlighted countries are Namibia plus any countries in the survey reporting a higher percentage of sexual offences 
than Namibia.
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TabLe 2.�0:  ICvs 2000 suRveY, uRban CenTRes onLY, RepoRTIng bY CounTRY 
TabuLaTed onLY foR InCIdenTs IdenTIfIed as Rape oR aTTempTed Rape

  quesTIon �2h: WouLd You desCRIbe ThIs InCIdenT as ...

 
 

Rape attempted rape Total
n % n % n %

Albania 4 16.7 20 83.3 2� 100.0

Argentina 0 .0 1 100.0 1 100.0

Azerbaijan 0 .0 1 100.0 1 100.0

Belarus 5 25.2 16 74.8 22 100.0

Botswana 17 36.2 30 63.8 �7 100.0

Bulgaria 2 42.1 2 57.9 � 100.0

Cambodia 1 9.8 12 90.2 1� 100.0

Colombia 2 16.7 10 83.3 12 100.0

Croatia 4 42.7 5 57.3 9 100.0

Czech Republic 2 22.1 8 77.9 10 100.0

Estonia 3 73.0 1 27.0 � 100.0

Georgia 1 25.0 3 75.0 � 100.0

Hungary 0 .0 4 100.0 � 100.0

Latvia 2 28.6 4 71.4 5 100.0

Lesotho 13 32.5 27 67.5 �0 100.0

Lithuania 5 33.9 10 66.1 15 100.0

Mongolia 2 18.7 9 81.3 11 100.0

Mozambique 13 33.3 26 66.7 �9 100.0

namibia 11 ��.0 1� 56.0 25 100.0

Nigeria 8 33.3 16 66.7 2� 100.0

Panama 0 .0 2 100.0 2 100.0

Philippines 1 25.0 3 75.0 � 100.0

Republic of Korea 0 .0 3 100.0 � 100.0

Rumania 6 70.0 3 30.0 9 100.0

Russia 5 20.6 18 79.4 22 100.0

Slovenia 3 43.6 3 56.4 6 100.0

South Africa 31 60.8 20 39.2 51 100.0

Swaziland 18 34.6 34 65.4 52 100.0

Uganda 8 53.3 7 46.7 15 100.0

Ukraine 5 26.5 13 73.5 18 100.0

Zambia 8 23.5 26 76.5 �� 100.0

Total 180 ��.8 �51 66.2 5�1 100.0

The tables on the following pages report only on the 53� cases of rape and attempted rape 
identified above.
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TabLe 2.�1:  ICvs 2000 suRveY, uRban CenTRes onLY, TabuLaTed onLY foR 
InCIdenTs WhICh WeRe IdenTIfIed as Rape oR aTTempTed Rape

question �2j: did you or anyone report that incidence to the police?

 Country
Yes no do not know Total

n % n % n % n %

Albania 6 25.0 18 75.0 0 .0 2� 100.0

Argentina 0 .0 1 100.0 0 .0 1 100.0

Azerbaijan 0 .0 1 100.0 0 .0 1 100.0

Belarus 2 7.4 19 88.3 1 4.3 22 100.0

Botswana 10 21.3 37 78.7 0 .0 �7 100.0

Bulgaria 1 22.1 3 77.9 0 .0 � 100.0

Cambodia 1 8.1 12 91.9 0 .0 1� 100.0

Colombia 2 16.7 9 75.0 1 8.3 12 100.0

Croatia � ��.8 5 55.2 0 .0 9 100.0

Czech Republic 3 34.0 7 66.0 0 .0 10 100.0

Estonia 1 23.3 3 76.7 0 .0 � 100.0

Georgia 1 25.0 2 50.0 1 25.0 � 100.0

Hungary 1 12.8 4 87.2 0 .0 � 100.0

Latvia 1 21.4 4 78.6 0 .0 5 100.0

Lesotho 10 25.0 29 72.5 1 2.5 �0 100.0

Lithuania 2 10.3 14 89.7 0 .0 15 100.0

Mongolia 0 .0 11 100.0 0 .0 11 100.0

Mozambique 10 25.6 29 74.4 0 .0 �9 100.0

namibia 11 ��.0 1� 56.0 0 .0 25 100.0

Nigeria 7 29.2 16 66.7 1 4.2 24 100.0

panama 1 50.0 1 50.0 0 .0 2 100.0

Philippines 1 25.0 3 75.0 0 .0 4 100.0

Republic of Korea 0 .0 3 100.0 0 .0 3 100.0

Rumania 3 32.7 6 67.3 0 .0 9 100.0

Russia 5 20.6 18 79.4 0 .0 22 100.0

Slovenia 0 6.9 6 93.1 0 .0 6 100.0

south africa 28 5�.9 2� �5.1 0 .0 51 100.0

Swaziland 12 23.1 39 75.0 1 1.9 52 100.0

Uganda 0 .0 15 100.0 0 .0 15 100.0

Ukraine 1 6.1 17 93.9 0 .0 18 100.0

Zambia 11 32.4 23 67.6 0 .0 34 100.0

Total 1�� 25.� �90 7�.5 6 1.1 5�1 100.0

note: The highlighted countries are Namibia plus any countries with higher rates of reporting rapes to police.
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TabLe 2.�2: ICvs 2000 suRveY, uRban CenTRes onLY, TabuLaTed onLY foR 
InCIdenTs WhICh WeRe IdenTIfIed as Rape oR aTTempTed Rape

question �2o: did you or anyone report it to any public or private agency?

 Country
Yes no do not know Total

n % n % n % n %

Albania 5 20.8 18 75.0 1 4.2 2� 100.0

Argentina 0 .0 1 100.0 0 .0 1 100.0

Azerbaijan 0 .0 1 100.0 0 .0 1 100.0

Belarus 2 10.8 18 84.9 1 4.3 22 100.0

Botswana 3 8.1 33 89.2 1 2.7 �7 100.0

Bulgaria 0 .0 4 100.0 0 .0 � 100.0

Cambodia 0 .0 12 100.0 0 .0 12 100.0

Colombia 0 .0 9 100.0 0 .0 9 100.0

Croatia 0 .0 9 100.0 0 .0 9 100.0

Czech Republic 1 17.8 6 82.2 0 .0 7 100.0

Georgia 0 .0 2 100.0 0 .0 2 100.0

Hungary 1 12.8 4 87.2 0 .0 � 100.0

Latvia 0 .0 4 100.0 0 .0 � 100.0

Lesotho 8 27.6 21 72.4 0 .0 29 100.0

Lithuania 2 15.9 13 84.1 0 .0 15 100.0

Mongolia 0 .0 11 100.0 0 .0 11 100.0

Mozambique 0 .0 29 100.0 0 .0 29 100.0

namibia 2 1�.� 12 85.7 0 .0 1� 100.0

Nigeria 2 8.3 20 83.3 2 8.3 2� 100.0

Panama 0 .0 1 100.0 0 .0 1 100.0

Philippines 0 .0 3 100.0 0 .0 � 100.0

Republic of Korea 0 .0 3 100.0 0 .0 � 100.0

Rumania 0 .0 9 100.0 0 .0 9 100.0

Russia 1 5.5 21 94.5 0 .0 22 100.0

Slovenia 0 .0 6 100.0 0 .0 6 100.0

South Africa 1 4.3 22 95.7 0 .0 2� 100.0

Swaziland 2 5.1 37 94.9 0 .0 �9 100.0

Uganda 6 40.0 7 46.7 2 13.3 15 100.0

Ukraine 0 .0 18 100.0 0 .0 18 100.0

Zambia 1 4.3 21 91.3 1 4.3 2� 100.0

Total �8 9.0 �7� 89.1 8 1.9 �19 100.0

National data on several other countries in southern Africa – including South Africa – were 
included in previous surveys where statistics have already been compiled by UNICRI.8� 

81 The International Crime Victim Surveys (ICVS) provide information on crime and victimization through a 
standard questionnaire, the results of which are internationally comparable. To ensure this, all aspects of 
the methodology have been standardised to the maximum possible extent.

The first round of international surveys was done in �4 countries in �989, providing a measurement 
of crime in �988, by the Ministry of Justice of The Netherlands in cooperation with the Home Office of the 
United Kingdom and the University of Lausanne, Switzerland. The interviews were done by phone using 
CATI (Computer Assisted Telephone Interviewing) technique. That year pilot studies were also done in 
Indonesia (Jakarta) and Poland (Warsaw). 

UNICRI (United Nations Interregional Crime and Justice Research Institute) became involved in �99� 
with the aim of providing a wider geographical coverage to the project to include countries where telephone 
interviewing was not possible. A specific face-to-face methodology was developed for this purpose and to 
increase comparability, it was agreed that face-to-face surveys would be mainly conducted in the capital (or 
largest) cities in participating countries. Pilot studies were carried out to test the comparability of results 
obtained with the two different methods. 

The second round of surveys took place in �99� with a total of 33 participating countries, including �0 done 
by the face-to-face technique. 

The third round of surveys was done in �996/97 in 48 countries (36 face-to-face). 
The fourth round of surveys took place in �000/0� with a total of 48 participating countries again, including 

30 face-to-face. 
A fifth round of surveys was planned for �004/05, but no data is available from this most recent survey. 

http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/research_icvs.html.
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In �996-97, the United National Interregional Crime and Justice Research Institute (UNICRI) 
conducted ICVS surveys in �7 countries in the developing world, including 7 African countries 
(Botswana, Egypt, South Africa, Tanzania, Tunisia, Uganda and Zimbabwe).8� Overall, Asia 
ranked lowest for all types of crime, while Africa and Latin America showed the highest levels 
of all crimes. The survey also attempted to measure the incidence of “sexual assault”, which 
included rape, attempted rape and indecent assault, with Latin America and Africa scoring 
highest. This finding runs contrary to the data on reported rapes, where the “New World” and 
industrialised countries generally have the highest rates.

TabLe 2.��: ICvs suRveY on InCIdenCe of ConTaCT CRImes, bY RegIon, 1996-97

Latin 
america africa

Countries 
In 

Transition

new 
World asia Western 

europe

Sexual 
assault

5.0 2.4 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.5

source:  Anna Alvazzi del Frate & Angela Patrignani, Women’s Victimization in Developing Countries (1998), 
Chapter 2, via link from ICVS website: http://www.unicri.it/wwd/analysis/icvs/statistics.php.
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Western Europe 100.0 33.2 3.7 4.7 24.8 64.1 2.7
New World 100.0 37.9 3.5 11.7 22.7 59.5 2.6
Countries in 
Transition

100.0 53.0 5.5 22.7 24.8 41.6 5.4

Asia 100.0 42.4 1.6 5.8 35.0 51.7 5.9
Africa 100.0 50.7 12.1 23.9 14.7 43.3 6.0
Latin America 100.0 68.5 5.4 20.4 42.7 29.7 1.8

source: Anna Alvazzi del Frate & Angela Patrignani, Women’s Victimization in Developing Countries (1998), 
Chapter 2, via link from ICVS website: http://www.unicri.it/wwd/analysis/icvs/statistics.php.

ChaRT 2.�: CompaRaTIve RepoRTs of sexuaL assauLT In unICRI vICTIm suRveYs, 
1996-97

source: Martin 
Schönteich, “South 
Africa’s Position 
in Africa’s Crime 
Rankings”, African 
Security Review, Vol 
9, No 4, 2000 

82 The Latin American countries surveyed were: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica and Paraguay. 
The Asian countries surveyed were: China, India, Indonesia and the Philippines. 
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Egypt

South Africa

Zimbabwe

Tunisia

Botswana
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Of the African countries surveyed in �996-97, Uganda scored the highest on sexual assaults 
– possibly related to the civil unrest in Northern Uganda during the period in question. Egypt 
was second, followed by South Africa. African levels of sexual assault compared favourably 
with those in some Latin American countries (such as Brazil and Colombia), but were higher 
than those in Asia. 

The South African victims of sexual assault were the most likely to state that a weapon had 
been used (37.�% of sexual assaults), followed by Botswana in a distant second place, where 
��.7% of the sexual assault victims reported the use of a weapon. Weapons included not just 
firearms, but any weapon or any object which was used as a weapon.83

As previously noted, in �997  South Africa had the highest per capita rates of reported murder 
and rape in the world, according to Interpol statistics. Here, we see that South Africa also had 
the third highest level of sexual assaults out of the �7 countries where comparable UNICRI 
victim surveys were conducted in �996-7.84 Since the only study to date which provides a direct 
comparison of the reporting of rapes in Namibia and South Africa suggests that reporting of 
sexual violations perceived as rape is only slightly higher in South Africa than in Namibia, 
this could mean that the problem of rape is even greater in South Africa than in Namibia. 
Thus, when this Legal Assistance Centre study makes comparisons between Namibia and 
South Africa, it must be remembered that we are comparing Namibia to a country which 
appears to have a very high rate of rape by international standards. 

“Violence against women has long been shrouded in a culture of silence. Reliable statistics 
are hard to come by, as violence is underreported because of shame, stigma and fear of 
retribution. It is not uncommon for women to be blamed for their own rape and for bringing 
dishonour to their families. The World Health Organisation found that �0 to 70 per cent 
of the women interviewed in its multicountry research were talking about their abuse for 
the first time. One of the reasons women remain silent is that in many societies violence 
against women is accepted as a “normal” aspect of gender relations…”

UNFPA State of World Population 2005, “The Promise of Equality: Gender Equity, 
Reproductive Health and the Millennium Development Goals”, at 67-68

a RepoRT on CommunITY aTTITudes abouT 
WhY Rape happens

For both women and men, proof that rape has become worse in Namibia includes the fact 
that “men even rape small children”… Whether child or adult, some people are so confused 
as to why men rape, that the only logical explanations they can think of are that these men 
are ‘crazy’, emotionally disturbed or possessed by the devil. Given that most men are not 
rapists by nature, many men in particular cannot understand the psychology of a rapist. 
Women and men give several explanations as to why men rape, many of which are related 
to the social structure of patriarchy. Dolly (�3 years old) says, “men regard themselves as 
powerful and in control of everything”. Given the practice of men having control over sexuality, 
it is not surprising that some men think of women as “sexual property”. Many women attribute 
rape to men’s lack of respect for women due to the prevailing low social status of women and 
male dominance. Selma (67 years old) explains about rape:

I think rape is like death. It is something evil. I do not know how women can protect 
themselves from being raped because men rape women even in their houses. I think men 
rape women because most men today have got different attitudes of not respecting women. 

83 Martin Schönteich, “South Africa’s Position in Africa’s Crime Rankings”, African Security Review, Vol 9, No 4, 
�000.

84 Id. 
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Wolfgang (30-year-old German man) recognises women’s unequal status vis-à-vis men as 
contributing to the incidence of rape when he says, “men do not treat women as equals, that 
is why rape has worsened”. The majority of women and men identify social structural 
factors such as courts that let rapists go free; sentences that are too lenient; inadequate 
laws; and ineffective police enforcement as contributing to the incidence of rape. Other 
social factors include high rates of unemployment which leave men idle; high rates of alcohol 
abuse; people from different cultures who are “mixing, which causes problems”; and a loss of 
the sense of community.

Several women ‘blame’ men for uncontrolled sexuality because “men like sex and cannot 
control themselves”, as well as a desire to spread HIV, while men ‘blame’ women for rape 
because of “the fashions they wear”; “women drink too much alcohol”; and women “wanting 
to get rich” who use men to get money. Many men have the mistaken idea that women do 
not really try to stop rape because they think a woman can simply scream and fight off her 
attacker; talk to the man to “calm him down”; call a neighbour for help; or seek the help of 
the police as means of preventing rape. The majority of men, using stereotyped myths about 
rape indicate that women provoke men by wearing short dresses that “show off their private 
parts”; women who are angry with men who unjustly report them for rape; men rape out of 
sexual desire; and that men cannot help themselves when it comes to these sexual desires. 
Women dispute some of the myths surrounding rape, such as a belief that the clothing women 
wear causes men to rape because, “even small children and old women are raped. These people 
do not put on minis [skirts) or associate with strangers” (Sandra 48 years old), while Sarafina (67 
years old) asks “should we stay dirty and unattractive?”.

Some men identify school girls, working women and men who go to nightclubs as being at 
risk of rape – indicating that they believe women are raped because they go outside of their 
homes. Other people indicate that rape has become so bad that “even small boys are raping 
big women”; “women report being raped by strangers”; “even relatives rape their family 
members”; and “even women in the village are raped, which never happened before”. Several 
people note that people from all age groups are involved in rape. For example, Tomas (43 years 
old) says even “school boys rape their fellow colleagues”. Several rural dwellers indicate that 
rape is worse in the urban rather than rural areas. Kondjeni, a 46-year-old rural Owambo man 
says rape has become worse in the urban areas because urban people “abuse alcohol and lose 
control”. 

All men know that rape is wrong and is against the law. Peter, a 44-year-old Owambo man 
expresses the feelings of some men when he states, “Women have rights to be respected, if 
she says ‘no’ let it be ‘no’. And again, they have really to enjoy their rights as humans. They 
do not have to be seen as sexual tools”. In fact many men liken rape to murder because it 
takes something away from the survivor forever. Immanuel, a 54-year-old Herero man partly 
explains men’s repulsion to rape because “rape is something that is not in our tradition”. 
However, Illonga (53 years old) thinks that maybe the courts favour women and prosecute 
men for rape with little or no evidence other than the woman’s testimony. 

Many people indicate that women must protect themselves by staying home during the 
night (although some women remark that even staying home is not safe because men 
rape women in their own homes); not walking alone; not taking rides from strangers; not 
going anywhere with male friends; avoid drinking alcohol (because men take advantage of 
intoxicated women); and not leaving children in the care of other people (to prevent child 
rape). In fact, many women say that women should “not trust anyone” because everyone, 
including a relative, can be a rapist, while some men say there is nothing a woman can do 
to protect herself against rape because men are physically stronger than women… 

debie Lebeau, Structural Conditions for the Progression of the  
HIV-AIDS Pandemic in Namibia, University of Namibia, 2004, at 32-33

(based on data collected from respondents in Windhoek and rural areas in the North)
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Worldwide, it is estimated that 1 out of every 5 women will experience rape or attempted 
rape in her lifetime. Nearly 50% of sexual assaults worldwide are perpetrated against 

girls under the age of 16.1 This international problem is also a very big problem in Namibia, 
as the statistics collected in this report will demonstrate. 

In 2000, Namibia enacted a new statute on rape: the Combating of Rape Act 8 of 2000. This law 
represents a progressive new approach to the crime of rape. The definition of rape now covers 
a broad range of invasive sexual acts, and is gender-neutral so that boys and men can now lay 
charges of rape. The law also contains new provisions designed to give more consideration to 
the complainant’s needs, and greater protection to the complainant’s privacy. 

At the same time, the Combating of Immoral Practices Act Amendment Act 7 of 2000 gave 
improved protection to boys and girls. In terms of this Act, sexual contact with boys or girls 
under age 16 by someone at least three years older is against the law. 

These legal changes were supplemented by 
the Criminal Procedure Amendment Act 24 
of 2003, with provisions intended to make 
it less traumatic for rape complainants (and 
other vulnerable witnesses) to testify in court. 
These new procedures were designed to be 
particularly helpful in rape cases (and other 
criminal cases) involving children. 

The purpose of this study is to collect 
information on how well the Combating of 
Rape Act 8 of 2000 is operating in practice 
to combat the problem of rape in Namibia. 
Some information has also been compiled 
on the accompanying legal changes. 

The operation of Namibia’s rape law has been assessed primarily by extracting information from 
a sample of police dockets and court registers, as well as through interviews with a range of key 
informants. 

Relevant statistics, judicial developments and examples from other countries have also been 
considered. 

On the basis of this information, this report makes some recommendations for improved 
implementation of Namibia’s laws on rape. 

1 UNFPA State of World Population 2005. “The Promise of Equality: Gender Equity, Reproductive Health 
and the Millennium Development Goals”, at 65-66. 

“I would particularly like to 
express my concern about 
the recent spate of violent 
crimes directed at women 
and children. These crimes 
represent a gross violation 
of the fundamental rights 
of our citizens and must 
therefore be condemned.”

 

President Sam Nujoma,  
opening of Parliament,  

11 February 2003
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O
vER

vIEW
This study examines national police statistics on rape, plus a 

sample of rape cases which originated during 2000-2005, to 
see how Namibia’s Combating of Rape Act 8 of 2000 is working 
in practice. 

Reported rapes and attempted rapes in 2003-2005 amount 
to 1100-1200 cases per year, which is equal to about 60 reported 
cases per 100 000 people in Namibia – as compared to about 117 
reported cases per 100 000 people in South Africa and about 9 
reported cases per 100 000 people in Kenya.

It is impossible to determine if the increase in the number of 
reported rapes and attempted rapes over time results from an 
increase in the number of rapes being committed, an increase 
in the number of rapes being reported, or a mixture of these 
two factors. 

Recent police statistics indicate that just over one-third of 
all victims of rape and attempted rape are under age 18. 

The expanded gender-neutral definition of rape is being 
applied in practice. Both females and males are laying charges 
of rape, although rape complainants are still overwhelmingly 
female. The broad definition of “sexual act” applied by the 
new law is being utilised, even though the majority of rape 
cases still involve sexual intercourse. Similarly, the broad new 
definition of “coercive circumstances” is also being applied as 
intended. All of the different types of coercive circumstances 
are being recognised in practice, even though most rapes still 
involve force or threats of force. 

Most rapes in our sample were committed by partners, family 
members or acquaintances, with only about 12% of all rapes 
being committed by strangers. About 11% of the rape cases 
examined involved multiple perpetrators. The vast majority of 
perpetrators (more than 99%) were male, and about 13% of the 
perpetrators were young men under the age of 18. 

Despite the creation of Woman and Child Protection Units 
(WCPUs) staffed by many committed police officers, some rape 
complainants still receive an unsympathetic response when 
reporting rapes – particularly rapes by husbands or other 
partners. This may stem in part from the lack of adequate 
training for WCPU personnel. 

Police response also continues to be hampered by practical 
problems such as lack of transport, the absence of expertise 
for dealing with child rape complainants and inadequate com-
munication between police stations regarding WCPU staff 
who are “on call” after-hours. 

Police investigation techniques could be improved by earlier 
involvement of prosecutors, particularly now that the Office of 
the Prosecutor-General has established a specialised unit for 
handling sexual offences and domestic violence. 

Problems with police statements are sometimes a barrier 
to successful prosecution; this could be improved by the use of 
tape-recorded statements in the complainant’s mother-tongue. 

Now that all rape cases are handled by WPCUs, Parliament 
should allocate a specific budget to WCPUs for this purpose.

One of the weakest aspects of the criminal justice system’s 
response to rape pertains to the collection and use of medical 
evidence, which is often crucial in obtaining convictions. Many 
doctors who examine rape complainants appear to lack sufficient 
time, training and sometimes commitment to the task. More 
intensive training and monitoring of doctors who carry out this 
task is crucial if conviction rates are to be increased. 
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One big problem in this respect appears to be a breakdown in communications 
between police, prosecutors, courts and the National Forensic Science Institute, 
with courts being told that lab results are not yet ready when they are in fact 
waiting to be collected. New systems of distribution and control of rape kits are 
in the process of being established, but presiding officers could address this 
problem immediately by the simple expedient of insisting on confirmation from 
the lab in any instance where a postponement is requested on the grounds of 
unfinished lab results. 

The provision of medical services for rape complainants, including post-
exposure prophylaxis to reduce the chances of acquiring HIV from the rape, is 
not yet satisfactory – particularly in rural areas. However, the Ministry of Health 
& Social Services is still in the process of rolling out these services and providing 
appropriate training to those responsible for administering such medications. 
Public awareness of the need for post-rape medications appears to be low. 

One way to improve official response would be to establish a regular, informal 
forum for key role players from different ministries and institutions to come 
together to discuss issues and problems across sectors. 

Only 16% of the perpetrators accused of rape or attempted rape are convicted 
of either of these crimes. The most serious gap is between charge and trial. About 
one-third of all rape complainants request withdrawal of their cases, usually 
within 1-2 months of laying the charge – with almost two-thirds of these cases 
involving rapes perpetrated by partners, family members or acquaintances. It 
may be that some of these complainants prefer to resolve the matter by means of 
compensation under customary law, although technically this remedy could be 
pursued at the same time as a criminal charge for rape. 

Case withdrawals could be reduced by the introduction of a victim’s assistance 
programme staffed primarily by trained volunteers who could support the survivor, 
help explain the court process, assist with logistical questions, keep the complainant 
informed of the progress of the case and accompany the complainant to court 
proceedings. This could reduce trauma to the rape complainant and at the same 
time free prosecutors to focus on the legal issues. 

Most of those interviewed appeared to be familiar with the provisions aimed at 
assisting vulnerable witnesses in court, and had utilised many of them to the extent 
that available resources permitted – particularly the use of support persons, having 
the presiding officer re-state questions to the complainant, moving furniture or 
dispensing with robes to make the atmosphere less intimidating, and using screens 
or closed-circuit television to shield the complainants from seeing the accused. 
However, there are also indications that the options for vulnerable witnesses are 
often being ignored, possibly because of a lack of clarity on who is responsible for 
suggesting them. 

The most consistent procedural oversight is lack of implementation of the provision 
on closed court, with few service providers being aware that the new law requires 
the court to be closed during the entire rape trial unless the complainant requests 
otherwise. 

The minimum sentences appear to be working in practice, although the statistics 
suggest that courts often look to the minimum sentences as being fixed sentences 
instead of base level sentences – especially when it comes to the heavier minimums 
of 10 and 15 years. Members of the public often call for stiffer sentences for rapists, 
but the study findings indicate that it would make more sense to spend energy and 
public resources on decreasing case withdrawals and increasing conviction rates. 

Namibia’s Combating of Rape Act appears to be one of the most progressive 
rape laws in southern Africa to date, and other African countries have looked to 
it as a model in many respects. Therefore, the recommendations contained in this 
study may be useful beyond the borders of Namibia. 

All of the recommendations contained in the report are compiled in Chapter 19 
for easy reference. 
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